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Introduction

One need not be a prophet of doom to suggest that our coping with the cultural 
and religious diversity of human societies has not seen significant progress during the 
twentieth century: Northern Ireland, the former Yugoslavia, India, Israel, Nigeria,… 
In the contemporary world, the list of plural societies that are disrupted by violent 
conflicts between their different cultural and religious communities is endless. The 
consequence is that cultural and religious diversity is most often regarded as a pre-
dicament rather than an asset of humanity.

In modern times, the notion of toleration has been central to the pursuit of a 
solution to this predicament. Especially in the twentieth century, a particular way of 
thinking about the problems of the plural society has become dominant: the liberal-
democratic model of toleration.

This model consists of a set of norms and values regarding the way in which a 
plural society and its state should be organised. On the one hand, it claims that the 
state and its laws ought not to mix with the realm of religion. The state should be 
secular or neutral, that is, its policy and its coercive legal framework cannot be based 
in one or another religion. On the other hand, this model insists that the rights to 
freedom of thought, conscience and religion should be granted to all citizens. Thus, 
liberal toleration divides a plural society into two spheres: a neutral public sphere 
where the citizens ought always to obey the coercive laws of the state and another 
sphere where the citizens ought always to be left free to live according to their reli-
gious or moral values.

This dissertation will examine the historical emergence of this conception of 
toleration. More specifically, it will look at the way in which the Christian religion has 
given shape to this conception.

The first chapter provides an outline of the theoretical framework and the re-
search hypothesis that will guide our inquiry into the history of liberal toleration. 
This framework explains the role played by religion in the formation of the western 
culture. The research hypothesis expands on this explanation and proposes to look 
at the Protestant Reformation as a cultural revolution that has determined the shape 
of the modern West.

Before we turn back to the era of the Reformation, the second chapter will ex-
amine two aspects of modern liberal toleration: the current understanding of its his-
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tory and the conceptual structure of its notion of toleration. Two basic puzzles will 
be raised. The first is the puzzle of the two spheres: the liberal conception of tolera-
tion presupposes that all human societies can be divided into two distinct realms—a 
realm of political coercion and a realm of religious liberty. However, it does not pro-
vide a theoretical criterion to identify these realms across different societies. How, 
then, could we make sense of this twofold division of society? The second is the 
puzzle of the universal value of toleration: Where originates the belief that an idea, 
which emerged from the conflicts among the different Christian confessions in early 
modern Europe, should become the norm for all plural societies?

The two puzzles will provide the focus of the historical inquiry in the next four 
chapters. These chapters take us on a tour through different regions of early modern 
Europe. They look at the emergence and subsequent development of the Protestant 
Reformation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The third chapter starts with a brief sketch of some elements of the Christian 
understanding of human existence and society in the centuries before the Protestant 
Reformation. Against this background, the transformation of the notion of Christian 
liberty in the Reformation is explained. In this notion, the argument suggests, lies the 
origin point of the modern liberal conception of toleration. The theology of Christian 
liberty divided both the life of the individual believer and human society into two 
distinct realms—the temporal political kingdom and the spiritual kingdom of Christ. 
It asserted that the scope of human laws was limited to the temporal kingdom. The 
believer ought to be free from all human authority in the latter spiritual realm. 

In contrast to this theological norm, however, the Protestant churches of early 
modern Europe began to impose a much stricter set of doctrines and church laws 
than the medieval Church ever had. What caused this development? In its search for 
answers, the fourth chapter will analyse the process of “confessionalisation,” which 
gave shape to the late sixteenth-century Protestant Europe. In this process, societies 
were transformed into confessional churches with fixed doctrinal orthodoxies, firm 
theological boundaries and strict ecclesiastic disciplines.

In the same period, a counter-movement arose to the imposition of doctrine and 
church law by the Lutheran and Reformed churches. The “anticonfessional” Prot-
estants of this movement denounced the Protestant confessional church as a new 
spiritual tyranny—set up by satan to continue the work of “popish idolatry.” The 
writings of these men reproduced the Reformation theology of Christian liberty, but 
now invoked it against the dominion of the Protestant confessional authorities. Here, 
we come to the main hypothesis of the historical inquiry: the modern conception of 
toleration developed within the constraints of this anticonfessional Protestant theol-
ogy.

This hypothesis will be further examined in the following two chapters. They 
look into the struggle between the confessional and the anticonfessional forces in 
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two regions of the Protestant world. First, we travel to the Dutch Republic of the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries (Chapter 5); next to seventeenth-century 
England (Chapter 6). In the toleration debates of both countries, we see how the 
idea of toleration served as a weapon in the theological warfare between two forms of 
the Christian religion—the confessional and the anticonfessional. Toleration and its 
tenets of the secular state and liberty of conscience remained embedded in a frame-
work of Protestant theology. 

The seventh chapter looks at the work of the two most important theorists of 
toleration of the early Enlightenment, John Locke and Pierre Bayle. The common 
view has it that the Enlightenment emancipated the western political thought from 
the constraints of Christian dogma. Thus, it is also assumed that toleration became a 
universal, secular and rational value in this period. We will assess this view in terms 
of these two thinkers: Can we make sense of the theories of toleration of Locke and 
Bayle independently of Christian theological premises?

In the final chapter, we will examine what happens to the liberal conception 
of toleration when it travels to a completely different culture and society, viz. the 
Indian. In India, the discussion has been cast in terms of “secularism” or “the secular 
state.” This secularism debate will be analysed with two questions in mind: Do the 
theological roots of modern liberal toleration not cause problems when it is used as 
the solution to the conflicts and tensions of the Indian society? What are the conse-
quences for the professed neutrality of the liberal secular state?
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Chapter I

Religion and 
the Western Cultural History

What role has religion played in the history of the West? Most historians would 
agree that it has been a critical factor in western history. For more than fifteen centu-
ries, Christianity was the driving force behind all kinds of developments in European 
society. How it was so and what was religious about this historical development is 
less clear today.

One can point out that until recently the principal historical agents in the West 
were pious Christian believers. The papacy is described as a centre of power in the 
Middle Ages. To a large extent, the clergy of the confessional churches of the late 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries gave shape to the societies of both Protestant 
and Catholic Europe. The same happened in the American colonies of the seven-
teenth century. But how was the way in which these institutions determined society 
any different from the way in which powerful institutions such as city councils, trade 
unions or state governments do the same today? In what sense did it exemplify the 
role played by religion in the western history?

We might refer to the fact that it involved religious authority and that it drew 
upon the religious beliefs held by the people about God, Christ, human existence, etc. 
On the one hand, such answers beg the question: we now have to find out what was 
religious about this authority and these beliefs. How are such beliefs different from 
the belief that the earth is flat? On the other, we do not possess any theory today to 
solve problems like the following: What is the connection between these “religious 
beliefs” and the behaviour of the Christian believers? How could these beliefs deter-
mine the shape of society and its historical development?

An underlying problem will have to be addressed, before we can even think 
of spelling out the role of religion in western history: What makes Christianity into 
a religion? In his “The Heathen in His Blindness…” (1994), S. N. Balagangadhara an-
swers this question by developing a scientific hypothesis about religion and its role 
in the formation of the western culture. This chapter will show how Balagangadhara’s 
theory offers an alternate framework to study the history of western thought. This 
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framework will lay down the constraints on our inquiry into the historical develop-
ment of the modern liberal conception of toleration. The first section will explain 
Balagangadhara’s theory of religion and the way in which religion has given rise to 
the western culture. The second section gives the outlines of a research hypothesis 
based on this theory. This hypothesis will guide the inquiry into the history of liberal 
toleration. The third section, finally, addresses a basic problem in the writing of the 
history of western thought. On what grounds could one choose between different 
interpretations of the writings of a thinker from the past?

1.1. The Formation of the Western Culture

Balagangadhara’s inquiry into the nature of the western culture sets out by examin-
ing the way in which it has understood another culture, the Indian, throughout the 
centuries. The focus of his inquiry lies in a belief shared by all western descriptions 
of other cultures, namely, the belief that religion is a cultural universal. This has be-
come so widespread and self-evident today that the import of the following question 
can hardly be overestimated: What are the grounds on which the belief is held that 
each human culture has developed its own religion?

The Universality of Religion

On the one hand, the belief in the cultural universality of religion could be held on 
empirical grounds. If this were the case, one should be able to locate evidence for 
this claim in the many descriptions given by western travellers, missionaries and 
scholars of a nonwestern culture like the Indian. Did these provide convincing em-
pirical proof for the presence of religion in India? What is striking about the west-
ern descriptions of the Indian culture is the fact that the question whether or not it 
had its own religion was scarcely ever asked. Instead, the missionaries and travellers 
of the seventeenth century, the Orientalists and colonial officials of the eighteenth 
century and the Indologists of the nineteenth century consistently presupposed that 
there had to be a native religion in India. The task at hand was to find out what the 
particular doctrines, gods, and rites were of this Indian religion.

With this presupposition in the background, the religions of “Hinduism,” “Bud-
dhism,” “Jainism,” etc. were gradually created by the Europeans so as to make sense 
of the Indian culture and its various traditions. Later social-scientific descriptions 
continued to build on this foundation of “facts” about “the Indian religions.” The 
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belief in the cultural universality of religion is not based on empirical grounds, then, 
since the western descriptions of other cultures presupposed that religion was to be 
found in every culture (Balagangadhara 1994: 65-140).

On the other hand, the belief could be held on theoretical grounds. Some theory 
of religion may be available, which demonstrates that each human culture had to 
develop its own religion. Balagangadhara’s analysis shows that this is not the case. All 
current explanations of religion have taken the universality of religion as their pre-
theoretical starting point. Invariably, these explanations are variations on the same 
fallacious model: instead of proving that all human beings or societies have religion, 
they assume this to be the case. From this they derive that the origin of religion 
must be located in the structure of the human psyche, brain, genetical code or in the 
nature of human society. This step brings them to the conclusion that human beings 
and societies cannot but have religion. These explanations do not explain anything 
about the phenomenon of religion: not only do they commit the fallacy of petitio prin-
cipii by presupposing what they have to prove, viz. the universality of religion; they 
also create ad hoc stories about the nature of humanity which are groomed to account 
for this “fact” of universality.

Neither empirical nor theoretical grounds can be found for the cultural univer-
sality of religion. What does this entail? Generations of western intellectuals and 
western-trained scholars from other cultures have taken a groundless belief as the 
starting point for their attempts to understand different human cultures and the dif-
ferences between them. The situation becomes even more bizarre. Balagangadhara 
reveals that a theoretical foundation did in fact exist for the belief that all cultures 
have religion, viz. Christian theology. In his own words:

In the name of science and ethnology, the Biblical themes have become our regular 
stock-in-trade: that God gave religion to humankind has become a cultural 
universal in the guise that all cultures have a religion; the theme that God gave 
one religion to humanity has taken the form and belief that all religions have 
something in common; that God revealed himself to humankind is sanctified in 
the claim that in all cultures and at all times there is a subjective experience of 
religion which is fundamentally the same; the idea that God implanted a sense of 
divinity in Man is now a secular truth in the form of an anthropological, specifically 
human ability to have a religious experience…And so the list goes on, and on, and 
on. Theme after theme from the pages of the Bible has become the ‘but of course!’ 
of intellectuals—whether Jew, Muslim, Dinka, or Brahmin (Ibid.: 226-7).

When the western and western-trained scholars of today write about religion and the 
religious belief-systems of various cultures, their thinking operates against a back-
ground of Christian theology. While they believe they are engaging in a neutral scien-
tific study of human phenomena, they are in fact doing theology in a secular guise.
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This situation raises some of the problems that need to be solved by further the-
ory formation on religion. How come Christian doctrine has become the conceptual 
framework of our understanding of religion? And why have the scholars of religion 
not seen what they have been doing? These are two major questions that will have to 
be answered by a scientific theory of religion. The theory, as Balagangadhara puts it, 
has to save the phenomena: if it denies the universality of religion, it should also tell 
us why so many people have for such a long time presumed religion to be culturally 
universal.

Towards a Theory of Religion

We do not have a clue today about what makes a human phenomenon into religion. 
What are the characteristics of religion? To answer this question, we have to study 
the object that religion is. Instead, we have been defining the word “religion” in a 
plethora of different ways so as to satisfy our intuitions about religion, its universal-
ity and its nature. These intuitions have been shaped and sustained by a religious 
framework that has shifted into the background.

What could be the next step to build a scientific theory of religion? First we 
have to define the object of study. However, Balagangadhara points out, one should 
not misunderstand the role of definition in scientific theory formation. A definition 
cannot tell us what are the properties and the nature of the phenomenon of religion. 
This is what a hypothesis or a theory will do. The definition merely tells us to which 
phenomenon or object in the world we refer when we use the word “religion.” His 
proposal is to give an ostensive definition of “religion.” That is, we point out a proto-
typical instance of the term and begin to study this object. The prototypical instance 
is Christianity: here we have an object that has recognised both itself and others as 
religion.

What makes Christianity into a religion? A scientific answer to this question 
takes the form of a hypothesis, which has been generated within certain constraints 
and which could be refuted by empirical tests. Balagangadhara first describes the 
historical constraints that are imposed upon a hypothesis on religion.

Firstly, there is a crucial fact about the intolerance of Christianity: it has had 
many rivals throughout its history, but only some of these it has singled out as reli-
gious rivals. At various points in time, for instance, monarchy and democracy have 
been rivals to particular Christian movements. Yet, Christianity did not identify these 
as rival religions, while it did so where it concerned Judaism and Islam, the ancient 
Roman religio and the Hindu traditions in India. It has also identified itself as religion. 
Which properties make Christianity identify both itself and some others as religion? 
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These are not necessarily the properties of religion, but they do give us the Christian 
“concept of religion.”

The next step points out that Christianity did not only identify Judaism and 
Islam as rival religions; the latter two also distinguished both Christianity and each 
other as rivals under the same description. Moreover, they recognised themselves as 
religions under that same description, whatever word they may have used. Thirdly, 
Christianity, Judaism and Islam also identified the same others as rival religions, that 
is, the ancient Roman religio in the case of Christianity and Judaism; the Indian tradi-
tions in the case of Christianity and Islam. The fourth step takes us beyond the con-
fines of the “Semitic concept of religion.” Neither the Roman religio nor the Indian 
traditions identified Christianity, Judaism and Islam as religious rivals. They did not 
recognise themselves in the description given by the latter. They simply failed to 
understand how they could be religious rivals to these others.

What were the terms of description? Which properties caused Christianity, Ju-
daism and Islam to identify themselves, each other and the same others as religious 
rivals? The descriptions invoked a set of beliefs or doctrines that referred either to 

“the true God” or to “false gods.” On the one hand, Christianity, Judaism and Islam 
identified themselves and each other as religions through the isolation of a core of 
doctrines about God. On the other hand, they singled out the Roman religio and the 
Indian traditions as false religions by describing their traditional practices as the ex-
pression of false beliefs or doctrines about their false gods (Ibid.: 243-82). Given these 
historical constraints, what would a scientific hypothesis about the phenomenon of 
religion look like?

Religion as an Explanatorily Intelligible Account

To make sense of Balagangadhara’s proposal, we first have to take note of a classical 
distinction between two kinds of accounts we give of human behaviour or actions. 
On the one hand, we make a human act intelligible by disclosing the reasons behind 
it. For instance, let us say I refuse to hitch a ride with a friend after having a few 
drinks. This act of mine could be made intelligible by referring to my beliefs about 
the dangers of drunk driving. This is an intelligibility account: it gives my reasons for 
acting as I did; it reveals the purposes of my behaviour. On the other hand, a human 
act can also be explained by giving the causes that brought it about. My refusal to 
go along in my friend’s car may have had nothing to do with my beliefs about drunk 
driving: it was actually caused by the nausea I had experienced in the past whenever 
this friend drove me home after having a few drinks. This is a causal explanation of 
my behaviour.
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Religion, Balagangadhara proposes, is an explanatorily intelligible account of the 
Cosmos or the universe. Imagine a being whose reasons for acting are also the causes 
of his actions. That is, the intentions and acts of this being are in perfect correspon-
dence. No discrepancy exists between them, as it does between the intentions and 
actions of human beings. It would be possible to give an account of this being and 
his actions, which explains the actions as the perfect embodiment of his purposes. 
Such an account would be an explanatorily intelligible account of that being and his 
actions: in this account, the causes of the actions coincide with the purposes behind 
the actions.

Say this being is God and his actions are the universe—that is everything that 
has happened, happens and will happen. Religion, then, is an explanatorily intel-
ligible account of the Cosmos: it is an account that suggests that all there was, is 
and shall be embodies the Will or purposes of God. Thus, it makes the Cosmos into 
an explanatorily intelligible entity. That is, as an explanatorily intelligible account, 
religion structures the experience of those who are part of it: they experience the 
Cosmos as an entity that is intelligible because it embodies a purpose. To put this in 
the terms of the Bible: “…[T]he Bible inculcates an experience of the Cosmos as a 
particular kind of order, and this order consists of the fact that phenomena express 
a deep, underlying constancy. This constancy is the Will of The Sovereign. His Will 
governs the world” (Ibid.: 303).

The fact that religion makes the Cosmos explanatorily intelligible has a pecu-
liar consequence: since it is itself part of the Cosmos, religion must also make itself 
explanatorily intelligible. It must at once be an explanatorily intelligible account of 
itself. In other words, religion itself should embody the Will of God. This is where 
the necessary concept of Revelation comes in: God has revealed His Will to human-
ity. The result is religion: an account that makes both the Cosmos and itself into the 
perfect embodiment of the purposes of an agent—God. In other words, religion is 
an explanatorily intelligible account of the Cosmos and of itself. This, Balagangadhara 
argues, is the common structure shared by Christianity, Judaism and Islam, which 
makes them into different instances of religion.

Constraints and Consequences

This hypothesis can be subjected to several adequacy tests: if it is scientific, it should 
be refutable because of the empirical and theoretical consequences it has. The first 
set of tests consists of what Balagangadhara (1994: 307) calls the “phenomenological” 
constraints on his hypothesis: it should be able to capture the experience and the 
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intuitions of those who belong to a religion. Here, we will select a few examples to 
illustrate how the hypothesis succeeds.

A first example is the relationship between doctrine and faith in religion. Though 
a particular doctrine about God is central to religion, the believers feel it does not 
suffice merely to believe in the truth of this doctrine to be truly religious. Chris-
tians, for instance, think something more is needed than the belief in the Christian 
doctrine—with its claims about the Trinity, the resurrection of Christ, etc.—to be a 
true believer. This something more is faith in God, they suggest. Balagangadhara’s 
hypothesis is able to account for this intuition: if the Christian religion is an explana-
torily intelligible account of the Cosmos and itself, being religious does not only 
mean that one believes in God as the Creator of the universe, but that one also takes 
everything—including one’s own life—to be the expression of His purposes. That is, 
one should not merely view the Will of God as the cause of the universe, but also as 
the purpose it embodies. Therefore, one needs to have “faith in God.” One should 
trust Him, for one’s entire existence depends on His Will. The belief that the doc-
trines about God are true is a precondition of belonging to a religion. But this belief is 
useless, if one does not also surrender to His Will, which governs the Cosmos. Hence, 
the importance of faith in religion.

This brings us to another consequence of the hypothesis: intolerance is a neces-
sary property of religion. A religious account will inevitably claim a universal truth: 
the Cosmos can embody only one single purpose. This purpose is valid for humanity. 
The Will of God cannot be confined to any one human individual, group or people. 
Therefore, if faith is the acceptance of God’s purposes, it necessarily brings about 
intolerance towards those who are not religious or those who adhere to a conflicting 
account of God’s purposes. This does not mean that all the faithful will go about 
persecuting others: 

…[I]ntolerance does not entail that each believer must be either a missionary or 
a persecutor. However, it does entail that there is no question of tolerating other 

‘religious’ views as equally true. Jesus or Muhammad might have spoken to those 
around them of infinite love and compassion for the humankind but that does not 
suggest that they were ‘tolerant’ of other faiths. A believer who believes in the 
truth of his doctrine and thus in God cannot be a tolerant person with respect to 
religion (Ibid.: 312).

The intolerance shown by Christianity, Judaism and Islam towards each other and 
towards those traditions they perceived as rival religions is inevitable given their 
nature as religions.

Worship is another component which is considered to be crucial to being reli-
gious. Balagangadhara’s hypothesis shows how it is indeed vital to religion. Among 
human beings, an explanatorily intelligible account necessarily takes the form of 
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God’s revelation of His purposes to humanity. Therefore, such an account should tell 
human beings how they relate to this Will. That is, it has to convey to the believers 
what their place is in God’s purposes: what is the reason God has for creating human-
ity; which goal should humanity pursue according to His Will; and how can this goal 
be achieved. Worship, Balagangadhara argues, is the means by which human beings 
affirm that they are part of God’s purposes:

Worship…is the means through which an explanatory intelligible account 
continues to retain its character to the believers. Worship sustains and expresses 
faith. True worship requires and strengthens faith. Without faith, one cannot truly 
worship. In worship, man expresses his faith in God; that is, affirms that he is using 
the means required to be part of the purposes of God (Ibid.: 333).

As such, worship reproduces the religious experience of the Cosmos. In everyday 
life, it confirms that the Cosmos embodies God’s purposes, that humanity plays its 
part in these purposes, and that the true believer pursues the goal laid down by God 
using the means which He prescribes. What the practice of worship amounts to will 
depend on the explanatorily intelligible account in question: each conveys its own 
account of God’s purposes and the means by which these ought to be pursued by 
humanity.

In this way, the hypothesis allows us to explain the importance attributed to 
“faith in God” and “the worship of God” by the religious believers. But it also shows 
the limits of this explanation: concepts like “God,” “faith” and “worship” are con-
cepts internal to religion. It is only when we accept a particular religious account of 
the Cosmos, that the Cosmos will become explanatorily intelligible to us. Only when 
we have this experience, can we possibly understand how “God” is the Sovereign 
of the Cosmos—how everything that has ever happened, happens and shall happen 
embodies His Will. Only when we understand this, can we also grasp what it means 
to have “faith” in God and to “worship” Him. In other words, the concepts of “God,” 

“faith” and “worship” acquire their meaning only as a part of a general religious expe-
rience of the Cosmos. In this sense, they are internal to religion (Ibid.: 289-331).

Religious Truth and Reflexivity

Throughout the centuries, Christians, Muslims and Jews have discussed the truth 
and falsity of their religion. How does Balagangadhara’s hypothesis account for the 
question of truth in religion? As said, to belong to a religion entails that one accepts 
the truth of its account. Yet, the grounds on which one holds this set of doctrines 
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seem to be totally different from the grounds on which human beings hold other 
beliefs about the world. 

This intuition has been expressed by believers throughout the history of Chris-
tianity: “it is absurd, therefore I believe” proclaimed Tertullian in the second and 
third centuries A.D.; one has to make the “leap of faith” asserted Kierkegaard in the 
nineteenth century. How is the truth of religion different from that of our other ac-
counts? All explanations we give of some phenomenon—including our best scientific 
theories—possess only a tentative and hypothetical truth: at any point, the explana-
tion may turn out to be false and be replaced by an alternative account. Counter-evi-
dence may be produced which falsifies the explanation in question. Or one of the 
beliefs which it presupposed to be true, may turn out not to be so. Shortly, the truth 
of any account or set of beliefs depends on a number of other beliefs about the world 
and on the kind of evidence or counter-evidence we can give. 

Not so in the case of religion, Balagangadhara shows. Its truth is radically differ-
ent, because it does not depend on our other beliefs about the world. As an explana-
torily intelligible account, religion does not only account for the Cosmos, but also for 
itself. It is an explanation which includes itself as an explanandum. Religion is the 
ground of its own truth—its own foundation. In the case of our human accounts, this 
would amount to a vicious circle, but religion is not human. It is God’s revelation of 
His Will—God’s gift to humanity. Because it is its own foundation, an explanatorily 
intelligible account of the Cosmos is compelled to claim an unconditional truth: it has 
to be accessible to all human beings, independently of any prior belief they hold.

This reflexive nature of religion allows us to partially account for a conclusion we 
came to earlier: Balagangadhara revealed that the West has studied religion through 
Christian theological schemes. The most striking instance is the dominant concept 
of religion and the related assumptions such as the cultural universality of religion. 
These are religious: they are pieces of Christian theology. In other words, religion 
has become its own meta-language: the religious doctrine of Christianity has become 
the framework within which religion is studied. How could this happen? Part of the 
answer lies in the reflexivity of religion: an explanatorily intelligible account of the 
Cosmos also accounts for itself. Therefore, religious doctrine will necessarily become 
its own meta-language—the framework for the study of religion.

Balagangadhara explains this reflexivity of religion in three distinct steps. In the 
first step, a religious account suggests that “Created by God, the Cosmos exhibits His 
purpose;” the second step says that “We know this because God has revealed it;” and 
the third step affirms that “God’s revelation consists precisely of both the previous 
steps including this step.” In other words:

As an account, religion tells us what the Cosmos is like (step 1); makes itself into an 
object by telling us how we could know that such is the case (step 2); characterises 
both itself as an account and the account of the Cosmos as true (step 3). What is 
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paradoxical, perhaps even impossible, when viewed from the standpoint of finite 
individuals with finite knowledge and abilities, ceases being so when claimed to 
instantiate the infinite knowledge of some ‘totally other’ kind of being…Looked 
at in terms of what human beings do and what they think of it, Religion involves 
a peculiar kind of reflexivity. It is its own justification, its own truth, founded on 
nothing that is human (Ibid.: 346).

This property of reflexivity has a peculiar consequence: to study religion as religion, 
we are forced to accept the claims made by religion about itself. In other words, we 
are compelled to engage in theology in order to examine religion.

Why is that? Precisely because an explanatorily intelligible account for the Cos-
mos is its own foundation, only those who are part of this particular account can un-
derstand its religious nature, i.e. how it makes the Cosmos explanatorily intelligible. 
Those outside its fold will inevitably fail to understand this religion as a religion. To 
study Christianity as the explanatorily intelligible account it is, we have to enter the 
framework of Christian theology—its particular religious account about God and His 
Will. The consequence of Balagangadhara’s scientific hypothesis on religion is that 
we cannot study religion scientifically, because any account of a religion has to accept 
this religion’s account of itself.

The Creation of a Culture

How could one initiate a scientific study of religion, when one cannot study it scien-
tifically as religion? Are we doomed to do theology, whenever we try to understand 
the nature of the Christian religion? Balagangadhara offers a way out of the impasse. 
Even though we cannot study religion as an explanatorily intelligible account, the 
description can be pitched at another level: a scientific hypothesis can be generated 
about the way in which religion has created a particular culture. More specifically, he 
proposes to set up an inquiry into the process whereby religion has gradually made 
the West into a culture.

First, Balagangadhara draws the outlines of a framework for the study of cultures 
and the cultural differences between them. The capacity to learn has been crucial to 
the survival of the human species. Human beings have learned to live in extremely 
varied natural environments and they have done so as groups. Any human individual 
does not only have to learn to go about in the natural environment, but also in the 
social environment of the group to which he or she belongs.

A culture gives shape to these going-abouts of its individual members. That 
is, it structures the way they learn to go about in the natural and in the social world. 
Human beings learn to go about through different kinds of learning processes. The 
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results of these processes are different kinds of knowledge—e.g. the kind of learning 
that produces theories and explanations about the world and the kind that builds 
human relationships and societies. These different kinds of learning are present in 
all cultures, but what differs is the relation among them. That is, cultures differ in so 
far as they are different configurations of learning. In such a configuration of learning, 
one kind of learning and the form of knowledge it produces become dominant and 
all other kinds of learning are subordinated to this dominant learning process.

How does a configuration of learning come into being? When an individual 
learns to go about in the world, he or she is not only taught a particular quantity of 
knowledge, but also how to produce more of such knowledge. Thus, an individual 
learns to structure his or her future goings-about. This happens through the meta-
learning—the learning to learn—which accompanies each kind of learning process. 
A configuration of learning emerges accordingly as one way of learning and its meta-
learning become dominant in the shaping of the goings-about of a people.

To make this happen, some entity is needed which determines the relations 
among the different kinds of learning. This entity gradually makes one kind of learn-
ing and its meta-learning dominant to all other kinds of learning. Thus it creates a 
culture. The formation of a culture, then, can be described as the way in which this 
entity generates a particular way of going about (or a specific attitude) by making one 
learning process and its meta-learning dominant.

In the case of the western culture, the entity in question is religion. Religion 
suggests that the Cosmos has a hidden order and that its own account reflects that 
order. A religious account claims to be the revelation of God’s Will and it makes the 
Cosmos into the embodiment of this Will. When one accepts such an account, one 
has a distinct experience of the world: because one holds the account to be true, the 
world becomes a place that has an underlying order; this experience in its turn con-
firms the account as an expression of this order. As such, religion is the root model 
of order:

It generates an attitude and an orientation; it puts constraints on the intellectual 
and practical energies of a culture; it forms the sense and feeling of relevance and 
importance; and so on. It is able to do this because it is the ultimate example for 
something to be an account: the structure of its description mirrors the structure of 
the object described. In this sense, it is the basic model, which inspires the other 
explanations (Balagangadhara 1994: 401).

Religion generates a particular attitude. The world embodies the purposes of God—
it suggests—His Will is the ordering force behind the phenomena. Therefore, to find 
the way in this world, one should strive to find out what these purposes are—what 
God wills. Thus, religion has shaped the going-about of the western culture by mak-
ing a particular kind of learning dominant: one has to know the order in the world so 
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as to be able to go about in this world. One has to know about to go about: explana-
tion becomes the precondition of successful orientation and action.

This attitude or way of going-about of the western culture has expanded to all 
domains of the human life. On the one hand, it creates the need to have theoretical 
accounts about any and every aspect of life and the world in order to cope with it. To 
have a good relationship, one needs to understand what a good relationship is. To 
build a fair society, one needs a political theory that explains the basic structure of 
such a society. When one travels to a foreign country, one reads guidebooks to know 
about the customs and culture of its people. All knowledge is reduced to verbal and 
textual knowledge. To understand a culture, one should find out what the beliefs of 
this people are, i.e. what its “religion” or “world view” is. When different groups have 
to learn to live together, this problem is transformed into the issues of “interreligious 
dialogue” and “intercultural communication.” On the other hand, this way of going 
about entails the ability to ask “meaning” questions about any event that happens in 
the world. It makes sense to inquire about “the meaning of life” and “the purpose of 
it all.” When a father confronts the early death of his child, he expresses his grief by 
asking “Why did it have to be my child?” 

The same attitude, Balagangadhara argues, has made the natural sciences into a 
massive cultural project in the West. The attitude generated by religion allowed the 
sciences to flourish in western society as the dominant form of knowledge.

Firstly, religion related phenomena to each other: the Cosmos to the individual; 
actions to beliefs; individuals to society, and provided the ground for all of these in 
one single postulate. In its conflicts with the ‘philosophical schools’ of the Graeco-
Roman period, one of the virtues of the Christian doctrine was its simplicity: 
the God of the Bible was the fountainhead of everything. Secondly, this doctrine 
provided an explanatory link—appealed to the invisible ordering force—between 
phenomena apparently unconnected otherwise. As I have said already, this 
explanatory link is the purpose of God. The explanatory ‘unification’ of Cosmic 
processes, the dissemination of this belief among all layers of the population for 
more than a thousand years, is absolutely unique to religion…[T]he typical belief 
that pervaded and grounded the basic attitude of the West for centuries long 
was the explanatorily intelligibility of the Cosmos. Thirdly, this was not a surface 
intelligibility—it was deep, neither manifest nor evident to the senses—but one 
that required a search for the underlying explanatory units (Ibid.: 406-7).

Thus, the religious attitude created a fertile soil for the sciences. The pursuit to find 
the hidden order behind the phenomena gradually made theoretical knowledge—
explanatory descriptions of the world—into the dominant form of knowledge in the 
Christian West.

To further spell out this formation of the western culture, we have to explain 
another vital aspect of Balagangadhara’s theory, viz. the dynamic of religion. Because 
of the unconditional and universal truth claims of religion, Balagangadhara shows, a 
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double dynamic of universalisation comes into being. This dynamic consists of the 
twin moments of proselytisation and secularisation. On the one hand, an explana-
torily intelligible account is a specific account of the purposes God has. It strives to 
spread itself as this specific account in the moment of proselytisation: a religion wins 
new converts who accept the truth of its particular doctrine. On the other hand, each 
explanatorily intelligible account also strives to be the explanatorily intelligible ac-
count of the Cosmos—an account which is unconditionally accessible to all human 
beings. In the moment of secularisation, therefore, a religion strives to achieve as for-
mal a level as possible: it progressively rids itself of its specific features and becomes 
an increasingly simple and variable account. The basic conceptual structures of its 
account are retained, but these are dressed up in an alterable secular garb.

As a religion, Christianity is constituted by this dynamic. The historical devel-
opment of the western culture, Balagangadhara proposes, can be studied in terms of 
this double dynamic of universalisation of the Christian religion. Let us have a closer 
look at the explanatory potential of this proposal.

On the one hand, this completes the answer to an earlier question. Why has 
Christian theology taken on a secular guise and become the framework of the west-
ern thought on religion? This turns out to be a tendency intrinsic to the Christian 
religion: “Christianity universalises itself as a religion by becoming increasingly less 
Christian” (Ibid.: 390). In the moment of secularisation, the theological schemes of 
Christianity cast off some of their specifically Christian features. Thus, they spread 
beyond the explicitly Christian groups as though they are neutral or secular schemes 
of thought. The spread of the set of deep-seated assumptions about religion and its 
universality is but one particular instance of this process. This thesis about the secu-
larisation of Christian theological schemes provides a general framework to study the 
formation of the modern western thought. Important stages in western history such 
as the Reformation and the Enlightenment are to be approached as phases in the 
ongoing universalisation of the Christian religion. 

On the other hand, the dynamic of religion plays a vital role in the above men-
tioned creation of the western culture as a configuration of learning. The moment of 
secularisation in the dynamic has allowed the religious attitude towards the world 
to spread beyond the explicitly Christian groups. That is, while in the moment of 
proselytisation the specific Christian doctrine has spread in society, the alternate mo-
ment of secularisation has dispersed the general attitude of religion: people begin to 
ask “meaning questions” about life, death, and other events in the world and begin 
to feel the need to know about the world so as to go about in the world. They begin 
to experience the world as a place that embodies a hidden order. Thus, the western 
culture has come into being as a distinct configuration of learning, accordingly as 
religion has gradually crystallised as the root model of order. The West is a religious 
culture insofar as it has emerged from this dynamic of religion.
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1.2. An Outline of the Hypothesis

This section will base itself on the unpublished works of—and discussions with—
Balagangadhara to outline the hypothesis guiding this dissertation. Many aspects of 
this hypothesis will become clear during the course of my arguments. Consequently, 
the focus will be on providing a simple representation and not on trying to provide 
either defence or evidence in support of the hypothesis at this stage.

The Unity of the Factual and the Normative

According to Christianity, God’s Will is simultaneously factual and normative. This 
Will not only produces the actual world, but such a world is also “the best of all pos-
sible worlds.” In this sense, continuing upon the ideas formulated in “The Heathen in 
His Blindness…,” not only do the intentional and causal explanations converge in a 
religious explanation, so do the factual and the normative. That is to say, God is not 
merely the author of the world in the double sense of being both causal and inten-
tional; His Will is also normative at the same time. According to the same religion, 
this Will is operative in human history as well. To understand the events and occur-
rences in history, one needs to decipher (to the extent possible for human beings to 
do this, of course) what God intends for human beings.

It is also a part of this religion that God’s Will is embodied in certain institutions, 
like the Church for instance. Even though there is an extraordinarily vast literature 
about what precisely that “Church” is, this controversy is not immediately relevant 
to our purposes. However, to the extent that there is the belief that the Christian 
Church embodies God’s Will or purpose, to that extent is the claim being advanced 
that such a church is an embodiment of the factual and the normative dimensions of 
the Divine Will. In other words, Christianity formulates the idea that “the Church” 
embodies the normative and factual unity that is characteristic of God’s Will.

Balagangadhara proposes that we take the above idea seriously. In his unpub-
lished writings, he argues that the Christian monasteries were the earliest expres-
sions of such an embodiment. These were seen to be typically normative and factual 
at the same time. In this belief and in the process of trying to understand this belief 
by human beings, he locates one aspect of the dynamic of Christianity that we re-
quire in order to write the cultural history of the West.

One of the achievements of modern philosophy, especially of the Logical Em-
piricist school, is the realisation that it is not possible to derive normative claims 
from purely factual statements. Though David Hume is the first philosopher to have 
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drawn attention to what has been called the “is-ought” fallacy (i.e. attempts to derive 
ethical or normative imperatives from purely factual statements), it is to the credit of 
the Logical Empiricists to have clearly explicated the logical problems involved in 
such a derivation. Today, of course, it seems to have become fashionable to “reject” 
the distinction between the “factual” and the “normative.” Quite a few attempts, 
mostly unconvincing (the most famous of which is by John Searle), are to be found in 
the modern literature that do attempt to derive the “ought” from the “is.” However, 
none of these criticisms go to the heart of the matter. While it is indeed true that 
one cannot classify all natural language statements into either the “factual” or the 

“normative,” it does not follow from this failure that the distinction between these 
two kinds of statements is untenable. It remains true that it is not logically possible 
to derive a normative statement from statements that are purely factual in nature (i.e. 
those that do not make use of normative expressions like “obligatory,” “forbidden” 
and “permissible,” for instance).

The dynamic of the western cultural history is encapsulated in these aspects: 
the monasteries as the embodiment of the factual and the normative that are charac-
teristic of the Divine Will, and the attempts to formulate this unity in human thought. 
Each attempt to grasp this unity in a logical and consistent fashion and the resultant 
failure merely propels further attempts. One cannot and does not give up the claim 
that monasteries (and later the Church) embody the Divine Will. This entails that 
these institutions are factual and evaluative at the same time. However, all attempts 
at saying what this unity is result in failure, each fuelling a subsequent attempt.

In very simple terms, one could formulate the problem in the following way: in 
the course of western history, people have seen God’s Will in operation; however, they 
have not succeeded in saying what that Will is (because the unity between the factual 
and the normative is not sayable). The attempt to “say the seen” characterises the 
dynamic of western cultural history, in so far as we are talking about the dynamic of 
Christianity as a religion. Christianity, as a religion, produces the culture the West is 
because it creates a situation where one has to say what one sees, but makes it impos-
sible to do so.

Even though this is a rather simplistic way of putting things, it is sufficient for us 
to isolate one of the threads involved in grasping the emergence of the Church itself. 
The monasteries, as embodiments of this aspect of Christianity, were compelled to 
expand and secularise themselves. In this process the Church crystallises.

In turn, the Church is subject to the same dynamics of expansion. On the one 
hand, it embodies (as an institution) the divine dimensions of the factual and the 
normative. On the other hand, because it is an institution manned by human beings 
with merely human capacities, one futilely tries to understand and express what that 
unity consists of. The dynamics of expansion of the Church (seen as the unity of the 
factual and the normative but incapable of being grasped in human thought in this 
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fashion) gets embedded in the dynamics of the expansion of religion that “The Hea-
then in his Blindness…” talks about. Together, these two enable us to begin outlining 
the cultural history of the West: not merely as the crystallisation of a configuration 
of learning that religion brings forth, but also the way it comes about because of the 
nature of Christianity as a religion.

The expansion of religion must be conceptualised along two axes: there is the 
axis of the reproduction of religion, and there is the axis of the universalisation of 
religion. Religion can reproduce itself in a simple mode, that is, it can take the form 
of a simple reproduction of religion. Here, all that religion does is to make and con-
tinuously remake the Cosmos as an explanatorily intelligible entity to its believers. 
All religions have this moment in themselves because without it, no community of 
believers can continue to exist. And then, there is also the extended reproduction of 
religion. This is the moment in the expanding drive of a religion. In this expanding 
drive, according to Balagangadhara, one can isolate the characteristic fashion of the 
expansion of Christianity that he calls the universalisation of religion. This process 
consists of two aspects: the proselytising aspect and the secularising aspect. In one 
aspect, Christianity wins converts and expands horizontally; in its other aspect, the 
ideas of this religion spreads in a society in a “dechristianised” form, i.e. dressed in 
secular clothes.

The monastic dynamic spoken of earlier is embedded in the universalising 
drive of Christianity as a religion. That is to say, the monasteries are “compelled” to 
expand both horizontally and vertically obeying the dynamics of the expansion of 
Christianity as a religion. The Church is its result. That is to say, the crystallisation of 
the Church as a factual and normative unity is the result of a process of monastic ex-
pansion. The Gregorian reformation (and the emergence of the Canon Law around 
1000 C.E.), in this account, is the culmination of this long drawn-out process.

The Catholic Church, in its turn, is subject to the same dynamics as well. Chris-
tianity universalises itself in Western Europe both through proselytisation and in 
terms of secularisation. Embedded in this process is the expansion of the Church not 
merely as a religious institution but also in a secular form. The latter takes the form 
of norming more and more aspects of the daily lives of its believers. That is to say, the 
Church is also compelled to secularise itself and it does so as a normative institution.

The Protestant Revolution

The Protestant Reformation comes closest to being a “cultural revolution.” In some 
senses, its impact on the western culture has been every bit as profound as the impact 
of the earlier Christian revolution on the Pagan culture. The Reformation absorbed 
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the medieval religious world, the (Catholic) secular-religious world and created a 
Protestant religious and a Protestant secular-religious world. How did it do so?

Firstly, it appealed to the very same entity (namely, Christianity-as-a-religion) in 
order to carry out this massive destructive-cum-reconstructive process. It was Chris-
tianity (as a religion) that had generated the configuration of learning; consequently, 
an appeal to this entity by the Protestant Reformation could not destroy but only 
strengthen this particular configuration of learning. Secondly, as a religion, Protes-
tantism exhibited exactly the same dynamic of universalisation of religion (seculari-
sation and proselytisation).

This revolution “abolished” Catholic Christianity by merely generalising its 
structures. As Marx formulated it with a great insight, so long ago, “Protestantism 
abolished the priesthood only by making everyone into a priest.” Even though Prot-
estantism “won” (due to empirical circumstances), Catholicism did not disappear. 
(The conditions which feed one, feed also the other.) In other words, if the Protestant 
Reformation had been a non-Christian, or a non-religious movement, there would 
have been a “cultural discontinuity” between the Christian West and the Post-Ref-
ormation world.

However, what kind of “generalisation of structures” are we talking about? The 
process of conversio (or “conversion”) was the process through which Christians be-
came Christians. Developed only in the monasteries, for the benefit of the monks 
and priests, this process was the answer to the oft-heard question “quid sit Christia-
num esse?” (“What is it to be a Christian?”) Noteworthy is the fact that this was not a 
question raised by a non-Christian, but one which was passionately thought about by 
the Christian religious figures, about themselves and their fellow-brethren. This was 
an asymptotic process (“one really did not ever fully become a Christian”), focussing 
not just on the “ten commandments” (or their Catholic equivalent) but on the spiri-
tual, and religious state of the Priest.

The Protestant Reformation targeted, among other things, this Priest-figure and 
the monastic life associated with it. Its attacks were vicious because it found that 
these “priests” could not be the mediators between the lay believer and God. In so 
far as Protestantism is itself a Christian religion, what it did (the talk about “Protes-
tantism” in the singular is for convenience alone) was to “empower” the laity: indeed, 
anyone could become a priest. “It abolished priests by enabling everyone to become 
a priest.” But Protestantism also secularises itself. That is to say, it makes “everyone” 
(not just the Protestant laity) into a priest. This is the process of “monasticisation of 
daily life.”

According to Balagangadhara, what we call “ethics” today, i.e. the normative 
structure that governs almost all discourses about society and human beings today, 
is the secular equivalent of the monastic process of conversio. Suffice to note that the 
moral process is structurally isomorphic with the process of “conversio,” and that the 
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“moral agents” are the secularised priests that Protestantism has generated. This is 
but one aspect.

The second aspect concerns both the potential priests and the secularised priests: 
how ought they to live? To the extent they are priests, one without a monastery and 
the other without the religion in question, to both the answer is the same: as priests. 
That is, they “ought” to practice asceticism in daily life. It is here that we see the power 
of Weber’s insight in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. He appreciated, 
as no one before him nor many after him, that Protestantism had a crucial role to 
play in the development of capitalism. However, he did not grasp the overall picture: 
this “ethic” of capitalism was part of a much bigger process; the daily life was being 
monasticised through the secularisation of the process of “conversio.” 

This process too locates itself in the double dynamic of religion. To reiterate, 
the Protestant Reformation, in the first movement, universalises itself: this move-
ment is the generalisation of the structures of Catholic Christianity over the whole of 
society. Characteristic of Catholicism was that it was a religion organised around the 

“priesthood.” Protestantism is Christian: the priests continue to be central; only every 
one is a potential, if not an actual priest. This movement consists of two separate 
aspects: secularisation and proselytisation. The moment of proselytisation transforms 
each Protestant into a potential minister of the Church. As such, each member is 
and, therefore, must live like a priest, i.e. frugally and earn his bread with the sweat 
of his brow. The strictures against conspicuous consumption of wealth and the moral 
imperative to invest it (or the labour) productively, which were so crucial to the early 
process of capital accumulation, was scripturally founded. This is the Protestant ethic 
that Weber talks about.

The interesting point about Weber’s discourse is also the fact that it was an ethic. 
Not merely in the sense that it was a particular set of moral rules that some religion 
accepted, but that they were moral rules at all. The process of secularisation of the 
Protestant religion lies in the fact that its “moral imperatives” emerged as the moral 
imperatives of capitalist development. This is how Protestantism transformed “every 
one” (and not just the Protestants) into a priest: thrift, productive investment, and a 
relentless thirst to accumulate became his “cardinal” virtues.

How was this possible? Because these are the twin faces of the process of 
universalisation of religion, viz. the transforming of “conversio” from a process that 
priests underwent to a process in society itself. This process transformed society into 
a monastery, people in it to priests, and subjected them to moral imperatives. So, we 
get two kinds of priests: priests without a monastery (these are the members of the 
Protestant churches, including the “potential” priests, and the laity of the Catholic 
community,) and priests without religion (this refers to the rest of society, excluding 
the Christians). This process of universalisation enabled to bring all aspects of the 
social organisation under the scope of the activity of “norming.” Stands to reason: the 
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process of “conversio,” a normative process, envelops the entire life of the monk and 
monastery.

In sum, what we see is the enriching of the notion of “universalisation of reli-
gion.” The more we talk about historical movements like the Catholics, the Protes-
tants, etc., the double dynamic of religion becomes richer, more complex, and multi-
dimensional. Each of these religions is subject to the same movement: but the way 
they concretely exhibit this dynamic expresses the “commonality” between them 
(they are all “Christian” religions) as well as their “differences” (each is “Christian” 
in a different way).

The Western Cultural History

Let me end this brief outline of my research hypothesis by way of a summary.
The relation between seeing the unity of the normative and the factual in insti-

tutions like the Church and the human efforts involved in understanding such unity 
constitute the fundamental dynamic that propels the western cultural history. Such 
a cultural history is open to at least two interpretations: an interpretation that looks 
at the history of the western culture as the embodiment of God’s Will; another inter-
pretation which conceptualises it as the manner in which a configuration of learning 
teaches people to go about in the world. These are not alternative interpretations: 
the western cultural history does not offer “more” evidence to one rather than the 
other. Because studying religion as religion involves us in doing theology, as “The 
Heathen in His Blindness…” argued, one looks at religion as something that brings 
about a configuration of learning. While religion does this, it still remains an explana-
torily intelligible account of the Cosmos. It is not possible to undertake a scientific 
study of religion as religion without doing theology because religion includes what 
it says about itself.

However, as argued before, a scientific study of religion is possible if we look 
at it from a lower level of abstraction, namely, as something that has brought forth a 
culture. However, such a study does not prevent one from doing theology. Equally, 
a scientific cultural history of the West does not prevent one from giving a religious 
interpretation of such a history and, indeed, claim that such a history is also provi-
dential. One could claim that the Church is a unity of the factual and the normative 
because it embodies the Divine Will. In fact, it has been so claimed and believed. 
Such an attitude (whose justifiability belongs to the realm of theology and not sci-
ence) is merely recognised as being present. Such an attitude is brought forth by a 
religion, a fact that a scientific history registers. While evidence can be provided for 
the presence of such an attitude, which a configuration of learning engenders, it is 
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not possible either to criticise it or justify it without overstepping the limits of the 
scientific. In this sense, the religious historian can be allowed to take a theological step 
and defend such an attitude. A cultural history of the West merely registers the pres-
ence of such an attitude. However, what makes such a history nevertheless scientific 
is the fact that it explains (or at least tries to explain) the evolution of the western 
history as a response to this. In fact, it does more. It locates the dynamic of such a 
cultural history in showing how it is humanly impossible to realise such a unity on 
the one hand and the human attempts to accomplish this impossibility (which is 
what the configuration of learning engenders) on the other.

One could, as a believer, reformulate the basic hypothesis of this dissertation in 
the following way: the western cultural history is the dialectic between the human 
and the Divine or as “human responses to the Divine Will.” Such a reformulation, 
however, does not have more empirical evidence in its favour than a scientific one. 
The scientific reformulation of the same hypothesis is this: western cultural history, 
among other things, is propelled by the dynamic of “seeing” the Divine Will in hu-
man history and the human (unsuccessful) attempts at “saying” what that Divine 
Will is. God’s Will is the motor of western history: this is a religious version. Human 
attempts to say what that Will is drive the western cultural history: this is the scien-
tific formulation.

In the same way one could use the hypothesis about religion that is formulated 
in “The Heathen in His Blindness…” to build theological positions, one could also use 
the cultural history written within its framework to advance a theological history of 
the West. However, such a history will be the first that can scientifically account for 
the fact that religion has played a crucial role in the formation of the western cul-
ture.

Because the previous sentence could generate fruitless controversies, amplifica-
tion is required. Any number of histories claims to account for the role of religion 
in the western history. In Skinner’s massive two volume history of the foundations 
of modern political thought, for example, this claim is constantly present (Skinner 
1978). However, a perusal is bound to disappoint. Not only because Skinner has no 
explicit theory of religion, but also because of his implicit ideas about religion. Some 
or another theological claim or the attitude of this or that pontiff passes off as an ex-
planation of the role of religion in the history of the West.

Christianity, to reiterate a banal point, is many things: it is a political and eco-
nomic power centre, an organisation, a movement of people, a vast array of doctrines, 
and so on. However, none of these (either severally or in conjunction) transform 
Christianity into a religion. If one has to explain the role of Christianity as a religion 
in the history of the western culture, one cannot merely refer to some pope or some 
doctrine and rest content with it, unless one claims that having a pope or having 
some belief transforms some phenomenon into a religion. To speak of the role of 
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Christianity as a religion (not, say, the role of the Church as a political power) is to 
show how the western history is indebted to a religion. Picking out a doctrine or a 
papal bull tells us how some human actions and some human beliefs influence some 
particular part of human history. But it tells us absolutely nothing about how religion 
has played a role in such a history. In this sense, there exist no accounts of the role 
of Christianity as a religion in the course of the emergence of the western culture. In 
fact, one does not even seem to have thought what writing such a history entails.

This is one of the reasons why Balagangadhara’s hypothesis appears counterin-
tuitive. Generations of scholars have routinely assumed that it is sufficient to refer to 
the social and political role of the Church, or to this or that theological doctrine, to 
explain the role of religion in the history of the West. In actual fact, this assumption 
is untrue. These scholars have done everything else except explain the role of the 
Christian religion in the emergence of the western culture. By proposing a novel hy-
pothesis about the role of Christianity as a religion in the emergence of the western 
culture, Balagangadhara’s theory throws this extraordinary situation into sharp relief. 
It seems almost unbelievable that historians are ignorant of this lacuna; yet, such ap-
pears to be the case.

In outline, this is the hypothesis underlying the present dissertation. As and 
when the situation requires, in the course of the further chapters, we will amplify 
upon some or another aspect of the hypothesis. That will also be the place to test the 
evidence and the heuristic potential of this approach.

1.3. The Limits of Western Thought

How can one choose between different interpretations of a past thinker? The only 
criterion we have today is that of logical consistency. This section will show that this 
criterion contains a basic problem. The formulation of this problem brings us to an 
alternative proposal. An interpretation should try to make a thinker consistent be-
tween two limits: the upper limit of his culture and the lower limit of his generation.

Hermeneutic consistency

If we look at the origin of hermeneutics (as Biblical hermeneutics), we can under-
stand the justification for one of the principles of interpretation: logical consistency. 
If one believes that the Bible is God’s word, and that God is perfectly consistent, one 
of the biggest challenges to Biblical hermeneutics opens up: to render, say, the Gos-
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pels as a consistent set of the teachings of Christ. An interpretation that leaves the 
New Testament as an inconsistent set of texts can be ruled out a priori, as something 
that violates the very nature of the texts in question. Logical consistency is a domi-
nant criterion because it is also the goal of all such interpretations. This task becomes 
complex accordingly as one takes the tradition of the Church into account: to what 
extent should one’s interpretation of the New Testament passages be in line with 
those advanced by the Fathers of the Church? What does the slogan “sola scriptura” 
entail, when understood as the task of interpreting the Bible? How does one choose 
between different interpretations of the Gospels? And so on.

However, when this notion of consistency is accepted as a criterion to interpret 
the writings of the past, a very serious problem comes into existence. How should 
one represent—that is, read and interpret—the writings of a Locke, a Hobbes or a 
Machiavelli? Should one try to render them consistent, or is any and every inconsis-
tency the modern mind comes across also an inconsistency in these authors them-
selves? How does one choose between different interpretations of these authors? Let 
us construct an argument in the outline, while keeping the issue simple.

There are two limits, an upper and a lower, to the reconstruction and represen-
tation of earlier texts. There is an upper limit of maximal consistency: that is, one 
strives to show that some thinker of the past is maximally consistent. The end point 
of such a maximal consistency is something analogous to a formalised logical system. 
The claims of the author appear to follow logically and there is no inconsistency in 
the system. Even if one suggests that no such representation has so far been pro-
vided, it does not defeat the claim that this ideal functions as an upper limit. Even 
if some or another interpretation evolves asymptotically towards this end, it remains 
a criterion of choice between different interpretations: an interpretation that makes 
a Marx or a Hegel or a Locke more consistent is preferable to another that portrays 
them as inconsistent thinkers. The minimal limit is of course maximal inconsistency. 
No author, that is, is even remotely consistent and they contradict themselves often 
in the course of their thinking.

The common-sense alternative to these limits does not work. One might cor-
rectly suggest that no author is either maximally consistent or maximally inconsistent 
and that the ‘truth’ is somewhere in the middle. While this claim is definitely true, it 
fails to function as a criterion of choice: how does one choose in the light of conflict-
ing interpretations? Here, we end up using the consistency of the interpretation as a 
criterion and accept a rendering that makes the author in question “as consistent as 
possible.” This choice is defensible only if we assume that the upper limit is a sen-
sible goal for human beings. Not only is this an unrealistic goal, but it also does not 
guarantee us an authentic interpretation. We might be discarding an interpretation 
that makes an author appear inconsistent in favour of another that makes him more 
consistent, while the truth might very well be on the side of inconsistency. Of course, 
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we cannot so easily discard the criterion of consistency either: surely, every thinker 
strives to be as consistent as possible.

In other words, we have a problem on our hands. To use the notion of consis-
tency as a criterion requires us to attribute the status of the Bible to every text that 
a thinker authors. No one would want to claim or defend this. Yet, to abandon using 
the notion of consistency would be to suggest that all interpretations of the past are 
on par and that “anything goes.” Surely, this cannot be true: some interpretations 
are better than others, and it must be possible for us to develop a way of deciding 
between interpretations without sacrificing the notion that logical consistency does 
play the role of a criterion.

An Illustration

Let us take an example to illustrate the problem at hand. In his article “The Context 
of Natural Law: John Calvin’s Doctrine of the Two Kingdoms” (2004), David Van-
drunen is concerned about the relation of Calvin’s theology to the Natural Law tradi-
tion that was popular in the Middle Ages. Many scholars are of the opinion that there 
is an inconsistency in Calvin’s thought: on the one hand, he rejects all possibilities of 
salvation outside God’s grace. On the other hand, he nevertheless appears to accept 
that there is some such thing as the Natural Law that embodies God’s reason and 
allows human beings to know and be obedient to this Law. In the process of the Fall, 
even human reason gets corrupted and to trust this corrupt reason is to expect reach-
ing salvation through means other than God’s Grace. Yet, recognising and being obe-
dient to Natural Law presupposes the ability of Man’s reason to discern God’s Law. 
The neo-conservative J. B. Torrance, for instance, argues that the positive role attrib-
uted by Calvin to natural law contradicts his fundamental insight that all knowledge 
of God must come through Christ. Several other authors agree. In Calvin’s theology, 
no truly good works and communion with God are possible apart from Christ. Hence, 
natural law could not have any positive role to play in the life of the Christian.

Vandrunen, on the contrary, argues that the apparent inconsistency in Calvin’s 
use of natural law disappears when one views it in terms of his doctrine of the two 
kingdoms (see Chapter 3). This doctrine postulates a strict separation between the 
matters of this earthly life in “the temporal political kingdom” and the matters of the 
other spiritual life in “the kingdom of Christ.”

Calvin’s positive use of natural law, in which he sets it forth as a standard for 
legal and political endeavors, invariably falls in settings dealing with the civil 
kingdom, where matters of salvation and communion with God are not at issue. 
Conversely, Calvin’s negative use of natural law, in which he describes its purpose 
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as condemning sinners and leaving them inexcusable before God, regularly falls in 
settings dealing with the kingdom of Christ and, thus, with crucial questions about 
salvation and eternal life (Vandrunen 2004: 505).

The author suggests that this relationship between natural law and the two king-
doms allows Calvin’s interpreters to appreciate the vital role of natural law in the 
latter’s theology, while also acknowledging the inability of the same law to contribute 
to salvation in any way. Natural law had a positive role to play in the temporal king-
dom alone. Its principle of love and equity was to regulate the matters of this life. 
But its role becomes negative once one turns to the spiritual kingdom. Here, natural 
law serves only to strip sinful human beings of all arrogance. Any action apart from 
Christ’s saving grace is worthless in this kingdom.

In this way, Vandrunen shows that there is a deeper consistency in Calvin. The 
notion of the two kingdoms transforms Calvin into a consistent thinker. Now we face 
the problem we have spoken of. Which of these interpretations are preferable and 
for what reason? To choose for Vandrunen’s interpretation is to choose consistency as 
a criterion of choice. Because he shows that there is a logical consistency in Calvin’s 
thought, something that other authors have not sufficiently appreciated, one should 
prefer this interpretation to those that identify an inconsistency in Calvin. Of course, 
the other authors develop a consistent Calvinist theology by basing themselves on 
the alleged inconsistency they discover in Calvin.

One could give indefinitely many examples of the above kind. The issue is the 
same: does one use the notion of logical consistency as a criterion to interpret and 
judge an author’s text? If yes, one uses an unrealistic and unachievable criterion to 
judge an author. In this process, one precludes the possibility of understanding an 
author. However, to reject this criterion of choice is to make the choice of interpreta-
tions an arbitrary act.

A possible solution

Consider someone working on the subject of the French Enlightenment. Call this 
the object-level of investigation. The author, let us say, is interested in outlining this 
phenomenon as it occurred in the eighteenth century France. We would like to sug-
gest that this object level is surrounded by two other logical levels: a macro-level that 
presupposes higher level unities of certain subject-matters and a micro-level that 
implies discontinuities in the unity constructed at the object level.

In working on and describing the French Enlightenment the author presup-
poses that it does make sense to speak of a phenomenon called the Enlightenment. He 
presupposes a differentiation of some sort or another between the phenomenon of 
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Enlightenment elsewhere and the phenomenon of French Enlightenment. Even if 
he wants to claim that the French Enlightenment is itself an internally differentiated 
phenomenon, he presupposes the possibility of speaking about the Enlightenment 
in different countries. This is the macro-level which he presupposes.

He also implies a micro-level disunity and differentiation. Each of the authors 
he studies in the course of his description will themselves have undergone differ-
entiated developments: the “young” Voltaire as against the “mature” Voltaire, for 
instance.

In other words, while presupposing higher level unities, an object-level descrip-
tion also implies presence of discontinuities in the same description, if looked at 
from the micro-level. Consequently, it is always possible to challenge a historical de-
scription by drawing attention to the possible discontinuities present in the descrip-
tion. However, when such challenges do occur, what was previously the micro-level 
becomes the object level, implying the presence of yet another (different) micro-
level. For example, relative to the object-level description of the French Enlighten-
ment, there is the micro-level disunity between the various thinkers of the French 
Enlightenment. Relative to the object-level of the disunity of these thinkers, there is 
the micro-level disunity of the evolution of each of these thinkers. And so on. At each 
of these object levels, there is also the appropriate macro-level unity.

Any object level thinking is always surrounded by a macro and a micro level. 
Each story that one pens presupposes a unified story at a higher level and a differen-
tiation at the micro level. When one tells the story of the Belgian nation, one could 
always challenge the unity in this story by talking about the Flemish and the French 
disunity. One could challenge any story about the Flemish by drawing attention to 
the internal differentiation among the Flemish and so on. This is a game that post-
modernists play: they challenge any “continuity” narrative by drawing attention to 
the internal differentiation the story implies by criticising the unities presupposed 
at the macro level.

Balagangadhara’s proposal is that this is a permanent feature of human cognition. 
We presuppose macro unities and imply micro disunities while constructing an object 
level story. At no stage or point is it possible to embrace only one of these levels; one 
carries each of the three levels into every investigation and every discussion. Need-
less to say, these levels are relative to object levels, and are not absolute or fixed.

With respect to the history of ideas, we can transform this typical feature of hu-
man thinking into epistemological limits: in that case, the macro-level would become 
the upper limit and the micro-level would become the lower limit. The thoughts of 
any thinker move between these two limits: an upper-limit is the nature of the cul-
ture in question, and the lower limit is the generation to which the author belongs. 
That is to say, all authors are children of their culture, and the nature of the culture 
imposes limits that an author cannot overstep. These limits of the culture are hypo-
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thetical, especially in the current state of our understanding of what culture is. The 
lower limits are easier to identify: they are the problem-situation of a generation. Un-
less one is able to prove transgressions (we will take up this issue soon), one assumes 
that thinkers move between these two limits. Consistency can be used as a criterion 
of interpretation within these limits. That is to say, there is an upper and lower limit 
to making an author consistent: any interpretation that makes an author consistent 
between these limits (i.e. he is shown not to transgress either of these limits) is pref-
erable to an interpretation that makes an author inconsistent within these limits. An 
author is maximally consistent only to the extent his culture is, and minimally con-
sistent only to the extent his generation is.

It is important to emphasise at this stage that the notion of a “culture” has the 
technical meaning that it has in Balagangadhara’s theory: a culture is a configuration 
of learning. Consequently, differences between cultures have to do with the differ-
ences in the configurations of learning. In the process of acquiring culturality (see 
further) an individual has also learnt how to learn. Consequently, irrespective of what 
he learns, he learns it in some particular way and that particular way is the way his 
culture has taught him to learn. This constitutes the upper limit of his learning ability. 
Consequently, in the case of any given thinker, the upper limit is both theoretical and 
cannot be transgressed. However, this upper limit is always relative to the individu-
als at any particular stage. That is to say, in and of itself, this upper limit is not given 
and fixed beforehand for a culture itself; it is fixed only for some spatio-temporal 
particular subject. After all, cultures evolve and develop. But what Balagangadhara’s 
theory cannot do is theorise cultural discontinuities. While it can and does answer ques-
tions about differences between human cultures (for instance, what distinguishes the 
Pagan Roman culture from the Christian West), it cannot theorise the last four thou-
sand years of developments on the European continent as the growth of and changes 
in some one particular entity. In his story, there are (at least) two different cultures 
during this period and no one single entity. We will presuppose this. This absolute 
limit (for any given thinker) is the limits of consistency: a thinker cannot be made 
more consistent than his culture.

How is it with respect to a generation? Here, it is the onus of an interpretation to 
establish that some thinker transgresses the limits of the problem-situation that his 
own generation confronts. Consider, for instance, some of the contemporary debates 
about someone like Locke. One comes with some or another story about toleration or 
equality in Locke: for instance, one claims that he is the founder of a “secular” notion 
of tolerance or equality. One finds some or another kind of support in the writings of 
Locke for such an interpretation. Very often, this is proposed as a new interpretation 
of Locke. Take a recent article by Paul Bou-Habib (2003). He suggests that Locke’s 
main argument against coercion of religion in the Letter Concerning Toleration has been 
misunderstood. According to the classical reading, this argument holds that coercion 
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is irrational, because it can never instil religious belief in its victims. Now, Bou-Habib 
claims that Locke did not mean to argue this. In reality, the Letter developed another 
argument, which Bou-Habib calls “the sincerity argument”: 

[Locke] believes that religious coercion is irrational because it is ineffective 
as a means of inculcating the right intentions in people. Once this alternative 
argument is placed at its centre, the Letter is seen to be a more fertile source of 
political argument than is suggested by alternative readings. In particular, the 
sincerity argument gives us a powerful reason for rejecting state moral paternalism, 
the doctrine that the state may use coercion to make people morally virtuous. If 
moral virtue depends upon people having the right intentions, and if coercion is 
ineffective as a means of instilling the right intentions in people, then state moral 
paternalism is ineffective and hence irrational (Bou-Habib 2003: 611).

How could one disagree that this is an interpretation of Locke? Naturally, there are 
disagreements. It has been argued, for instance, that Locke is a Christian thinker. 
Thus, Jeremy Waldron claims that Locke’s political theory is intelligible only as 
Christian theology:

The theological content cannot simply be bracketed off as a curiosity. It shapes 
and informs the account through and through; the range property on which Locke 
relies is simply unintelligible apart from these religious concerns. And so there is 
no way round it—Lockean equality is not fit to be taught as a secular doctrine, it 
is a conception of equality that makes no sense except in the light of a particular 
account of the relation between man and God (Waldron 2002: 82).

Similarly, John Dunn has argued that Locke’s political theory including its notion of 
toleration is intelligible only if one accepts his theological assumptions (Dunn 1969, 
1991). And Richard Ashcraft (1996) suggests that all Lockean natural rights are based 
in a belief in God. 

Currently, there is no way to solve this conflict of interpretations. The only argu-
ment is about whether or not Locke was a “genius,” which allowed him to provide a 
secular foundation for the theory of tolerance. While it could be the case that Locke 
was indeed a “genius,” this argument does not help in deciding whether such an 
interpretation is also a justifiable interpretation of Locke’s theory. That is, it is of no 
help in answering the question whether Locke was also doing what some modern 
thinkers claim he was.

Our answer to settle this question would consist not in discussing Locke but 
in discussing about his and the succeeding generations. Is it possible to show that 
Locke’s contributions changed the problem-situation of either Locke’s generation 
or the ones succeeding it? If one shows that it did, one has arguments to defend 
a particular interpretation of Locke. That is to say, the suggestion is that we solve 
disputations about the defensibility of some particular interpretation of Locke also 
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(“also” because we always have the upper limit as well) by looking not at Locke but 
at his contemporaries and successors. If the problem-situation is shown not to have 
changed, then the interpretation is to be discarded. In other words, the onus is on an 
interpreter to show that Locke transgressed the lower limit of his generation, i.e. he 
was more “revolutionary” because his contributions altered the problem-situations.

If we look at the problem this way, we see that there might be good reasons to 
prefer an inconsistent interpretation of a thinker to a consistent one. Imagine an author who 
tries to break free of the constraints of the problem-situation of his generation and 
succeeds only partially in doing so. His thinking will carry elements of both and in 
all probability they will be inconsistent with each other. If one is able to show that 
certain elements in this thinker directly contributed to defining the problem-situa-
tion of his succeeding generation(s), one will have argued that the thinker violates 
the minimal consistency requirements and yet defend such an interpretation.

In one sense, all these methodological remarks merely reformulate the idea that 
one must understand a thinker in his context. The only additional thing that has been 
added is to specify that there is a cognitive context (the lower limit) and a cultural 
context (the upper limit). An individual, we suggest, is consistent only within these 
limits. However, the issue now is the extent to which we can make linguistic sense 
of an individual and his relation to culture within the framework of Balagangadhara’s 
theory.

On the Individual and a Culture

Let us see how the upper limit—the cultural limit—could be understood within 
this framework. One of the characteristic difficulties in discussing the concept of a 
culture is that of speaking about an individual. The rhetorical question, whose force 
and point is as variable as situations permit, goes something like this: “I am a Belgian, 
married to an African woman, living in the US, driving a Japanese car and who loves 
Indian food and French wine. Do I belong to one culture or several cultures?”

This does not appear to be a proper question. It commits a conceptual mistake: 
“culture” and “individual” belong to two different category-levels and it is not pos-
sible to use one as a predicate of the other. But it requires to be said that irrespective 
of where or why or indeed whether the question has gone wrong, its concern is clear: 
How is an individual related to a culture?

Any contact or communication between cultures occurs only when individuals 
meet each other. It is at that point that we notice cultural differences. Whether as a 
tourist or as an anthropologist, it is only when in contact with some individuals that 
you are forced to exclaim: “Oh! They are culturally different from us.”
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But then, the question is: What do you notice, when you notice cultural differ-
ences? Here is a very naive answer, which is also the best one: You notice a difference 
in ways.

Syntactically, the sentence appears incomplete. At once, one is inclined to press 
the point: Ways of what? The answer, invariably accompanied by a shrug of the shoul-
ders, follows after some hesitation: “Oh, I don’t know. Ways of doing things. Ways of 
living, I suppose.”

The anthropological landscape is littered with the corpses of those who have 
pressed the point further and tried to analyse it. From proposals about culturally vary-
ing beliefs, through culturally different logics, to…anything you care to name abound 
in this discipline. All of them have floundered on the same reef: from amongst all the 
noticed differences, which are cultural and which merely individual?

There is another way of formulating the same question: what makes differences 
into cultural differences? If Indians believe in reincarnation, could an “atheist” ever 
belong to the Indian culture? How about someone in the West, who also believes in 
this doctrine? These kinds of problems can be multiplied by the million, but that is 
of no import to our purposes. The point is: even when we solve some of these prob-
lems, we are still far from saying what is it that we notice when we notice cultural 
differences.

Several different kinds of lessons could be drawn from the foregoing. but let us 
focus on the following: what has gone wrong is that people have pressed the point. 
That is to say, there is nothing syntactically wrong with the naive answer. To keep 
the discussion both neutral and manageable, let us agree that there exists no entity 
called “culture” but merely a variety of cultures. That is to say, what exist are con-
figurations of learning. “Culture” merely refers to the processes present within each 
configuration of learning: people produce language, food, houses, children; create 
music, poetry, drama; build societies, institutions, and buildings; think, make love, 
get angry; etc.

Here, then, is the proposal: when you meet individuals from different cultures 
what you notice is their “culturality”: concrete and determinate individuals exhibit a 
culturality. Specific cultures or specific configurations of learning relate an individual 
to a culture and the product of this process are what we perceive: the culturality of 
the individual. How the configuration of learning does this, what such a process in-
volves, etc., are questions for theoretical and empirical research. But what we perceive 
are individuals as products of a culture and we perceive it through their culturality.

All of this might strike us a bit mysterious at first glance. But this has more 
to do with unfamiliarity with the terminology than anything else. When we meet 
individual human beings, we routinely talk of being struck by their “physicality,” 

“intellectuality” and, of course, their “personality.” We perceive individual persons 
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through their personality; why then can we not say we perceive individuals through 
their culturality?

Even if one is willing to grant that this terminology is acceptable, the problems 
are: what does this reform achieve? Which problems get solved? Even though we 
shall try to speak of the advantages of this linguistic reform, one point requires to 
be borne in mind. Naming or renaming, which is what linguistic reform is always 
about, never solves problems. Only theories can do that. All that the introduction of 
terminology can achieve is prevent the arising of pseudo-problems and, where pos-
sible, avoid linguistic confusions. In this sense, the yardstick for measuring linguistic 
reforms is that of their advantageousness. Therefore: what are the advantages of the 
proposed linguistic reform?

Let us assume in the rest of what follows that in any individual, many elements 
are fused together: his genetic pre-dispositions, his psychological uniqueness, his cul-
turality, etc. In this sense, an individual exemplifies, at the least, three things which 
have come together: his sociality, his culturality, and his personality. We will not talk 
here of the first, but only very briefly of the other two.

The relation between the “culturality” and the “personality” of an individual 
cannot be defined but it can be investigated. That is to say, it is not a definitional task 
but a problem for research. Not merely that. The research question is not even one of 
the relationships between “culture” and “personality.” In so far as we have indulged 
in a bit of linguistic reform, we see its usefulness now: the possible category mistakes 
can be avoided. In fact, there is no conceivable relationship between “culture”—as 
an unordered or a weakly ordered set of processes—and a person. While indeed one 
can speak about the general processes through which the different configurations of 
learning “culturise” individuals, an insight into them can only be gained by an inves-
tigation into culturality and personality.

In the way some psychological processes in individuals eventuate in them be-
coming persons (and thus acquire personality), so do culturising processes eventuate 
in individuals acquiring culturality. The relation between these two processes gives 
rise to the following thought. When we focus on the “culturality” of individuals, we 
are always confronted with this problem: how much of the difference is “psychologi-
cal” and how much of it is “cultural”? At this stage, none can answer this question, 
but it draws our attention to a rather trivial, but nonetheless important, distinction, 
viz. that culturality involves at least two dimensions: a dimension which is, in some 
sense, experiential (i.e. the unique way the individual experiences the world); and 
another, which is both learnable and teachable.

When one speaks of the “learnable” and the “teachable,” the standard way of 
approaching this issue has been to focus on the what. That is to say, one has asked 
the question what is taught and learnt in a specific culture. To this, there is but one 
serious answer: attitudes and beliefs. Consequently, anthropological discipline has 
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concentrated on studying the beliefs of specific communities (because, it is thought, 
attitudes are embodiments of certain types of beliefs) and that is why it has not been 
so productive. My proposal is to concentrate on the how, and the notion of “configu-
rations of learning” gives us a handle on this issue. Individuals have not only learnt 
some things, but they have learnt-to-learn as well. That is to say, configurations of 
learning not only teach, but they enable the learners to learn in a particular way. The 
mechanisms of “culturisation,” on this account, is how a specific configuration of 
learning teaches, and also the how of learning and meta-learning (learning to learn). 
These mechanisms require empirical studies and we need to undertake them at dif-
ferent levels.

If, the individual culturality includes these two dimensions (the experiential 
and the teachable), and a description of the mechanisms of culturisation involves 
talking about the how of a configuration of learning, it seems to me that the follow-
ing is also being said: a configuration of learning generates these two dimensions in 
an individual culturality.

Because the experiential dimension is unique, there is only one instantiation of 
that dimension. Because it is sui generis, it is not possible to compare the experiential 
dimension of individual culturalities and speak of an exemplary “westerner” or “In-
dian” or “African.” Consequent to this, one can also say that there is no “perfect” or 

“imperfect” example of individual culturality.
Even if experience is unique to the individuals in question, it does not of course 

mean that the structures of their experience are likewise unique too. However, these 
structures are learnt and built up by individuals. Because of this, at one level, we are 
justified in speaking about the relation between an individual and a configuration of 
learning by looking at the extent to which he is able to learn-to-learn. The individual 
has learnt to learn only to the extent a configuration of learning has taught him meta-
learning (i.e. learning to learn). Both the learning and teaching processes make use 
of the same resources, i.e. the mechanisms of culturisation, in learning and teaching. 
Ranging from family interactions, friendships, stories, lore, rituals, to schools and fac-
tories…the variety of mechanisms are both wide and immense. Consequently, the 
extent to which an individual is able to learn-to-learn is the extent to which he is 
able to draw upon the mechanisms of culturisation to build, sustain, modify, etc. the 
structures of his experience. An individual does not just draw upon the mechanisms 
of culturisation. (After all, each individual culturality draws upon such resources.) 
The more important point, however, is that such a use takes place in particular ways. 
That is to say, the how of his meta-learning helps him in his attempts at learning.

Perhaps, it is useful at this stage to introduce yet another notion: collective 
culturality. This notion refers to the resources, or the mechanisms of culturisation 
that were just spoken of. Collective culturality, then, is the structured and organised 
mechanisms of culturisation that mediate an individual to a specific configuration 
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of learning. That is to say, an individual uses a collective culturality to become an 
individual culturality. At the moment, we emphasise that “collective culturality” is 
merely a short-hand for the ordered or structured resources (or mechanisms) of cul-
turisation.

At this point, we have no way of quantifying either the extent or the how of 
using the mechanisms of culturisation to teach or learn. One can only speak of “pro-
ficiency” in this matter. A proficient culturised individual might be able to spot an 

“amateur,” but there can be no talk of “perfection” in any case. That is to say, being a 
culturised individual implies that there is no end to being culturised, but only a way 
of speaking about “being more proficient” and “being less proficient.”

This allows me to make two further observations. The first is that there is at least 
one index for being culturised through a specific configuration of learning. And it is: 
your ability to teach others to learn-to-learn in your way. In other words, your ability 
either to inculcate a specific meta-learning ability or strengthen (or modify) an exist-
ing meta-learning ability indexes the extent of your culturisation. The better you are 
able to do this, the more “proficient” you are in using a collective culturality (i.e. the 
mechanisms or resources of culturising within a specific configuration of learning).

The second point is about the how of teaching. How you use a collective cul-
turality is, after all, dependent on your individual culturality. That is to say, when-
ever you teach something, you teach it in your particular way. This particular way 
of teaching others to learn-to-learn indexes how you use a collective culturality. Put 
differently: it indexes your individual culturality. However, how others learn from 
your teaching depends very much (as must be obvious from the foregoing) on their 
individual culturality. What they see you as teaching, and how they perceive the way 
you use a collective culturality have to do with their individual culturalities. That is, 
their ability to learn depends on how they have learnt-to-learn.

It might perhaps be useful to summarise what all the above suggestions add up 
to. Something or the other (religion in the case of the western culture) brings forth 
a configuration of learning. That is to say, different kinds of learning processes are 
coordinated in such a way that one kind of learning process subordinates other learn-
ing processes to itself. Cultures are differentiated accordingly as configurations of 
learning are distinguished from each other. Each configuration of learning generates 
a particular collective culturality. That is to say, each configuration of learning not 
only creates the mechanisms and resources of culturisation but it also orders them 
in particular ways. By saying that they are ordered, we want to get at the notion that 
these individual mechanisms of culturisation impose constraints and dependencies 
on each other in some way. It is only through these constraints and dependencies 
that they get ordered, and this ordering (or structuring) is what makes them into a 
collective culturality.
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These aspects of constraint and dependency are those that contribute to the 
fundamentally conservative character of the collective culturality. Such a collective 
conserves itself, changes only gradually and even that relatively slowly (relative, that 
is, to an individual organism’s life span).

An individual organism born into a human group is taught through the use the 
teachers make of a collective culturality. In the process of learning what is taught, 
the individual also learns the use of a collective culturality. That is to say, learning 
is not just the activity of making a habitat but also the meta-learning in the use of a 
collective culturality. In the process of learning (making a habitat) and meta-learning 
(using the collective culturality), the organism builds its individual culturality. The 
organism’s use of collective culturality (i.e. its meta-learning) indexes its individual 
culturality. Further, its use of collective culturality provides us with a clue about the 
nature of the configuration of learning.

If we now return to the rhetorical question we started out—or better still, to its 
concerns—we are now in a better position to provide an answer. “How is an individ-
ual related to a culture?” was the concern. Here is the answer: The way the individual 
uses a collective culturality.

By deploying the notions of configurations of learning, individual and collective 
culturalities, we can now completely avoid issues of having to identify “cultures” ei-
ther spatially or temporally. Not merely that. Where there is no possibility of talking 
about an exemplary “Turk,” “Indian” or “Westerner,” there is no danger of speaking 
either about the monolithicity or the diversity of some “culture” or the other. What 
we have are individual culturalities (with a unique dimension and a teachable dimen-
sion to their culturalities) using some structured mechanisms of culturisation in par-
ticular ways. One need not speak either of being “imprisoned in one culture” or its 
obverse of being a “pure cosmopolitan.” We can enjoy all these advantages without 
in the least being forced to surrender the notion of cultural differences.

Speaking of cultural differences brings us to the last crucial point. What does it 
mean to understand cultural differences? The answer is evident. Let us first formu-
late it negatively. Neither translation nor interpretation will suffice in this context. 
Translating some or another individual mechanism of culturisation (like, say, some 
text) will not enable you to understand a specific collective culturality; nor will the 
interpretation of some or another practice (or text). Why not? Because, on their own, 
what either of these two can do is to provide us with an insight into a specific re-
source of culturisation but not into how it culturises. To understand the latter, we 
need to find out the constraints and dependencies between this element and the 
other elements in a particular collective culturality.

Because such collective culturalities are not entities like the table I am using to 
write these sentences, which could be observed from the outside and from different 
angles, etc., it appears that there is only one way for us to figure out how a particular 
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element is a part of a specific collective culturality. And that is by trying to use it the 
way the other individual culturality uses it. However, this activity is not as simple as 
it sounds because it is subject to a treble limitation. First, the other culturality is not 
exemplary other. (That is, he is neither a “perfect” nor an “imperfect” instantiation 
of “his culture.”) Second, the very same resource (e.g. family, stories, etc.) is also used 
by you. The difference-in-use of this resource of culturisation signals the different 
constraints and dependencies that operate on it. To figure out what they are, and this 
is the third limitation, you need to learn-to-use the other mechanisms of culturisation 
differently as well.

Because of these limitations, understanding cultural differences requires a grad-
ual acquisition of proficiency in the way you use “another” collective culturality. This 
is not an “all-or-none” affair nor is it ever complete. This process of gaining insight 
into another culture changes your individual culturality because you learn to use 
your collective culturality differently. At the same time, it also points out why cul-
tures are not shirts that could be changed at will. 

On the nature of the Limits

We are now in a position to specify the nature of the upper limit more accurately. If 
culturality of an individual is the how of his use of collective culturality, it means (in 
our case) that individuals go about in specific manners with the resources of their 
culture. They have learnt these specific ways through their configurations of learning. 
These ways are learnt not as abstract rules but are taught through the use of these 
resources. Consequently, the natures of these resources constitute the limits on their 
use, that is, they can be used only in certain ways depending on their nature. Thus, 
the first step in understanding an individual culturality involves understanding the 
nature of collective culturality.

As said, collective culturality merely abbreviates the notion of the resources of 
a culture which includes everything, including their religions. The nature of these 
religions constitutes their own limits. That is to say, how an individual makes use of 
these religions is constrained by the nature of these religions. Consequently, to study 
the nature of these religions is also an initial step in understanding how they function 
as mechanisms of culturisation of an individual.

In this sense, we can begin to study the limits within which a thinker moves 
by studying the nature of these religions. In the western culture, as Balagangadhara 
has shown, the specific dynamics of Christianity (in the process of secularisation) 
imposes some clear limits on the way individuals are culturised. In other words, one 
of the aspects of the cultural limits of thought will be provided by the dynamic of 
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Christianity as a religion. In very simple terms, not only is Christianity the context of 
many thinkers in the West, but its nature makes it possible for specific other kinds 
of contexts to emerge. That is, certain recognisable limits continue to be present in 
this culture whether or not any given thinker has Christianity as his specific context. 
Christianity functions as the “cultural context” as it were, if we take Balagangadhara’s 
theory seriously. This is how this dissertation shall also approach the issue.

1.4. Conclusion

This chapter has given an outline of the theoretical framework and the research hy-
pothesis that will guide our further investigations. Balagangadhara’s theory of reli-
gion is vital to our understanding of the history of the western culture in at least 
two senses. On the one hand, the universalisation of religion is the main dynamic 
behind the formation of the western thought. In its secularising moment, this dy-
namic spreads Christian theological schemes in a secular guise. On the other hand, 
there is the way in which religion has created the West as a configuration of learning. 
This brings about a particular attitude: the drive to understand the Will of God as the 
underlying order in the world.

The research hypothesis expanded on this by explaining a characteristic of the 
Will of God: it is both factual and normative in nature; it unites the “is” and the 

“ought.” However, this unity cannot be understood by human beings. Still, institu-
tions like the monastery and the Church are viewed as embodiments of the Will of 
God and its unity of the factual and the normative. This brings about a fundamental 
dynamic propelling the western cultural history: the interplay between seeing the 
unity of the normative and the factual in such institutions and the ever-recurring hu-
man attempts to grasp and realise this unity. This kind of cultural history, we saw, can 
be read in two distinct ways: one theological and another scientific. Either one looks 
at the history of the western culture as the unfolding of God’s Will on earth, or one 
studies it as the manner in which a configuration of learning generates a particular 
attitude in people.
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Chapter II

The History and Theory
of Toleration

In the modern western mind, “toleration” is one of those words that share the com-
pany of “liberty” and “equality.” Like the latter two, toleration is a product of an 
emancipatory struggle of the West. It stands at the centre of the philosophy of liberal 
democracy, which has come to dominate our political culture since the second World 
War. As such, this moral principle is a part both of political theory and common sense. 
Today, there is no doubt left that toleration is good. Naturally, there are limits to its 
scope, but as long as basic morality is not in jeopardy, the state and its citizens ought 
to be tolerant towards the practices and the beliefs of those different from the major-
ity. It is obvious that wherever toleration is absent intolerance prevails. And plural 
societies where this is the case are doomed to end up in a spiral of violence. Thus, in 
the face of cultural pluralism, the options are limited to the virtue of toleration and 
the vice of intolerance.

When one defines “toleration” (or “tolerance”) as anything that allows different 
people to live together in spite of their differences, the claim that toleration offers 
the unique antidote to intolerance shares the obvious truth of all tautologies. But the 
absence of intolerance and conflict can take various shapes, and the modern ideal of 
toleration is but one of these. Therefore, the standard textbook story tells us some-
thing more than the proposition that toleration implies the absence of intolerance. It 
is founded on two basic presumptions: (1) It assumes that the ideal of toleration—
with its tenets of liberty of conscience and the separation of politics and religion—is 
a general rational solution to the tensions and conflicts of all plural human societies. 
In other words, although it has its origins in early modern and Enlightenment Eu-
rope, this value is supposed to have a universal scope and relevance. (2) The modern 
liberal idea of toleration is taken to be intelligible to all human beings with basic 
intellectual capacities. The second assumption sustains the first: the value should 
be intelligible to people from all cultures in order to have the capacity to resolve the 
universal predicament of cultural and religious diversity.
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This first chapter will identify some puzzles in the modern understanding of 
toleration by calling into question both of its background assumptions. On the one 
hand, when we examine the dominant historical account on the rise of toleration, it 
will turn out that the universal scope and relevance of this idea are not self-evident. 
Many plural societies across the world have thrived in the absence of the modern 
liberal value of toleration and its norms of freedom of conscience and state neutrality. 
Still, contemporary theorists believe that liberal toleration has a status equal to that 
of the scientific discoveries made in the modern West.

On the other hand, the conviction that toleration is the superior way to organise 
any plural society becomes dubious once we examine the conceptual structure of 
this idea. The liberal notion of toleration postulates two separate spheres in human 
existence and society. It suggests that human lives and societies are divided into a 
public or political sphere—where we should obey the laws of the state, and a private 
or personal sphere—where we should be free to live according to our own values. 
The first sphere ought to be governed by a freestanding political conception of jus-
tice, which is neutral towards all moral and religious comprehensive doctrines.

The liberal value of toleration is based in the shared belief in this principled 
separation of two realms of society: one of public norms, coercive laws and political 
justice; and another of personal values, religious liberty and comprehensive doctrines. 
This dual structure involves the problem of the identification of the two spheres. This 
problem, it will be argued, poses a fatal threat to the universal intelligibility of the 
modern idea of toleration. Today, we do not possess a common scientific or theoreti-
cal framework that allows us to identify either of these two realms—without taking 
recourse to the metaphysics of one particular religious culture. Yet, if this liberal no-
tion of toleration claims a universal status equivalent to that of the natural sciences, 
it should also live up to scientific standards of cognitive value. The puzzle of the two 
spheres will show it does not.

2.1. The Biography of a Value

In recent decades, scholarly opposition has arisen against what has been called “the 
Whig interpretation” of the history of toleration. This interpretation views modern 
European history in terms of a progressive rise of liberal values. Particularly in the 
domain of the history of ideas, authors have tended to focus on a series of classical 
thinkers—who are portrayed as the avant-garde of their times in the propagation of 
liberty, equality and toleration. From Locke and Bayle in the seventeenth century, 
one travels to the Enlightenment of Voltaire and Rousseau, Mill’s attack on the nine-
teenth-century tyranny of the majority, to arrive at the twentieth-century triumph of 
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liberal democracy, epitomised in the work of Rawls. In the words of Adam Wolfson 
(1996: 192):

A niggardly principle of toleration was initially carved out by the likes of Hobbes, 
Locke, and Spinoza in order to put an end to the religious persecutions and wars 
that wracked Europe in the seventeenth century. But over time, the principle 
naturally expanded—that is, realized its own potential—to include much more 
than the toleration of different denominations of Christians. Gradually, but with 
an almost historical or natural necessity, it came to embrace all religious faiths, and 
even the irreligious, and then things having nothing to do with religion at all, such 
as different moralities and lifestyles and cultures. Finally, the movement reached 
its ultimate destination, with toleration applied to philosophy itself. It is as if a 
straight line can be drawn from Milton’s Aeropagitica, through Locke’s A Letter 
Concerning Toleration and Mill’s On Liberty, to Rawls’s A Theory of Justice.

This view of “the rise of toleration” is no longer acceptable to well-informed scholars 
of western history.

However, it is not clear why. Some say we ought to be aware as to how past ages 
differ from our own and that this can only happen through a detailed examination of 
original sources devoid of value judgements (see Poe 1996). Others argue we should 
always take the historical context into account when we interpret the texts of early 
modern political thought by confronting the question what their authors intended 
to communicate by their utterances (Skinner 2002d: 86-7). Yet others point out it is 
high time to abandon some myths about religious toleration, e.g. that it was advocated 
by sceptical and religiously indifferent rationalists and opposed by ignorant narrow-
minded traditionalists (Murphy 2001: 11-6).

Though such methodological guidelines possess value, they have not brought 
about any radical changes in our understanding of the history of toleration and liberal 
democracy in the West. Arguably, it is of some import to know that this history did 
not consist of a straight line of progress and had its own ups and downs. And it is 
equally important to be aware that one cannot presuppose a simple link between the 
ideas of contemporary liberal democracy and those of early modern political thinkers. 
However, this section will show that a more fundamental problem troubles our un-
derstanding of the history of toleration: it is unclear how and why toleration became 
a moral value.

A Value is Born

A salient aspect of the common account of the history of toleration concerns the way 
in which the value first appeared in early modern Europe. The origin of this moral 
ideal should be located in the age of the Wars of Religion following the Protestant 
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Reformation of the sixteenth century—this much is clear. Once the age-old unity of 
the western Church had been disrupted and the battles among the various Christian 
confessions raged through the continent, it was only a matter of time for the Euro-
pean intellectuals to discover that a plural society should be based in toleration and 
its secular principles of state neutrality and freedom of conscience. This is what an 
important reference work on political philosophy suggests:

It was long thought that social peace required religious uniformity, and that belief 
persisted after the Reformation shattered the hegemony of Catholicism. It took 
a good deal of pious killing before toleration gained widespread acceptance in 
Europe. Battle fatigue presented the state with an opportunity to rise above 
divisive conflict and focus on the pursuit of shared interests and aims, such as 
peace, freedom, and material prosperity (Macedo 1995: 622).

The same line of thinking brings a philosopher of the stature of Charles Taylor (1998: 
32) to the following claim: “The origin point of modern Western secularism was the 
Wars of Religion; or rather, the search in battle fatigue and horror for a way out of 
them. The need was felt for a ground of coexistence for Christians of different con-
fessional persuasions.” And it inspires the prominent historian of moral philosophy 
J. B. Schneewind to write similar words:

Religious toleration seeks peace with disagreement because people tend to 
disagree on religious matters. The centuries of warfare following the Reformation 
that split Western Christianity into Catholic and Protestant versions taught a harsh 
lesson. Without compulsion there will never be uniformity in public religious 
profession, and even with compulsion there will never be agreement in belief. 
Persuasion never convinces everyone, and compulsion, it seems, does not work in 
the long run. Toleration…seems to be the only way to avoid constant warfare. In 
Western liberal democratic societies toleration is now accepted as a basic condition 
of life (Schneewind 1997: 4).

Basically, the suggestion is that the intellectuals of early modern Europe were hor-
rified and exhausted by decades of religious warfare. This brought them to the con-
clusion that uniformity in belief could no longer be imposed through compulsion or 
persuasion. Thus, the principle of toleration—“a basic condition of life”—was born.

How plausible is the suggestion that a group of intellectuals discovered the 
moral ideal of toleration in this way? Firstly, if we take the conflicts in the twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries as a yardstick, this account loses some of its shine. On the 
one hand, scholars and intellectuals are not detached beings, who are never involved 
in the bloodshed among their less civilized brethren. They are very much engaged 
in the conflicts dividing their societies. A glimpse at contemporary Israel, India or 
Iraq shows they are the ones providing sophisticated justifications for the respective 
positions of the conflicting groups. The same goes for the thinkers who developed 
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the idea of toleration in early modern Europe. As their writings amply demonstrate, 
Protestants like Milton, Bayle or Locke never made a secret of their dislike of the 
Catholics, whom they considered to be “papist idolaters,” that is, worshippers of the 
Devil and followers of Antichrist.

Secondly, it is difficult to maintain that the duration of a religious conflict gener-
ally has a benign effect on its future course. Does battle fatigue inspire people to give 
up their aims and aspirations during a war? Again, cases like that of Northern Ireland 
or the Middle East suggest the contrary. The more people die for a cause, the more 
intransigent the conflicting parties become. 

Did the the conclusion that neither persuasion nor compulsion could change the 
fact that people just “tend to disagree on religious matters” bring the early modern 
intellectuals to the discovery of toleration? The Christians of this period were well 
aware that there had always been disagreement on the question of religion. This, 
they thought, was a result of the Fall, which had alienated humankind from its Cre-
ator. Furthermore, it was viewed as one of the ploys of the lord of this world to cor-
rupt the Christian faith. Why should this religious discord bring the early modern 
Christians to the belief that they ought to embrace toleration? The medieval Church 
had been succesful at securing religious unity through persuasion and compulsion 
during the many centuries of its reign. As champions of religious truth, Calvin and 
Luther shared this aim with their opponents. So why would a few decades or even 
a few centuries of confessional discord convince the Christian intelligentsia that it 
ought to tolerate heretical errors? This would have been equivalent to welcoming 
evil in the church only because it is persistent. That cannot have been a reasonable op-
tion to any Christian believer.

Thirdly, even if the early modern Europeans were exhausted by battle fatigue, 
why would this fact bring them to the discovery of the moral value of toleration? 
Naturally, in these days, the persistent religious strife was deplored at times. Some 
people suggested that it might be better to bring an end to the battles over religious 
truth. Nevertheless, the conceptual step from such claims to the belief that tolera-
tion of religious dissent is a moral obligation is far-fetched. To end the religious con-
flict, one might engage in any number of pragmatic strategies. It is unclear why one 
should invent the norm of toleration.

The account on the discovery of the value of toleration, then, does not find 
much support in history. The early modern theorists of toleration cannot have been 
inspired by battle fatigue nor by the conviction that compulsion and persuasion do 
not work in the long run. Surely it was commonplace in this period to lament the 
decline of Europe because of the wars of religion. As one of the classical works of 
late sixteenth-century political thought deplored: “The misery of Europe is caused 
by religious strife” (in Coornhert & Lipsius 1590: 9). However, the author of this 
sentence, Justus Lipsius, continued his Politicorum Libri Sex (1589) with a plea for 
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the suppression of heretics and argued that the political authorities should use all 
possible means to maintain religious unity. Battle fatigue leads men to many places, 
it seems. To grant it the ability to reveal to the early modern philosophers the intrinsic 
value of toleration is a piece of western mythology rather than a history of ideas.

A Value Matures

The philosophes of the Enlightenment made toleration into one of the central values 
of secular humanism. It was no longer limited to post-Reformation Europe as a solu-
tion to the conflict among the different Christian confessions. It had become the fra-
ternité standing side by side with liberté and égalité. The idea became part and parcel 
of the Enlightenment project, which

not only attacked and severed the roots of traditional European culture in the 
sacred, magic, kinship and hierarchy, secularizing all institutions and ideas, 
but…effectively demolished all legitimation of monarchy, aristocracy, woman’s 
subordination to man, ecclesiastical authority, and slavery, replacing these with 
the principles of universality, equality, and democracy (Israel 2001: vi). 

As such, toleration travelled beyond the boundaries of Europe and became a univer-
sal value of humanity:

Of course, neither the Enlightenment itself, and still less its consequences, were 
limited to Europe…For if the Enlightenment marks the most dramatic step 
towards secularization and rationalization in Europe’s history, it does so no less in 
the wider history not just of western civilization but, arguably, of the entire world. 
From this, it plainly follows, it was one of the most important shifts in the history of man 
(Ibid.; italics mine).

One needs to move as far back as the 1920s to run into a history of the idea of tolera-
tion carrying the striking title The Liberation of Mankind: The Story of Man’s Struggle for 
the Right to Think (1926). This work by H. W. Van Loon would today be rejected, for 
the argument has “mankind” move from the Greeks, through the Renaissance and 
the Reformation, to Voltaire and the day “when tolerance shall be the rule, when 
intolerance shall be a myth like the slaughter of innocent captives, the burning of 
widows, the blind worship of a printed page” (Van Loon 1926: 306-7). It has become 
difficult for us to maintain that humanity was liberated in the Enlightenment, while 
historians are still documenting the horrors of nineteenth- and twentieth-century co-
lonialism. Still, the cognitive scheme that structured Van Loon’s story is still present 
in our minds at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
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The scheme through which this intellectual tradition looks at the struggle for 
freedom of thought and expression in Christian Europe has a peculiar characteristic. 
Instead of appreciating this struggle for what it was—an internal struggle within a 
culture constituted by the Christian religion—it construes this development of the 
West as a universal liberation of humanity. That is, this tradition of history writing 
seems to mistake the European history for world history.

A few steps can be discerned in the manner in which these histories of toleration 
identify Europe with humanity. First, they give a dubious picture of the intellectual 
history of Europe. As we saw, the origin of the ideas of toleration and liberty of con-
science is located in a few enlightened thinkers, who challenged Christian dogma. 
Some scholars prefer Locke as the key thinker who launched modern liberalism (e.g. 
Zuckert 2002); others reveal the pivotal role of Spinoza (e.g. Israel 2001); yet others 
make Castellio into the hero (e.g. Zagorin 2003). The belief in toleration, the scholars 
appear to suggest, spread in the West accordingly as the ideas of these enlightened 
minds trickled down through the different layers of cultural consciousness. Eventu-
ally, this is supposed to have lead to the victory of liberal democracy.

The next step draws upon the deep-seated assumption that the rest of the world 
shares the fate of premodern Europe. Religious dogma holds the minds of other cul-
tures in an even firmer grip. The various peoples of humanity must have been awaiting 
liberation from tyranny and intolerance. The third step makes the rise of toleration 
in the Enlightenment into “one of the most important shifts in the history of man.” 
This step suggests that the cultural history—more than fifteen centuries of Christian-
ity—which preceded the eighteenth century is not all that important in coming to 
terms with its idea of toleration. This value is claimed to be “secular,” “rational” and 

“universal.” From this perspective, to question the fact that this shift in the cultural 
development of the Christian West is of universal significance to humankind be-
comes equivalent to advocating immorality. 

Once again a short look at empirical history reveals how tricky such assump-
tions are. For instance, we only have to turn to the writings of a Christian monk 
of the twelfth century to see how blind our story on toleration has made us in the 
twenty-first. Between 1153 and 1155, William of Rubuck travelled through the vast 
Mongol Empire. Throughout his travel reports of these two years, he emphasises 
the incredible variety of cultural and religious groups living together in the Empire. 
As Cary Nederman points out in one of his important works on premodern ideas of 
tolerance:

Perhaps most strikingly, the Mongols control their vast empire without any attempt 
to impose religious uniformity on subject peoples. Rather, William observes that 
members of virtually every religious group known to the Mediterranean and 
Eurasian worlds—he mentions Christians (Nestorians, Armenians, Russians, Alans, 
and Georgians, as well as Romans) and non-Christians (Muslims (“Saracens”), 
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Uigurs, and “pagans” of many varieties) alike—may be found in territories under 
Mongol domination…In most cases noted by William,…adherents to many faiths 
live side by side with what appears to be a minimum of inter-religious conflict. In 
the Mongol settlement of Caracorum, for example, “there are twelve idol temples 
belonging to different peoples, two mosques in which the religion of Mahomet 
is proclaimed, and one Christian church at the far end of the town” (Nederman 
2000: 56).

Apparently, at a time when dissenters were widely persecuted by the western Church, 
the Mongols could accommodate a vast array of communities, including Christian 
heretics who had fled Europe. The people living in this Empire were neither in need 
of the liberal ideal of toleration to practise their traditions without intrusion, nor were 
they craving for the principle of individual liberty of conscience to hold their beliefs 
without persecution.

Anyone who has a basic knowledge of Asian history is aware that the pluralism 
of the Mongol Empire as noted by this medieval monk was not an exception. On 
the Indian subcontinent, for instance, a variety of Hindu, Buddhist and Jain tradi-
tions have been living side by side with Christians, Jews, Muslims and Parsis from 
the end of the eighth century A.D. onwards (Basham 1969: 264-8, 345-7). The sub-
continent has been called “the world’s oldest and most interesting ‘living laboratory’ 
of religious pluralism” (Coward 1987: xi). Of course, there were occasional clashes 
among the different communities, but systematic persecution was rare. No ecclesias-
tical authority existed to impose an orthodoxy on the inhabitants of these regions. In 
fact, long before the philosophes did so in the Christian West, streams of thought had 
emerged that denied the existence of any god at all.

As a consequence, it is difficult to maintain that humanity was in need of the 
universal value of toleration. This account of the historical development of toleration 
shares the nature of the account about its birth. It is embedded in the mythology 
which the West has invoked to convince itself and others of its grandiose place in hu-
man history—a mythology still taken to be a true description of its cultural history.

A Value Rules Supreme

Have we not left behind this standard account about the rise of toleration in the 
West? Have our scholars not developed a more sophisticated look at the intellectual 
history of our culture? And, besides, is it not true that the Enlightenment liberated 
humanity from religious tyranny and intolerance? Perhaps various communities lived 
together peacefully in Asia and elsewhere, but this co-existence was not founded in a 
normative ideal of toleration: “What we sometimes mistake for tolerance was merely 
indifference caused by ignorance” (Van Loon 1926: 24). Even if harmonious plural 
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societies existed in places like India, were these not also dominated by an atrocity 
like the caste system? Was it not merely a pragmatic move on the part of the Mongols 
to allow their subjects to practise their traditions, since this would keep the peace 
in the Mongol Empire? The Asian pluralism can hardly be placed at the level of 
modern liberal democracy. Therefore, true toleration remains a moral value uniquely 
attained by the modern West, which it has to share with the rest of the world.

As for the first objection, it certainly is true that some thinkers have challenged 
particular aspects of the dominant western history of toleration (e.g. Hanson 1998; 
Murphy 2001). However, the general scheme giving shape to this history is still in 
place. Some modifications may have been made, but we have never gone beyond 
certain constraints that limit our thinking about cultural and religious pluralism. As 
John Rawls writes in the introduction to his Political Liberalism:

…[T]he historical origin of political liberalism (and of liberalism more generally) 
is the Reformation and its aftermath, with the long controversies over religious 
toleration in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Something like the 
modern understanding of liberty of conscience and freedom of thought began 
then…[T]he success of liberal constitutionalism came as a discovery of a new social 
possibility: the possibility of a reasonably harmonious and stable pluralist society. 
Before the successful and peaceful practice of toleration in societies with liberal 
institutions there was no way of knowing of that possibility. It is more natural to believe, 
as the centuries-long practice of intolerance appeared to confirm, that social unity 
and concord requires agreement on a general and comprehensive religious, philosophical, or 
moral doctrine. Intolerance was accepted as a condition of social order and stability 
(Rawls 1996: xxvi-xxvii; italics mine).

The inhabitants of the Mongol settlement of Caracorum were doing quite well at 
sustaining “a reasonably harmonious and stable pluralist society” in the twelfth cen-
tury, while they had not even heard of liberal toleration. Neither does the average 
town in South India need liberalism to discover this “new social possibility.” The 
communities of various Hindu traditions have been living side by side in these towns 
with large Muslim communities, Jains and several kinds of Christian churches. And 
these people seem to have gotten along fairly well—save the common squabbles 
among neighbours. The same goes for Japan, where practitioners of Shinto, Buddhist 
and other local traditions intermingle to such an extent that it is impossible to say 
who is what. Furthermore, the societies that have accommodated this kaleidoscope 
of cultural groups never held the “natural” belief that “social unity and concord re-
quires agreement on a general and comprehensive religious, philosophical, or moral 
doctrine.” But, in Rawls’s view, this could not have happened. These regions had to 
await “the successful and peaceful practice of toleration in societies with liberal insti-
tutions,” before they could even imagine that intolerance is not a condition of social 
order and stability.
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From Rawls’s perspective, there are only two kind of societies: those which are 
liberal and those organised by comprehensive doctrines. In his essay on the law of 
peoples, he writes the following:

Just as a citizen in a liberal society must respect other persons’ comprehensive 
religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines provided they are pursued in 
accordance with a reasonable political conception of justice, so a liberal society 
must respect other societies organized by comprehensive doctrines, provided their political 
and social institutions meet certain conditions that lead the society to adhere to a 
reasonable law of peoples (Rawls 1993: 530; italics mine).

Obviously, the belief that all nonliberal societies are structured by a comprehensive 
doctrine is not a conclusion of empirical research. No one has tested this claim, so 
it must be a presupposition. To make his account manageable, Rawls (1993: 537) 
admits, “we suppose there are only two kinds of well-ordered domestic societies, lib-
eral societies and hierarchical societies.” When he considers a “hierarchical society,” 
it becomes clear he also assumes that any such nonliberal society will be structured 
around a “religious doctrine.” He suggests that for a hierarchical society to be well-
ordered “its religious doctrine [should not be] expansionist in the sense that it fully 
respects the civic order and integrity of other societies” (Ibid.: 545).

Liberal toleration makes sense when opposed to hierarchical societies based in 
comprehensive religious doctrines. Such societies would conceive of the different 
cultural or religious groups within their borders as deviations from the majority’s doc-
trine. Historically, modern liberalism intended to offer a tolerant alternative to the 
persecuting confessional states of Europe. The latter could plausibly be said to be 
founded in the comprehensive doctrine of Christianity. Certainly, they did construe 
other groups as heretical or idolatrous deviations. However, the prima facie evidence 
indicates that Asian societies were and are not structured around any such form of 
comprehensive doctrine (see Balagangadhara 1994: 353-79, 411-24). How does Rawls 
come to his dual classification of societies, if this does not have an empirical founda-
tion? It seems he sees all nonwestern societies as earlier stages of modern western 
society. That is, his framework of description transforms them into variants of the 
Christian confessional society. In this sense, his account of liberal toleration seems 
to confuse between European history and world history: all nonwestern societies are 
reduced to less developed variants of modern liberal society. When one views the world in 
terms of this scheme, liberal toleration inevitably becomes a liberation of humanity 
from religious intolerance and persecution.

In the face of empirical history, one cannot but admit that Asia had fairly stable 
plural societies long before Europe discovered toleration. But could these forms of 
pluralism be put at par with the modern ideal of toleration? This latter ideal is in-
tertwined with other moral values such as equality and liberty. It derives its strength 
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and value from its position in the larger project of liberal democracy. Similar remarks 
can be found, for instance, in Bhikhu Parekh’s reflections on what he calls “the Hin-
du theory of tolerance”:

While the Hindu theory allows its adherents considerable freedom of belief, 
it tends to be extremely restrictive of their freedom of conduct. Hindus are 
expected to follow the dharma of their caste on pain of social ostracism and, under 
traditional Hindu kingdoms, of legal sanctions…As for religious pluralism in which 
Hindus take great pride, it is not at all as benign and egalitarian as it appears. It is 
hierarchically structured and accommodates differences by grading them on the 
basis of a distinct vision of human excellence (Parekh 2003: 50-1).

Such remarks do not give us any insight into the nature and value of the pluralism 
of the Hindu traditions. Firstly, how can a single hierarchy of different kinds of ex-
cellence exist in a society? Different kinds of human excellence exist of course: an 
excellent chess player, an excellent Sanskrit scholar, an excellent warrior, etc. But how 
could a society classify these in a single hierarchy? Excellence in Sanskrit scholar-
ship may be considered more important by one group than excellence in the art of 
war, but another group will think the reverse. Unless a central authority imposes “a 
distinct vision of human excellence” on all groups in society, no such hierarchical 
social system can exist. There is no such central authority in India. Hence, this social 
system cannot exist. Secondly, if the problem is that different kinds of excellence 
exist and that these often go together with socio-economic inequality, this is true for 
all societies. Contemporary Europe, for instance, knows of such inegalitarianism. No 
liberal democracy is egalitarian in the sense that its society accommodates all differ-
ences as equal forms of human excellence. 

Parekh’s arguments would be considered futile if they were directed at western 
democracies and their liberal toleration. Still, the same kind of ad hoc argument is 
supposed to reveal that the pluralism of the Hindu traditions is suspect:

Although [Hinduism] tolerates a wide variety of sects and ways of life, and considers 
them best for their followers, it does not grant them equal status and dignity. A 
sudra’s way of life is as good for him as a Brahmin’s is for him, but that does not 
detract from the fact that the latter is supposed to attain higher excellence and to 
be morally superior (Ibid.: 51).

These ad hoc arguments derive from the same cognitive scheme that constitutes the 
textbook story on the value of toleration. This basic scheme has the contemporary 
West—and the western-trained intellectuals from other cultures—assume that the 
liberal idea of toleration offers the one right way of living together in plural societies. 
Therefore, any form of pluralism deviating from this norm is inferior and wrong—
even when it creates stable plural societies. It has to be a “hierarchical society” based 
in a comprehensive religious doctrine.
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When history shows that the pluralism of other traditions has often been more 
succesful than that of western liberal democracy, the latter’s basic cognitive scheme 
protects the belief in the unique value of toleration. It does so by generating ad 
hoc deflections, which are supposed to reveal that nonwestern pluralism was not all 
that benign after all. Or it creates question-begging arguments of the following form: 
since modern liberalism is the one truly moral and democratic form of tolerance, the 
plural societies of other cultures cannot really be tolerant. Therefore, these pluralist 
traditions are bound to pale in the face of liberal democracy. 

The grasp this scheme behind the understanding of toleration and its history has 
on our thinking about these topics should not be underestimated. This makes the 
following questions all the more acute: Where does the belief come from that liberal 
toleration is a universal value, which should be adopted by all human societies? Why 
have we taken the western emancipation from Christian dogmatism and persecution 
to be a liberation of humanity, when many societies have developed their own fruit-
ful ways of coping with cultural and religious diversity?

2.2. The Pathology of a Value

A stranger light is shed on the rise of modern liberal toleration once one begins to 
browse through the contemporary theoretical debates on this idea. The very first sen-
tence of the introduction to a valuable collection of articles on toleration states that 
it is “a philosophically elusive concept.” Though “it has been hailed as one of the 
fundamental ethical and political values” in the liberal ethos of the last three centu-
ries, “our firm belief in the value of tolerance is not matched by analogous theoretical 
certitude” (Heyd 1996: 3). Several of the contributors are not too sanguine about 
the conceptual structure of toleration either. One begins with the question whether 
or not toleration is “an impossible virtue” (Williams 1996). Another argues “that ap-
parently unproblematic appeals to the virtue of tolerance are less straightforward 
than they appear, and that in some contexts in which such appeals seem to be most 
necessary they may yet be morally inappropriate” (Horton 1996: 239). Yet others call 
toleration “an unstable virtue” or “a puzzling attitude” (Fletcher 1996: 158; Scanlon 
1996: 226). One philosophical analyst of the idea goes so far as to state that “genuine 
tolerance is in fact impossible” (Halberstam 1983: 190). Another puts the issue a bit 
less bluntly when he suggests that “an extraordinary degree of confusion surrounds 
our conceptions of toleration” (Churchill 1997: 190).
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The Value of Paradox?

The main difficulty with the value of toleration is “the paradox” that lies at its heart, 
many authors suggest. Toleration is said to be paradoxical, because it asks us to at-
tribute moral value to the act of refraining from preventing people from doing things 
which we consider to be immoral. The question, then, is how it can be right not to 
prevent the wrong. In the search for an answer, the twentieth-century liberal philoso-
phers often turn to the value of “individual autonomy” or “respect for persons.”

When “toleration” is defined in the philosophical literature, we are generally 
offered variants of the following claims: toleration is “(a) the voluntary acceptance 
of attitudes and/or actions, which (b) we seriously disapprove of because we believe 
to be wrong, and (c) we could prevent or inhibit if we so chose” (Hampsher-Monk 
1999: 18). “It is widely agreed,” says John Horton (1996: 28), “that the core of the 
concept of toleration is the refusal, where one has the power to do so, to prohibit or 
seriously interfere with conduct that one finds objectionable.” Often, the next step 
in the analysis of the concept is to point out the so-called “paradox of toleration” (e.g. 
Churchill 1997: 190; Halberstam 1983; Heyd 1996: 10-11; Horton 1996: 28; Kordig 
1982: 59; Mendus 1988: 6; Primorac 1987: 71; Raphael 1988: 139). As Susan Mendus 
puts it in her Toleration and the Limits of Liberalism:

The paradox is this: normally, we count toleration as a virtue in individuals and 
a duty in societies. However, where toleration is based on moral disapproval, it 
implies that the thing tolerated is wrong and ought not to exist. The question which 
then arises is why…it should be thought good to tolerate (Mendus 1989: 18-9; 
italics mine).

Peculiarly, many thinkers resolve this paradox as swiftly as they have stated it. The 
solution takes a similar form in every case. First one admits that it is indeed difficult 
to see how it can be morally right to refrain from preventing actions and beliefs 
which one thinks morally wrong. In the words of D. D. Raphael:

To disapprove of something is to judge it to be wrong. Such a judgement does not 
express a purely subjective preference. It claims universality; it claims to be the 
view of any rational agent. The content of the judgement, that something is wrong, 
implies that the something may properly be prevented.
But if your disapproval is reasonably grounded, why should you go against it at 
all? Why should you tolerate? Why, in other words, is toleration a virtue or a duty? 
(Raphael 1988: 139.)

Next, it is pointed out that the paradox dissolves once one becomes aware that the 
decision to tolerate wrong conduct is morally good if it is grounded in a value more 
basic than the one violated by the action tolerated. This fundamental value revolves 
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around the right of a person to act as he believes he ought to. Raphael, for instance, 
answers his own questions as follows: “Because it respects the freedom of others to 
do as they choose. You may disapprove of their choice, but they are as much entitled 
as you are to act as they think fit.” To sum up: “The decision to tolerate is a decision 
that your respect for the exercise of choice by other people should have priority over 
your opinion that what they have chosen is bad or wrong” (Ibid.).

A very similar route is followed by several other philosophers. Robert Paul 
Churchill (1997: 190, 202), for instance, intends “to defend toleration as a moral vir-
tue by dissolving the so-called ‘paradox of toleration’” and does so by basing the 
virtue of toleration in “respect for persons.” Similarly, David Heyd resolves the “so-
called paradox” through “a perceptual shift” from the action or belief which is con-
demned to the person acting or believing. By introducing the dimension of respect 
for the person involved, one can locate moral value in the toleration of his or her 
immoral act:

Tolerant people overcome the drive to interfere in the life of another not because 
they come to believe that the reasons for restraint are weightier than the reasons 
for disapproval, but because the attention is shifted from the object of disapproval 
to the humanity or the moral standing of the subject before them…The tolerator 
must…appeal to second-order reasons, such as the intrinsic value of autonomy, 
human respect, the overall value of the whole way of life of which the particular 
(wrong) belief or action are but a part…, and so on (Heyd 1996: 12-3).

Although this resolution of “the paradox of toleration” by means of the moral value 
of “individual autonomy” or “respect for persons” proves to be very popular, there is 
a peculiar tinge to the entire argument. 

Given the explicit premises of these thinkers, it is unclear where the paradox 
originates. If toleration is a value in itself and has as its objects of judgement immoral 
acts or beliefs, what is the conceptual difficulty in locating moral value in the tolera-
tion of certain immoral acts or beliefs? We can imagine many examples in our daily 
lives where no particular problem arises in the toleration of unethical behaviour. For 
instance, in the relationship of parental love, mothers and fathers will sometimes 
think they ought to refrain from preventing a child to tell a particular lie. Yet, these 
parents would agree that it is immoral to tell lies. It is unclear which mistake such 
parents are making. What is the paradox—or any logical problem, for that matter—in 
thinking it right to tolerate a particular wrong?

The problem comes into being only if one adds another premise: the conviction 
that one ought to prevent or eliminate all acts and beliefs one morally disapproves of. Men-
dus (1989: 18-9) endorses this premise when she suggests that “the thing tolerated is 
wrong and ought not to exist.” This premise creates the “paradox of toleration.” How 
it does, can be seen when we consider some action or belief x, which is immoral but 
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falls under the scope of the norm of toleration. This means (1) one ought to tolerate 
x; and (2) x is immoral. From these premises one can derive that as a moral agent, one 
ought to tolerate the immoral in this particular case—yet, no paradox emerges. When 
we add the following normative premise: (3) a moral agent ought always to eliminate 
or prevent the immoral if he or she can do so, this brings about the conclusion that, 
(4) as a moral agent, one ought to prevent or eliminate x, given the fact that x is im-
moral. But the norm of toleration tells us that we ought to tolerate x. This of course 
implies that, as moral agents, we ought not to eliminate or prevent x, even if we can. 
While (4) proposes the opposite. Therefore, if we add the premise that one ought 
always to prevent actions and beliefs which one thinks morally wrong, then the norm 
of toleration does not entail a paradox but a plain inconsistency. It tells us that we 
ought to tolerate what we ought not to tolerate. Without this premise, however, the 
inconsistency disappears and it does not even leave a trace of paradox.

One peculiarity in the philosophical debate on toleration is that various authors 
construct the same imaginary paradox through the introduction of a hidden premise. 
Even when they refer to it as the “so-called” paradox of toleration, they seem to 
agree to the presence of a conceptual difficulty, while this emerges only when one 
particular normative view is added about the elimination of immorality. This view 
claims that moral disapproval of x entails that x ought not to be allowed to exist. It is 
not as though all ethical human beings share the conviction that immoral actions and 
beliefs ought always to be eradicated if possible. For instance, we might believe that 
an argument in which a husband and wife consciously hurt each other’s feelings is 
morally wrong, but in most cases this does not imply we would feel it our duty to end 
the argument. We can imagine a host of situations where we would think it is better 
not to do away with a practice even though we consider it immoral. Yet, when these 
philosophers contemplate the idea of toleration, it seems to become self-evident that 
immoral conduct ought not to exist and that moral agents should always act according 
to this precept.

Another peculiarity is the ease with which the “paradox” dissolves once it has 
been set up. Naturally, this may have to do with the fact that it is imaginary in the 
first place. However, even if one admits the premise that all immoral acts and beliefs 
ought to be prevented if possible, the “paradox” could arguably be resolved through 
the claim that one’s obligation to respect the autonomy or the personhood of the 
individual in question overrides one’s obligation to eliminate his or her wrong deeds. 
In Kantian terms, the argument goes as follows: One ought never to treat persons 
as means to an end but always as ends in themselves. To compel persons to behave 
according to one’s moral norms is to treat them as means to an end. Therefore, one 
ought to leave them free to follow their own conception of the good, for they are 
ends in themselves. This makes the situation even more bizarre: these thinkers con-
struct an imaginary paradox—only to dissolve it with a concept that appears to be 
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waiting backstage until it is called to play its preconceived role. Two tentative ques-
tions emerge from this peculiar state of affairs in the philosophical debate on tolera-
tion: Whence the implicit belief that immorality ought always to be eliminated? And 
where originates the conviction that there is “a paradox of toleration”—which needs 
to be resolved through the value of individual autonomy or respect for persons?

The Paradox of Value?

Let us briefly consider one of the more sophisticated arguments that resolves the 
conceptual difficulty of toleration through an appeal to individual autonomy, viz. that 
of Bernard Williams. He does not make the mistake of identifying a paradox where 
there is none, but locates the same kind of problem in the conception of toleration 
as a value in itself. The difficulty, he says, is that toleration “seems to be at once 
necessary and impossible” (Williams 1996: 18). It is necessary, because it is the only 
alternative to persistent conflict when different groups in society hold mutually in-
compatible beliefs. On the other hand, it seems impossible, for it is precisely in such 
a situation that one group’s beliefs will be intolerable to the other. This is the basic 
problem of toleration.

Williams suggests that a practice of toleration could take many different forms: 
it may be founded in various attitudes, such as indifference, scepticism, ecumenism 
and prudential compromise. Or it could be conceived of as a value in itself. In this 
last case, he continues, the conceptual difficulty is strongest: “All toleration involves 
difficulties, but it is the virtue that especially threatens to involve conceptual impos-
sibility” (Ibid.: 19). The reason is the following: as a virtue, toleration obliges one 
to value the accommodation of rival beliefs, while one thinks these are wrong. We 
should note that a conceptual difficulty arises only if one also believes that all wrong 
beliefs ought to be excluded from one’s society. Given this background assumption, a 
conceptual problem would indeed emerge in the ideal of toleration. Williams claims 
this “tension” is embodied by the liberal plural state:

On the one hand, there are deeply held and differing convictions about moral or 
religious matters, held by various groups within the society. On the other hand, 
there is a supposedly impartial state, which affirms the rights of all citizens to equal 
consideration, including an equal right to form and express their convictions. This 
is the model of liberal pluralism. It can be seen as enacting toleration. It expresses 
toleration’s peculiar combination of conviction and acceptance, by finding a home 
for people’s various convictions in groups or communities less than the state, while 
the acceptance of diversity is located in the structure of the state itself (Ibid.: 22).
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The liberal pluralist system, he continues, creates the precondition that the citizens 
of such a state share a belief in the system itself, for it requires that they locate moral 
worth in the accommodation of beliefs and practices they consider to be immoral. 
Therefore, the liberal state should offer its citizens a good reason to attribute moral 
value to the pluralism of values.

In Williams’s view, this reason lies in an ideal of citizenship that is adequate to 
bear such a weight, viz. the ideal of individual autonomy: “Free persons,” he writes, 

“are those who make their own lives and determine their own convictions, and power 
must be used to make this possible, not to frustrate it by imposing a given set of 
convictions” (Ibid.: 22-3). Again, individual autonomy comes in to save the norm of 
toleration from conceptual impossibility: each citizen of a liberal state will value her 
own autonomy and that of her fellow citizens higher than she would the imposition 
of her beliefs on these others. This notion of individual autonomy may appear to 
save liberal toleration from its conceptual flaws, but—as Williams admits—it creates 
several new problems:

People can coherently think that a certain outlook or attitude is deeply wrong 
and that the flourishing of such an attitude should be tolerated if they also hold 
another substantive value in favor of the autonomy or independence of other 
believers. The exercise of toleration as a virtue, then, and in that sense the belief 
in it as itself a value, does not necessarily involve a contradiction, though in a 
given situation it may involve that familiar thing, a conflict of goods. However, we 
cannot combine this account of liberal toleration with the idea that it rises above 
the battle of values. The account gives rise to the familiar problem that others may not 
share the liberal view of these various goods; in particular, the people whom the liberal is 
particularly required to tolerate are precisely those who are unlikely to share the liberal’s 
view of the good of autonomy, which is the basis of the toleration, to the extent that this 
expresses a value. The liberal has not, in this representation of toleration, given 
them a reason to value toleration if they do not share his or her other values (Ibid.: 
25; italics mine).

In other words, individual autonomy may seem to provide the value of toleration 
with a sound conceptual foundation, but it also entails intolerance towards groups who 
do not accept this substantive value. A liberal state based in this notion of toleration 
can accommodate those communities and individuals alone who endorse its norm of 
the autonomy of the individual person.

This reveals the third peculiarity in the liberal notion of toleration. While it has 
been introduced as the way out of a paradox, the concept of individual autonomy 
seems to generate a genuine paradox of toleration. The problem is the following: in 
the standard definition, it makes sense to speak of toleration only when the object 
of toleration is something disapproved of. As Mendus (1989: 103) points out, this has 
the following implication in the case of liberalism:
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Autonomy-based liberalism…will approve of all those forms of life which value 
autonomy, and therefore the question of tolerating them does not arise. What 
needs to be established is what the liberal attitude will be to those forms of life 
which do not place a high value on autonomy, and this question is most pressing in 
contexts in which the non-autonomous life-style takes the form of a sub-culture 
within the framework of a broadly liberal society.

In a liberal society, the problem of toleration becomes one of tolerating communities 
and individuals who refuse to adopt the liberal values—individual autonomy being 
paramount among these. But as liberal toleration is founded in the substantive value 
of autonomy, its very foundation would collapse if it allowed for violations of this 
value. In other words, a liberal society cannot possibly tolerate those people whom 
are its only possible objects of toleration.

The liberal plural society cherishes toleration as one of its chief values. Arguably 
then, it ought to tolerate those cultural groups in society who differ from the majority. 
On the other hand, its toleration is based in the norm of autonomy. And it prescribes 
that all members of society ought to abide by this norm. Therefore, the liberal plural 
society ought not to tolerate those people who do not accept the norm of individual 
autonomy. These very people, however, make up the groups who differ from the 
majority and who ought to be tolerated. As a consequence, liberal toleration ought not 
to tolerate precisely those people whom it ought to tolerate. While individual autonomy 
is viewed as saving the moral value of toleration from paradox, it actually leads this 
value into inconsistency.

The Puzzle of the Two Spheres

For some time now, liberal theorists have been aware of the defective nature of the 
conception of toleration based in individual autonomy. The chief strategy to escape 
from this quandary has been simply to dispose of the value of autonomy. The new 
liberal conception of toleration, it is said, does no longer advocate this controversial 
value. In fact, its core characteristic is its neutrality towards all such substantive val-
ues, conceptions of the good or comprehensive doctrines (see De Marneffe 1990: 
255f.; Dworkin 1985: 191-204; Kymlicka 1989; Larmore 1990; Mason 1990; Rawls 
1985, 1996; Scheffler 1994). The norm of individual autonomy threatened to make 
liberalism into “another sectarian doctrine” (Rawls 1985: 409). Today, however, it can 
avoid being that, because the new liberal theory is “political and not metaphysical,” 
John Rawls (1985: 389) claims. As he explains: 

That is, it presents itself not as a conception of justice that is true, but one that 
can serve as a basis of informed and willing political agreement between citizens 
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viewed as free and equal persons. This agreement when securely founded in public 
political and social attitudes sustains the goods of all persons and associations 
within a just democratic regime. To secure this agreement we try, so far as we can, 
to avoid disputed philosophical, as well as disputed moral and religious, questions. We do 
this not because these questions are unimportant or regarded with indifference, 
but because we think them too important and recognize that there is no way to 
resolve them politically. The only alternative to a principle of toleration is the autocratic 
use of state power (Ibid.: 394-5; italics mine).

In other words, Rawls (Ibid.: 395) says, “we must apply the principle of toleration to 
philosophy itself.” That is, we must design a freestanding political doctrine that is 
independent of all comprehensive philosophical ideals, much like the principle of 
toleration earlier gave rise to a political theory which avowed neutrality towards all 
religions. These comprehensive ideals include those found in the earlier tradition 
of liberal thought: “As comprehensive moral ideals, autonomy and individuality are 
unsuited for a political conception of justice” (Ibid.: 409).

In this sense, the new “political liberalism” breaks with previous forms of liberal 
toleration. However, there are continuities also. The contemporary form of liberal 
toleration retains the basic structure of earlier conceptions. What is this common 
structure? Well, whether based in individual autonomy or in the neutrality towards 
all comprehensive doctrines, the liberal notion of toleration depends on the belief 
that the human life can be divided into a private, personal or nonpublic sphere—in 
which our substantive conceptions of the good, comprehensive doctrines or religious 
values ought to call the shots, and a political or public sphere—which ought to be 
governed in terms of a neutral conception of justice. That is, human life and society 
are partitioned into a private realm of religious and moral liberty and a political realm 
of law and state coercion. As human beings, we live in these two spheres and suffer 
from a corresponding split of identity: we are “citizens” in the public sphere, while 
we are “free private persons” in its private counterpart. This structure has inspired 
communitarian critics to accuse liberalism of smuggling in the value of individual 
autonomy—even where the liberal theorists explicitly distantiate themselves from 
this value (see Buchanan 1989). More importantly, however, this twofold framework 
creates an entirely different kind of problem, viz. one of a cognitive nature.

The twofold structure of liberal toleration harbours a basic problem—namely, 
the location of the boundary between the two spheres. Most visibly, this involves the 
question of where to draw the boundary at the normative level. This is the well-known 
issue of the limits or the scope of toleration (Forst 2004; McClure 1990: 363f.; Men-
dus 1989: 9-11; Warnock 1987). Obviously, some immoral behaviour such as murder, 
torture or child abuse ought never to be tolerated. But what criterion could we use 
to determine the scope of the liberal value of toleration? In other words, where does 
the sphere of liberty end and the sphere of state coercion begin? This has been one 
of the central concerns of the theories of liberal toleration throughout the past few 
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centuries. To explore this problem of the normative separation of the two spheres, we 
will briefly consider the prototypical attempt to develop a criterion of separation, viz. 
John Stuart Mill’s “harm principle.”

The standard reading of Mill’s On Liberty (1859) takes its defense of toleration to 
revolve around the fixation of the boundary between the two spheres—that of liberty 
and that of coercion. Mill (1859: 59) makes very clear his intention to establish “the 
nature and limits of the power which can be legitimately exercised by society over 
the individual.” The criterion he introduces to do so is the following principle:

The object of this essay is to assert one very simple principle, as entitled to govern 
absolutely the dealings of society with the individual in the way of compulsion and 
control, whether the means used be physical force in the form of legal penalties 
or the moral coercion of public opinion. That principle is that the sole end for which 
mankind are warranted, individually or collectively, in interfering with the liberty of action 
of any of their number is self-protection. That the only purpose for which power can be 
rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent 
harm to others…The only part of the conduct of anyone for which he is amenable 
to society is that which concerns others. In the part which merely concerns himself, 
his independence is, of right, absolute. Over himself, over his own body and mind, 
the individual is sovereign (Mill 1859: 68-9; italics mine).

It is this principle that is to save us from the tyranny of the majority, which—Mill 
feared—would dominate our democracies. Over the years, the “harm principle”—as 
Joel Feinberg has coined it—has become one of the main criteria in the liberal tradi-
tion to put limits on basic freedoms such as the freedom of speech and that of the 
press. In philosophical and legal debates about pornography, for instance, it has been 
invoked as a moral standard (Dyzenhaus 1992; Dworkin 1985: 335-372; Skipper 1993; 
Vernon 1996). This reading of Mill’s text has been questioned (Vernon 1996: 624-6). 
But what is of interest to us is not whether Mill himself really wanted to defend the 

“harm principle” as a criterion to demarcate the two spheres. Rather, we merely note 
the fact that it has become a common practice in modern liberal philosophy, politics 
and jurisprudence to do so (see Harcourt 1999). That is, it is commonly used in west-
ern societies to decide whether a particular kind of behaviour should be tolerated or 
whether it should be constrained by the law.

Given this practice, the following question becomes crucial: How exactly does 
the harm principle allow us to distinguish between the domain of liberty and the 
domain in which the state ought to interfere with its laws? The harm principle sets 
the boundaries of the first domain at the class of our actions that share the property of 
not doing harm to others. The next question of course is this one: How do we know 
whether or not an action of ours harms others? If it comprises direct physical harm 
alone, the harm principle would not help in fixing the boundary between the sphere 
of liberty and that of coercion. After all, it is difficult to prove that even such flagrant 
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violations of the value of liberty as slavery cause direct physical harm as long as the 
slaves are “treated well.”

But once we go beyond unambiguous physical harm, the obscurity of the harm 
principle surfaces. Consider a young and successful entrepreneur who starts a new 
business. It flourishes and because of that a competing company goes bankrupt. The 
owner of the second business is struck by a severe depression and he ends up com-
mitting suicide. Should the harm principle have prevented the first entrepreneur 
from exercising his freedom to start a new company? Ought the state to have com-
pelled him not to do so? Such bizarre questions arise because the harm principle 
leaves us in an epistemological maze. As John Gray notes, Mill’s principle brings in 
its wake a host of questions:

Does [Mill] intend the reader to understand “harm” to refer only to physical harm, 
or must a class of moral harms to character be included in any application of the 
liberty principle? Must the harm that the restriction of liberty prevents be done 
directly to identifiable individuals, or may it also relevantly be done to institutions, 
social practices and forms of life? Can serious offence to feelings count as harm so 
far as the restriction of liberty is concerned…? Can a failure to benefit someone, or 
to perform one’s obligations to the public, be construed as a case in which harm is 
done? (Gray 1983: 49.)

Once we go beyond the obvious cases of physical harm, it is often impossible to find 
out whether or not an action of ours harms others in some way or the other. No liberal 
society, however, would want to confine its legislation to actions that cause direct 
physical harm. In fact, as several thinkers have noted, “laws of libel and slander, can-
not pass the harm test if it is construed in this way, and neither can laws governing 
conspiracy or blasphemy” (Mendus 1989: 123). On the other hand, if we have the 
principle embrace mental distress as well, it is bound to become indeterminate, for 
no cognitively viable and useful criteria exist to determine when one’s conduct is 
psychologically harmful to another human being.

The decisions we come to while applying this principle will themselves differ 
fundamentally according to our ethical beliefs or our view of human psychology. A 
college professor, for instance, may be convinced by his own experience or by some 
variant of Buddhist psychology that he should dismantle his students intellectually 
when they defend positions that are inspired by their own pretences, rather than by 
sound hypotheses or arguments. Prima facie, this appears to harm the students, but he 
knows that it will benefit their cognitive development in the long run. Any number 
of outsiders, however, might think that this professor inflicts psychological damage 
onto his students and that the state should interfere. Who is to say who is right in 
such cases? Again, this problem has been noted by several thinkers. Ronald Dworkin, 
for instance, points out that the boundary drawn by the harm principle in the case 
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of pornography depends on the beliefs about harm and pornography held by those 
who are drawing it:

Everything turns on what “harm” is taken to be. If “harm” includes only direct 
physical damage to particular people, or direct damage to their property or 
financial interest, then the condition is much too strong, since it would condemn 
a large part of standing British and American law…Almost everyone would reject 
the harm condition interpreted in that way. But if “harm” is broadened to include 
mental distress or annoyance, then the condition becomes much too weak to be 
of any use in political theory, since any kind of conduct likely to be made criminal 
in a democracy, at least, is conduct that causes annoyance or distress to someone. 
Suppose “harm” is taken to exclude mental distress, but to include damage to 
the social and cultural environment. Then the harm condition is in itself no help 
in considering the problem of pornography, because opponents of pornography 
argue, with some force, that free traffic in obscenity does damage the general 
cultural environment (Dworkin 1985: 336-7).

The problem seems to be the following: for a principle like the harm principle to be 
effective in making a consistent and stable distinction between the sphere of free-
dom and the sphere of coercion one has to accept a particular set of factual premises 
about what constitutes harm (and several other issues). In contrast, if one begins from 
a different set of factual premises, one will come to different results. The exact point 
where the line between the two spheres is drawn depends on one’s factual premises.

As a consequence, to make this into a useful, consistent and clear distinction in 
the development of a legal frame for the government of societies, one would have to 
demonstrate that one particular set of factual premises is to be preferred to all others. 
One would have to do so on sound cognitive grounds. The major criteria we have to 
assess the cognitive value of a set of beliefs are those of the sciences. Thus, for the 
harm principle to make sense as a criterion for the twofold division of society into a 
realm of liberty and a realm of law, one needs to provide it with a scientific foundation 
of factual premises. This foundation would have to tell us, for instance, whether the 
professor in the earlier example causes harm to his students or actually stimulates 
them to flourish. The human sciences are far from being able to provide us with 
such a scientific foundation for standards like the harm principle. Therefore, the rift 
between the sphere of personal liberty and the sphere of state coercion becomes 

“arbitrary”—in the sense that it depends on factual premises whose cognitive value 
cannot be assessed. In other words, depending on the metaphysical premises one 
chooses to endorse, one can draw the boundary wherever one wants to.

This conclusion in itself has a peculiar implication. As Bernard Harcourt shows 
in his interesting essay “The Collapse of the Harm Principle” (1999), this principle 
has played a crucial role in the twentieth-century debates about vital social issues 
such as the retraction of homosexuality from the sphere of criminal law. It continues 
to do so in equally important debates about pornography, about the justification of 
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the zero-tolerance policy of certain American cities or about parental refusal of medi-
cal treatment for children (Diekema 2004). Philosophers, lawyers and politicians 
have invoked the harm principle as a theoretical means to decide which conduct one 
ought (not) to tolerate. These decisions have had immense consequences in society. 
When the harm principle delivers arbitrary results depending on the metaphysical 
assumptions one makes about the nature of harm and human relations, this turns into 
a bizarre situation. Some of our finest intellectuals take part in theoretical debates 
about state, society and toleration that lack both cognitive value and foundation. The 
pursuit of a principle to distinguish between the sphere of legitimate state coercion 
and that of personal freedom appears to blind them to the cognitive futility of this 
exercise. From this perspective, the question of the nature and origins of this pursuit 
becomes crucial, for the answer should explain the fact that highly intelligent minds 
have invested a vast amount of energy in a debate as cognitively futile as this one.

The Puzzle Thickens

At the normative level, it appears impossible to draw the boundary between the 
two spheres, because we would fail to establish a sound factual basis for any norma-
tive standard used. What then is the cognitive status of the twofold structure of the 
liberal notion of toleration? What is the general theoretical value of the distinction 
between the two spheres? The importance of this question should be clear. As said 
before, the modern western notion of toleration is based in the assumption that it 
is intelligible to all the peoples on planet earth. Though most theorists show a ten-
dency to ignore the nonwestern cultures, the normative theories of liberal toleration 
cannot but claim a universal scope. This being the case, the distinction between the 
public sphere of coercion and the private sphere of liberty should make sense to 
members of nonwestern societies who possess basic intellectual capacities. When it 
fails to do so, the reason may well be that the basic conceptual structure of modern 
liberal toleration depends on a metaphysical framework that is limited to a particular 
culture. This would be the end of a liberalism which purports to provide a neutral 
legal framework—a political conception of justice independent of all metaphysical 
doctrines—to resolve the conflicts of plural societies.

The difficulty is to demonstrate whether or not the basic conceptual scheme of 
liberal toleration is intelligible to the reasonably intelligent members of nonwestern 
cultures. What would the proof look like? The belief that human society is divided 
into a public domain of coercive law and a private domain of religious or moral liberty 
is a vital premise of the liberal theory of toleration in its various shapes. To have a 
general cognitive value, the theory should be able to explain the nature of these two 
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domains. It has to theorise the chief characteristics of (at least one of) the domains in 
order to allow human societies to recognise them and distinguish between the two. 
This is a precondition of explaining the modern liberal notion of toleration to some-
one from a nonwestern culture or society, who does not share our intuitive use of its 
terms. To live up to its claim of universal intelligibility, then, the liberal framework 
should fulfil this condition.

We have seen that we cannot take recourse to a normative criterion such as the 
harm principle to make sense of this division of human society. The challenge then is 
to give a criterion to identify either the sphere of coercion or that of liberty at the fac-
tual level. If we want to explain the structure of liberal toleration to the nonmodern, 
nonliberal and nonwestern world, we should not assume that human lives and societ-
ies have such a “natural” dual structure, for this is precisely what we have to prove. 
Call them “public” and “private” or “political” and “religious” or whatever you like, 
the question remains the same: How could we go about explaining the distinction 
between the two spheres without presupposing it?

This question is more difficult to answer than it might seem at first sight. How 
could we identify either one of the two spheres? The public or political sphere, it 
appears, refers to the domain in which the state and its legal apparatus are in effect, 
while the private sphere consists of what is left. But this does not really allow us to 
identify the spheres, since any domain of our lives is subject to state laws at some 
point of time, while it is free from them at other points. Today our bedrooms may 
seem the most private spaces we can imagine, but tomorrow, when a husband begins 
to abuse his wife in that space, the state will be welcome to interfere. Does this 
mean this particular bedroom has suddenly become part of the public sphere? When 
driving a car, we are free to decide which music we will play—including songs that 
incite us to break the law—but we are simultaneously subject to traffic regulations, 
including the wearing of safety belts. Are we now moving in the public and private 
sphere at the same time?

Such problems may seem trivial, but they mask a deeper puzzle. Given its fail-
ure at the normative level, the public/private distinction has to prove its theoretical 
clarity at a “factual” level. What does this mean? Compare it to a chemical procedure 
that consists of the separation of two colourless and odourless fluids, which are very 
much alike yet distinct. Prima facie, it may be difficult to distinguish the two fluids 
in some cases, but chemical theory describes their composition and therefore we 
are able to tell them apart empirically. In much the same way, a theory that revolves 
around a separation between two realms of human society, should allow us to dis-
criminate between the two. We will have to turn to the theorists of the public/private 
distinction, then, to find out whether this is the case.

While explaining the theory and politics of the distinction, Jeff Weintraub (1997: 
2), for instance, acknowledges the following: “The public/private distinction…is not 
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unitary, but protean. It comprises, not a single paired opposition, but a complex fam-
ily of them, neither mutually reducible nor wholly unrelated.” In the same collection 
of essays, Alan Wolfe (1997: 182) proposes that “the distinction between the public 
and the private…is a slippery one, incapable of being established in a way that ac-
cords either with an adequate empirical description of the major institutions of mod-
ern society or with satisfactory normative justifications.” It concerns “a shifting and 
uncertain boundary” (Wolfe 1997: 195).

Most theorists of the distinction make the same point: “The distinction between 
the “private” and the “public” is one of the most fundamental and constitutive order-
ing principles in social life, and one of the most unstable.” Or, to put it strongly, “there is 
no essential ‘private’ or intrinsic ‘public’, no obvious psychological or anthropological 
constant underlying these concepts” (Bailey 2002: 15). Though the “distinction be-
tween public and private is a ubiquitous feature of everyday life,” Susan Gal suggests, 

“the terms are used in multiple and seemingly contradictory ways.” And “the pub-
lic/private distinction is an ideological one, hence not easily susceptible to empirical 
counterevidence” (Gal 2002: 77-8). Similar remarks could be multiplied indefinitely 
(e.g. Casanova 1992: 17; Steinberger 1999: 293). This indicates that the liberal twofold 
separation does not refer to a clear, universal, empirical structure of societies. This 
way of talking about human life and society rather seems to be a part of the modern 
western common sense.

Naturally, one could always suggest that a complex distinction like that between 
the public/political and the private/personal is bound to be fluid and overlapping. 
Fluid or not, it does not make much sense to speak of a public and a private sphere 
when one does not have a criterion to identify one of these two. To say that the 
line between public and private is “constantly being renegotiated,” as many have, is 
merely to evade the issue. This issue is not about where the line is drawn between 
the two spheres. Take the analogy of a country and its border. The renegotiation of 
this border does not make the country unstable in the sense that one can no longer 
identify it. The problem is rather to describe the structure of what lies within this 
border. France does not become more difficult to recognise because its border has 
shifted. One can still identify it through its characteristics as a distinct country. In 
the same way, the puzzle of the two spheres is not about the precise location of 
the boundary between them. Rather, to make sense of this distinction, one should 
be able to recognise or identify at least one of the two spheres. Either one should 
possess a theoretical criterion to identify the private sphere of religious liberty and 
distinguish it from its public counterpart of political coercion, or vice versa. Such a 
criterion would describe the structure or the characteristic properties of one of the 
two spheres.

In itself, the fact that one does not possess such a criterion may be fine at the 
level of the intuitive common-sense language use of a particular society. But if the 
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dichotomy is a premise of political theory, this shows that the conceptual frame-
work in question has failed to provide a criterion of identification for the two spheres, 
which—it suggests—are to be found in human society. The obscurity of the identity 
of the two spheres indicates that it concerns a pre-theoretical distinction. That is, it 
appears the existence of the spheres is presupposed and that, therefore, it needs no 
further proof. In this way, the distinction is immunised against all considerations of 
theoretical value, including consistency and empirical viability. Nevertheless, the 
obscurity of this distinction becomes acute when we have to explain its nature to 
people who do not belong to the societies where it has become a part of common-
sense language use.

The distinction is a useful conceptual tool of liberal political theory, a critic 
might object, so one should not split hairs when it comes to the identification of the 
two spheres. The dichotomy indeed is a tool of the liberal theories of toleration, but 
as such their conceptual framework has to allow us to resolve the basic problem of 
demarcation. Does it? Let us consider a prototypical argument that can be read as 
an attempt to do so, viz. Charles Larmore’s formulation of political liberalism. In his 
argument, Larmore intends to provide a moral justification for the liberal principle 
of neutrality. He intends to tell us why we ought not to demand the state to spon-
sor our particular view of the good and oblige our opponents to comply with this 
view. The Kantian and Millian ideals of autonomy and individuality will no longer do, 
he agrees with Rawls, for these have become too controversial in the contemporary 
democratic societies. More generally, liberalism should today be seen as “strictly a 
political doctrine and not a general ‘philosophy of man,’ not a ‘comprehensive moral 
ideal’” (Larmore 1990: 345).

The best justification of liberal neutrality of which Larmore knows is one that 
relies on the two norms of rational dialogue and equal respect for persons. The first 
norm states that “people should respond to points of disagreement by retreating to 
neutral ground, to the beliefs they still share,” in order to resolve or bypass the dis-
agreement. The second norm is more important for our concerns: it is the Kantian 
categorical imperative that we should never treat other persons merely as means, but 
always as ends in themselves. To further explain this second norm, Larmore divides 
moral principles into two groups: 

…[P]olitical principles, which are those with which we believe people can be 
legitimately forced to comply, and other principles which we do not believe are 
legitimate objects of enforcement, whatever disapproval or even outrage we may 
feel at people who break them (Larmore 1990: 348).

As he points out, the only clear-cut case we can imagine of treating people as means 
is forcing them to comply. In itself this cannot be wrong, since it is the precondition 
of political association. But the norm of equal respect demands that we do not rely 
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solely on force in securing conformity to political principles: “To respect another per-
son as an end is to insist that coercive or political principles be as justifiable to that 
person as they are to us. Equal respect involves treating all persons, to which such 
principles are to apply, in this way” (1990: 349). Larmore’s political liberalism does 
not ask citizens to become strictly autonomous individuals, but it does require them 
to rank the basic norms of rational dialogue and equal respect above their commit-
ment to more substantive conceptions of the good.

How may Larmore’s account offer a solution to the difficulty of distinguishing 
the political domain of coercion from the private domain of freedom? He conceives 
of political principles as a species of moral principles which are coercive in nature. 
In this sense, it is clear that the political or the public becomes the sphere to which 
these coercive principles apply. His norm of equal respect says that we ought not to 
treat persons as means, and therefore our political principles ought to be justifiable 
to all citizens in this domain of legitimate coercion. The private sphere—in which 
our substantive values rule—does not confront us with this problem, because the 
coercive imposition of moral principles can never be legitimate here. The private is 
the sphere in which coercion is intrinsically wrong—irrespective of our conviction 
that our moral principles are universally valid.

But how to distinguish between the principles that are justly coercive in nature 
and those that are not, and how to identify their respective spheres of validity? Lar-
more does not provide any criterion. In fact, it seems he does not even consider it 
his task to do so, for he remains silent on the entire issue. Thus, although Larmore’s 
argument spells out some of the supposed differences between the public and the 
private at the normative level, it certainly does not allow us to identify these two 
spheres. Rather, it presupposes the clarity of the distinction.

Actually, he does not make a secret of this, since he explicitly says that his liberal 
ideal “relies on our being able to abandon ‘the cult of wholeness’ and to embrace a 
certain differentiation between our role as citizens, free of status and ascription, and 
our other roles where we may be engaged with others in the pursuit of substantial 
ideals of the good life.” In that sense, he continues, there is some point to talking of 
a “liberal conception of the person,” since these commitments have scarcely been 
affirmed in all societies but instead are largely confined to modern western ones 
(Ibid.: 351). Larmore’s argument presupposes the truth of this “liberal conception of 
the person” without in any way clarifying as to what exactly the differentiation might 
consist of between our existence as citizens in the political sphere and the remainder 
of our lives.

Larmore’s reference to the absence of the liberal conception of the person in 
cultures other than the western offers the opportunity to state our predicament very 
sharply. Liberal toleration purports to have universal validity. Although many liberal 
thinkers have become quite ambiguous in this regard, they cannot but claim that 
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their political theory offers the superior way of organising plural societies all over the 
world. Now, as most of these societies are not aware of the virtues of the liberal con-
ception of the person, they will first have to come out of this ignorance before they 
can dream of becoming true liberal democracies. To do so, however, they should be 
able to make sense of this conception and its public/private dichotomy. That is, the 
liberal theories will have to explain to them how it is that each and every human be-
ing lives in two spheres—one in which she is a citizen who is subject to the coercive 
principles of state policy and one in which she is a private person who is free to abide 
by her own substantive conception of the good.

The first step in any such explanation will have to show how one can identify 
the two spheres in different societies. But this Larmore and other liberal theorists 
have never tried to do. Neither has the conceptual distinction between the sphere 
of state coercion and the sphere of moral and religious liberty been clarified in any 
other theoretical framework with a universal cognitive value. The twofold structure 
of liberal toleration, then, seems to be of a pre-theoretical origin—rather than being a 
sound conceptual distinction within the framework of modern thought. 

If this is the case, then the modern notion of toleration cannot retain its intel-
ligibility across all human cultures and societies. Those who do not share the com-
mon-sense distinction between the political sphere of state coercion and the private 
sphere of religious liberty will fail to make sense of this notion and of its pursuit of a 
principled separation between the two spheres. Either the liberal notion of toleration 
is of a universal cognitive value and then it will have to solve this puzzle of the two 
spheres; or the liberal conception of the person is a piece of occult anthropology and 
then we can safely add liberal toleration to the political mysticisms of our time.

The Identification of the Religious

The puzzle of the two spheres could perhaps be solved if we were able to identify the 
domain of religion. We could then simply suggest that the sphere of religious liberty 
corresponds to this domain. The principle of liberal toleration could be formulated 
as follows: the state and its laws should be separated from religion. That is, the state 
should not interfere in religious matters and religion should not interfere in state 
policy. This formulation will be analysed more elaborately at a later stage (see 8.1.). 
For the time being, consider the following question: where could we find a criterion 
to identify religion in different human societies? The answer is deceptively simple: 
we need a theory of religion that describes the structure or the characteristics of this 
social phenomenon. Unfortunately, we confront the same kind of difficulty here as 
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we do when we try to explain the public/private distinction of the liberal notion of 
toleration to the nonwestern world.

Anyone slightly familiar with the domain knows that a multitude of definitions 
awaits the one who tries to find out what religion is. However, let us ignore this lack 
of consensus for the time being, and consider two definitions of religion that at least 
possess a prima facie plausibility. In his famous article on the subject, Melford Spiro 
(1966: 91) writes that any definition of “religion” should include, as a key variable, 

“the belief in superhuman…beings who have power to help or harm men.” Another 
plausible and prototypical definition of the religious is the following: “[A]ll explicit 
and implicit notions and ideas, accepted as true, which relate to a reality which can-
not be verified empirically” (Van Baal 1971: 3). First of all, we should note that we 
end up with extremely puzzling propositions when we explain the separation of state 
and religion in terms of these definitions. What could it possibly mean to say that the 
political domain should be separated from the belief in superhuman beings who can 
help or harm men, or from all notions and ideas that cannot be verified empirically?

Secondly, as Balagangadhara (1994: 243-88) has pointed out, disputes about the 
definition of religion are as endless and meaningless as disputes about taste, since 
one cannot provide counter-examples to a definition. Let us say I defend the princi-
ples of the separation of the state from religion in terms of the second definition, and 
that you want to demonstrate that I am mistaken. “Well,” you might point, “in the 
contemporary research of theoretical physics many notions and ideas relate to a real-
ity that cannot be verified empirically at present, while they are certainly accepted 
as true, so do you mean to say that the state should not interfere in any institution 
that engages in such research?” I might reply that, according to my definition, such 
research is a kind of religion, and that therefore the secular state should indeed have 
nothing to do with it. Even if you insist that theoretical physics cannot possibly be 
a religion, I can always reply that it all depends on one’s definition of religion. Now, 
there are hundreds of such definitions of religion. Each of these will fill in the idea of 
the liberal secular state in a different manner. And each interpretation will seem as 
(im)plausible as all the others. Therefore, the debates on the separation of the sphere 
of political coercion from that of religious liberty will necessarily be as endless and 
arbitrary as the disputes on the definition of religion.

Naturally, a definition is not a theory. Religion could be a concept embedded in 
a larger theoretical framework that enables us to spell out more or less clearly what it 
means to separate the religious from the political domain. Regrettably, such a theo-
retical framework is not available, since theory formation on religion has taken the 
form of ad hoc speculation regarding its origin in human beings or societies. As said, 
Balagangadhara (1994: 143-173) shows that all explanations of religion have the same 
deficient and fallacious structure: first, they presuppose the truth of the pre-theoreti-
cal claim that religion is a cultural universal; consequently, they concoct a speculative 
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story as to why this universal phenomenon of religion has come into being. A well 
known example is Hume’s fear-theory of religion: religion arises because man strives 
to reduce his fear of the natural chaos by ordering and explaining the facts of nature 
through the postulation of divine beings. It is clear that such an account cannot help 
us in understanding the norms of liberal toleration. It does not seem to make sense 
to argue for the separation of the political from some fear-reducing mechanism which 
all human cultures are supposed to share. In more general terms, the ad hoc explana-
tions regarding the origin of religion do not enable us to distinguish the structure of 
religion from that of other phenomena. Therefore, they cannot solve our puzzle of 
the two spheres.

2.3. Conclusion

The dominant understanding of the history and theory of liberal toleration among 
today’s intellectuals is sustained by two basic premises, we noted at the beginning of 
this chapter. Firstly, it assumes that the value of toleration as it emerged in the mod-
ern West during the last three or four centuries has a universal scope and relevance. 
Secondly, this presupposes the belief that this moral principle makes sense to all 
human cultures and societies. The argument of this chapter has challenged both 
premises. On the one hand, we have located a puzzle in the understanding of the 
historical development of toleration. It assumes that the ideas developed by Euro-
pean thinkers in the struggle against Christian dogmatism and persecution ought to 
be exported to all human societies—for these are supposed to go through the same 
kind of struggle for religious liberty. In this sense, it appears to confuse the history of 
Europe with that of the world.

On the other hand, we identified another puzzle, which threatens the general 
intelligibility of the modern liberal value of toleration. The various political theories 
that explain this value presuppose the existence of a division between two basic 
spheres of human society. However, their theoretical framework does not possess the 
conceptual tools to clarify this distinction. In short, the twofold social structure of a 
realm of political coercion and one of religious liberty seems to make sense only to 
those who share this common-sense understanding of society.

These two puzzles will make up the focus of our inquiry into the rise of the 
modern western notion of toleration in the following chapters. We will delve into 
history to search for answers to two basic sets of questions, which are generated by 
these two puzzles. The first set of questions derives from the suggestion that the 
notion of the two spheres of society is part of the linguistic practice of a particular 
culture. The culture in question is the West. The origin of this way of thinking and 
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talking about human societies should be looked for in the history of this culture. Our 
first set of questions, then, is the following: How could this distinction between the 
realm of political coercion and the realm of religious liberty make sense—given the 
absence of a clear and consistent criterion to identify these realms? Which concep-
tual framework made this notion self-evident to the western thinkers? Whence the 
pursuit of a normative separation between the two realms, when this proves to be a 
cognitively futile exercise?

As noted, most contemporary historians and political philosophers agree that 
the modern value of toleration has its origin in the age of religious warfare that fol-
lowed the European Reformation. It is this revolutionary age that we will have to 
visit in order to grasp the cultural context in which this value was born. The develop-
ments in Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries shaped the intellectual 
background of the early modern political thought on toleration. These were as much 
Christian centuries as the ten centuries that preceded them. Therefore, we will ex-
amine the nature of the Christian societies of these centuries in order to find answers 
to these questions.

The second set of questions is related to the claim to universality of the value of 
toleration and its supposed superiority to all other cultural forms of pluralism. This 
claim appears to be related to the fact that the modern western idea of toleration con-
ceives of itself as an intrinsic moral value—that is, a normative principle to be obeyed 
at all times and in all societies by all human beings. How did toleration become a nor-
mative value in the early modern West? What gave plausibility to the belief that an 
idea—which emerged as a solution to the specific conflicts of a particular culture con-
stituted by a single religion—has a universal scope and relevance? Where originates 
the assumption that all plural societies ought to follow the model of the liberal plural 
society? Now that we have encountered our puzzles and questions, let us embark on 
a journey to the world where the answers are hidden, viz. Reformation Europe.
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Chapter III

From Evil Tyranny
to Christian Liberty

“Since your majesty and your lordships desire a simple reply, I will answer with-
out horns and without teeth. Unless I am convicted by scripture and plain reason—I 
do not accept the authority of popes and councils for they have contradicted each 
other—my conscience is captive to the Word of God. I cannot and I will not recant 
anything, for to go against conscience is neither right nor safe. Here I stand, I cannot 
do otherwise, God help me. Amen.” Martin Luther’s famous words at the Imperial 
Diet of Worms of 1521 bear witness to the vast courage behind his protest against the 
papacy. These sentences might not reflect his exact words, but their fame through-
out the centuries illustrates the impact this image has had on the modern western 
imagination: an individual conscience rising against the tyranny of the majority and 
arguing for its freedom from human authority.

Horns there might not have been, but teeth there certainly were in Luther’s 
plea for the rights of conscience. In order to challenge the papal hierarchy, he in-
voked a long Christian tradition of defying the use of force in religion. In the early 
third century A.D., Tertullian—“the founder of Latin Christianity”—had written the 
following in a letter to Scapula, the proconsul of Carthage:

We are worshippers of one God, of whose existence and character Nature teaches 
all men; at whose lightnings and thunders you tremble, whose benefits minister to 
your happiness. You think that others, too, are gods, whom we know to be devils. 
However, it is a fundamental human right, a privilege of nature, that every man 
should worship according to his own convictions: one man’s religion neither harms 
nor helps another man. It is assuredly no part of religion to compel religion—to 
which free-will and not force should lead us—the sacrificial victims even being 
required of a willing mind (Tertullian, To Scapula: 105).

In a typically Christian vein, Tertullian blended his demand to end the compulsion 
of religion with an attack of idolatry and its false gods, whom he knew “to be devils.” 
The belief that human beings ought always to be free to choose between God and 
Satan would remain fundamental to Christianity in centuries to come. The true God 
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did not desire unwilling followers, who had been forced into His worship. When the 
popular heresies emerged in the Middle Ages, they would denounce the Church’s 
persecution as a violation of this freedom. Appeals to conscience were made by the 
Cathars, Hussites and Lollards alike, before Luther would eventually contest the 
authority of the Roman hierarchy with amazing success.

The immense popular support for Luther’s call to reformation has often been 
explained in terms of the corruption of the late medieval Church. Balagangadhara’s 
hypothesis gives us an alternative perspective: the Protestant Reformation consisted 
in the universalisation of the structures of the monastic and Catholic Christianity. 
This chapter attempts to give a first look at certain aspects of this period in terms 
of this hypothesis. It will focus on the struggle for “Christian liberty” of the Ref-
ormation. Thus, the chapter does two things: illustrate the heuristic potential of 
Balagangadhara’s hypothesis and explain a theological framework that will prove to 
be of immense import to the history of liberal toleration.

First, a brief look into the notions of reform, conversion and liberty as they de-
veloped in the early and medieval Christianity will provide the background to the 
emergence of Protestant thought. Conversion, in the medieval understanding, was 
the life process that turned monks and priests into spiritual men. Next, it will be 
shown how Luther’s theology actually extended this medieval notion of what de-
fined the true Christian—rather than overthrowing it. The message he shared with 
later Protestants was that all Christians should go through an individual process of 
subjection to God’s Will, instead of submitting themselves to the wills of other sinful 
human beings. All ought to go through the process of conversio and possess the cor-
responding Christian liberty. Therefore, the Protestant theology of Christian liberty 
insisted, Christians were to be free from human intrusion in the matters of faith.

3.1. Conversion, Law and Liberty

What does it mean to be a Christian? The question has obsessed Christian thinkers 
from the time it became clear that Christ’s Second Coming was not imminent. What 
divine purpose lay behind the prolonging of the phase between His sacrificial death 
and the advent of the heavenly kingdom? How should Christians live in the saeculum, 
i.e. this temporal earthly kingdom? Were they to play an active role in society? Was 
the City to be the stage of their lives? Or should they retreat into the Desert and live 
a quiet life of withdrawal in the monasteries? In the earliest Christianity, it had at 
least been obvious that true Christians could be identified in terms of the agony of 
persecution and martyrhood, but this changed once Christianity became dominant in 
large parts of the Roman Empire. “The question of what it was that defined a Chris-
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tian had never been easy to answer, but it had become especially troubling in an age 
when Christianity seemed to have become so easy…” (Markus 1990: 32). 

One thing had been clear from the very beginning: the aim of the Christian was 
subjection to God’s Will. To be a true Christian, one had to strive to submit one’s 
own purposes to the divine purpose. A Christian lived to obey the Law of his Creator. 
In the early Middle Ages and before, Christianity was a religion of the monasteries. 
The general aim of subjection to God’s Will gave rise to the elaboration of a process 
that shaped the life of the Christian monks—the process of conversio. In this lifelong 
process of reform or regeneration, “man turned to God and was reformed to His im-
age.” Conversion became the main answer to the question of what it means to lead 
a Christian life. The way this process was described theologically is of interest to us 
here. This theological understanding of conversion laid the foundation for some of 
the ideas that would become crucial in later periods.

The Struggle for Subjection

The purpose of the monastic life was for the monk to gradually turn towards God—to 
submit his will ever more to that of God. In theological terms, the basic idea was that 
originally human nature had been created in the image of God. But the original sin 
polluted and corrupted this nature and man became the slave of the sinful flesh. The 
soul lost its command of the body. In Augustine’s view, this was the first punishment 
for the transgression of Adam and Eve:

They experienced a new motion of their flesh, which had become disobedient to 
them, in strict retribution of their own disobedience to God. For the soul, revelling 
in its own liberty, and scorning to serve God, was itself deprived of the command 
it had formerly maintained over the body. And because it had willfully deserted 
its superior Lord, it no longer held its own inferior servant; neither could it hold 
the flesh subject, as it would always have been able to do had it remained itself 
subject to God. Then began the flesh to lust against the Spirit, in which strife we 
are born, deriving from the first transgression of a seed of death, and bearing in our 
members, and in our vitiated nature, the contest or even victory of the flesh (The 
City of God, XIII, 13).

As a consequence, human beings are easily seduced by the devil. They live carnal 
lives here on earth. They give in to the desires of the sinful flesh: all they care for is 
food, property, sex and other earthly pleasures. Their only aim in life is the satisfac-
tion of self-interest. The monks were aware of the immorality of this life and wanted 
to escape from sin by becoming true Christians. The escape route was the process 
of conversion.
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This process would recover the divine spark of potentiality still remaining in the 
human being. Naturally, the force behind conversion—or deliverance from sin—was 
not the human will, but divine grace. The grace of God could regenerate the soul and 
make the old man into the new. In spite of original sin, human nature still contained 
a hidden glory:

It was the image of God in which human nature had been created, an image sadly 
contorted and befouled by sin and brought to the precipice of death, but capable 
of being recovered, redeemed, and restored to life. Conversion was the struggle 
for existence. The survival strategy of faith made it imperative to convert: that is, 
to recover the treasure, to rehabilitate the divine image latent in the human soul, 
and to make it productive (Morrison 1992: 29).

This process of conversion was elaborated and institutionalised in monasticism. The 
monks had to turn to God by turning from this temporal carnal world to the eternal 
spiritual world. They began to fight “the devil within.” They no longer gave in to the 
carnal desires of their bodies, but lived according to a very strict discipline imposed 
by the monastic rules. The extreme rigour of these rules is well illustrated by this 
excerpt from the seventh-century rule of Saint Columban :

Let the monk not do as he wishes, let him eat what he is bidden, keep as much 
as he has received, complete the tale of his work, be subject to whom he does not 
like. Let him come weary to his bed and sleep walking, and let him be forced to 
rise while his sleep is not yet finished. Let him keep silence when he has suffered 
wrong, let him fear the superior of his community as a lord, love him as a father, 
believe that whatever he commands is healthful to himself and let him not pass 
judgement on the opinion of an elder (cited in King 1999: 76).

The lives of the monks were controlled by these rules, which were presented as 
God’s own Law. The Master’s Rule from sixth-century Italy, for instance, took the 
form of questions asked to “the Master,” whose answer was always preceded by the 
sentence “The Lord replied through the Master” (King 1999: 88-91). Naturally, such 
rules also needed an authority to impose them and punish severely any infringement. 
The abbot played this role in the monastic community. He was “the father” of the 
monks, who had to be obeyed, feared and loved by them. The famous rule of Saint-
Benedict stated that the abbot “is believed to be the representative of Christ in the 
monastery, and for that reason is called by a name of his, according to the words of the 
Apostle: ‘You have received the spirit of the adoption of sons, whereby we cry Abba, 
Father’” (Ibid.: 96).

The rules were of such great import to the monastic life that the seventeenth-
century abbot Molanus would conclude that monasticism without a rule is a con-
tradiction in terms (Ibid.: 387). Besides giving direction to the monk’s behaviour in 
terms of God’s Law, the main purpose of the rules was to show him how sinful he 
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actually was. This derived from a general Christian understanding of “the law of 
faith”—often opposed to the Judaic “law of works.” The basic point of this Christian 
understanding of the law was the insufficiency of human obedience to the law in 
the pursuit of righteousness and salvation. In one of his anti-pelagian writings, for 
instance, Augustine wrote the following:

Now the Lord Himself not only shows us what evil we should shun, and what 
good we should do, which is all that the letter of the law is able to effect; but He 
moreover helps us that we may shun evil and do good, which none can do without 
the Spirit of grace; and if this be wanting, the law comes in merely to make us guilty and to 
slay us. It is on this account that the apostle says, “The letter killeth, but the Spirit 
giveth life.” He, then, who lawfully uses the law learns therein evil and good, and, 
not trusting in his own strength, flees to grace, by the help of which he may shun 
evil and do good. But who is there who flees to grace except when “the steps of a 
man are ordered by the Lord, and He shall determine his way”? (Treatise on Rebuke 
and Grace, Ch. 2: 472; italics mine).

The steps of a man were to be ordered through the monastic rules. On the one hand, 
they told them what was evil and what good. On the other hand, these laws persis-
tently reminded the monks of the fact that they could not but fail to live up to the Law 
of God. This persistent failure generated a feeling of utter foulness, helplessness, and 
worthlessness, which eventually brought them to a severe crisis.

The crisis had them experience their own sinfulness as opposed to the vastness 
of God’s grace. This experience of conversion was described as the work of the Holy 
Spirit in the hearts of these men. Augustine claimed the following:

…[W]e are assisted by divine aid towards the achievement of righteousness,—not 
merely because God has given us a law full of good and holy precepts, but because 
our very will, without which we cannot do any good thing, is assisted and elevated 
by the importation of the Spirit of grace, without which help mere teaching is “the 
letter that killeth,” forasmuch as it rather holds them guilty of transgression, than 
justifies the ungodly (A Treatise on the Spirit and the Letter, Ch. 20: 91).

In conversion, then, the believers finally surrendered to divine grace. The Spirit now 
lived in them and gave life to the letter of Christian doctrine. Gradually, it turned 
their souls towards God. This subjection to God’s Will, however, did not end the 
battle within. As Karl Morrison points out in his stimulating study of conversion:

Without authentic knowledge of God, human beings were prisoners of their own 
carnality; they were animal, rather than spiritual. Such were pagans, Jews, heretics, 
and false Christians. The chosen, too, but partially converted, were still fettered 
to their carnality, still subject to fleshly temptations with which God permitted 
Satan to test them, even after God had given them the grace of understanding 
(Morrison 1992: 75).
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The spirit still had to struggle every day to try and keep command of the flesh and its 
carnal desires. As Scripture cautions: “Watch and pray that ye enter not into tempta-
tion: the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak” [Matt. 26:41]. The sinful body 
could never escape from the clutches of the devil, since it was part and parcel of this 
temporal world, over which he lords. To be reminded of this fact every hour of every 
day, the monks wore their hair shirts and other painful attire.

Crucial to this account of conversio were the distinction between spirit and flesh 
on the one hand and that between spiritual and temporal on the other. The true 
Christian lived in a persistent struggle in which the spirit tried to control the flesh. 
Slowly, the soul became less carnal and the body more spiritual. Saint Augustine put 
it as follows:

For as, when the spirit serves the flesh, it is fitly called carnal, so, when the flesh 
serves the spirit, it will justly be called spiritual. Not that it is converted into spirit, 
as some fancy from the words, “It is sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption,” 
but because it is subject to the spirit with a perfect and marvellous readiness of 
obedience, and responds in all things to the will that has entered on immortality—
all reluctance, all corruption, and all slowness being removed (The City of God, XIII, 
20).

Naturally, several elements of this understanding of the Christian life had already 
been present in the New Testament. In his Epistle to the Romans, the Apostle Paul 
gave a central role to the struggle between spirit and flesh in his explanation of the 
Christian faith. The first element he introduced was the belief that the law serves to 
reveal human sin: “Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified 
in his sight: for by the law is the knowledge of sin” [Rom. 3:20]. One cannot escape 
sin through the human effort to obey the law, “for all have sinned, and come short of 
the glory of God” [Rom. 3:23]. Only those who are in Jesus Christ, “who walk not af-
ter the flesh, but after the Spirit,” could be saved from destruction through sin. This 
constitutes the second element: what the law could not do, was done by Christ:

For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending 
his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh: 
That the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the 
flesh, but after the Spirit. For they that are after the flesh do mind the things of the 
flesh; but they that are after the Spirit the things of the Spirit. For to be carnally 
minded is death; but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. Because the carnal 
mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed 
can be. So then they that are in the flesh cannot please God. But ye are not in the 
flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man 
have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his [Rom. 8: 3-9].
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The third element was the deep conviction that the progress one attained in living 
after the spirit could never be one’s own merit. It had to be the work of the Holy 
Spirit:

…[I]f Christ be in you, the body is dead because of sin; but the Spirit is life because 
of righteousness. But if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell 
in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal 
bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you. Therefore, brethren, we are debtors, not 
to the flesh, to live after the flesh. For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall die: but if 
ye through the Spirit do mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live. For as many 
as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God…The Spirit itself beareth 
witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God [Rom. 8: 10-16].

These elements of the biblical image of the Christian life—a struggle to let the Holy 
Spirit regenerate the human spirit so that it gains the strength to resist the sinful 
inclinations of the flesh—appear in other books and chapters of the Scripture. But 
nowhere is the image as powerful as in Paul’s Letters.

At present, we simply have to retain some basic features of the life process of 
conversio as it was conceived in early and medieval Christianity. The first is the role of 
rules or laws in the process. It appears that a main function of the rules prescribed to 
the monks was to make them aware of the depth of human depravity. The rules were 
so strict and demanding that the monks could not but fail to abide by them. The re-
sulting experience was one of a persistent failure to live up to the Law of God. Thus, 
they began to feel as wretches before God. The second feature is the belief that 
God’s grace in Christ is the one force which can save sinful human beings from ruin. 
Not our own human selves, but the Spirit and its gift of grace bring about conversion 
to God. Thirdly, we should note the fact that the process divides both the world and 
the human being into two spheres, viz. the spiritual and the temporal. Christians 
turned away from the temporal and carnal life in the kingdom of earth towards the 
spiritual life in the kingdom of heaven. Obviously and inevitably, they would fail to 
attain this aim in their lives on earth. This is the fourth important feature of conver-
sion: the process is never complete. Yet the pursuit of conversion shaped the lives of 
Christians. As Gerhart Ladner (1967: 31) puts it, the idea of reform or conversion, “in 
so far as it has preserved essential elements of its earliest Christian origins, is char-
acterised by the belief both in ineradicable terrestrial imperfection and in a relative 
perfectibility the extent of which is unforeseeable.”
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Liberation through Subjection

The extent to which the Christian was converted in this life on earth determined the 
degree of his liberty. Libertas in early and medieval Christianity was the equivalent of 
subjection to God’s Will. In so far as one was subject to God, one could no longer be 
subject to the human authorities on earth. One was free in so far as one had submit-
ted oneself to God. The parallel between freedom and God’s grace in conversion was 
central to Augustine’s explanation of the catholic faith concerning law, grace and free 
will. He suggested 

that we have free choice to do both evil and good; but in doing evil every one is 
free from righteousness and a servant of sin, while in doing good no one can be 
free, unless he have been made free by Him who said, ‘If the Son shall make you 
free, then you shall be free indeed’” (Treatise on Rebuke and Grace, Ch. 2: 472). 

Grace alone can deliver us from evil and make us truly free. If free will leads to sin, 
we are not free but chained to the devil. This conception of liberty could bring Saint 
Augustine to a statement like the following:

Certainly a greater liberty is necessary in the face of so many and so great 
temptations, which had no existence in Paradise,—a liberty fortified and confirmed 
by the gift of perseverance, so that this world, with all its loves, its fears, its errors 
may be overcome: the martyrdoms of the saints have taught this (Ibid., Ch. 35: 
486). 

The point was that a greater freedom exists here on earth among the saints than 
in Adam before the Fall. The framework that allowed one to make sense of such 
statements was the understanding of freedom as the ability to resist the seduction of sin, 
which God’s grace in Christ gives us. This is how Augustine and his Christian brethren 
conceived of liberty:

[The saints], I say, not under the fear of the world, but in spite of the rage of 
the world lest they should stand, stood firm in the faith…Whence is this, save 
by the gift of Him from whom they obtained mercy to be faithful; from whom 
they received the spirit, not of fear, whereby they would yield to the persecutors, 
but of power, and of love, and of continence, in which they could overcome all 
threatenings, all seductions, all torments? To him, therefore, without any sin, was 
given the free will with which he was created; and he made it to serve sin. But 
although the will of these had been the servant of sin, it was delivered by Him 
who said, “If the Son shall make you free, then shall ye be free indeed.” And by 
that grace they receive so great a freedom, that although as long as they live here 
they are fighting against sinful lusts and some sins creep upon them unawares, on 
account of which they shall daily say, “Forgive us our debts,” yet they do not any 
more obey the sin which is unto death…This sin they no longer serve who are not 
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in the first condition, as Adam, free; but are freed by the grace of God through the second 
Adam, and by that deliverance have that free will which enables them to serve God, not that 
by which they may be made captive to the devil (Ibid.; italics mine).

A basic theological elaboration of this idea of Christian liberty revolved around the 
contrast between the Law of the Old Testament and the Christ of the New Testa-
ment. Man desires good and he strives by his own efforts to attain the good, regarding 
it as the command of the Law. But it becomes clear that he cannot live up to the Law. 
It is simply beyond his reach. Through His sacrificial death, Christ gained divine 
grace for man and through the gift of grace man obtained the power to do good from 
inner necessity. Thus, Christ overcame the compulsion and bondage of the Law by 
removing the reason for their existence:

For one who acts according to an inner sense of law, external law would mean merely 
a departure from the instinctive standards which guide him. This is fundamental 
to the ethic of Christian freedom; above all else, the moral revolution implicit 
in Christianity means that dependence on lesser loyalties had been replaced by 
bondage to God (Tellenbach 1936: 4-5).

This idea of freedom as subjection to God—oneness with Him, service for Him—
was crucial to the medieval conception of the hierarchy. The extent of an individual’s 
subjection to God’s Will made him either ruler or subject:

For all men, the highest aim of life must be to emulate the saints in their surrender 
to God. The extent to which they fulfil their aim determines their position (libertas) 
in the celestial hierarchy…It is the aim of all the devout to be as subject to Him 
as possible; subjection or humility, that is, the renunciation of selfishness and the 
sinking of self in God’s will, is the supreme virtue (Ibid.: 41). 

In the Christian monastic life of the early middle ages, this liberty was not translated 
into a power in human society. The monks had retreated from the earthly City and 
moved into the Desert. In their ascetic lives, the monks went the furthest in the 
subjection to God. Therefore, they were supposed to take a high place in the holy 
hierarchy. However, this hierarchy would only become a reality in the next world. 
Here on earth, it was not expected to manifest itself. Thus, in early Christianity, the 
notion of conversion did not have much impact on society outside the monasteries. 
It was a process the monks went through as individuals and did not intend to trans-
form society as a whole. As such, it was the expression of the typically early Christian 
stance of withdrawal from the world.
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The World as the Will of God

When it had become all too obvious that the Parousia was not about to happen, the 
Christians had to come to terms with life on earth. They could no longer flock around 
the graves of martyrs hoping for a quick salvation. They had to define the relation 
between Christianity and humanity, between the true church and society. How could 
Christendom come to terms with its being embedded in a human society that was 
permeated by sin? This general problem contained many sub-issues: What should 
the relation be between the true worship of God and the worldly life—where people 
gained their livelihood, took political decisions, had friends and made love? How 
could the saints be separated from the sinners? How to distinguish between the elect 
and the damned?

In his brilliant work The End of Ancient Christianity, R. A. Markus shows how 
Christianity set out to solve these problems in the period preceding the sixth century 
A.D. In Roman society and elsewhere, it was confronted by a pagan world abounding 
with what it deemed to be idolatrous practices. Therefore, the Christian authorities 
were compelled to draw clear boundaries between the religious, the idolatrous and 
the neutral or indifferent spheres of life. The basic dynamic of Christian social life in 
this period was a contraction of “the secular”:

This is not simply the gradual collapse of ‘secular’ culture and institutions; nor is it, 
as it is often made to appear, the progressively wider and deeper ‘christianisation’ 
of Roman society and culture. Accompanying these there was something else, a 
change in the nature of Christianity itself: a contraction in the scope that Christianity, 
or, more precisely, its educated clerical representatives and officials, allowed to the 

‘secular.’…[O]ne of the forms in which this change in the nature of Christianity 
manifested itself was in the tendency to absorb what had previously been ‘secular’, 
indifferent from a religious point of view into the realm of the ‘sacred’; to force the 
sphere of the ‘secular’ to contract, turning it either into ‘Christian’, or dismissing it 
as ‘pagan’ or ‘idolatrous’ (Markus 1990: 16).

In its absorption of the pagan social world, Christianity determined what practices or 
domains of life were religious and which were secular or indifferent to religion. The 
Christian religion itself drew the boundary between these two spheres. In this way, it 
created a secular world within the confines of the Christian religious world.

There are two important aspects to the dynamic of Christianity described by 
Markus. On the one hand, certain practices and beliefs are identified as idolatrous—
that is, as belonging to the world of false religion—while other practices and beliefs are 
Christian—that is, they belong to the world of true religion. On the other hand, certain 
practices and beliefs are identified as indifferent to religion—that is, as belonging 
to the secular world. In this dynamic of expansion, Christianity spread in society in 
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two distinct ways. On the one hand, its religious world expanded as the members of 
non-Christian communities were incorporated into Christianity, while unrepentant 
pagans and their idolatrous myths and rites were rejected. On the other hand, the 
Christian secular world expanded as human practices deemed neutral to religion—
from the matters of dress to those of politics—were accommodated within the world 
of the Christian religion.

In this dynamic, Christianity became a force that changed society at large. One 
way of living as a Christian was to fight the devil in the Desert. This life of heremitic 
withdrawal made the process of conversion into a strictly individual struggle—in 
which society could but be an obstacle to progress. The other way was to orient the 
monastery towards the communal life of the City: the individual conversion of the 
monks then also gave rise to a collective process, in which the monastery became 
an ideal community—an imperfect image of the City of God. The next step was to 
model the church or Christian society onto the model of the monastery. From the 
beginning, monastic Christianity harboured this tendency to reform the world. The 
monks who reached a higher spiritual position, it was thought, also gained the author-
ity to “convert” the earthly societies. They were asked to become the bishops and 
leaders of the church. Thus, the trend emerged to reform a society into a Christian 
society by transforming it according to the image of the monastic community.

This stance of conversion of the world—rather than withdrawal from the world—
was justified theologically in the work of Saint Augustine. He built a theological 
system that intended to resolve the problem of how Christianity should relate to 
humanity. The saeculum—the historical temporal world between the first and second 
comings of Christ—was a corpus per mixtum, Augustine suggested: a mixture of saints 
and sinners. The sinners are those who live according to the flesh and to man. The 
saints, on the contrary, live according to the spirit and to God. While the first make up 
the earthly city, the latter make up the heavenly city, “the one guided and fashioned 
by love of self, the other by love of God” (The City of God, XIV, 13).

In the church as it exists here on earth, the civitas Dei is embedded in the civitas 
terrena. At the same time, the City of God reflects the way God wants human society 
to be. Therefore, Christians who truly desire to obey God should pursue this ideal. 
It is what the church should strive to be. In the best of all possible worlds, this ideal 
would encompass humanity. But, in our present world, this goal cannot be attained 
until the end of times. As Markus (1990: 168) argues, Augustine turned the heavenly 
city into an eschatological orientation: “The cities of men are judged by reference to 
the City of God. Of that City the monastery was a dim anticipation, a shadowy rep-
resentation, in so far as it was capable of representation on earth.” Obviously, no hu-
man community on earth could even come close to the celestial City. Therefore, this 
City “is not a model, but an anchor, a direction, the fixed point at the far end of the 
Church’s unending pilgrimage” (Markus 1990: 176). The two cities were to be seen 
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as “eschatological entities” in the sense that—as Augustine himself put it—“these 
two cities are entangled together in this world, and intermixed until the last judg-
ment effect their separation” (The City of God, I, 35; see also Markus 1970: 62). The 
separation of the two cities would purge the communion of saints from the sinners. 
The City of God, then, is what the church ought to be, but what it never can be here on 
earth.

The Christian religion makes a distinction between the temporal world as it 
is now and the world as it is in the eternal kingdom of God. The same distinction 
translates into a rift between the temporal church as it is here on earth—containing 
both saints and sinners—and the eternal church of the communion of saints. While 
interpreting Christ’s sayings on the kingdom of heaven in the Gospel of Matthew, 
Saint Augustine conceptualised these two forms of the Church as follows:

We must understand in one sense the kingdom of heaven in which exist together 
both he who breaks what he teaches and he who does it, the one being least, the 
other great, and in another sense the kingdom of heaven into which only he who 
does what he teaches shall enter. Consequently, where both classes exist, it is the Church 
as it now is, but where only the one shall exist, it is the Church as it is destined to be when no 
wicked person shall be in her (The City of God, XX, 9; italics mine).

This distinction between the visible church and the communion of saints caused a 
fundamental tension between the church as it now is and the church as it ought to be 
or is destined to be in the image of the communion of saints. From Augustine onwards, 
this tension came to be the propelling force behind the Christian ambition to reform 
the world. Though the church on earth could not dream to draw near to the celestial 
city, the latter reflected what the church really ought to be.

In other words, in much the same way as carnal human beings ought to turn to 
the spiritual, the entire temporal world ought to become as spiritual as possible in the 
conversion of society. Both the individual believer and the community of the faithful 
ought to surrender to God’s Will. While the spiritual was taken to be the perfect em-
bodiment of the Will of God, the temporal embodied the struggle between God and 
Satan. Naturally, all events in the temporal were also God’s Will. But, from the human 
point of view at least, there was a basic difference between this temporal kingdom 
and its eternal counterpart. Christendom, of course, took the side of God. Thus the 
ecclesia militans tried to reform human society as much as possible along the image of 
how it ought to be according to His purpose. Given human iniquity, this could never 
succeed. Nonetheless, a Christian community ever and always had to continue the 
pursuit of realising God’s purpose for humanity. This common pursuit transformed 
it into a Christian community. This stance of conversion of the world would become 
dominant in western Christianity. But withdrawal from the world remained a force-
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ful alternative, which challenged and nurtured the Christian attempts to reform the 
world.

The Church as the Will of God

How was this fascinating theology translated into the actual societies of the medieval 
Christian world? What was the nature of the Christian attempts to reform the world? 
The monasteries provide part of the answer, but the issue we confront now is how 
their Christian form of life expanded to larger circles of society. What practical means 
were developed in the never-ending endeavour to convert the church as it was into 
the church as it ought to be? The monastic experiment had produced a very effective 
instrument, viz. the rule of law. The monks began to compose comprehensive sets of 
rules for the lay Christian communities. As truly spiritual men, they were considered 
to be best placed to guide the churches. In some of the most remarkable documents 
we have inherited from medieval times, viz. the Libri Poenitentiales or manuals of 
penance, we can trace the first steps of the evolution that would make law into the 
principal means of the reform of western Christian society.

In the introduction to his translation of the chief manuals of penance, John T. 
McNeill tells us that these documents “were employed in administering a religious 
discipline to our forefathers during their transition from paganism to Christianity” 
(McNeill 1938: 3). As he continues: 

Penance had a sacramental as well as a disciplinary aspect. It was thought of not 
merely as a discipline for the restoration of sinners to the privileges of membership 
in the Church but as a means of supernatural grace annulling the consequences of 
sin and recovering the favor of God (Ibid.: 15; see also Ladner 1967: 61-2).

In other words, the laws of penance served as a criterion for church membership on 
the one hand and as a means to the ongoing conversion of the soul on the other.

In both these aspects, the penitential rules were presented as the expression of 
God’s Will or Law. One of the seventh-century documents, The Law of Adamnan, for 
instance, recounted that an angel of the Lord had revealed this “Law of God” to its 
composer (in McNeill and Gamer, Eds. 1938: 135-6). The penitential laws were cri-
teria of church membership in the sense that persistent violations of the laws would 
lead to excommunication from the church of God. Sin was inevitable and all sinners 
had to do penance. But the gravity of some sins obliged church authorities to cast out 
the sinner. The penitentials then offered the means of rehabilitation to the sinner:

He is given guidance to the way of recovering harmonious relations with the 
Church, society, and God. Freed in the process of penance from social censure, 
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he recovers the lost personal values of which his offenses have deprived him. He 
can once more function as a normal person. Beyond the theological considerations, 
we see in the detailed prescriptions the objective of an inward moral change, the 
setting up of a process of character reconstruction which involves the correction of 
special personal defects and the reintegration of personality (McNeill 1938: 46).

This brings us to the second aspect of the penitentials: they were means to engender 
the process of conversion among Christian believers. The rules defined how one was 
to submit one’s own will to that of God. Therefore, accordingly as one followed these 
rules, one could belong to the church, viz. the community that embodied God’s pur-
pose for humanity. This shows how deeply intertwined the two aspects were of the 
role played by the penitential laws in the reform of society. 

Let us spell out this role of the church laws through the identification of some 
common features of these documents. The first feature shared by the poenitentiales is 
the attempt to eradicate the remnants of paganism in the early medieval Christian 
societies. The boundary between true Christianity and all forms of superstition and 
idolatry was drawn by these clear and strict penal laws. Violation of the latter often 
entailed excommunication. Thus, the Canons of St. Patrick stipulated that a

Christian who believes that there is a vampire in the world, that is to say, a witch, 
is to be anathematized; whoever lays that reputation upon a living being, shall not 
be received into the Church until he revokes with his own voice the crime that he 
has committed and accordingly does penance with all diligence (In McNeill and 
Gamer, Eds. 1938: 78). 

The Penitential of Theodore (668-690) also had its share to say about the worship of 
demons in its various shapes:

1. He who sacrifices to demons in trivial matters shall do penance for one year; but 
he who [does so] in serious matters shall do penance for ten years.
2. If any woman puts her daughter upon a roof or into an oven for the cure of a 
fever, she shall do penance for seven years.
3. He who causes grains to be burned where a man has died, for the health of the 
living and of the house, shall do penance for five years.
4. If a woman performs diabolical incantations or divinations, she shall do penance 
for one year or the three forty-day periods, or forty days, according to the nature 
of the offense. Of this matter it is said in the canon: He who celebrates auguries, 
omens from birds, or dreams, or any divinations according to the custom of the 
heathen, or introduces such people into his houses, in seeking out any trick of the 
magicians—when these become penitents, if they belong to the clergy they shall 
be cast out; but if they are secular persons they shall do penance for five years 
(Ibid.: 198).

Apart from the condemnation of idolatrous rites, the various classes of persons who 
comprised the evil priesthood of false religion were also denounced:
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There is the “cariagus,” or juggler; the “sortilegus,” or fortune teller; the “hariolus,” 
or sooth-sayer; the “mathematicus,” who takes away the minds of men by invocation 
of demons; and the “herbarius,” or quack, who makes death-dealing concoctions 
of herbs. The Pseudo-Roman Penitential refers to those who attend festivals “in the 
abominable places of the pagans” and take food home from these to be eaten, and 
to the lacerating the face with a sword or with the fingernails after the death of a 
relative (McNeill 1938: 41).

These laws performed the critical function of fixing the boundaries between the 
truly religious and the idolatrous. The first domain contained the sinful acts which 
permitted restoration through contrition, while the latter contained the sinful prac-
tices deserving permanent excommunication. As the introduction to the Bigotian 
Penitential (ca. 700-725) had it:

Every irreligious person is unrighteous and a sinner, but it does not follow conversely 
that we can say that every sinner and unrighteous person is also irreligious. For 
irreligion properly appertains to those who have not the knowledge of God or 
have changed a known transgression; but sin and unrighteousness receive healing 
according to the nature of the faults after the wounds of sin and unrighteousness 
(In McNeill and Gamer, Eds. 1938: 149).

During the expansion of the Christian religion in early medieval Europe, these peni-
tentials were to determine what practices and institutions belonged to false religion, 
which belonged to the true religion, and which were simply indifferent to religion. 
The border was drawn by such rules. At this first level, Christianity set out to reform 
society by means of law.

The second common property of the penitentials is their meticulous classifica-
tion of sin. The Bible had identified several vices and the Apostle Paul had also given 
a helpful list: “Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which are these; adultery, 
fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emula-
tions, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, 
and such like” [Gal. 5:19-21]. Still, everyday warfare against sin required more detail 
in order to identify the enemy in its various guises. The Penitential of Cummean (ca. 
650), for instance, divided sins into the well-known categories of gluttony, fornication, 
anger, dejection, languor, vainglory and pride. The detail it introduced within these 
categories, however, was often astonishing. The chapter Of Fornication prescribed 
detailed patterns of penance for such various acts as “sinning with a beast,” “defiling 
one’s mother,” “befouling one’s lips,” “sodomy,” “femoral masturbation,” “desiring 
in one’s mind to commit fornication,” “being polluted by a violent assault of the 
imagination” and it even asserted: “He who for a long time is lured by imagination 
to commit fornication, and repels the thought too gently, shall do penance for one 
or two or more days, according to the duration of the imagination” (In McNeill and 
Gamer, (Eds.) 1938: 103-5).
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The penitentials were equally meticulous in the prescription of penance. As one 
of the penitentials stated, “Diversity of guilt occasions diversity of penalty” (Ibid.: 
251). An example may illustrate the kind of diversity of penalty that was allowed by 
the detail of the different penalties:

A presbyter or a deacon who commits natural fornication, having previously taken 
the vow of a monk, shall do penance for seven years. He shall ask pardon every 
hour; he shall perform a special fast during every week except in the days between 
Easter and Pentecost. After the special fast he shall use bread without limitation 
and a dish spread with some butter, that is to say, a farthing’s worth, and he shall 
live in this way on Sunday. On other days his allowance of bread shall be a loaf 
of dry bread [made from] a twelve-“polentae” vessel full of flour and a refection 
cooked with a little fat, garden vegetables, a few eggs, British cheese, a Roman 
half-pint (the quantity of six hen’s eggs) of milk on account of the weakness of 
bodies in this age; a Roman pint of whey or buttermilk for his thirst, and enough 
water, if he is a worker; and he shall have his bed provided with a small amount of 
hay (Ibid.: 102-3).

Often, the painstaking distinctions may appear ridiculous to our modern eyes (what 
to think of rules which told one what one ought to do who “vomits the host because 
his stomach is overloaded with food” and then distinguished between cases in which 
the vomit was cast into the fire, consumed by dogs, or accompanied by pain), but this 
cannot divert us from the aim behind the detail. The penitentials intended to offer a 
classification of sin, which included just about everything human beings are prone to do.

The rules made certain behaviour and thought into “sin” without in any way 
explaining as to what the exact problem was in a particular act or feeling—let alone 
how one could solve it. Parallel to various kinds of emotions, actions or desires, a vast 
number of sins was spelled out. A striking example is to be found in the Penitential 
of Finnian (525-50), when it rebuked the clerics who were overwhelmed by negative 
emotions of any kind:

If a cleric is wrathful or envious or backbiting, gloomy or greedy, great and capital 
sins are these; and they slay the soul and cast it down to the depth of hell. But 
there is this penance for them, until they are plucked forth and eradicated from 
our hearts: through the help of the Lord and through our own zeal and activity let 
us seek the mercy of the Lord and victory in these things; and we shall continue in 
weeping and tears day and night so long as these things are turned over in our heart. 
But by contraries, as we said, let us make haste to cure contraries and cleanse away 
the faults from our hearts and introduce virtues in their places. Patience must arise 
for wrathfulness; kindliness, or the love of God and of one’s neighbor, for envy; 
for detraction, restraint of heart and tongue; for dejection, spiritual joy; for greed, 
liberality; as saith in the Scripture: “The anger of man worketh not the justice of 
God”; and envy is judged as leprosy by the law. Detraction is anathematized in 
the Scriptures; “He that detracteth his brother” shall be cast out of the land of the 
living. Gloom devours or consumes the soul. Covetousness is “the root of all evil,” 
as saith the Apostle (Ibid.: 92-3).
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This illustrates a third property of the penitentials: the rules of penance brought 
human experience under the scope of sin. They convinced men and women that their 
actions and emotions were wrong and displeased the Lord. In much the same way as 
the monastic rules, the aim was to reveal our inability to obey God and achieve His 
purpose on human strength. Thus, the penitentials intended to generate the feelings 
of disgrace and despair, which eventually caused true surrender to the Spirit and its 
gift of grace.

In the form of law, the Christian doctrine began to structure everyday life in 
these early Christian communities. The life of a community of Christian believers 
was shaped by a set of rules that claimed to express God’s Will for humanity—as 
were the lives of individual monks. Thus the process of conversio was generated in 
these communities—as it was in the monastic community. The fourth general prop-
erty of the medieval penitentials, then, was the institutionalisation of conversio. What 
did this consist of? Through the imposition of a set of rules on a community of Chris-
tians, a certain uniformity was created, which intended to bring about a collective 
process of conversion. These rules became the means of the ceaseless pursuit to 
bridge the gap between the church as it was and the church as it ought to be. They 
intended to shape the actions, emotions and experiences of the pious Christians 
along an interpretation of the Will of God. That is, in the penitentials, the monastic 
clergy prescribed to a community of believers what it had to do in order to obey its 
Creator—or how it should strive to embody God’s purpose for humanity. Naturally, 
Christians were to be aware of the ultimate impossibility to attain this aim. But the 
collective pursuit of conversion to God’s Will was the propelling force behind the 
formation of the Christian churches.

Though submission to the penitential rules was a criterion of church member-
ship, this did certainly not entail that one was expected never to violate these rules. 
The nature of the rules was different. They told people, “as a child of God, you ought 
not to do this, but, given your sinful nature, you will do it anyway.” Therefore, “you 
have to carry out this and that kind of penance for such and such amount of time 
to show remorse for your sins.” As the Penitential of Columbian (ca. 600) put it very 
explicitly:

True penance is to refrain from committing deeds for which penance is to be done 
but when such are committed, to bewail them. However, since weakness on the 
part of many, not to say of all, violates this principle [of true penance], the scales 
of penance ought to be known, of which the ordinance is handed down from the 
holy fathers in such manner that the duration of penances is determined according 
to the magnitude of the offenses (Ibid.: 250).

To belong to the people of God, one ought not to sin, but one sinned anyway. Hence, 
when the offenses were minor, penance would take a few days, weeks or even months. 
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When guilty of capital offenses, one was excommunicate until one had observed the 
required years of penance. Major sin and persistent failure to do penance forever 
excluded one from the body of Christ. As one of the penitential texts quoted God 
to caution the believers for the peril of permanent excommunication: “Thou hast 
thought evil, I have forgiven it; thou hast spoken evil, I have forgiven it; thou hast 
done evil, I have forgiven it; persistence in evil I forgive not” (Ibid.: 224). In this 
sense, then, the ecclesiastical laws constituted the condition of church membership: 
like all human beings, one was expected to violate the laws of God and commit sin; but 
to remain a member of the true church of Christ, one had to acknowledge one’s foul 
and corrupt nature and perform the penitential acts as prescribed by the laws of the 
particular church to which one belonged.

The question as to what extent these penitential rules were respected in the 
medieval Christian communities is of little significance to the present account. The 
spread of conversion in society—both as an individual and as a collective process—
was uneven in Western Europe. The organisation of local churches by means of such 
penitential laws emerged earlier in some regions than in others. Ireland, for instance, 
was one of the early centres. Moreover, there is probably some truth to the claim that 
the penitentials reflected clerical aspiration rather than lay custom. However, our 
interest lies in the way the process of conversion gradually penetrated church and so-
ciety in the West. The notion of penance and its penitential rules played an essential 
role in this development—in fact, they even entered the “secular” law of temporal 
authorities (e.g. see Oakley 1932; Hamilton 2001). This expansion of the monastic 
process of conversio as the way of life of western Christendom would eventually set 
off the movement of church reform, which moulded the papal hierarchy of the high 
Middle Ages.

3.2. The Liberty of the Church

In the year 1077, Pope Gregory VII obliged the emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, 
Henry IV, to kneel in the snow near the Italian castle of Canossa and beg for papal 
absolution. This dramatic moment in the history of Christian Europe has become 
the symbol for the power the papal hierarchy would possess during the next few 
centuries. In the end, the Roman Church had defeated the temporal powers in the 
contest for investiture.

This “Papal Revolution” or “Gregorian Reform” completed the victory of the 
dynamic of Christian conversion of the world in medieval times. Before the tenth 
century, a tendency had emerged in the monastic world to unify the rules of various 
monasteries. The Rule of Saint Benedict emerged as the victor (Dunn 1990; King 
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1999: 103-158). In the eleventh and twelfth century, a reform movement intended 
to make the monasteries even more uniform and stricter. The monastery of Cluny 
provided one of the basic models of this reform. The abbott of Cluny imposed an 
extremely rigorous discipline on the monastic community, which often struck its 
visitors with awe. Consequently, Cluny and similarly strict monasteries were asked to 
undertake the reform of monastic communities all over western Europe.

The monastery also became the model for the Gregorian Reform of the Church. 
In this Reform, a common and coherent body of law was created out of the various 
ecclesiastic laws and monastic rules of the Western Christian world (Kuttner 1980). 
The result was canon law. A short inquiry into this monasticisation of the church will 
give us the background we need to make sense of the sixteenth-century Reformation. 
The Gregorian Reform or Papal Revolution was the culmination of a vital change 
in Western Christendom: the priest—rather than the monk—became the principal 
figure of the Christian religion. At the same time, the priests became monks—in 
the sense of being converts, i.e. those who went through conversion. Some of the 
early Christian fathers had anticipated this development. Gerhart Ladner offers the 
example of John Chrysostom, whose six books On the Priesthood had suggested the 
following:

The priest’s soul, just because he lives and works in the midst of the world’s storms 
and dangers, must be stronger even than the monk’s, who stays as it were in a 
safe port. The dignity of the priesthood is now extolled over all merely terrestrial 
things and compared to the pure ministry of the angels; for, the priest’s throne is 
set up in heaven and stands on a higher plane than all human rulership. (Ladner 
1967: 126-7).

The urge to convert the Christian society of his time inspired Chrysostom to put 
the priestly ideal above the monastic life of ascetic withdrawal. This same impulse 
motivated the failed Carolingian attempt to establish a unified Christianitas with a 
common set of doctrines and liturgical practices (Vanderputten 2001). In the twelfth 
century, finally, it propelled the Papal Reform movement in the pursuit of its aims—a 
development that would radically change the face of western Christianity.

Liberty from Lay Domination

The first aim of the Papal Revolution was to free the Church from lay domination. 
Until the eleventh century, many of the Christian churches had been the property of 
temporal rulers (the so-called Eigenkirchen). The priests were selected, instated and 
paid by these laymen. Similarly, the investiture of bishops was in the hands of the 
Emperor and other lay authorities. This was unacceptable to reformers like Cardinal 
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Humbert and the monk Hildebrand, who would later become Pope Gregory VII. In 
his attack against lay investiture, Humbert despaired, “now everything is done in 
such disorder that the first are last and the last first, so that the sacred canons are 
rejected and the whole Christian religion trampled underfoot” (excerpt in Tierney 
1964: 40).

According to the Catholic theologians, not all men were capable of acting up to 
the same spiritual standard. The clergy was superior to the laity, like adults were to 
children. In their ascetic lives, the monks went the furthest in the subjection to God 
and thus they were supposed to take a high place in the holy hierarchy. As said, this 
hierarchy would only become a reality in the next world. In contrast, the sacramental 
hierarchy of the Church was not primarily concerned with the next world. It was 
thought to exist to lead the people of God on earth. Thus, the libertas attained by 
the priests and the bishops was to be translated into a superior position in this life on 
earth. Cardinal Humbert again: 

Anyone then who wishes to compare the priestly and royal dignities in a useful and 
blameless fashion may say that, in the existing church, the priesthood is analogous 
to the soul and the kingship to the body, for they cleave to one another and need 
one another and each in turn demands services and renders them one another. It 
follows from this that, just as the soul excels the body and commands it, so too the 
priestly dignity excels the royal or, we may say, the heavenly dignity the earthly. 
Thus, that all things may be in due order and not in disarray the priesthood, like a 
soul, may advise what is to be done (Ibid.: 42).

This image of the relation between clergy and laity in analogy to the soul’s command 
of the body symbolised the aims of the Gregorian Reform. Together with the monks, 
the priests were said to make up “the spiritual estate”—they were called “the reli-
gious” or “spirituales”—as opposed to “the temporal estate” of the laity.

Cardinal Humbert and Gregory VII argued that a cleric could not possibly be 
invested with a church by a layman, as the latter was spiritually inferior to the former. 
The laymen had to be content with the position which was properly theirs in the 
ecclesiastical order, viz. “the passive position of a minor who cannot act for himself” 
(Tellenbach 1936: 111). With their battle cry of libertas ecclesiae, the reformers set 
out to restore the right order in the Christian world and free the Church from all 
forms of lay domination: “In moments of considered solemnity, when their tone was 
passionate and their religious feeling at its deepest, Gregory VII and his contempo-
raries called the object towards which they were striving the ‘freedom’ of the Church” 
(Tellenbach 1936: 126).

As the priests were the true servants of God, the gift of grace was conferred 
upon them by the Spirit. Through the spiritual leadership of the priests, the laymen 
could share in this divine grace. In other words, the priests were channels of divine 
grace to the laity. Thus, it was obvious to the Gregorians that the Church had to be 
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free from lay domination. As Gerd Tellenbach writes in his fascinating study of the 
Investiture Contest:

By the mystery of ordination [the priests] are set apart from the people, so that 
through them may work the divine grace that alone brings salvation to men; the 
dignity of their service raises them far above ordinary humanity. Lay authority 
in the Church was in consequence attacked not only as an interference with the 
freedom of Christ and of the Church, but as a gross disturbance of the right order 
of the kingdom of God and a wicked oppression of the class which is called to 
leadership and authorised to exercise it (Tellenbach 1936: 134).

The temporal world was the kingdom of bondage where men were doomed to live 
under the yoke of Satan. In their vocation, the priests turned away from this temporal 
world towards the spiritual kingdom of God. In this process of conversio they attained 
Christian freedom. That is, because of their subjection to God’s Will, they reached 
a superior position in the hierarchy and gained spiritual authority over the laity. In 
1081, Pope Gregory VII wrote the following in a letter to the Bishop of Metz to justify 
his deed of deposing and excommunicating King Henry IV:

Does anyone doubt that the priests of Christ are to be considered as fathers and 
masters of kings and princes and of all believers? Would it not be regarded as 
pitiable madness if a son should try to rule his father or a pupil his master and 
to bind with unjust obligations the one through whom he expects to be bound 
or loosed, not only on earth but also in heaven?…Furthermore, every Christian 
king when he approaches his end asks the aid of a priest as a miserable suppliant 
that he may escape the prison of hell, may pass from darkness into light and may 
appear at the judgment seat of God freed from the bonds of sin. But who, layman 
or priest, in his last moments has ever asked the help of any earthly king for the 
safety of his soul? And what king or emperor has power through his office to snatch 
any Christian from the might of the Devil by the sacred rite of baptism, to conform 
him among the sons of God and to fortify him by the holy chrism? Or—and this is 
the greatest thing in the Christian religion—who among them is able by his own 
word to create the body and blood of the Lord? or to whom among them is given 
the power to bind and loose in Heaven and upon earth? From this it is apparent 
how greatly superior in power is the priestly dignity (excerpt in Tierney 1964: 
69-70).

It was unthinkable that the Church—the hierarchy of priests—was to be subject 
to the laws of temporal authorities. The priests made up the spiritual power, which 
could draw the laymen, including kings and princes, out of the Devil’s clutches. Thus, 
the laity had to obey the laws of the Church, rather than vice versa. This sustained the 
idea of libertas ecclesiae. Christian liberty claimed that subjection to God’s Will makes 
one free from the laws of human authorities. To the papal reformers of the twelfth 
century, this meant that the priests—who were called by God to go through the 
process of conversion—had authority over the laymen. The priests turned from the 
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carnal temporal to the spiritual world and submitted themselves ever more to God’s 
Will. This granted them an elevated position in the hierarchy of power that had its 
apex in the Sovereign Himself. Thus they became the spirituales, who ought to rule 
over the laymen.

The account of the priestly vocation as a turning from the temporal world to 
the spiritual entailed the priests had to renounce carnality. Therefore, the second 
aim of the Papal Revolution was a moral reform of the priesthood. This was done 
by means of those canon laws that concerned the conduct of the priests. These laws 
transformed the life of the priests as it had been lived up to that time. Canon law 
began to define a clear set of sins and translate these sins into rules that should 
never be broken by the priests. For instance, it made the concubinage of priests with 
women—which had been quite common up to the twelfth century—into the sin of 
nicolaitism. At the same time, it enacted a law that imposed celibacy on the priests. 
Another example is the ban that was put on the selling of ecclesiastical offices for 
money or favours in kind. This was identified as the sin of simony, which was again 
banned by canon law. As Gregory VII wrote in a letter to the bishop of Constance, the 
reformers “were zealously striving to wipe out the heresy of Simony and to enforce 
the chastity of the clergy” (Ibid.: 48).

This picture indicates that canon law began to play the role in the institutional 
church which the monastic rules had played in the monasteries before. Both told the 
monks and the priests what they ought and ought not to do. Both did this in a man-
ner so demanding, strict and rigid that monks and priests were bound to break the 
rules once in a while. Thus, one of the purposes of canon law also appears to have 
been to continuously remind the priests of their failure to live up to God’s Will. It 
told them so many of their acts were sinful violations of God’s Will. Still, God was 
willing to grant them His grace. This insight brought about true faith in—or subjec-
tion to—God. Thus, canon law intended to convert the priests from the carnal to the 
spiritual. It shaped the priestly vocation according to the process of conversion that 
had been developed in the monasteries. In this sense, the church was transformed 
into a monastery.

Liberty to Dominate the Laity

The priest’s violations of canon law were punished by the ecclesiastical courts and 
by those who had attained a higher position in the priestly hierarchy. The theological 
justification of this hierarchy also appears to have drawn upon the idea of conversio. 
This was seen as a gradual process moving through different stages. The further one 
turned, the closer one came to God. In the priestly hierarchy this was translated into 
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a growing spiritual authority. The more one was converted by the Spirit, the freer one 
became, and the more spiritual power one had over those who were still fettered to 
the carnal temporal world.

But canon law was not limited to the priests. It also became the instrument of 
the church to reform society. This was the third aim of the Papal Revolution. Once 
it had become a widely accepted fact that the vocation of the priests gave them 
spiritual power over the laity, the Roman-Catholic system was further elaborated: the 
priests performed the sacraments, took confessions, and prescribed penance. The 
authority of the priestly hierarchy included the power to discipline the sinful bodies 
of the laity in this temporal world. Again, the reason was obvious. By turning from the 
temporal to the spiritual, the soul or spirit of the priests had gained a certain control 
of their bodies. On the contrary, the flesh and its evil impulses still governed the lay 
believers. Therefore, the priests also had to prevent the laity from wallowing in sin.

Canon law was the means to do so. It altered the relation between church and 
world dramatically in this period: “The church set out to reform both itself and the 
world by law” (Berman 1983: 83). Thus, in the Gregorian reform, the Christian at-
titude of conversion of the world gained the upper hand:

Gregory stands at the greatest—from the spiritual point of view perhaps the 
only—turning-point in the history of Catholic Christendom; in his time the policy 
of converting the world gained once and for all the upper hand over the policy 
of withdrawing from it: the world was drawn into the Church, and the leading 
spirits of the new age made it their aim to establish the “right order” in this united 
Christian world…His [Gregory’s] aim was to bring the kingdom of God on earth, 
as he saw it in his mind, nearer to realisation, and to serve the cause of order, 
justice and “freedom” (Tellenbach 1936: 164).

The belief had become dominant that the Church had a mission to reform society 
or “the temporal world.” This gave rise to the identification of the ecclesia primarily 
with the hierarchy of the clergy. It also entailed the sharp distinction between clergy 
and laity. The spiritual clergy was not only superior to, but also responsible for the 
temporal laity. The laity became the flock, which had to be guided into salvation by 
the shepherds of the clergy: “The church, now viewed above all as the clergy, would 
work for the redemption of the laity and the reformation of the world, through law, 
in the direction of justice and peace” (Berman 1983: 520). As before, this law appears 
to have been the means to have people experience the great rift between the church 
as it was and the church as it ought to be. True Christians could not but obey it as 
strictly as possible. This united them in the shared pursuit of a society that embodied 
God’s purpose for humanity. Still, human obedience was imperfect and therefore the 
church could never be how it ought to be.
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Lay Liberty from Domination

Naturally, the priestly hierarchy also had the authority to fix the limits of orthodoxy. 
Invoking the notion of extra ecclesiam nulla salus, it prescribed orthodox Christian 
belief as the only way to salvation. Its institutions, such as the Synods and the later 
Inquisition, determined whether or not the beliefs and practices of a particular group 
of believers remained within these limits. If they did not, heresy had been branded. 
The punitive measures in such cases ranged from excommunication to execution. As 
the canonists liked to put it: “Excommunication sticks to heresy as leprosy to the 
leper and as a shadow to a man” (cited in Gensichen 1967: 18). The imposition of 
doctrinal orthodoxy had become very important in the twelfth century. A sharp rise 
had occurred of popular heresies who challenged the authority of the Church. The 
hierarchy created by the Gregorian Reform reacted vehemently to these threats. It 
fixed the creed of the Church more rigidly so as to exclude the beliefs ascribed to 
heretics like the Manichees, the Waldenses or the Cathars.

As a reaction to church reform, more popular movements came into being, “who 
rejected, not only the achievement, but the goal of the Gregorian reform, the idea of 
a hierarchically organized church which claimed the right to intervene in every area 
of life and thought” (Moore 1987: 19). Common to the different movements appears 
to have been a deep concern for the sin and salvation of the believers and for the ob-
ligation to do penance in order to become righteous before God. As R. I. Moore (1977: 
69) argues, both the popular heretical movements in the Low Countries and several 
heresy trials in France “confirm the spread of a tendency to see salvation as a matter 
of individual responsibility, to distrust the authority and holiness of the church, and 
especially to doubt its capacity to perform its sacramental functions.”

Penitence had become a pervasive concern of popular preaching and lay reli-
giosity in late medieval Christianity (Thayer 2002). As a consequence, the distress 
about the need for contrition grew among the believers. These spiritual concerns of 
the laity generated a distrust towards the priestly hierarchy as mediators between the 
lay believers and God. The anticlerical heresiarchs began to challenge the avarice 
of the clergy and the tyranny of the church. They pointed out that the priests were 
not truly spiritual, since the latter obviously gave in to carnal desire. These bitter 
criticisms of the Church aroused such great popular enthusiasm that historians have 
begun to speak of “an age of anticlericalism” (Moore 1975: 27). Heretics like Henry 
of Lausanne and Peter of Bruys asserted that the church was the community of the 
faithful. To communicate with their God the believers needed no licence from a 
priest. In a debate between Henry of Lausanne and the monk William (1133-5), it 
appears that the anticlericalism of these popular heresies had a lot in common with 
that of the Reformation. When William asked Henry under whose obedience he 
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preached, the latter replied: “If you ask about obedience, I profess obedience to 
God, not man.” According to William, Henry also claimed that “the Gospel does not 
require us to go to a priest for penance” (excerpt in Moore 1975: 46-56).

In other words, anticlericalism before the Reformation was based in the growing 
concern among Christian laymen for the salvation of their souls and the conversio they 
ought to go through to become righteous before God:

Es ist sicherlich nicht falsch, im Antiklerikalismus des Mittelalters vorwiegend 
einen system-immanenten Protest zu sehen, der seinen letzten Grund in der 
Sorge für die Kirche und der Angst um das Heil der Seelen hat, sich in Klage 
und Gebet äuβert und Bekehrung und Reform herbeiführen will. Dennoch kennt 
auch das Mittelalter den fundamentalen Protest gegen die hierarchische Struktur 
der Kirche, den sakramentalen Character des Priestertums und den Anspruch 
des Klerus auf das Monopol der Heilsvermittlung, den man als das eigentliche 
Wesensmerkmal des modernen Antiklerikalismus anzusehen gewohnt is (Elm 
1993: 13).

It is certainly not false to see in the anticlericalism of the Middle Ages largely a 
protest intrinsic to the system, which has its actual origin in the concern for the 
Church and the anxiety about the salvation of the soul, which expresses itself in 
lamentation and prayer, and which wants to bring about conversion and reform. 
Still, the Middle Ages also know of the fundamental protest against the hierarchical 
structure of the Church, the sacramental character of the priesthood and the claim 
of the clergy to the monopoly of mediation of salvation, which is usually considered 
to be the principal feature of modern anticlericalism (my translation).

The same anticlerical sentiments inspired a growth of lay piety. Groups of lay people 
gathered together for spiritual comfort and social support by means of private wor-
ship and gospel study (Moore 1987: 21). Both the heretical movements and these 
communities emulated the ascetic lives of the monks in order to become truly spiri-
tual. This illustrates another aspect of the social diffusion of conversio as the Christian 
life process. The ways of life of monastic Christianity entered larger circles in society 
in this period. A desire grew in these circles to become true Christians. The lives 
of these people were shaped according to the process of conversion. The process, 
however, lost some of its typical features while spreading in society. Most notably, 
the need to live in a monastery and to submit oneself to a specific set of monastic 
rules disappeared. This gradual “secularisation” of conversion created the large scale 
heresies of the fourteenth and fifteenth century, such as those of the Lollards and 
the Hussites. Eventually, it would gain the momentum it needed to erupt in the 
sixteenth-century Reformation.
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3.3. Faith, Conversion and the Freedom of a Christian

Once Luther’s campaign against the Church had gained some renown, the strong 
anticlericalism in his message began to resonate with large circles of society. As early 
as 1520, well before he spoke his famous words at the Diet of Worms, Luther’s name 
had become widely known as an expression of the anticlerical feelings of the average 
citizen: “So many people had become familiar with his theology and recognized their 
own criticisms of pope and Church in his writings that the name Luther had taken 
on an unmistakably public profile all the way down to the so-called common man” 
(Oberman 1989: 36). As Hans-Jürgen Goertz puts it:

Wherever the evangelical preachers built up a following, wherever genuine social 
movements for the Reformation came into existence…everywhere anticlericalism 
belonged to the scenario of the outbreak of the Reformation. What other possibilities 
did the lay people have to participate in the course of the Reformation? They 
must involve themselves, reject the hated priests and drive them away. In this 
way the slogan of “the priesthood of all believers” found its tangible consequence 
(Goertz 1993: 500-1).

Surely anticlerical sentiment was widespread in Europe in this period. It surfaced 
in popular heretical writings from the twelfth to the sixteenth century. How to ac-
count for this flow of anticlericalism? The answer to this question, Balagangadhara’s 
hypothesis suggests, lies in the “secularisation” or social diffusion of conversio. The 
ideas and stances of monastic Christianity continued to infuse society. The laymen 
whom they reached did not begin to live their lives according to some particular 
monastic rule, but they did adopt the deep concern for human sin and the need for 
contrition before God. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, a sharp increase oc-
curred in reports of scrupulosity, viz. the excessive fear that one has not done enough 
penance for one’s sins. Similarly, this period also saw a spectacular rise of the number 
of penitential manuals (Thayer 2002). The upsurge of anticlericalism is the outcome 
of this growing concern for the individual believer’s conversion towards God.

The extension of conversion to all believers eroded the very foundation of 
the priestly hierarchy of the Roman-Catholic Church. If lay believers turned from 
the temporal carnal to the eternal spiritual world—in the same way as priests and 
monks—they should also gain the liberty corresponding to this subjection to God’s 
Will. As a consequence, the authority of the clergy over the laity could no longer be 
justified. Often, the laymen believed they were more genuine about the pursuit of 
an ascetic life than the monks and the priests. Hence the stories about lecherous 
priests and gluttonous monks became ever more popular. The clerics were no longer 
regarded as shepherds, but as wolves who prevented people from becoming truly 
Christian. In more general terms, the Church was conceived of as an impediment to 
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the flourishing of the true Christian religion and its spiritual process of conversion. 
Given this climate of opinion, when a former monk stands up and voices these wide-
spread concerns in a robust theology, the explosion of popular support for his call to 
Reformation should not come as a surprise.

From Despair to Faith

As said, in the medieval understanding of Christian liberty, the priests went through 
a process in which they turned from this world to the other. This bestowed libertas 
upon them—which in its turn entailed spiritual authority over the laity. The laymen 
had to obey the Church, its priests and its laws so as to become subject to God’s Will. 
In this sense, the Church became the spiritual power. This could happen because 
the Papal Revolution had extended the monastic process of conversion to the entire 
clergy. The Reformation now extended it to all Christians. Instead of conforming to 
clerical authority, the lay believers were now expected to go through an individual 
process of subjection to God’s Will. The basic structure of the monastic process of 
conversio became the foundation of the Protestant conception of faith.

From the 1520s onwards, Luther insisted that all Christians were to experience 
this process of subjection to God’s Will. In fact, undergoing conversion characterised 
the true Christian: as human beings, our failure to live up to the Law (or the com-
mandments of God) should first make us despair of our own ability to do good. Then 
we should surrender completely to the promise of grace in Christ. This was the crux 
of the Christian faith, which could not be the privilege of a distinct clergy. All true 
Christians possessed the Christian liberty resulting from this process. Impossibly, 
one group of Christians could have spiritual authority over another because it had 
attained libertas.

Different steps can be discerned in the conception of faith as developed in the 
early Reformation. Firstly, a Christian has to try and live up to the Law of God. The 
purpose of these attempts, however, is to reveal the nature of human iniquity. No 
matter how hard one tries, one cannot resist the seduction of sin and one continues to 
violate God’s Law. In one of his earliest theological writings, the Heidelberg Disputa-
tion (1518), Luther defended three significant theses: (a) “The person who believes 
that he can obtain grace by doing what is in him adds sin to sin so that he becomes 
doubly guilty;” (b) Speaking in this manner does not “give cause for despair, but for 
arousing the desire to humble oneself and seek the grace of Christ;” and (c) “It is cer-
tain that man must utterly despair of his own ability before he is prepared to receive 
the grace of Christ” (Luther 1518: 41-3). The scriptural proof he offered revolved 
around the belief that “the law makes us aware of sin so that, having recognized our 
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sin, we may seek and receive grace.” A man who “acts simply in accordance with his 
ability and believes that he is thereby doing something good does not seem worth-
less to himself, nor does he despair of his own strength. Indeed, he is so presumptu-
ous that he strives for grace in reliance on his own strength” (Ibid.). This is the worst 
kind of sin.

Persistent failure to abide by the law brings us to the second step. We begin to 
despair of our own ability to do good. As Luther preached in his First Sermon at Wit-
tenberg: “In the first place, we must know that we are the children of wrath, and all 
our works, intentions, and thoughts are nothing at all” (Luther 1522: 414). Naturally, 
the Wittenberg monk was not the only Reformer to stress the human failure to do 
good. Commenting on the Epistle to the Galatians [5: 16-24], the French humanist and 
well-wisher of the Reformation Jacques Lefèvre d’Etaples spoke the following harsh 
words about the inclinations of the human being:

All things considered, the life of a Christian in this world is nothing less than a 
continuous battle…His greatest adversary, however, is none other than himself. 
There is nothing more difficult for him to overcome than his own flesh and his own 
will, which are, by nature, inclined to all evil (cited in Delumeau 1990: 1).

To Calvin, it was equally obvious that we should all realise that the sovereign God 
alone can do good and that we rely on Him at all times. In the prefatory address to 
the French King Francis I in his Institutes of the Christian Religion (1559), he wrote:

For what is more consonant with faith than to recognize that we are naked of all 
virtue, in order to be clothed by God? That we are empty of all good, to be filled 
by him? That we are slaves of sin, to be freed by him? Blind, to be illumined by 
him? Lame, to be made straight by him? Weak, to be sustained by him? (Institutes, 
McNeill, Ed., vol. 1: 13) 

In the opening sentences of his magnum opus, Calvin asserted that without this kind 
of self knowledge, there can be no knowledge of God:

Nearly all the wisdom we possess, that is to say, true and sound wisdom, consists 
of two parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves. But, while joined by many 
bonds, which one precedes and brings forth the other is not easy to discern. In 
the first place, no one can look upon himself without immediately turning his 
thoughts to the contemplation of God, in whom he “lives and moves” [Acts 17:28]. 
For, quite clearly, the mighty gifts with which we are endowed are hardly from 
ourselves; indeed, our very being is nothing but subsistence in the one God. Then, 
by these benefits shed like dew from heaven upon us, we are led as by rivulets 
to the spring itself. Indeed, our very poverty better discloses the infinitude of 
benefits reposing in God. The miserable ruin, into which the rebellion of the first 
man cast us, especially compels us to look upward. Thus, not only will we, in 
fasting and hungering, seek thence what we lack; but, in being aroused by fear, 
we shall learn humility. For, as a veritable world of miseries is to be found in 
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mankind, and we are thereby despoiled of divine raiment, our shameful nakedness 
exposes a teeming horde of infamies. Each of us must, then, be so stung by the 
consciousness of his own unhappiness as to attain at least some knowledge of God. 
Thus, from the feeling of our own ignorance, vanity, poverty, infirmity, and—what 
is more—depravity and corruption, we recognize that the true light of wisdom, 
sound virtue, full abundance of every good, and purity of righteousness rest in the 
Lord alone (Ibid.: 35-6).

This moving passage evokes the emotional pattern of conversion. We first have to 
become aware of “the world of miseries” inside ourselves before we can receive 
knowledge of God. In a chapter on original sin in the Institutes, Calvin once again 
spelled out the kind of knowledge of self we should seek as Christians:

Here, then, is what God’s truth requires us to seek in examining ourselves: it 
requires the kind of knowledge that will strip us of all confidence in our own 
ability, deprive us of all occasion for boasting, and lead us into submission. We 
ought to keep this rule if we wish to reach the true goal of both wisdom and action. 
I am quite aware how much more pleasing is that principle which invites us to 
weigh our good traits rather than to look upon our miserable want and dishonour, 
which ought to overwhelm us with shame (Ibid.: 242).

This, then, was the second step any Christian ought to go through in order to become 
a true Christian: the awareness that sin pervades each and every inch of our human 
being; that “only damnable things come forth from man’s corrupt nature” (Ibid.: 289). 
The believer should become conscious of his utter helplessness in the pursuit of 
salvation. Thus, the fear arises that he can never escape from the clutches of the 
devil. He is but a slave of his carnal flesh—or “the bag of maggots,” as Luther liked 
to describe the human body—which corrupts his soul as well.

The third step arises when the Christian finally realises that God promises to 
save him—in spite of his iniquity. In Christ, God has given the promise of grace. 
Once we despair of our own ability, we become aware that God’s work alone can save 
us. Righteousness is attained only through absolute faith in Christ. In Calvin’s words, 
the “corruption of man’s nature is such as to require total renewal of his mind and 
will” (Ibid.). The worst thing a man can do is to believe in his own works or in the 
works of other men in the search for grace and righteousness before God. To Luther, 
this was 

the reason why our theology is certain: it snatches us away from ourselves and 
places us outside ourselves, so that we do not depend on our own strength, 
conscience, experience, person, or works but depend on that which is outside 
ourselves, that is, on the promise and truth of God, which cannot deceive (Lectures 
on Galatians; Luther’s Works, vol. 26: 387).
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The final step is to yield completely to the promise of grace in Christ. This surrender 
is true faith and subjection to God’s Will. But, again, the Christian should be aware 
that this is not his own work. It is the work of the Holy Spirit in his soul. Calvin stated 
that whatever we have from nature is sinful flesh: “We have nothing from the Spirit, 
except through regeneration” (Institutes, McNeill, Ed., vol. 1: 289). While man’s na-
ture remains corrupted, all uprightness is God’s gift:

Because of the bondage of sin by which the will is held bound, it cannot move 
toward good, much less apply itself thereto; for a movement of this sort is the 
beginning of conversion to God, which in Scripture is ascribed entirely to God’s 
grace. So Jeremiah prayed to the Lord to be “converted” if it where his will to 

“convert him” [Jer. 31:18]. Hence the prophet in the same chapter, describing the 
spiritual redemption of the believing folk, speaks of them as “redeemed from 
the hand of one stronger than they.” By this he surely means the tight fetters 
with which the sinner is bound so long as, forsaken by the Lord, he lives under 
the devil’s yoke. Nonetheless the will remains, with the most eager inclination 
disposed and hastening to sin…Therefore simply to will is of man; to will ill, of a 
corrupt nature; to will well, of grace (Ibid.: 294-5). 

Conversion of the will could only be the effect of divine grace: “If…a stone is trans-
formed into flesh when God converts us to zeal for the right, whatever is of our own 
will is effaced. What takes its place is wholly from God” (Ibid.: 297). Everything good 
in the will is the work of grace alone, since “nothing good can arise out of our will 
until it has been reformed and after its reformation, in so far as it is good, it is so from 
God, not from ourselves” (Ibid.: 300-1). Thus, the Christian becomes but the passive 
recipient of divine grace. Anything one does oneself—as a mere human being—will 
go against the Spirit.

Luther’s way of reading the Scripture revolved around this gradual process of 
conversion. In The Freedom of a Christian (1520), he divided the Word of God into two 
significant parts: the commandments and the promises—or the law and the gospel. 
The commandments express God’s Will for humanity. Although they tell us what 
we ought to do, they certainly do not give us the power to do it. In fact, they are 
intended to make us aware that we cannot do good as human beings, since we can 
never ourselves succeed in fulfilling the Law. These laws are only to make us despair 
of our own ability:

Now when a man has learned through the commandments to recognize his 
helplessness and is distressed about how he might satisfy the law—since the law 
must be fulfilled so that not a jot or tittle shall be lost, otherwise man will be 
condemned without hope—then, being truly humbled and reduced to nothing in 
his own eyes, he finds in himself nothing whereby he may be justified and saved 
(Luther 1520a: 600).
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This is where the second part of Scripture comes to our aid. It tells us that in Christ 
we are promised grace, righteousness, peace, liberty, and all things. Simply through 
having faith in Christ, these promises declare, we can fulfil all commandments and 
subject ourselves to God’s Will. The opposition between law and gospel was central 
to all of Luther’s thought. It brought him to the famous teaching of simul peccator et 
iustus: the Christian was simultaneously sinful and righteous. In Robert Kolb’s well-
chosen words:

God gives the sinner Christ’s righteousness, according to Luther, by pronouncing 
him righteous with his all-powerful Word, which created and continues to create 
all reality. While the sinner remains totally infected by sin, he is at the same 
time completely righteous in God’s sight for Christ’s sake because of the power 
of God’s conditionless pronouncement of forgiveness. God’s gospel Word must 
be sharply distinguished from his Word of law, wrath, and condemnation; the 
arrogant sinner must hear only this latter Word, but the broken sinner must hear 
only the conditionless assurance of God’s love in Christ. That assurance is the 
product of his faith in God’s Word of promise. The two insights, that the believer 
is fully righteous and fully sinful at the same time and that law and gospel must 
be kept distinct in application, are inseparable from each other and from Luther’s 
conviction that God’s promise in the gospel gives absolute assurance of salvation 
to the broken sinner—even though the law may later condemn absolutely his 
arrogant rebellion against its precepts as faith in Christ no longer dominates his 
life (Kolb 1982b: 72).

The law reveals iniquity; the gospel promises grace. Taken together, the awareness of 
our helplessness as sinful human beings before God and that of His promise of grace 
in Christ have us fully surrender to God’s Will. We now truly realise that He alone can 
save us. This all is solely God’s work, as our faith is caused by the interplay between 
the two parts of His Word: “Thus the promises of God give what the commandments 
of God demand and fulfil what the law prescribes so that all things may be God’s 
alone, both the commandments and the fulfilling of the commandments. He alone 
commands, he alone fulfils” (Luther 1520a: 601). Needless to say, the growth of faith 
in God is a slow and gradual process in a Christian’s life, which requires examining 
the divine revelation again and again. It is only through this process that we begin to 
understand the spirit of the Word—rather than the mere letter.

Faith Alone Saves

The Reformation extended the medieval Christian notion of conversio to all believers. 
Before, the priests had been the true Christians, because of their vocation by—and 
conversion to—God. Now all believers were subject both to vocation and conversion. 
All were priests. Through this extension of monastic conversio, Christianity began to 
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pervade society at a much deeper level than it ever had before. At times, it seems the 
Reformers showed awareness of this process. For instance, a Lutheran pastor sug-
gested that every household had to be transformed into a monastery (Karant-Nunn 
1997: 40). And, in his Commentaries on Genesis I (part 25, § 12), Calvin once remarked 
that every family of the pious ought to be a church. In this understanding of the 
Reformation, the Protestant world was the oikoumene of medieval Christianity—in 
the sense that this religion became more ecumenical in these early modern days by 
giving up some of its particularities. The secularisation of the process of conversion 
was an instance of this ecumenism. The process was stripped of its typical monastic 
and clerical features. In this manner, the basic conceptual scheme of the monastic 
way of life began to encompass all believers—instead of priests and monks alone. In 
other words, Christian society was monasticised through a de-monasticisation of the 
process of conversio.

Naturally, the claim that the Reformation consists of an extension of the basic 
structures of medieval Christianity raises a crucial problem: How can we understand 
the eruption of doctrinal conflict between Catholics and Protestants, if the Protestant 
religion expanded the scope of its medieval predecessor? This question brings us to 
the second aspect of the Reformation, in which it became a religious rival of Roman-
Catholic Christianity. In this aspect, the secularisation of conversion was theologised 
into a set of doctrines—or, rather, several such sets—which became the doctrinal 
core of the Protestant religion(s).

This can be seen quite clearly in Luther’s theology and its set of doctrines, e.g. 
justification by faith alone, Christian freedom, the simultaneous righteousness and 
iniquity of the believer, and the sole saving power of God’s grace. Take the example 
of justification by faith alone. Luther accused the Roman-Catholic Church of the 
following heresy: it claimed that the sacramental works of the priests had an active 
role to play in the salvation of the laymen. Moreover, Catholic theology suggested 
that the laity’s confession, penance and other good works played a similar role. This 
was intolerable to Luther, for it amounted to a denial of the utter helplessness of the 
human being. Men are sinful and corrupt to the core. Therefore, any human work 
would prevent them from becoming righteous before God—rather than help them to 
attain this state. All they could do is surrender to God and have faith in His Will.

Good works, on this view, can be of no import to the pursuit of salvation. Natu-
rally, once one begins to grow in the Christian faith, one will automatically begin to 
perform good works as a consequence of faith. But one will also be aware that this has 
nothing to do with one’s human self and everything with the work of the Holy Spirit. 
Utter despair about our own ability is the precondition of the insight that God’s work 
alone can save us. Salvation depends only on the faith in Christ which is caused by 
the Holy Spirit in us. Therefore, the principles of sola fide and sola gratia could be 
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truly understood only if one had fully experienced this despair oneself. As Heiko 
Oberman suggests in his beautiful biography of Luther:

Tribulations transform abstract theological principles into good news because the 
professing of “by grace alone” or “by faith alone” becomes an inner experience 
only for the victim of the Devil’s attacks, who discovers that he lives without 
stability of his own, but by faith alone, and survives only by virtue of grace. God is 
one’s sole refugee, prayer one’s sole protection (Oberman 1989: 176).

This explains the importance of Anfechtungen or spiritual trials in Luther’s life and 
thought. While he tried to live according to God’s Law in the Augustinian monas-
tery of Erfurt, Luther had been obsessed with the need for contrition. Always the 
doubt had remained whether or not he had met the requirements of God’s Law. The 
monastic process of conversio had had an extremely powerful impact on the young 
Luther. As he later recounted in his Lectures on Galatians:

When I was a monk, I made a great effort to live according to the requirements 
of the monastic rule. I made a practice of confessing and reciting all my sins, but 
always with prior contrition; I went to confession frequently, and I performed the 
assigned penances faithfully. Nevertheless, my conscience could never achieve 
certainty but was always in doubt and said: “You have not done this correctly. You 
were not contrite enough. You omitted this in your confession.” Therefore the 
longer I tried to heal my uncertain, weak, and troubled conscience with human 
traditions, the more uncertain, weak, and troubled I continually made it. In this 
way, by observing human traditions, I transgressed them even more; and by 
following the righteousness of the monastic order, I was never able to reach it. For, 
as Paul says, it is impossible for the conscience to find peace through the works of 
the Law, much less through human traditions, without the promise and the Gospel 
about Christ (Luther’s Works, vol. 27: 13).

This experience was shared by many of Luther’s contemporaries. Therefore, once 
Luther had truly experienced the crisis of conversion and discovered the grace of 
God, it was not that great a step to conceive of this as a process common to all true 
Christians. Thus, the basic scheme of the experiential process of conversio was trans-
lated into a coherent set of doctrines. This theologising of the universal extension of 
conversio laid the foundation for the assault against the Roman-Catholic Church. 

The set of doctrines revolving around justification by faith alone provides an 
excellent example. Luther claimed that Catholic clerics and laymen set up their own 
human selves as idols through a belief in “justification by works.” To think that one 
can worship God through the trials of a monastic life is to deny the spiritual nature of 
Christianity and the necessity of divine grace. As Luther stated, again in the Lectures 
on Galatians:
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Therefore fasting, wearing a hair shirt, holy activity, and the monastic rule and 
whole way of life of the Carthusians, the strictest of orders, are all works of the 
flesh; for they imagine that they are holy and will be saved, not through Christ, 
whom they fear as a stern judge, but through the observance of their monastic 
rule. They think about God, about Christ, and about things divine, not on the 
basis of the Word of God but on the basis of their own reason. On this basis they 
imagine that their monastic habit, their diet, and their whole conduct are holy 
and are pleasing to Christ; they hope not only to placate Him with the asceticism 
of their life but to obtain from Him a recompense for their good works and their 
righteousness. And so the thoughts that they imagine to be most spiritual are not 
only the most unspiritual but even the most wicked; for they exclude and despise 
the Word, faith, and Christ, and they seek to wash away their sins and to obtain 
grace and eternal life by trust in their own righteousness. Therefore all forms of 
worship and religion apart from Christ are the worship of idols (Luther’s Works, vol. 
27: 88).

This worship of human works and laws, Luther and his fellow Reformers would 
stress again and again, was the worst kind of idolatry. He accused the monks and 
priests of the heresy of Pelagianism. In the fifth century, Pelagius had claimed that 
humanity was able to fulfil the commands of God. Human beings had free will, he 
had said, and they could control their motives and actions in order to do good. Saint 
Augustine had attacked this position as a heretical denial of the necessity of divine 
grace. Only when we receive divine grace, can we rise above the force of sin and live 
righteously before God. Any teaching that denies this, also denies the wicked nature 
of humankind. Similarly, Luther claimed that his teaching of justification by faith 
alone revealed how the papal hierarchy had deceived the Christians into believing 
that their own will or the will of the priests could conquer the devil’s might—in spite 
of human depravity.

The suggestion, then, is that Lutheran doctrinal attacks against the Roman-
Catholic Church emerged from a theological crystallisation of the extension of the 
process of conversio to all believers. A similar point, I think, can be made about the 
principal sets of doctrines of other Protestant denominations. The Reformed theol-
ogy of double predestination and the absolute sovereignty of God entailed a similar 
emphasis on the desolation of the human being as opposed to the amazing grace of 
God. The worry it inflicted upon the believer, who doubted his own election, was to 
bring him to absolute despair. At this point, the insight that all things have been pre-
destined by the Lord convinced the Calvinist believer that he should merely have 
faith in God’s Will to find peace. Going through this process, he could finally gain the 
peace of mind of those who truly trusted God and surrendered to His Will.
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3.4. Spiritual Freedom and Temporal Law

The way in which the notion of Christian liberty was transformed during the Refor-
mation completely subverted the teachings of the Roman Church. In the medieval 
understanding of libertas, the spiritual-temporal distinction had corresponded to that 
between clergy and laity. The priests ought to command the laymen as the soul 
ought to control the flesh, as Cardinal Humbert had written. While going through 
conversion, the souls of these men were regenerated and they became the spiritu-
ales—that is, the truly religious. The Reformation overturned this notion. Faith as 
the gradual process of conversion towards God was essential to the religion of all 
Christians. Therefore, they should also possess the liberty resulting from this process. 
Luther, Calvin, Melanchthon, and other Reformers all agreed on this point. Christian 
freedom became the rallying cry of the Protestant struggle against “the evil tyranny 
of the Papal Church.”

The Protestant teaching of Christian liberty claimed that faith makes us free 
from spiritual laws, for these have become redundant. Since God alone can bring 
about the faith that permits us to come to justification before Him, things human 
cannot possibly lead to salvation. No law or work ought to be considered necessary 
to salvation, since this would mean we set up our own human selves as idols, instead 
of having faith in God. In other words, the Christian faith releases our souls from 
the bondage of all human works and laws, for these are made unnecessary to man’s 
righteousness and salvation. This was the basic message of Luther’s The Freedom of 
a Christian:

From what has been said it is easy to see from what source faith derives such great 
power and why a good work or all good works together cannot equal it. No good 
work can rely upon the Word of God or live in the soul, for faith alone and the Word 
of God rule in the soul. Just as the heated iron glows like fire because of the union 
of fire with it, so the Word imparts its qualities to the soul. It is clear, then, that a 
Christian has all that he needs in faith and needs no works to justify him; and if he 
has no need of works, he has no need of the law; and if he has no need of the law, 
surely he is free from the law. It is true that “the law is not laid down for the just” 
[I Tim. 1: 9]. This is that Christian liberty, our faith, which does not induce us to 
live in idleness or wickedness but makes the law and works unnecessary for any 
man’s righteousness and salvation (Luther 1520a: 600-1).

“Yes,” Luther briskly concluded, “since faith alone suffices for salvation, I need noth-
ing except faith exercising the power and dominion of its own liberty. Lo, this is the 
inestimable power and liberty of Christians” (Ibid.: 607).

In his characteristically succinct and methodical manner, Luther’s companion 
Melanchthon explained the nature of Christian liberty in his Loci Communes Theologici 
(1521)—the first systematic exposition of Reformation theology:
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…Christianity is freedom, because those who do not have the Spirit of Christ 
cannot in any way perform the law; they are rather subject to the curse of the law. 
Those who have been renewed by the Spirit of Christ now conform voluntarily 
even without the law to what the law used to command. The law is the will of 
God; the Holy Spirit is nothing else than the living will of God and its being in 
action (agitatio). Therefore, when we have been regenerated by the Spirit of God, 
who is the living will of God, we now will spontaneously, that very thing which the 
law used to demand…Therefore, freedom does not consist in this, that we do not 
observe the law, but that we will and desire spontaneously and from the heart what 
the law demands (Melanchthon 1521: 123).

This makes the idea of Christian liberty even clearer: as sinful human beings, we 
necessarily fail to submit ourselves to the Will of God. Therefore, the Divine Will has 
to act in us as the Holy Spirit and bring about faith in our hearts. Thus, the Spirit gifts 
us “new birth” or conversion: our souls are regenerated and cannot but live up to the 
law. The Will of God now lives in us, so to speak. Melanchthon emphasised that this 
freedom of the Christian could be grasped only by spiritual men (Melanchthon 1521: 
126). In other words, one has to go through the experience of conversion and become 
truly spiritual before one can understand Christian liberty.

Freedom of the Spirit

Again and again, the Reformation theologians emphasised that the power and liberty 
of the Christian are of a spiritual nature. As followers of Christ, we are free in the 
spirit, but in this mortal life on earth we also have a body. This carnal body must be 
disciplined to subject it to the Spirit. The freedom of Christians does not go beyond 
the spiritual, and we should obey the laws of the temporal authorities as long as they 
do not infringe upon our faith. In this world, where they are bound by the needs of 
their bodily life, Luther said,

Christians should be subject to the governing authorities and be ready to do 
every good work, not that they shall in this way be justified, since they already are 
righteous through faith, but that in the liberty of the Spirit they shall by so doing 
serve others and the authorities themselves and obey their will freely and out of 
love” (Luther 1520a: 621).

The true Christian remains truly free from every human law, since through his faith 
he does everything out of pure liberty. In a chapter on Civil Government in the Insti-
tutes, Calvin made the same point: 

…[C]ertain men, when they hear that the gospel promises a freedom that 
acknowledges no king and no magistrate among men, but looks to Christ alone, 
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think that they cannot benefit by their freedom so long as they see any power set 
up over them. They therefore think that nothing will be safe unless the whole 
world is reshaped to a new form, where there are neither courts, nor laws, nor 
magistrates, nor anything which in their opinion restricts their freedom. But 
whoever knows how to distinguish between body and soul, between this present fleeting life 
and that future eternal life, will without difficulty know that Christ’s spiritual Kingdom 
and the civil jurisdiction are things completely distinct. Since, then, it is a Jewish vanity 
to seek and enclose Christ’s Kingdom within the elements of this world, let us 
rather ponder that what Scripture clearly teaches is a spiritual fruit, which we 
gather from Christ’s grace; and let us remember to keep within its own limits all 
that freedom which is promised and offered to us in him (Institutes, McNeill, Ed., 
vol. 2: 1486; italics mine).

The freedom of the Christian should be limited to the spiritual sphere. As Calvin 
said elsewhere in the Institutes (vol. 1: 840), “we must carefully note that Christian 
freedom is, in all its parts, a spiritual thing.” In the temporal sphere, we always had 
to obey the laws of human authorities. We need to distinguish sharply between body 
and soul, between the outer forum and the forum of conscience, between this pres-
ent fleeting life and that future eternal life, between civil jurisdiction and Christ’s 
spiritual Kingdom. Here on earth, the boundary between these two spheres would 
prove to be of crucial import.

As said before, the Protestant notion of spiritual liberty toppled the medieval 
Catholic understanding of the distinction between spiritual clergy and temporal laity. 
When all true Christians went through conversion, there could not be a superior class 
of priests, who constituted the spiritual estate because they had obtained libertas. As 
Luther put it in another famous tract, To the Christian Nobility of the German Nation 
(1520):

It is pure invention that pope, bishop, priests, and monks are called the spiritual 
estate while princes, lords, artisans, and farmers are called the temporal estate. 
This is indeed a piece of deceit and hypocrisy. Yet no one need be intimidated by 
it, and for this reason: all Christians are truly of the spiritual estate, and there is no 
difference among them except that of office. Paul says in I Corinthians 12 [: 12-13] 
that we are all one body, yet every member has its own work by which it serves 
the others. This is because we all have one baptism, one gospel, one faith, and are 
all Christians alike; for baptism, gospel, and faith alone make us a spiritual and a 
Christian people (Luther 1520b: 12).

All true Christians turn from the temporal to the spiritual and, therefore, all are 
priests. It follows from this, Luther continued, that there is no fundamental differ-
ence between laymen and priests, between religious and secular: “They are all of the 
spiritual estate, all are truly priests, bishops, and popes.” Naturally, the clergy does 
different work, but this does not entail a distinct spiritual status: “[W]e are all one 
body of Christ the Head, and all members one of another. Christ does not have two 
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different bodies, one temporal, the other spiritual. There is but one Head and one 
body” (Ibid.: 14-5).

Those who preach the gospel and perform the sacraments are not a separate and 
higher group embodying spiritual power. They are simply elected by a community 
of Christians to perform these tasks, because of their abilities. Some Christians have 
the task to serve others and teach them the faith of Christ, but these do not make up 
a distinct priesthood, Luther wrote in The Freedom of a Christian: “Although we are all 
equally priests, we cannot all publicly minister and teach” (1520a: 608). Some are the 
stewards of the mysteries of God. But in the Roman Church, he added, this steward-
ship has been developed into an idolatrous tyranny, as though laymen were not also 
Christians. Thus, the liberty of the Christians has been replaced with a bondage of 
human works and laws:

That stewardship, however, has now been developed into so great a display of 
power and so terrible a tyranny that no heathen empire or other earthly power 
can be compared with it, just as if laymen were not also Christians. Through this 
perversion the knowledge of Christian grace, faith, liberty, and of Christ himself 
has altogether perished, and its place has been taken by an unbearable bondage 
of human works and laws until we have become, as the Lamentations of Jeremiah 
[1] say, servants of the vilest men on earth who abuse our misfortune to serve only 
their base and shameless will (Luther 1520a: 608).

In other words, Luther claimed that the distinction between clergy and laity, between 
shepherds and flock, between a priestly hierarchy and a mass of obedient believers 
was a human fabrication that had been added to God’s revelation.

The Idolatry of Law

The theology of Christian liberty would have an enormous impact upon the devel-
opment of Western political thought in centuries to come. Its conceptual structure 
divided the world into two distinct spheres, viz. the temporal and the spiritual. All 
human beings were said to live in these two spheres simultaneously. In the tem-
poral, they were carnal bodies striving for the protection and satisfaction of their 
bodily self-interest. In the spiritual, on the contrary, they were spiritual souls striving 
for righteousness and salvation. This division gave rise to a complex political theory, 
which viewed the relations between governors and subjects in terms of the rapport 
between the spiritual and temporal kingdoms. The result was the political theology 
of the two kingdoms.

The Protestant notion of Christian liberty implied that all human laws which 
are imposed on the Christian in the spiritual sphere went against true religion. To 
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become Christians, all human beings should go through the process of subjection to 
God’s Will, in which the Holy Spirit brings about faith in their souls. To think that 
one can serve God by following the laws prescribed by the priestly hierarchy now 
became the worst kind of idolatry. Human laws and works could but be a bondage 
on true faith, the work of the Holy Spirit in our souls. When it comes to our souls and 
consciences, God is the sole lawgiver. Thus, to prescribe human laws—Menschensat-
zungen—as though necessary to salvation is what false religion was all about. 

From this viewpoint, the Reformers began to denounce the traditions and the 
canon law of the Catholics as idolatry. Zwingli liked to refer to canon law as “canon 
twaddle” (cited in Ozment 1991: 58). An entire chapter of Calvin’s Institutes carried 
the title The power of making laws in which the pope, with his supporters, has exercised 
upon souls the most savage tyranny and butchery. These spiritual laws, Calvin asserted, 
invaded the Kingdom of Christ and oppressed Christian liberty:

They say the laws they make are “spiritual”, pertaining to the soul, and declare 
them necessary for eternal life. But thus the Kingdom of Christ…is invaded, thus 
the freedom given by him to the conscience of the believers is utterly oppressed 
and cast down…I assert the one point that necessity ought not to be imposed 
upon consciences in those matters from which they have been freed by Christ; 
and unless freed, as we have previously taught, they cannot rest with God. They 
should acknowledge one King; their deliverer Christ, and should be governed by 
one law of freedom, the holy Word of the gospel, if they would retain the grace 
which they once obtained in Christ. They must be held in no bondage, and bound 
by no bonds (Institutes, McNeill, Ed., vol. 2: 1180).

The main problem, Calvin continued, was that these human laws were prescribed as 
spiritual laws, which bind souls inwardly before God, “as if enjoining things neces-
sary to salvation” (Ibid.: 1181). When it comes to our souls and consciences, however, 
God is the one and only lawgiver. If these laws are passed to lay scruples upon us, “as 
if the observance of these laws were necessary of itself, we say that something un-
lawful is laid upon conscience. For our consciences do not have to do with men but 
with God alone. This is the purpose of that common distinction between the earthly 
forum and the forum of conscience” (Ibid.: 1183). God is the sole ruler of souls, with 
whom alone is the power to save and to destroy our spiritual lives. The whole case, 
Calvin concluded, rests upon this: “[I]f God is the sole lawgiver, men are not permit-
ted to usurp this honor” (Ibid.: 1185-6).

In the account of Christian freedom from spiritual laws, a notion surfaced which 
would soon become the mainstay of the pleas for toleration in early modern Europe, 
viz. liberty of conscience. The disastrous effect of Menschensatzungen was their snatch-
ing away the basic freedom of the conscience. In the Loci Communes Theologici (1521), 
Melanchthon equated Christian liberty to freedom of conscience and asserted that 
the conscience should not be bound by anything that goes beyond Scripture:
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How do traditions of men bind consciences? Do they sin who violate the decrees 
of men? I answer that the papal laws must be endured as we endure any injustice 
or tyranny, in accordance with Matt. 5: 41: “If anyone forces you to go one mile, go 
with him two miles.” They are to be endured, however, only insofar as conscience 
is not endangered by them. Acts 5: 29 says: “We must obey God rather than men.” 
When traditions hinder faith, and when they are an occasion for sin, they must 
be violated. He who violates them without offending his spiritual judgment 
does not sin…[Y]ou have unequivocal passages of Scripture which teach that 
consciences are not to be bound by human traditions. I Cor. 3: 21 f.: “All things 
are yours, whether Paul or Apollos or Cephas”; that is, neither Paul nor Cephas 
has the authority to bind your consciences. It says clearly in the same letter (ch. 
7: 23): “You were bought with a price; do not become slaves of men.” But those 
whose freedom of conscience has been snatched away by traditions become slaves 
of men. For as Christian freedom is freedom of conscience, so Christian slavery is 
the enslavement of conscience (Melanchthon 1521: 67-8).

Hence, Christian freedom of conscience could easily become the grounds from 
which to challenge the authorities—both ecclesiastic and civil—in spite of the many 
qualifications of the magisterial reformers. When human laws infringed upon faith 
and conscience, they could be resisted legitimately. Liberty of conscience did not go 
beyond the boundary of the spiritual, so the Reformers stressed. But who was to decide 
on the exact location of this boundary? Any violation entailed the human laws in question 
could no longer be regarded as lawful temporal means to discipline the sinful body in 
its life here on earth. They had now entered the spiritual kingdom, where the Lord 
alone ruled. Not surprisingly, the location of the border between these two spheres 
was to become a principal issue in the debates among various groups of Protestants 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The Theory of the Two Kingdoms

According to the Protestant theology of Christian liberty, it was mere insanity to think 
that the priests are the superior spiritual estate as opposed to the inferior temporal 
estate of laymen. On the contrary, all men lived in the spiritual and the temporal 
sphere at the same time. Entering the domain of political theory, Luther described 
these spheres as two kingdoms, viz. “the temporal, which governs with the sword and 
is visible; and the spiritual, which governs solely with grace and with the forgiveness 
of sins.” The spiritual kingdom in which Christ rules in the hearts of men, Luther 
(1525b: 138) asserted, we cannot see, “because it consists only in faith and will con-
tinue until the last day.”

In the Institutes, Calvin would make the same distinction between the two king-
doms. In a chapter on Christian Freedom, he wrote the following:
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…[T]here is a twofold government in man: one aspect is spiritual, whereby the 
conscience is instructed in piety and in reverencing God; the second is political, 
whereby man is educated for the duties of humanity and citizenship that must be 
maintained among men. These are usually called the “spiritual” and “temporal” 
jurisdiction (not improper terms) by which is meant that the former sort of 
government pertains to the life of the soul, while the latter has to do with the 
concerns of the present life—not only with food and clothing but with laying 
down laws whereby a man may live his life among other men holily, honorably, and 
temperately. For the former resides in the inner mind, while the latter regulates 
only outward behavior. The one we may call the spiritual kingdom, the other, the 
political kingdom (Institutes, McNeill, Ed., vol. 1: 847).

Like Luther, Calvin conceived of these two kingdoms as two worlds or spheres, 
where men are living at the same time. They are two worlds in man. “There are 
in man,” he said, “so to speak, two worlds, over which different kings and different 
laws have authority.” These two, he added, “must always be examined separately; 
and while one is being considered, we must call away and turn aside the mind from 
thinking about the other” (Ibid.). Calvin would invoke this basic doctrine of the two 
kingdoms in many other works (see Vandrunen 2004).

In Luther’s case, some confusion appeared to arise when he explained the rela-
tionship between the two kingdoms. He said that this temporal world is the kingdom 
of Satan, from which we can be snatched away only by the Holy Spirit. The other 
spiritual world, to which God’s grace brings us, is the Kingdom of Christ. In The Bond-
age of the Will (1525), he wrote:

For Christians know there are two kingdoms in the world, which are bitterly 
opposed to each other. In one of them Satan reigns, who is therefore called by 
Christ “the ruler of this world” [John 12: 3] and by Paul “the god of this world” 
[II Cor. 4: 4]. He holds captive to his will all who are not snatched away from him 
by the Spirit of Christ, as the same Paul testifies, nor does he allow them to be 
snatched away by any powers other than the Spirit of God, as Christ testifies in 
the parable of the strong man guarding his palace in peace [Luke 11: 21]. In the 
other Kingdom, Christ reigns, and his Kingdom ceaselessly resists and makes war 
on the kingdom of Satan. Into this Kingdom we are transferred not by our own 
power but by the grace of God, by which we are set free from the present evil age 
and delivered from the dominion of darkness (Luther 1525a: 218).

The children of Adam and all mankind are divided into two classes corresponding to 
these kingdoms. On the one hand, there are those belonging to the kingdom of God, 
viz. “all the true believers, who are in Christ and under Christ, for Christ is King and 
Lord in the kingdom of God” (Luther 1523: 662). On the other hand, there are those 
who belong to the kingdom of the world. This is the majority of humankind. In this 
present life on earth, the masses are and will always be un-Christian and wicked. 
Now, the confusion is the following: (1) Luther claimed that all human beings live 
in the spiritual and the temporal kingdom at the same time; and (2) he also asserted 
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that only the true Christians belong to the spiritual kingdom, while the un-Christian 
masses make up the temporal kingdom. As he made the two claims simultaneously, a 
paradox appears to arise in Luther’s theology.

The paradox is easily resolved. As Luther said, the true Christians belong to the 
spiritual kingdom, since they have been fully turned from the carnal to the spiritual. 
They have completed the process of conversio. But here on earth, we fallible human 
beings cannot possibly see who is a saint and who is not. In other words, the spiritual 
kingdom is invisible. This kingdom in which Christ rules in the hearts of men, Lu-
ther asserts, we cannot see, “because it consists only in faith and will continue until 
the last day.” Therefore, on earth, we have to accept that all human beings live in the 
two kingdoms at the same time. In other words, the souls of all human beings can go 
through the process of conversion, while their flesh remains as sinful as ever. We have 
to treat all men as potential saints. We should never try to prevent the Spirit from 
turning their hearts towards God. 

Thus, the meaning of “the spiritual kingdom” and “the temporal kingdom” is 
twofold. On the one hand, the terms refer to the communion of the saints as opposed 
to the corruption of the sinners. This distinction shows how the church ought to be. 
But, as was the case with Augustine’s two cities, the distinction between the two 
kingdoms cannot be made by us worldly human beings here on earth. God alone 
can make it. As a consequence, on the other hand, the two terms refer to two worlds 
within each human being. The spiritual kingdom is the spirit, which can be made 
saintly by the Holy Spirit. The temporal kingdom is the flesh, which is always bound 
to the evil sin of Satan.

In The Freedom of a Christian, Luther’s entire account of Christian liberty was 
structured in terms of the latter belief that the human being has a twofold nature, 
spiritual and bodily. As he said, the opposition between these two spheres of the hu-
man nature is commonly referred to as that between the soul and the flesh, or that 
between the inner and the outer man (Luther 1520a: 596). When he explained the 
process a Christian goes through while developing his faith, it was obvious to him 
that the soul alone is truly affected by this growth of faith. The flesh is intrinsically 
corrupt. In it, the inner man meets a contrary will “which strives to serve the world 
and seeks its own advantage,” and this will must be held in check and conformed to 
faith (Luther 1520a: 611). Of course, the true Christian would succeed in disciplin-
ing his own flesh, but true Christians are few and far between. Therefore, the bodily 
nature of man is subject to the coercive laws of human authority. In other words, the 
theology of Christian liberty makes the basic claim that all human beings live in two 
spheres at the same time: on the one hand, they ought always to be left free in the 
spiritual sphere in order to let the Spirit instill true faith in their souls; on the other 
hand, they ought always to be subject to coercive laws in the temporal sphere in or-
der to let the human authorities discipline their sinful bodies.
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The Politics of the Two Kingdoms

This theological foundation brought Luther to a fully-fledged political theology in 
his On Temporal Authority (1523). Its starting point was the division of the human life 
into the two kingdoms. Like all kingdoms and governments, he says, both kingdoms 
need their own laws: 

It is to be noted first that the two classes of Adam’s children—the one in God’s 
kingdom under Christ and the other in the kingdom of the world under the 
governing authority, as was said above—have two kinds of law. For every kingdom 
must have its own laws and statutes; without law no kingdom or government can 
survive, as everyday experience amply shows (Luther 1523: 679). 

From the freedom of the Christian it follows that human laws can never rule over 
the soul. Thus, the laws of the temporal authority extend only to external affairs on 
earth:

The temporal government has laws which extend no further than to life and 
property and external affairs on earth, for God cannot and will not permit anyone 
but himself to rule over the soul. Therefore, where the temporal authority 
presumes to prescribe laws for the soul, it encroaches upon God’s government 
and only misleads souls and destroys them. We want to make this so clear that 
everyone will grasp it, and that our fine gentlemen, the princes and bishops, will 
see what fools they are when they seek to coerce the people with their laws and 
commandments into believing this or that (Ibid.).

“A human ordinance,” Luther continued, “cannot possibly extend its authority into 
heaven and over souls; it is limited to the earth, to external dealings men have with 
one another, where they can see, know, judge, evaluate, punish and acquit” (Ibid.: 
685). Thus, Christian theology posited an inextricable link between certain aspects 
of human society and the carnal body, as opposed to the spiritual soul. Material prop-
erty, business transactions, occupational relations and the like were located in the 
temporal kingdom. Therefore, they where regulated by the laws of the civil authori-
ties, which ought always to be obeyed.

Another theological justification for the liberty of the soul from human judg-
ment was the Protestant belief that all men are equally fallible and sinful. There 
are no priests to guide the believers to salvation. As fallible men, we cannot possibly 
show the way to heaven and therefore God alone should rule in the spiritual sphere. 
It is foolish to try and compel anyone to believe this or that, as God alone can know, 
judge, condemn and change the souls of men: 

No one shall or can command the soul unless he is able to show it the way to heaven; 
but this no man can do, only God alone. Therefore, in matters which concern the 
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salvation of souls nothing but God’s word shall be taught and accepted…I think 
it is clear enough here that the soul is taken out of all human hands and is placed 
under the authority of God alone…What would I think of a judge who should 
blindly decide cases which he neither hears nor sees? Tell me then: How can a 
mere man see, know, judge, condemn and change hearts? That is reserved for God 
alone…[T]he thoughts and inclinations of the soul can be known to no one but 
God. Therefore, it is futile and impossible to command or compel anyone by force 
to believe this or that. The matter must be approached in a different way. Force 
will not accomplish it (Luther 1523: 680-1).

In other words, religious belief is a matter for the conscience of each individual. Faith 
is a work of God in the spirit, which cannot be compelled by outward authority:

How he believes or disbelieves is a matter for the conscience of each individual, 
and since this takes nothing away from the temporal authority the latter should 
be content to attend to its own affairs and let men believe this or that as they are 
able and willing, and constrain no one by force. For faith is a free act, to which no 
one can be forced. Indeed, it is a work of God in the spirit, not something which 
outward authority should compel or create (Luther 1523: 682).

Therefore, heresy cannot be fought with the sword. The Word of God is our only 
weapon in the spiritual sphere: “If it does not succeed, certainly the temporal power 
will not succeed either, even if it were to drench the world in blood. Heresy is a spiri-
tual matter which you cannot hack to pieces with iron, consume with fire, or drown in 
water. God’s word alone avails here…” (Luther 1523: 688). In the temporal kingdom, 
on the contrary, the rule of human law should not be questioned. The sinful flesh has 
to be constrained by strict laws and severe punishment. If not, chaos will defeat order. 
People will pursue their self-interest without being concerned about their fellow hu-
man beings in any way. They will kill, rob and rape. In this earthly sphere, then, force 
is the legitimate instrument. The temporal authorities have received the sword from 
God. They should use it to prevent sin and the devil from corrupting and eventually 
destroying human life on earth.

The Practice of Two Kingdom Politics

The political theology of the two kingdoms would soon be adopted by Luther’s com-
panions and disciples. It became the conceptual framework within which the Protes-
tants addressed the political issues confronting them. One of the main issues in the 
early sixteenth century was the rise of the Anabaptists. A striking example is to be 
found in a debate that took place in the free imperial city of Nürnberg. During the 
second half of the 1520s, the major part of the city’s population—including clerics, 
laymen, and the city council—had become proponents of the Reformation. When the 
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city council began to impose a new orthodoxy and church order on the citizens, how-
ever, one of them, Georg Frölich, objected in the name of religious freedom—which 
had been denied by the city council to the Anabaptist community. In the year 1530, 
this gave rise to a brief controversy on the question “whether secular government has 
the right to wield the sword in matters of faith” (see Estes (ed.) 1994 & 2001).

Frölich opened his plea by noting that there is no end to executions and banish-
ments for reasons of faith: “Lutheran governments will not tolerate Anabaptists or 
Sacramentarians. Zwinglian governments also refuse to tolerate Anabaptists. Then 
come the papists, who burn, hang, or banish evangelicals, Lutherans, Zwinglians, 
Anabaptists and everyone who is not of their faith” (Frölich 1530: 41). It was obvious 
to him that the papists were inspired to persecution by their “worthless” canon law. 
The Reformation, on the contrary, had shown that the New Testament made Chris-
tians free from spiritual laws. “The New Testament,” he pointed out, “speaks of two 
kingdoms on earth”:

The spiritual kingdom is the kingdom of Christ in which Christ is king. Similarly, 
the secular realm also has its king, namely the emperor and other authorities. Just 
as each kingdom has its own distinct king, so each has its own distinct sceptre, goal, 
and end. The sceptre of the spiritual realm is the word of God; the goal and end 
to which this sceptre should attract and move us is that men turn to God and after 
this life be saved. The sceptre of the secular realm, on the other hand, is the sword; 
the goal and end toward which it should drive and force men is that external peace 
be maintained (Ibid.: 42-3). 

This proper distinction, the Nürnberg denizen continued, shows that the secular 
government ought not to be appealed to in order to force a person to accept a par-
ticular faith. On the contrary, Christ forbids it in the Parable of the Tares, where He 
reveals that he does not wish the sword of the secular government to be used to root 
anything out of his kingdom, but wishes rather to do combat solely by His Word until 
the end of time. The sum and substance of the matter was the following:

…[A] government that wishes to discharge its office and not claim more than 
has been entrusted to it should and must leave it entirely to Christ the king to 
determine and judge, by means of the sceptre of his divine word, whether any 
teaching about faith, how man may come to God and be saved, be true or false. Just 
as one clearly sees that in his kingdom Christ does both things, namely, teaches 
the true faith and condemns the false, pours the holy spirit into the heart and 
drives the devil out, doing both through his sceptre, the word, and calls no secular 
authority to assist. Hence it is not proper for secular authority to do this. Rather it 
should use its sceptre or sword in the secular realm against external misdeeds, so 
that no one may be harmed in his body or goods. In such matters the secular sword 
is effective and God has established it for that reason. But the sword is of no use 
in forcing people to adhere to this or that faith. In the final analysis, whether you 
hang or drown them, the choice must still be left to those who do not want to go to 
heaven to go down to hell to the devil or his mother instead (Ibid.: 44-5).
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At a time when the threat of tumult was invoked as a reason for transgressing upon 
Christ’s kingdom, Frölich insisted the secular powers should respect the boundaries 
of the two realms of life. He concluded that both fighting for and against true faith 
with the sword constituted interference in Christ’s kingdom and rebellion against it.

Thus we see how the distinction between the secular and the spiritual began to 
determine the actual political debates on toleration in this period. Strikingly, Frölich’s 
opponents in Nürnberg and elsewhere never questioned the notion itself of the two 
kingdoms. As one of them wrote, they all agreed that “no human ordinance can pos-
sibly extend as far as heaven, over God, angels, souls, consciences, or anything on 
earth that no one can either see or hear, but solely to earth over the external dealings 
of men with one another which men can see, know, judge, condemn, or absolve” (in 
Estes, (Ed.) 1994: 94). The participants in the debate did disagree, however, as to the 
nature of the separation between the spiritual and the temporal kingdom.

Johannes Brenz, for instance, argued it was indeed true that secular government 
should not punish faith, since it was located in the hearts and consciences of men. 
But, he continued, one has to make a distinction “between true or false faith on the 
one hand and the works and deeds of true or false faith on the other” (Brenz 1530: 
55). Public behaviour based on true or false faith clearly belonged to the tempo-
ral realm and its external matters. Therefore, the secular magistrate could certainly 
wield the sword to curb false and damaging doctrine and worship among his subjects, 
whenever these entailed public crimes. One of the Nürnberg clerics agreed: “The 
kingdom of God is in the heart, as Christ says, and there no government can rule; but 
teaching, preaching, the use of ceremonies, etc. are all external, and God’s kingdom 
does not depend on them, even though they hinder or promote it” (in Estes, (Ed.) 
1994: 83). These things should be ruled by the government.

The disagreement, then, among the different parties in the Nürnberg controver-
sy of 1530 concerned the location of the boundary between the spiritual and the tempo-
ral. From one perspective, the spiritual sphere of freedom encompassed all matters 
related to faith. Therefore, the Anabaptists should be left free by the secular authori-
ties to believe and worship as they please. From the other perspective, all external 
manifestations of faith belonged to the temporal sphere and were to be disciplined 
by means of secular law. This entailed punishment of the Anabaptist community if it 
bore witness to its faith out in the open.

The same kind of confrontation with seditious Anabaptists, it is often suggested, 
had Luther change his views about the two kingdoms drastically towards the end of 
his life. He now backed the Staatskirchentum, this account claims, which would soon 
become the hallmark of the Evangelical estates. In a recent analysis of Luther’s Lec-
tures on Genesis (1535-1545), however, David Whitford cogently argues there was no 
such radical change in the Reformer’s political thought. In his exegetical writings on 
Psalm 82, this might appear to be the case at first sight. Luther now claimed that the 
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prince should support and defend God’s word through punishing sedition, rebuking 
blasphemy, and ensuring that preachers have proper authority to preach. But this did 
not mean that the jurisdiction of the prince included heresy and disbelief. Luther’s 
claims were directed at difficulties caused by the Anabaptists in this period. Because 
the latter challenged the authority of the civil magistrate, he said, they were not 

“heretics only, but rebels, who are attacking the rulers and their government, just as a 
thief attacks another’s goods, a murderer another’s body, an adulterer another’s wife; 
and this is not to be tolerated” (cited in Whitford 2004: 56). Luther and the other 
Reformers gave blasphemy a distinct status as a sin to be punished by the temporal 
authorities, even though it was part of the first table. Thus, the temporal punishment 
of blasphemers did not constitute a violation of the two kingdoms theory. 

As Whitford shows, the later Lectures on Genesis merely confirm that Luther had 
not altered his view of the separation of the two kingdoms in any significant way. In 
fact, Genesis inspired him to state the distinction very clearly:

In the Word,…there is a most powerful kingdom against death, sin, the devil, and 
all their tyranny, with power to save, to set free, and to defend for eternal salvation. 
About these things the rabbis know nothing. Nor do the papists or the Turks. But it 
is our duty to inculcate these matters diligently and to heed this striking difference 
between the kingdom of Christ and that of others…Christ says: “Go into all the 
world and preach the Gospel to the whole creation” (Mark 16:15). For that Word 
is most powerful. It is able to save from the hands of death and the devil as well 
as from the power of hell, and to translate into the kingdom of God. To this king, 
then, the nations shall listen; that is, they will be ruled by the Word. The work will 
be done through preaching. This will be the mark distinguishing the kingdom of 
Christ from the empires of the world, which are ruled by the sword and physical 
might (cited in Whitford 2004: 60-1).

The spiritual kingdom, Luther concluded, as he had before, will be ruled not with 
the sword, not with fire, not with violence, but with the doctrine of faith. This text 
was composed at a time when the Reformation was threatened severely by the might 
of the Emperor Charles V. Therefore, it was as important to him as ever to assert that 
faith and conscience could never be coerced. Were this principle violated, the two 
kingdoms would be mixed up and law would corrupt gospel. Law may be the means 
to discipline the sinful on earth, but the heavenly soul ought never to be compelled 
to obedience by force.
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3.5. Conclusion

The conclusion reached by Luther, Calvin and other Protestant thinkers regarding 
the separation of the two kingdoms had a long theological history preceding it. The 
main point of the story told in this chapter has been to show how Christianity di-
vided the world into two separate realms. Its entire conception of the human life 
as a process of conversion to God was structured by the division between soul and 
body, spirit and flesh. Moreover, the Christian understanding extended this to a parti-
tion of human society into the spiritual and the temporal. As souls, Christians lived 
in the spiritual kingdom. As bodies, they lived in the temporal kingdom of earth. 
When monastic Christianity developed conversio as the Christian way of life, it was 
conceptualised in terms of a turning from the carnal to the spiritual. The process 
gave spiritual liberty to the clergy of the Roman-Catholic Church. This liberty, in its 
turn, imparted them with spiritual authority and a higher position in the medieval 
hierarchy. Thus, in the Papal Reform of the twelfth century, the process of conversio 
became the foundation to distinguish between the spiritual estate of clerics and the 
temporal estate of laymen.

All this changed dramatically when the Reformation unleashed its revolutionary 
forces on the European continent. Each and every Christian was to go through the 
process of conversion, Luther, Calvin and the other Reformers insisted. All believers 
were priests. Therefore, all possessed the precious treasure of Christian liberty. This 
move transformed the distinction between the two spheres in a way that would affect 
western political thought for many centuries to come. The spiritual kingdom became 
the sphere of liberty or freedom. Since each individual was to submit its will directly 
to God’s Will, the Protestants asserted, the laws of the Roman Church were nothing 
but an evil tyranny. True religion demanded freedom of the soul from the idolatry 
of human works and laws. The body, in contrast, was to remain subject to human 
authority and its coercive laws. As a consequence, the temporal kingdom turned into 
the realm of law and coercion.

The political theology of the two kingdoms became the framework within 
which the early modern western thought about politics and society would develop. 
In these early modern days, it was still very clear that the opposition of the secular 
(or temporal) world and the religious (or spiritual) world was an internal Christian 
distinction. While this has become something of a contradiction in terms in our days, 
Georg Frölich (1530: 53) did not perceive any problem in speaking of “a Christian 
secular government.” Throughout the next few centuries, the theological framework 
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of Christian liberty would fix the conceptual limitations of the ideas and theories 
developed by a variety of political thinkers in order to solve the problem of religious 
diversity in society. How it did so and how this evolution gave shape to the modern 
notion of toleration are the issues to be addressed in the following chapters.
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Chapter IV

Doctrine, Discipline
and the Divine Order

In the year 1553, the Spanish physician Michael Servetus was burned at the stake 
in the city of Geneva. Though Calvin had requested a less cruel death by decapita-
tion, the city council had insisted upon the pain and terror of being burned alive. 
While perishing in the flames, legend tells, Servetus cried out “O Jesus, Son of the 
Eternal God, have pity on me!” A witness to the execution would later remark that 
he might have been saved, had he instead called upon “Jesus, the Eternal Son.” The 
charges behind the execution, of course, were heresy and blasphemy. In his writings, 
Servetus had denied such doctrines as the trinity and original sin. Moreover, he had 
opposed infant baptism. The severity of these charges inspired the French Inquisi-
tion to execute the heretic in effigy a few months after the Geneva trial. As Servetus 
had fled from Roman-Catholic persecution for many years, his execution by Prot-
estant authorities gave rise to great controversy. To many the event symbolised the 
utter betrayal of Christian liberty by the magisterial Reformation.

The theology of Christian liberty does indeed bring in its wake a vital problem 
in making sense of the Protestant Reformation. Its basic claim was that believers 
ought to be free from clerical intrusion in matters of faith. Nonetheless, shifting from 
dissent to establishment, Luther, Calvin and their progeny began to erect visible 
institutional churches, which prescribed to their members as to what to believe and 
how to worship God. Though the teachings of the early Reformation had abolished 
the distinction between the clerical shepherds and the lay flock, structures of eccle-
siastical authority appeared ubiquitously in the Protestant world. After a period of 
relative fluidity among the different denominations, the second half of the sixteenth 
century witnessed the formation of the confessional churches with fixed doctrinal 
orthodoxies, firm theological boundaries and strict ecclesiastic disciplines. Historians 
of today refer to this process in the early modern European societies as “Konfessions-
bildung” or “confessionalisation” (see Brady 2004; Schilling 2004).

This gives the child a name, but fails to account for its birth. Unto this day, one 
of the crucial questions remains unanswered: Why did Protestants—part of whose 
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theology revolved around the claim that religion ought to be free from human 
laws—end up creating institutional churches, which prescribed an orthodoxy and 
a discipline far stricter than those of the medieval Church? How to account for this 
paradox of Protestantism? Our inquiry will look into the causes and forces behind the 
confessionalisation of the early modern societies of Protestant Europe. Two different 
aspects of the dynamic will be examined: the fixation of doctrine (section 4.1.) and 
the imposition of church discipline (section 4.2.).

Next, this chapter will briefly examine the antithetical process in early modern 
societies of “anticonfessionalisation” (section 4.3). In different regions of Europe, a 
counter-movement arose to the forces of confessionalism. It called upon the Refor-
mation theology of Christian liberty in its fight against the doctrinal and disciplinary 

“tyranny” of the confessional churches. The embryonic buds of the modern idea of 
toleration, the argument will suggest, emerged within this anticonfessional frame-
work. Christian doctrine did not only make up the framework which sustained the at-
tempts of the confessionalists to transform European societies; it also determined the 
conceptual limits of resistance against these forces of confessionalism. The writings 
of the anticonfessional Protestants such as Sebastian Castellio have been identified 
as the earliest pleas for the modern idea of toleration. This indicates that the roots of 
this modern idea are to be located in the particular dynamics of the Christian religion, 
rather than in the universal rationality of the human mind.

4.1. Doctrine, Truth and the Creation of Confessions

The early sixteenth century had been a religiously confusing period. As yet, no clarity 
appeared to exist on the exact points of divergence between the traditional dogma 
of the Roman-Catholic Church and the Reformation’s revolutionary teachings. In 
many regions of Germany, the Catholic priesthood accepted clerical concubinage 
and dispensed communion in both kinds. In some places, one could hear Roman-
Catholic churchgoers sing hymns including a verse suggesting that “salvation comes 
to us from Grace and Goodness, works do not help anymore” (Po-Chia Hsia 1989: 
40-1). In other places, the laity “complained loud and long about clerical greed, cleri-
cal laziness, clerical immorality, clerical ignorance, clerical contempt for the laity, and 
the problems caused by absentee or incompetent pastors,” but this did not always 
entail a general denial of the authority of the priests (Abray 1985: 25). Some cities 
harboured churches that were literally “timeshared” by Catholics and Protestants to 
perform their respective religious services (Whaley 1985).

The Protestant religion itself caused more turmoil with its tendency to produce 
endless variety. Soon after Luther’s first vocal protest, various radical movements 
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came into being, which claimed to be the only true rescuers of Christendom from 
degeneration and idolatry. Within the magisterial Reformation, on the other hand, 
significant differences of opinion emerged among the German and Swiss branches 
and even within the Lutheran estates. Disputes about intricate topics such as “trans-
substantiation” or “synergism” sew seeds of confusion among the believers. By the 
late sixteenth century, the category “Protestantism” could cover such various groups 
as the Gnesio-Lutherans, Philippists, Calvinists, Anabaptists, Spiritualists, Socinians, 
Arminians, Mennonites, etc.

This picture of confusion and fluidity would soon dissolve. The religious land-
scape of early modern Europe changed dramatically in the late sixteenth century:

In contrast to the variety and spontaneity of religious impulses that characterized 
the early sixteenth century, the new period witnessed a tendency towards con-
solidation and control—control of church members by élites, but also individual 
self-control. Catholics, Lutherans, and Reformed Protestants experienced the 
change similarly: in all three confessions, definitions of orthodoxy grew narrower, 
ecclesiastic institutions stronger, clerics mightier, religious practices more uniform, 
and codes of personal conduct more demanding…Indeed, only in this period did 
the three become distinct confessions. That is, only then did boundaries form 
that definitively and permanently divided the religious groups from one another 
(Kaplan 1995: 5-6).

The process of Konfessionsbildung involved the formation of rigorous confessional 
churches in the Protestant world. Both in Lutheran and in Calvinist areas, clerical 
authorities came into being, who prescribed articles of faith and rules of conduct to 
the laity. The believers had to subscribe to confessions and memorise catechisms 
containing clear-cut explanations of doctrine. Laws of ecclesiastic discipline were im-
posed upon them, which were to be violated only on pain of severe castigation—and, 
in the last resort, excommunication from the Body of Christ. A very similar evolution 
also occurred in the Roman-Catholic world of the Counterreformation, but this is of 
less importance for our current concerns (see Bossy 1985; Po-Chia Hsia 1989; Rein-
hard 1983; Zeeden 1985).

In the Lutheran tradition, confessionalism often took the form of a Staatskirchen-
tum: the religious and secular authorities were unified in the state. This did not mean 
the Lutheran clergy had no power. Actually, the religious authority of the clergy often 
became stronger, for part of its strength derived from state backing. Luther’s friend 
and fellow Reformer Philip Melanchthon was one of the first to champion the role of 
the godly magistrates in matters of religion. He argued 

that the Christian magistrate is, as custodian of both tables of the Law and as fore-
most member of the church, the incumbent of an office established for the sake of 
the church and thus burdened with responsibility for the establishment and the 
maintenance of true religion (Estes 1998: 463-4).
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It was not that the magistrates could prescribe doctrines, which were to be endorsed 
by the true Christian. As Scripture alone was the rule of faith, neither civil nor eccle-
siastical magistrates ought to impose spiritual laws on the believers. Melanchthon 
(1521: 148-9) had stated this explicitly in the first edition of his Loci Communes, when 
he said that “whatever the bishops command that goes beyond Scripture is tyranny.” 
Nevertheless, the rejection of Roman-Catholic ecclesiastical authority seemed to 
shift the duty of preserving the religious order to the temporal authorities. In later 
editions of the Loci Communes and in his work De Ecclesiae Autoritate (1539), the same 
Melanchthon unambiguously demanded “political men” to fulfil their duty of reject-
ing impious teachings and protecting the church: 

They should consider posterity, to whom they desire to leave the established re-
public, but much more importantly they ought to hand down the true knowledge 
of God, incorrupt religion, the pure gospel, and rightly organized churches, just as 
Paul orders Timothy to guard the deposit faithfully, so that it may endure, pure 
and uncontaminated, to posterity (cited in Keen 1996: 9-10).

The Staatskirchentum would dominate Lutheran Germany for many decades to come. 
At the end of the seventeenth century, the Lutheran jurist Veit Ludwig von Seckend-
orff composed his influential work Der Christen Stat (1685). In a classical statement, he 
wrote that the “authorities (Obrigkeit) should be more than the executors of spiritual 
power, but must also take upon themselves the furtherance of Christian teachings 
and the creation of good church laws. The authorities have the might to reform the 
inadequacies of the Church and the clerical estate” (cited in Po-Chia Hsia 1989: 22). 
Indeed, this was a far stretch away from Luther’s theology of the early sixteenth cen-
tury, which had strictly limited human authority and its laws to the temporal sphere.

In the Calvinist world, the structures of spiritual authority took the form of con-
sistories, which imposed a comprehensive confession of faith and a rigorous discipline 
upon the believers. Church discipline was conceived of very broadly. It included a 
variety of issues from doctrinal deviancy to the sexual conduct of church members. 
Calvin’s Geneva constituted the prototype of a community transformed into a pure 
Reformed church. The outlines of the perfect church were explained by Calvin in 
his Institutes of the Christian Religion. He left no doubt about the divine origin of cleri-
cal authority:

…[I]n order that the preaching of the gospel might flourish, [God] deposited his 
treasure in the church. He instituted “pastors and teachers” [Eph. 4:11] through 
whose lips he might teach his own; he furnished them with authority; finally, 
he omitted nothing that might make for holy agreement of faith and for right 
order…God, therefore, in his wonderful providence accommodating himself to 
our capacity, has prescribed a way for us, though still far off, to draw near to him 
(Institutes, McNeill Edition, vol. 1: 1011-2).
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Naturally, Calvin admitted, it is by faith in the gospel that Christ becomes ours, but—
given our ignorance and sloth—we need outward help “to beget and increase faith 
within us, and advance to its goal” (Ibid.). Therefore, to help us fight our weakness, 
God has provided external means by which He invites us into the society of Christ 
and holds us therein.

In other words, the confessional church was seen as the means to realise and pre-
serve the divine order in a Christian society. On the one hand, this order entailed the 
control of behaviour through church discipline, which will be examined in the fol-
lowing section (see 3.2.). On the other, it also included the control of belief through 
the creation of catechisms and confessions of faith. In the present section, we will 
look into the latter aspect of the confessionalisation of early modern societies falling 
under the scope of the Reformation. This aspect of the dynamic raises the following 
formulation of the paradox of Protestant confessionalisation: Why did the different 
Protestant movements create confessions and catechisms, while one of their main 
convictions stated that Scripture was the one and only rule of faith? Which forces 
compelled them to impose these articles of faith on the believers, whom they had 
earlier granted the right to private interpretation of God’s Word?

On the Eve of an Age of Confessionalism

Late in the spring of 1530, a unique event occurred in the south German city of 
Augsburg: seven princes of the Holy Roman Empire and the representatives of two 
imperial cities confessed their faith before the emperor Charles V. Luther’s long-time 
friend, Georg Spalatin, would call the Augsburg Confession “the most significant act 
that has ever taken place on earth” (cited in Kolb 1991: 44). Lutheran theologians 
still put this event at par with the Council of Nicea of 325. Perhaps the symbolic 
significance they attribute to it is not far off the mark. As Werner Elert puts it in half-
mystical terms, with the Augsburg Confession “began a fresh assumption of form by 
the Christian church. The binding together of the many in a community of hearing is 
form. The chorale is form. The confession is form. Proclamation itself is form. Each 
of these is a shaping of the many into a unity” (cited in Ibid.: 15). The emphasis on 
the vocal act of confessing the faith would nowhere become as strong as in the Evan-
gelical churches. Still, confessions of faith became crucial across Christian Europe, 
accordingly as all denominations began to define their identity in terms of confes-
sional documents.

The Lutheran leaders at Augsburg had presented a handwritten copy of their 
confession to the emperor. Soon printed copies were distributed throughout the Ger-
man Empire and beyond. This was the onset of a veritable flood of confessions of 
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faith in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. To give but a few examples: the 
Augsburg Confession, the Formula of Concord and the Book of Concord of the Lutheran 
churches; the Second Helvetic Confession, the Heidelberg Catechism and the Canons of the 
Synod of Dort of the Calvinists; the Decrees and Canons of the Council of Trent of the Ro-
man-Catholics; the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Anglicans. In the different nations and 
regions of Europe, the churches—including radical groups like the Anabaptists—be-
gan to produce ever more specific confessions of belief, such as the Belgic Confession 
of the Dutch Calvinists, the French Confession of the Huguenots, or the Westminster 
Confession of the English Puritans. Accordingly as their number increased in the sec-
ond and third generation of the Reformation, these definitions of dogma also gained 
in detail and precision.

Whence this outburst of the obsession to define the limits and essentials of the 
Christian faith? At one level, the answer is obvious. The Reformation had split up 
Western Christendom into different factions. These Christian denominations all 
claimed to be the one true church. Therefore, they had to outline the true beliefs, 
which defined their church, as opposed to the false beliefs of rival churches. The 
struggle of the magisterial Reformation against the Roman-Catholic Church and 
against the radical branches of the Reformation obliged it to delineate its own doctri-
nal viewpoints from those of its opponents. But, as it turned out, there were several 
internal disputes between the Lutherans and the Swiss Reformers, mainly over the 
meaning of the Eucharist. Moreover, internal disputes arose within the two dominant 
Protestant movements. Thus, the fixation of doctrine also implied a split of main-
stream Protestantism into different confessional churches.

When they confronted each other as rival religions, each of the confessions 
claimed to possess the truth and conceived of the others as embodiments of falsity. 
Each of the confessions thought itself universal, the confessio catholica, the exclusive 
voice of the one revealed truth (Zeeden 1985: 67). The Calvinists, for instance, in the 
words of Heinz Schilling,

were convinced that they were engaged in an eschatological culminating battle, 
taking place throughout the Empire and Europe, between the children of light 
and the children of hell, between the powers of light, gathered in the Reformed 
church, and the powers of hell led by the Pope and his blind accomplices in ortho-
dox Lutheranism (Schilling 1992: 229).

The other churches had similar views of the European religious landscape as a battle-
field where the light of truth was out to destroy the darkness of falsity.

This answer merely shifts our difficulty in making sense of the Reformation 
and its dynamic of confessionalisation. Why, then, did the Protestant confessional 
churches give so much import to their claims to be the one true church of God that 
they ignored the basic Protestant belief that the salvation of the soul could not be 
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mediated? They went so far as to elevate confessional dogmatics to the status of 
enforceable rules of faith. Still, they asserted the Scripture was the ultimate rule of 
faith and that human traditions ought to be flouted. But the need to fix the limits of 
the interpretation of God’s Word was strong indeed. Even the belief that the believer 
stands to God as a free individual became a rule of faith to be imposed on this very 
believer. Scripture alone was the primary rule of faith (norma normans, in the Lu-
theran terminology), but secondary rules (norma normata) had to guide the believer 
in its correct interpretation.

The Demarcation of Boundaries

We have to return to the hypothesis of the previous chapter to set off an analysis of 
this paradox of Protestant confessionalisation. On the one hand, we saw, the Refor-
mation was the result of the secularisation of the monastic structure of conversion. 
That is, conversio became the scheme that shaped the lives of all Christians through 
a disposal of some of its typically monastic features. This resulted in the general 
Protestant notion of the Christian faith and its intrinsic liberty. But the Reformation 
was not only an extension of medieval Christianity. On the other hand, the seculari-
sation of conversion was also theologised into several doctrinal schemes. Just as the 
medieval Church had before, the Protestant churches began to define their particular 
sets of doctrines as orthodoxy, that is, as the one correct interpretation of the Word of 
God. Thus, the various movements within the Reformation became rivals—both of 
the Roman-Catholic Church and of one another.

In spite of its intention to abolish human religious authority, the Reformation 
made the need for a secondary religious authority next to Scripture more acute than 
it had ever been before. Whenever the Roman-Catholic hierarchy had been seriously 
threatened in its position as the central religious authority of Western Christendom, 
it had begun to stress the orthodoxy it prescribed. At times of confrontations with 
popular heresies, it had hardened its doctrinal boundaries and constricted the limita-
tions on the true interpretation of divine revelation. The climax of this formation of 
doctrinal barriers around the Church came when Luther’s call to reform gained mas-
sive popular support. The papal bull Exsurge Domine of June 15, 1520—threatening 
the former monk with excommunication—put the matter as follows when it assessed 
Luther’s ninety-five theses: “We condemn, disapprove, and reject altogether all and 
sundry articles or errors as indicated, respectively, either as heretical or scandalous, 
or false, or offensive to pious ears, or seductive to simple minds, and as opposing 
catholic truth” (cited in Gensichen 1967: 26). In the same periods, the power of the 
Church’s institutions had increased to determine whether ot not a particular group 
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or individual deviated from orthodoxy. The Inquisition had expanded and so had 
the persecution of heretics. Extra ecclesiam nulla salus had reigned supreme. In other 
words, the challenges to the spiritual authority of the Church gave rise to its zeal to 
identify heresy and protect religious truth.

By the end of the sixteenth century, the Reformation had created a situation 
where three different churches made powerful claims to Christian truth. Incessantly, 
the Evangelical, Reformed and Roman-Catholic churches challenged each other’s 
truth claims. Moreover, they had to uphold the truth of their particular doctrines 
against “the Schwärmer,” the many splinter movements of the radical Reformation. 
The currents against infant baptism and the trinity in these movements caused the 
magisterial Protestant churches to turn these doctrines into signposts of orthodoxy. 
The need for the three dominant churches to fix doctrinal orthodoxy grew stronger 
accordingly as the conflict of truth claims persisted. At the same time, the states and 
churches of early modern Europe solidified the authority to identify and punish her-
esy in several institutional structures. The result was a relentless drive towards the 
fixation of doctrinal boundaries. This in its turn gave rise to the creation of a plethora 
of confessional documents in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

As Robert Kolb notes in one of his important works on Lutheran confession-
alisation: “Confessing the faith requires rejection of everything that contradicts and 
threatens the faith.” It is “always to bear testimony to God’s message to humanity.” 
Therefore, the churches need both “positive assertions of what God has told His 
people” and negative statements that “demarcate God’s truth from human perver-
sion and error” (Kolb 1991: 15-7). The confessions of faith would incorporate these 
negative statements of faith along with the positive articles. The Augsburg Confes-
sion condemned the Anabaptists and disapproved of all adversaries of the Lutheran 
teaching on the Lord’s Supper. The Smalcald Articles had several articles denouncing 
papal superstition and idolatry, while the Formula of Concord would contain an entire 
section on the “erroneous articles of the Anabaptists.”

The demarcation of theological frontiers happened not only through the confes-
sional documents, but also through violent attacks on each other’s doctrinal systems 
in pamphlet wars. In the late sixteenth century, Heinz Schilling tells us,

Germany was overwhelmed by a veritable flood of controversial theology in the 
form of pamphlets and combative works using every polemical tool, which sought 
to close confessional ranks and to destroy the intellectual and moral position of 
those who were loyal to the other confessions (Schilling 1992: 229).

These polemics often gave rise to material conflict. In Saxony, for instance, a group of 
Lutherans influenced by Melanchthon were accused of heresy because their views 
on the Eucharist moved too close to Calvinist doctrine. The duke imprisoned and 
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banished them. To celebrate this victory over heresy, a Calvin dummy was hung from 
the gallows. Such conflict was not uncommon in the late sixteenth century:

The harshness with which Saxony treated “Calvinism” reflected the mistrust and 
ill will that built up between Lutheran orthodoxy and the Reformed in Germany 
during the second half of the sixteenth century. The second sacramentarian con-
troversy of 1555-62 revived the venom of Reformed-Lutheran controversy that 
had been forged by Luther’s depiction of sacramentarians as seditious spirits and 
cast Calvin as the greatest sacramentarian of them all. Thereafter Lutheran po-
lemicists mounted an ongoing campaign to demarcate the boundaries between 
the two currents, to defend Lutheran doctrines and practices, and to stigmatize 
those of the Reformed (Benedict 2002: 205).

Naturally, the Reformed polemicists were equally caustic in their strikes at the Lu-
theran movement. The dispute over the Lord’s Supper inspired them to charge the 
Lutherans with “cannibalism” and “bread worship.” In some places, the Lutherans 
would be threatened with the battle cry “Kill the flesh eaters!”(Schilling 1991: 20). 
As the Calvinists would keep on repeating throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, Luther had taken a few steps in the right direction, but he had not gone 
far enough in discarding “the dung of papist idolatry.” Therefore, the Lutherans had 
eventually failed to break Satan’s spell.

Again, the focus of our question shifts: Why did each of the Christian churches 
make universal truth claims for its particular set of doctrines? Whence the impor-
tance they attached to the belief that their interpretation of Scripture was uniquely 
correct? To account for these facts, we first have to be aware of what Scripture is—as 
the Word of God. In His Word, the Christian religion claims, God has revealed Him-
self. He has disclosed His Will. This means the message of Scripture also spells out 
the purpose He has for humanity. As there is only one God, there cannot be several 
competing purposes for the human being. Therefore, the correct interpretation of 
Scripture as God’s message of self-disclosure becomes of the greatest significance: 
the body of doctrine that systematises this interpretation also conveys God’s Will. 
And as His Will is not limited to any one people, but rather encompasses humanity, 
this particular set of doctrines cannot but claim universal truth.

Each confessional church professed to embody the purpose God had for the hu-
man being. Therefore, its doctrinal boundaries also established the basic constraints 
on the human interpretation of the divine revelation. Any doctrine going beyond 
the boundaries opposed His Will. It could not but be of evil origin: a ploy of Satan to 
seduce sinful human beings. Nothing less was at stake “than the antithesis between 
Christ’s church and the devil’s church, which corresponds to the opposition between 
pure doctrine and the devil’s doctrine” (Gensichen 1967: 57). At a time when several 
churches became rivals as to the representation of God’s purpose for humanity, the 
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fixation of these boundaries inevitably became one of their prime concerns. Such, 
then, was the role of confessions of faith:

They divide as well as gather. They create not just harmony but a community 
in harmony, a people called to be one by the Word of God. Such a community 
is based on a common understanding of the truth of God’s Word and a common 
understanding of how God’s Word is to be applied in specific situations and on 
specific issues. When such a common understanding breaks down, the harmony of 
God’s church begins to collapse (Kolb 1991: 17-8).

In other words, the confessional documents were more than digests of the essential 
articles of faith. They became the markers of the purity, unity and harmony of the 
community that claimed to embody the divine order for humanity.

The Indoctrination of Boundaries

Confessional boundaries should not only be fixed by the clergy. The lay members 
of the church ought also to be aware of what distinguished them as true Christians 
from the heretics of other churches. The entire community was to be alert in the war 
against false doctrine. Hence, the definitions of dogma were swiftly translated into 
catechisms, which served to educate the laymen and children of a particular confes-
sion in the true doctrine. Education was one of the main instruments to enforce 
confessional conformity from the end of the sixteenth century onwards:

One can safely argue that institutionalized education was in essence confessional 
education. The catechisms of the different churches, together with various 
devotional and polemical material, constituted the core of the primary school 
curriculum (Po-Chia Hsia 1989: 113).

As Heinz Schilling (1992: 232) suggests, the goal of confessional school and universi-
ty policies was the “ideologically correct” education of the next generation “in order 
to unite the faith and thought of subjects and to provide ideologically reliable office 
holders for church and state.”

Another means to indoctrinate the members of a particular confession and make 
them aware of the doctrinal frontiers of their confession and the errors of others was 
the preaching of sermons. “The impact of preaching upon individual hearers was 
often negligible, but sermons, for all their limitations, were still the best available 
device for forging corporate confessional identity and for creating doctrinal uniformi-
ty” (Ferry 1997: 1143). The preaching in this age of confessionalism, Bodo Nischan 
(1997: 201) shows, revolved around the defense of the true faith in the confirmatio, i.e. 

“the reinforcement and confirmation of the basic articles of faith which told people 
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precisely what it meant to be an evangelical Christian in a world increasingly divided 
along confessional lines.” The main task of the preacher “was to clarify these lines of 
demarcation that separated Lutheranism from other denominations” (Ibid.).

The clergymen demanded from the members of their church a public confes-
sion of faith and an equally public objection against all forms of heresy. This was 
necessary in order to prevent the devil’s lies from invading God’s truth. At the end of 
the sixteenth century, the Lutheran Simon Musäus said the following to the laity:

Saint Paul teaches us to confess faith publicly when the devil awakens persecution 
of religion through heretics and tyrants. His lies invade God’s truth, so even at risk 
to life and limb we should publicly clarify which teachings we regard as divine or 
devilish and speak against all bands and sects. That way God’s saving truth will be 
confessed and taught far and wide, while the devil with all his damnable lies will 
be forced back, disgraced, and refuted by everyone (cited in Ferry 1997: 1164).

One way to confess the true faith was to highlight the practices that expressed the 
distinct articles of one’s own church. The clash between the two main Protestant 
confessions gave rise to an emphasis on ceremonies and festivals in Lutheranism, 
which had earlier been considered as indifferent to religion. The Lutheran clergy 
consciously used the ceremonies and festivals for this purpose. Simon Pauli (1534-91), 
for instance, the superintendent of the city of Rostock, suggested that ceremonies 

“serve to promote our true and pure teaching in the holy gospel;” they enable us “to 
distinguish true from false doctrine…and reveal our sectarian adversaries—Papists, 
Calvinists, and their ilk” (cited in Nischan 1997: 202). For this reason, the elevation 
of the host became a strict requirement in Lutheran services from the late 1570s on-
wards, though Protestants of the first generation had either denounced it or regarded 
it as indifferent (Nischan 1999b).

Some of the feast days were taken by the Lutheran pastors as an opportunity for 
expounding the correct understanding of the Lord’s Supper and delineating it from 
what was taught by Calvinists and Catholics. In their sermons, the pastors explicitly 
admonished their listeners to treat the Eucharist and its liturgy as a mark of confes-
sional identity. Johan Habermann (1516-90), for instance, told the believers that it is 

“the external sign that distinguishes Christians from non-Christians and reveals the 
religion and doctrine to which one is committed.” According to another pastor, only a 
proper understanding of the Lord’s Supper would steel people “against Papists and 
Zwinglians” (cited in Nischan 1997: 207, 212). Thus, Nischan (1997: 215) concludes, 
the Lutheran pastors of the late Reformation tried “to instill in their listeners a faith 
and piety consonant with the confessional stance of the new church but distinct 
from its principal rivals, the Catholics and Reformed.” Again, the Reformed churches 
evolved in much the same way. For instance, they began to stress the fractio panis, 
the breaking of the bread in communion, as a symbolic denial of the real presence 
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of Christ. This symbolic denial, of course, was forcefully rejected by the Lutherans 
(Nischan 1984).

These different ways of teaching the boundaries of confessional doctrine appear 
to have produced significant results in at least some parts of Europe. Though clerics 
continued to complain about lay ignorance of orthodox teaching, the laity did often 
defend the doctrines of its particular confession—at times it even did so passionately 
and violently. The behaviour of the crowds involved in religious violence between 
Catholics and Protestants in sixteenth-century France, Natalie Zemon Davis tells us, 
suggested a goal akin to preaching: “the defence of true doctrine and the refutation 
of false doctrine through dramatic challenges and tests.” A few theatrical illustra-
tions:

“You blaspheme”, shouts a woman to a Catholic preacher in Montpellier in 1558 
and, having broken the decorum of the service, leads part of the congregation out of 
the church. “You lie”, shouts a sheatmaker in the midst of the Franciscan’s Easter 
sermon in Lyon, and his words are underscored by the gunshots of Huguenots 
waiting in the square. “Look”, cries a weaver in Tournai, as he seizes the elevated 
host from the priest, “deceived people, do you believe this is the King, Jesus 
Christ, the true God and Saviour? Look!” And he crumbles the wafer and escapes. 

“Look”, says a crowd of image-breakers to the people of Albiac in 1561, showing 
them the relics they have seized from the Carmelite monastery, “look, they are 
only animal bones”. And the slogan of the Reformed crowds as they rush through 
the streets of Paris , of Toulouse, of La Rochelle, of Angoulême is “The Gospel! 
The Gospel! The Gospel! Long live the Gospel!” (Zemon Davis 1973: 55-6).

The truth and falsity of religious doctrines were often invoked in these brutal clashes 
between Catholics and Protestants. Thus, the demarcation of confessional bound-
aries also reaped its harvest of violence and bloodshed. While pastors and priests 
intended to protect God’s truth against Satan’s corruption through preaching and 
teaching, they were not too keen on preventing the lay believers from taking the 
confessional warfare a few steps further. After all, as a Lutheran theologian pointed 
out, when confronting the rival confessions, “we are not dealing with mere human 
beings made of flesh and blood, but with the Devil himself” (cited in Nischan 1999c: 
2). True doctrine should prevail at all cost against its satanic opponents, even when 
this involved the massacre of bands of heretics.

The Eradication of Dissent

Parallel to the theological demarcation of boundaries, an eradication of internal dis-
sent occurred within each confessional church. In the Lutheran tradition, for in-
stance, a disagreement came up regarding the understanding of conversion soon after 
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Luther’s death in 1546. According to the Philippists or Synergists, the followers of 
Philip Melanchthon, the human will remained active in the process of conversion or 
regeneration. Naturally, they said, this process could be initiated only by the Holy 
Spirit and the Word of God. But the human will must possess some minimal ability 
to cooperate in conversion. If not, one could never blame sinners and unbelievers 
for not doing so. The Gnesio-Lutherans, on the contrary, argued this amounted to a 
denial of the sole saving power of God’s grace. According to them, the human will 
was entirely passive in conversion: “People, who by their nature only resisted the 
things of God, could be no more than passive recipients of the Holy Spirit” (Ferry 
1997: 1152). In the course of confessionalisation this dispute required to be settled 
and indeed it was: the Formula of Concord rejected any role of the human will in 
conversion and asserted that fallen humanity had no spiritual capacity whatsoever to 
merit the grace of God.

As Kolb (1996a: 2-3) says, “the form and content of Lutheran theology and eccle-
siastical life in the early modern period developed to a large degree in the cauldron 
of hostilities between the Gnesio-Lutheran and the Philippist parties.” Though both 
parties were equally anti-papal, the theological dispute between them would divide 
the Evangelical churches until it was settled in 1577. The Gnesio-Lutherans took 
a radical position on the depravity of the human being and its inability to do good. 
The theological anthropology of the Philippists, on the other hand, allowed some 
positive force, though very feeble, to the human will. Again, we see how the doctrinal 
translation of the extension of conversio to all Christians gave rise to divergent theo-
logical positions. As before, this caused harsh dispute. Not suprisingly, the Gnesio-
Lutherans won the battle in the end. Their view of sinful humanity blended in more 
smoothly with the general Protestant notion of faith, in which the Christian was to 
move from utter despair about his own ability to complete surrender to God’s grace 
in Christ (for the details of this intra-Lutheran conflict, see Ferry 1997, Kolb 1980, 
1982a, 1996a).

The differences between the Philippists and the Gnesio-Lutherans, however, 
went beyond the details of doctrine. The two parties were also characterised by their 
different stances towards theological dispute as such. The first party showed the 
tendency to shy away from raucous confrontations over religious truth, even more so 
where it concerned differences of opinion within the Lutheran estates. They went 
so far as to propose to settle the dispute through “amnestia,” i.e. ignoring the past 
disagreement and instead obtaining agreement on a short and simple statement of 
faith. However, the Gnesio-Lutherans—as their name, “genuine” or “true” Luther-
ans, suggests—would also go as far as they could to scorn false teachings and those 
who professed them. They not only assaulted their opponents, but “also squabbled 
vigorously with each other” (Kolb 1996a: 14). The Philippists were willing to allow an 
extensive latitude to adiaphora or things indifferent to salvation, as long as there was 
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unity in the doctrines necessary to salvation. The Gnesio-Lutherans regarded such a 
stance as a betrayal of the true Reformation. Thus, the latter party could be viewed 
as agents of confessionalisation, while the former often resisted the rigidity of the 
confessional forces (Po-Chia Hsia 1989: 11-2).

As the age of confessionalism sounded its clarion call, the Gnesio-Lutherans 
emerged as victors. But the war was not won in one battle. The disputes over issues 
such as conversion, sola gratia, and the freedom of the will obliged them to explain 
the theological detail of the correct confessional position in their sermons to the laity. 
When the dispute was eventually settled in the Formula of Concord, the Lutheran 
preachers began to prescribe to their hearers the orthodox understanding of the con-
version of the soul:

Catechetical instruction was one way to address the matter, but sermons were 
also used to clarify the Lutheran doctrine of regeneration. Preachers labored to 
make their theological points with hearers who perhaps struggled to understand 
the complicated issues. The people at times may have been puzzled about how 
these matters were personally relevant. Nevertheless, Gnesio-Lutheran pastors 
with a feel for the pulse of the theological crises of the second half of the sixteenth 
century made a confessional diagnosis. They believed that within the doctrine of 
regeneration, the heart of the Lutheran theology of grace beat loudly. Fears about 
infectious false doctrines convinced leaders that the contagion had to be halted 
at this point, or the doctrine of grace would be perilously compromised. Hearers 
of Gnesio-Lutheran sermons were thus prescribed a healthy dose of preaching on 
conversion to avoid the adverse ill effects of Philippists or other suspect teachings 
(Ferry 1997: 1157).

Thus, doctrinal conformity within the confession was ensured through popular 
preaching—even when this required sermons on theological issues unfamiliar to the 
laymen.

The confessional forces, then, caused an eradication of internal dissent within 
the churches along with the demarcation of external boundaries. The same hap-
pened in the Calvinist regions of Europe as well. Calvin’s sharp attacks against any 
one challenging his theological views, for instance, provide graphic illustrations of 
this confessionalisation of doctrine in Geneva. In 1551, Jerome Bolsec, an inhabit-
ant of a village nearby criticised the Reformer’s teaching of predestination in the 
city’s weekly biblical conferences. Consequently, “Calvin responded so forcefully 
to the accusation that his doctrines made God the author of sin that a city official in 
attendance took Bolsec into custody on suspicion of blasphemy.” Though it turned 
out that the Swiss theologians of a Reformed bent disagreed on the issue, the court 
found Bolsec guilty of “having risen too audaciously in the holy congregation or our 
ministers and having proposed a false opinion contrary to the sacred scriptures.” He 
was banished immediately (Benedict 2002: 104). Everywhere in Europe, unity in the 
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faith of one’s own church had become as important to the confessional clerics as the 
protection of true religion against the heresy of other churches.

The Propensity to Schism

The dynamic of confessionalisation brought in its wake a major problem for the Prot-
estant Reformation. It appeared as though every disagreement on some theological 
point or the other could potentially lead to internal schism within the Protestant 
churches. This propensity to schism had surfaced even in the early phases of the 
Reformation. The clash over the meaning of the Eucharist caused an unbridgeable 
rift between the German and Swiss branches. Other issues such as child baptism or 
the trinity created the offshoots of the Anabaptists and smaller radical movements. 
The nature of true Christianity would be disputed endlessly by the different groups 
and denominations. The forecast of some Roman-Catholic critics—who had stated 
that the Reformation was bound to end up in absolute fragmentation—was not far off 
the mark, as the next few centuries would illustrate.

The fixation of doctrine intrinsic to confessionalisation lay at the roots of the 
problem of persistent schism in Protestantism. Given the universal truth claims, 
various interpretations were indeed bound to arise as to what constituted the truly 
reformed religion. Fifteen centuries of Christianity had proven beyond doubt that 
Scripture could give rise to many different ways of understanding God’s Will. Each 
interpretation claimed to express the divine purpose for humanity. In this sense, the 
propensity to schism had been present in the Christian religion from the very be-
ginning. Western Christendom had resolved this difficulty through the creation of 
a hierarchy of spiritual power. The priests had the authority to interpret the Will of 
God as revealed in His Word. This spiritual power allowed them to translate this Will 
into a clear set of laws. When disagreement surfaced among priests and theologians, 
this could be settled by the bishops and other clerics in higher positions. If discord 
persisted, ultimate authority here on earth resided in the pope as the pinnacle of 
church power.

As the days of the Inquisition demonstrated, this hierarchical structure could 
generate tension, conflict and cruelty whenever it was challenged. But it also suc-
ceeded in preventing the fragmentation of Christianity into a plethora of rival 
churches. Disputes between various monastic orders or theological schools on the 
correct interpretation of God’s Revelation were allowed within this structure as long 
as they did not cross the boundaries of church orthodoxy. When they did, however, it 
proved very difficult for the factions to challenge the authority of the Church. As the 
sociologist Steve Bruce points out:
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The Roman Catholic and Orthodox Christian traditions, by virtue of their belief 
in the legitimate authority of the Church’s traditions, are relatively immune to 
schism. Provided one continues to believe in something like apostolic succession, 
there can be no salvation outside the Church. Potential schismatic movements 
will have a great deal of difficulty in convincing potential supporters to support 
them in their break from the Church (Bruce 1990: 45).

Any movement branded as heresy was nipped in the bud by the Church. Unless 
of course it could count on the support of large circles in society, as was the case 
with the Reformation. In Protestantism, on the contrary, no single spiritual authority 
existed, except for Scripture, which was supposed to be the one true rule of faith. 
Therefore, factional disputes concerning the interpretation of God’s Word could not 
be settled without difficulty. Even where confessional authorities emerged so as to 
counter the schismatic forces, they could be challenged more easily:

For Protestants, schism is easy. The Bible, the sole legitimate source of authority, 
is accessible to all believers and hence it is always open for one group to challenge 
the dominant orthodoxy by showing that its new revelation accords better with 
scripture than do the doctrines of the establishment. While committed Protestants 
believe that the Bible is in some sense self-interpreting, the history of conflict 
among those who claim no source of authority other than the Bible makes it clear 
that such a belief does not solve the problem of divergent interpretation (Bruce 
1990: 45).

Thus, every internal doctrinal dispute within a Protestant confession entailed the 
possibility of another schism resulting in a new denomination or confession. Given 
the Christian inclination to discord about religious truth and the absence of a perma-
nently fixed religious authority, the fragmentation of Protestantism was inevitable.

This is the point to wind up the argument and answer the central question of 
this section: How to account for the rise of confessional orthodoxies and authorities 
in the Protestant churches? The basic Protestant notion of Christian liberty stated 
that believers ought to be free from human authority in the matters of faith. As we 
saw, this notion emerged from the universalisation of conversio. All Christians were 
to be free from human authority in the spiritual kingdom, for their souls could be re-
generated by the Holy Spirit alone. This was the one unique way in which they could 
truly submit themselves to God’s Will. Christianity’s basic claim that it conveyed the 
divine purpose for humanity caused Protestantism to make universal truth claims for 
this extension of conversion. As a consequence, the Protestant religion could not but 
take a clear doctrinal form. Inevitably, disagreement would arise as to what exactly 
defined a Christian. This gave rise to conflicting sets of doctrines, each claiming to 
express the one valid sense of the Reformation. Thus, the need to set up doctrinal 
boundaries became even stronger in the Protestant churches than it had ever been 
in the medieval Church.
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Both the Lutheran and the Calvinist confessions wanted to distinguish them-
selves from each other—and from Roman-Catholic Christianity and the radical 
branches of the Reformation—as the one true embodiment of God’s purpose for 
humanity. This brought about the formulation of doctrinal orthodoxies, which posed 
strict constraints on the interpretation of God’s revelation. Such an orthodoxy also 
generated the necessity of an authority to fix these limits and determine whether or 
not the set of beliefs of a particular individual or of a group of believers remained 
within these limits. As a consequence, institutional structures emerged—councils, 
synods, consistories, church assemblies—that claimed spiritual authority and pro-
duced clear and precise confessions of faith. These confessions of faith became the 
standards to determine whether or not one belonged to the true Christian church. 
Moreover, they could also secure the harmony and unity of the confession in its com-
mon articles of faith.

In this same process, the notion of Christian liberty itself turned into a doctrine 
to be imposed upon the believer. This paradox could easily be explained away by 
the theologians. After all, Christian liberty meant that the believer ought to be free 
from human authority in the spiritual realm. But given the sinful nature of the hu-
man being, he could not be left completely free in the interpretation of God’s Word. 
This threatened to give free reign to the devil in his corruption of the true religion. 
Therefore, until they had become fully and truly spiritual, the believers still needed 
the guidance of their clerical shepherds and theological mentors in the Protestant 
churches. As this aim of spirituality could not be attained in this life on earth, the 
visible churches needed this institutional hierarchy. The doctrinal rigidity of confes-
sionalism would prevail during the next few centuries, causing religious wars on a 
scale never seen before in Europe.

4.2. Discipline, Law and the Reform of Society

The greatest threat to the divine order was neither theological confusion nor internal 
dissent. It was the sin of idolatry. In many cities where the Protestant influence had 
become strong, outbursts of iconoclasm accompanied the attempts to transform a 
community into “a pure Christian church.” Geneva’s churches, for instance, were 
stripped of most of their “idols” in the summer of 1535. The general objection against 
the use of images, relics and similar items in worship was that these were material 
objects belonging to the carnal temporal world (Eire 1986). The true God was purely 
spiritual and therefore His worship could not be directed at the non-spiritual. The 
old theological argument that images gave access to God’s revelation to the common 
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people—the illiterate in particular—was dismissed as another device of the priests to 
misguide the laity into idolatry.

In the previous chapter, we saw that Christendom absorbed the pagan world 
by rejecting some pagan practices and beliefs as idolatrous, while accepting others 
as indifferent to religion. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were witness to 
a replay of this scenario. The difference, however, was that this time the Roman-
Catholic world played the part of the earlier pagan societies. The Protestant churches 
began to attack the mass, the cult of saints and many other practices as figments of 
wicked human minds inspired by Satan. The war against idolatry was not limited to 
the rites of the medieval Church. All kinds of practices common to medieval society 
were condemned by the Protestants. In the hands of these Protestant pastors and 
magistrates, the societies of early modern Europe went through an all-embracing 
moral transformation.

As had been the case in the medieval penitential handbooks, the principal means 
of reform were the laws of church discipline. The word “discipline” was omnipresent 
in the writings and sermons of the spokesmen of the age of confessionalism. Once 
the Protestant churches had been established, they developed detailed bodies of 
ecclesiastical discipline. The Lutheran state church or the Reformed consistory be-
came the “body militant” of the Reformation, “a cohesive minority which drew from 
its norms a program for action and enabled it to direct a larger but amorphous major-
ity” (Hanlon 1993: 43). Systems of parish or household visitations by pastors, magis-
trates and elders were set up to examine lay compliance to church law. The punish-
ment of violations was often harsh. Penalties ranged from reprimands and fines to 
public humiliation and excommunication. This rise of church discipline resulted in a 
clerical intrusion into the lives of ordinary Christians to an extent never seen before 
in Western Christendom: “Almost no one—rich or poor, female or male, literate or 
illiterate—escaped the watchful gaze of the pastors and elders” (Mentzer 2000: 7). 
This brings us to the second aspect of what we have called the paradox of Protes-
tant confessionalisation: Why did the Reformation, which had originally claimed the 
Christian faith ought to be free from human laws, end up creating bodies of church 
law that penetrated most facets of life?

The War Against Idolatry

In early and medieval Christianity, one of the main purposes of ecclesiastic law had 
been to establish the boundary between the realm of the true religion and that of its 
false adversary. The penitential rules had determined which of the practices, beliefs 
and institutions of pagan society were idolatrous and therefore harmful to religion. 
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Other practices and beliefs were identified as adiaphorous or indifferent to religion. 
Thus, a secular world was created within the Christian religious world. When the 
Reformation identified the Roman-Catholic Church as an idolatrous degeneration 
of religion, the Protestant churches began to approach medieval society in much the 
same way. However, the theological framework shaping their views as to the issue 
of idolatry or false religion was a bit different this time. The medieval hierarchy, its 
teachings, its rites and its traditions were idolatrous and idolatry was the worship of 
the devil, this much was clear to the Protestants. But, in order to grasp the evil nature 
of idolatry, some more theological explanation was needed.

The Reformation theologians attributed several distinctive features to the sin of 
idolatry. One of these was the typical carnal, material or temporal character of false 
religion. Even the Catholic humanist Erasmus had insisted that true piety could 
never be directed at this carnal temporal world, where the human body resided. Its 
focus ought to lie in the spiritual realm of God and the human soul. Thus, the Chris-
tian distinction between the visible temporal and invisible spiritual worlds sustained 
his critique of late medieval religion. As the theologian from Rotterdam wrote in 
his Enchiridion Militis Christiani (1503), the flesh is what “is visible or perceived out-
wardly with any sensible power,” while the spirit is what “is perceived inwardly with 
the eye of the soul” (Erasmus 1503: C. ii). The flesh makes us beasts, disobedient to 
God, unkind and cruel. The spirit, on the other hand makes us religious, obedient to 
God, kind and merciful (Ibid.: C. vii.).

Inspired by the classical conceptions of conversio, the Enchiridion conceived of 
the life of the true Christian as a perpetual battle of the spirit against the flesh. It 
presented twenty-two basic rules for the Christian life as a “journey to the spiritual.” 
The fifth of these asserted that perfect piety can be attained only if one turns away 
from “things visible” in order “to ascend to things invisible” (Ibid.: C. xiii). All true 
religion should have the invisible spiritual world as its object of worship. As Erasmus 
continued, when one honours “the image of the bodily countenance of Christ formed 
in stone or tree, or else portrayed with colours,” one should with much greater rev-
erence honour “the image of his mind, which by workmanship of the holy ghost is 
figured and expressed in the gospels.” He concluded: “The father is a spirit, and they 
who honour him” must do so “in spirit and verity.” Some think they will be safe from 
harm because they have “John’s gospel or an agnus dei hanging about their necks,” 
but one should not “have confidence in any other carnal thing, except if spirit be 
present.” God hates the carnal religion of those who are Christian in name but not in 
spirit. In the sight of the world they may seem Christian men, but before God they 
are “more heathen than any heathen man” (Ibid.).

Another humanist, Lefèvre d’Etaples, who would have a major influence on 
French Protestantism, condemned the use of material objects in worship in much 
the same way. All such carnal things and humanly devised ceremonies had to disap-
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pear in order to obtain the true worship of God. The attacks of the early Reformers 
against idolatry were based in similar concerns. The iconoclast Karlstadt stated that 
images are bound to the flesh, while “the Word of God is spiritual, and it alone is 
useful to believers” (cited in Eire 1986: 59). Ulrich Zwingli further developed this 
general theological argument in his Commentary on True and False Religion (1525):

In the Commentary, Zwingli says that true religion, or piety, “is that which clings to 
the one and only God.” This principle is the foundation of the Reformed interpre-
tation of worship: “Nothing, therefore, of ours, is to be added to the Word of God, 
and nothing taken from his Word by rashness of ours.” This dictum is based on 
an antithesis between creature and creator—between the spiritual world of God 
and the material world of man. The things of earth, says Zwingli, are “carnal,” and 
carnal things are “enmity against God.” The distinction between true and false 
worship hinges on man’s attitude toward his creator and the rest of creation: “It is, 
therefore…very easy to distinguish false religion from true. It is false religion or 
piety when trust is put in any other than God. They, then, who trust in any created 
thing whatsoever are not truly pious” (Eire 1986: 85).

Calvin agreed that the first stage of the corruption into idolatry had occurred when 
the world began to delight in garments, vests and other material things, rather than 
seeking Christ in his Word, sacraments and spiritual graces (Ibid.: 211). 

Such views were shared by Protestant clerics and laymen throughout Europe. 
The hypothesis that the Reformation was propelled by the extension of the process 
of conversio to all believers entails a compelling explanation of this notion of idolatry. 
Since all Christians were to be converted to the spiritual realm by the Holy Spirit, 
one could no longer permit means of worship of a temporal material character. One 
ought no longer to bow down to wood and stone. This was false worship, rather than 
true religion. As we saw earlier, the extension of conversion redefined the Christian 
division of the human world into two distinct realms. The spiritual realm now coin-
cided with the Christian liberty of the soul, while the body was subject to human 
laws in the temporal realm. This built a solid wall between these two realms. Idolatry, 
then, was to confuse between the two and worship carnal creatures instead of the 
spiritual Creator. It was to muddle up the invisible kingdom with our present world, 
while the Lord had clearly stated “My kingdom is not of this world” [John 18:36].

Other features of the Protestant notion of idolatry derived from this sacrosanct 
separation of the spiritual from the temporal. A point very often made was that Christ 
alone ruled His spiritual kingdom. The related characteristic of idolatry was its pre-
sentation of human law and works as means to the justification of the soul. In reality, 
the Protestants said, these laws and works were temporal and carnal. Therefore, once 
they were claimed to be spiritual, they encroached upon the kingdom of Christ. This 
kind of evil occurred in the Roman-Catholic Mass. The Smalcald Articles, for instance, 
laid down as the first and chief article of the faith that “Christ alone is the Lamb 
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of God who takes away the sins of the world.” Then, the following was added with 
regards to the Mass:

The Mass in the papacy must be regarded as the greatest and most horrible 
abomination because it runs into direct and violent conflict with this fundamental 
article. Yet, above and beyond all others, it has been the supreme and most precious 
of the papal idolatries, for it is held that this sacrifice or work of the Mass (even 
when offered by an evil scoundrel) delivers men from their sins, both here in this 
life and yonder in purgatory, although in reality this can and must be done by the 
Lamb of God alone…(Smalcald Articles, 2, II, 1; in Tappert 1959).

Similarly, the Second Helvetic Confession of the Calvinists stated: 

The more the mass of rites is increased in the Church, the more is detracted not 
only from Christian liberty, but also from Christ, and from faith in him, as long as 
the people seek those things in ceremonies which they should seek in the only 
Son of God, Jesus Christ, through faith (Second Helvetic Confession, Art. 27, 1).

The Lutheran Formula of Concord put the matter in general terms, when it opposed 
the sin of idolatry to the virtue of Christian liberty:

15…As soon as this article [of Christian liberty] is weakened and human 
commandments are forcibly imposed on the church as necessary and as though 
their omission were wrong and sinful, the door has been opened to idolatry, and 
ultimately the commandments of men will be increased and be put as divine 
worship not only on a par with God’s commandments, but even above them.
16. Hence yielding or conforming in external things, where Christian agreement 
in doctrine has not previously been achieved, will support the idolaters in their 
idolatry, and on the other hand, it will sadden and scandalize true believers and 
weaken them in their faith (Formula of Concord, 2, X, 15-16; in Tappert 1959).

In other words, human laws became evil and idolatrous whenever and wherever they 
were prescribed as being of a religious nature. Only then did they become Menschen-
satzungen, i.e. human fabrications added to God’s revelation. Throughout the history 
of Christianity, idolatry had always been described in terms of human additions to 
the Word of God. In the Protestant Reformation, however, this understanding of false 
religion acquired an added significance for two reasons. On the one hand, there was 
the emphasis on the Scripture as the one source of true faith. John Knox, for in-
stance, defined idolatry as follows: “All worshipping, honoring, or service invented 
by the brain of man in the religion of God, without his own express commandment 
is idolatry” (cited in Kyle 1986: 267). On the other hand, religion had become the 
realm where each believer ought always to be free from the authority of human law. 
Therefore, all precepts imposed on the believer in the domain of religion could be 
denounced as idolatrous.
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The sin of idolatry was conceived of in similar terms when the idea of adiaphora 
or things indifferent to salvation was introduced. Some of the Protestant theologians 
asserted that the sphere of things indifferent had to be distinguished sharply from 
that of things necessary to salvation. The latter concerned teachings and practices 
clearly laid down in the Scripture. The indifferent things, on the contrary, belonged 
to the realm where humanity had been left free by the Lord. This distinction was 
overlapping with that between the spiritual and the temporal. Objects belonging to 
the temporal world were of an external and material nature. Therefore, they ought to 
be neutral to the human pursuit of spiritual justification. In and of themselves, these 
things could never be part of the worship of God. A third typical feature ascribed 
to false religion, then, was that it imposed adiaphoric matters on the believers, as 
though compliance in these matters was necessary to the salvation of the soul.

Given these features of idolatry, the bottom line was that things human ought 
not to be taken for means to the worship of God or the attainment of salvation. In 
particular, this concerned the laws of human authorities. The main difficulty was to 
translate this general theological orientation into practical guidelines to abstain from 
idolatry. Whenever this was done it turned out that the Protestant clerics considered 
just about every medieval practice as a species of superstition or false religion. In the 
south of France, for instance, Raymond Mentzer shows, an ardent campaign against 
superstition and idolatry took place among rural Calvinists. The French Reformed 
churches asked from their members not only to promise to “live and die in the truth 
of the Holy Gospel,” but also to renounce the “superstitions and idolatries of the 
papacy.” Some believers scorned the mass, in the words of one woman, “detesting 
and abhorring with all her heart the abuse, superstition and idolatry” contained in it 
(cited in Mentzer 1996: 221).

The demands of the clerics went much further. They opposed the celebration of 
religious festivals, including Christmas. The laity had to stop clinging to “the old su-
perstition of observing feast days.” These old traditions, however, could not be eradi-
cated overnight. Even when Calvin had identified the practice of lighting bonfires on 
Saint John’s eve as “pure sorcery” of the sort “observed among pagans,” Calvinists in 
rural France did not easily give up such practices:

Men and women…went on building fires in the road fronting their houses or just 
beyond the town gate. They celebrated with similar enthusiasm the “idolatrous” 
customs of Carementrant—literally, “entry into Lent.” Carnival, complete with 
youthful demonstrations, masquerades, and unruly merrymaking, marked 
the several days before Ash Wednesday. The Protestant rejection of Lenten 
observance and special penitential practices leading up to Easter did not dampen 
people’s enthusiasm for the revels of Mardi Gras. They continued to play violins 
and other musical instruments, don costumes and masks, dance, hold banquets, 
and generally “debauch” themselves in ancestral “follies” that were “more pagan 
and infidel” than Christian. The popular appeal of votive festivals and other 
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observances eventually prompted the pastor of Saint-Amans to admonish his 
congregation severely. Drawing upon Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians and its 
rebuke of those who sat, drank, and ate at the tables of “idolaters” on their festival 
days, he warned against the “celebrations, ceremonies, banquets, and delights” of 
these immoral and false worshippers (Mentzer 1996: 224).

The Reformed consistories included all kinds of acts in the realm of idolatry and 
false religion. Those who consulted magicians to cure their ailing relatives and those 
who played at divination were reproved severely (Mentzer 1987: 94). Dancing was 
associated with “idolatrous” Catholic customs such as votive festivals. In one French 
town, the elders accused a woman of having performed “diabolical ceremonies” at 
the communal oven, while she had most probably made the usual sign of the cross 
on the loaves before baking them. The church of another town censured a local 
judge for making witnesses swear upon the Bible. This, the clerics claimed, was the 

“fashion among the papists,” rather than the correct practice of “raising one’s hand to 
heaven.” A series of provincial synods tried to prohibit the practice of distributing 
money at funerals. Folk customs related to the cycles of nature and fertility were 
particularly disapproved of by the pastors and elders (Mentzer 1996: 225-231).

An equally broad range of practices was classified as idolatrous and superstitious 
by the Reformed churches of Scotland (Graham 1994). This obsession with idolatry 
was not unique to the Calvinists, for similar developments also took place in the 
world of the Lutheran estates. The extremely popular Teufelbuch genre of the second 
half of the sixteenth century conceived of all kinds of acts, emotions and attitudes as 
indirect worship of the devil: 

Presses in Lutheran Germany soon were churning out dozens of treatises, often 
quite lengthy tomes, on the various devils and their specialties of human depravity. 
Thus we have books on the fashion, gaming, dancing, drinking, marriage, whoring, 
and curse devils; and, in addition, the diverse theological satans, among them 
the sabbath, pride, magicians, learning, sacramental, holy, and christian-dogmatic 
devils (Nischan 1999c: 4).

A particularly revealing type of trouser, popular in Germany, was denounced as an 
evil ploy of the “Trousers Devil.” People who worried about money, “the belly” or 

“bodily sustenance” were called the idolaters of “the Worry Devil.” Others were said 
to be victims of the “Hellish Spirit of Sadness” or the “Melancholy Devil” (Kolb 
1982b: 74, 79, 81-2). Carnival was described as a pagan festival preserved by the 
false medieval church to promote its own invented papal festivals (Nischan 1999c: 
8). Across the European continent, traditional healers were attacked as “witches” or 

“sorcerers,” who were said to be the Devil’s minions. In short, a plethora of practices, 
feelings and customs of everyday life was considered idolatrous by the Reformers.
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To prevent the believers from engaging in such vile conduct, strict rules were 
created by the church authorities. The aim of these precepts was to end the burden 
of human precepts, which were pretending to be things necessary to religion. This 
idolatry had to be destroyed at all cost. Therefore, the Protestant churches set up 
a body of laws that encroached deeply on the life of the believer. A variety of cus-
toms was banned. Many of the believers experienced these innovations of the Prot-
estants—rather than traditional custom—as an intrusion into their bond with God. 
Obedience to these precepts against idolatry was presented as a necessary condition 
of true faith. Thus, ironically, a comprehensive system of church law was set up in the 
name of liberation from “the tyranny of spiritual law.” Idolatry consisted of human 
precepts claiming to be of a divine origin. But it also had to be eradicated by means of 
human precepts claiming to be of a divine origin. This appears to be a problem. Once 
again, however, the clerics had a cogent argument to disarm the problem: the new 
ecclesiastical laws were truly based in God’s Word, they said, more particularly in the 
first commandment. The old canon law and the medieval traditions, in contrast, were 
plain human fabrications.

The Authority to Reform

The identification of the boundary between the world of true religion and that of 
idolatry was of ultimate import to any Christian community. This was a major force 
behind the formation of institutions of ecclesiastical authority in the Protestant con-
fessions. Church law had to distinguish and separate truly religious acts and beliefs 
from the idolatrous. Again, this first step takes our question to another level. We now 
have to explain why the war against idolatry took this specific form of comprehen-
sive systems of church discipline. How come it gave rise to these legal systems in 
the Protestant confessional churches, when the Reformation had claimed to free the 
human spirit from law?

Without doubt, the confessional discipline was strongest in the Reformed 
churches. The moral austerity of the Reformed tradition is still notorious today. His-
torians locate its origin “in the fact that early Calvinist communities enforced mo-
rality…by the creation and effective use of a new institution, the Calvinist consis-
tory” (Kingdon 1972: 4). The power of the clerical institutions in the world of the 
Reformed churches increased swiftly. Soon, they moved far beyond the banning of 

“papal idolatry” in their aspiration to the moral reform of community life. In fact, the 
consistories began to intrude upon every domain of life.

This development is well illlustrated by the story of John a Lasco, a Polish Re-
former who set up a church in Emden, an East Frisian harbour town. Soon after arriv-
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ing in the town, a Lasco had convinced its rulers to remove all altars and images from 
the local churches. He wrote a tract that recommended the people to hold aloof from 
papal services and never to compromise with idolatry. The next step was to establish 
a joint board of ministers and lay elders, which had the power to exclude believers 
from communion in cases of misconduct and heresy. A Lasco also organised a weekly 
meeting where the ministers discussed issues of doctrine, criticised one another’s 
behaviour and examined candidates for the ministry. Eventually, he began to push 
the local authorities to enact a stern Polizeiordnung, which demanded attendance at 
Sunday services and punished blasphemy, excessive feasting and usury. The success 
of this strict form of organisation was obvious, as Emden’s church came to be called 

“the mother church (moederkerk)” of the Reformed movement of the early modern 
Netherlands (Benedict 2002: 70; Schilling 1991: 11-39).

Yet, disappointed by the laxity of the countess of the region, a Lasco emigrated 
to London, where his talent as a church organiser was welcomed. He became the 
superintendent of the refugee churches. Here he wrote his most important work, the 
Full Form and Manner of the Ecclesiastical Ministry Established in the Strangers’ Church 
of London (1555). As before, a Lasco opposed the idolatry of the Roman-Catholic 
Church: services were to be held without the “mystical, or rather magical, vestments 
such as they have in Popery, nor candles, torches, copes, chasubles or surplices” (cit-
ed in Benedict 2002: 72). But the scope of church discipline reached further. It was 
considered an essential mark of the true church and all members had to be subjected 
to it. The French translation of a Lasco’s work opened with a statement on the sig-
nificance of disciplinary order:

If the order set forth in this book were well observed among those who call 
themselves Christians…the world would not feel the wrath of God, as do and will 
increasingly those who do not amend their ways. Princes and magistrates would 
be more peaceful; wars would cease among the nobility; the ambition of prelates 
would be punished; and all would do their duty in their calling. Children would be 
instructed from a young age in holy discipline; doctrine would be purely preached; 
the sacraments properly administered; the populace held in check; virtue would be 
prized; vices corrected; true penance restored and excommunication pronounced 
on the obstinate and rebellious; God’s honor would be advanced together with the 
proper invocation of his holy name; the most honorable estate of marriage would 
be restored to its original form; brothels would be abolished; the poor would be 
cared for and all begging eliminated; the sick would be visited and consoled; and 
the dead honored with an honest burial devoid of superstition (Ibid.: 72).

The message was clear: if discipline were followed closely, the church would become 
truly pure and the divine order would prevail. The laws of ecclesiastic discipline 
would ensure that a community lived in harmony, while it continued to strive to 
realise God’s purpose for humanity.
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Martin Bucer was another early Reformer who shared this stance on ecclesiastic 
discipline. He stressed that it was not only the institutional church, which had to be 
reformed according to God’s Will, but the whole of human society. This Strasbourg 
theologian “was not unique in his desire to see that the reformation of the church 
brought about a reformation both of the individual and of society as a whole, but he 
stands out as one who thought long and hard about how to achieve that reformation” 
(Burnett 1994: 7). The foundation of the legislation necessary to this end had been 
revealed by the Lord in His Word. In his De Regno Christi (1550)—“the ur-text of Ref-
ormation disciplina,” as it has been called by John Bossy (1985: 180)—Bucer indeed 
proved to be an ardent advocate of confessional discipline. The Reformation may 
seem to have taken place, he complained in this work:

Yet there still can be found only a few who have become entirely subject to Christ’s 
gospel and Kingdom, indeed who have allowed the Christian religion and the 
discipline of the churches to be restored throughout according to the laws of our 
King. But until now the ministers of these churches have not accomplished much, 
insofar as they should make it their business first, firmly to demand a confession 
of faith and of obedience to Christ from all who have been baptized as infants, 
once they have matured, and then to see to it that those who have charge of the 
churches do their full duty by all the baptized by teaching andadmonishing them 
not only publicly but also at home and privately. This is so much part of the office 
of pastors and ecclesiastical administrators that those who neglect it are responsi-
ble for all those entrusted to their care who perish (Bucer 1550: 211-2).

The clerics, Bucer continued, should clearly have the authority to excommunicate 
those members of the Church, “who have not acquiesced to private warnings and 
have been unwilling to withdraw from their open sins.” The elders of the Church 

“should bind them over to penance, and with the consent of the Church, pronounce 
those who refuse this remedy of salvation to be regarded as heathens and publicans.” 
This was not a human fabrication, he added, since all “know that this discipline 
of penance was most seriously sanctioned by Christ the Lord and is very greatly 
salutary if it is reverently administered” (Ibid.: 212). Though Bucer stressed that the 
essence of discipline consisted in admonition, the most drastic remedy of excom-
munication was to be applied when all other measures had failed (Burnett 1991: 448). 
The Reformation could not be taken as a denial of discipline and penitence, for this 
would result in a capitulation to the desire and whim of the flesh. On the contrary, 
the true Christian Church would be shaped by disciplining the flesh of the believers. 
Therefore, “those who persevere in manifest wickedness have no part in the King-
dom of Christ, once they have been exposed, they ought also to be excluded from 
any association with it, through the discipline of the Church” (Bucer 1550: 223).

When it came to church discipline, the strictest of Reformers was the infamously 
severe John Calvin. During Calvin’s stay in Strasbourg in the years between 1538 
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and 1542, Bucer’s influence had contributed significantly to the former’s conception 
of discipline. But Calvin went even further. In the later editions of his Institutes he 
presented the laws of discipline as the sinews of order in the church: 

…[I]f no society, indeed, no house which has even a small family, can be kept 
in proper condition without discipline, it is much more necessary in the church, 
whose condition should be as ordered as possible. Accordingly, as the saving 
doctrine of Christ is the soul of the church, so does discipline serve as its sinews, 
through which the members of the body hold together, each in its own place. 
Therefore, all who desire to remove discipline or to hinder its restoration…are 
surely contributing to the ultimate dissolution of the church. For what will happen 
if each is allowed to do what he pleases?…Therefore, discipline is like a bridle to 
restrain and tame those who rage against the doctrine of Christ; or like a spur to 
arouse those of little inclination; and also sometimes like a father’s rod to chastise 
mildly and with the gentleness of Christ’s Spirit those who have more seriously 
lapsed (Institutes, McNeill Edition, vol. 2: 1229-30).

The power granted to the clergy corresponded to this stress on discipline. In 1541, 
Calvin—who was a highly trained lawyer besides a brilliant theologian—composed 
the Ecclesiastical Ordinances, a constitution for the Reformed Church of Geneva, in 
which he identified the four biblically sanctioned offices: pastor, doctor, elder and 
deacon. The roles of this fourfold ministry were fixed:

The pastor or minister explained the word of God and did so generally from the 
pulpit. The doctor or teacher discovered the word of God. He normally functioned 
within the framework of an academy. Calvin charged the elders with the task of 
watching over the morals of the faithful, while the deacons saw to the needs 
of charity and poor relief. An additional, most singular feature of the Genevan 
Reformed Church was its effort to control proper behavior through the vehicle of 
an ecclesiastical tribunal known as the consistory. Calvin personally established 
this controversial institution at Geneva and took part in its weekly sessions until 
his death in 1564. When the movement spread beyond Geneva, especially to 
France, he encouraged the new churches to imitate the Genevan model with its 
four offices and consistory (Mentzer 1987: 89-90).

In Calvinist areas all around Europe, this institutional structure was installed with 
some local variations. In the model town of Geneva, the resistance against Calvin’s 
reform and its authoritarian institutions by the old Genevan elite was broken in the 
late 1550s. The consistory soon obtained full support from the magistracy. Conse-
quentially, consistorial power over the city state turned dramatically strict:

In 1553, the consistory had pronounced sixteen excommunications. By 1560, it 
regularly handed down more than two hundred per annum. Roughly one adult in 
eight was summoned before the tribunal each year. Certain remarkable cases show 
just how closely behavior was now overseen. A carter was excommunicated for 
urinating in the street without turning his back. Nine individuals were penalized 
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for failing to supervise their servants adequately during an epidemic and thus 
perhaps contributing to its spread. Two men and a women were barred from the 
Lord’s Supper for “scandal and disrespect to the institution of marriage” because 
they watched a man slice a loaf of bread during breakfast after his wedding night 
to show how many times he had had intercourse with his bride (Benedict 2002: 
102-3).

A similar development took place in other Reformed estates, cities and countries. 
Everywhere, the elders monitored the behaviour of the believers and reported all 
transgressions to the consistory. Verbal abuse and physical aggression were chief 
among these transgressions, but the scope of sin was broad as always. “Sins of the 
flesh” were examined in detail until clarity existed on the guilt and disgrace of those 
involved. Dancing was considered lewd. Though very popular, it had to disappear 
from the purely reformed community. Thus, the Discipline of the Reformed Churches of 
France “stipulated that persons who danced or were present at a dance were, if they 
persisted, to be excommunicated” (Chareyre 1994: 88). All kinds of games—martial 
contests, playing cards, throwing dice, jeux de boules, etc.—met with the same fate. 

“Carnival masks were seized and burned; violins used at dances were confiscated and 
broken…” (Ibid.: 66). Women were admonished by the pastors whenever they dared 
to wear improper or immodest dress. From the neglect of weekly catechism lessons 
to the grave offense of adultery, each sin was noted, weighed and chastised.

The Reformed churches elaborated intricate protocols for the punishment of re-
calcitrant members so as to ensure their moral reform. In Geneva, those found guilty 

“were subject to vehement tongue-lashings, at which Calvin was particulary adept.” 
But this was not the end of the matter:

If the sinner proved stubborn, however, or if his sins were deemed sufficiently se-
rious, he could be turned over to the small council for further discipline. The small 
council could then apply to him its usual summary justice, ending often in secular 
punishment—ranging from a spectacular public humiliation, to a short prison term, 
a small fine, or even death, executed in several brutal ways (by burning, drowning, 
strangling, hanging, or decapitation) (Kingdon 1972: 10).

Geneva was not unique in its severity, though its discipline was more extreme than 
that of its sister churches. The Reformed communities in France were almost as 
stern in punishing offenses such as idolatry, adultery or violent squabbles (Mentzer 
1994). To be reconciled with the Body of Christ, the sinner had to go through a com-
plex chain of proceedings. Charles Parker describes the process of the reconciliation 
of sinners in the early modern Dutch Reformed Church as follows:

For the transgressor, reconciliation entailed completing a sequence of actions: 
admitting guilt before the consistory, enduring an admonition from a minister, 
displaying remorse for offensive behavior, making amends to all offended parties, 
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and confessing publicly either to the consistory or to the entire congregation. In 
cases of public scandal, the consistory required a transgressor to make his or her 
confession before the entire congregation. Only after the fulfillment of these 
requirements would the consistory lift its censure and permit the individual to 
return to the Lord’s Table…Thus the disciplinary process represented a ritualistic 
sequence of penitential acts, the completion of which brought a sinner back to his 
or her proper relationship to God, the church, and the broader community (Parker 
2001: 229).

In Reformed churches across the continent the same kind of punitive system was 
installed. Transgressors were very often subjected to public shame and atonement, 
which caused enormous injury to a person’s reputation and status. They would have 
to admit and repent their misdeeds before the church gathering—or, in Scotland, 
take place on the embarrassing stool of repentance. In the last resort, the consistory 
would impose formal excommunication from the Body of Christ on unrepentant sin-
ners, “a terrible penalty in a day when regular receipt of Communion was regarded 
as an essential sign of the operation of God’s saving grace” (Kingdon 1972: 11). Once 
cut off from the church, the sinner would often be handed over to the temporal pow-
ers. An example may illustrate as to how harsh penalties could be: in a French town 
of the 1590s, the wife of a weaver was publicly whipped and banished for three years 
to punish her offense of adultery, while her partner in crime was convicted to the 
galleys for six years. The penalties of “the temporal sword” included execution by 
decapitation or burning, as happened in the notorious case of Servetus. The result 
was a regime of straitlaced terror in the Calvinist confessional churches.

This rise of clerical authority was certainly not confined to the Reformed areas. 
After the mid-sixteenth century, the Lutheran clergy asserted its power over the 
lay population in a similar way. In Saxony, for instance, in the period from 1555 to 
1675, Susan Karant-Nunn shows that a system of regular parish visitations not only 
checked the orthodoxy of the beliefs of the parishioners, but also tried to reform the 
peasant customs completely. All kinds of measures were taken to stop practices such 
as drinking on religious holidays, festivities on the occasion of baptisms and wed-
dings, all courtship between men and women, dancing, etc. The parish visitors also 
imposed fines on any pater or mater familias who failed to attend the church services 
on the sabbath. Children were punished severely for missing catechism exams. In 
short, the Lutheran clergy and the members of the elector’s bureaucracy, who were 
part of the parish visitation commitees, tried to discipline both the beliefs and the 
conduct of their subjects (Karant-Nunn 1994, 1997).

The system of monitoring and correcting behaviour proved to be quite effective 
in many Lutheran and Reformed communities. Public humiliation, the threat of ex-
communication and other punishments resulted in the internalisation of the norms 
of confessional discipline by the church members. The reformation of manners was 
achieved at least to some extent, for the parish registers of several cities show a sharp 
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decline in the number of grave offenses detected and punished. As Benedict (2002: 
485) says, interpersonal violence, impulse control and sexual behaviour appear to 
have been domains “in which the pressure of the church tribunals made a differ-
ence.” More and more, both men and women in these early modern times began to 
show awareness and repentance with regards to their violations of Christian prin-
ciples such as restraint, charity, humility, frugality, chastity, solemnity, etc. (Benedict 
2002: 484-9; Parker 2001, Schilling 2001: 58-61).

Sin and the Discipline of Conversion

This brief look at Protestant church discipline shows a close bond between this as-
pect of the confessionalisation of early modern societies and the penitential rules 
and canon law of medieval Christianity. What exactly was the role of law in the rise 
of confessional discipline?

In the same way as the earlier penitential rules, the laws of ecclesiastic disci-
pline aimed to replace or reform the existing practices and customs in all domains of 
life. The domain of marriage and erotic relationships, for instance, had consisted of 
elaborate sets of traditional practices, which guided the process of bonding between 
women and men. The laws of the Calvinist and Lutheran confessional churches, 
however, began to describe these traditional practices as sinful offences. One typical 
example was the tradition—common in several areas of Europe—of sexual consum-
mation immediately after betrothal. This was considered uncivilized, immoral and 
antichristian by the pastors. Such practices now had to be replaced by clear rules 
that prescribed the strict legal and moral obligations of the institution of marriage. 
All marriages, marital disputes and cases of fornication, adultery or divorce were to 
be supervised by the clerical and secular authorities, who judged these cases accord-
ing to the laws of discipline. Other domains of life were transformed in a similar way. 
The consistories aimed to create a peaceful society through the disciplining of strong 
emotions such as anger, desire and rancour. They settled the many conflicts and quar-
rels, censured the use of vile language and rebuked the public exchange of insults. In 
short, ecclesiastic laws fixed the norms by which the church members were expected 
to abide, while the church authorities evaluated compliance to these laws (see the 
fascinating historical accounts in Benedict 2002: 460-489; Chareyre 1994; Graham 
1996; Karant-Nunn 1997; Kingdon 1995; McIntosh 2004; Mentzer 2004; Monter 1976; 
Parker 1994; Roodenburg 1990; Schilling 1994).

A first striking feature of the laws of church discipline is the manner in which 
they were forced on the believers. Originally, there was significant resistance to the 
imposition of church law by the clerics. After all, it was totally unclear whether or not 
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this discipline would improve the way people went about with each other. Traditional 
practices had allowed these communities to thrive for many years. Why then should 
they be replaced by these rigid legal systems? Two different kinds of answers proved 
to be very convincing. On the one hand, the clerical authorities presented these laws 
as embodiments of God’s Will. Therefore, in order to be a good Christian, one had 
to accept these rules and show genuine remorse whenever one violated them. If one 
desired to be a member of the community that embodied God’s purpose for human-
ity, one could not but live by these laws. On the other hand, church discipline was 
accompanied by the above described punitive system. If one refused to obey its laws, 
the clerical authorities first resorted to reprimands and threats of excommunication. 
Obstinacy in sin brought about the shift from this psychological intimidation to the 
physical violence of the temporal powers. In other words, violent imposition ensured 
the victory of the norms of church discipline over the practices of traditional custom.

Another feature which Protestant church discipline shared with the penitential 
manuals was its detailed classification of sin. In an important article, Heinz Schil-
ling (1991: 52) shows that in a town like Emden “moral discipline” was divided into 
four sectors: “married life, family and upbringing,” “sexuality,” “social comportment 
and individual behavior” and “economy and occupation.” One of these sectors, viz. 

“social comportment and individual behaviour,” comprised such various offenses 
as “quarreling,” “violence,” “lawsuit,” “defamation,” “breach of promise,” “luxury,” 

“gambling,” “dancing,” “drunkenness,” “public nuisance,” “seedy living” and “curs-
ing.” Like the medieval penitentials, the consistorial reports show that sexual offens-
es often were at the centre of attention. This was the case in the Dutch and German 
Reformed areas, but even more so in Scotland (Graham 1994). The clerics and the el-
ders were very much disturbed by the sins of “harlotry,” “adultery” and “illegitimate 
pregnancy.” In general, the common espousal of principles such as “Christian mod-
eration and restraint” was regarded as crucial by the Calvinist consistories. The norm 
of a sobre, spiritual and frugal life was translated into a system of ecclesiastic laws. All 
conduct deviating from these laws was conceived of as sinful. As before, church law 
sought to bring human behaviour under the scope of sin.

This brings us to a third feature: Protestant confessional discipline was so strict 
that its laws were bound to be violated. In Geneva, for instance, the citizens com-
plained about the stringent demands of the consistory:

At one point…a delegation appeared before the council to argue that the standards 
of sexual morality demanded by the consistory were humanly impossible, and 
to suggest that if the consistory continued to insist on such pure behavior, they 
feared their wives might all be tied in weighted sacks and thrown into the river 
(the punishment for flagrant adultery) (Kingdon 1972: 12).
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Even pastors and elders, however, did not expect perfect conformity. The discipline 
of marriage, for instance, did condemn the use of physical violence, but violations 
were not considered all that damaging: “People understood these disorders as the 
wages of sin—something that infected human life on earth and which both part-
ners had to confront, countening the difficulty through vigilance and a readiness to 
forgive” (Schilling 1994: 42-3). The pastors approached the issue of domestic vio-
lence in the same way. Its occurrence was considered inevitable and it did not affect 
the foundation of the marriage covenant, but both partners had to show repentance 
when they had gone too far.

More generally, in Calvin’s words, the purpose of church discipline was “that 
those overcome by shame for their baseness begin to repent” (Institutes, McNeill 
Ed., vol. 2: 1233). Or as the Discipline of the French Reformed Church said about 
its penalty of minor excommunication, discipline intended to “humble sinners and 
move them to a more profound sense of their failings” (cited in Mentzer 1994: 110). 
A Lutheran reformer from Silesia left no doubt about the role of the punishment of 
the sinner: 

The poor sinner must know that everyone their entire life is steeped in sin, that we 
are all liars and sinners before God—the only difference is that the poor sinner’s 
sins are more visible in the world by having violated the law and been punished by 
the court. We are all nothing more than a pile of sinning dirt (cited in Robisheaux 
2004: 195).

Similarly, the discipline of the Dutch Reformed Church aimed to stimulate contri-
tion and inspect its authenticity. When major penalties were imposed, the slightest 
sign of genuine remorse could inspire the consistory to suspend the same (Rooden-
burg 1990: 135). In the words of a historian who shows profound insights into the 
nature of early modern church discipline:

Even if church discipline did contain an aspect of punishment it was, contrary 
to criminal justice in the early modern state, not predominantly punitive but 
always pastoral in character, and this applied to the individual as much as to the 
congregation as a whole. Church sentences…were of a different quality compared 
to state sentences, for with them acceptance and inner conversion were decisive. 
The delinquent was a sinner whose inner attitude towards his offence and his 
church sentence was essential for the disciplining procedure by the church…The 
church procedure in its objective went beyond punishment, striving for insight 
and the wish to change, even if this was only partial and temporary. Church 
discipline, therefore, was essentially not just punishment and expiation, it was 
penitential discipline (Schilling 1987: 300; original italics).

Again, this sustained the role played by church law in earlier phases of Western Chris-
tianity. The laws of discipline were to generate a deep awareness of human iniquity 
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in the members of the church. As sinful wretches, they could not but fail to keep to 
God’s Will, as it was embodied by the laws of the church. One of the main tasks of 
discipline was to demand of the sinners acknowledgement of their culpability to sin 
through public repentance.

Considering these features, it appears Protestant confessional discipline insti-
tutionalised the process of conversio—a task earlier taken on by the medieval peni-
tentials and canon law. Given the hypothesis that the main force behind the Refor-
mation was the extension of this process to all Christians and all human beings, this 
kind of development makes sense. The monasteries had shown that a common set of 
monastic rules was required for the process of conversion to shape the common life 
of a community of monks. These rules propelled the endeavour of the monastery to 
become a pure Christian community. As the means by which the monastery strove to 
be a perfect society, the monastic rules actually made the group of individual monks 
into a monastic community. Later some of the medieval Christian communities ad-
opted this rule of law. However, it never penetrated Western societies as deeply as it 
would in the dynamic of confessionalisation of the Reformation.

Now, all believers had to submit themselves to God’s Will in one and the same 
way. Again this conversion could not confine itself to the individual, but also became 
a collective social process. All communities of believers were to go through the pro-
cess of conversion to God’s spiritual realm. They shared the determination to live up 
to God’s Will—in so far as a group of sinful human beings possessed the ability to 
do so. Through church discipline, each confession strove to bridge the unbridgeable 
gulf between the church as it was and the church as it ought to be. This aim of confes-
sional discipline was explicitly described by some of its advocates. Bucer, for instance, 
viewed the confessional church as the shape which the Kingdom of Christ took here 
on earth. This Kingdom he defined as follows:

The Kingdom of our Savior Jesus Christ is that administration and care of the 
eternal life of God’s elect, by which this very Lord and King of Heaven by his doctrine 
and discipline, administered by suitable ministers chosen for this very purpose, gathers to 
himself his elect, those dispersed throughout the world who are his but whom he 
nonetheless wills to be subject to the powers of the world. He incorporates them 
into himself and his Church and so governs them in it that purged more fully day by day 
from sins, they live well and happily both here and in the time to come (Bucer 1550: 225; 
italics mine).

The “suitable ministers” governed the community containing Christ’s elect by means 
of the laws of church discipline, in order to purge it more fully day by day from sin. 
Similar messages were conveyed across Reformed Europe. The leading Scottish Re-
former John Knox, for instance, wrote that all “within the Kirk” should be subject to 
the discipline as explained in his First Book of Discipline (1560):
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As that no Commonwealth can flourish or long indure without good lawes and 
sharpe execution of the same, so neither can the Kirk of God be brought to purity neither 
yet be retained in the same without the order of ecclesiastical discipline, which stands in 
reproving and correcting of the faults which the civil sword either doth neglect or 
not punish…Drunkenness, excesse (be it in aparel or be it in eating and drinking), 
fornication, oppressing of the poore,…wanton words and licentious living tending 
to slander, doe openly appertaine to the kirk of God to punish them, as God’s word 
commands (cited in Parker 1994: 159; italics mine).

The goal of reform was to bring the church of God to purity and to keep it in that 
state. This reform of society could be realised only through legal and penal systems. 
In short, the laws of church discipline structured the calling of a community to em-
body God’s purpose for humanity. Thus they made a group of individual Christians 
into a Christian community. This spiritual community separated itself from a godless, 
carnal and temporal world through the Lord’s Supper. That is, the act of Communion 
symbolised the boundary between the godless and the godly, between the spiritual 
and the carnal. It distinguished the pure members of the Body of Christ from their 
putrid counterparts, who had to be cut off through excommunication. For this rea-
son, only those who respected the laws of church discipline could participate in the 
Lord’s Supper.

This account of confessional discipline allows us to take the necessary steps to 
resolve the second aspect of the paradox of Protestant confessionalisation. The Ref-
ormation both expressed and carried on the social diffusion of conversio as the typical-
ly Christian way of life. This gave rise to a deep individual concern to submit oneself 
to the Will of God. A society permeated by this concern also engendered a collective 
venture of conversion to the spiritual kingdom. Utter despair about human iniquity 
was essential to this process of conversion. It was the propelling force behind the 
complete surrender to God and His promise of grace in Christ. To generate this feel-
ing in the Christian monasteries and churches, a system of extremely rigorous rules 
or laws was needed. This created the necessity of an authority to impose these rules, 
to verify compliance and to punish violations. In other words, the spread of conversio 
in society gave rise to the establishment of clerical authorities and the imposition 
of ecclesiastic laws, for these were to give a common direction to a converting soci-
ety. The confessional forces transformed the Christian communities along the basic 
structure of the monastic community. This entailed the prescription of discipline 
and its laws, which shaped the attempts of the confessional church to become a truly 
spiritual community—to move ever closer to the purpose God had for humanity.

This aspect of confessionalisation, then, sustained the ongoing monasticisation 
of daily life. Confessional discipline assumed the role played by the monastic and 
penitential rules in medieval Christianity. But it also went much further. Earlier only 
those who had voluntarily joined the monasteries had been subjected to monastic 
discipline. Now the aim was nothing less than the total reform of European societ-
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ies. Such a collective reform or conversio required the imposition of its rules as “the 
Lord’s commandment to his congregation” (Schilling 1987: 297). The aim was to 
have the community of Christians experience its shared iniquity and inability to 
achieve God’s Will. This in its turn called for strict supervision and punishment by 
the confessional authorities in the consistories and similar insitutions. To conclude, 
although the social diffusion of conversion had originally given rise to the theology 
of Christian liberty, it also caused the disciplining of society by means of church law. 
Hence, the freedom of the Christian and his subjection to confessional discipline 
could go hand in hand in the Reformation’s transformation of Western Christendom.

4.3. Resistance to the Confessional Forces

Without doubt, the execution of “heretics,” “witches,” “sorcerers” and others who 
deviated from orthodox doctrine and discipline was the most horrendous side to the 
confessionalisation of early modern Europe. The burning of Servetus was certainly 
not an isolated case. In 1566, the Italian Valentino Gentile was decapitated in Bern, 
because of his anti-trinitarian views. In Lutheran Schneeberg, the shoemaker Peter 
Pestel was convicted, tortured and executed for his Anabaptist sympathies in 1535. 
These are just a few of the vast number of anonymous women and men who were 
convicted to the capital punishment. Once accused of heresy, dissenters became the 
victims of persecution, torture and massacre. The war against idolatry used the same 
weaponry, as is well illustrated by the infamous witchhunts, which became some-
thing of a routine in these early modern days.

Still, not all sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Christians were of the same 
mind when it came to the motives and means of confessional domination. In several 
parts of Europe, a counter-movement arose to the process of confessionalisation. This 
movement consisted of pious Christians, who staunchly refused to become members 
of the confessional churches:

There were others…who chose to exclude themselves from confessional societies. 
A tiny minority were those intellectual dissenters who continued to embody the 
radical and spiritualist movements of the early Reformation and subsequent 

“freethinkers.” Followers of Erasmus, Schwenckfeld, Paracelsus, Weigel, and 
Socinus rejected the rigid doctrines, fixed rituals, and bitter polemics of the three 
major confessions. They opposed the “closings” and “consolidations” that affected 
thought and social life. Numerically miniscule, these intellectual dissenters 
nevertheless presented an alternative to confessionalized society (Po-Chia Hsia 
1989: 170).
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The anticonfessional struggle was not confined to this tiny minority of intellectual 
dissenters. The alternative to confessionalised society was not as miniscule in scale 
as suggested here, but included substantial parts of the population in several regions 
of Europe. The anticonfessional forces could be seen at work in the internal dissent 
within the confessional churches themselves. In Lutheran Germany, for instance, 
various individuals and groups continued to try and bridge the differences between 
the confessions. The Swiss and Dutch regions of the Calvinist world were witness to 
the rise of a similar phenomenon. Independent pious Christians began to challenge 
the very nature of confessional authority, its doctrine and its discipline. In the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, many of the secular magistrates joined 
these thinkers in their anticonfessional struggle. At times, the opposition to church 
discipline thrived among the bourgeoisie, the artisans or the common people.

What did the anticonfessional Protestants stand for? On the one hand, they 
claimed that the Protestant churches wanted to impose a new tyranny of conscience 
upon the Christians, while the Reformation had just liberated them from that of “pop-
ish idolatry.” They pointed out the similarities between the hierarchy of the Church 
and the institutional structures of the Protestant confessions. They blamed both for 
being idolatrous infractions on Christian liberty, as these churches prescribed human 
laws as though necessary to religion. The Protestant clerics were accused of adding 
human precepts to the Word of God with their catechisms and confessions of faith. 
After all, the Reformation had made it clear that true faith could be generated by 
Scripture and the Holy Spirit alone. The ecclesiastical structures were conceived of 
as obstacles to the operation of the Holy Spirit in the souls of men and women. 

On the other hand, the anticonfessional Protestants began to stress the common 
ground among the dogmatics of the different confessions. They claimed true Chris-
tians should agree on a number of fundamental articles of faith only, which were 
necessary to salvation. The remaining theological issues concerned things indifferent 
to salvation. In this sphere of adiaphora, everyone should be left free to believe as 
he pleases. Therefore, according to them, the creation of confessional churches went 
against the true message of Christianity—a message of unity and harmony. The strict 
Lutheran and Reformed clerics were depicted as warmongers out to tear to pieces 
the very fabric of the Body of Christ. Though confessionalism would remain the 
dominant force across early modern Europe, the anticonfessional opposition was not 
easily eliminated. Its ecumenical framework would gradually give rise to some of the 
classical schemes of the political and moral thought of the modern West.
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Heroes of Christian Liberty

The execution of Servetus in Calvin’s Geneva instigated a caustic debate concerning 
the persecution of heretics during the next few decades. The protagonists were two 
brilliant Reformed theologians, John Calvin and his lieutenant Theodore Beza, and 
an equally luminous advocate of Christian liberty, Sebastian Castellio. The latter is 
often identified as one of the first to have conceived of toleration as a value in itself 
(e.g. Hillar 2002, Valkhoff 1951, Zagorin 2003). There is some truth to this saluta-
tion to Castellio, for he was one of the earliest major voices in the effort to protect 
Christian liberty against the threat of confessionalism. Naturally, the idea itself of the 
freedom of the human soul from spiritual laws had its roots in Luther and the early 
Reformation. The political theology of the two kingdoms had turned this Protestant 
idea into a solid foundation for the toleration of religious dissent. When the chur-
ches of the magisterial Reformation proved to be as ardent as the Inquisition in the 
persecution of heretics, several Protestant thinkers from different parts of Europe 
objected to this betrayal of Christian freedom. They began to invoke certain basic 
elements of Reformation theology as a grounds to defend the moral value of the 
toleration of dissenters and heretics.

These sixteenth-century Protestant thinkers—including impressive figures 
such as Sebastian Franck, Valentin Weigel, Sebastian Castellio, Dirck Coornhert, 
Caspar Coolhaes, etc.—held a variety of theological positions. Some of them have 
been classified as “spiritualists,” others as “antitrinitarians,” yet others as “Christian 
mystics.” All have been situated in what is today referred to as “the radical Reforma-
tion” (Williams 2000). Although these classifications may well be important from a 
theological point of view, we can safely ignore them while identifying a crucial as-
pect common to these thinkers, viz. their anticonfessional stance. In contrast to the 
confessional divisions and the strife these caused, they desired harmony and unity 
among all Christians. As opposed to the stress on the details of doctrine and the laws 
of discipline, they conceived of true Christianity as a religion of piety and spiritual 
liberty. We will briefly meet two of these authors, one who quietly contested the 
confessional authorities of the Lutheran estates and another who did the same very 
openly in Calvinist Switzerland.

The first of these anticonfessional minds is the Lutheran pastor Valentin Weigel, 
whose work has been illuminated in a recent study by Andrew Weeks. At the time 
of the creation of the Formula of Concord, Weigel began to ridicule this confessional 
document and its dogmatic particularism. The pastor’s reaction to confessional ortho-
doxy became more polemical accordingly as the confessionalisation of society made 
its way into the Evangelical estates. In his Vom Leben Christi (1578), he presented “the 
life of Christ” as an example to be imitated beyond all doctrinal or sectarian disagree-
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ment. He made no secret of his revulsion towards the petty quarrels over religious 
truth:

Just look what the supposed Evangelicals wanted to do a year or seven years 
ago: with violence, they wanted to fight for the faith. If they had had an army, 
they would have done it. The pope chases away the Lutherans; the Lutherans 
expel the Papists; the Calvinists drive out the Flacians; and the Flacians again the 
Calvinists and Synergists; and there is still no end. Oh, if only we would all fall to 
our knees under God and confess to one another our sin, our own blindness, that 
we had entirely departed from faith, from the life of Christ, then we would be 
helped (cited in Weeks 2000: 125).

This plea to acknowledge the common human iniquity would become a typical strat-
agem in the rejection of institutions claiming a binding religious authority. As both 
earlier and later Protestants said, to attribute religious truth to one’s own particular 
teachings was equivalent to putting human precepts above the Word of God. This 
human tyranny was bound to ruin the spiritual kingdom. The same strand brought 
Weigel to the conclusion that it was antichristian to compel any one to faith by means 
of force or to set up a worldly authority over the realm of faith. The power of the 
law did not extend to faith: “Therefore no worldly authority can rule the church and 
none is placed over it; for Christ does not want to rule his sheep with wolves; and he 
does not want to commend his church to the devil” (Ibid.: 126). Or, as he summed 
up the issue in a later text: “We believers are all equal under the sole priest Christ” 
(Ibid.: 129).

Weigel’s magnum opus on Christian toleration took the form of a dialogue. In 
this Dialogus de Christianismo (1584), the opponent was called the Concionator (the 
Preacher); while Weigel’s own voice was that of the Auditor. The dialogue contained 
many provocations that turned “the defiant antipapal stance and individualism of 
the Lutheran creed against the new orthodoxy itself” (Weeks 2000: 130). The Audi-
tor argues for the freedom of the human soul to be guided by the Spirit alone in its 
reading of Scripture—while the Preacher insists that this Scripture is “too high” for 
the layman to understand without clerical guidance. In spite of its mystical language, 
Weigel’s plea for the “inner word” or “the inner testimony of the spirit in the heart” 
was obviously directed at the conversion of the individual believer without clerical 
interference. As he said, the “word is the light and the life in all creatures…yet no 
one is saved by it except as a reborn being or believer in Christ” (cited in Weeks 
2000: 132-3). This, it is later explained, does not mean that the written word or the 
oral office of preaching should be despised, but rather that these are valuable only if 
the spirit is also present.

When the Auditor confronts the official authorities during the dialogue, the latter 
are very clear on his error: “You are informed that one has to adhere to the decrees 
and writings of the high schools, which, with the aid of worldly authority as their 
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organs or instruments, damn and forbid such teachings” (Ibid.: 134). Such repression 
leads to strife, Weigel points out in reply, and this is contrary to the love and unity of 
the true church:

The [true] church is not sectarian or partisan; it is united in spirit, love, faith, baptism, 
Eucharist, etc.; as we confess in the article of faith: “I believe in a holy Christian 
church, a community of saints,” etc… Therefore, no sect should persecute, hate, 
or kill the other; in so doing, one would attack the sheep along with the wolves. 
Whatever sect makes war on and persecutes the other only betrays itself, that it does not 
belong to the holy church, that it is not in Christ. For by the eternal truth: no Christian 
kills a Christian, nor the non-Christian; no sheep goes to war, only the wolves, 
lions, dogs, bears, which are extra ecclesiam, extra fidem, extra dilectionem (Ibid.: 135; 
italics mine).

Again, the suggestion is that persecution and violent conflict are caused by depraved 
human beings rather than by the true Christian religion. Evoking the process of con-
versio to Christ as the distinct mark of the Christian, Weigel thinks this should be 
self-evident: “For the rebirth in us is Christus inhabitans et regnans and is faith and love, 
justice, peace, and salvation; for what sort of new birth would that be, if we did not 
walk in Christ or in love or in faith?” (Ibid.: 138). 

The crux of the matter was to protect the notion of an “essential indwelling 
faith” caused by the Spirit against the dogmatism of the institutional churches. In 
his work on Weigel, Weeks gives a very accurate description of the Lutheran pastor’s 
concerns and his location in the larger struggle against confessionalism:

…[O]ne must interpret [Weigel’s] dissenting theory as a defense of the faith of 
the lay believer—the “lay priest” embraced by the early Luther—against the 
elite authoritarianism of the Lutheran clergy and university during the era in which the 
confessions began to codify and institutionalize their doctrinal standards. The crux of 
Weigel’s thought might be appropriately described as an attempt to defend certain 
aspects of the Lutheran spirit against its own institutional embodiments. The Reformation 
both exalted and threatened the autonomy of the individual. The critical impetus 
and content of Weigel’s work is unintelligible when either side of this antithesis 
is neglected, when the oppressiveness of the dawning era of confessionalization is 
ignored, or the still exhilarating and inspiring force of the Reformation is eclipsed 
by our appreciation of the point of view of its sorely persecuted dissenters. 
Notwithstanding Weigel’s singularities, he reacted to the underlying antitheses of the era 
of confessionalization (Weeks 2000: xiv; italics mine).

Valentin Weigel shared with many others a dreadful vision of an antichristian world 
that set out to destroy the invisible church of the spirit through its corruption of reli-
gion into external dogmatism, intolerance and persecution. This is what the religious 
landscape of the age of confessionalism must have looked like through the eyes of 
the defiant group of anticonfessional Christians.
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The story of this Lutheran pastor loses some of its shine when compared to 
that of Sebastian Castellio. Weigel’s dissenting work was first published years after 
his death. In contrast, the daring adversary of Calvin’s dominion over Geneva was 
bereaved of the option of leading a quiet life when he had his protest against the 
execution of heretics printed and distributed in the cities of the Swiss Confederation. 
Though published under a pseudonym, these writings were soon attributed to Cas-
tellio, who had once been close to the heartland of the Reformed order of Geneva. 
Appointed rector at a local Collège, tensions had arisen between him and Calvin’s 
clergy. Eventually, he had moved to Basle, from where he would begin to challenge 
the authority of these Reformed clerics (Guggisberg 2003).

Castellio’s most important tract on the question of toleration is known as De 
haeriticis an sint persequendi or Concerning Heretics, Whether they are to be persecuted and 
How they are to be treated (1554). Though the text never mentioned the burning of the 
Spanish antitrinitarian heretic in the previous year, it was composed as a response to 
the Servetus affair. From the first pages of its dedication to Duke Christoph of Würt-
temberg, this tract articulated Castellio’s ecumenical stance. Christ had commanded 
men that “they should live together in a Christian manner, amicably, without contro-
versy and contention, loving one another” until His return to earth. But in the six-
teenth century, Castellio pointed out, the life of Christians was spent in contention:

We dispute, not as to the way by which we may come to Christ, which is to correct 
our lives, but rather as to the state and office of Christ, where He now is and 
what He is doing, how He is seated at the right hand of the Father, and how He 
is one with the Father; likewise with regard to the Trinity, predestination, free 
will; so, also, of God, the angels, the state of souls after this life and other like 
things, which do not need to be known for salvation by faith…This perverse 
curiosity engenders worse evils. Men are puffed up with knowledge or with a false 
opinion of knowledge and look down upon others. Pride is followed by cruelty 
and persecution so that now scarcely anyone is able to endure another who differs 
at all from him. Although opinions are almost as numerous as men, nevertheless 
there is hardly any sect which does not condemn all others and desires to rule 
alone. Hence arise banishments, chains, imprisonments, stakes, and gallows and 
this miserable rage to visit daily penalties upon those who differ from the mighty 
about matters hitherto unknown, for so many centuries disputed, and not yet 
cleared up (Castellio 1554: 122-3).

This was a clear counteroffensive against the rising confessional strife about the 
details of dogma. The widespread dissension among the various Christian confes-
sions—each accusing the others of heresy—had convinced Castellio that the notion 
of heresy itself should be questioned:

After a careful investigation into the meaning of the term heretic, I can discover 
no more than this, that we regard those as heretics with whom we disagree. This 
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is evident from the fact that today there is scarcely one of our innumerable sects 
which does not look upon the rest as heretics, so that if your are orthodox in one 
city or region, you are held for a heretic in the next (Ibid.: 129).

In much the same way as Weigel, Castellio presented the Christian religion as a pious 
imitation of the life of Christ, which stood above all disputes on theological trifles. 
The confessionalisation of early modern society had given rise to a situation where 

“scarcely anyone is able to endure another who differs at all from him,” while true 
religion does not at all depend on such superficial theological issues. In fact, the lat-
ter are indifferent to salvation by faith. Castellio invoked a distinction made by many 
theologians, including Calvin, viz. that between fundamenta and adiaphora. However, 
his ecumenism inspired a massive expansion of the scope of things indifferent, which 
now was to include such basic articles as the Trinity, predestination, or the Lord’s 
Supper. Still, the limitations were equally clear to Castellio: “If anyone denies the 
Lord God, this one is an infidel and atheist and is deservedly to be abhorred in the 
eyes of all” (Ibid.: 132).

Another essential Christian distinction called upon by Castellio was that be-
tween the temporal body and the spiritual soul. In the vein of Luther and many other 
Reformers, he stressed that the authority of magistrates reached the bodies and ma-
terial goods of man only and not their hearts. In the dedication of the French version 
of his work to Count William of Hesse, he cautioned good kings and princes about 
the instructions given to them by Scripture: “Let them beware of believing those 
who would impel them to kill and burn anyone for faith and religion, which above 
all else should be free, since it resides not in the body but in the heart, which cannot 
be reached by the sword of kings and princes.” Rulers, he continued, should “con-
tent themselves to prevent the bad from injuring the good either in their property 
or their persons” (Ibid.: 136-7). Shocked by the execution of heretics by Protestant 
authorities, Castellio intended to consolidate the wall between the spiritual and the 
temporal. This he did through the classical restriction on the means that could be 
used for the correction of wrongdoers in these respective spheres:

Sins of the heart, such as infidelity, heresy, envy, hate, etc., are to be punished 
by the sword of the Spirit which is the Word of God. If anyone disturbs the 
commonwealth by an assault under color of religion, the magistrate may punish 
such an one not on the score of religion, but because he has done damage to 
bodies and goods, like any other criminal. If anyone conducts himself amiss in the 
Church, both in his life and in his doctrine, the Church should use the spiritual 
sword, which is excommunication, if he will not be admonished. Then, if after 
excommunication, he perseveres in his evil design to the point of disturbing the 
peace, the Christian magistrate may see to it that he no longer trouble the Church 
with his heresies and blasphemies which are plainly contradictory to the Word of 
God (Ibid.: 137).
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In later writings, Castellio would again and again denounce the use of carnal arms 
in a spiritual war. Defend bodies with the bodily sword, so he advised, but be aware 
that this sword cannot even touch the soul. If the church took resort to the sword 
of persecution to deal with dissenters, it was decaying into the carnal, rather than 
elevating itself to the spiritual (see Castellio 1555, 1562). Such arguments were not 
new, of course, and it seems the contribution of the Savoyard humanist lay mainly in 
bringing them into play in the struggle against Protestant confessionalism.

In this Castellio did not stand alone. A large part of his Concerning Heretics con-
sisted of excerpts from the writings of like-minded Christians. With Sebastian Franck, 
for instance, he shared the deep concern that confessionalism tried to subject the 
Divine Spirit to its own particular doctrinal constraints. As Franck had written in a 
book on heretics: 

…[N]o force is to be used against heretics, nor is anyone to be compelled to a free 
faith, because God desires a willing and unconstrained heart, and Christians are 
called free and independent because their state proceeds from the compulsion of 
no law, but from the free leading of the Spirit which works and teaches in them 
faith and infuses love (excerpt in Castellio 1554: 190).

This would become one of the basic issues of the resistance against Protestant Kon-
fessionsbildung. The Reformation had extended the capacity of the spiritual conver-
sion of the soul to all believers and now its own churches were once again hampering 
this work of the Spirit. Some had written well on the freedom of the Christian, but 
were now recanting this teaching, Franck complained:

From Christ they return to Moses, from the sun to the shadow, and would restore 
the force, sword, and law of Moses, although there is One here who is greater than 
Moses, Solomon, Jonah, and the prophets, who has established a new covenant in 
the spirit which supersedes the old in the letter, namely, Jesus Christ, whom the 
Father has commanded us to obey (Ibid.: 191).

This kind of reproach was directed at the laws of doctrine and discipline as enforced 
by the Protestant confessional authorities. When these authorities began to endorse 
the persecution of religious dissenters, it had become self-evident to the opponents 
of confessionalism that this was a new tyranny instigated by satan’s evil ploy to de-
stroy the true religion. 

Soon after the text had appeared in Genevan circles, Calvin’s successor Theo-
dore Beza composed a spirited refutation of De Haereticis. He was very much dis-
turbed by Castellio’s plea to expand the scope of the sphere of adiaphora. It elicited 
the following passionate reaction:

There is one way that leads to God, namely, Christ; and one way that leads to 
Christ, namely, faith; and this faith includes all those dogmas which you reject 
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as unnecessary…You do not want to know where Christ is, what he is doing, and 
how he is seated at the right hand of God the Father. In vain, then, it is written 
that we have a high priest who will enter the heavens above every principality 
and power, virtue and dominion, and every name that is named…You number the 
Trinity among the matters which need not be known and if known make a man 
no better…O Athanasius, you who stood against the world, you who gave your 
creed with such wonderful brevity, I ask you, cannot we prove from Scripture that 
Christ is one with the Father and that three hypostases may be distinguished in 
one essence?…This, you say, makes a man no better. O blasphemy! O sacrilege! 
(cited in Bainton, Ed., 1935: 108).

To a strict Reformed theologian like Beza, nothing could be as antichristian as to 
deny the import of such basic articles of faith. This was to go straight against the 
very core of Christianity. If articles like the Trinity were rejected, the perpetrators 
well deserved the harshest of punishments. To an anticonfessional mentality like 
that of Castellio, on the contrary, this was equivalent to the forcing of consciences. 
The fruits of such conduct were well known: it caused enormous offense to all true 
Christians and the godly society was ripped apart, as was happening in the French 
Wars of Religion (Castellio 1562). As he once put it pithily, “to kill a man does not 
mean the defence of a doctrine, but the death of a man” (cited in Guggisberg 2003: 
109). Therefore, this could not but be a disruption of the true Christian faith, a reli-
gion of peace, harmony and unity. The antithesis between the two groups ended in 
a deadlock: both accused the other of a betrayal of true Reformation and a denial of 
true religion.

In general terms, the writings of the anticonfessional Protestants of the six-
teenth century reveal that they were defending one major aspect of the Reformation, 
viz. its extension of the individual process of conversio to all believers, against the 
dominance of another major aspect, viz. the communal crystallisation of this same 
process in a doctrinaire and disciplinary form. The latter aspect instigated the forma-
tion of the strict confessional churches and their rule of law. In opposition, the anti-
confessionalists argued for the individual process of conversion in terms of spiritual 
freedom from the law, as the early Reformers had also done in the assault against the 
papal hierarchy. But they took the argument a step further: they suggested that the 
dominant interpretation of Scripture in the Lutheran and Calvinist churches could 
never bind the faith of believers. The “dead letter of the outer word,” as they liked 
to put it in theological terms, ought not to constrain “the inner word” or “the spirit.” 
The force behind the diffusion of conversion—the prototypically Christian scheme 
of life—pushed these anticonfessional Protestants to a new extreme: all forms of 
religious authority were denied as antichristian oppressions and all constraints on 
the individual interpretation of God’s revelation were denounced as obstacles to the 
work of the Holy Spirit.
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The Confessional/Anticonfessional Struggle

Did one encounter the anticonfessional stance in the small circles of the educated 
only? Or was it rather the case that thinkers such as Weigel and Castellio were the 
spokesmen of widespread anticlerical sentiment among the sixteenth-century Chris-
tians? The research into the social and cultural history of the Reformation indicates 
that the resistance to confessionalism knew of a pervasive support among the lay 
population. For one, this is illustrated by the fact that an author like Castellio “could 
count on a wide circle of friends and supporters” when writing his most important 
tracts on toleration (Guggisberg 2003: 122). But remaining doubts evaporate when 
it turns out that statements in favour of Christian liberty and objections against the 
tyranny of the Protestant confessional churches materialised in all kinds of writings 
from the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century.

The cardmaker and citizen of Zwickau, Matheus Lother, for instance, was one 
of the many laymen who voiced discontent about the advent of confessionalism. In a 
small tract composed at the behest of his children, Lother declared that the clergy is 
human and can err in the same way as other human beings. Therefore, he rejected its 
public opinions and its justification of the use of force in the matters of faith: 

…[W]e should not depend on God’s having ordained and instituted many offices 
and persons to teach and preach his holy word. The offices are sure and good, but 
the persons in them are human beings who can make mistakes and err and lead us 
to the devil beneath the appearance of the divine word and office, as happened to 
the Jews with their false prophets and us with the pope (cited in Weeks 2000: 32).

“Faith and trust,” Lother continued, “pertain to God alone, who can help and protect, 
which is impossible for human beings” (Ibid.). He compared the Lutheran authori-
ties to the pope and Mohammed, who had also made a practice of fighting for their 
teachings with the sword. The pastorate of Zwickau reacted to Lother’s allegations 
by having his writings confiscated and examined for evidence of heresy. As Weeks 
(2000: 29-30) suggests, such examples of popular anticonfessional feeling refute any 
view that takes the anticonfessional thinkers as voices “speaking to us out of a state 
of mystical isolation.”

The struggle between the confessional and anticonfessional forces is perhaps 
best perceived in its manifestations in the Reformation of a city like Strasbourg. An 
evangelical faction had stood up in this French city soon after Luther’s first protest 
against the papal hierarchy in 1517. This faction took its case directly to the com-
mon people, instead of operating among the elite only. As the evangelical movement 
became dominant in the city, it was clear that the new church had to be Protestant 
in its doctrines, its institutions and its definitions of Christian morality. The exact 
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doctrines of this church, however, would remain a matter of controversy until the end 
of the sixteenth century, as its position in the conflict between German and Swiss 
Reformers was unclear. This makes Strasbourg into a fascinating case study of early 
modern Konfessionsbildung and the resistance it encountered.

In the early period of the Reformation, the lay magistrates had taken control of 
doctrine, discipline and church organization, but from the 1530s onwards the clergy 
tried to recover its independence and gain religious authority. As Lorna J. Abray re-
counts in her excellent study The People’s Reformation (1985), this caused a strong 
reaction among the laymen, who accused the clergy of erecting a new papacy:

Pastor Caspar Hedio, preaching the annual magistrates’ sermon to the assembled 
rulers and burghers in 1534, lamented that the clergy were constantly accused 
of wanting to erect a “new papacy.” Six years later, along with Bucer and Capito, 
he would repeat to the Senate and XXI his complaint that fear of reestablishing 
something like the pope’s yoke was preventing rulers and the commons from 
accepting Christ’s will. For the magistrates the chief terror of the “new papacy” 
lay in the possibility that the clergy might “seize the sword,” that is, challenge 
the magistrates’ secular authority. To most of the laity the “new papacy” had more 
to do with the clergy’s attempts to discipline their parishioners, to stamp out old 
customs like the parties held to celebrate baptisms and marriages, and to renew 
old obligations like private confessions (Abray 1985: 62).

This defiance towards clerical authority was not a figment of the pastor’s imagination. 
Whenever the wardens of a particular parish tried to increase their power over the 
lay believers they met with significant opposition. This was articulated in tracts on 
spiritual liberty like that of the Strasbourg radical Wolfgang Schultheiss, in which he 
declared the following:

We should leave the spirits free and not despise what God has revealed through 
them. Each man should be free to teach and then there would be no division. But 
the preachers wish to erect a new papacy. They are vexed if one says anything 
against them, even though it be a revelation from God. He who contradicts must 
be a radical and a fanatic (cited in Bainton, Ed., 1935: 87-8).

In spite of such accusations, the Protestant clergy remained steadfast in its confes-
sional project. A Kirchenconvent or Church Assembly was constructed, which designed 
ways to discipline its members’ behavior and to ensure that all were orthodox in 
their beliefs. Five members of the clergy came to act as censors of the rest, meeting 
monthly to investigate everyone’s teaching and life. All new recruits had to undergo 
an examination of their beliefs and they had to subscribe to the Augsburg Confes-
sion. This setting up of a unified Church Assembly served another purpose: “The 
end was to reform the city’s religious life by leading its people to orthodox beliefs 
and pious practice. Dissent had to be smashed, true doctrine proclaimed and disci-
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pline strengthened” (Abray 1985: 75). The new orthodoxy became narrower as time 
progressed:

In Strasbourg, as elsewhere, the evolution of the new orthodoxy was a slow process, 
the fruit of consistent effort to define by negating and to purify by ostracizing. In 
the 1520s Catholicism had been stamped false, by the 1530s Anabaptism had been 
rejected. Then, after 1536, the symbolic interpretation of the eucharist upheld 
by the Swiss was identified as erroneous. Orthodoxy in Strasbourg was fluid in 
content for decades. Only in the Formula of Concord did the clergy achieve a 
consistent, fixed, full, and enduring doctrinal formulation… (Ibid.: 77-8).

The confrontation with religious rivals led the Lutheran confession to define its doc-
trine in an ever stricter fashion. The clergy also desired to impose this Lutheran 
orthodoxy on the people. However, although the magistrates did not allow public 
denigration of the Lutheran clergy and its orthodoxy, they also systematically refused 

“to force anyone’s conscience.” They did not order anyone to attend the services of 
the Lutheran church, nor did they compel anyone to declare that they believed in 
the Lutheran conception of Christianity.

When Huguenot Calvinists moved into the city, the magistrates and other lay-
men had difficulty with the importance of the orthodoxy proclaimed in the Formula 
of Concord, since it implied a condemnation of fellow Protestants. They feared that 
disputes on orthodoxy would disrupt the unity of society. The clergy, on the other 
hand, took the fixation of doctrine as a matter of utmost primacy and insisted that 
matters of doctrine must be left to the theologians. The struggle between the con-
fessional and anticonfessional forces in Strasbourg coincided to a large extent with 
a conflict between the clergy and the civil magistracy. While the magistrates were 
convinced that “theological precision was more trouble than it was worth,” the clergy 
claimed that all laity “must keep silent and let the theologians rule on what was true 
and what was false” (Ibid.: 143, 149).

As happened elsewhere in the late sixteenth century, the confessional forces 
gained the upper hand in Strasbourg after a period of relative freedom of religion. 
The intolerance towards Catholics, Calvinists and Schwenckfeldians increased ac-
cordingly as the Lutheran orthodoxy was more rigidly defined. More and more, the 
magistracy bowed to the clergy’s vision of the Reformation. However, this did not 
mean they considered the elaborate Lutheran orthodoxy as a necessity to salvation. 
To them, the essence of the Christian faith could be summed up in a paragraph. In 
1529, they explained the “principle parts of our true Christian faith, necessary to the 
soul’s salvation,” as follows: “That Almighty God, out of his love for mankind, sent 
his beloved only-begotten son, our Lord Jesus Christ, into this world. While truly 
divine, he took on a human nature. He died for us and rose again for our justifica-
tion.” . When some of the magistrates made statements about their personal beliefs, 
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they emphasised they were “Christians” and not “Zwinglians,” “Calvinists” or “Lu-
therans.” As one of them said: “Let people pin what party label on me they will, I 
recognize no name but Christian” (Ibid.: 178-9). 

This ecumenical or irenic attitude was a typical feature of the anticonfessional 
stance as seen in the writings of a Weigel or a Castellio. The divisions among the 
Protestant confessions should be overcome, it was argued, by limiting the essence of 
Christian doctrine to the common ground shared by these confessions. This common 
ground was the belief in Jesus Christ, it was pointed out, and not the belief in Luther, 
Calvin or Zwingli. Thus, the aims of confessional clerics and anticonfessional believ-
ers differed significantly:

A simple Bible-based religion that everyone could understand, good morals that 
everyone could appreciate and practice, a church in which the clergy served the 
laity and not the contrary—to secular Lutherans in Strasbourg this was the essence 
of the reformation. The clergy rejected none of this, but they demonstrated an 
irresistible need to make matters more precise, to insist on the absolute primacy 
of the spiritual over the secular, and to demand a degree of piety the people would 
not grant them (Ibid.: 182).

The church as desired by the magistrates and other laymen would not deny any 
belief necessary to salvation in the next life, but it refused to cling to those matters 
indifferent to salvation, which could destroy the harmony in this world. Gradually, 
the reformed clergy began to violate the Christian liberty it had earlier promised. 
Often, the lay authorities instead came to be the advocates of “the early Protestant 
notion that no mortal could or should usurp God’s privilege to see into the human 
heart.” What liberty there was in the city of Strasbourg “was the work of the laity, not 
of the clergy” (Ibid.: 184).

In other parts of Protestant Europe, anticonfessional Christians also continued 
to propagate the message of Christian liberty and its irenic stance. In Brandenburg, 
the main religious adviser of the first three Reformed electors, John Peter Bergius 
(1587-1658), argued that Lutheranism and Calvinism “are actually not two differ-
ent religions, in spite of the fact that they are in disagreement on several doctrinal 
points.” The disputes on the Eucharist, Christ, and predestination were adiaphora of 
secondary import, he said, and “need not keep the two churches apart.” In much the 
same way as the Strasbourg magistrates, Bergius refused to be called a Calvinist: “I 
am a truly catholic Christian because I believe only that which is necessary for salva-
tion and truly catholic—that is, what true Christians have clearly believed at all times 
and in all places.” His actions confirmed this message of ecumenism. Bergius was 
the force behind the meeting of Lutheran and Calvinist theologians at the Leipzig 
Colloquy of 1631, which ended in a promise of the two sides to “show each other 
Christian love in the future” (Nischan 1982: 395, 396, 400).
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The Confessional, the Anticonfessional and the Divine Order

The story told so far should not be mistaken for a general explanation suggesting a 
simple opposition between a confessional clergy and an anticonfessional laity in early 
modern Europe. Such a twofold collision may have emerged in some locations, but 
the structure of the struggle between confessional and anticonfessional forces will 
prove to be more complex (see Chapters IV and V). Yet, what has become clear is 
that the birth of the first sixteenth-century pleas for the value of toleration occurred 
within a framework of anticonfessional Christian doctrine. Now, what distinguished 
this particular theological framework from that of the advocates of confessionalism? 
Which premises were shared by the confessional and anticonfessional Christian 
schemes of thought? These will become two of our key questions as the argument 
advances. Let us therefore draw together some of the threads of the story so far, in 
order to sketch the outlines of a provisional answer.

Both the confessional and anticonfessional movements consisted of pious Chris-
tians. This fact alone entails some clues as to the ground they held in common. Being 
Christian, both movements were based in the belief that the world embodied the 
Will of God. They both held that God disclosed His Will in the Word made flesh. 
They also assumed that the human creature stood in a unique relation to God. In 
Christ, God revealed the purpose He had for humanity. These common elements of 
the two movements bring us to the basic pursuit they shared. Like all other events 
in the universe, human society embodied the Will of God. Still, given the condition 
of sin, the earthly human societies were in the clutches of the devil. These sinful 
earthly societies were opposed to an image of the truly Christian society. This was 
variously called “the spiritual kingdom,” “the invisible church,” “the communion 
of saints” or “the heavenly city.” The earthly and visible Christian church was the 
community that strove to fulfil God’s Will as well as it could. Its common purpose 
was to turn towards Christ and His spiritual kingdom, to become ever more like the 
invisible church of the saints—a goal never to be fully attained here on earth. The 
basic pursuit, then, of both the confessional and anticonfessional movements was the 
impulse for the Christian church to meet the purpose God had for humanity.

What divided the two was the divergent emphasis in their respective under-
standing of what it meant for a human community to embody God’s purpose. This 
purpose, all sixteenth-century Christians would agree, was both unique—because it 
expressed the Will of the one true God, and it was universal—because His Will was 
meant for all of the humankind. To take a first significant step in making sense of the 
confessional/anticonfessional struggle, we have to be aware that it revolved around 
the tension between two poles: the uniqueness of the divine purpose on the one 
hand and its universality on the other. Obviously, the confessional movement put 
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the emphasis on the unique nature of God’s purpose for humanity. The church that 
embodied this purpose, therefore, had to protect the distinct truth of its theological 
doctrine and its legal discipline, for these were to demarcate the one true divine 
community from all its false rivals. At all cost, the confessional authorities desired 
to enforce orthodox doctrine—the one true interpretation of God’s revelation and 
ecclesiastic discipline—the one true incarnation of God’s law. As a consequence, they 
conceived of their anticonfessional opponents as advocates of the devil, who wished 
to destroy this body of religious truth.

In contrast, the anticonfessional movement stressed the universality of God’s 
Will for humanity, rather than its unique particularity. It opposed the confessional 
doctrine and discipline, because these put very strict constraints on the divine pur-
pose. The truth of Christ’s message had consisted of clear teachings and a simple 
piety, the anticonfessional stance insisted, which were accessible to all pious human 
beings. Conversion of the soul, in this view, was essentially an individual process, in 
which the various believers should be left free to turn towards Christ as they saw fit. 
As a consequence, a broad scope was to be given to variations in the interpretation 
of God’s purpose for the humankind as revealed in Scripture. This corresponded to 
the message of Christian freedom from the constraint of spiritual laws. Each of the 
confessions, on the contrary, falsely claimed one could access the divine purpose 
only through submission to its particular confession of faith and church discipline. 
Moreover, the anticonfessionalists pointed out, these confessions were engaged in a 
war as to who was the one true Christian church, while God’s Will intended to unite 
all people in one common purpose. Thus, the anticonfessional movement in its turn 
blamed its confessional antagonists as evil minions of the devil, who craved to tear 
the one true church of Christ to pieces.

To sum up, the fundamental antithesis between confessionalisation and anti-
confessionalisation in early modern Protestant Europe can be accounted for in terms 
of a basic distinction between two ways of understanding the aim of a community 
to embody God’s Will. This was the aim shared by all Christian societies. However, 
the respective stress either on the unique particularity of the Divine Will for human-
ity or on its all-encompassing universality gave rise to two conflicting forces within 
these societies. The tension between them must also have been present in the Ro-
man-Catholic world, for it has its roots in the way early modern European societies 
gradually turned Christian at a much deeper level than they had ever been before. 
The form it took in that world, however, lies beyond the confines of this essay.
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4.4. Conclusion

In the following chapters, much more will be said about this complex anti-thesis 
within the Christian religion. For the time being, we will briefly consider its relation 
to the development of the idea of toleration to conclude the present chapter. The 
early modern confessional church, one could say, was a normed community: it was a 
community brought under the scope of a norm of belief, viz. confessional doctrine, 
and a norm of conduct, viz. confessional discipline. These norms established what it 
meant for a human community to embody God’s purpose for humanity. They fixed 
the outer limits within which the members of this community ought to believe and 
behave in order to be truly Christian. At the same time, they generated the ongoing 
experience that this was not sufficient: the community could never be as it ought to 
be. This created the ceaseless drive to live up to the norm of God’s Will.

Though the anticonfessional movement shared this drive, its image of the 
church as the community that abided by the rule of God’s purpose allowed much 
more internal variation. It viewed the confessional doctrine and discipline as harm-
ful constraints on the process of conversio or subjection to God’s Will—after all, this 
same process was to shape the lives of a variety of individual Christians. The early 
Reformation had attacked the medieval church, its orthodoxy and its canon law as 
human constraints on Christian liberty. Now, the anticonfessional forces attacked the 
confessional Protestant churches in much the same way.

Once again, these anticonfessional Protestants stressed Christian freedom and 
its division of the world into two separate kingdoms—one of temporal law and an-
other of spiritual freedom. In this way, thinkers like Weigel and Castellio took crucial 
steps in the development of the early modern idea of toleration by reiterating the 
theology of Christian liberty in their fight against the confessional authorities. The 
basic conceptual scheme of their pleas for toleration, however, remained the same as 
that of Luther’s theory of Christian liberty. The sphere of coercion and the sphere 
of liberty in their notion of toleration could still easily be identified in terms of a 
common Christian anthropology: the first was the kingdom of the sinful body and its 
temporal concerns; the second was that of the spiritual soul and its pursuit of righ-
teousness before God.

What would happen to this modern idea of toleration and its basic conceptual 
scheme in the next few centuries remains to be seen in the following chapters. But 
let us end this chapter with a few extremely insightful remarks by one of the chief 
historians of the dynamic of confessionalization, Heinz Schilling. Considering the 
notion of discipline and morality we have inherited from seventeenth-century con-
fessionalism, Schilling writes the following:
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…[E]ven when the original desire for defining a community of saints finally 
disappeared during the eighteenth century, these originally religious energies 
survived in secularized form as a striving for moral perfection. Secularization is 
a fundamental process within the development of modernity, and to describe 
it adequately we need to take seriously the original religious and ecclesiastical 
contents of these social and mental structures that entered into the modern mind 
in secularized forms (Schilling 1991: 42).

The suggestion is that modern political thought actually extended the “social and 
mental structures” of the confessionalisation of the Reformation. Schilling further 
explains this remark when he suggests that the ideal of harmony and fraternity in the 
eucharistic community was of utmost importance to the Reformed churches:

Quarrelsomeness and discord in the heart of one participant in Holy Communion 
endangered for that person, and for all other participants, the salvation brought 
about by the Eucharist. Due to this religious dynamism, the control of quarreling 
and violence, which until this time had been in Old Europe mainly a concern of 
clan and family, was extended from these social primary units to the congregation 
and even to society as a whole. One can argue that, in this respect, ecclesiastical 
discipline acted as an important precondition for the ideal of fraternity which was 
to be “invented” by the French Revolution, and which marks the transition from 
the ancien régime to the modern world. In doing so, it represents a secularized, 
universal variant of the eucharistic community enforced by church discipline 
(Ibid.: 60).

In other words, Schilling suggests that the basic structures and dynamics that created 
the confessional churches lived on in the Enlightenment and the French Revolution, 
but in a secularised form. If this were true, the societies of the modern world would 
indeed be universalised variants of the Christian communities created by confession-
al doctrine and discipline. In one sense, the subsequent chapters will inquire into the 
implications of Schilling’s remark. Did the basic cognitive schemes of Christian con-
versio and the confessional/anticonfessional forces continue to determine the shape 
of political thought in the modern world? Or did the following centuries constitute 
a crucial intellectual break of the modern secular West with its Christian religious 
past?
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Chapter V

God’s Will and
the Precepts of Men

Wandering through a town of the early seventeenth-century Dutch Republic, 
one would likely be struck by the variety of religious practices one encountered. In 
comparison to the apparent unity of the Church in previous centuries, the many 
disagreements among the different types of Christians inhabiting this town would 
seem enormous. If the walk began at a Calvinist church, the communion of believers 
listening to the weekly sermon might appear uniform at first sight. But even within 
this group the genuine members of the church would be differentiated from the 
sympathisers or liefhebbers. The latter attended the services at their own preference. 
In contrast to the actual members, they were neither subject to the strict discipline 
of the Reformed church, nor obliged to endorse its confession of faith. The drawback 
was they were barred from receiving communion in the church.

After the service had ended, one might witness the cleric admonish some mem-
bers of the church for their recent lapses into sin. The threat of excommunication 
from the Body of Christ would probably convince these believers to mend their ways. 
On the contrary, a few streets from the church one would perhaps reach the house of 
one of the pious Christians who regarded the discipline of the Reformed Church as 
a spiritual tyranny. This “Libertine”—as they were called by the Calvinists—would 
worship God as he saw fit and reject all clerical intrusion as antichristian. A Remon-
strant family next door would be of the same mind. In their heated disputes with 
the clerics of the Reformed Church, these anticlerical Protestants would insist that 
all Christians should be left free to believe and act as their consciences instructed 
them.

While strolling along the streets and canals of this town, one might suddenly 
hear the muffled sound of a Catholic hymn from behind the walls of a building with 
the appearance of an ordinary home. This would be one of the infamous clandestine 
churches of the Roman-Catholic community. Hiding behind the façade of private 
houses, these schuilkerken or house chapels gave space to the Catholic believers to cel-
ebrate the Mass “in private” (see Kaplan 2002a). In a genuine private home nearby, 
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a Lutheran father could be seen explaining a passage of Scripture to his wife and 
children, while consulting one of Luther’s commentaries. Reaching the edge of town, 
the surrounding forests might well be the site of one of the adult baptism rites of the 
local Mennonites. And if the town in question were a trade centre like Amsterdam, 
the chances are that one would also have passed a Jewish synagogue, a Lutheran 
church or a Remonstrant house chapel by now.

From the late sixteenth century onwards, the Dutch Republic “has been de-
picted and praised again and again as an isle of toleration,” both by travellers visiting 
the country and by scholars studying its history (Mout 1997: 37). Though it may be 
true that the extent of mutual toleration among Catholics, Calvinists and other Prot-
estants should not be overestimated, these groups lived together quite peacefully in 
the Netherlands, while the Wars of Religion were raging elsewhere in Europe. This 
makes the region the ideal point of departure for an inquiry into the development of 
the modern value of toleration in the West—not least because it became the stage 
of some of the earliest substantive debates on the subject in the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth century.

This chapter will examine the nature of the early Dutch disputes on toleration. 
The central question of the story will be the following: How did toleration become a 
value in itself in the early modern period? Until the sixteenth century, tolerating her-
etics had at best been considered a temporary expedient until the church would be 
reunited. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, however, several think-
ers began to argue that toleration was a basic right of all Christians. Why did these 
people suddenly feel that it was a moral obligation to tolerate the beliefs and practices 
of various Christian denominations? What where the justifications offered to sustain 
this norm? The aim is not so much to consider all authors and arguments, but rather 
to identify the intellectual constraints within which the participants in the debates 
operated. In other words, we will try to establish the conceptual limitations of their 
reasoning on toleration and religious liberty. Again the focus will often shift to the 
distinction between the spiritual and temporal realms, for this played a decisive role 
in the basic structure of the early modern Dutch conception of toleration.

5.1. Minor Evil or God’s Gift?

The textbook stories about the rise of toleration in early modern Europe, as we saw, 
claim this value has its main origin in battle fatigue. Decades of devastating warfare 
are said to have generated the insight that this value was the one viable route towards 
a stable society composed of rival confessions. After years of incessant persecution 
and strife, J. B. Schneewind (1997: 4) suggests, people finally realised that “tolera-
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tion…seems to be the only way to avoid constant warfare.” Gradually, they came to 
see this value as “a basic condition of life.” As said before, this story is profoundly 
dissatisfying. Most importantly, the story fails to explain as to how and why toleration 
became a moral norm or principle in these years. Why should the European wars of 
religion lead to the widespread belief that toleration is a value in itself? If the aim was 
simply to end these conflicts, why did it not suffice to say that it would be more expedi-
ent to tolerate various Christian confessions? How does one take the step from battle 
fatigue to the proclamation of a universal moral obligation of toleration? It appears 
quite impossible to identify a necessary connection between the two. Nevertheless, 
the current understanding of the history of toleration has to presuppose some such 
link. The same kind of difficulty surfaces in accounts that locate the origin of tolera-
tion purely in socio-economic factors. Naturally, it is true that such factors had a role 
to play in the enhancement of peaceful co-existence, but again they cannot explain 
as to why this should take the form of a principled value rather than a prudent ma-
neuver.

The various reactions to the predicament caused by the Reformation schism 
emerged from the context of theological disputes among Roman-Catholics and dif-
ferent Protestant groups. Christian doctrine made up the general conceptual frame-
work within which a range of alternatives to eternal confessional strife was expound-
ed. The same should also be true for the early modern idea of toleration—unless of 
course an angel of God or a visitor from Mars whispered it into the ear of the elect. 
This idea cannot have been a deus ex machina, which appeared in the minds of the 
enlightened few. Therefore, our inquiry into its formation will have to discern its 
location within the configuration of these internal Christian disputes. This is where 
we will look to solve our basic puzzle: How did toleration turn into an intrinsic val-
ue—a norm never to be violated? Why did a growing group of late sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century Europeans begin to believe that one ought morally to tolerate 
religious dissent?

Healing the Fractures

Predictably, the first reaction to the Reformation was the attempt to restore the unity 
of the Roman-Catholic Church. Once it had become all too clear that coercion and 
persecution would not do, a new approach became popular among moderate Catho-
lics, viz. the search for a shared doctrinal core on which all Christians could agree. 
This strategy of designing a common ground for a reunited Christendom had been 
prepared by Christian humanists such as Nicholas de Cusa and Desiderius Erasmus. 
The latter had argued that the fundamental articles of faith of the Christian religion 
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should be limited to an essence, which was essential to salvation (fundamenta); while 
free discussion should be allowed on theological details, which were indifferent to 
salvation (adiaphora). Still, irenic Catholic thinkers such as Erasmus considered the 
granting of civil tolerance to the different Christian “sects” as a prudent step to avoid 
the greater evil of civil war. This was to be a transient phase in the restoration of 
Christian unity (Lecler 1955, vol. 1: 138). These thinkers did certainly not regard 
toleration as a particularly desirable virtue or as an ideal to be entertained: “The 
ideal was rather that God, in his mercy and wisdom, should reunite the Church, or 
churches” (Sutherland 1984: 153).

An alternate response to the problem of confessional co-existence in the Euro-
pean states maintained that the political unity of these states was overriding, rather 
than a religious unity. In sixteenth-century France, this response was elaborated by a 
series of authors called “les Politiques.” Although some Protestants defended a similar 
perspective, the group consisted of Catholics mainly, who insisted that the state had 
an independent temporal purpose. This, they said, should not be subordinated to the 
interests of the Christian religion. The specific situation in France—with its rift be-
tween the King and the Catholic majority on the one hand and a large and powerful 
community of Calvinist Huguenots on the other—made the politique approach the 
most reasonable alternative to persistent persecution, which would tear the country 
to pieces. As Herbert Butterfield (1977: 573) has pointed out, these thinkers can 
hardly be considered as proponents of the ideal of toleration for they declared “that 
persecution (and a national unanimity in the faith) was the ideal but the bloodshed 
must be ended—the body politic itself was being destroyed, and further conflicts 
would make the tragedy irremediable.”

The subordination of religious discord to political expediency also prevailed 
among authors who defended some form of scepticism towards Christian dogma. It 
is often held that the emergence of toleration in early modern Europe was related to 
the dispersion of a sceptical attitude. However, Richard Tuck (1988) has shown that 
this connection between scepticism and tolerance is dubious. Seventeenth-century 
sceptics such as Justus Lipsius did not argue for toleration as a matter of high prin-
ciple, but rather held that—religious convictions being largely groundless anyway—
the authorities could decide either to persecute or to tolerate heretical opinions ac-
cording to the exigencies of a specific situation. Though these thinkers “would have 
agreed that there are not, and could not be, grounds for enforcing one’s own beliefs 
upon another simply because of the nature of those beliefs,” they would have added 
that “beliefs could be enforced upon unwilling subjects for pragmatic or political 
reasons” (Tuck 1988: 35).

The common trait of these approaches towards Christian schism is that they 
failed to regard toleration as a value in itself. At most, they argued for it on pragmatic 
grounds, as a prudent policy aiming to restore the unity of the church or to secure 
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the stability of the state. Never did they fight for it on principled grounds as a moral 
precept to be followed at all times and in all circumstances. Still, the distinctive mark 
of the modern idea of toleration lies precisely in its being regarded as having intrinsic 
normative value. If we are to find out how this idea came into being, then, we will 
have to search for texts in which the toleration of different Christian confessions 
was viewed as an absolute moral principle, regardless of the benefits or drawbacks it 
might bring about.

The Pragmatics of Absolute Liberty

In one of the early Dutch debates, a basic distinction can be drawn between two 
general positions on the toleration of heretics. The debate in question had its focus in 
the historical event of the Pacification of Ghent (1576), a treaty among the Provinces of 
the Dutch Republic in which they had agreed to forget about their mutual conflicts 
and join forces against the Spanish oppressor. While the Pacification confirmed the 
status of Roman Catholicism as the official religion of all other States, it did grant 
freedom of religion to the Calvinists of Holland and Zeeland. In an anonymous pam-
phlet entitled Discours contenant le vray entendement de la Pacification de Gand, a Protes-
tant author interpreted this policy of the Dutch States as a token of their recognition 
of the natural right to liberty of conscience:

Suivant l’intention des Etats, nous sommes restitués en pleine liberté, à savoir 
des biens du corps et de la conscience. La liberté de conscience consiste en deux 
membres, à savoir au cultivement de Dieu intérieur et extérieur: l’intérieur gît au 
coeur, l’extérieur consiste à oeuvrer et a aussi deux membres, à savoir la profession 
de bouche et l’exercice des cérémonies…Le principal bénéfice que nous a donné 
le recouvrement de la liberté, c’est que chacun peut satisfaire à sa conscience, 
avoir la religion libre et servir Dieu comme il en pense répondre. Laquelle liberté 
nous appartient du droit de nature (in Lecler 1955, vol. 2: 185).

According to the intention of the States, we are restored in full liberty, both of 
bodily goods and of the conscience. Liberty of conscience consists of two parts, 
viz., the inward and outward cultivation of God: the inward concerns the heart, 
the outward consists of worship and also has two parts, viz., the vocal confession 
of faith and the exercise of ceremonies…The main benefit given to us by the 
recovery of liberty is that everyone may satisfy his conscience, practise religion 
freely and serve God as he thinks he should. This liberty belongs to us according 
to natural right (my translation).

These thoughts were deeply rooted in the faith of their author. The claim that it is 
one’s natural right to satisfy one’s conscience and to serve God as one thinks one 
should derived from the Protestant theology of Christian liberty. This theological 
perspective inspired the anonymous writer, when he insisted that the right not to 
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change one’s religion—unless one’s conscience instructs one to do so—belongs to 
every individual in particular. Therefore, he concluded, no one has the right to coerce 
others in these spiritual matters (in Lecler 1955, vol. 2: 185).

The toleration granted by the Pacification to the Calvinists of Holland and Zee-
land was interpreted in a somewhat different fashion by the Catholic theologians 
of the time. Apparently, the University of Louvain—a centre of orthodox theolo-
gy—had examined the problem. It had come to the conclusion that one may tolerate 
heretical opinions, without approving of them, if this allows one to obtain a greater 
good or to avoid a greater evil. In a text dated 1578, one of its theologians, Jean de 
Lens, summed up the justification some of his colleagues had given for the policy of 
toleration towards the Calvinists:

Quelques évêques et Facultés ont admis le premier principle [celui de la tolérance], 
lorsque tenant compte des nécessités présentes et de l’état des choses, ils ont 
jugé qu’on pouvait tolérer, pour un certain temps, le mal existant en Hollande et 
en Zélande. Mais ils n’ont pas admis la frivole argumentation “du don de Dieu”, 
dont, ils le savent, les hérétiques ont l’habitude d’user contre l’autorité légitime. 
Autrement, ils auraient dû non seulement subir pour un temps le statu quo en 
Hollande et en Zélande, mais approuver la liberté de conscience pour toujours en 
faveur des hérétiques de toutes les provinces (in Lecler 1955, vol. 2: 198).

Some bishops and faculties have admitted the first principle [that of toleration], 
since considering the present necessities and the state of affairs, they have judged 
that one may tolerate, for some time, the evil existing in Holland and Zeeland. But 
they have not admitted the frivolous argumentation of the “gift of God,” of which, 
as they know, the heretics make use against the legitimate authority. Otherwise, 
they would not merely have to accept for some time the status quo in Holland and 
Zealand, but approve liberty of conscience at all times in favour of the heretics of 
all the provinces (my translation).

In these two quotes, we are confronted with a basic opposition between two views 
of tolerance. On the one hand, we have a Reformed author who justified the Dutch 
policy by relating it to the natural right to liberty of conscience, which he derived 
from the conviction that God is the only lord of our souls and consciences. On the 
other, we have a Catholic theologian who—denying the validity of “the frivolous 
argument” that faith is “the gift from God” which cannot be compelled by human 
authority—stated that the decision “to tolerate, for a certain period of time, the evil 
existing in Holland and Zeeland” was a pragmatic agreement to the status quo in 
these provinces. To the latter, it did certainly not entail the recognition of a general 
liberty of conscience. This dispute regarding the true meaning of the Pacification of 
Ghent reveals how the beliefs of these Protestants and Catholics inspired them to 
two opposite views on the issue of toleration.

Similar to the position of the French Politiques, the Catholic perspective on the 
Dutch policy of toleration could go no further than to regard it as a temporary ex-
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pedient forced upon the political authorities by the prevailing circumstances. This 
conception of tolerance or tolerantia had already been part of the canon law of the 
medieval Church:

…[T]olerance was applied in order to prevent a greater evil than the tolerated one. 
Minus malum toleratur ut maius tollatur, it was sometimes said in juridical literature. 
Tolerance was the result of weighing opportunities. Non-interference with certain 
evil acts should prevent the occurrence of even worse evil (Bejczy 1997: 370).

As Bejczy recounts, this Catholic conception of tolerance had emerged as a solution 
to the problem of the presence of Jewish communities in Christian Europe:

The concept of tolerantia was chiefly developed as an answer to the question of how 
ecclesiastical authorities should deal with the practices of Jewish religion. Jewish 
rites were considered an evil that had to be tolerated; the major evil that was thus 
prevented was the forced conversion of the Jews, for conversion to Christianity 
had to be a matter of free will (Bejczy 1997: 371).

Likewise, prostitution was often mentioned as a sin that was legitimately tolerated, 
because it prevented major evils such as adultery, rape and sodomy. This Catholic 
understanding of tolerance was confirmed in the Low Countries of the sixteenth 
century by Joannes Molanus, another theologian and rector of Louvain University. 
He wrote in his De fide haereticis servanda (1584) that, while the toleration of heretical 
opinions may be advisable in certain circumstances, it should never be regarded as 
a virtuous or good thing in an absolute sense (cited in Lecler 1955, vol. 2: 203). As 
opposed to this perspective, the viewpoint of the anonymous Protestant did consider 
toleration to be a value in an absolute sense, since its moral foundation lay in the 
right to liberty of conscience which belonged “to everyone in particular.”

5.2. Defying the Tyranny of Conscience

Toleration could become a value in itself, because the Protestant theology of liberty 
of conscience provided it with a normative foundation. It is difficult to maintain that 
the teachings of the Reformation gave rise to toleration, however, when Servetus 
had been burned in Geneva about three decades before. In the wars of religion, the 
different Protestant confessions often turned out to be as violently intolerant as the 
Inquisition. Nonetheless, liberty of conscience was embedded in Protestant doctrine 
and it did provide a justification for the value of toleration. To see how this could 
happen, a further analysis is needed of the struggle between the confessional and 
anticonfessional forces of the Reformation. At the end of the sixteenth century, this 
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struggle was more prominent in the United Provinces than elsewhere. The disputes 
among the different varieties of Dutch Protestants would provide a fertile soil for the 
growth of ideas on the liberty of conscience.

The Dutch Revolt against Spain had symbolised a rejection of the Inquisition 
and its attempt to impose Catholic uniformity on the Netherlands. Many inhabit-
ants of the Low Countries viewed the Revolt as a liberation from Roman tyranny. 
But those who had now expected Christian liberty of conscience to reign supreme 
would soon be disappointed. The strict Calvinists of the Reformed Church began to 
build their own ecclesiastical structures. In the same way as colleagues elsewhere in 
Europe, the Dutch clergymen created a catechism and a confession of faith, which 
one had to endorse in order to be considered a true Christian. The discipline of the 
church seemed to grow more rigid every day.

Given this severity, the opposition to confessionalism would have to be equally 
strong to survive. Initially, this was the case. In the lively period from the 1580s to 
the Synod of Dordrecht in 1618, the Dutch Republic became the arena of a real 
battle between strict confessional Calvinists (preciezen) and anticonfessional Protes-
tants (rekkelijken). As Benjamin Kaplan (1995: 5) argues in his excellent Calvinists and 
Libertines, this was not an isolated phenomenon unique to the Dutch, but “was in 
fact a local manifestation of a much broader struggle between the champions and op-
ponents of confessionalism.” In Dutch society, the struggle was not limited to a few 
dissenting intellectuals, who opposed the Calvinist church. Rather, these intellectu-
als were the spokesmen of a large group of citizens who chose not to join any of the 
confessions. An extraordinary number of people belonged to no church at all in this 
period. These are called the “middle groups” or middengroepen by today’s historians:

One of the most important recent discoveries in Dutch religious history has been 
that many chose not to become formally affiliated to any confession at all. The 
religious middengroepen continued to exist after the Revolt, and were very slow to 
commit themselves. It is now thought that by 1620 a large section—perhaps as 
much as half—of the Dutch population did not formally belong to any confession. 
There is no doubt that these people still considered themselves Christians. Many 
of them still went to church regularly, and in Reformed Churches this category 
of believers even had its own name, the liefhebbers—or sympathisers—of the 
Reformed religion (Pollmann 1999: 8).

These groups of Christians staunchly refused to enter the confessional mode. They 
were denounced by strict Calvinists like the minister Jacobus Triglandius, who said 
that they were “libertine spirits…who adhere neither to the Reformed Church nor 
to any sects outside it, thinking that they can achieve salvation…by living virtuous-
ly and civilly under their government and thus quietly serving God by themselves 
according to their own understanding.” The anticonfessional writers became the 
spokesmen of this silent majority. This is what members of the contemporary Calvin-
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ist elite such as Marnix of St. Aldegonde also claimed: the unchurched, through inac-
tion, were “acting out” the beliefs expressed by the vocal opponents of discipline. In 
Kaplan’s (1995: 73) words: “To examine the beliefs of outspoken Libertines, then, is 
to find some version of truly popular Libertine sentiments.”

In the seventeenth century, the tension between Calvinists and Libertines 
would take an even more pronounced form in the conflict between the Remonstrants 
and the Contraremonstrants. Although this conflict appeared to revolve around the 
doctrines of predestination and free will, this was only superficially so. The origin of 
the two parties lay in a dispute between two theology professors at the university 
of Leiden, viz. Jacobus Arminius and Franciscus Gomarus. This theological dispute 
divided the Dutch confessional and anticonfessional forces into two distinct parties. 
The Remonstrants or Arminians united the opponents of confessionalisation into 
a common front against the consistories of the Reformed Church. They contested 
the imposition of confessions of faith and church discipline on the Christians. The 
very meaning of the Reformation was at issue, for both the Remonstrant and the 
Contraremonstrant camps “were laying claim to be the authentic heirs of the Dutch 
Reformation” (Duke 1985: 121). Like the Libertines, the Remonstrants accused the 
Calvinists of betraying the original message of Christian freedom of the Reformation. 
Let us have a look at the arguments these anticonfessional thinkers developed to 
defend their cherished ideal of liberty of conscience.

Teaching as Doctrines the Precepts of Men

As was the case across Europe, the confessions of faith and catechisms became the 
main instruments of the Dutch Reformed Church to secure doctrinal uniformity 
among its members. Children were to be educated in the true faith through the use 
of catechisms, while adults were obliged to subscribe to the articles of faith. One of 
the main worries of the anticonfessional Protestants was that these documents were 
human additions to God’s revelation. And had not Jesus said: “In vain do they wor-
ship me, teaching as doctrines the precepts of men” [Matt. 15:9].

The Reformation, the anticonfessionalists said, had liberated Christianity from 
the human traditions of the corrupt Roman-Catholic Church. Today, the confessional 
clerics were betraying its cause again by smuggling in human fabrications. In the 
town of Utrecht, Kaplan tells us, the popular preacher Hubert Duifhuis equated the 
confessions and catechisms of the Reformed Church with “scholastic glosses” and 
rejected them categorically:

All such statements of doctrine, he said, had been written by men, not by God, 
and were thus to be considered ‘human additions’ to Scripture. Only Scripture 
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had unquestionably been written with the inspiration of the Holy Spirit; it alone 
therefore could have binding authority. Sola scriptura thus became one of the 
Libertines’ most frequent rallying cries (Kaplan 1995: 98).

The same points would surface again and again in the writings of the two principal 
anticonfessional polemicists in the Dutch Republic of the late sixteenth century, viz. 
Dirck Coornhert and Caspar Coolhaes.

The life of Dirck Volckertsz Coornhert had been pretty turbulent up to the day 
he passed away in 1590. In 1567, as a secretary of the town of Haarlem, he had been 
imprisoned by the Spanish. He had fled the Netherlands only to return in 1572 with 
William of Orange. At the time of the Dutch Revolt, he became a secretary of the 
States of Holland. During the next fifteen years, he would have to leave Holland 
twice, mainly because of the polemical content of his writings. In this period, Co-
ornhert composed most of his anticonfessional pamphlets and essays—containing 
passionate attacks against the Reformed Church.

One of these pamphlets, Proeve vande Nederlandtsche Catechismo (1582), expressed 
Coornhert’s concern about the use of catechisms in religious education. Its full title 
sounded as follows: “Examination of the Dutch Catechism in order to understand 
whether it emerged from Scripture or from human ingenuity.” The strict Calvinists 
intended to oblige the schools to use the Dutch catechism as the principal source 
of religious education. To oppose this move, Coornhert wanted to prove that the 
Reformed Church had deviated from the apostolic teachings and that the Dutch 
catechism contained human additions to the Scripture. In this pamphlet, he recounts 
that he had earlier proposed to prove that the catechism contained the teachings of 
men. In reply, they had simply threatened him. To Coornhert this constituted more 
proof that they wanted to become rulers of the faith of other men. The introduction 
of the catechism in public schools, then, was but a means to do so. Coornhert con-
cluded that this decision was an acute threat to the religious freedom obtained by the 
Dutch through their revolt against the Spanish yoke.

Caspar Coolhaes, another important spokesman of anticonfessional sentiment, 
had converted to Lutheranism in the 1560s. After a short spell of hedge preaching 
in Holland, he fled to Germany. In 1574, he was called back to Leiden to become 
a preacher of the Reformed religion. However, he soon clashed with the Calvinists 
and their mission to build a confessional church in the Netherlands. Eventually, he 
was deposed and even excommunicated by the Reformed Church in 1582—an event 
that would bring about a round of intense debate between the Calvinists and their 
anticonfessional opponents (see Kooi 2000: 91-7).

In his Christelycke Vermaninghe (1584), Coolhaes warned the Calvinist clerics that 
the addition of articles of faith to Scripture was a service to satan. Consequently, they 
were to be regarded as servants of the lord of this world. It is clear, he said, that satan 
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wants to abuse the fervor of some in the church in order to set up idolatry. He has 
harmed the church the most by deceiving the clerics into the belief that they have 
more power than God has given them. This is most obvious in their explanation of 
Scripture and their fabrication of articles of faith (in Rogge 1856-8, vol. 2: 7). The 
binding of consciences to such articles of faith, Coolhaes said, is both antichristian 
and tyrannical. It entangles the conscience and destroys Christian liberty:

Iemand dus te willen binden om te geloven en voor regt, goed en waarachtig te 
willen erkennen wat menschen als menschen geleerd, geschreven en voor regt 
en goed gehouden hebben, is antichristelijk, vermetel, tyrannisch gehandeld, en 
niemand kan bewijzen daartoe van God geroepen of gezonden te zijn…[D]e anti-
christ doet aan Gods woord af en toe, verklaart en legt de heilige schrift anders 
uit dan de zin des heiligen Geestes is, voert vreemde leeringen in tegen het 
uitdrukkelijke woord der apostelen, maakt nieuwe geloofsartikelen nevens de 
twaalf artikelen, en stelt regelen en wetten, waardoor het geweten verstrikt en de 
christelijke vrijheid te niet gedaan wordt (Ibid.: 30-31).

To want to bind someone to believe and to accept as right, good and truthful what 
humans as humans have taught, written and held as right and good, is to act in 
an antichristian, audacious, tyrannical manner, and no one can prove that he is 
called or sent by God to do so…[T]he anti-christ omits from and adds to God’s 
word; he explains the Holy Scripture in a manner that deviates from the sense 
of the holy Spirit; he introduces alien teachings, violating the explicit words of 
the apostles; he makes new articles of faith besides the twelve articles; and he 
establishes rules and laws, which entangle the conscience and destroy Christian 
freedom (my translation).

How does the imposition of articles of faith, rules and laws destroy Christian free-
dom? We have to return to the basics of Reformation theology to answer this ques-
tion. Since the fall, we have become the slaves of sin. The bondage of the Law was 
imposed by God to reduce us to despair of fulfilling its rigid demands. This despair 
forces us to acknowledge the iniquity which reigns over us. Once we come to this 
point, we cannot but surrender to the promise of grace in Christ, who delivers us from 
the guilt of sin and its dominion. Thus, we become aware that God’s work alone can 
save us. As Coolhaes explained elsewhere, good works could not procure salvation. 
God gives His Spirit to those who have His grace and the work of the Spirit generates 
faith in us (in Rogge 1856-8, vol. 1: 161-2). Again and again, Coolhaes emphasised 
that it is only through conversion by the Holy Spirit that we can come to salvation. 
The true believers and Christian teachers and preachers have to have studied in “the 
school of the Holy Spirit.” It is only the latter who can open the eyes of our under-
standing:
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Zoo lang de mensch nog in de school des Geestes niet geweest is, is hij de oude 
mensch en kent God en Christus niet; en al heeft hij kennis, zoo is dit eene 
vleeschelijke en letterlijke, maar geene waarachtige en levendige (in Rogge 1856-
8, vol. 2: 11).

As long as a man has not yet been in the school of the Spirit, he is the old man and 
does not know God and Christ; and even if he has knowledge, this is a carnal and 
literal, rather than a truthful and lively knowledge (my translation).

In other words, true faith arises only through the work of the Holy Spirit in our souls. 
This work is impeded when the believers are bound to human precepts. Therefore, 
we ought to be free from all human laws in the sphere of faith.

All Reformers had said that our salvation depends on sincere aversion towards 
sin and genuine conversion to God. There is only one path that leads to this point: 
the reading of Scripture and the illumination by the Spirit. God has bound his sub-
jects to his Holy Word and thus they ought never to be bound to human commentar-
ies. As Coolhaes told the Christian clerics he addressed in his Christelijcke Vermaninghe, 
they should not impose a yoke on the believers: 

Laten wij niet ons maar ’s Heeren woord, zonder af- of toedoen en zooveel 
mogelijk in zijne ware beteekenis prediken. Laat ons alle menschen zoo veel 
mogelijk opwekken tot waarachtige boete en vruchten der bekeering waardig, en 
hen door onze werken zoowel als door onze woorden vermanen. Laat ons niet 
twisten noch hardnekkig iets van deze wereld verdedigen, waaraan ’s menschen 
zaligheid niet hangt; deze toch bestaat alleen in genade Gods door Christus en 
wordt uit genade aan allen geschonken, die door opregten afkeer van de zonde en 
ongeveinsde bekeering tot God bewijzen, al hun vertrouwen alleen door Christus 
op Hem te stellen…God heeft zijne kerk wetten gegeven, waaraan wij niet mogen 
af- of toedoen. Wij mogen geen juk leggen op den hals der geloovigen noch hen 
aan menschelijke commentariën en catechismen binden, daar God ons allen aan 
zijn heilig woord gebonden heeft. Dat wij naar ons beste weten en de gaven, ons 
door God gegeven, de plaatsen die in de Schrift duister schijnen, verklaren en den 
eenvoudigen en nieuwelingen uitleggen, is zeer wel gedaan en wordt door God 
zelf aan alle ouders aanbevolen; maar iemand aan onze of eens andere uitlegging 
of gevoelens te binden is niet billijk, en wij hebben geen getuigenis van God, dat 
wij de Schrift overal regt verstaan en onze uitlegging de ware zin des heiligen 
Geestes is (Ibid.: 14-5).

Let us not preach our own but the Lord’s word, without omitting or adding 
and as much as possible in its true meaning. Let us incite all people to genuine 
repentance, worthy of the fruits of conversion, and admonish them through both 
our works and our words. Let us not argue, nor stubbornly defend anything of 
this world, on which the salvation of men does not depend; this [salvation] exists 
only in God’s grace through Christ and is granted out of mercy to all who prove 
through genuine aversion from sin and sincere conversion to God that they put 
all their trust on Him through Christ…God has given his church laws, to which 
we should neither subtract nor add. We ought not to impose a yoke on the neck 
of the believers, nor to bind them to human commentaries and catechisms, since 
God has bound all to his word. That we explain, according to our best knowledge 
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and to the gifts God has given us, the passages of Scripture which seem obscure, 
to the simple-minded and the novices, is very well done and is recommended by 
God himself to all parents; but to bind some one to our or another’s explanation or 
feelings is not equitable, and we have no testimony from God that we understand 
the Scripture correctly everywhere and that our explanation is the true sense of 
the holy Spirit (my translation).

These arguments against the Dutch Reformed Church were not unique to the writ-
ings of Coornhert or Coolhaes. Several other preachers and thinkers took a similarly 
negative position towards the strict Calvinists. They reviled the imposition of confes-
sions and the composition of catechisms. Hermanus Herberts, a cleric in the towns 
of Dordrecht and Gouda, pointed out that “human beings, fallible human beings” 
had composed the catechism, while it was put above the Scripture in the Reformed 
Church. In an epistle that preceded an explanation of the catechism, the confessional 
Calvinist Bastingius had claimed that those who were guilty of heresy or error had 
to be kept in check and be forced to remain within the limits of God’s word by the 
catechism. Herberts answered that this was equal to locking up Christ and God’s 
wisdom and truth. “Don’t you understand,” he asked Bastingius, “that you are in this 
manner obstructing Christian liberty and that you want to bind the gifts of the Spirit 
to your rules? That you are breaking the bond of divine peace to protect your human 
fabrications and to establish a new human tyranny?” (Ibid.: 180-1.)

The theologian Jacobus Arminius, who was to become the intellectual guide of 
the Remonstrants, made similar remarks about the confessions and catechisms. In 
a declaration on the revision of the Dutch Confession and the Heidelberg Catechism, he 
said that the Church should always recognize the difference between the Word of 
God and all human writings. The fallibility of the latter should be opposed to the 
Word of God, which is beyond all dispute. Thus, it should “openly appear to all the 
world that we render to the word of God alone such due and suitable honor, as to 
determine it to be beyond (or rather above) all disputes, too great to be the subject of 
any exception, and worthy of all acceptation” (Arminius 1608: 265). As the pamphlets 
of the Reformed Church were human writings, which will contain some portion of 
error, they should always be open to reconsideration. Human compositions have to 
be measured by the rule of God’s word. Therefore, the Church ought never to be of-
fended when these human writings are “brought to be proved at the touch-stone of 
God’s word” (Ibid.: 270).

Obviously, all of this was directed at the Calvinist clerics, who were said to put 
human words above the Word of God. Instead of demanding an obligatory subscrip-
tion to their catechism or confession, Arminius continued, the churches should leave 
all believers in the freedom to examine and reject these. In a “declaration of his 
sentiments,” he continued to oppose the role the Reformed Church wanted to give 
to the Heidelberg catechism. If the Church desired to make this document into “a 
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formula of concord among the teachers of the Churches, and if they be obliged to 
subscribe it, it is still necessary to subject it to examination.” The reason was that 

“no Churches whatever ought to hold such a high station in our esteem, as to induce 
us to receive any writing of their composition without, at the same time, reserving to 
ourselves the liberty of submitting it to a nice scrutiny” (Ibid.: 273). 

The Pith and Marrow of Scripture

These attacks by the anticonfessional Libertines and Remonstrants compelled the 
confessional Calvinists to state very clearly why they considered the confession and 
catechism to be of such great import. They claimed these texts contained the pith 
and marrow of Scripture. Thus, the confession reminded the believers of the articles 
of faith that stated the correct interpretation of God’s revelation, while the catechism 
served to teach them this orthodox set of beliefs. Another crucial task of these texts 
was to clearly define the doctrinal limits that distinguished true Christendom from 
the heretics. All believers had to remain within these theological boundaries to be-
long to the truly reformed church. This ensured that the confession of faith and the 
catechism would also perform their third task, which was to bring unity in the church 
through the clarity of the fundamenta.

Some of these issues surfaced in a debate regarding the catechism of Gouda, 
which had been composed as an alternative to the official catechism of the Dutch 
Reformed Church. For years, the town of Gouda had refused to accept in its churches 
the catechism and the confession of the National Synod of the Reformed Church. 
When the town issued its own catechism, the Church saw the hand of Coornhert 
in it. In his Proeve Des Gouschen Catechismu (1608), Reginald Donteclock, one of the 
spokesman of church orthodoxy, composed a dialogue which was to reveal the many 
flaws of the Gouda catechism.

In a typical argument, one of the participants in the dialogue suggested that both 
confession and catechism serve to distinguish true Christianity from all heresies. The 
catechism of Gouda failed in this task, since all those who called themselves Chris-
tians would endorse it—including even “the Papists” themselves. The antagonist 
replied this catechism was meant for all those who had separated themselves from 
the papacy. He had heard it was not only directed at the Reformed believers, but also 
at the “Coornhertists,” the “Ubiquitists,” the “Confessionists” or Lutherans and the 
various sects of Anabaptists. Such a general catechism, he suggested may serve well 
as a common ground for the true Christendom (Donteclock 1608: 13-4). In reply, the 
protagonist revealed the origins of this argument: Coornhert had also proposed such 
a common ground as a means to diminish the multiplication of sects and factions in 
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Christianity. He referred to Coornhert’s proposal to prohibit the preachers to preach 
anything but “the clear text of Holy Scripture without adding or removing a syllable,” 
during a period in which unity would return among the different confessions (Ibid.: 
16). But, as a confessional Calvinist, the protagonist rejected all such proposals and 
called the catechism of Gouda “a general and uncertain confession of faith.”

Generael machse ghenoemt werden, om datse ghemeen is alle den ghenen, 
die de Christelijcke naeme voeren. Ende dat daer deur de Christenen niet van 
malkanderen, de recht-gevoelende vande dwalende, de Seckten vande ware 
Kercke, maer alleene vande Joden, Turcken, ende Heydenen (hoewel nauwelix) 
afgescheyden werden. Want daeromme alle twistighe poincten der leere, daarinne 
de ghenoemde Christenen oneens mochten wesen onder malckanderen, daer 
van uytghelaten zijn. Onsekere noem ickse: Om dat die dinghen, die daer in 
begrepen zijn, ofte gansch niet, ofte niet genoechsaem en werden verclaert, soo 
datse twijffelachtig zijn, ende op verscheyden maniere connen verstaen werden. t’ 
Welck in een bekentenisse des gheloofs niet en behoort te wesen (Ibid.: 17).

General it may be called, because it is common to all those who carry the Christian 
name. And because of this the Christians cannot be distinguished from each other, 
the right from the erring, the sects from the true church, but only from the Jews, 
Turks, and Heathens (though scarcely so). Because of this [generality] all disputed 
points of doctrine, about which those called Christians are in disagreement among 
each other, are left out [of the catechism]. Uncertain, I call it: Because those things 
contained in it are either not at all or not sufficiently explained, so that they are 
dubious and can be understood in different manners. This should not be the case 
in a confession of faith (my translation).

Clearly, the catechism of Gouda was part of the anticonfessional project: it tried to 
provide a common ground to all Protestant Christians by omitting the controversial 
teachings that divided them. As such, the strict Calvinist Donteclock pointed out, it 
failed to do precisely those things a catechism should do, viz. to give clear and firm 
doctrinal foundations and boundaries to the true church of God.

In another important confessional pamphlet, Vande Conscientiedwangh (1629), 
Henricus Arnoldi Vander Linde, a cleric from the town of Delft, defended the Dutch 
Reformed Church against the attacks of Libertines and Remonstrants. He declared 
that the Spanish rule over the Netherlands had been a tyranny of conscience. The 
Inquisition was erected “not only to rule bodies and material goods, but also to rule 
over the conscience like a tyrant.” Fortunately, the revolt against the Spanish op-
pressor had “restored the freedom of conscience, purified the temple from idola-
try, and established true religion” (Arnoldi Vander Linde 1629: 3). Today, however, 
the Remonstrants and other anticonfessional Protestants accused the strict Calvin-
ists of “wanting to import a Papal Inquisition and coercion of conscience” (Ibid.: 6). 
Vander Linde intended to protect the Reformed Church against such false charges. 
He pointed out that one has to be careful in the Christian religion not to lapse into 
either of two extremes:
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Alsoo moet men inde oeffeninge vande Christelicke Religie ende betrachtinghe 
van den Godsdienst zich wachten voor twee sorghelicke extremiteyten. Waer van 
het eerste is onghebondene Vrijheyt om alles te ghelooven, belijden, predicken 
ende andere menschen wijs te maecken, watmen by hen selven gedroomt ofte 
versiert heeft. Het andere is Conscientie-dwangh, waer door men de menschen 
dwinght te ghelooven, ‘tgheene hare Conscientie verstaet teghen Gods Woordt 
ende den waren Gods-dienst te strijden (Ibid.: 1).

Thus one should guard oneself against two troublesome extremes in the practice 
of the Christian religion and the pursuit of God’s service. Of which the first is 
unlimited freedom to believe, confess, preach anything and to deceive other 
people into believing anything, which one has oneself dreamed or invented. The 
other is the coercion of conscience, through which one compels peope to believe 
things which their conscience understands as to go against God’s word and true 
religion (my translation).

The one extreme, we see among the Anabaptists and the Spiritualists (Weder-Doopers 
ende Geestdrijvers); the other, we see in “the Romish Church.” The Reformed Church, 
however, does not lapse into these two extremes, since it merely binds the conscience 
of its believers to Scripture.

Arnoldi Vander Linde asserted that no one was molested or coerced in Calvinist 
regions to accept the teachings of the Reformed Church. However, confession, cat-
echism and church discipline ought to distinguish the true church from the heretics: 

In dese Landen wort niemant ghemolesteert om de Leere der Gereformeerde 
kercke aan te nemen, ter Predicatie ofte ten Avondtmael te gaen. Doch inde 
kercke moet ordre wesen, op dat de waarheyt behouden, de dwalingen geweert, 
ende alle ergernissen voorghecomen ofte wegh-ghenomen moghen werden. 
Daer toe dienen de Confessie en Catechismus aen d’eene, ende de kerckelicke 
Discipline aen d’ander zijde. Met de Confessie ende Catechismus onderscheydt 
haer de Gereformeerde kercke van alle andere Secten die haer mede beroemen 
Christenen te zijn ende de Leere der Propheten ende der Apostelen toe te staen. 
Derhalven alle die haer totte gemeenschappe der Gereformeerde kercke willen 
begeven, moeten de Leere inde Confessie ende Catechismo begrepen, aen-
nemen, ende haer de kerckelicke Discipline onderwerpen (Ibid.: 51-2).

In these countries no one is molested to accept the doctrine of the Reformed 
church, to attend sermons or communion. Nevertheless, there should be order in 
the church so that the truth may be maintained, errors repelled, and all offenses 
prevented or removed. The confession and catechism serve this end on the 
one side and the ecclesiastic discipline on the other. With the confession and 
catechism, the Reformed church distinguishes itself from all sects which claim to 
be Christian and to allow the teachings of the prophets and the apostles. Therefore, 
all those who want to belong to the community of the Reformed church have to 
understand and accept the doctrine in the confession and the catechism and to 
submit themselves to ecclesiastic discipline (my translation).

According to Arnoldi Vander Linde, the Reformed Church was accused of the sin of 
coercion of conscience by the Spiritualists, the Remonstrants and Coornhert, merely 
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because it bound the conscience to the Scripture. The Remonstrants refused to en-
dorse the confession and the catechism, “saying that one wants to bind their con-
science to human precepts in this manner” (Ibid.: 2). Against this charge, he argues 
that “the marrow of the entire Scripture is couched in certain confessions and cat-
echisms,” and that these therefore cannot be human additions to God’s revelation 
(Ibid.: 9). Moreover, the confession and catechism are “formulas of unity” and the 
Remonstrants are guilty of “bringing deviant teachings on the pulpit or preaching 
these to the people”—all of which causes turmoil in the church of God.

The Remonstrant Johannes Uytenbogaert had earlier reacted to similar argu-
ments of the confessional Calvinists. According to the Calvinists, Uytenbogaert had 
ridiculed their confession and catechism. As an indignant Calvinist wrote, Uyten-
bogaert had insulted the clerics of the Reformed Church, because he claimed that 
the latter intended to take the Bible away from the believers and impose their own 
fabrications. Moreover this Remonstrant had told them

…dat wy segghen dat het rechte verstant, ja ’t merch van de geheele Schrift, 
inde Confessien ende Catechismum vervattet is, ende dat de onse de H. Schrift 
verstaen ende uytgheleyt willen hebben na de selfde, als den regul vanden regul, 
die stellende neffens de Schrift, ende soo hoogh oppronckende als men kan: Waer 
over hy gantsch spottelijck vraeght: Want indien de Catechismus ende Confessie, 

’t merch den H. Schrift is, waertoe de H. Schrift? Waer toe de beenderen, als ’t 
mergh daer uyt is, anders als op den mest hoop gheworpen te worden? (Van 
Drielenburch 1616: 8-9).

…that we say that right reason, yes, the marrow of the entire Scripture is contained in 
the confession and catechism, and that we want the holy Scripture to be understood 
and explained according to the same, as the rule of the rule, putting it besides the 
Scripture, and elevating it as highly as one can: About which he derisively asks: 
When the catechism and the confession are the marrow of Scripture, what then is 
the purpose of Scripture itself? What end do the bones serve, when the marrow 
has been removed, but to be thrown onto the dunghill? (my translation.)

This was a typical anticonfessionalist retort: if your confessions and catechisms are 
not to replace the Scripture, why have them at all? You may well say that they contain 
the marrow of Scripture, but then they are really made into rules of faith, while Scrip-
ture is the one valid rule of faith. In spite of the ingenuity of their arguments, how-
ever, the anticonfessional Protestants would lose the battle against the confessional 
forces throughout the following decades and centuries. Confessions and catechisms 
would become the dominant means to educate and indoctrinate the religious minds 
of Christians in the Dutch Republic and all over Europe.

The first of the Dutch anticonfessional arguments for liberty of conscience, then, 
stated that the conversion of the believer through the reading of the Scripture and 
the illumination of the Spirit ought to be free from all human precepts. The divine 
revelation and the work of God alone could bring a human soul to true and saving 
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faith. Any human addition to this revelation would but be an obstacle to the spiritual 
process of conversion. Various modes of worship and belief ought to be tolerated, the 
anticonfessional Protestants said, for to constrain these through the orthodoxy of the 
church was equivalent to imposing human limitations on God’s operations in the 
spiritual domain.

Popish Tyranny Strikes Again

Anticlericalism had been one of the central strands of the early Reformation. The 
Roman-Catholic hierarchy was idolatry, according to the Reformers, because it had 
attributed spiritual power to a group of sinful men, while God alone had such power. 
The distinction between clergy and laity was to disappear, since all Christians were 
to go through the same process of subjection to God’s will.

When the Dutch Reformed Church began to prescribe articles of faith and rules 
of conduct to the believers, the anticonfessional Protestants decried this “betrayal 
of the Reformation.” The Calvinists were erecting a new priestly hierarchy—again 
mounting a tyranny over the souls and consciences of Christians. This charge built 
further on the belief that faith—the work of God in the spirit—ought to be free from 
human precepts. In exactly the same manner as “the antichristian papists,” the anti-
confessional spokesmen shouted, the Reformed clergy was enjoining its own canon 
laws as though these were necessary to salvation.

In his Christelijcke Vermaninghe (1584), Coolhaes wrote that the Calvinists were 
sliding into the yoke of papal idolatry through their attempt to put human laws high-
er than God. With its system of canon law, the Catholic hierarchy had imposed more 
laws on the free church of the New Testament than had existed even among the 
Jews. And today the Dutch Reformed Church was making the same mistake:

Zoo zien wij ook in den tegenwoordigen tijd duidelijk, dat men ons, die pas 
van het juk bevrijd zijn, weder onder nieuwe wetten wil brengen. Het is 
ontegenzeggelijk, dat men de geloovigen op nieuw aan zekere commentariën 
en catechismen wil binden, dat men de in Christus’ naam gedoopten in stukken 
gaat deelen, afzonderlijke gemeenten gaat oprigten, waarvan ieder roept: ziet hier 
is CHRISTUS! dit is de kerk Gods! aldus moet men gelooven! wie aldus niet 
gelooft kan niet zalig worden! die is ’s Heeren tafel onwaardig! die is een ketter, 
vrijgeest, libertijn, ongeloovige, verstoorder van den kerkelijken vrede! Ieder 
zou wel willen, dat zijne tegenpartij werd uitgeroeid en hij gehouden werd de 
waarheid te bezitten (in Rogge 1856-8, vol. 2: 8).

Thus we clearly see in the present times also that one wants to subject us, who 
have just been liberated from the yoke, to new laws. It is unarguably so, that one 
again wants to bind the believers to certain commentaries and catechisms, that 
one will divide those who have been baptized in Christ’s name into pieces, that 
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one will set up separate confessions, all of which shout: look, here is CHRIST! 
This is God’s church! One has to believe in this manner! Any one who does not 
believe thus cannot attain salvation! He is unworthy of the Lord’s table! He is 
a heretic, freethinker, libertine, unbeliever, disrupter of ecclesiastic peace! Each 
would like his opponents to be exterminated and that he would be considered to 
possess the truth (my translation).

Coolhaes made it very clear why the yoke of the confessional Protestant churches 
was equal to that of the papacy. Both used spiritual laws to oppress the believers. 
Such laws were held responsible for the spirit of persecution that characterised these 
institutional churches.

In Utrecht, Kaplan tells us, Hubert Duifhuis clashed with the Calvinists when 
he refused to impose the laws of church discipline on the parishioners. While the 
rigorous Calvinists viewed this discipline as an essential mark of the true church, 
Duifhuis, on the contrary, “regarded such discipline as an abuse of clerical power—a 
remnant of that ‘papal yoke’ which the Reformation was supposed to cast off the 
shoulders of the laity” (Kaplan 1995: 27). In his sermons, Duifhuis began to blame 
the Reformed clergy very explicitly for its attempt to abuse religion to subject the la-
ity to a tyranny of conscience. In a typically Protestant anticlerical vein, he offered an 
account of this evil tendency that would do the Enlightenment philosophers proud:

If the visible churches all made the same mistake of attaching spiritual importance 
to worldly institutions and practices, Duifhuis had a ready explanation why: clerics, 
he said, use such institutions to exercise a tyrannical dominance over the laity…
In his sermons, he launched a prolonged, scathing attack on clerical authority 
in general, and in particular on the Calvinist ministers who used the ‘Apostolic 
ordinance’ as a ‘cloak’ for their tyranny…Since the beginning of the Reformation, 
Protestants had been denouncing the Catholic church for exercising a ‘tyranny 
of conscience’ and claiming that their own forms of worship offered ‘freedom of 
conscience’. In what had become by the 1570s an established rhetorical tradition, 
Protestants used the phrase ‘tyranny of conscience’ to refer to the burdens of a 
religion corrupted by a power-hungry clergy (Kaplan 1995: 93; see also his 1994).

Again, these were not isolated cases. Similar charges surfaced in a conflict over the 
imposition of church discipline in the town of Leiden (Kooi 1994). The Calvinists 
were accused of wanting “to establish a new ‘spiritual jurisdiction’ in the church, a 
kind of popish domination.”

Other Libertines agreed with Duifhuis also on the means by which this clerical 
tyranny was exercised. Despite their denials, the ‘new Genevan popes’ had made 

‘human additions’ to the Bible in the form of catechisms and confessions of faith. 
They had introduced ‘human ordinances’ in the form of church orders and elevated 
ceremonies over faith. Their house visitations were like auricular confession in the 
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Catholic church; their consistories were like the old episcopal courts. ‘Better the 
Spanish Inquisition than Genevan discipline’, cried Libertines, who saw little to 
choose between the two institutions (Kaplan 1995: 105).

Nor was this persistent anticlerical discourse limited to the “Libertine” intellectuals. 
As Kaplan points out, the claim that the Reformed ministers were setting up a new 
tyranny of conscience—as the Catholic priests had done before—was widespread in 
plays, pasquils, casual remarks, pamphlets and reports of popular opinion.

Coornhert made similar points in several of his texts. At the occasion of a heated 
conflict with the Reformed clergy, the secular authority of Leiden had asked Coorn-
hert to compose a justification of its own position (Kooi 2000: 55-89). In this Justifi-
catie des Magistraets tot Leyden in Hollant (1597), he reprimanded the Calvinist church 
for its disturbance of the work of the temporal authorities. The clergy was accused of 
taking the road of the papacy in yet another sense. Just as the Roman hierarchy had 
done since the Gregorian Reform, the clerics desired the power to ordain the tem-
poral authorities and to call on them to persecute so-called heretics. In an emotional 
plea, Coornhert asked the magistrates to rescue liberty of conscience from the assault 
of such wolves:

…[H]et niet verborgen en is, dat de Pause met gelijcke praktijcen den magistraten 
sulcx hebben weten te betoveren, dat sy die eerst vande Magistraet geconfirmeert 
waren, namaels Keyseren en Coningen in har offitien geconfirmeert hebben…Als 
de Romanisten voormaels uyt wackere Bisschoppen ende diligente studeerders 
van der heyligen Schriften verandert waren, in weeldige buycdienaren, en 
trage Epicureesche swynen, zo bestonden zy de Magistraet aen te roepen tot 
bescherminghe teghen de aanvechtingen van Ketterijen…O alle Magistraten en 
liefhebberen vande vryheyt der conscientien, en van tgemeyne welvaren, en ghy 
sult met handen moghen tasten, dat die stricken al uyt ghespreyt ligghen, omme u 
te belagen, te vangen ende te berooven van die lieve vryheyt der conscientien by 
u zo lange gewenscht ende zo dier ghecocht wesende (Coornhert 1597).

…[I]t is no secret that the Popes have succeeded at enchanting the magistrates 
with similar practices, that those who were first ordained by the magistrate, have 
later ordained emperors and kings in their offices…When the Romanists had 
earlier changed from alert bishops and diligent students of the holy Scriptures 
into wealthy servants of the belly and slow Epicurean swines, then they called on 
the magistrate for protection against the attacks of heresies…O all magistrates and 
lovers of liberty of conscience, and of the common welfare, you may feel with your 
own hands that the snares have already been planted to besiege, catch and rob you 
from this lovely liberty of conscience, which has so long been desired and bought 
at such a high price by you (my translation).

The arrogation of the secular powers, the anticonfessional Protestants asserted, was 
yet another ploy which the Calvinists had adopted from the Pope’s book in order to 
rob the believer from his freedom of conscience.
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Though Coornhert called on the magistrates to uphold the liberty of conscience 
of the people, these same magistrates could also become a threat. In fact, as he had 
concluded in a debate with the famous humanist Justus Lipsius, the magistrates 
could themselves set up a popish tyranny. In his Politicorum Libri Sex (1589), Lipsius 
had argued that the unity of religion should be maintained in a political community. 
Groups who professed their heresies openly should be persecuted by the civil mag-
istracy, he had suggested, while silent and secret heretics (zwijgende heimelijke dolers) 
should be left free. Coornhert reacted in the work Proces vant Ketterdoden ende Dwang 
der Conscientien (1590), which he arranged as a debate between Lipsius and himself.

Coornhert suggested that Lipsius’s advice actually sanctioned the coercion of 
consciences, which obliges one to put men above God. He pointed out that if it were 
truly the task of the Prince to protect religion, he should know which religion is true 
and which false. But, as a fallible human being, he cannot possibly have certainty 
on this issue. Furthermore, every human being is responsible for his own faith and 
salvation. The Prince should not interfere where he is as much subject as his subjects 
(Coornhert & Lipsius 1590: 16-7). Lipsius’s ungodly advice would bring about the 
fruits of tyranny, namely, “the papacy, a horrible bloodshed of many thousands of in-
nocent men” (Ibid.: 18-9). Coornhert repeated several times that this advice would 
serve to import the old Romish or the new Genevan persecution of religious beliefs 
in the Dutch church (Ibid.: 57-8). Finally, he concluded that the vision which Lipsius 
had of the church might well correspond to that of Geneva, but that it clashed radi-
cally with the views of the Dutch believers (Ibid.: 105).

The Danger of Erring Consciences

In the early seventeenth century, the Remonstrants directed the same charges at the 
Contraremonstrants. Angrily, one of the latter told his readers that the Remonstrant 
leader, Johannes Uytenbogaert, had equated the Calvinist clergymen to the pope of 
Rome and the Jesuits. In Uytenbogaert’s own words:

’T is voorwaer nu verre ghecomen met onse Reformatie, dat wy, luyden hebben, 
die onwijser ende onmatigher zijn int decideren, censureren, condemneren, 
ende nieuwe gheloofs Artijckelen te maken, als de Paus van Roomen, ende 
de Jesuwijten selve. ‘Tware te wenschen geweest, dat sy dese Condemneer en 
Verdoem-sucht…inde Pauselijcke Schoole hadden ghelaten, dan dat sy de selve, 
met meerder onmatigheyt als haer Meesters, in onse Kercken komen planten…
(cited in Van Drielenburch 1616: 11).

Things have now gone so far with our Reformation that we have people who are 
more foolish and immoderate in deciding on, censuring, condemning, and creating 
new articles of faith, than the pope of Rome and the Jesuits themselves. It were 
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to be wished that they had left this urge to condemn and to damn in the papal 
school, instead of planting these in our churches with more intemperance than 
their masters…(my translation).

Naturally, the Calvinists denied the legitimacy of these allegations. They said they 
had no plans to set up a new tyranny of conscience. According to them, Coornhert, 
Coolhaes and the Remonstrants did not even understand what “conscience” and 

“liberty of conscience” meant in the first place. Among others, this was the claim of 
Arnoldi Vander Linde:

Het sal ons hier ghenoech wesen te weten, dat de Conscientie tot het Verstant ende 
niet tot den Wille des menschen behoort. Twelcke wel aengemerct zijnde, sal groot 
licht gheven om te ondervinden waerinne de Vrijheyt der Conscientie bestaet: 
Namelick niet inde vrijheyt vanden wille ofte d’Affecten ende genegentheden 
des menschen, gelijck de Remonstranten schijnen voor te gheven: maer int vrije 
oordeel des Verstants over ‘tghene haer voor-comt…De Conscientie oordeelt over 
de particuliere daden des menschen, dat is, over zijn ghedachten, woorden, ende 
uyterlicke wercken: t’ zy datse den mensche beschuldight ende condemneert, 
ofte datse hem ontschuldight ende absolveert na dat sy verstaet ende oordeelt, dat 
de mensche wel ofte qualick ghedaen heeft. Hierom wort gheseyt Conscientia mille 
Testes, dat is, dat Conscientie is soo veel als duysent ghetuyghen: hierom wortse 
ghenoemt den Rechter des menschen (Arnoldi Vander Linde 1629, vol. 1: 61-2).

It will be enough for us here to know that the conscience belongs to the 
understanding and not to the will of human beings. When this is pointed out, it 
illuminates the attempt to find out as to what liberty of conscience consists in: 
Namely, not in the freedom of the will or the feelings and affections of human 
beings, as the Remonstrants seem to suggest: but in the free judgment of the 
understanding about the things submitted to her…The conscience judges 
particular acts of men, that is, their thoughts, words, and outer works: she either 
accuses and condemns man, or she exculpates and absolves him after she 
understands and judges, whether man has done good or evil. Therefore it is said 
Conscientia mille Testes, that is, the conscience is as many as a thousand witnesses: 
therefore she is called the judge of men (my translation).

There is some obscurity to the claim that conscience belongs to the understanding 
and not to the will of the human being. Suffice it to say that Arnoldi Vander Linde 
suggested that liberty of conscience should not be conceived of as a freedom to 
follow one’s feelings or desires. According to him, it was a common mistake of the 
Remonstrants to think so.

Liberty of conscience, he continued, refers to the free judgment of the under-
standing. However, when this understanding is obscured because of certain feelings, 
then its judgment should not be heeded. Therefore, Arnoldi asserted, this freedom 
does not apply to the erring conscience, since it is the cause of false religion: “This 
stems from an erring conscience, which has not been taught well, but has been se-
duced by misunderstanding and ignorance. This is the cause of all errors and differ-
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ences in religion” (Ibid.: 64). In the typically Christian frame of mind, differences 
in religion were clubbed together with errors—which ought not to be tolerated. As 
there can be only one true doctrine that reveals God’s will, all deviations are con-
ceived of as errors. To a confessionalist like Arnoldi, it was obvious that such errors 
should be wiped out. Therefore, he concluded, not all forms of persecution are to be 
condemned as coercion of conscience:

…[W]anneer de Tyrannen den mensche over het oordeel ende ghevoelen zijner 
Conscientie moyte aendoen, dreygen ofte pynighen, om hem van dat ghevoelen 
af te trecken, ende tot eenighe dinghen te brenghen, die de mensche oordeelt 
sware sonde te wesen: dat wort genoemt Dwangh der Conscientie…God heeft d’ 
Overheyt belast Af-goderie ende valsche Godts-diensten te weeren…Nochtans 
heeft Godt d’ Overheyt niet belast noch toe-ghelaten de Conscientien der 
Ondersaten te dwinghen. Waer uyt volght dat het weeren van Af-goderie ende 
valsche Godts-dienst gheen Conscientie-dwangh en is (Ibid.: 67-8).

…[W]hen the tyrants hinder, threaten, or torture man because of the judgment and 
feeling of his conscience, in order to pull him away from that feeling, and to bring 
him to some things, which man judges to be severe sin: this is called coercion of 
conscience…God has put the government in charge of deterring idolatry and false 
religions…Yet, God has not commanded or allowed the government to force the 
consciences of its subjects. From this, it follows that to deter idolatry and false 
religion is not coercion of conscience (my translation).

The sound logic of Arnoldi’s argument demonstrated to him that persecution does 
not necessarily imply tyranny of conscience. Often, true obedience to God entails 
intolerance and persecution. Erring consciences should be brought back to true faith 
and compulsion may well be the only means to do so.

Such Calvinist arguments for persecution explain the popularity of the belief 
that the Dutch Reformed Church was but mounting a new Genevan tyranny instead 
of the old Roman hierarchy. This second line of attack against the confessional forces 
also sustained the call to liberty of conscience. It was as though the theology of the 
Libertines and Remonstrants reiterated the assault of the early Reformation against 
the medieval hierarchy. Its anticonfessional message was deeply rooted in various as-
pects of the theology of Christian liberty as developed by Luther and his followers.

One Lord Alone?

Another aspect of Christian liberty central to the message of the anticonfessional 
movement was the belief that no human being could have spiritual authority over 
another. As true faith was an act of God in the soul, no man should (or even could) 
coerce others in the matters of faith. Again, this was put in terms of the liberty of the 
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conscience. Conscience is the faculty in the soul, it was said, which judges whether 
or not a man’s beliefs and actions accord to the Will of God. This conscience can be 
known, judged and ruled only by God. Thus, it is free from all human judgement and 
government, the anticonfessional Protestants argued.

Another argument for liberty and against human authority in religion derived 
from the iniquity and fallibility of all men. It had its origin in the conviction of the 
early Reformation that no group of human beings was privileged to lead another 
group in spiritual matters. How could one blind man lead another? The anticonfes-
sionalists took up these arguments to show that this was another area in which the 
Protestant churches had deceived the true Reformation, which they had promised 
to the believers. Apparently, they suggested, Antichrist had convinced the Calvinists 
that they could be the rulers of the faith of other souls. Still, true Christianity showed 
that the temporal powers of human authority should never intrude in the spiritual 
kingdom of the soul.

Coornhert’s main text regarding the issue of spiritual authority was the Synodus 
vander Conscientien Vryheidt of 1582. It had the form of a synod among representatives 
of the different Christian denominations on the question of liberty of conscience. 
The character Gamaliel represented the anticonfessional Protestant position. One of 
the sessions of the Synod juxtaposed the following two basic options: Should one al-
low liberty of conscience? Or should the exercise of that religion alone be permitted 
which is the true religion according to the political authorities? Gamaliel replied that 
religion works in the heart of men and that it lies beyond the scope of any human 
authority. Thus, faith could not possibly be subject to human laws:

Daer is in allen deelen een groote cracht des Religions, sonderlinghen werckende 
in der menschen herten. Daeromme en behooret gheenszins wonder te zijn, dat 
die Religie door geene menschelijcke verboden en mach worden ghedreven 
uyter herten: waer over God voor sich alleen heeft behouden die macht ende 
authoriteyt…Behalven dat die Conscientie is buyten die machte der menschen, 
nochte in gheender wijsen ghedwonghen en mach worden, ende inde willekeure 
staet van Gode alleen…: soo moghen sy overbloedelijck by u gheloove doen 
hebben, dat met die Religie op ’t alderbeste over een mach stemmen die 
ghemeene ruste: ende dat het Coninckrijck door verscheydenheyt van Religien 
in geen onrust en sal comen. Door alle twelcke ick moet ghelooven dat alle 
dwangh inden consciencien, al en waert oock maer verbodt vande exercitie, die 
d’een of dander partije ter salicheyt nodich acht, gheensins en is Godtlyck noch 
behoorlijck…Want het gheloove wordt uytghesondert ende vry te wesen van alle 
subjectie der menschen (Coornhert 1582b: fol. xxii-xxiii).

In all parts, there is a great force of religion, peculiarly working in the hearts of men. 
Therefore, it should not at all be a miracle that religion ought not to be driven out 
of the heart by human prohibitions: where God has kept power and authority only 
to himself…Except for the fact that the conscience lies beyond the power of men, 
and that it ought not be forced in any way, and that it belongs to the discretion of 
God alone…: they may also have you believe that religion in all the best agrees 
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with common peace: and that the Kingdom will not be disturbed through diversity 
of religion. All of which makes me believe that all coercion of conscience, even if 
it only concerned prohibition of a practice, which one or another party considers 
necessary to salvation, is by no means Godly nor decent…For faith is to stand 
apart and free from all subjection of men (my translation).

Gamaliel went on to remark that Calvin had originally claimed that faith is subject to 
the Word of God alone and could never be subordinated to the rule of men. Another 
character in the synod, Iezonias, agreed that the Calvinists had originally claimed 
that weapons and violence did not belong in religion and that the conscience ought 
to be left free. Indeed, they had even agreed that God has not given the authority 
to any human being to make laws for the conscience. Today, however, he added, the 
Calvinists had changed their mind. Much like the Catholics, they now forced the 
consciences of the believers. They also refused to tolerate more than one religion. 
And each of these tyrants held his own religion to be true, while the other’s must be 
false (Ibid.: fol. xiii).

The issue of human authority in matters spiritual was not only the topic of such 
imaginary synods. It played a crucial role in many of the actual conflicts between 
the strict Calvinists and their anticonfessional opponents. During the Synod of Mid-
delburg in 1581, for instance, Coolhaes had been compelled by the church to sign a 
number of theses—some of which contradicted his own theological views. They had 
rejected his writings. and even demanded an admission of his errors from him. More-
over, they desired him to sanction the confession of faith of the Dutch Reformed 
Church and to submit himself to its ecclesiastic discipline (Rogge 1856-8, vol. 1: 199). 
In other words, the confessional Calvinists wanted Coolhaes to yield to their author-
ity.

Instead he submitted a written objection to the Synod in order to make it clear 
that he did not accept the members of the Synod as competent judges of faith. Cool-
haes said he would accept a judgment of his writings by a clerical synod only if they 
were judged against the standard of God’s word. Now, in contrast, they had been 
judged in the terms of the human wisdom of the Calvinist church:

Want in zaken, die den inwendigen mensch ende conscientie aangaan, mag men 
geenszins handelen als in politieke zaken, betreffende der menschen, tijdelijk 
goed; want in het laatste geval mag men de questie van beide zijden, om des vredes 
wille, in handen van goede mannen stellen en met hunne uitspraak tevreden zijn. 
Maar in conscientiezaken staat het woord van Christus vast: wie mij en mijn woord 
voor de menschen bekent, dien wil ik bekennen voor mijnen hemelschen Vader, 
maar die mij voor de menschen verzaakt, dien wil ik ook verzaken voor mijnen 
vader (in Rogge 1856-8, vol. 1: 200).

For in matters that concern the inward man and the conscience, one ought not to 
act as in political matters, regarding the temporal goods of men; for in the latter 
case, one can put the issue from both sides in the hands of good men, for peace’s 
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sake, and be content with their judgment. But in matters of conscience, the word 
of Christ is fixed: those who confess me and my word before men, those I will 
confess also before my heavenly Father, but those who deny me before men, 
those I will also deny before my father (my translation).

Subsequently, the strict Calvinists threatened to excommunicate Coolhaes. On 
March 25th 1582, they eventually executed this threat. The anticonfessional preacher 
called this conviction unlawful and suggested that these church assemblies acted in 
the exact same manner as the papal councils (Ibid.: 232-3). In his Sendtbrief of 1582, 
he responded to his conviction as follows:

Hoewel er nu maar ééne regte leer is, zoo moest het oordeel aan den geest worden 
overgelaten, die aan ieder in zijn geweten getuigenis geeft…Ook zou ik kunnen 
inbrengen, dat niet alle leden der synode vrome en eerlijke mannen zijn; maar 
hierover wil ik niet spreken. Doch niemands wijsheid geldt bij mij zozeer, dat 
ik daardoor in goddelijke zaken zou willen geoordeeld worden. Wat een wettige 
synode zegt, wil ik ook gaarne gelooven en opvolgen, als het maar overeenkomt 
met Gods woord. Wie zal dat beoordelen? Kan de geest, die de schrift begrijpt, niet 
evenzeer in mij als in u zijn geweest? En dit daargelaten, kunt gij niet evenzeer 
dwalen als ik? (Ibid.: 235-7).

Though there is but one true doctrine now, judgment should be left to the spirit, 
who gives testimony to each man in his conscience…I could also suggest that not 
all members of the synod are pious and honest men; but I do not wish to talk about 
this. Yet, no one’s wisdom counts so much to me that I would want too be judged 
by it in godly matters. Whatever is said by a legal synod, I would gladly believe 
and obey, as long as it accords to God’s word. Who is to judge about this? Cannot 
the spirit, who understands scripture, have been in me no less than in you? And 
regardless of this, cannot you err as much as I do? (my translation.)

Here emerges another classical argument against human religious authority, which 
would be invoked across Protestant Europe. To understand the Word of God, it said, 
human beings need the illumination of the Spirit. But how do we know whether or 
not our understanding is enlightened by His presence. Who is to judge? However 
great the worldly wisdom of a man may be, he cannot determine this spiritual issue. 

The Confines of Clear Truth

The preachers of the Reformed Church defended the excommunication of Coolhaes 
in the pamphlet Cort eenvoudich ende waerachtich verhael (1582), whose title claimed it 
to be “a short, simple and truthful story that explains why Caspar Coolhaes was ex-
communicated from the Church of Christ.” Again, the Calvinists asserted that people 
like Coolhaes and Coornhert were misguided in their interpretation of liberty of 
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conscience. They explicitly denounced the various arguments offered by these “Lib-
ertines” for the toleration of diverse opinions. And it had to be clear once and for all 
that the Dutch Reformed Church could not be viewed as a new papacy:

Er wordt veel gesproken van eene verdraagzaamheid der verscheidene gevoelens, 
dat men niemand om eene opinie behoort te excommuniceren, dat de conscientiën 
behoren vrij te zijn, enz. Daarop dient dit antwoord, dat het te wenschen ware, dat 
een iegelijk verstond wat vrijheid van conscientie is, en wat het heet christelijke 
liefde te gebruiken. De conscientie bewijst haar werk in der menschen hart, en is 
een geestlijk ding. Hare vrijheid bestaat daarin, dat de mensch (wiens conscientie 
gebonden was, en getuigde dat hij schuldig was het oordeel Gods), geleerd 
hebbende in het evangelie dat God de zonden vergeeft en de geloovigen tot 
zijne kinderen aanneemt, niet vanwege hunne verdiensten maar vanwege zijne 
barmhartigheid in Christus, daarna zijne conscientie bevrijd vindt van het oordeel 
Gods. Uit deze vrijheid volgt vrede met God en vrije toegang tot Hem door Christus 
den Middelaar…Hiertoe behoort ook, dat de geloovige aan uiterlijke dingen, die 
in zichzelve middelmatig en vrij zijn, met zijne conscientie niet gebonden is, maar 
dat ’t hem voor God vrij staat, die te gebruiken of niet, alleen hierop lettende, dat 
hij zijne vrijheid niet misbruikt tot ergernis van anderen, en dat onder deze vrije 
dingen niet mogen gesteld worden zulke welke als van God geboden zijn…In 
het pausdom nu werden den menschen strikken der conscientie aan den hals 
gebonden, maar daarmede kunnen de gereformeerde kerken niet beschuldigd 
worden. De vrijheid is toch niet daarin gelegen, dat iemand gevoelen en gelooven 
mag wat hem goeddunkt, alsof een iegelijk in dat geloof zalig kon worden: want 
als het geloof zijnen grond niet heeft in Gods heilig woord, zoo is het ongeloof 
(Ibid.: 246-7).

Often one speaks about a toleration of various feelings, that one ought not to 
excommunicate any one for his opinion, that the conscience should be free, etc. 
This needs the answer that it were to be wished that every one understood what 
freedom of conscience is, and what it means to use christian love. The conscience 
does its work in the hearts of men, and it is a spiritual thing. Her freedom consists 
in this, that man (whose conscience was bound and testified that he was guilty 
according to God’s judgment), having learned in the gospel that God forgives sins 
and adopts the believers as his children, not because of their merits, but because 
of His mercy in Christ, afterwards finds his conscience freed from God’s judgment. 
From this freedom follows peace with God and free access to him through Christ 
the Mediator…To this it also pertains that the believer cannot be bound by his 
conscience to outward things, which are of themselves mediocre and free, but 
that he is free before God to use these or not, only paying attention that he does 
not abuse this freedom to the offence of others, and that among these free things 
those matters should not be placed which are commanded by God…Now, in the 
papacy, snares of conscience were bound to the necks of men, but the reformed 
churches cannot be accused of the same. Freedom does not lie in the fact that one 
may feel and believe whatever one pleases, as though any one can be saved by 
this belief: for when belief does not not have its ground in God’s holy word, it is 
unbelief (my translation).

Liberty of conscience, according to these strict Calvinists, only meant that the in-
dividual believer was to be free from compulsion in outward things—which are of 
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themselves indifferent to salvation. But this did not imply that one is free to feel 
and believe as one pleases. The clear truth of Scripture should be accepted by all. A 
freedom in these things necessary to salvation was unthinkable.

Against such arguments, the anticonfessional Protestants pointed out that this 
“clear truth” of Scripture was interpreted differently by the different denominations. 
This fact permitted them to stress the uncertainty and fallibility of all human un-
derstanding of the Word of God. In Utrecht, Duifhuis took this stand against the 
Calvinists:

The dispute, said Duifhuis, is not about the Bible per se, but about ‘the 
interpretation of it’, and the real problem is how to distinguish purely scriptural 
content from the ‘human additions’ that accounted for differences in interpretation. 
For this, Duifhuis believed, enlightenment by the Holy Spirit is necessary. Yet, he 
argued, even when God through his Spirit has graced you with his wisdom, you 
should retain a sense of uncertainty, since such enlightenment comes in degrees, 
and who is to say that someone with a different understanding of Scripture has not 
received more of it than yourself? God has not revealed all to any human being; 
he alone knows things with complete objectivity and certainty. Ultimately, then, 
no man can judge infallibly in divine matters, and clerics have no advantage over 
lay people in this regard. However learned, clerics are as liable to err as any other 
men (Kaplan 1995: 99).

As we saw earlier, Coolhaes had made the same point to his fellow preachers in his 
Christelijcke Vermaninghe (1584). We cannot bind others to our own interpretation of 
God’s revelation, he suggested, for “we have no testimony from God that we under-
stand the Scripture rightly everywhere and that our explanation is the true sense 
of the holy Spirit.” In other words, as Arminius flatly declared in his On Reconciling 
Religious Dissensions Among Christians (1606), “the cause of religion, which is the cause 
of God, is not an affair to be submitted to human decision, or ‘to be judged of man’s 
judgment’” (Arminius 1606: 177-8). Calvin and the Calvinist clergy, then, had no 
privileged access to the one correct interpretation of Divine revelation. Therefore, 
they ought not to impose their own fallible understanding on the consciences of 
other Christians. And if they did so, this was an intrusion upon liberty of conscience.

The strict Calvinists kept insisting that God had in fact given us an infallible 
judge here on earth, viz. the Holy Scripture. True, they said, the Lord has left the in-
ward conscience free from human authority, but His revelation makes it abundantly 
clear that the outward exercise of religion needs regulation. One has the freedom 
to believe inwardly what one thinks to be the truth that leads to salvation. When it 
comes to outward exercise, however, a unity in the articles of faith and in the worship 
of God was absolutely necessary. As Arnoldi Vander Linde put it, “In Christ’s Church 
all members have to be of one mind” (1629, I: 41-8). The civil magistrate, therefore, 
should not grant free exercise of religion to all sects:
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Maer hy moet Godts Woordt ondersoecken, ‘twelcke hem sal wijs ende verstandigh 
maecken om de waerheydt van de dolinghen, ende den waren Godts-dienst vande 
valsche te onderscheyden…Ten anderen datse segghen dat wy hier op aerden 
gheen onfeylbaren Rechteren hebben; dat ontkennen wij: De H. Schriftuere 
is onsen onfeylbaren Rechter, ghelijck de Gereformeerde kercke teghen het 
Pausdom tot nog toe met bondighe redenen heeft bewesen. De Remonstranten 
sullen mogelick hier tegen seggen, dat alle Secten haer beroepen op de H. 
Schriftuere, ende hare Leere ende Gods-dienst uyt de selve willen bewijsen; 
ende datten geen onfeylbaren Rechter is op aerden die haer can scheyden, uyt-
spraeck doende, wie van allen de rechte Leere ende den waren Gods-dienst heeft 
(Arnoldi Vander Linde 1629, vol. 1: 49).

But he has to examine God’s Word, which will make him wise and sensible in 
order to distinguish the truth from the errors, and the true religion from the false…
Moreover, when they say we have no infallible judge here on earth; we deny this 
to be true: The Holy Scripture is our infallible judge, as the Reformed church has 
proven against the Papacy with succinct reasons up to now. The Remonstrants 
might say to this that all sects call upon the Holy Scripture, and want to prove their 
teachings and worship from it; and that there is no infallible judge on earth who 
can distinguish among them, making a judgment, who amongst all of them has the 
right doctrine and the true worship of God (my translation).

The Calvinists maintained that human authorities could distinguish between true and 
false religion by examining Scripture. Thus, they suggested, the magistrate ought to 
impose uniformity in the outward worship of God, while founding his decisions in 
God’s revelation.

By invoking this argument of “the clear truth of Scripture,” the Calvinists gener-
ated another question: Where to locate the boundary between the fundamenta, which 
are so clear that every one has to accept them, and the adiaphora, which concern 
issues that are not clearly disclosed to the human mind by God? Since no bright red 
line was to be found in Scripture, the disputes began to revolve around the precise loca-
tion of the distinction between things necessary and things indifferent to salvation. “Besides,” 
the anticonfessionalists replied to the Calvinist emphasis on the distinction between 
inward conscience and outward worship, “God had given freedom to the Christians 
precisely where it concerned these outward things.” Therefore, human authorities 
could certainly not regulate these matters by means of law.

In his Apologia (1580), Caspar Coolhaes suggested that very few rules can be 
found in Scripture for the outward behaviour of Christians and that one should not 
impose any precepts in this domain. If this were done, as it was in the Roman Church, 
then one would give birth to idolatry instead of true religion:

Wat de leer aangaat, zoo hebben de predikanten de heilige schrift, en zoo zij aan 
deze ongehoorzaam zijn, dan zullen zij ook geen menschelijk gezag volgen. En 
ten opzigte van de ceremoniën is het zeer gevaarlijk, vaste regelen te stellen. Hoe 
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minder men de ceremoniën gebruikt, des te beter is het, want wij zouden ligt 
vervallen tot de afgoderij, waaraan wij in onze jeugd gewend waren (in Rogge 
1856-8, vol. 1: 153).

Where it concerns doctrine, the preachers have the holy scripture, and if they 
disobey this, then they will neither follow human authority. And it is very dangerous 
to establish fixed rules for the ceremonies. The less on uses the ceremonies, the 
better it is, for we would easily lapse into the idolatry to which we were used in 
our youth (my translation).

One is allowed to fix rules only when these are clear commandments from God. But 
no rules should be fabricated where it concerns such obscure issues as the clothes a 
preacher should were; what kind of haircut he should have; the places where God’s 
Word should be preached; in what position one should pray, seated or standing up-
right; whether one should sing psalms before or after the preaching; whether one 
should abide by a particular catechism, etc. These are all things indifferent to salva-
tion, in which the Christians are utterly free (Ibid.: 153-55).

In another pamphlet, De Toutzsteen (1584), Coolhaes again rebuked both the 
Lutheran clergy and its Calvinist brethren for putting their own confessions and 
catechisms at par with Scripture. The Word of God should not be explained in this 
manner, since everything a man needs for his salvation has been clearly revealed. 
This was another objection shared by both Libertines and Remonstrants against the 
confessions of the Protestant churches. A confession might be helpful as long as it 
contained but a few articles summing up those truths which are necessary to salva-
tion. As Arminius explained, this distinction was crucial:

A distinction ought to be made between the different matters contained in the 
confession. For while some of them make a near approach to the foundation of 
salvation and are fundamental articles of the Christian Religion, others of them 
are built up as a superstructure on the foundation, and of themselves are not 
absolutely necessary to salvation. The doctrines of the former class are approved 
by the unanimous consent of all the Reformed, and are effectually defended 
against all gainsaying adversaries. But those of the latter class become subjects of 
controversy between different parties…(Arminius 1608: 269).

His idea was that all the Reformed should unite around the fundamental articles of 
the Christian religion. Doctrines unnecessary to salvation could simply be left free 
for debate and they should not lead to divisions within Protestant Christianity. As 
a twentieth-century historian points out, the Remonstrants always clinged to this 
distinction between the necessary and the indifferent. Their motto was: In necessariis 
unitas, in non necessariis libertas, in utrisque caritas (“Unity in the necessary, liberty in 
the non-necessary, charity in both”) (Heering 1910: 9). 

The expansion of the scope of things indifferent to salvation among the anti-
confessional Protestant groups provoked a severe disapproval among the Reformed 
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consistories. In their Remonstrantie to the States-General of the Dutch Republic, the 
Remonstrants had presented five articles of faith in which they disagreed with the 
Reformed Church—among these the teaching of double predestination. In his Vande 
Conscientiedwangh (1629), Arnoldi Vander Linde scornfully remarked that even these 
five articles were not considered to be necessary to salvation by the Remonstrants. 
Their “mutual tolerance” was so broad he says: “And to show that they meant this 
from the heart, they declared that the differences of opinion about the five Articles 
were not fundamental, that is, that they did not regard a fundamental truth (which it 
is necessary to know and believe in order to attain human salvation)” (Arnoldi Vander 
Linde 1629, vol. 1: 21-22).

Another pamphlet of the same period reveals the local Catholics deprecated the 
latitudinarian stance of the Remonstrants in much the same way. In the Schip-reys 
vanden Geloovigen Thomas (1649), the main character, the Catholic believer Thomas 

“cruised through” all the churches of the seventeenth-century Low Countries. He 
conversed with a Lutheran, a Calvinist and a Remonstrant only to conclude that “the 
unity of the one true Church of Jesus Christ” outshone that of its rivals. In one of 
the dialogues, the Remonstrant Abraham stated that “we condemn no one, even if 
he does not believe in the Holy Trinity” (Van Walenburgh & Van Walenburgh 1649: 
15). He then summed up more doctrines which were considered to be indifferent to 
salvation by the Remonstrants. Finally, he concluded: “Said in one word, we believe 
to be necessary to salvation only those things which we can easily understand” (Ibid.). 
This had Thomas conclude that the Remonstrant seemed to take as necessary only 
those things, which he imagined to understand. He closed this part of his travels with 
the question: “Is there nothing to be found among you that is certain?” (Ibid.: 16). In 
the next part, Thomas pointed out that freedom in the interpretation of the Scrip-
ture brings about disagreement. Even the necessary articles of faith were not clearly 
depicted in the Bible. Therefore, he argued, the authority of the Church and its tradi-
tions are required to reveal the foundations of the true faith. Sharing the self-image 
of the Protestant confessions, this Roman-Catholic held his own Church to be the 
one safeguard of Christian unity.

The Two Kingdoms Revisited

Parallel to this distinction between the sphere of things necessary and that of things 
indifferent to salvation, the separation of the temporal and spiritual spheres remained 
as vital to the anticonfessional views as it had been to the early theology of Chris-
tian liberty. In the spiritual, we were supposed to be free from all human precepts; 
while in the temporal, we were subject to the laws of the temporal authorities. The 
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anticonfessional Protestants accused the confessional Calvinists of mixing up these 
two spheres. Generally, the anticonfessionalists showed great respect to the temporal 
authorities. But whenever the civil magistracy was taken to go beyond its legitimate 
sphere of authority, it was scorned along with the Calvinist clerics.

In his Vanden aengheheven dwangh inder Conscientien binnen Hollandt (1579), for ex-
ample, Coornhert accused the secular authorities of a grave error. Addressing them, 
he admonished them for their desire to rule over the spiritual kingdom of God:

Dit comt al, om dat ghy u aenneemt het ghebiedt over ‘t Gheestelijcke Rijcke 
Godes, daer inne alleen de Heere Christus ende gheen Waerlijcke Overheyt 
heerschappye mach hebben. Moeyt u met dat u bevolen is, dats met die Politie: 
Wat gaet u die Kercke Godes aen om over te heerschen of in te ghebieden of te 
beschermen? Of meyndy metten Romanisten dat Christus die eenighe Coningh, 
Heere, Herder ende Hooft, van ouderdom nu versuft is, zijn regheren over zijn 
Kercke verlaten, ende u luyden nu bevolen soude hebben? (cited in Güldner 
1968: 76.)

This all happens, because you arrogate the rule over the spiritual kingdom of 
God, where the Lord Christ alone and no worldly government may rule. Involve 
yourselves with those things commanded to you, that is, with policy: How does the 
Church of God concern you when it comes to ruling, commanding or protecting 
it? Or do you think together with the Romanists that Christ the only King, Lord, 
Shepherd and Head, having grown numb because of old age, has stopped governing 
his Church, and commanded you people to do so instead? (my translation.)

When confronted with the argument that the Prince should maintain the unity of 
religion in his territory through persecution, the anticonfessional thinkers reacted 
vehemently. According to them, this was tantamount to confusing the spiritual king-
dom of Christ with the temporal political kingdom. Justus Lipsius had made this 
horrifying mistake in his Politicorum Libri Sex (1589), Coornhert suggested:

J. Lip. spreeckt van regeringe der Godlyke ende menschelyke dinghen. die beyde 
menght hy onder malkander ende schrijft die toe een aardtsche Prince, als of 
die t’ ghebieden hadde over beyde. dats niet zo. want zy zijn als hemel en aarde 
verscheyden…Hy is qualijck gheleert ende onderwezen, die hem heeft laten wijs 
maken, dat het gheestelijck rijcke onzes Heeren Jesu Christi, ende het wereltlijck 
politijck rijcke; die wel beyde in deze werelt zijn, maar dat yeghelijck zyn: daar 
die nochtans van malkander verder verschillen dan de hemel ende aarde, gheest 
ende vleesch, leven ende doodt, eeuwigh ende tijdtlijck (Coornhert & Lipsius 
1590: 61).

J. Lip. speaks of the government of Godly and human matters. These two he 
mixes with each other and atrributes them to the earthly Prince, as though the 
latter can command both…That person has been wrongly educated who has been 
deceived into believing that the spiritual kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 
the worldly political kingdom [should be mixed]; both indeed are in the world, but 
are this in dissimilar ways: for they differ more from each other than heaven and 
earth, spirit and flesh, life and death, eternal and temporal (my translation).
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The temporal political kingdom and the spiritual kingdom of Christ ought to be kept 
separate. Temporal laws rule the visible bodies and the possessions of the subjects, 
Coornhert went on to say, but never can they rule the invisible souls who belong to 
the spiritual kingdom: “The visible king cannot rule over the visible subjects’ invis-
ible souls, but only over their bodies and possessions” (Ibid.: 63). 

The division of human life into a temporal and spiritual sphere had manifest 
consequences in the tangible conflicts of Dutch society. This was especially the case 
when these spheres were related to the existing civil and ecclesiastical authorities. 
At the end of the sixteenth century, for instance, a debate took place concerning the 
position of the civil magistrate in the town of Leiden. The magistrate was accused 
of attempting to usurp the power of the Consistory (Kooi 2000: 55-89). The central 
question, Coornhert wrote in his Justificatie des Magistraets tot Leyden in Hollant (1597), 
was whether or not it belonged to the office of the Christian magistrate to take care 
of matters of church government. The Consistory had dismissed a certain preacher, 
while the parish had been very positive about his services. According to Coornhert, 
this had opened the magistrate’s eyes to the partiality of the Consistory. Moreover, a 
conflict had emerged between Pieter Cornelisz, a confessional preacher, and Caspar 
Coolhaes, the anticonfessional preacher. The magistracy had taken the side of the 
latter.

According to its anticonfessional advocates, the magistracy merely wanted to 
make sure that the members of the Consistory were not installing a new tyranny of 
conscience. Apparently, the civil magistrates sympathised with the anticonfessional 
movement. As Coornhert put the issue, they wanted to ensure that one would let 
Jesus Christ alone be the head of the church and not the ministers or consistorians. 
Otherwise, the latter would claim to be the true heads of the churches. They would 
willfully set up a domination of the conscience, and thus subject the free churches 
of Christ to a new popery. Clearly, a growing tension perturbed the relations among 
the magistracy and the consistory. The strict Calvinists of the consistory demanded 
the right to determine who could preach and how they should preach. They wanted 
to exclude anticonfessional Protestants such as Coolhaes from the churches. The 
magistracy, however, interfered and contested the growing authority of the consistory. 
Consequently, the confessional Calvinists accused the magistrates of having a desire 
to rule over religion. In his justification of the magistrate, Coornhert again and again 
suggested that it was the Consistorians themselves who wanted to rule both over the 
conscience of the believers and over the temporal powers.

As had been the case in a town like Strassbourg, the temporal powers originally 
had the inclination to promote the anticonfessional form of Protestant Christianity. 
This more variable and simple variant of the Protestant religion allowed them to 
unite more of their subjects, instead of alienating large circles through a strict con-
fessional policy. This would also happen in the early seventeenth-century Dutch 
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Republic, when Remonstrant sympathisers like Oldenbarnevelt held the apex posi-
tions of temporal rule. However, when the tide changed and the confessional forces 
grew stronger, they often also gained dominance in the magistracy. Eventually, the 
Dutch magistracy could not sustain its support of the anticonfessional religion of the 
Remonstrants and gave in to the growing pressure of confessionalisation.

To sum up, the anticonfessional resistance against the confessional forces had 
one of its main foundations in the principled separation of the two basic spheres of 
Christian life, which could be conceptualised in various ways: the sphere of the clear 
truth of God’s revelation vs. that of the opinions that could be determined in fallible 
human terms alone; the sphere of things necessary to salvation vs. that of things 
indifferent to salvation; the spiritual kingdom of the soul vs. the temporal kingdom 
of the body; the realm of God’s power vs. that of the human powers. The normative 
separation of these two realms had its roots in the Reformation theology of Christian 
liberty. And it was this same theological framework that sustained the distinction 
between the realm of liberty and that of coercion among the Dutch anticonfessional 
Protestants.

Different Roads to Christ

The anticonfessional spokesmen also blamed the confessional churches for dividing 
Christendom into a series of sects and factions. The growing division and schism 
within the Christian religion was taken to be the work of the devil and his minions. 
Along with the other evils in the confessional churches, the argument suggested, this 
derived from the addition of human precepts to the divine truth by a corrupt and 
power-hungry clergy. The doctrinal controversies which divided the confessions, it 
was said, revolved around things indifferent to salvation. Instead of wasting their 
time on such trifles, the Protestant Christians should focus on the common ground 
they shared and unite true Christianity against its common enemies. Christians we 
are, the anticonfessional thinkers pointed out, and not “Lutherans,” “Zwinglians,” 

“Mennonites” or “Calvinists.” This aim to cover the theological variation within the 
Reformation discloses another feature of the anticonfessional movement of the Low 
Countries: it was impelled by an ecumenical drive.

In his Apologia (1580), Caspar Coolhaes typically wrote that Christians should 
not go under any other name, such as “Calvinists” or “Lutherans.” They ought to 
follow no one but God and Christ. They were not to preach the theology of Calvin, 
Luther, Zwingli or any other theologian, but only God’s Word:

Ik noem hen Calvinisten, die zich alzoo aan Calvijn en zijne schriften vastklemmen, 
dat zij geen tittel daarvan willen afwijken, en ieder ander die in het kleinste 
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daartegen zou willen kikken, of dit of dat niet zoo verstaat als Calvijn, verachten 
en verdoemen. Ons ambt is niet Calvijn, maar Christus te prediken. Calvijn 
is niet voor ons gestorven; hij heeft ook geen getuigenis van God, dat hij niet 
heeft kunnen dwalen. Desgelijks ook Luther, Zwingli, Brentius, Bullinger, Bucer, 
Oecolampadius, Melanchton, Beza, Gualtherus. God wijst ons ook niet op hunne 
schriften, maar alleen op zijn goddelijk woord…Wij zijn Christenen; daarom 
moeten wij ook ons zelven geene andere namen geven, en niemand mag een 
ander aanhangen dan God en Christus, geene schriften, opiniën en meeningen 
van menschen volmaakt houden dan alleen het woord des Heeren (in Rogge 1856-
8, vol. 1: 165-6).

I call those Calvinists, who cling to Calvin and his writings to such an extent that 
they refuse to deviate a tittle from these, and despise and damn every one who 
opposes these in the tiniest issues, or does not understand this or that in the same 
way as Calvin. Our office is not to preach Calvin, but Christ. Calvin did not die 
for us; neither does he have a testimony from God, that he could not have erred. 
The same is true for Luther, Zwingli, Brentius, Bullinger, Bucer, Oecolampadius, 
Melanchton, Beza, Gualtherus. God does not point us to their writings, but to his 
divine word alone…We are Christians; therefore we should not give ourselves 
other names, and no one should adhere to another than God and Christ, nor take 
any writings, beliefs, and opinions of men to be perfect but only the word of the 
Lord (my translation). 

Coolhaes practised what he preached. After his excommunication by the Reformed 
Church, he continued to preach the gospel, but never joined a party or set up his own 
parish. He understood very well that there were far too many divisions, factions and 
sects—each of which claimed to be the one true church of God. It was not unknown 
to him, he said, “what a great service I would have done to satan by joining one or 
another faction, or by setting up a separate church on my own authority” (Ibid.: 4). In 
his Christelijcke Vermaninghe (1584), Coolhaes wittily pointed out the absurdity of each 
Christian denomination’s claim to be the one true church:

De Lutherschen of Confessionisten verheffen hunnen Luther tot in de hoogste 
hemelen, noemen hem den derden Elia, den eenigen hervormer der kerk, en 
achten het onmogelijk, dat er iets zijn zou wat God hem niet geopenbaard had. 
De Calvinisten komen daartegen op, zeggende dat Luther wel een van God 
gezonden dienaar was, maar toch een mensch geweest is, die ook dwalen kon; 
dat hij daarom niet alles geweten, noch de kerk volkomen hervormd heeft, maar 
alleen den kwaden boom besnoeid en de grove takken afgehouwd heeft; dat 
echter Calvijn, rijkelijker door God begenadigd zijnde, alles beter verstond en 
het hout geschaafd en gefatsoeneerd heeft; dat hij eerst de kerk volkomen van 
alle onreinheden gezuiverd heeft. Hiertegen roepen de Herdoopers (onderling 
nog in vele partijen verdeeld zijnde) dat hunne kerk eerst goed hervormd is, dat 
zij het kleine kuddeke zijn, waaraan de Vader het hemelrijk geven wil, en dat 
hunne predikanten eerst waarlijk van God gezonden zijn. De Roomschen, dit 
horende, zeggen dat geen van al die kerken noch hunne predikanten van God 
zijn, maar dat zij en hunne predikanten de oude apostolische, katholijke, heilige 
kerk vertegenwoordigen (Ibid.: 23-4).
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The Lutherans or Confessionists elevate their Luther into the highest of heavens, 
call him the third Elia, the only reformer of the church, and consider it impossible 
that there would be anything which God did not reveal to him. The Calvinists rise 
against this, saying that Luther may have been a servant sent by God, but that he 
was a man who could also err; that he therefore cannot have known everything, nor 
have reformed the church completely, but has only pruned the evil tree and cut off 
the rough branches; but that Calvin, however, being blessed by God more richly, 
understood everything better and has polished and shaped the wood; that he 
was the first to purify the church from all impurities. Against this the Anabaptists 
(being divided into many factions among themselves) shout that their church was 
the first to be reformed properly, that they are the little flock, to which the Father 
has given the kingdom of heaven, and that their preachers are truly sent by God. 
The Romish, hearing this, say that none of these churches nor their preachers are 
of God, but that they themselves and their preachers represent the old apostolic, 
catholic, holy church (my translation).

The problem was, Coolhaes continued, that all of these “Christians” claimed they 
would subject their teachings and writings to the judgement of God’s church, but 
that every one understood the word “church” to mean his own particular faction 
(in Rogge 1856-8, vol. 2: 25). Thus, they added human fabrications to divine revela-
tion, while wrongly thinking that these corresponded to the judgment of the church. 
And, as he and his anticonfessional brethren kept on suggesting, the adding of laws, 
rules, and articles of faith to the Word of God brings about the rise of many separate 
churches—each of which thinks that its own fabricated laws, rules and discipline are 
truly Christian. All those who refused to accept these human rules were simply cut 
off from the Body of Christ as dead limbs to be given up to satan. And this, Coolhaes 
reckoned, was “to act in an antichristian, tyrannical, pharisaical and audacious man-
ner” (Ibid.: 35).

At times, the ecumenism of anticonfessional Protestantism appeared willing to 
embrace all kinds of religious dissent. In the 1590s, for instance, Arnoldus Buchelius, 
who would later become the strictest of Calvinists, appealed to his fellow Christians 
to allow different roads to Christ:

Since we all gaze at the same stars, and all aim for the same goal of eternity, what 
does it matter by which knowledge each man seeks the truth, by which road he 
has reached the end of his course? He was right [who said] that it is not possible to 
arrive at such a great mystery by one route only, but one goal is set for all, and one 
door is open to those who hasten towards it. We seek Christ and Him we follow, 
albeit along different roads; and the man who resolves upon this aim cannot go 
astray (cited in Pollman 2002: 59).

The anticonfessional stance could accept the possibility of different valid paths to 
Christ. Surprisingly, Buchelius quoted Quintus Aurelius Symmachus—a heathen—
as though the latter was an authority on the way one ought to cope with religious 
diversity. In a memorial addressed to the Christian Emperor Valentinian II, Sym-
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machus, the last pagan prefect of Rome, had argued for allowing the pagan cults of 
Rome to flourish freely:

We ask, then, for peace for the gods of our fathers and of our country. It is just 
that all worship should be considered as one. We look on the same stars, the sky 
is common, the same world surrounds us. What difference does it make by what 
pains each seeks the truth? We cannot attain to so great a secret by one road…(in 
Schaff and Wace (eds.) 1995: 415).

Buchelius transformed a typically pagan attitude towards the various traditional 
paths of humankind by adapting it to the anticonfessional Christian framework. But 
this move also revealed how limited the toleration of anticonfessional Christianity in 
fact was when compared to that of the pagan Romans. While Symmachus appealed 
for allowing all forms of worship, Buchelius limited his toleration to Christ and the 
different Christian paths leading to the Saviour. The pagan said that all human cults 
should be considered as one, leading to one and the same goal—uno itinere non potest 
perveniri ad tam grande secretum. The Christian, on the contrary, asked for all Christian 
confessions to be regarded as one—seeking Christ by different roads. In the second 
case, only those who resolved upon the aim of following Christ could not go astray, 
while the others were erring heathens and heretics doomed to end up in hell.

Although the impression may arise in modern eyes that the anticonfessional 
stance to the internal diversity of Christianity was benign, there was also a distinctly 
negative side to it. In his On Reconciling Religious Dissensions Among Christians (1606), 
James Arminius juxtaposed the blessing of divine revelation and the evil opposed to 
it, viz. human ignorance and perversity. He suggested that the latter corrupted God’s 
revelation by adding all kinds of errors. This caused the deplorable fragmentation of 
Christianity into different parties:

This BLESSING is, that the Divine clemency irradiates our part of the world by 
the illustrious light of his sacred truth, and enlightens it with the knowledge of 
the true religion, or Christianity. The EVIL opposed to it is, that either human 
ignorance or human perversity deteriorates and corrupts the clear light of this 
Divine truth, by aspersing and beclouding it with the blackest errors; creates 
separation and division among those who have devoted themselves exclusively to 
the service of religion; and severs them into parties, and even into shreds of parties, 
in direct contradiction to the nature and genius of Christianity, whose Author is 
called the “Prince of peace”, its doctrine “the Gospel of peace”, and its professors 

“the Sons of peace” (Arminius 1606: 147).

The source of these schisms was to be found in human pride and its main weapon, 
viz. “a passionate desire to know and explore all things.” This passion left no subject 
untouched, Arminius warned his readers, for “it obtrusively palms upon others as 
things necessary to be known, those matters which, by means of great exertion, it 
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seems to have drawn out from behind the darkness of ignorance, and accompanies 
all its remarks by great boldness of assertion” (Arminius 1606: 167). Thus, offenses 
and schism must arise in the church. Naturally, this was Satan’s work. He was the 
foremost cause of dissension among Christians:

In the front of these [causes], Satan appears, that most bitter enemy of truth and 
peace, and the most wily disseminator of falsehood and dissension, who acts as a 
leader of the hostile band. Envying the glory of God and the salvation of man, and 
attentively looking out on all occasions, he marks every movement; and whenever 
an opportunity occurs, during the Lord’s seed time, he sows the tares of heresies 
and schisms among the wheat (Arminius 1606: 163).

The rupture of Christianity into different factions was the evil work of Satan among 
humanity. So, even if Arminius and his Remonstrant faction argued that all Christian 
factions should be united around a common core of doctrine, this did not entail a 
benign stance towards pluralism. Rather, difference and diversity continued to be 
antichristian evils, which needed to be eradicated through Christian unity.

Naturally, this does not mean we should close our eyes to the important steps 
the Libertines and the Remonstrants took towards enhancing a mutual tolerance 
among the Christian denominations. While these denominations were consolidat-
ing into higly intolerant confessional churches across Europe, the anticonfessional 
forces tried to create an ecumenical model in Dutch society. In the second half of the 
seventeenth century, Geeraerdt Brandt would stress this ecumenical stance as the 
true mark of Christianity in his famous history of the Dutch Protestant churches, the 
Historie der Reformatie (1677):

Hier aen, seit Christus, sullen sij alle bekennen dat gij mijne discipulen sijt, soo gij 
malkanderen liefhebt. Hij seit niet, men sal se kennen aen den naem van eenigen 
mensch; aen ’t volgen van eenige Confessie, of Catechismus, buiten, of behalven 
de Schriftuure, veel min, aen eenige uiterlijkheden, en menschelijke insettingen, 
maer aen de liefde. Deese liefde is de moeder der verdraegsaemheit en vrede… 
(Brandt 1677: 58).

By this feature, Christ said, all will recognize you as my disciples, that you love 
each other. He did not say, one will recognize them by the name of any man; 
by the following of any confession, any catechism, outside of, or except for the 
Scripture, even less, by any outward appearances, and human additions, but by 
love. This love is the mother of tolerance and peace… (my translation).

Charity, Brandt said, was the main characteristic of the true Christian. This Christian 
charity would bring forth the fruit of toleration. The anticonfessional ecumenism, 
however, would for long fail to play a decisive role in a Western Christendom divided 
into strict confessional churches. Most would prefer to be called “Reformed,” “Evan-
gelical,” “Roman-Catholic,” “Mennonite,” “Baptist,” rather than merely “Christian” 
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in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In spite of the vigor of the early pleas 
for mutual toleration among Christians, intolerance, persecution and violent conflict 
would reign over Europe for many decades to come.

To end the story of this section, let us briefly recapitulate the basic features of 
the anticonfessionalism within the Dutch Reformation as it shaped the early pleas 
of the value of toleration. The anticonfessional Protestants reiterated the struggle for 
Christian liberty of the early Reformation. But the new enemy was the Reformed 
confessional church—in its turn accused of tyranny of conscience. These anticlerical 
allegations implied the following: the confessional clergy imposed its own human 
fabrications on the consciences of the believers, but these consciences did not lie 
within the sphere of human authority. As human beings, the confessional clerics were 
as fallible as all others. Yet, they infringed upon the spiritual kingdom, which was 
to be ruled by Christ alone. They tried to subject the temporal powers to their evil 
ploys. They disrupted the unity of the Church of Christ. Together all of this showed 
to anticonfessional Christianity that the confessional churches were but the forces of 
Satan and Antichrist.

5.3. The Dilemma of the Reformation

In the early modern United Provinces, the antithesis between confessionalisation 
and anticonfessionalisation was not confined to the Dutch Reformed Church and its 
opponents. In fact, the two opposite forces and the corresponding attitudes appear 
to have been present in the various Protestant denominations. Even movements 
which had originally embodied the anticonfessional drive—such as the Remon-
strants—would sometimes begin to act in the exact same manner as the confessional 
churches. This indicates that confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation cannot 
be understood as two separate and unconnected movements in post-Reformation 
Christianity. Rather, they appear to have been two faces of the same coin.

This section will argue that they indeed were, because they revolved around a 
dilemma that lies at the very heart of the Christian religion. This dilemma originates 
in the fact that Christianity claims to disclose the Will of God to humanity. In Christ, 
this religion says, the one true God reveals the unique purpose He has for the human 
being, but this is also His universal purpose for all human beings. As we saw before, 
the clash between confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation can be partially 
explained in terms of the resulting tension between the unique particularity and 
the all-inclusive universality of God’s purpose for humanity. A further exploration of 
this tension will finally allow us to show how the anticonfessional forces within the 
Reformation turned toleration into a moral norm or a value in itself.
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The Anticonfessional Confessions

The Anabaptist movement of the Mennonites in the Netherlands clearly contained 
the two forces of confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation. On the one hand, 
it was disrupted by an ongoing fragmentation into different confessions. As Samme 
Zijlstra recounts, by the second half of the sixteenth century, the Anabaptists had 
become deeply divided:

Disagreement concerning the practice of banning and shunning caused a rift in 
1557, which was followed by several others, so that at the end of the sixteenth 
century at least six major denominations were to be found among the Mennonites, 
and all of them utterly disliked each other (Zijlstra 2002: 112).

These different denominations were in their turn afflicted with rifts and secessions. 
On the other hand, the discord within the movement was a thorn in the flesh of many 
Mennonites. One of the groups—the Waterlanders—had originally emphasised the 
unity among the various denominations:

The Waterlanders, who were not troubled by secessions, did not consider their 
congregation as the only true congregation, without blemish, the way the majority 
of groups did. True Christians were to be found among other denominations 
too. Also they did not interpret doctrines and usages very strictly, but tolerated 
deviating opinions to a certain extent. Like any individual, the congregation as a 
whole was not free from defects. Beyond that, tolerance was prescribed by Christ 
and Paul, and the Word of the Lord was far more important than human decisions 
and resolutions, which had no binding effect (Ibid.).

In a classical anticonfessional vein, the authors representing the perspective of this 
group tried to minimise the importance of controversial doctrines. It was sufficient to 
believe that Jesus was God incarnate and that no other Saviour had to be expected, 
they said, “speculations about how the incarnation had taken place were superflu-
ous, while different views concerning this matter had to be tolerated in love” (Ibid.). 
They also asserted the confessions of faith could never be taken as exact rules of 
faith, since they were but human inventions. Only the main biblical articles of faith 
had to be endorsed by all.

The conflict between the anticonfessional Waterlanders and the confessional 
groups such as the Frisians and the Flemings became more intense in the second half 
of the seventeenth century. But, in the end, even the Waterlanders began to grant or 
refuse membership accordingly as a believer endorsed a specific confession of faith, 
viz. the confession of Hans De Vries—which served to exclude Socinians from the 
Anabaptist folds. When the Waterlanders negotiated with the Remonstrants in late 
seventeenth-century Rotterdam in order to unite into one movement, this failed for 
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much the same reasons. The Remonstrants could not accept the Mennonite notion 
of adult baptism and the prohibition to hold public offices (Zijlstra 2002: 131). Even 
within the Christian fold, it seems, anticonfessional toleration had its limits.

The pressure of confessionalisation increased in those groups which had earlier 
taken a strong anticonfessional position. In 1621, the Remonstrants who had always 
opposed all forms of confessionalism, themselves issued a confession of faith. One 
of their leaders, Simon Episcopius, composed it in Latin, while another, Johannes 
Uytenbogaert, translated it into Dutch. The Remonstrants had been condemned as 
heretics at the Synod of Dordrecht in 1618 by the strict Calvinists. In reaction, it 
appears they began to adopt some features of the typical confessional church so as 
to distinguish themselves unambiguously from the Dutch Reformed Church. The 
Remonstrant movement wanted to demonstrate that its theological interpretation 
of predestination and other issues was superior to that of the Calvinists. Thus, it 
demarcated the doctrinal boundaries of its own separate religious body. Eventually, 
this would develop into the Remonstrantsche Broederschap. But the Remonstrant com-
munity was also aware of the tension between its anticonfessional attitude and the 
formulation of a distinct confession of faith. Throughout the text, Episcopius and 
Uytenbogaert looked for justifications for the fact that Remonstrantism had ended 
up composing its own confession of faith.

The text first addressed people who opposed confessions and explanations of 
faith. These generally had three reasons for this opposition. Only “the naked words 
of the Holy Scripture” should be preached, for otherwise (a) one does not fully recog-
nise the unique authority of the Scripture, (b) one does great harm to the freedom 
of the churches, the conscience and the prophecy, and (c) one opens the door for 
discord and schism in the churches (Episcopius and Uytenbogaert 1621: 1-3). These 
indeed were the three principal anticonfessional arguments. They denounced the 
error of making confessions and catechisms into rules of faith to which all believers 
should submit:

De selve luyden mennen oock, dat dese formulieren seer schadelijck ende 
naedeelich zijn voor de Vryheydt der Kercken of der Conscientie ende der 
Prophetie, om dat het niet geschieden en kan, of, daer die formulieren eens 
toeghelaten worden, en sluype oock stracx, als door de achterdeure in, eene 
Tyrannische Wet, van niet te moghen ghevoelen, spreken, schrijven, leeren, met 
malcanderen van Gods Woordt handelen, ende de Schriftuer uyt te legghen, dan 
nae ’t voor-schrift van de selve formulieren, sonder dat het geoorlooft zy de selve 
in eenich twijfel te trecken, of oock, alwaer ’t schoon met alle modestie te weder-
spreecken (Ibid.: 4).

The same people also think that these forms are very harmful and detrimental to 
the freedom of the church or that of conscience and prophecy, because it cannot 
happen that, where these forms are allowed, a tyrannical law will not sneak in, 
through the backdoor, which forbids one to feel, speak, write, teach or talk about 
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God’s Word together, and explain Scripture, but only according to the prescription 
of these same forms, without being allowed to doubt them in any way, or to 
contradict them, even if it were in all humility (my translation).

In spite of such arguments, the Remonstrants decided to create a confession of faith, 
but promised they would not abuse it in these ways. Their main justification was 
that in an age which let errors dominate, which ignored the most important articles 
of faith, which refused to distinguish the useful but indifferent doctrines from those 
necessary, and which bound “the consciences of men…to human fabrications,” the 
good teachers had become obliged to give a clear representation and explanation of 
the divine revelation to “the blind and poor people” (Ibid.: 7-9). The very same Uy-
tenbogaert who had once denounced both the confession and the catechism of the 
Reformed Church in the harshest terms now endorsed the following:

Dit so zijnde, ist so verre van daer dat de Confessien, Belijdenissen of 
Verklaringhen des Gheloofs, in haer selven schadelijck of onnut souden behooren 
geacht te worden, dat mense tot voorstandt ende verdediginghe der waerheydt 
seer profijtelijck, ende somtijdts bykans voor noodtsakelijcke remedien teghen 
seer veele ende groote quaden in de Ghemeente Jesu Christi houden ende achten 
moet (Ibid.: 11).

This being so, it is far from true that the confession, profession or explanation 
of faith in themselves ought to be considered harmful or useless, but that one 
ought to consider them to be very profitable to the vindication and protection of 
truth, and sometimes almost as necessary remedies against many great evils in the 
communion of Jesus Christ (my translation).

Ironically, the Remonstrants began to produce the exact same arguments for their 
confession as the Calvinists had earlier given in reply to Remonstrant attacks. Still, 
they insisted that three mistakes ought to be avoided at all times: (a) No one should 
take the confessions or explanations of faith as the source of faith; (b) no one should 
bind his conscience to their opinions; (c) the Word of God should remain the only 
rule for the conscience. Thus, one would not have to fear that the confessions of faith 
will be made into idols next to Scripture:

Men heeft dan oock niet te vrezen, dat daer van Afgoden ghemaeckt sullen 
worden, die in de Kercke Jesu Christi nevens de Schriftuere in ghelijcken grade 
gheset ende met ghelijcke eere ghe-eert sullen werden: of dat mense tot banden 
ende stricken ghebruycken sal, om de Conscientien daeraen te binden…Alle 
extremiteyten moet men hier mijden, ende middel maet houden, die gheleghen 
is tusschen Tyrannie ende tusschen woeste onbetoomde onghebondenheyt (Ibid.: 
14-15).

One should therefore not fear that these [confessions and explanations of faith] 
will be made into idols, which will be put next to Scripture in the Church of Jesus 
Christ at the same level and which will be honoured with the same respect: or that 
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one will use them as bonds and snares to bind the conscience…All extremities 
should be avoided here, and one should keep the mean, which lies between 
tyranny and savage untamed looseness (my translation).

And the Remonstrant confession should not be taken as…

Limiten, Palen, of Heyninghen, binnen de welcke men soude meynen de Religie 
ende salichmaekende kennisse Gods besloten te zijn, als of die gene, die de selve 
in alles, Conscientien halven, niet konnen toestemmen, daerom vande eeuwige 
salicheydt, ende ’t Coninckrijck der Hemelen gescheyden ende uytgesloten 
souden wesen (Ibid.: 19).

Limits, poles, or fences, within which one would think religion and the saving 
knowledge of God to be confined, as if those, who could not agree to this 
[confession of faith] conscience-wise, would therefore be separated and excluded 
from eternal salvation and the kingdom of heaven (my translation).

In the end, the Remonstrants began to function as yet another confessional church in 
Dutch society—with its own separate religious body, its own services and its specific 
confession of faith. Though the anticonfessional message would remain a part of its 
discourse, the Remonstrantsche Broederschap felt compelled to demarcate its truth from 
the errors of the strict Calvinists.

The Dilemma of Christianity

This interplay between confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation in the Dutch 
Reformation is peculiar—to say the least. The two forces cannot be fixed precisely 
in any one group in society. They could alternate in the development of a movement 
or in the life of an individual. To examine the nature of this interplay, we may turn 
to “the Christological dilemma.” Balagangadhara (1994: 197-201) has revealed how 
this dilemma arises because of the peculiar structure of Christianity’s claim that it is 
God’s revelation to humanity. In Jesus Christ, the Christian religion claims, the true 
God has revealed his unique Will to the humankind. History, however, has proven 
that this revelation failed to result in the sudden conversion of humanity to the truth 
of Christ. The continued existence of Judaism, paganism and other human traditions 
confronts Christianity with a difficulty. If its message truly discloses the purpose 
God has for humanity, then it should be universally accessible to all. But at the same 
time, it expresses the one unique purpose of God and thus it has to convey this one 
particular message. This task of communicating the exclusivity of God’s all-inclusive 
message brings in its wake a dilemma:
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[E]ither you emphasize the ‘Catholicity’ of Jesus, and you can only do that by 
sacrificing the specific nature of Christianity; or you emphasize the specific nature 
of Christianity, then your discourse becomes radically unintelligible to others, in 
exactly the same way it was to the pagans of Antiquity (Balagangadhara 1994: 
200).

The Christological dilemma comes into being because Christ—the Word incarnate—
is claimed to be both the one way to God and the way for everyone. In more general 
terms, if Christianity reveals God’s purpose for humanity, its message has to be both 
unique and universal. As a consequence, the Christian religion strives to retain the 
specificity of its account, while at the same time labouring to make it a more general 
and embracing account. These are two mutually exclusive aims, but Christianity has 
to realise both. Therefore, it has on its hands a genuine dilemma.

As is the case for all dilemmas, a satisfactory resolution cannot be found to this 
dilemma at the heart of Christianity. The tension between its two horns or poles, 
Balagangadhara shows, impels the twofold dynamic of universalisation in the Chris-
tian religion. On the one hand, this religion has a drive to convert more and more 
people to its one specific account—as the unique revelation of God’s Will for humanity. 
On the other hand, this religion has a tendency to dispose of its specifically Christian 
features in order to become a more simple and variable account, which is accessible to 
as large a group of people as possible—a truly universal purpose for humanity. His-
torically, the first moment of this dynamic of universalisation has expressed itself in 
the Christian proselytisation of peoples and individuals. The second moment, on the 
other hand, has expressed itself in the continual attempts of the Christian religion to 
take an ever simpler and more variable form. The developments of movements like 
spiritualism, unitarianism, theism and deism are perhaps the most obvious manifes-
tations of this drive to universality. This is the moment of “secularisation.”

This analysis of the structural dynamics of Christianity as the revelation of God’s 
Will for humanity gives us a new perspective on two vital aspects of the story told 
so far: firstly, the secularisation of conversio can be explained as an instance of the 
general dynamic of Christianity; secondly, this dynamic can account for the pecu-
liar interplay between confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation in early mod-
ern Dutch religion. The first issue will be examined more fully at a later stage (see 
Chapter 5). Suffice it to point out here that the diffusion of the monastic process of 
conversio through the disposal of some of its specifically monastic features is part of 
the drive to universality of the Christian religion—which compels it to cast away ever 
more of its typically Christian features. In this view, the Reformation truly becomes a 
secularisation of medieval Christianity: it allowed the basic cognitive schemes of the 
latter religion to spread in society by disposing of some of its particular features.

The second issue will be tackled here. As said in the previous chapter, the two 
movements of confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation shared the basic drive 
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to live up to God’s Will for humanity, but diverged in the aspect of this Will they 
stressed: the first put the emphasis on its unique nature; the second on its universal 
grip. Now, it turns out that these two divergent emphases were manifestations of 
the two poles of the basic dilemma of Christianity, viz. that of “communicating the 
exclusivity of an ‘all-inclusive’ Christ” (Balagangadhara 1994: 198). 

On the one hand, the forms of the Christian religion stressing the exclusive and 
unique nature of God’s self-disclosed purpose needed to invest their energies in the 
following tasks: determining the details of the true doctrine that expressed God’s 
will; demarcating the theological boundaries of the community that embodied God’s 
will; eradicating internal dissent within this community; teaching all of its members 
the one true doctrine that expressed the Divine Will.

On the other, the forms of Christianity stressing the universal and embracing 
nature of God’s self-disclosed purpose would have to take up another set of tasks: 
reducing the doctrine of God’s will to as simple and small a core as possible; efacing 
all doctrinal boundaries dividing the Christian community; allowing a wide scope of 
internal variety of belief within this community; teaching the basic doctrine of peace 
and unity among all Christians. This distinction in terms of the energy invested in 
these two respective sets of tasks indeed applies to the differences between the 
confessional and anticonfessional forms of early modern Christianity. In other words, 
confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation diverged over the respective pole of 
the Christological dilemma they embraced.

This being the case, the peculiar interplay between these two forces in the 
Dutch Reformation can also be accounted for. Confessionalisation and anticonfes-
sionalisation were different attempts to resolve the dilemma of Christianity’s drive to 
become universal. But a dilemma cannot be resolved, for the two poles are mutually 
exclusive and yet both need to be joined. Therefore, each “horn” of the dilemma will 
again contain the basic dilemma itself. If Christianity goes for the uniqueness of its 
account, it continues to confront the opposite aim to be universal. If it stresses the 
universality of its account, it loses its specific features and continues to confront the 
aim to be unique and exclusive. To alternate between these two poles, then, is the 
fate of any human community that strives to embody God’s purpose for humanity as 
it has been revealed in Christianity. Dependent on contingent circumstances, a group 
that had earlier stressed the universality of the Christian account could always shift 
its weight to the uniqueness of this account and vice versa. This is what happened 
to the Dutch Mennonite movement. And it also happened to the Remonstrants: the 
Calvinist rejection of the Remonstrants as heretics at the Synod of Dordrecht in 1618 
turned out to be the contingent development that caused the latter to shift towards 
the confessional pole and give up some of the anticonfessional pursuits.
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Toleration as the Will of God

Why did toleration become a moral norm or an intrinsic value within the framework 
of anticonfessional Protestantism? We now have all the elements we need to solve 
this puzzle. All Christian communities share the drive to embody God’s purpose for 
humanity. But they can stress either the exclusivity or the universality of this purpose. 
The anticonfessional form of Christianity emphasises the pole of universality. This 
implies that Christian groups dominated by anticonfessionalisation also developed a 
particular image of which form God wanted His elect community to take. This was 
their image of how the church ought to be. Its church laws would express this image, 
for they were the means by which the church community was to be perpetually 
reformed from its current state towards its unattainable normative goal. Toleration, 
I suggest, was the norm that structured the anticonfessional image of the way the 
church ought to be according to God’s Will.

Anticonfessionalisation picked the route of casting off the specific features of 
Christianity in order to pursue its universality. This resulted in a particular view of 
the Christian community: it should not be subject to a detailed orthodoxy or a strict 
ecclesiastic discipline; it should be able to encompass as many different kinds of 
Christians as possible; any theological obstacle to the universality of the community 
should be effaced. But this was not only some practical view on the organisation 
of the church. It was rooted in a view of how God desired his church to be and 
how—therefore—it ought to be. The principles of anticonfessionalism depicted this 
normative drive to make God’s purpose and the community embodying it as inclu-
sive as possible. The anticonfessional thinkers advocated values such as liberty of 
conscience, anticlericalism and ecumenism, because these were the principles that 
expressed the aim of the church to encompass the diversity among the Christians. 
These principles shaped their view of what the church ought to be like. And it ought 
to be universal.

The early modern value of toleration was shaped by the internal conflicts of the 
Protestant world. It was embedded in the struggle between confessionalisation and 
anticonfessionalisation. Each of the charges against the confessional churches was 
based in the theology of Christian liberty of conscience. This theology provided a 
normative foundation to toleration, for it claimed that God’s own Will demanded His 
human creatures to be left free to worship Him as they saw fit. The early modern 
pleas for toleration, then, were as deeply Christian as the pleas for the confessional 
authority of the Dutch Reformed Church. The theological justifications developed 
to sustain this anticonfessional stance were to mould the political theory of toleration 
as it would emerge in the next few centuries.
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5.4. Conclusion

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, the disputes on toleration in the 
Dutch Reformation took the development of this modern value a few steps further. 
Whereas the early Reformation had laid the conceptual groundwork in its theology 
of Christian liberty, thinkers like Castellio and Weigel had brought this theology 
into play in the struggle against the Lutheran and Calvinist confessional authorities. 
Similarly, the Dutch resistance against the forces of confessionalisation enriched the 
framework of liberty of conscience with powerful arguments, pithy metaphors and 
salient illustrations. But the basic theological structure of the idea of toleration would 
remain the same in the writings of Coolhaes, Coornhert and Duifhuis—it was that of 
the Protestant opposition between spiritual liberty and temporal law.

Both the confessional clerics and the anticonfessional thinkers tended to agree 
that the life of the Christian and the social world in which it was lived were split into 
a spiritual sphere of liberty and a temporal sphere of coercion. The forceful disagree-
ments between them revolved around the question of the boundary between these 
two spheres. How far could human authorities go in interfering in the beliefs and 
conduct of the believers before they infringed upon the spiritual kingdom of Christ? 
When did government become a tyranny of conscience? Which particular truths had 
been so clearly revealed in Scripture that deviant beliefs could not be allowed in any 
way? Did liberty of conscience entail an external liberty to worship God as one saw 
fit or was it limited to an internal liberty of belief? These were the hot topics of the 
disputes among the confessional and the anticonfessional Dutch Protestants. The 
early modern value of toleration expanded accordingly as the forces of anticonfes-
sionalisation pushed the boundaries of the sphere of liberty further and further.
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Chapter VI

A Reformation
Ever Reforming

Antichrist and the Devil were two main characters in the theories of the early 
modern English advocates of religious liberty. Early in the seventeenth century, the 
Baptist Leonard Busher (1614: 32) stated that “the bishops of our lands are truly 
called antichrists; for by their beastly and bloody persecution, as well as by their 
blasphemous titles, erroneous doctrines, and popish government, may they justly 
be termed antichrists.” This was not a metaphorical scolding. Busher was deeply 
convinced that the bishops were the instruments by which Antichrist was expanding 
his kingdom in England. In 1652, an anonymous author alerted his readers about the 
return of Old Popery in a New Dress of Presbytery. The Devil, he said, was still hovering 
through the English Church causing clerics “to turn their profession of the Gospel 
into a worldly policy, meerly to serve their lusts of covetousness, pride, ambition, and 
affectation of preheminence.” In the late seventeenth century, finally, William Penn 
(1687: 5), while defending “the reasonableness of toleration,” complained that the 
episcopacy desired “to Preach down one Antichrist, and set up six and twenty.”

While the English intellectual world of this age made up the soil in which some 
of the crucial discoveries of the scientific revolution were rooted, the obsession to 
detect and defy the work of Antichrist haunted the same world (Hill 1971). The local 
toleration debates were animated by this anxiety about Satan and his vicar Antichrist. 
The charges of satanic and antichristian inspiration were quite popular on both sides. 
Perhaps surprisingly, they were often more strident in the texts in favour of toleration. 
Many of the polemics in the name of liberty of conscience were marked by the shrill 
tone of their anticlerical and antinomian arguments. This confirms the odd bond 
between toleration and a particular kind of fanaticism in the early modern period. As 
we saw, a robust anticlericalism had been omnipresent in the early Dutch pleas for 
religious liberty. This stance would later thrive among the Enlightenment philosophes. 
From the late sixteenth to the eigteenth century, the advocates of toleration rejected 
the dominant forms of Christianity as superstitious and idolatrous. They exhibited 
an unabashed contempt for the churches and their priests and prelates.
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The picture is familiar today, yet its peculiarity is often ignored. One would ex-
pect the value of toleration to be accommodating at least towards the various forms 
of religion in its society of origin. Moreover, one would not imagine such a “rational” 
norm to be rooted in religious doctrines about the Devil and Antichrist. Still, the 
history of the idea of toleration shows it went hand in hand with a zealous rejection 
of particular forms of religion as devil worship. Initially, the intolerance was directed at 
the traditions of the Roman-Catholic Church. Anything smelling of the papacy or its 
canon law was denounced in the harshest of terms: idolatry, heresy, tyranny, etc. Next, 
the proponents of liberty of conscience began to reject all kinds of traditional usages 
and beliefs. Naturally, this included paganism and the Jewish religion, both of which 
were often denounced as “will worship”—the blind subjection to human law that 
claimed to be religious. But soon the clergy, confessions and laws of the Protestant 
churches were taken to be idolatrous in the same way. Thus, in the eyes of many 
advocates of liberty, the scope of true religion seemed limited to the anticonfessional 
branch of the Reformation. All forms of clerical religion would better disappear.

In England, the advocates of toleration and liberty of conscience stemmed from 
various communities within the religious landscape of the Reformation: Baptists, 
Separatists, Socinians, Quakers and others (see Jordan 1932-40, Coffey 2000). Their 
abhorrence towards the “tyranny” of the dominant Christian churches was rooted 
in the belief that these mixed up the two basic realms of the world: the created was 
confused with the Creator; the temporal with the spiritual; the visible with the in-
visible; things indifferent with things necessary to religion. This mix-up was a false 
travesty of religion. In this chapter, our inquiry into the seventeenth-century English 
disputes will further examine this concomitance between the idea of toleration and 
the fanatical separation of the two spheres of existence. It will try to show why the 
development of toleration in the West had to involve a violent rejection of certain 
features of the contemporary forms of the Christian religion (section 6.1.).

However, in the same century, both Old and New England witnessed the rise of 
a small but variegated group of thinkers who were willing to extend toleration to all 
possible hues and shades of religion. This included even its clerical forms, from pagan 
idolatry to Roman papacy and Protestant prelacy. Indeed, the same authors who had 
argued vigorously against the idolatry of the various Christian churches could grant 
a full liberty to the followers of these churches to practice their religion as they saw 
fit. Radical Protestants such as Thomas Helwys, Roger Williams, Henry Robinson 
and William Walwyn wished to embrace “Papists, Jewes, Turkes, Pagans, Hereticks” 
within the scope of liberty of conscience. A second question this chapter seeks to 
address, then, is that of the force compelling these men to take such an extreme step 
(section 6.2.). How could they—all of them being pious believers—argue that false 
religion and heresy ought to be allowed to flourish? What pushed them to grant full 
liberty to belief and behaviour that violated the Will of God as they understood it?
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6.1. Toleration and the Spheres of Idolatry

Given its origin in the marital exploits of Henry VIII, the English Reformation was 
bound to have a pattern somewhat different from its German and Dutch counter-
parts. The Church of England retained the institutional structure of the Roman-
Catholic hierarchy to a large extent, while the monarch replaced the pope at its head. 
In the late sixteenth century, loud voices began to call for a further reformation. This 
Puritan opposition to the Anglican Church wanted to topple the episcopal system 
and replace it with a presbyterian consistory. It expressed disgust towards the many 
remnants of “popish idolatry” in the Church. Henry VIII had cast the church “into a 
mould half Popish halfe Protestant,” as Roger Williams (1644: 64) would put it, and 
now it had to become truly and fully Reformed. Until 1639, however, Archbishop 
Laud repressed the Puritan movement and sustained the policy of forcing uniformity 
of worship on every parish in England. But when King Charles I tried to reform the 
Scottish Kirk according to the same model, the fierce reaction of the Scots gave rise 
to the Bishops’ Wars. The English defeat compelled Charles to summon the Long 
Parliament. Finally, this promised a further reformation and called for the abolition 
of episcopacy in the Church.

In the summer of 1643, the Parliament convened the Westminster Assembly 
of Divines. The Puritan divines were to give advice on the intended reformation of 
the Church. However, it soon turned out that the English Puritans were becoming 
increasingly divided. Some groups, the Independents or Congregationalists, were 
against the compulsory and centralised character of a national Presbyterian church. 
They argued that autonomy should be granted to every individual congregation, 
rather than demanding subjection to an external authority. Some extended the main 
objections against the Anglican episcopacy to the entire idea of a Presbyterian church. 
This forceful opposition to the Presbytery originated in groups such as the Baptists 
and the radical Independents. Similar to what had happened in Germany about a 
century before, the English Reformation began to fall apart (see Levy 1993: 101-204). 
As John Bossy (1985: 110) notes, “no one who turns from the history of radical Chris-
tianity in the Germany of the 1520s and 1530s to the England of the 1640s and 1650s 
can fail to get the feeling that he has been there before.” Meanwhile, as Luther had 
when confronted with “the Schwärmer,” the Presbyterians ranted and raved towards 

“the proliferation of sects and heresies.” The Puritan dream of a perfect reformation 
had been swept away by the fragmentation of English Protestantism.

The discord crystallised along the Reformation’s axis of confessionalisation/
anticonfessionalisation. The Puritans had initially waged war against the Anglican 
episcopacy in the name of Christian liberty. But the branch of Presbyterians within 
their fold desired to impose a Calvinist orthodoxy instead. Next, the Independents, 
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Baptists and other radical Protestants began to struggle against this “new Genevan 
tyranny.” Again, within these movements factions emerged that wanted to create a 
church unified around a strict doctrine and discipline, e.g. the Particular Baptists of 
London and the Congregationalists of the Bay Colony. This resulted in a peculiar 
ambiguity. The same groups and authors who argued for liberty and against tyranny 
and persecution could often switch to a very aggressive and intolerant position. Their 
zeal was directed against the clerical institutions, ecclesiastic laws and articles of faith 
of the Anglican, Presbyterian, Roman and other churches. This section will examine 
the nature of this bigotry at the heart of the rise of early modern toleration: Why were 
so many aspects of the dominant forms of the Christian religion rejected in the name 
of toleration and liberty of conscience?

Against the Burden of the Bishops

The earliest substantive pleas for liberty of conscience in England flowed from the 
pens of members of the first Baptist church in London. In 1611, Thomas Helwys had 
led this group from their refuge in Holland back to the homeland. Scarcely had they 
settled down when Helwys and another Baptist, Leonard Busher, published tracts 
against the prevailing “religious tyranny.” In both cases, the argument was framed 
in the classical theology of Christian liberty. The copy of Helwys’s Shorte Declaration 
of the Mistery of Iniquity (1612) at the Bodleian library, for instance, contains on one 
of its first pages the author’s handwritten dedication to the king, which stated the 
following:

The king is a mortall man and not God, therefore hath no power over the immortall 
soules of his subjects, to make lawes and ordinances for them, and to set spirituall 
Lords over them. If the king have authority to make spirituall Lords and lawes 
then he is an immortall God and not a mortall man. O King, be not seduced by 
deceivers to sin so against God whome thou oughtest to obey, nor against thy 
poore subiects who ought and will obey thee in all thinges with body, life and 
goods or els let their lives be taken from the Earth. God save the King.

King James did not welcome such a bold claim on the limitations of his regal power. 
Helwys would end up in prison. A few years later, Leonard Busher conveyed the 
same message in his Religion’s Peace or a Plea for Liberty of Conscience (1614). Objecting 
against the King’s power over religion, he said:

And kings are to think that they are men as well as kings, and that Christ hath 
ordained the same means of faith for kings, which he hath for subjects; and that 
subjects are Christ’s freemen, as well as kings’ subjects; and kings that believe are 
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Christ’s servants, even as subjects are kings’ servants, and both are bought with a 
price. Therefore both ought not to be the servants of men in matters of faith and 
religion (1614: 18).

To this he added the by then classical remark that “Christ’s kingdom is not of this 
world, therefore may it not be purchased nor defended with the weapons of this 
world, but by his word and Spirit” (Ibid.: 18-9). These early English pleas against 
royal dominion over religion were sustained by the typical partition between the 
spiritual and temporal spheres. The King could rule over the body, life and goods 
of his subjects in this temporal world, but the subjects were Christ’s freemen in the 
other spiritual world.

In Busher’s case, the argument against human authority in religious matters was 
clearly based in the belief that all believers should go through their own experience 
of conversion. “New birth” he called this process—the one route by which one could 
attain true faith. He stated that no prince or people could attain true religion merely 
by birth: “Therefore Christ commanded this word to be preached to all nations, that 
thereby they may attain the new birth.” Because “the one true religion is gotten by 
a new birth,” he continued, all “those antichristian, Romish, and cruel laws” should 
be revoked “that force all in our land, both prince and people, to receive that religion 
wherein the king or queen were born, or that which is established by the law of man.” 
Such laws could not be Christian. In fact, they were Antichristian: “You may force 
men to church against their consciences, but they will believe as they did afore, when 
they come there; for God giveth a blessing only to his own ordinance, and abhorreth 
antichrist’s” (Ibid.: 15-7).

This was the theological ground from which Busher launched his attack on the 
Anglican episcopacy. Oppressive institutions such as the episcopacy, he suggested, 
had always been the vehicles of Satan’s corruption:

But as in the church of Rome, people of all sorts are by persecution forced 
thereinto by the bishops and ministers thereof; so it is in the church of England 
also. Which showeth that the bishops and ministers of Rome and England are 
of one spirit, in gathering people to their faith and church, which is the spirit 
of Satan, who knoweth well that his kingdom, the false church, would greatly 
decay, if persecution were laid down…And as the church of Rome provoketh the 
magistrates to persecute to death such as are excommunicated out of her, so doth 
the church of England provoke the magistrates to persecute to death such as she 
excommunicates. And as the bishops and ministers of Rome will persuade the 
prince and people to hear and read none but themselves, so do the bishops and 
ministers of England do also (Ibid.: 19-20).

In the eyes of the Baptists, the persecution of dissenters left no doubt as to the 
fact that the bishops were the accomplices of the popish government. They were 

“idol-bishops” willing to “force the consciences of Christians, their own natural coun-
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trymen, even unto spiritual bondage and slavery.” Busher had more proof: “pope” 
in Latin is “papa,” he pointed out, and “papa” signifies “father” in English. Now, 
since bishops are called “reverend fathers,” they are also called “reverend popes,” 
are they not? “So many lord bishops, so many reverend fathers, so many reverend 
popes. And these are all so many antichrists, so many idols, and so many false gods 
of England” (Ibid.: 34-5). While its logic disintegrated, Busher’s diatribe against the 
bishops turned more abusive. The “blasphemous and spiritual lordships” and “their 
antichristian and bloody kingdom” would be overthrown in the long run. As he said:

And I do verily believe, that if free liberty of conscience be granted, that the 
spiritual kingdom of these idol-bishops, will in time fall to the ground of itself as 
the idol Dagon fell before the ark. For through the knowledge of God’s word, all 
godly people will withdraw themselves, in all peacable and godly wise, from the 
spiritual obedience of these spiritual lords and idol-bishops, and quietly betake 
themselves unto the obedience of the only spiritual Lord, Jesus Messiah (Ibid.: 
66).

The foundation of this plea for liberty of conscience—“the earliest treatise known to 
be extant on this great theme” as a nineteenth-century editor introduced it—again 
amounted to the basic Protestant belief that true Christian religion ought not to 
be governed by any human being (Underhill 1846: 6). On this groundwork it built 
a passionate theological assault against idolatry and its false spiritual lords and idol-
bishops.

When the Independent Henry Burton introduced the 1646 edition of Busher’s 
tract to “the Presbyterian Reader,” he joined its author in deploring the fact that evil 
priests had deprived the Christian of his birthright as revealed in God’s Word. “The 
plea for liberty of conscience is no new doctrine;” he noted, “as old certainly as the 
blessed word of God itself.” The Word revealed that “every man should be fully 
persuaded of the truth of that way, wherein he serves the Lord.” But this blessed 
birthright had been taken away from us “through the potency and subtlety of popes, 
bishops, and ministers that preferred the advance of themselves, and their usurped 
and abused function” (in Underhill 1846: 11). As an Independent, Burton shared 
the concern of the Baptists: true religion was the gift of God which granted spiritual 
freedom to humankind, but everywhere corrupt men had abused it to pursue their 
own carnal interests.

In the second half of the same century, after the Restoration had undone the 
Revolution of Cromwell and his fellow Puritans, the Anglican episcopacy regained 
its power. Joining forces with the monarchy, it promoted the enactment of penal laws 
to hassle the “non-conformists” into conformity. If the latter refused to conform to 
the articles of faith and the ceremonies of the Church, they would suffer the painful 
consequences. Soon the same battery of charges against the Anglican hierarchy was 
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recovered in the struggle for religious liberty. As an astute observer told his fellow 
members of the Church of England: “We are for a Popery of our own, a Yoke of our 
own making that we would have the slavish Laity to wear.” If we must have all these 
ceremonies and laws in religion, he added, why not prefer the old popery to the 
new? Since “our Apish Ceremonies and Superstitions are so like those of Rome that 
they’re the worse again,” we would do better to adopt those approved and practiced 
by the greatest part of the Christian world for many ages past, rather than have “those 
trivial upstart Mimmickries of them practiced only within the narrow Limits of the 
Church of England” (N. N. 1688: 16-7).

Against the Power of Priests, Presbyters and Prelates

In the same way as the Protestant attack against the papacy could be extended to 
the Anglican episcopacy, its basic themes proved to be very efficient in the fight 
against the Puritan presbytery. The author of Old Popery in a New Dress of Presbytery 
(1652), for instance, first recounted the many ways in which the Roman Church had 
corrupted religion into worldliness. The priests had depraved the Word itself, he 
said, “wresting and writhing of it, till they made it comport with their…worldly and 
carnal design of self-interest and advancement” (1652: 3-4). The papal hierarchy had 
usurped the power of temporal rulers and made it part of their evil scheme to install 
the tyranny of false religion across the world. In all of these matters, he claimed, “the 
younger sister Presbytery” had imitated the steps of “the elder sister Popery.” The 
patrons of a compulsory Presbytery were acting the second part of the same tune: 

“That savory meat after which their Souls long, is an absolute Power over all men in 
the Nation where they live, to Elect and Reprobate, to make Saints and Devils, of 
whom they please” (Ibid.: 8).

The anonymous author of this tract illustrated his case with extensive quotes 
from the Discipline of the Kirk of Scotland and other Presbyterian texts. Any careful 
reader, he hoped, would see how such ecclesiastical laws served only to dominate the 
civil magistrate and abuse his power to oppress the subjects:

[W]hen once the Popes, partly by stroking, and partly by threatening, had bridled 
and sadled Kings and Emperors, and so made them fit to be ridden, they quickly 
mounted them; using them, if not like Beasts, to carry them whither, and to what 
they desired to advance; yet as Servants, to execute their Injunctions, Decrees, 
and Orders…As did the Popes, so do the Presbyters in magnifying themselves, 
and the Decrees of their Consistories, above the Civil Magistrate, and in making 
his power subservient unto theirs (Ibid.: 17-8).
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Evident it is, he concluded, that this Presbytery was but a branch of Popery. The 
“Temple of a Compulsory Presbytery” was yet another attempt of sinful men to abuse 
religion to usurp the temporal power and exploit it to satisfy their own interests.

The advocacy of toleration went hand in hand with such violent assaults on 
Christian clerics of all stripes. In analogy to Luther’s early defense of the freedom 
of a Christian against the “papal tyranny,” this anticlericalism had its roots in the 
conviction that all individual believers ought to be free to subject their souls to the 
Spirit. This can be seen in the tract of another early Baptist, Samuel Richardson, who 
argued The Necessity of Toleration in Matters of Religion (1647). The motto on the title 
page of his tract left no doubt as to the fact that this positive aim was again escorted 
by its negative companion: “Where Romish Tyrannie hath the upper hand, Darkness 
of minde, and superstition stand.”

Richardson’s argument for toleration first laid down the classical axiom: “It 
is God’s prerogative only, to force to religion, by working faith in men’s hearts; for 
though religion be natural, yet true religion is supernatural, and proceeds from the 
Spirit of God” (Richardson 1647: 253). It was all too obvious that humans were not 
able to take over the work of God and His Spirit, even if allowed to do so:

It is not in the power of man to suppress errors. If you can, first, so speak to the 
blind, and open the eyes of our understandings, as to expel the darkness that is 
in them; secondly, if you can command the heart, and reform it; thirdly, if you 
can hinder and destroy the vain imagination of men’s hearts, and hinder Satan’s 
suggestions of errors, and men’s speakings each to others; if you can place light 
in the soul, for there is no light till God give light: till God speak, all is nothing; if 
you can give the Holy Spirit to men to direct and reform them, for till the Spirit 
comes there is no reformation to purpose: then are you able to suppress errors. If 
you cannot do these things, give place to him that can and will do these things in 
his time; and, in the meantime, will so order all errors to his glory, and the good of 
his elect (Ibid.: 273-4).

Since the spiritual reform of souls could not possibly be carried out by human beings, 
those who insisted on having the power to do so had to be corrupt. Hence, this text 
could smoothly take the step from an argument on the necessity of toleration to the 
vilification of the English divines. How could these have any authority in the spiritual 
reform of others, when they failed even to be spiritual themselves? Thus, Richardson 
had his fellow nonconformists reply as follows to the Presbyterian divines:

You appear to us to be carnal, in that you are so full of strife, and envy against 
others, in seeking their destruction, who do differ from you. Also, you serve not 
the Lord Jesus, but your own bellies. Neither did we ever hear of any action that 
you ever did, in which the least measure or degree of self-denial did appear (Ibid.: 
279).
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The nonconformists refused to submit to the Presbytery set up in England, for “their 
priesthood was “false and antichristian” and “a branch of the hierarchy and popery” 
(Ibid.: 282). In no uncertain words they told “Mr. Presbyter” that he should sit still 
quietly and be humbled, “for your folly in calling persecution discipline and just 
deserved censure; and in calling your priesthood and presbytery a holy order, and yet 
are but the pope’s priesthood.” Finally, Richardson’s nonconformists concluded that 

“we had as good be under the pope, as under your presbyterian check” (Ibid.: 283-4).
The belief that the idolatrous priesthood had risen from its ashes to take on 

new guises was widespread among the dissenters in seventeenth-century England. It 
provided the main storyline to Richard Overton’s classical tract The Araignement of Mr. 
Persecution (1645). The tract recounted the many crimes of Mr. Persecution before he 
was to stand trial. Living under the name of Inquisition, it was told, he had swiftly 
reacted when attacked by the Protestants: “…[T]he subtile Fox no sooner perceived 
their Authority, but shrunke out of his Roman Papall Robe, and presently turned 
Protestant, clad with an English Episcopall habit, under the name of Mr. High-Com-
mission.” After being exposed once again, he “became a zealous Covenanter, in the 
godly shape of a Presbyter, changing his name into Classicall Presbytrie” (Overton 
1645: 1). Apart from the horrible cruelties of torture and slaughter, the charges against 
Mr. Persecution revolved around the typical sins attributed to priests and prelates. 
One of the Christian prosecutors put the matter as follows:

…[T]his Prisoner, PERSECUTION for Conscience, maketh the Gospell of none 
effect, in stead of Sincerity he setteth up Hypocrisy, instead of the Feare of God, 
he setteth up the Terrour of men; instead of the Simplicity of the Word, he setteth 
up the Usurpation of the Sword: for my Lord, the compelling of men against their 
Consciences, enforceth such Inconveniences and Impieties inevitably: Yea my 
Lord, of such a Divelish Spirit is this Enemy of, as he exalteth himselfe against 
the Mercy of God in Christ (Overton 1645: 14).

This was as much directed at “the proud, Prelaticall Presbytrie of this Land,” as it 
was at the papal hierarchy. Similarly, in an imaginary discussion on toleration, another 
author depicted several groups of radical Protestants decrying the presbytery—the 
Ranters stating that “the world hath been too long Priest-ridden,” while the Anabap-
tists claimed the presbyters are worse than the bishops, for “their fingers are heavier 
then the Bishops Loyns.” “The Presbyterian Government,” they concluded, is “Anti-
christian, a limb of Anti-christ Tyrannicall, Lordly, cruell” (J. V. C. O. 1663: 38, 45f.). 
In a very similar vein, the poet John Milton accused the Puritan divines of being “the 
new forcers of conscience” in one of his poems. He wrote:

Dare you for this adjure the civil sword
To force our consciences that Christ set free
And ride us with a Classic Hierarchy
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And he concluded with a famous sentence: “New Presbyter is but Old Priest Writ 
Large” (Milton 1646). The message was unambiguous. Whether Catholic or Protes-
tant, the clerics would always set up a tyranny over the minds of men with their false 
spiritual laws (see also Dell 1646; Walwyn 1644, 1646; Wolseley 1668).

The author of Zeal Examined (1652) could not have agreed more. This pamphlet 
has been attributed to Henry Vane, a dissenter and statesman who became governor 
of the Bay Colony, later to be executed under Charles I for high treason (Polizzotto 
1987: 578). Persecution was the principle of Antichrist, he said in the preface of his 
discourse for liberty of conscience, and so was the desire of men to impose their 
views on others in the matters of religion: “‘Tis this wicked Principle that makes the 
great Whore which is charged with the bloud of Prophets and of Saints, and of all that 
were slain on the Earth, for no one Form alone can be guiltier of it.” It was very clear 
who was behind all this. The Devil himself had leaped out of Heathenism into the 
Christian churches and made them into Babylonian whores:

And so long as he can keep up this humane judgement, he makes no great matter 
of changing his Form, when ever he is put to this shifts, for having once leaped 
out of Heathenism into a form of Christianitie, he can easily passe from Popery 
to Prelacy, and from thence to Presbytery, and so to any other most refined form, 
when ever it shall be furnished with the temptations of profit and worldly power 
(Zeal Examined, 1652: 22).

Such accusations were often set in a fullblown history of the degeneration of religion. 
In a powerful tract entitled Conscience-Oppression (1656), one J. Croope suggested that 
the church leaders at the time of the Emperor Constantine began “to make their 
nests in the profits and pomp of the world.” Invoking the suitable apocalyptic images, 
he described the horrifying consequences:

Now poyson was sent into the Church, twas an Oracle they say, heard in the Aire, 
the Bishops consult for earthly honour, and a pompous Religion or worship, much 
in outside and popular ostentation: They are in conjunction with the Grandees 
and Rulers of the Nations, the better to effect their worldly ends; they lie down 
together, and between them there is, amongst other, this bastard, hellish Brat of 
violence and persecution begoten, to be laid at the doors of whomsoever they 
pleased, that now if any shall take the boldness to correct their errors in doctrine 
or worship, they can quickly make him hold his peace, or send him packing: Nay, 
now all the Nations under these godly Kings and Bishops, must, will they, nill 
they, submit to that worship and those Rules they shall Impose upon them, by 
the arguments of force and violence, if not by the force of their arguments. Now 
the beast with the seven heads and ten horns, and that with two, are fitly brought 
up, and joyned together, to support each other mutually, and to call in their 
worshippers, and to destroy those that refuse to come (Croope 1656: 3-4).
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The isle of England, he continued, was too near to that part of Christendom not to 
be infected with these “wilde and stinking weeds of Heathenish Idolatry.” The foul 
spirit of conscience-oppression entered the minds of the English clerics as well:

The Clergy beginning to aspire the Civil power, to beg its help, or else to use it 
themselves: they forgot the wisdom that descends from above: The sweetness 
and moderation, together with the evidence of the spirit is in the warre: they are 
willing to be great in the world, and therefore exercise carnall arguments and 
weapons to accomplish what they would: and that they may the better rule, and 
satisfie themselves in what they longed for, men must be obedient to them, and 
embrace their Impositions in Religion, or they sall hear on’t loud enough: and to 
try their obedience, there must still be new Sanctions and Canons made to the 
corrupting of the word of God, and Gospel-simplicity (Ibid.: 9-10).

Once it had infested English Christendom, this evil spirit was here to stay. Even the 
Reformation had not been able to exorcise it. In the seventeenth century it was still 
very much alive: “England can persecute without the Pope, as may be seen above: 
his Spirit is here, although unto his Person or his Name we bid defiance.” This spirit 
was “lodging still in mens breasts, and labouring to bring the Judgements of others to 
their Girdle” (Ibid.: 21-2). These were not only the standard allegations of the Refor-
mation against the Roman Church, but also those of the anticonfessional opposition 
to the confessional churches. The anticlerical stream running through the English 
Reformation, it appears, was of the same nature as the anticonfessional movement of 
continental Europe.

In the Netherlands, the tension between the confessional and anticonfessional 
forces had caused ruptures within all Protestant denominations including even the 
peaceable Mennonites. As this tension lay at the very heart of the Reformation, the 
same should also be true for the various denominations of early modern England. It 
was. Perhaps the most graphic illustration is to be found in “the Keithian schism,” 
which divided the Quakers of the American colonies. In this conflict among the 
Quakers—a community renowned for its celebration of liberty of conscience—the 
confessional and anti-confessional forces alternated in a peculiar interplay. George 
Keith was a Quaker who had initially been troubled by the theological laxity in the 
colonies. He viewed the refusal to publicly confess orthodox Christian doctrine as 
a peril both to the salvation of the individual members of a community and to its 
social standing as a group. Under the spell of confessionalisation, Keith attempted to 
have more rigid statements of belief adopted by the Meetings of the Quakers of the 
colony of Pennsylvania. His plans included a catechism and a plan to incorporate the 
elders to a more formalised institutional structure (Murphy 2001: 187-205).

The main body of the Quakers, however, resisted his plans. At some point the 
Public Friends—the Quaker “clergy”—had jointly condemned George Keith. Next, 
Keith shifted into the anti-confessional mode and accused the Public Friends of 
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the sin of popery. He said they were acting as tyrannical priests, mixing magistracy 
and ministry in their prosecution. As Andrew Murphy (2001: 197) notes in his lucid 
analysis of this rift among the Pennsylvania Quakers, “many of Keith’s complaints 
rehearsed standard anti-Catholic and anticlerical views about priestly imposition, ex-
cessive hierarchy, and the stifling of individual conscience.” In Keith’s own words:

Though men may choose representatives to sit in a national assembly, to judge 
worldly matters, and to make laws for the outward man, yet I deny that they can 
choose representatives to judge of matters of faith and salvation, that bind the 
conscience singly as such, for this were downright popery (cited in Murphy 2001: 
197).

“To require an absolute submission to any man or men was antiprotestant and anti-
quaker,” Keith claimed, “and was rank popery” (Ibid.). The Keithians systematically 
referred to their condemnation by the Pennsylvania Friends as “rank popery.” Like 
the Church of Rome, they said, the Public Friends had infringed upon Christian 
freedom:

To lodge the judgment wholly in Friends of the ministry, and to deny all other 
Friends to have a share in the judgment, even when the difference is a matter of 
doctrine, we judge it an encroachment upon our Christian liberty, and savors too 
much of the church of Rome…to give an absolute submission implieth absolute 
infallibility, that no society pretendeth unto, but the church of Rome (Ibid.: 198).

But the Friends were not convinced and Keith was taken to court. At their civil trial, 
Keith and his allies defended themselves by pointing out that their actions were of 
a religious nature and thus fell under the realm of conscience. They said that the 
dispute was not of a civil nature, but that it concerned an internal Quaker church 
matter. As had happened in other similar conflicts, the opponents replied that the 
Keithians were the ones to abuse Christian liberty by committing such crimes under 
the pretense of conscience and religion.

Such cases show that the tension between the confessional and anticonfessional 
moments of the Reformation dynamic recurred in each of the manifold Protestant 
denominations. The potential of both forces was always at hand. It could cause a 
new struggle against the clergy of some particular confession or a consolidation of 
the doctrinal and disciplinary boundaries of an alternate confession emerging from 
such a struggle. As a consequence of this interplay between confessionalisation and 
anticonfessionalisation, even the most “tolerant” and “liberal” movement within the 
Protestant religion could shift to a hard-line anticlericalism and accuse its foes of 
popish tyranny. The fight for toleration in the seventeenth century was at once a 
battle against confessional religion.
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Against the Toleration of Hierarchy

The early modern idea of toleration, we saw in previous chapters, emerged within the 
framework of anticonfessional Protestant doctrine. This idea came into being as the 
anticonfessional Protestants reiterated the original Reformation theology of Chris-
tian liberty in opposition to the confessional churches. The anticonfessional strand 
within the Protestant religion stressed the individual process of subjection to God’s 
Will each Christian should go through. Therefore, it rejected the confessional clergy, 
its doctrine and its discipline as obstacles to true spiritual conversion—ploys of an 
Antichristian tyranny. The same kind of evolution took place in seventeenth-century 
England. Here, the moment of anticonfessionalisation was most active among the 
Puritan Independents, Baptists, Quakers and other Protestant groups. At this first 
level, then, we can explain the connection between early modern toleration and the 
fanatical anticlericalism of its advocates in the British isles and colonies. Both notions 
were embedded in the anticonfessional scheme of Christian liberty and its extension 
of spiritual conversion to all human beings.

This is well illustrated by the writings of William Penn, the founding father 
of Pennsylvania. This brilliant Quaker was one of the chief players in the English 
toleration debates of the late seventeenth century. In his The Great Case of Liberty of 
Conscience (1670: 135), he wrote that persecution “defeats God’s work of grace, and 
the invisible operation of his eternal spirit, (which can alone beget faith, and is only 
to be obeyed, in and about religion and worship).” In 1685, one of his Considerations 
Moving to a Toleration and Liberty of Conscience was the following:

The using outward Compulsion in matters of Conscience, does only serve to make 
Men Hypocrites, but works no saving Conversion. If Men conform to any Worship 
or way thereof, with an unwilling Mind, they cannot serve God aright, though the 
Worship be Right, because the Heart of the Worshipper is not Right. God calls for 
the Heart, My Son, give me thy Heart. If it were not for Compulsion, the Man would 
be in some other Practice or Profession; and when he Conforms only to save his 
Person or his Purse, he is the Servant of Man, and not the Servant of God, and this 
is not to Save his Soul. Not by Constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but a ready 
mind (Penn 1685: 1).

This call for free spiritual conversion was genuine. Penn showed willingness even 
to tolerate Catholics: “As a variety of Flowers may grow on the same Bank, so may 
Protestants and Papists live in England, Union in Affection, is not inconsistent with 
disagreement of Opinion” (Ibid.: 3). In his “holy experiment” to build a truly tolerant 
state and society in Pennsylvania, he would take this stance beyond mere words.

Yet, another of his tracts, The Reasonableness of Toleration (1687), showed that 
Penn’s understanding of toleration retained its deep roots in the anticonfessional 
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Protestant theology. Therefore, it also held on to the passionate rejection of all “cleri-
cal” forms of religion—an inalienable aspect of this theology. Early in the tract, Penn 
expressed his dismay towards those Christians who took themselves to be “the only 
Flock of Christ” and who claimed

that they are the only Pastors who have power to drive men to Heaven; for this is 
to disclaim the Popes Supremacy, and usurp it to themselves; to Preach down one 
Antichrist, and set up six and twenty: For if Meekness, Mildness, Unity, Peace, 
and Concord, are the Vertues that embellish Christian Jurisdiction; Cruelty, Rigor, 
Persecution and Violence, must be the marks of Antichristian Tyranny (Penn 1687: 
5).

This was the old theological story of the struggle between Christian liberty and its 
evil opponent Antichristian tyranny. Penn would mould this story into an impeccable 
argument for liberty of conscience as a basic human right. But his apology for the 

“reasonableness of toleration” left no doubt about its deeply religious nature. The 
clerical coercion of religion was wrong, he said, because

this violent and rigorous Proceeding and tyrannizing over the Consciences of Men, 
is contrary to the purpose of God in the Order of the Creation, who made and 
ordain’d all Man-kind free from Bondage, and never advanc’d him over all the 
Works of his Creation, to be a contemptible Slave to the Will of his fellow Creature, 
even in things Temporal; much less in matters Spiritual and relating to Eternity. 
So that this same actual Violence of Imposing by force in matters of Faith, Worship 
and Duty to God, of one Man upon another, or of some Persons over all, is an Act 
of the highest Presumption imaginable, that goes about to subdue to Bondage 
and Slavery, those that are Created by God to equal Priviledges and Immunities 
with themselves; subjecting them by Oppression, not to the Divine Will of the 
Creator, but to the Will, Ambition and Interest of Mortal Creatures, no less fraile 
and subject to Error then they over whom they affect illegal Dominion (Ibid.: 10-
11).

Perhaps the anticonfessional argument had never been condensed into such clear 
terms. God’s purpose freed humanity from human spiritual dominion, for it gave 
equal rights to all consciences. Hence, when some faction imposed by force some 
particular form of faith, worship or duty towards God on others, it was going straight 
against the divine purpose for humanity. Such a violation of the right to liberty of 
conscience was pure sin. It was a disruption of the order which the Lord put in his 
Creation—an infringement of God’s Will:

A thing which is quite contrary to the most pure and perfect order of the Creation, 
which was altogether blessed. From which whatever is degenerated by Corruption, 
or has deviated by Temptation from that pure and regular Order, either in things 
Temporal or Divine, must be included within the curse of Sin, and be lookt upon 
as opposing the Creator himself. And of this nature, is Compulsion exercised in 
Spiritual matters; as being the highest product of degenerate Usurpation, and the 
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grandest swerving imaginable from the chief design of the Creation. For without 
all question, the Creator himself reserved and retained in his own power alone, the 
priviledge of Supremacy over the Inward Man, in all matters touching Immortality, 
that he might be the only Lord in that case, to give Spiritual Laws, and to 
command the Souls and hearts of men, in reference to his own Worship, and that 
Obedience which is due to himself; so that of necessity it must be a Usurpation of 
the Creators rightful Dominion, a robbing Him of his Dignity and Prerogative, an 
act of Violence against his Soveraignty, and a bold intruding into his proper Right, 
for any Persons to assume to themselves Dominion and Authority over others, by 
Commanding and Imposing in Spiritual matters upon their Consciences, in the 
Worship and Service of God (Ibid.).

Originally, Penn claimed, the Christian message was one of toleration, as could still 
be seen in the foundations of Scripture. Through Christ, each soul could freely turn 
towards the Lord. But this original divine order had been corrupted. This is where 
the contempt of the priesthood and other forms of clerical religion entered the story. 
As he had written earlier, one of the main ends of persecution was “to satisfy (which 
none can ever do) the insatiable appetites of a decimating clergy” (Penn 1670: 134). 
The pure faith had been polluted by “a Compound of Erroneous Mysteries of Hu-
mane Policy.” A final excerpt from Penn’s work will show how “the reasonableness of 
toleration” was intertwined with a dogmatic rejection of clerical institutions. In reply 
to the question why so many Christians engaged in persecution, in spite of the pure 
Christian message of toleration, Penn wrote this:

[It] proceeds from hence, That Ecclesiastical Functions and Dignities are esteem’d 
for the Benefits and Advantages men reap thereby either of Wealth or Fame. 
Which Abuse once crept into the Church, was the first occasion that many men of 
Evil Principles greedily thirsted after Ecclesiastical Preferments; and that the love 
of propagating Sacred Religion degenerated into Avarice and Ambition; and that 
the Church it self was turn’d into a Theater, where the great Doctors studied not 
the plainness of True Preaching, but to shew the quaintness of their Oratory…No 
wonder then that nothing remain’d of Primitive Religion besides the External 
Worship…and that Faith was now become no other then Credulity and Prejudice. 
That very Prejudice, that renders men of Rational Creatures, Brutes; as being that 
which hinders every Man from making Life of his free Judgment, and being able 
to distinguish Truth from Falshood; and which seems to have been invented on 
purpose to extinguish the Light of the Understanding. Piety and Religion are 
made a Compound of Erroneous Mysteries of Humane Policy; and they who 
contemn Reason, and reject the directions of the Understanding as corrupted by 
Nature, would themselves be thought to have the Divine Light; tho had they but 
the least spark of Divine Light, they would not so proudly insult, but learn more 
Prudently to worship God, and as now in Hatred, so then in Love, to excel the rest 
of their Brethren…Seeing then that the Establishing of any Religious perswasion 
by force, is so contrary to Scripture, Reason and common Sence, it remains then 
that only Worldly Interest, and the support of a Domineering Hierarchy, must be 
the chief Motives that engag’d the late Persecutors to procure those Penal Laws, 
which in contempt of the Light of Nature, and their own Videmus Meliora’s, they 
put so rigorously in Execution (Ibid.: 29-30).



Priests, presbyters and other prelates who persecute and tyrannise the believers 
with institutional forms of religion in order to pursue worldly interests—these were 
the sources of persecution, hatred and other evils in the Christian churches. Once 
the primitive Christianity disposed of these degenerates, toleration and soul liberty 
would rule again.

Such stories about the corruption of religion by hierarchical human institutions 
are still popular today. For this reason, it may be important once more to sum up 
what actually happened in these early modern arguments for toleration. From the 
perspective of the Baptist, Independent and Quaker authors, all institutions of the 
established churches—whether Catholic, Anglican or Presbyterian—were corrupt 
additions to the pure religion of spiritual conversio. In other words, their own religious 
understanding of religion gave rise to a negative description of the institutional forms 
of Christianity. The anticonfessional theology conceptualised the latter as obstacles 
to true Christianity and its spiritual liberty. The notion of toleration was wedded to 
this religious scheme of thought: toleration was simply another label for the victory of 
Christian liberty over Antichristian tyranny. This accounts for the fanatical rejection 
of certain practices and beliefs in the name of toleration: the idea served as a weapon 
in the theological warfare between two forms of Christian religion—the confessional and 
the anticonfessional.

Against the Yoke of Human Impositions

Prima facie, the understanding of toleration as a weapon of theological warfare seems 
difficult to reconcile with another facet of this modern idea, viz. its ecumenism. In 
England as in mainland Europe, the advocates of toleration would often appeal to 
all Christian factions to forget about the mutual theological strife and unite around 
a common core of beliefs. Such an ecumenical stance could be found in most of the 
Protestant groups. Many radical Puritans and Baptists pleaded for ecumenism, but 
so did the latitudinarian Anglicans. The denominational background of the authors 
had some impact on the form these pleas would take. The latitudinarians envisioned 
a broad national church that would accommodate Protestants of all stripes. Quakers 
and General Baptists, on the other hand, did not share the aim of such a common 
institutional structure.

However, many arguments were also shared by the ecumenical thinkers of the 
different Protestant groups. The externals of worship were irrelevant to saving faith, 
they said, and a diversity in these matters could well go together with a unity in the 
basic matters of faith. The clerics who stressed uniformity in the details of religion 
were mistaking between the body and its external temporal life and the soul and its 
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internal spiritual life. Besides one ought to be a Christian rather than a Presbyterian, 
a Calvinist, an Anglican or whatever else. All rhetorical devices of anticonfessional 
ecumenism were part of the parade. But as we saw in the Dutch case, this benign 
ecumenical attitude also had another face, which was somewhat less peaceloving. 
Once it had identified certain things as irrelevant to true and saving religion, it began 
to discard the same as false human additions to true religion.

This tactic proved as popular among the anticonfessional Protestants of late sev-
enteenth-century Britain as it earlier had been among their Dutch brethren. In 1675, 
Robert Gordon—a devotee of the indwelling Christ—set out to prove the consisten-
cy of spiritual order and Christian liberty in the churches of Christ. He was disturbed 
by “the noise of the many Debates about Rites and Ceremonies in Religion, which 
have so miserably rent and divided Protestant-Societies in separate Communions” 
(Gordon 1675: 1). The much-desired uniformity in outward practices, he argued, was 
of no avail, for the true unity of Christians is in the Spirit. In fact, when there is spiri-
tual unity, one could celebrate the variety in outward practices:

…[N]othing is more pleasant to behold in Christian Societies…then different sorts 
and sizes of Christians, every one in their own Station, learning their own Lessons 
from Christ, to whom they are to give an Account, and yet in their different Practices, 
having Unity in the Lord one with another: this is indeed lovely to a Spiritual Eye, 
though to the Carnal Eye it seems undecent and disorderly: Indeed Uniformity 
in a Christian Society is much to be desired; but the Lord is to be waited upon 
to bring People to this: Christianity was begun in the Spirit, and so it must be 
continued; nothing must be received by force of Church-Authority, or Arguments 
of mans Wisdom, but as by Convincement the Conscience is perswaded thereunto, 
where the Lord alone is to rule, who leads his People into the Unity of the Spirit, 
in the midst of different outward Practices (Ibid.: 5).

Such words indeed breathed a spirit of love and unity among Christians of different 
kinds. Gordon did not want others to conform to him in outward matters. Rather, he 
said, a stronger bond of unity existed between him and his fellow Christian when the 
both of them walked in integrity, according to their own understanding in the Lord. 

However, this respect for the integrity and understanding of fellow Christians 
had its limits. It did not extend to those who believed the church should impose 
some particular form of worship. The latter accused the dissenters of disruption of 
church unity, Gordon said, while in fact their own innovations were the true causes. 
He blamed such church governors for imposing unscriptural traditions upon the con-
sciences of believers as necessary conditions of church communion:

Which kind of Imposition, as it is manifest by what is said already, to be contrary 
to the Doctrine of the New-Testament, and tenour of the New-Covenant; so it 
makes void the Foundation Principle of Protestancy, is contrary to Right Reason, really 
destructive both to the Spiritual Order and Christian Liberty of the Gospel, and last of all, 



is a direct contradiction to an immediate inward Revelation of the Spirit, as being a Rule 
to every particular Christian for his Conduct in all Religious Practices, and to that 
end implanted in every man as he comes into the World (Ibid.: 6; italics mine).

These claims cast a different light on Gordon’s rosy message of peace and unity. A 
kind of Christianity existed, which did not fit in his image and would have to conform 
to his own understanding in the Lord. His preferences became all too clear when he 
related this to the corruption of the church by tyrannical priests. The rulers of the 
Roman Church, he cried out, “puffed up with Pride and covetousness, never rested 
until by crafty, sinister, and wicked means, they had established in themselves an 
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction and Supremacy over Emperours and Kings, and the Con-
sciences of all Persons.” Thus, the true spiritual order was lost. In its stead was erected 

“a Carnal, Worldly, Politick, Ecclesiastical Church-State.” It pleased God, however, to 
raise up the defenders of the true faith in the Reformation. He scattered these into 
different sects and parties so as to prevent them from building a single ecclesiastical 
structure after the pattern of Rome. Yet, even among these Protestants, foolhardy 
persons arose who had condemned the impositions of the papacy as “Babylonish and 
Antichristian,” but nevertheless fell into the same trap. Gordon did not hide his scorn 
towards such persons:

…[Y]ea, behold here the very same Persons, testifying of themselves, that they 
were raised as Instruments in God’s hands, to gather his People out of Babylon, 
out of the many divided Sects in Christendom, have fixed themselves in one 
particular Sect, bounded by, and limited unto outward Observances, and thereby 
established in themselves Preheminence over all their Little Flock, who, altho 
they have no authority from the Scriptures, nor the Law of the Nation, yet burden 
their Consciences with unscriptural Inventions, under the pretence of the Comely and Decent 
Orders of the Church; being deluded with this Errour, that they, and they only of that 
particular Company and Denomination, are the only true Church and People of 
God, and that there is no further Dispensation of Light to be expected from the 
Lord, in bringing his People out of Babylon, then that measure they are settled 
under (Ibid.: 13; italics mine).

Such errors took these persons way beyond the pale of true Christianity in Gordon’s 
view, for they imposed unscriptural inventions on the conscience. In other words, his 
argument on the spiritual unity of the Christians implied a refutation of the “outward 
matters” dividing the institutional churches as false human fabrications. The various 
Christian confessions could unite only insofar as they were ready to dispose of their 
distinct confessional features as indifferent human additions to the divine truth they 
shared.

In a pamphlet of the same period, John Milton proposed that the tendency to 
schism among the Protestants ought to be combatted through a consistent adherence 
to the two basic principles of the Protestant religion. The first principle said that the 
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rule of true religion is the Word of God alone; while the second principle asserted 
that faith ought never to be an implicit faith, which was imposed by a church without 
express authority of Scripture:

And if all Protestants as universally as they hold these two Principles, so attentively 
and Religiously would observe them, they would avoid and cut off many Debates 
and Contentions, Schisms and Persecutions, which too oft have been among them, 
and more firmly unite against the common adversary. For hence it directly follows, 
that no true Protestant can persecute, or not tolerate his fellow Protestant, though 
dissenting from him in som opinions, but he must flatly deny and Renounce these 
two his own main Principles, whereon true Religion is founded (Milton 1673: 4f.).

Milton then summed up the main theological disputes among the various Protestant 
denominations and asserted that these concerned things indifferent to salvation. To 
impose such things on the believers was to go against true Protestant religion. If by 
his own principles, the Protestant “ought to tolerate controverted points of Doctrine 
not slightly grounded on Scripture, much more ought he not impose things indiffer-
ent without Scripture.” The reason was the following: “In Religion nothing is indif-
ferent, but, if it come once to be Impos’d, is either a command or a Prohibition, and so 
consequently an addition to the word of God; which he professes to disallow” (Ibid.: 
9). If Protestants were to impose such additions to God’s revelation, they would be as 
bad as the Papists. And the idolatry of the latter, Milton never doubted, ought to be 
destroyed rather than tolerated.

Even the most ecumenical of the Christian arguments for toleration entailed the 
disposal of the specific doctrines and ceremonies of the confessional churches. The 
disposal itself could take several theological forms. One was to reject these specifics 
as Menschensatzungen. Another was to suggest that the ceremonies and doctrines con-
cerned temporal matters, which ought not to be prescribed as spiritual. This was the 
route taken by the anonymous author of An Expedient for Peace (1688)—a tract going 
as far in its ecumenism as seventeenth-century Christians could. Its author pointed 
out that it was a great mistake to conceive of different opinions as distinct religions. 
Only one God and one religion exist, he said, and one may as well call the several 
counties in England several nations, as to give several opinions the denomination of 
distinct religions:

‘T is a strange vanity that men have, in valuing themselves so extreamly for being 
of this or that perswasion or party of men, and brings a great deal of trouble to the 
World. One saith he is a Catholick and no Heretick; the Protestant Hereticks say 
they are good Protestants and no Papists; and the Church of England man saith 
he is of a Religion established by Law, and no Dissenter; as if Law could make 
a Truth; and so they go on, upbraiding one another, supposing every Division of 
Christians that has a distinct name, is a distinct Religion…[I]f a man calls not 
himself by some name or other, as Catholick, Church of England man, Presbyterian, 
Independent, etc. he is look’d upon as a piece of Defaced or Antiquated Coin that 



is not currant: If he say he is a Christian, that will not satisfie; he runs some hazard 
in calling himself by that Name; but little or none, in not departing from iniquity: 
if he calls himself Lutheran, Calvinist, Zwinglian, etc. all will be well, he is sorted 
and hath Fellows, shall be respected and esteemed; but if he will espouse none 
of their Factions, or interest himself in their simple Quarrels, he is branded with 
the odious Name of Atheist, or to be of no Religion at all (An Expedient for Peace 
1688: 13-4).

The problem then was that humans divided the Christian religion because of their 
worldly quarrels and ties. Rather than turn these distinctions into divisions among 
Christian factions, one ought to accept these as the different ways in which human 
creatures worship their Maker. The point was summed up in a metaphor that would 
become very popular in another time and place:

We see all Rivers, little and great, at last discharge themselves into the Ocean; 
and all Divisions and Sects of Christians have the same End and Tendency, and 
Terminate in the same Center, viz. in indeavouring to Please, to Glorifie and 
honour their Maker (Ibid.: 30-1).

Since he was a Christian, however, it was equally clear to the author that there should 
be a basic unity among all the true believers. As he put it succinctly, “the essential 
and fundamental qualifications that make a man a Christian and a true Member of 
Jesus Christ, are Holiness, Purity, Piety, Charity, Belief in God, and Faith in our Lord 
Jesus Christ” (Ibid.: 4).

These basic spiritual qualifications of the Christian were opposed to things of an 
indifferent nature—vestments, discipline, church organisation, etc. In the true spirit 
of anticonfessional ecumenism, the author of the Expedient for Peace scorned the im-
port attached to such things indifferent by institutional religion. He put forward the 
question how men had come to such a false understanding of religion and replied: 

“Then I say, That Custom, Chance, Prejudice and Constitution give most men their 
way of Religion, and creates their Consciences too,” for it was human parents that had 
taught these men what is sinful and what is true. The customs of human tradition, 
however, could never be an adequate criterion of truth: “Custom makes good things 
seem evil, and evil things seem good” (Ibid.: 15). The deplorable consequence was 
that the souls of men were chained to human lords rather than to the Lord:

…[W]hen a man is linked to a Party, there is no unchaining of him; he delights in 
his Slavery and Chains, and reckons him an Enemy that would free him: He will 
be of the Religion he was bred to, whether Turk, Jew, or Pagan; and thinks that 
always the best…So that this sort of obstinacy and perverseness, this partiality, 
this respect to Persons and Sides, and want of sincerity, and indifferency to Truth, 
keeps a foot our Differences, obstructs mutual Compliances and Toleration; every 
one calling his Fancy his Faith, his Opinion his Religion, and entitles God to all; 
and when God is concerned, then they think their Zeal cannot be too much; and 
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out of an hatred to Lukewarmness, endeavour to make it as hot as they can; so hot, 
that it destroys Charity, Burns and Preys upon their innocent Neighbours (Ibid.: 
16).

This amounted to the classical picture of the degeneration of God’s religion into a 
rivalry of human customs and opinions wrongly taken to be spiritual. As always, the 
picture was sustained by the principled separation of the two spheres. True Christian 
religion was spiritual and to think that it required a specific discipline or policy was 
to mix it with the temporal and carnal world:

Christs Kingdom is of another World, and requires none of the Policy of this to 
manage it; it ought to be kept pure and unmixt, being clear of another nature: We 
see Oyl in a Vessel of Water will not mix, but keep its Body intire to itself, no more 
ought Spirituals to be mixt with Temporals. But these Spiritual Politicians have 
mixt Heaven and Earth together, confounded the World with their Policy, and so 
jumbled things together, that Christianity is almost lost in the Composition, so 
that men know not where to find it (Ibid.: 17).

All ecclesiastic laws of the Christian confessions were part of the inclination of these 
“spiritual politicians” to muddle up Christ’s Kingdom with this world. Christianity 
had to be purified from these “Rites, Types and Ceremonies” and returned to its 
primitive spiritual state. Thus, Christians would again unite around the essence of 
God’s revelation, once it had been rid of all human accretions: “For all do mutually 
agree to Worship the same Eternal Ever-Living God, and believe in his ever Blessed 
Son Jesus Christ. The Differences I most observe, are mens Differences, and mutual 
Animosities about Differences” (Ibid.: 24).

Against the Artifices of Artificial Religion

The claim that humanity would find unity in God’s revelation if only this was 
stripped from human additions gained new verve when the notion of natural religion 
was introduced. The prolific Thomas Beverley (1683: 9), an Anglican parish rector, 
suggested that the first foundation of universal peace in religion was “the Universal 
Consent, Unity, and even Uniformity in Natural Religion throughout the souls of 
men.” The characteristics of this natural religion were crystal clear to Beverley. Its 
most fundamental principle was “the acknowledgment of a supreme Being, the Lord 
and Giver of all, with all the Reverence, Love, Obedience, Service due to him as 
the great Author, Benefactor, Lord and Judg of the whole world.” This was so plain 
and evident, he said, “that whoever denies it, may without any brand of cruelty be 
dealt with as a Traytor to the Universe.” He also explained why: “He that will make 
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himself Heterodox to all mankind, and differs from the universality of human nature, 
may well be turned out of that Community as a Monster” (Beverley 1683: 12).

The further traits of natural religion were easily derived, once one was aware 
that it was in fact identical to the Christian religion:

…Christian Religion hath such an evident agreement with Natural Religion, as to 
be approved and recommended by it, even in what it reveals above, and beyond 
Natural Religion. Now if it be first evident, there is not one good thing in that 
whole Religion…but Christianity hath united it self with it self, it hath so carefully 
gathered up all the fragments of it, that no one thing is or can be lost. And if it be 
made good in the second place, that whatever Christian Religion reveals beyond 
natural Religion, endures the touch of Natural Religion, and is…recommended by 
it, there cannot be any thing added to evince that Christian Religion is a foundation 
of Oecumenical peace in Religion, seeing Natural Religion is the Oecumenick 
Religion, the Religion of all mankind. It must be so, for every man hath it written 
in his heart, and Christian Religion is in much of it, one and the same Religion, 
is all of it most agreeable with Natural Religion, and recommended by it. It then 
necessarily follows, no man can be wisely, Rationally Religious, but he must be so 
far Christianly Religious (Beverley 1681: 29).

An ecumenical peace would swiftly ensue among the humankind if only every man 
would be rationally religious. And being rationally religious was equivalent to being 
a Christian. In other words, for humanity to be peaceful it only had to become aware 
that it was a Christian humanity. 

If each would rid the religion written in his heart from “Formes and Fopperies,” 
all would live peacefully together according to the principles of natural and rational 
religion, viz. Christianity. In a few striking paragraphs, Beverley opposed the true 
spiritual religion to the darkness of its ceremonial opponents:

The darker any Religion is, the more are the Ceremonies like the shadows of 
the evening stretched out; the clearer the Religion, the nearer the perfection of 
Heaven, (where there is no shadow at all) the less are the Ceremonies, like the 
shade of a high noon in the Summer solstice.
The depraved heart of man is so easily bewitch’d with Formes and Fopperies, 
calling them significant Ceremonies,…that it is by no means, to be trusted lest 
seeking a shady devotion of Ceremonies under the disguise of a solemn one, as 
the Pagans chose Woods and Groves for their sacred performances. it lose it self 
in the thicket not knowing where it is, and in the end, the true Religion also…
Ceremony can add nothing to the truly wise and generously Religious person, who 
loves Religion for it self, and needs not the childish and Phantastick Gaudery or 
Gayety of Ceremonies to inamor him of Religion; he loves it for its true worth, for 
its native beauty, and substantial excellency (Beverley 1681: 31-3). 

Thus, the account of natural religion as the foundation of a universal religious peace 
also entailed the rejection of “Ceremonies.” Even among Anglicans like Beverley, 
the need was felt to purge the true Christian religion from human fabrications. This 
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very need appeared inherent to the advocacy of liberty and peace in the matters of 
religion.

At the end of the seventeenth century, a consensus had emerged among British 
Protestants of all varieties on the view that persecution and religious strife—having 
disrupted Christianity ever since the beginning of the Reformation—were rooted 
not in religion, but in the human corruption of religion. “I cannot but conclude,” wrote 
another latitudinarian divine of the Church of England, Edward Synge, in his hand-
book of A Gentleman’s Religion (1698):

That most, if not all the Controversies about Religion, which at this Day distract 
the World, do not proceed from any Difficulty in or about the Determination of 
all things necessary in Religion it self; but partly from the Pride of some Learned 
Men, who have loved to start new and difficult Questions, and to impose their 
private Sentiments upon the World, that they might be admired for their Wit and 
Subtilty; partly from the Covetousness and Ambition of some, whether Learned, 
or Unlearned, who have found that their Worldly Interest will be better served 
by some Doctrins (no matter how false and precarious) than by others; and partly 
from the Prejudice of most Men, who are apt, with great Zeal and Eagerness, to 
contend for all those things which, from their Childhood, they have been taught 
to have a Reverence for (Synge 1698: 6).

Worldly interests brought men to coercion, conflict and confusion in the matters of 
religion. In contrast, “if every Man were left to himself, to follow what Religion he 
pleases,” Synge stated, “it is very probable that most Men, having no Worldly Inter-
est to serve by this or that Religion, would in time, be brought to agree in all the 
great and necessary Truths of Religion; which are plain and evident to every sober 
and inquisitive Person” (Ibid.: 100f.). These necessary truths revolved around virtue 
and morality—“undoubtedly the chief Design of Christianity.” Opposed to the latter 
were the things purely ceremonial or speculative, which ought not to be reckoned 

“as a necessary part of Christian Religion; except when it appears very evidently, that 
God has revealed, or commanded it” (Ibid.: 129).

These were not a few isolated cases. The notion that discord in religion emerged 
because of the burden of human inventions in matters unnecessary to true saving 
faith was widespread in the seventeenth century (e.g. Corbet 1668: 10; Sturgion 1661: 
333; Taylor 1648: 18-9; Walwyn 1647: 4). Looking back from the viewpoint at the 
end of this century, the evolution of this notion in the preceding hundred years cor-
responded to the gradual reduction of Christianity to an ever simpler core of faith. 
Parallel to this gradual simplification, it seems, more and more specific features of the 
dominant institutional forms of Christianity were discarded as human fabrications. 
First, the scriptural basis of some particular doctrine or practice of the church was 
questioned. Next, it was said to be of a human instead of a divine origin. Finally, the 
doctrine or practice was rejected as a form of idolatry—worship of human creatures 
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and creations rather than the Creator. Along the way, all cases of discord, tyranny 
and oppression in Christian Europe were attributed to this “will worship.” Liberty, 
equality and fraternity would prevail if only the idolatrous human impositions were 
cast away from religion.

Against the Necessity of Things Indifferent

This evolution in early modern European Christianity was closely related to another 
controversial notion of seventeenth-century England: the sphere of adiaphora or 
things indifferent to salvation. The adiaphora had been crucial to the Reformation 
from its very beginning. When Christian liberty was opposed to papal tyranny, one of 
the main charges was that the Roman Church had imposed all kinds of “ceremonies” 
on the believer as though these were necessary to salvation, while in fact they were 
indifferent. Thus, it had created superstitious believers whose faith was aimed at the 
outward things of the temporal world. Calvin, for instance, stated that a vital part of 
the freedom of a Christian lies in the following:

…[R]egarding outward things that are of themselves “indifferent,” we are not bound 
before God by any religious obligation preventing us from sometimes using them 
and other times not using them, indifferently. And the knowledge of this freedom 
is very necessary to us, for if it is lacking, our consciences will have no repose and 
there will be no end to superstitions (Institutes, McNeill, Ed., vol. 1: 838).

Today, he continued, the Reformers may seem unreasonable because they make a 
fuss about the “eating of meat, use of holidays and of vestments, and such things.” 
But freedom in these matters was more important than was commonly assumed:

For when consciences once ensnare themselves, they enter a long and inextricable 
maze, not easy to get out of. If a man begins to doubt whether he may use linen 
for sheets, shirts, handkerchiefs, and napkins, he will afterward be uncertain also 
about hemp; finally, doubt will arise even over tow. For he will turn over in his 
mind whether he can sup without napkins, or go without a handkerchief. If any 
man should consider daintier food unlawful, in the end he will not be at peace 
before God, when he eats either black bread or common victuals, while it occurs 
to him that he could sustain his body on even coarser foods. If he boggles at sweet 
wine, he will not with clear conscience drink even flat wine, and finally he will not 
dare to touch water if sweeter and cleaner than other water. To sum up, he will 
come to the point of considering it wrong to step upon a straw across his path, as 
the saying goes (Ibid.: 839).

Here, Calvin was well aware, could begin a weighty controversy, for the question was 
whether or not God, “whose will ought to precede all our plans and actions,” wishes 
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us to do certain things. At first, the answer of the Reformers appeared clear: the 
outward matters of worship were indifferent to Christianity, for it was of a spiritual 
nature. The imposition of ceremonies in “popery” betrayed the medieval church’s 
lapse into idolatry. In fact, one of the basic features of idolatry was its commanding 
of things indifferent as though necessary to salvation. Thus, the papists had added a 
yoke of human fabrications in order to abuse religion for their own sinful purposes.

Very soon, however, discord erupted within the Reformation about the scope 
of things indifferent. Some began to claim that the Reformers had failed to free 
Christianity from the burden of idolatry: the doctrine and discipline of the Protestant 
churches were still imposing all kinds of adiaphora as the Will of God. As we saw, 
these attacks could go very far. The German spiritualists would claim that the letter 
of the Scripture itself was indifferent to salvation, which rather revolved around the 
spirit of the Word. The Dutch Remonstrants would go so far as to suggest that even 
the Trinity was adiaphoric. As a consequence, in the eyes of the latter, each Christian 
church that enjoined trinitarianism as an orthodox article of faith engaged in idolatry. 
Soon the English Unitarians would follow suit. In the quest to make Christianity 
ever more spiritual, it seemed, each distinct article of the faith or law of the church 
could become a thing indifferent—which had been illegitimately and idolatrously 
enforced on the believers.

In the Anglican tradition, things indifferent had generally been taken as external 
issues that were legitimately regulated by the temporal ruler. The Anglicans claimed 
that the Church’s demand for uniformity in these issues should not be understood 
as a spiritual command, but as a safeguard of order in this temporal world. After the 
demise of Cromwell’s Protectorate, the Restoration Church again began to impose its 
ceremonies and its articles in much the same way as the continental confessions. As 
before, once the Church had so decided, its decision was not to be challenged. This 
strict policy was based in the same old argument of peace and unity (Spurr 1991: 
126f.). When the Oxford don Edward Bagshaw confronted his readers in 1660 with 
The Great Question concerning Things Indifferent in Religious Worship, he revived a debate 
that had its origins in the early Reformation. But this crucial text on Christian liberty 
in things indifferent put the issue in the sharpest possible form, for its aim was to 
challenge the Restoration Church policy as a form of idolatry. Thus, Bagshaw joined 
anticonfessional Protestants such as Coolhaes, Coornhert, Duifhuis and Arminius, 
who had earlier attacked the Dutch Reformed Church along the same lines.

The great question, Bagshaw said, arose because the abuse of certain things 
indifferent had turned these into occasions of superstition: e.g. bowing at the name 
of Jesus, the use of the cross in baptism, pictures in churches, surplices in preaching, 
kneeling at the Sacrament, fit forms of prayer, etc. All of these things seem indifferent 
in their own nature and one who is “perswaded in his Conscience of the Lawfulness 
of them,” may practice them. Yet, Bagshaw (1660: 2) added: “I hold it utterly unlaw-
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full for any Christian Magistrate to impose the use of them.” Our Saviour had freed 
us from “all Humane Impositions.” Therefore, the imposition of things indifferent 
was contrary to true religion:

For this only returnes us to our Bondage again, which is so much the more 
intolerable, in that our Religion is stiled the Perfect Law of Liberty: which 
Liberty I understand not wherein it consists, if in things Necessary, we are already 
determined by God and in things Indifferent we may still be tied up to Humane 
Ordinances, and Outside Rites, at the pleasure of our Christian Magistrates 
(Bagshaw 1660: 3-4).

Arguing from Christian liberty, Bagshaw suggested that the magistrate could rule 
over civil things alone, but ought not to entrench upon spiritual freedom. He ought to 
keep this freedom within the limits of the spiritual, “but not to Shackle, Undermine 
and Fetter it, under pretence of Decency and Order. Which when once it comes to 
be an Order of constraint, and not of consent, it is nothing else but in the Imposer, 
Tyranny; in the Imposed upon, Bondage” (Ibid.).

Ironically, one of Bagshaw’s opponents in these years was John Locke—the later 
advocate of toleration. In this earlier phase of his life, Locke (1660: 15) asserted with-
out the slightest doubt that “indifferent actions must and ought in all societies be 
resigned freely into the hands of the magistrate, and it is impossible there should be 
any supreme legislative power which hath not the full and unlimited disposure of all 
indifferent things.” The most interesting aspect of this debate was the view which 
Bagshaw shared with many other Protestants that the imposition of things indifferent 
was idolatry. He stressed that the tyranny of popery lay not so much in its various 
ceremonies, but in the fact that it had enforced the entire system:

For we are for the most part mistaken in the Notion of Popery, if we see a Surplice, 
or a Cross, or Organs, or Bowing, we presently cry out Popery: whereas I think it 
is a more manifest sign of Popery to forbid these things, as we do, under Penalties, 
than to practise them with Freedome. If I understand anything of Antichrist, his 
Nature seems to me to consist in this, That he Acts in a way contrary to Christ, i.e. 
instead of a spiritual, he brings in a Devised Worship; and instead of Freedome, 
layes a Constraint even upon our Devotion…So that whoever doth own the 
Doctrine of Imposition, though in the smallest circumstance of Worship, he brings 
in the Essence, though not the Name of Popery; and layes down that for his 
Foundation, in which all the Will-worship, which this day reigns in the world, is 
bottomed (Ibid.: 10-11).

The notion of things indifferent allowed one to draw a bright red line between true 
and false religion, it seemed: the sphere of false religion could be characterised by 
its imposition of things indifferent to religion—while true religion consisted of the 
essentials of faith only. In other words, from the point of view of the one true religion, 
all false and heretical religions engaged in the same evil error of “Will Worship”: they 
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prescribed human precepts as God’s Law. In this way, they muddled up the secular 
world of things indifferent and the religious world of things necessary to salvation.

A few decades later, the Anglican Bishop Samuel Parker would claim that this 
principle of liberty in things indifferent had created all kinds of problems in the 
growth of Protestant England. In fact, he suggested it had caused the endless frag-
mentation of the English Reformation:

Thus when upon this Principle, the Disciplinarians separated from the Church 
of England, the Independents upon the same ground separated from them, the 
Anabaptists from the Independents, the Familists from the Anabaptists, and the 
Quakers from the Familists, and every Faction divided, and subdivided among 
themselves into innumerable Sects, and Undersects; and as long as men act up to it, 
there is no remedy, but Innovations must be endless…All the pious Villanies, that 
have ever disturbed the Christian World, have shelter’d themselves in this grand 
Maxime, that Jesus Christ is the only Law-maker to his Church; and whoever 
takes upon himself to prescribe any thing in Religion, invades his Kingly Office 
(Parker 1671: 177-8).

Parker showed a great insight into the dynamics of the Reformation in his claim that 
a continual reiteration of the struggle for Christian liberty had caused the endless 
fragmentation of the Protestant religion. The fanatical rejection of “the imposition of 
things indifferent” indeed surfaced ever again. It seemed as though any characteris-
tic of the religion of the Protestant churches could be identified as a thing indifferent 
which was wrongly imposed as a thing necessary. As Bagshaw (1660: 13) put the issue, 
the movements for Christian liberty in things indifferent conceived of their cause 
as battle against “the certain decay of the growth of Religion as to its inward Purity, 
while there is this Disguise and Mask of needless Ceremonies upon it to keep it un-
der.” Once again, this leads us to the same question on the early modern advocacy of 
religious liberty: Whence this fanatical rejection of certain elements of the dominant 
forms of Christianity as idolatry—and why were these elements viewed as human 
fabrications that imposed things indifferent in the form of spiritual laws?

For the Diffusion of Christianity

Several times before we have encountered the same kind of development in the 
anticonfessional forms of the early modern Protestant religion: an ever recurring anti-
clericalism; a progressive reduction towards a simpler core of faith; and a gradual ex-
pansion of the scope of things indifferent. These were complemented by a sacrosanct 
separation of the two spheres—the spiritual and the temporal, or things necessary 
and things indifferent. At this point, I would like to show how these developments 
were intertwined in the mechanism of the dynamic of secularisation of Christianity. This 
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mechanism will allow us to take a final step in answering the central question of this 
section.

The main argument so far has been that the radical transformation of western 
Christendom in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries should be understood in 
terms of a universal extension of the experiential process of conversio—the process 
shaping the lives of the “true Christians” in the monasteries. This we have called the 
secularisation of conversio: the typically Christian form of life infiltrated larger circles 
of society accordingly as it lost some of its specific features. Earlier, we saw that 
this dynamic of secularisation or de-christianisation is propelled by a dilemma at the 
heart of the Christian religion. Because Christ reveals God’s Will for the humankind, 
he is at once the one way and the way for everyone. That is, as the revelation of God’s 
purpose for humanity, Christianity claims to be both unique and universal. The in-
evitable tension between the uniqueness and the universality of God’s purpose for 
humanity gives rise to the two distinct moments of the dynamic of Christianity: on 
the one hand, it spreads itself as a particular message of the revelation of God in 
Christ; on the other, it diffuses itself in an increasingly simple and variable form by 
losing ever more of its specific features. The second moment is the secularisation of 
the Christian religion.

At an earlier stage of the story, another way of describing this Christian dynamic 
of secularisation took the following form: Christianity gradually expands and absorbs 
the social world where it thrives by ever redrawing the boundaries between its own 
world of true religion, that of false religion or idolatry to which the former is opposed, 
and its own secular world of things neutral to religion. A peculiar twist was added to 
this description when the Reformation began to attack medieval Christianity as false 
religion. Many features of the Roman-Catholic religion were disposed of as idolatry. 
As John Knox liked to put it: “The Mass is invented by the brain of man, without 
any commandment of God. Therefore it is idolatry” (cited in Kyle 1986: 267). In 
the early modern Netherlands and England, we saw that the same kind of dynamic 
emerged against the dominant institutional forms of Protestantism. The anticonfes-
sional movement opposed the doctrine and discipline of the confessional churches as 
idolatry, for these were taken to be human additions to religion.

The notion of things indifferent allows us to unite these two perspectives on 
the dynamic of secularisation in Christianity in terms of the mechanism behind the 
dynamic. To reduce the complexity of the account, let us imagine a particular form of 
the Christian religion called C1—which consists of a basic set of cognitive schemes c 
to which is added a particular set of properties p1.

(1) Obviously, C1 is located in a society. Given its tendency to universality, its 
basic set of cognitive schemes c gradually begins to diffuse in this society beyond the 
explicitly Christian institutions of C1. Larger circles of society adopt c in the shaping 
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of their lives and experiences. In other words, C1 is able to spread in this society in a 
more simple and variable shape, because it loses its specific properties p1.

(2) Thus, a new form of Christianity C2 slowly emerges, which does not share 
p1. Initially, C2 appears in different pockets of society in different forms, all of which 
share the basic structure c (or C1 minus p1). Because of the Christian truth claims 
they share, C1 and these forms of C2 will view each other as rivals and C1 will try to 
repress C2. This gains momentum until C2 is strong enough (in terms of the scope of 
its support) to challenge C1, the dominant institutional form of Christianity.

(3) At this point, C2 begins to attack C1 as idolatry. In this way, it redraws the 
boundary between itself as true religion and C1 as false religion. This is where the 
secular world of “things indifferent” comes in. C2 is C1 minus p1. It does not consider 
the properties p1 to be religious, for as a religion it has spread in society precisely by 
casting away these specific properties. From its own viewpoint, C2 sees p1 as a series 
of human additions to true religion, for it sees C1 as C2 (or true religion) plus p1. It 
conceives of p1 as the idolatrous properties of C1. In other words, the properties 
which prevented C1 from diffusing in society are discarded as the human fabrications 
of false religion.

(4) The mechanism is the following: in the first step of secularisation, the set 
of properties p1 becomes secular (or neutral to religion) to C2; while they are still 
religious to C1. In the second step, when C2 draws the new boundaries between 
the worlds of true and false religion and that of things secular, the properties p1 are 
viewed by C2 as things indifferent or secular matters, which are wrongly taken to 
be religious by C1. That is, C2 distinguishes itself as true religion from C1 as false 
religion by forcefully rejecting p1 as the idolatrous properties of C1. The idolatrous 
to C2 then becomes the negative mirror image of its own secular world, in the sense 
that false religion is defined as elements of its own secular world which are wrongly 
taken to be true religion.

First, let us replace the variables C1 by the Roman-Catholic religion, C2 by the 
Protestant religion, c by the process of conversion and the related set of doctrinal 
schemes, and p1 by the hierarchical structure and the sacraments of the church, the 
institution of the priesthood, the monastic orders, etc. This enables us to describe 
the Reformation in terms of this mechanism of secularisation. And when we fill in 
C1 as any of the Protestant confessional churches, C2 as the anticonfessional counter-
movement, c as the process of conversio and its theology of Christian liberty and p1 
as the confessional clerical structure, its doctrine and its discipline, we can describe 
anticonfessionalisation as an ongoing reiteration of this same mechanism.

This also gives us a new perspective to make sense of the Protestant notion of 
idolatry in its various guises. Idolatry was conceived of (a) as the worship of human 
creatures and their creation instead of the Creator, (b) as the worship of things which 
belonged to this temporal carnal world instead of things truly spiritual, and (c) as 
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the imposition of things indifferent as though necessary to salvation. These three 
notions converge in the claim that idolatry muddles up the two basic spheres of the 
world, viz. the temporal/secular/indifferent and the spiritual/religious/necessary.

Now we begin to see how this basic notion of idolatry emerged and why it was 
so important to the anticonfessional Protestants. It was part of the mechanism of 
secularisation by which the Christian religion spread itself in society. The anticon-
fessional forces pursued this diffusion of Christianity as God’s universal purpose for 
humanity. Thus, ever more features of confessional Christianity were identified as 
human fabrications imposed on the believers, which were temporal rather than spiri-
tual and indifferent rather than necessary to salvation. While this ongoing dynamic 
generated the modern idea of toleration, it also entailed the forceful rejection of 
those specific features of Christianity that posed obstacles to the smooth and swift 
expansion of this religion. In a theological translation, this rejection took the form 
of an aggressive assault on “the will worship” or “idolatry” of the confessional forms 
of Christianity. In other words, both the notion of toleration and the rejection of 
particular forms of religion were embedded in the dynamic of secularisation, which 
dominated the anticonfessional flank of the Christian religion.

At the same time, it becomes clearer why the anticonfessional Protestants put 
such immense stress on the separation of the spiritual from the temporal. In the 
described mechanism of secularisation, specific features of Christianity were cast off 
and pushed towards the secular world of things indifferent. The theological notion of 
idolatry as the imposition of things indifferent (or things temporal) as though things 
necessary (or things spiritual) allowed the further secularised form of Christianity to 
distinguish itself very clearly from its less secularised ancestors. This implied that 
the boundary between the temporal and the spiritual as it was drawn by the new 
form of Christianity distinguished it from its ancestors. To violate this boundary by 
wrongly taking things temporal to be spiritual became equivalent to taking a step 
back in the expansion of the Christian religion. This strict boundary of separation 
between the two spheres, then, played a vital role in the mechanism which ensured 
the further diffusion of Christianity in society.

6.2. A Toleration Ever Tolerating

The scope of toleration was fairly narrow in the theories of many of its early modern 
proponents. “Popery” and similar forms of idolatry were not included. Neither were 
atheists taken to be fit objects of toleration by your average seventeenth-century 
defender of liberty of conscience. It would be equally anathema to many proponents 
of this value to tolerate the dominion of the Protestant confessional churches. Take 
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the case of John Milton—arguably one of the most avid supporters of toleration in 
the seventeenth century. He wrote that “poperie and idolatrie…may not plead to be 
tolerated” and “that a magistrate can hardly err in prohibiting and quite removing at 
least the publick and scandalous use therof.” The Protestant churches that forced 
religion, he added, “deserve as little to be tolerated themselves, being no less guiltie 
of poperie in the most popish point” (Milton 1659: 35-6). The Puritan poet was but 
one of many such advocates of toleration who excluded all but Protestant dissenters 
from its scope.

Yet, in seventeenth-century England, a series of thinkers argued for granting 
liberty of conscience to all—including Catholics, pagans, Jews and Muslims (Carlin 
1996; Coffey 1998). As early as 1612, Thomas Helwys (1612: 69) had said that “mens 
religion to God is betwixt God and themselves…Let them be heretikes, Turcks, 
Jewes, or what soever it apperteynes not to the earthly power to punish them in the 
least measure.” These thinkers—Leonard Busher, Roger Williams, William Walwyn, 
Henry Robinson and others—extended the scope of toleration to false religion. This 
step was not inspired by a growing indifference towards the worship of God. All of 
these men were pious Christians, who believed that the human being lived to obey 
His Will. They took many forms of worship to be flagrant violations of the Will of 
God—including the very religions that they were willing to tolerate. In their eyes, 
Catholics remained heretics. Judaism and Islam amounted to deficient worship. And 
pagans, of course, were idolaters. Still, these Protestants argued for a general liberty 
to engage in idolatrous practices and endorse heretical doctrines. What compelled 
them to extend liberty of conscience to the followers of all forms of worship—no 
matter how obvious it may have been to them that these violated the divine order?

The Boundless Freedom of the Spirit

Once the aim of a truly reformed community appeared feasible, many Puritans in 
England and America renounced the quest for liberty of conscience. The shift from 
dissent to establishment affected them in much the same way as it had the con-
fessional Protestants on the European continent. Both the Presbyterians and the 
Congregationalists began to stress the limits of liberty—rather than to celebrate its 
ubiquity. Again, they fixed the confines of “the clear truth of Scripture” and rejected 
as heretics those that went beyond these limits. Many of the Puritan divines turned 
to an old Reformed tradition to justify the persecution of stubborn heretics. This 
tradition conceived of the Christian community as a people living under a covenant 
with God—analogous to the Old Testament nation of Israel.
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The chief promoter of this view in the sixteenth century had been John Knox, 
who had staunchly pursued the implementation of Old Testament covenant think-
ing in the Protestant nations. The Scottish Reformer had taken “Calvin’s idea of the 
covenant between God and the individual and carried it over into the political field 
with the view that there was a covenant also between God and a faithful, believing 
people” (Stanford Reid 1988: 531). This entailed that Old Testament Israel became 
the model for the truly Christian nation. As Knox put it, “whatsoever God required of 
the civile magistrate in Israel or Juda concerning the observance of the true religion 
during the time of law, the same dothe he require of lawfull magistrates professing 
Christ Jesus in the tyme of the Gospel” (cited in Stanford Reid 1988: 535). This idea 
would be taken up by the Puritan divines of the seventeenth century as a means to 
restrict the claims to Christian liberty in their congregations.

Two famous thinkers of this period, Roger Williams and John Milton, challenged 
the justification of persecution based in the model of the national church of Israel. 
The former did so in his tract The Bloudy Tenent of Persecution (1644), which argued for 
the toleration of all forms of worship—including heresy and idolatry. About fifteen 
years later, Milton adopted a parallel line of argument in his Treatise of Civil Power 
in Ecclesiastical Causes (1659)—but he explicitly barred Catholics and pagans from 
the scope of toleration. Both thinkers argued the anticonfessional cause against the 
rise of the confessional forces within the Puritan fold. Yet, one stood for a universal 
toleration, while the other put strict limits on its scope. The gulf between these two 
anticonfessional Puritans offers us a unique opportunity to find out how minds like 
that of Williams could extend toleration to all forms of religion, including the most 
defiled and false ones. How did his thinking differ from Milton’s, which excluded 

“the popish heresy” and other forms of idolatry?
Roger Williams was a man of many experiences. Besides writing tracts on liberty 

of conscience, stirring up great controversy in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and 
founding the plural society of Rhodes Island, he would spend several years of his life 
among the American Indians studying their language, religion and customs. In the 
report of this study, he repeatedly articulated his horror towards the idolatry of the 
natives. “The Priest” of the native religion, he said, did many peculiar things while 
performing ceremonies or healing the sick. This Priest “spends himselfe in strange 
Antick Gestures, and Actions even unto fainting” and: “In sicknesse the Priest comes 
close to the sick person, and performes many strange Actions about him, and threat-
en and conjures out the sicknesse” (Williams 1643: 119). Williams confessed that this 
had been related to him by the natives, “for after once being in their Houses and 
beholding what their Worship was, I durst never bee an eye witnesse, Spectatour, 
or looker on, least I should have been partaker of Sathans Inventions and Worships” 
(Ibid.: 119-20). Thus, his understanding of paganism cannot have been significantly 
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more benign than that of Milton: pagan idolatry was the worship of satan in the eyes 
of both men.

In spite of this aversion towards idolatry, however, Williams stated the following 
proposition in the table of contents of the Bloudy Tenent:

It is the will and command of God, that since the coming of his Sonne the 
Lord Iesus a permission of the most Paganish, Jewish, Turkish or Antichristian 
consciences and worships, bee granted to all men in all Nations and Countries: 
and they are onely to bee fought against with that Sword which is only (in Soule 
matters) able to conquer, to wit, the Sword of Gods Spirit, the Word of God.

This at once revealed his reason for granting liberty of conscience to the idolaters 
and their false religion. Although idolatry violated the Will of God, it was as much 
His Will that neither “Paganish” nor “Antichristian” consciences ought to be coerced. 
This statement defied the earlier claims of the Boston cleric John Cotton—one of 
the Puritans of the Bay Colony who had endorsed the power of the magistrate to act 
against heresy and idolatry.

In the dialogue covering the pages of his tract, Williams had the main charac-
ters “Truth” and “Peace” defend the general thesis that, from the coming of Christ 
onwards, it was God’s Will to grant freedom in this world to all forms of worship. As 
before, this thesis was founded in the belief that the Christian process of conversion 
requires the work of the Spirit, which cannot (and ought not to) be shackled by the 
sword of human coercion. In the words of Peace:

True it is, the Sword may make…a whole Nation of Hypocrites: But to recover a 
Soule from Sathan by repentance, and to bring them from Antichristian doctrine or 
worship, to the doctrine or worship Christian, in the least true internall or externall 
submission, that only works the All-powerfull God, by the sword of his Spirit in 
the hand of his Spiritual officers (Williams 1644: 64).

And as Truth affirmed, “Faith is that gift which proceeds alone from the Father of 
Lights…and till he please to make his light arise and open the eyes of blind sinners, 
their soules shall lie fast asleep…in the dungeons of spiritual darknesse and Sathans 
slavery” (Ibid.: 65).

In the same way as it had in the thought of Luther, Castellio and Coolhaes, this 
understanding of faith as the free operation of the Spirit entailed a division of the 
world into two separate spheres of power:

…[T]here is a Civill sword, called the Sword of Civill justice; which being of a 
materiall civill nature, for the defence of Persons, Estates, Families, Liberties of a 
City or Civill State, and the suppressing of uncivill or injurious persons or actions 
by such civill punishment, It cannot according to its utmost reach and capacitie…I 
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say, cannot extend to spirituall and Soul-causes, Spirituall and Soule punishment, 
which belongs to the spirituall sword with two edges, the soule-piercing (in soule-
saving or soule-killing) the Word of God (Ibid.: 79-80).

The church and the civil state were two separate gardens, in an image borrowed 
from the biblical Parable of the Tares, and “if the weeds be kept out of the Garden 
of the Church, the Roses and Lilies therein will flourish, notwithstanding that weeds 
abound in the Field of the Civill State” (Ibid.: 97). The garden of the spiritual church 
was distinct and independent of that of the civil state. Therefore, “a false Religion and 
Worship will not hurt the Civill State, in case the worshippers breake no civill Law” 
(Ibid.: 103).

In his treatise on the separation of church and state, Milton agreed that the civil 
magistrate could not use the sword of coercion in matters of religion, since it simply 
had no power in this realm. He stressed that no man or body of men could “be the 
infallible judges or determiners in matters of religion” for consciences other than 
their own (Milton 1659: 5-6). And, he added: “That Christ is the only lawgiver of 
his church and that it is here meant in religious matters, no well grounded Christian 
will deny” (Ibid.: 10). When he explained this statement, it became clear how close 
his argument actually was to that of Williams. Basically, both men argued that true 
faith—the work of divine grace in the human soul—could not in any way be affected 
by the outward force of human power and its coercive laws:

Christ hath a government of his own, sufficient of it self to all his ends and purposes 
in governing his church; but much different from that of the civil magistrate; and 
the difference in this verie thing principally consists, that it governs not by outward 
force, and that for two reasons. First because it deals only with the inward man and his 
actions, which are all spiritual and to outward force not lyable: secondly to shew us the 
divine excellence of his spiritual kingdom, able without worldly force to subdue 
all the powers and kingdoms of this world, which are upheld by outward force 
only. That the inward man is nothing els but the inward part of man, his understanding 
and his will, and that his actions thence proceeding, yet not simply thence but from the work 
of divine grace upon them, are the whole matter of religion under the gospel, will appeer 
planely by considering what that religion is; whence we shall perceive yet more 
planely that it cannot be forc’d (Ibid.: 37-8; italics mine).

The separation between the civil state and the spiritual kingdom sustained both 
Milton’s and Williams’s objections against the belief of the confessional Puritans that 
the state ought to act against heretics. In the Bloudy Tenent, Williams had Truth argue 
the following: Firstly, the end of spiritual or church power is a spiritual good and 
the end of the power of the civil state is a temporal good. Secondly, the state has no 
spiritual power to attain this temporal end, no more than the church has a temporal 
power to attain its spiritual end. From this, it followed that the tenets of persecution 
upheld by clerics like Cotton had to be mistaken:
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For if the Magistrate be supreme Judge…in matters of the first Table, and of the 
Church, and be custos utriusq. Tabulae, keepers of both Tables (as they speake) and 
yet have no Spirituall power as is affirmed, how can he determine what the true 
Church and Ordinances are, and then set them up with the power of the Sword? 
How can he give judgement of a false Church, a false Ministry, a false Doctrine, 
false Ordinances, and with a Civil Sword pull them down, if he have no Spiritual 
power, authority or commission from Christ Jesus for these ends and purposes? 
(Williams 1644: 122.)

The Christian magistrates could no longer be the keepers of both Mosaic Tables, as 
the kings of Israel and Judea had been. In the time of the Gospel, they could neither 
persecute blasphemers nor punish idolaters for violations of the first Table—as these 
kings had in the time of the Law. In Christ, the true spiritual church of God had been 
separated from the carnal world. And “by compelling all within their Jurisdiction 
to an outward conformity of the Church worship,” the civil magistrates “evidently 
declare that they still lodge and dwell in the confused mixtures of the uncleane and 
cleane, of the flock of Christ, and Herds of the World together, I meane in spirituall 
and religious worship” (Ibid.: 127).

In Milton’s view, it also was completely mistaken to think that the Christian 
magistrate should imitate the Judaic king in his policy of persecution. The “state of 
religion under the gospel is far differing from what it was under the law: then was the 
state of rigor, childhood, bondage and works, to all which force was not unbefitting; 
now is the state of grace, manhood, freedom and faith; to all which belongs willing-
ness and reason, not force.” The old covenant of law could no longer be invoked to 
persecute heretics and idolaters, for “the gospel, our new covnant,” is written “upon 
the heart of every beleever, to be interpreted only by the sense of charitie and in-
ward perswasion” (Milton 1659: 47-8). “That there can be no place then left for the 
magistrate or his force in the settlement of religion,” Milton asserted, would become 
obvious to all religious men, for “the more they examin seriously, the more they will 
finde cleerly to be true: and finde how false and deceivable that common saying is, 
which is so much reli’d upon, that the Christian Magistrate is custos utriusque tabulae, 
keeper of both tables…” (Ibid.: 80-1).

How did one come to such certainty in the rejection of the venerable Reformed 
tradition which modelled the Christian magistrate upon the Judaic king? Williams’s 
argument revolved around the belief that the national church of the Jews could not 
be a pattern for the true Christian church, for the Law had been superseded by 
Christ. In his view, Israel had been a “type,” which prefigured “that holy mysticall 
Nation the Church of God, peculiar and called out to him out of every Nation and 
Country” (Ibid.: 183). The new spiritual people of God, however, did not correspond 
to any one people on earth:
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But where hath the God of Heaven in the Gospel separated whole Nations or 
Kingdomes (English, Scotch, Irish, French, Dutch, &c.) as a peculiar people and 
Antitype of the people of Israel? Yea where the least footing in all the Scripture 
for a Nationall Church after Christs coming?…Are not all the Nations of the Earth 
alike cleane unto God, or rather alike uncleane, untill it pleaseth the Father of 
mercies to call some out of the Knowledge and Grace of his Sonne, making them 
to see their filthinesse and strangenesse from the Commonweale of Israel, and to 
wash in the bloud of the Lambe of God (Ibid.: 184-6).

The point was clear: the true church was a communion of saints who were called from 
the different nations. It did not correspond to any nation or society here on earth. 
The spiritual church existed separately from this temporal world and its nations and 
kingdoms. The civil states of the nations of the earth had to govern the bodily lives 
of men. Therefore, they ought to punish the violations of laws that were limited 
to the civil or temporal realm, i.e. the laws that regulated “the defence of Persons, 
Estates, Families, Liberties of a City or Civill State, and the suppressing of uncivill 
or injurious persons or actions.” But, in contrast to the old covenant of Law, the new 
Gospel covenant between the Christians and God did not create a worldly Christian 
nation whose magistrates ought to repress and persecute heretics and idolaters for 
spiritual errors. God chose His “little flock out of the world” and no civil state ought 
to infringe upon His prerogative (Ibid.: 134).

In the theology of Roger Williams, then, the civil state ought to tolerate idolatry, 
heresy and all forms of worship, because the coming of Christ entailed that the true 
church of God became a purely spiritual people—which could not be overseen in this 
temporal world. This notion of the spiritual should not be misread in terms of the 
vague meaning the word has obtained in our times: it referred to the belief that true 
faith in—and conversion to—God was a work of the Holy Spirit in the human spirit. 
Therefore, all human beings ought to be left free in the matters of religion in order 
to allow the Spirit to transform them into true Christians. The Christian religion was 
not of this world. As a consequence, it could not coincide with any one society. Milton 
agreed to most if not all of these points. As he wrote in his Christian Doctrine, the body 
of Christ “is mystically one so it follows that the communion of his members must 
be mystic. It need not be subject to spatial considerations; it includes people from 
many remote countries, and from all ages since the creation of the world” (cited in 
Honeygosky 1993: 43). Both Williams and Milton shared the anticonfessional view 
that stressed the rift between the spiritual and temporal kingdoms. In this case it was 
invoked to oppose the covenant-thinking of the confessional Puritan divines.

The separation of church and state in The Bloudy Tenent and in A Treatise of Civil 
Power in Ecclesiastical Causes could strike Puritan readers as a powerful principle, for 
it referred to a notion they shared of the spiritual nature of true Christian religion 
(see Nuttall 1946). The arguments in these texts were coloured by the theological 
proclivities of their authors and the burning questions of the time—from the idea of 
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a covenanted nation to the issue of the conversion of the native Americans. Yet, the 
principle of the separation of the spiritual church from the civil state in early modern 
England and America retained the metaphysical structure of the theology of Chris-
tian liberty and its division of the world into two kingdoms. The basic rule of Chris-
tian liberty stated that the civil state and its laws ought not to constrain the freedom 
of the Spirit to convert human beings to God. In other words, the “freedom” pursued 
by the radical Puritans was the old Christian freedom of the spirit from the fetters of 
this world, which resulted from true subjection to God’s Will (Davis 1992).

In its most radical form, this rule of Christian liberty entailed that each and every 
human soul—no matter how corrupt its conscience or worship might seem—ought 
to be left free in the matters of religion. This, many seventeenth-century thinkers 
agreed, was a right given by God to His human creatures. This universal right to 
Christian liberty entailed that the spiritual realm of religious worship had to stand 
freely and independently from the temporal realm of the civil state. An impregnable 
wall was to be built between the garden of the civil state and that of the spiritual 
church. Christ was the only king in His spiritual kingdom. And no law of human be-
ings ought to obstruct the operations of the Spirit. As before, the logical outcome of 
this set of theological doctrines was a purely negative precept of toleration: human 
individuals or institutions ought not to compel the matters of religion.

The shared theological background explains the parallels among the arguments 
of Milton and Williams, but it makes the gulf between their conclusions all the more 
puzzling: How could this model entail the universal toleration of the most “Paganish” 
and “Antichristian” consciences by the civil state in one case, while “poperie” and 

“idolatrie” were excluded in the other case? The nature of this difference becomes 
clear, once we take a closer look at Milton’s refusal to grant an all-inclusive liberty of 
conscience. He gave the following reply to the query as to why “poperie and idolat-
rie…may not hence plead to be tolerated”:

Their religion the more considerd, the less can be acknowledged a religion; but a Roman 
principalitie rather, endevouring to keep up her old universal dominion under a 
new name and meer shaddow of a catholic religion; being indeed more rightly 
nam’d a catholic heresie against the scripture; supported mainly by a civil, and, 
except in Rome, by a forein power: justly therfore to be suspected, not tolerated 
by the magistrate of another countrey. Besides, of an implicit faith, which they 
profess, the conscience also becoms implicity; and so by voluntary servitude to mans 
law, forfets her Christian libertie. Who then can plead for such a conscience, as being 
implicitly enthrald to man instead of God, almost becoms no conscience, as the will not 
free, becoms no will. Nevertheless if they ought not to be tolerated, it is for just reason of 
state more then of religion; which they who force, though professing to be protestants, 
deserve as little to be tolerated themselves, being no less guiltie of poperie in 
the most popish point. Lastly, for idolatrie, who knows it not to be evidently against 
all scripture both of the Old and New Testament, and therfore a true heresie, or rather an 
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impietie; wherin a right conscience can have naught to do; and the works therof so manifest, 
that a magistrate can hardly err in prohibiting and quite removing at least the publick and 
scandalous use therof (Milton 1659: 35-6; italics mine).

Neither popery nor idolatry ought to be tolerated, because they could not really be 
acknowledged as religions. The conscience of the papist or the idolater could not be 
free, because it inevitably lost its liberty by its voluntary subjection to human laws. 
It almost became no conscience. How did Milton come to the conclusion that “poperie” 
and “idolatrie” did not genuinely fall under the scope of religion and conscience? In 
the opening pages of the same treatise, he defined religion or conscience as follows:

It will require no great labor of exposition to unfold what is here meant by matters 
of religion; being as soon apprehended as defin’d, such things as belong chiefly 
to the knowledge and service of God: and are either above the reach and light of 
nature without revelation from above, and therfore liable to be variously understood 
by humane reason, or such things as are enjoind or forbidden by divine precept, 
which els by the light of reason would seem indifferent to be don or not don; and 
so likewise must needs appeer to everie man as the precept is understood. Whence 
I here mean by conscience or religion, that full perswasion whereby we are assur’d that 
our beleef and practise, as far as we are able to apprehend and probably make appeer, is 
according to the will of God & his Holy Spirit within us, which we ought to follow much 
rather then any law of man, as not only his word every where bids us, but the very 
dictate of reason tells us (Milton 1659: 3-4; italics mine).

Given this understanding of religion, Milton could indeed exclude his conceptions 
of “poperie” and “idolatrie” from the religious or spiritual domain. These two, he 
thought, compelled human souls to obey the laws of men rather than the Will of God. 
It was self-evident that the beliefs and practices of papists and idolaters violated the 
Will of God and his Spirit within us. No right conscience could live in the full persua-
sion that these were according to the Divine Will as revealed in His Word. There-
fore, Milton refused to locate these beliefs and practices in the spiritual domain of 
religion or conscience. Instead, he construed them as threats to civil order. That is, 
popery and idolatry did not only destroy the souls of the erring, but also harmed the 
temporal interests of human bodies living in society. If this were the case, then the 
tenet of Christian liberty and its separation of the two kingdoms still permitted the 
persecution of these groups for “reason of state,” as Milton had it. Roger Williams, 
on the other hand, did not put such limits on the scope of religion and conscience. 
As a consequence, his notion of liberty of conscience and the Spirit did include “a 
permission of the most Paganish, Jewish, Turkish or Antichristian consciences and 
worships…granted to all men in all Nations and Countries.”

To conclude, toleration could be extended to all heretical and idolatrous forms 
of worship, not because of some radical change in the structure of the idea, but rather 
because the latter were classified as belonging to the “spiritual” domain of “religion.” 
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The basic distinction between the realm of the coercion of the civil state and that 
of spiritual liberty was clear to all Puritans. Both those who argued for and against a 
universal toleration understood that these conceptual realms referred to the bodily 
life in this temporal world (which was governed by the civil state) and to the life 
of the soul in the other spiritual world (which was judged by the Lord alone). The 
disagreement between the different Puritan advocates of toleration revolved around 
the scope of these two realms. Given this shared conceptual background, it was of 
supreme import to decide what evil practices and beliefs belonged to the temporal 
realm and which were purely spiritual in nature. The spiritual evils affected the soul 
alone; while the temporal evils were potentially harmful to the bodily life of the 
believers in this world.

The seventeenth-century disputes on the extent of toleration, then, revolved 
around the question whether or not certain practices caused harm to others—in a 
striking analogy to the twentieth-century debates on the harm principle. In contrast 
to the latter, however, the significance of the early modern disputes was clear: various 
Christians took different positions in terms of the divergent metaphysical doctrines 
they endorsed about such issues as the harmful effects of idolatry, the operations of 
the Holy Spirit, the nature of the life of the soul and the life of the body, etc. They 
did not require a scientific foundation of factual premises to make sense of the harm 
principle, for a religious framework of Christian doctrines allowed them to do so. 
Such doctrines fixed the boundary between the acts harmful to the carnal life in this 
world and those harmful to the life of the soul in the other world. Given the fact that 
these doctrines were taken to be of crucial import both to the temporal welfare and 
the spiritual salvation of seventeenth-century Christians, passionate disagreement 
was bound to arise with regards to the scope of toleration.

The Universal Liberty of the Conscience

Appeals to conscience and its liberty abounded in the political and religious thought 
of the English century of revolution. These notions evoked strong emotions among 
all Christian thinkers of the period. To the mainstream Anglicans and Puritans, it 
was profoundly impious to grant liberty of conscience to idolaters and heretics. In 
the typically confessional vein, they put strict limits on Christian liberty, which were 
determined by the orthodox confessional interpretation of Scripture. All that went 
beyond these limits went against God’s Will. Therefore, as an anonymous author 
argued in a pamphlet aptly entitled Against Universall Libertie of Conscience (1644):

An Universall liberty of conscience, is an universall liberty to Sin, to maintaine 
Heresie, to practise Idolatry, to vent Blasphemy; in a word, an universall liberty 
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to dishonour God, under pretence of Serving him, and to damme ones own soule 
irrecoverably, (unlesse every one may be saved by his own Religion, though never 
so false) and to hazard (as much as man can) the damnation of multitudes of others, 
who may be infected by such poysonfull Doctrines (Against Universall Libertie of 
Conscience, 1644: 2).

The duty of the human creature was to worship its Creator in the way prescribed by 
His revelation. Human beings ought to obey His Will in order to be rescued from 
eternal damnation. A failure to do so amounted to sin, heresy, idolatry or blasphemy. 
If the sinner persisted in any of these evils, his soul would be lost once and for all. 
Either one ought to save the sinner’s soul from damnation by having him repent or 
one ought to remove the unrepentant sinner from society lest he infect others with 
his heretical, blasphemous or idolatrous beliefs.

Similarly, the Presbyterian Thomas Edwards argued in his The Casting Down of 
the Last and Strongest Hold of Satan (1647) that the strongest hold of satan was the very 
idea of a general toleration, for this allowed all errors to thrive:

…[T]his generall Toleration throws down all at once, it overthrows the Scriptures, 
in that it allowes a liberty of denying the Scriptures to be the Word of God, in that 
it sets up the conscience above the Scriptures, making every mans conscience, 
even the polluted defiled seared consciences the rule of faith and holinesse, 
before the pure and unerring Word of God, crying one that men must do according 
to their conscience, but never speaking of going according to the Word of God, yea 
setting up mens fancies, humours, factions, lusts, under the name of conscience, 
above the Word of God, which is to set up the creature, yea the corrupted defiled 
creature above God, and to make mans conscience greater then God, whereas God 
is greater then mens consciences, I John 3.20 (Edwards 1647: 4-5).

Essentially, the charge was that the advocates of an all-inclusive liberty of conscience 
cut off faith and worship from the rule of faith, viz. God’s Word. In the absence of 
this rule of faith, every sinful human being could claim that he acted and believed 
according to his conscience—even when this involved acts and beliefs that conflicted 
manifestly with the Word of God. This was equivalent to allowing the fancies and 
feelings of defiled consciences to overrule God’s revelation in Christ. In other words, 
this general toleration overturned the fundamental order of the Christian faith: it put 
the creature above the Creator, the human imagination above the divine revelation. 
In this rejection of the principle of a general toleration, the confessional Puritans 
agreed with many arguments of the Anglicans (e.g. L’ Estrange 1673, Saywell 1692).

The conscience was free, the confessional Puritans agreed, but this freedom 
concerned the rightly informed conscience alone—that is, the conscience respecting 
confessional orthodoxy (Van Til 1972: 80f.). Thus, the Massachusetts divine John 
Cotton argued that an erroneous and blind conscience ought not to be persecuted, 

“until after admonition once or twice.” In fundamental points of doctrine or worship, 
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the Word of God is so clear, he said, that a conscience cannot but be convinced of 
the dangerous error of its way “after once and twice admonition wisely and faithfully 
dispensed.”

And then if any one persist, it is not out of conscience, but against his conscience, 
as the Apostle saith…he is subverted and sinneth, being condemned of himself, 
viz. of his own conscience: So that if such a man after such admonition, shall still 
persist in the errour of his way, and be therefore punished, he is not persecuted for cause of 
conscience, but for sinning against his own conscience (Cotton 1649: 7-8; italics mine).

The conscience that errs against the Scripture should be brought back to the rule of 
faith. When the heretic persists in his errors against the clear truth of Scripture, he 
is punished—not because of his conscience—but rather because of his violation of 
his conscience. In other words, as the rule of faith, Scripture puts constraints on the 
belief and worship that can be prescribed by the conscience. If one violates this rule 
of faith, one necessarily sins against one’s conscience, since a pure conscience cannot 
infringe upon the fundamental points of doctrine and worship as revealed by the 
Lord. As a consequence, unrepentant heretics did not possess liberty of conscience, 
because they sinned against the Will of God and their own consciences.

Since the Christian religion revolved around the beliefs that God revealed His 
Will in His Word and that the human being lived to obey this Will, it appeared self-
evident to confine its liberty to those who accepted the truth of God’s Word. Yet, 
here we had a bunch of pious Christians who desired to extend liberty of conscience 
to all human beings. Thomas Helwys, Leonard Busher and other Baptists, William 
Walwyn, Henry Robinson and the Levellers, John Crook and his fellow Quakers: all 
of them argued that the conscience of each human being was a sovereign sphere, in 
which no other human being had authority. The human conscience was autonomous 
before God. Only the Lord could know it, judge it, govern it. Therefore, no human 
interpretations of God’s revealed Will ought to put constraints on its liberty.

What was this conscience and how did it become autonomous? The notion of 
conscience had been crucial to Puritan thought from its earliest stages in Elizabethan 
England (Van Til 1972: 4-28). The chief English theorist of the nature of conscience 
in the late sixteenth century was William Perkins. He described conscience in the 
terms of faculty psychology—a framework taken from Thomas Aquinas and other 
medieval theologians. This framework divided the soul into two distinct parts, viz. 
the will and the understanding. Conscience was located in the understanding (Per-
kins 1596: 1-3). God created man with a conscience, Perkins said, in order to give 
man a means to know whether or not his actions are in agreement with God’s Law. In 
his own words, “conscience is of a divine nature, and is a thing placed by God in the 
middest betweene him and man, as an arbitratour to give sentence and to pronounce 
either with man or against man unto God” (Ibid.: 5). It gave testimony in two ways: 
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“First it observes and takes notice of all things that we doe: secondly, it doth inwardly 
and secretly within the heart, tell us of them all.” When God created man and placed 
him in the world, “he gave him conscience to be his keeper to follow him alwaies 
at the heeles & to dogge him…& to pry into his action & to beare witnesse of them 
all”(Ibid.: 8-9). In its task of judgement, the conscience was like “a little god sitting in 
the middle of mens hearts” judging them in this life as they shall be judged by God 
for their offenses on the day of judgement: “Wherfore the temporary iudgement that 
is given by the conscience is nothing els but a beginning or fore-runner of the last 
iudgement” (Ibid.: 10). The conscience, then, was a kind of divine module within the 
human being, which monitored every action and thought and judged these in terms 
of God’s Will.

This basic understanding of the conscience was omnipresent in the writings 
of Puritans, Quakers and other Protestants of the seventeenth century. In 1629, the 
minister Jeremiah Dyke (1629: 10) claimed that “Conscience is a power and faculty 
of the soule taking knowledge and bearing witnesse of all a mans thoughts, words & 
actions, & accordingly excusing or accusing, absolving or condemning, comforting or 
tormenting the same.” Moreover, it is “Gods Notary, and there is nothing passes vs 
in our whole life good or ill, which consciences notes not down and with an indeleble 
character, which nothing can raze out but Christs blood” (Dyke 1629: 14). In his 
classical text Conscience With the Power and Cases Thereof, the eminent Puritan divine 
William Ames (1643: 2) gave this definition: “The conscience of man…Is a mans 
judgement of himselfe, according to the judgement of God of him.” An anonymous 
Discourse about Conscience (1684: 4-5) defined its main subject as follows: “Conscience 
is that Power, or Faculty of the Mind, which judges of our Actions according to a right 
Rule, whether they be agreeable to it or not” and it added that this rule was God’s 
Will. In the same period, John Nalson (1678: 3) called conscience “that universal 
Monarch, whose Ubiquitary Throne is establish’d in every mortal Breast.” Later in 
the same text, The True Liberty and Dominion of Conscience Vindicated, he explained the 
notion in more lucid words:

Conscience…is that Power which every Man hath within his own mind of judging 
all his thoughts, words and actions, whether they are agreeable to that which is the 
best Rule, by which they ought to be directed. Thus from a belief that there is a 
GOD, and from the Commands in Scripture to worship Him, and Him only, my 
Conscience, or Power that I have of judging myself, immediately informs me, that 
I ought not to neglect his Worship, or to give it to any Creature: If therefore I do 
either wholly, or in part omit it, or misplace my Worship, my Conscience tells me, 
I have done amiss, because I have not followed the direction of the Rule (Nalson 
1678: 27).

The renegade Quaker Francis Bugg (1682: 1) wrote in his De Christiana Libertate that 
conscience is “an Ability in the Understanding of man, by a Reflect Act to judge of 
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himself in all he does, as to his acceptance or rejection with God” and he added that 
“this is the inward Rule he hath to walk by.” Bugg explained the nature of conscience 
in an interesting way. Before the fall, Adam had been perfectly good and even after 
the fall, he said, humankind retained the knowledge of the perfectly good in contrast 
with evil. This perfect knowledge allowed man to distinguish “between Good and 
Evil,” and worked as “a constant witness to God in his soul, and by secret reference 
to what he was at first, tells him what he still ought to be” (Bugg 1682: 3-4). And this 
is what we call conscience. In other words, conscience tells us what we ought to be 
according to God’s Will and judges every act of ours in relation to this norm.

The autonomy of the conscience appeared as obvious as its divine origin to 
many of its theorists. The conscience of an individual judged its particular actions 
and thoughts and prescribed how it ought to act according to God’s Law. But it could 
not judge the actions and beliefs of others. The conscience of each human creature 
was bound only to the Will of its Creator. In the words of William Perkins: 

He which is the Lord of conscience by his word and lawes bindes consciences: 
but God is the only Lorde of conscience, because he once created it, and he alone 
governes it and none but he knowes it. Thefore his word and lawes only bind 
conscience properly (Perkins 1596: 12).

Even a stern Puritan like Ames agreed that the conscience is subject to God and His 
Will without any form of mediation. As such, Ames claims, it appears that the perfect 
and only rule of Conscience is the revealed will of God, whereby a man’s duty is both 
shown and commanded:

Hence it is that the Law of God onely doth bind the Conscience of man…To 
binde…is to have such an authority, as the Conscience ought to submit itself unto: 
And it were a sinne to doe anything contrary to it…Hence it is, that though men be 
bound in Conscience by God to observe in due and iust circumstances the lawes 
of men, yet the same lawes of men so far as they are mans lawes, doe not bind the 
Conscience…The Conscience is immediately subject to God, and his will, and 
therefore it cannot submit itselfe unto any creature without Idolatry…God onely 
knowes the inward workings of the Conscience; he therefore onely can prescribe 
a law unto it, or bind it by one. God onely can punish the Conscience when it 
sinneth; he therefore onely can forbid any thing to it (Ames 1643: 4-5).

When a conscience submits itself to human laws, it inevitably falls into idolatry. Since 
conscience is bound by the Law of God alone, it is as though this Divine Law were 
subjected to mere human laws. When Ames turned to the question whether or not 
an erroneous conscience also binds the believer, his argument led to the conclusion 
that “conscience though erroneous, bindes alwaies so, that hee that doth against it, 
sinneth.” The reason, he added, “is because he that doth against conscience doth 
against Gods will: though not materially, and truly; yet formally, and by interpreta-
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tion: because what the conscience doth declare, it declareth as Gods will” (Ibid.: 8; italics 
mine). Although certainly not Ames’s intention, the argument demonstrated how the 
notion of conscience allowed the extension of the principles of Christian liberty to 
all human beings—including heretics and idolaters. Whatever conscience declares, 
should be taken as God’s Will by the individual in question—even where it might 
plausibly turn out to be erroneous. Therefore, to go against the conscience, is equiva-
lent to violating God’s Will. As a consequence, even when one thinks some person 
has an erring conscience, one ought never to compel him to go against it, for this 
would be equivalent to compelling him to sin. This step truly made the conscience 
into an autonomous sovereign sphere within each human being.

This theology of conscience would generate the two most powerful arguments 
for a universal liberty of conscience. On the one hand, conscience was bound to 
God’s Will alone and therefore it could not be restrained by any human law. On the 
other hand, to force one to go against one’s conscience was equivalent to forcing a hu-
man being to violate God’s Will. In The Compassionate Samaritane (1644), for instance, 
the Leveller spokesman William Walwyn gave several reasons for this principle, but 
one would be repeated again and again in later texts:

The third Reason for Liberty of Conscience is grounded upon these foundations, 
that whatsoever is not of faith is sin, and that every man ought to be fully perswaded 
of the trunesse of that way wherein he serveth the Lord: upon which grounds I 
thus argue, To compell mee against my conscience, is to compel me against what I 
beleeve to be true, and so against my faith; now whatsoever is not of faith is sin; to 
compell me therfore against my conscience, is to compell me to doe that which is 
sinfull: for though the thing may be in it selfe good, yet if it doe not appeare to be 
so to my conscience, the practice thereof in me is sinfull, which therefore I ought 
not to be compelled unto (Walwyn 1644: 42-3).

What conscience declared, it declared as God’s Will. What a conscience took to be true 
was the faith of its possessor. To compel him to go against conscience, was to compel 
him to violate his faith and, therefore, to compel him to sin. This theological view 
brought in its wake a true abhorrence towards the coercion of any conscience—even 
the erroneous conscience—which was likened to spiritual rape in a vivid metaphor. 
As Roger Williams (1644: 94) put the issue: “Conscience ought not to be violated or 
forced: and indeed it is most true, that a Soule or spirituall Rape is more abominable 
in Gods eye, then to force and ravish the Bodies of all the Women in the World.”

The two arguments that derived from the autonomy of the conscience before 
God would become the keystones of the norm of universal liberty of conscience. For 
instance, five years after Walwyn and Williams had published their tracts, Thomas 
Whitfeld, “a minister of the gospel,” reviewed the arguments for the proposition that 
liberty of conscience ought to be granted to all and that no man should be punished 
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for matters of conscience in his Discourse of Liberty of Conscience (1649). The strongest 
arguments he could think of were the first:

If God alone be the Lord of the conscience, and to him onely it belongs to make 
lawes to binde conscience; then it belongs to no man either to make lawes or to 
binde conscience or to force a man to do that which is contrary to the dictate of his 
conscience, (for by doing this he should usurpe that power and authority which 
properly belongs to God) therefore every man must be left to the liberty of his 
conscience (Whitfeld 1649: 1).

And the second:

If it be sinfull for any man to goe against the dictate of his conscience, and doe that 
which his conscience condemns (for what ever is not of Faith, is sin) then no man 
ought to enjoyne or enforce him to do this; for no man ought to enforce another 
to commit sin; therefore every man must be left at liberty to do that which his 
Conscience tells him he should doe (Ibid.: 1-2).

Whitfeld correctly presented these two beliefs as the keystones of the principle of 
universal liberty of conscience. In the second half of the seventeenth century, it had 
become obvious to the Independents, Baptists, Quakers and other radical Protes-
tants that no ecclesiastical institution or human interpretation of Scripture had any 
authority over the conscience. Thus, John Crook and some fellow Quakers declared 
without the least doubt in their Liberty of Conscience Asserted (1661) that liberty of 
conscience ought to be granted to all and gave several reasons which derived from 
the autonomy of each human being’s conscience before God: “Because, No man 
can perswade the Conscience of another, either what God is, or how he should be 
worshipped, but by the Spirit, which God hath given to instruct man in the wayes of 
Truth”; “Because, Imposition upon mens Consciences necessitates them to sin, in 
yeelding a Conformity contrary to their own faith: for whatsoever is not of a mans 
own faith, is sin”; and “Because, No man hath such Power over the Souls and Con-
sciences of other men, as to lay a Necessity on them to Believe that which they do 
not Believe, or not to Believe what they do Believe: True faith being the Gift of God” 
(Crook et alii 1661: 2-5). 

In the anticonfessional Protestant mindset, this autonomy of the conscience was 
deeply connected to the understanding of true faith as the operation of the Holy 
Spirit in the human spirit, which should not be obstructed by any human authority 
or its laws. In 1675, Robert Gordon related these two notions to each other in his 
Spiritual Order and Christian Liberty, when he wrote the following about ecclesiastical 
power and its coercion:

It is Man’s Glory, that he is not Religious by any kind of outward force, but that 
in worshiping God, he offers up to him a free and reasonable Sacrifice; whereas 
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this kind of Church Power once admitted, deprives Persons of the use of their 
Reasons, who by submitting unconvinced, do give the Lye to their Understandings; 
in a word, it leaveth a man neither the use of his Reason as a Man, nor of his 
Spiritual Understanding as a Christian; and therefore cannot be of the God of 
Truth, that hath indued every man with a reasonable Soul, and every Christian 
with a Spiritual Understanding…Church-Government is Spiritual, and only to 
be exercised Spiritually in the Consciences of the Governed, not as Lording it 
over their Consciences by an Ecclesiastick Jurisdiction, but by Perswasion and 
Conviction to become manifest in their Consciences, waiting till the Lord shall 
reveal it to them…(Gordon 1675: 7-9).

The soul and its conscience could be affected by persuasion in the sense that this 
might help turn it towards God, but in the end its conversion depended entirely on 
the light of the Spirit. Therefore, the coercion of the autonomous conscience was 
both irrational—for it could not have any genuine and lasting effect, and immoral—
for it tried to bring God’s work under human control.

This close relation between the autonomy of conscience and the liberty of the 
spirit leads us to the place where we have to look for answers to the following ques-
tion: Whence this radical step in the principle of liberty of conscience? Why did the 
anticonfessional Puritans push it to the level of an all-inclusive liberty? This step, 
I suggest, is the logical theological end point of the social diffusion of the process 
of conversio—the dynamic we have been tracing throughout the previous chapters. 
Puritans showed a veritable obsession with the individual experience of conversion. 
The many accounts of spiritual conversion demonstrate how the Puritan conception 
of faith was shaped by this experiential process, in which the sinner was reduced to 
despair by the Law of God only to surrender to His promise of grace in Christ (Spurr 
1998: 151-66).

As we saw, this process is initiated through the subjection of the believer to a 
moral law, which is so strict that one cannot but fail to live up to it. This moral law has 
the believer experience the persistent failure of sinful humanity to live up to God’s 
Will. As such, the process of conversion also requires an authority that monitors the 
obedience of the believer to this moral law and castigates any violation. This was 
the role of the abbot in the monastery. The institutional structures of confessional 
discipline in Reformation Europe created such an authority in the Christian societies. 
Thus, society could become a monastery. However, in the anticonfessional moment, 
both the institutional law and the human authority became constraints on the further 
diffusion of the process of conversio. They put limits on the individual variability 
of this life process of the Christian. In other words, they constrained its capacity to 
shape the experience of a variety of individual human beings. In the dynamic of 
secularisation described earlier, the basic cognitive scheme of conversio progressively 
cast off ever more of these constraints through a rejection of ecclesiastic law and 
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clerical authority. In this way, this Christian scheme of thought became more simple 
and variable and could make its way into the minds and lives of ever more people.

What is the end point of this dynamic? Well, the process of conversio necessar-
ily requires some moral law that embodies the human failure to live up to God’s Will 
and some human authority that confronts the believer with his or her failure to do so. 
Therefore, the universal liberty of conscience seems to be the logical theological 
conclusion of this development. This theology of the autonomous conscience allows 
the greatest variability and simplicity to the process of conversio, for both the moral 
law and the human authority are internalised in each human individual in the form 
of conscience. This conscience—“a little god sitting in the middle of mens hearts,” as 
Perkins called it—conveys God’s Will to the human individual. It judges the actions 
and beliefs of the individual in terms of the Divine Will. Thus, it tells the individual 
what he or she ought to do as a child of God, but fails to do. It castigates the believer 
for his or her failure to live up to God’s Will. In other words, conscience takes up the 
role of the monastic rule and the abbot or that of the ecclesiastic discipline and the 
consistory, but it does so within each individual human being.

The Individual Autonomy of the Soul

No matter what one’s theological proclivities are within the Christian fold, the Will of 
God for humanity has to claim validity for each and every human being, if it is to re-
tain any logical sense. This appears to imply the following: if one thinks an act or be-
lief of some human being goes against God’s Will, one ought to prevent this human 
being from acting or believing thus. Within the Christian community at least, this 
was the case. Both in the Roman-Catholic Church and in the confessional Protestant 
churches, heretics and apostates ought to be compelled back into the true faith and 
persecuted or even executed if compulsion did not work. Let us focus on the Prot-
estant religion. Its confessional mode emphasises the exclusivity and uniqueness of 
God’s purpose for humanity and pronounces it in the orthodox interpretation of His 
revealed Word, which sustains confessional doctrine and discipline. Any one who per-
sistently violates this confessional norm ought to be removed from the community of 
believers, because he or she violates God’s Will without showing the vital repentance. 
This person is a stubborn heretic or an unrepentant sinner, who ought to be cast out 
of the church—the community that strives to embody God’s purpose for humanity. 
The Puritan theologians conceived of this purpose in terms of a covenant between 
a people and its God. As such, the Puritan church—both in its Presbyterian and its 
Congregational forms—was but a variation on this general confessional theme.
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In the anticonfessional mode, on the contrary, the claim is no longer acceptable 
that one ought to prevent individuals within one’s society from performing actions 
or holding beliefs which one considers to be violations of God’s Will. The anticonfes-
sional theology of Christian liberty rejects this norm. In its radical form of a universal 
liberty of conscience, it tells one that one ought to leave all human beings free to act 
and believe as they see fit in the matters of religion—even where one thinks this 
involves flagrant violations of God’s Will. From the confessional point of view, the 
belief (a) that one ought to tolerate heresy and idolatry as a Christian is contradictory 
to the belief (b) that a Christian ought to pursue the common human obedience to 
God’s Will and that she ought to prevent acts that go against God’s Will, if she can. 
Yet, the anticonfessional principle of universal liberty of conscience is not inconsis-
tent or even paradoxical, because it does not accept (b). Instead, it claims that it is 
God’s Will that each human conscience ought to be left free to pursue subjection of its 
soul to God according to this particular conscience’s understanding of His revealed 
Will. In the words of a seventeenth-century author:

To deny liberty of conscience in point of Religion and worship of God to any 
persons or people, is to deny that right which is given and granted unto them by 
the Lord, for Religion and worship, as that wherein Gods honour and glory is 
concerned…Therefore God ought to have his own right preserved and kept 
unviolated, that he may inform, reform, and perswade the heart and conscience 
of man, both to answer the end for which he was created, and to fear, reverence, 
honour, and obey him in conscience to God-ward, as a worshipper of him, and the 
right of men ought to be preserved, that they may not be forced from but left to 
their liberty (R. F. 1664: 2; italics mine).

Liberty of conscience, then, is a universal right given by the Creator to his human 
creatures. Therefore, it is neither inconsistent nor paradoxical for a Christian believer 
not to prevent one’s fellow human being from committing acts that violate God’s Will 
as one understands it. In fact, it is one’s duty to do so, for it is God’s Will to have His 
own right “preserved and kept unviolated, that he may inform, reform, and perswade 
the heart and conscience of man.” The autonomy of the conscience ought always to 
be respected. This implies that one ought to leave each soul free to act and believe 
as it sees fit in the sphere of religion. As Ames puts it, the liberty of conscience is 
overriding to the correction of spiritual errors, because to go against the conscience 
is equivalent to going against God’s Will—if not truly so, at least formally. In other 
words, the value of liberty of conscience is more fundamental than the value of going 
against what one takes to be wrong in the spiritual sphere. 

All of this sounds somewhat familiar. It reminds of the paradox of toleration. The 
twentieth-century theorists of toleration, we saw in the first chapter, identify the 
following conceptual difficulty in the modern liberal idea of toleration: As a moral 
value, toleration tells us that we ought not to prevent people from committing cer-
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tain immoral acts, even if we can do so. This involves a paradox, it was said, because 
usually moral disapproval of an event implies one ought to prevent this event from 
taking place, if one has the ability to do so. A series of authors resolved “the paradox 
of toleration” as swiftly as they explained it. They did so by invoking the value of 
individual autonomy or respect for persons. It is morally right to tolerate acts and 
beliefs which one considers to be morally wrong, if one holds the fundamental value 
that each individual ought to have the autonomy or freedom to act and believe as he 
or she sees fit.

In the second chapter, we identified two peculiar aspects of this argument of the 
“paradox of toleration.” On the one hand, this paradox—or rather, inconsistency—
comes into being if and only if one holds the following premise: one ought always to 
prevent or eradicate all immoral things, when one can do so. On the other hand, the 
paradox dissolves immediately when the value of individual autonomy or respect for 
persons comes into play. That is, it is as though this solution does not emerge from an 
analysis of the imaginary paradox, but is ready and waiting until it is called to play its 
preconceived role. These two peculiarities brought us to the following two questions: 
Why are these highly intelligent thinkers unaware of the implicit premise that immo-
rality ought always to be eliminated, which creates the imaginary paradox of tolera-
tion? And wherefrom originates the conviction that this imaginary paradox needs to 
be resolved through the value of individual autonomy or respect for persons?

On the basis of the historical argument of the preceding chapters, I would like 
to formulate the following hypothesis: The paradox of toleration and its miraculous 
solution of individual autonomy have come into being because a particular Christian 
principle—viz. that of “general toleration” or “universal liberty of conscience”—has 
been taken out of the theological framework that makes it intelligible and significant. 
That is, the paradox is generated because the Christian idea of liberty of conscience 
has been severed from its religious conceptual background. On the one hand, this 
implies that a series of explicit theological premises of this idea have disappeared, 
e.g. the belief that morality revolves around the human obedience to God’s Will, the 
belief that the conscience is a divine module planted by God in the human soul to 
convey His Will, the belief that liberty of conscience is a universal right given by the 
Creator to His human creatures, etc. On the other hand, the process of secularisation 
of this Christian idea implies that some of its theological premises have been retained 
in an implicit and secularised form, e.g. the hidden premise that a moral agent ought 
always to prevent or eliminate immorality when he or she can do so, the belief that 
the value of individual autonomy resolves the conceptual difficulty of toleration, etc.

The notion of toleration based in individual autonomy is a secular translation of 
the principle of universal liberty of conscience. The paradox of toleration emerges 
in the secularisation of this Christian theological idea. As a tentative proof for these 
claims, we can show how the basic structure of the modern notion of toleration and 
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its paradox become clear when we formulate them in the terms of their theological 
framework: In the Christian view, the human being lives to obey God’s Will. This Will 
encompasses all of humanity. Therefore, a Christian also has the obligation to make 
other human beings live up to His purpose. Outside of the Christian society—that 
is, among Jews, Muslims and pagans—this can happen only through persuasion. But 
within the Christian community, stubborn heretics and unrepentant sinners ought to 
be compelled to repent or to be removed from the community that strives to embody 
God’s purpose for humanity. That is, if a member of this community perseveres in 
acting or believing in a way that violates God’s Will, the Christian ought to prevent 
these acts or beliefs. Still, the Christian principle of liberty of conscience tells us we 
ought not to prevent other human beings from their worshipping and believing as 
they see fit, even if we think it is obvious to us that they go against God’s Will. This 
leads to the following question: How can it be morally good to grant such a liberty to 
heretical beliefs and idolatrous practices? Or, in other words: How can the obligation 
to allow beliefs and practices that violate God’s Will be consistent with one’s duty 
to obey God’s Will? The answer is obvious: It is God’s Will for us to do so, since He 
has given the universal right to liberty of conscience to each of His human creatures. 
Thus, if we bring back the theological assumptions of the Christian principle of the 
universal liberty of conscience, the origin is revealed of both the implicit premise and 
the miraculous solution of the paradox of toleration.

6.3. Conclusion

Often, the peculiar interplay has been pointed out between the call to orthodoxy 
and discipline and the calls to spiritual liberty in the seventeenth-century Puritan 
movement in England and America. These seemingly incompatible dimensions of 
Puritanism have puzzled historians of the period (e.g. Carlin 1996, Coffey 1998, Davis 
1992, Lake 1992). This chapter has tried to show how these two dimensions of the 
Puritan movement are caused by the dynamic of the Reformation and its two mo-
ments of confessionalisation and anticonfessionalisation, which propelled the Eng-
lish Reformation as much as it did its counterpart on the European Continent. Even 
the advocates of toleration in the radical branches of the English Reformation could 
easily shift from their arguments for liberty of conscience into vitriolic attacks against 
the Roman Church, the Anglican episcopacy, the Puritan presbytery and all other 
forms of clerical religion. This has been explained through the fact that the anticon-
fessional defense of spiritual liberty was intertwined with the rejection of confession-
al religion in the pursuit of the further diffusion of the Christian process of conversio. 
The anticonfessional thread within Puritanism reiterated the Reformation’s theology 
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of Christian liberty and its assault on the medieval church, while the confessional 
forms of English Protestantism became the new scapegoats.

As this argument developed, it became clear that the fanatical separation of the 
two spheres of the world—the spiritual sphere of the invisible soul and the things 
necessary to its salvation and the temporal sphere of the visible body and the things 
indifferent to salvation—in the seventeenth-century discourse of toleration has to 
be accounted for at different levels. On the one hand, this separation of the two 
spheres is intrinsic to the anticonfessional theology of Christian liberty: it tells us 
that human beings and laws have no authority whatsoever in the sphere of the soul, 
which is to be converted by the work of the Holy Spirit. On the other hand, it plays 
a crucial role in the mechanism of the secularisation of the Christian religion. That is, 
it allows the anticonfessional, more simple and variable forms of Christianity—which 
rid the basic scheme of conversio from some of its specific doctrinal and institutional 
constraints—to distinguish themselves as “true religion” from “the idolatry” of the 
confessional forms of Christianity—which still contain the specific doctrinal and in-
stitutional constraints.

This explanation of the sacrosanct separation of the two spheres offered us some 
elements to account for the puzzle of the two spheres in the modern liberal notion 
of toleration. The pursuit of a principled distinction between the realms of political 
coercion and spiritual liberty was of vital import to the early modern advocates of 
toleration. On the one hand, it was part and parcel of the theological framework of 
Christian liberty. Therefore, it became crucial to determine whether a particular set 
of practices or beliefs belonged either to the temporal or to the spiritual realm. If 
such a set concerned the soul alone and could be harmful only to its salvation, then 
the followers of these practices or beliefs ought to be left completely free. This set 
belonged to the spiritual realm of religion and here God was the only judge, Christ 
the only king, and the Holy Spirit the only force. In contrast, if such a set involved 
the interests of the body and could be potentially harmful to the life of others in the 
carnal temporal realm, then the human authorities could legitimately compel the fol-
lowers to renounce these practices or beliefs. This Christian theological background 
explains the origin of the liberal disputes over the harm principle in the nineteenth 
and twentieth century. In the absence of this background, however, the disputes that 
try to determine the boundary between the realms of religious liberty and political 
coercion in terms of the harm principle have become cognitively futile.

The second question of our analysis of the English toleration debates of the 
seventeenth century revolved around a group of thinkers who extended liberty of 
conscience to heretics, idolaters and all other human beings. It was shown that the 
notions of the conscience and its autonomy before God allowed these Christians to 
argue for a general toleration in the matters of religion. Again, the basic conceptual 
structure of the anticonfessional argument for toleration allowed us to account for 
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one of the puzzles of the modern liberal notion of toleration. The famed paradox of 
toleration has emerged, because the Christian principle of liberty of conscience has 
been cut loose from its theological background. Naturally, very limited proof has 
been given so far for the hypothesis that the modern liberal value of toleration is but 
a secularised variant of the anticonfessional principle of Christian liberty. The task 
ahead in the remaining two chapters is to substantiate this general hypothesis. So 
far, we have examined the historical development of the value of toleration within 
its original Protestant theological framework. Now, the time has come to look at the 
behaviour of this idea once it is taken out of its familiar environment of Reformation 
theology.
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Chapter VII

The Darkness of
Enlightened Christianity

In the late eighteenth century, a French lady asked her pastor to clarify the idea of 
toleration in the pamphlet Eclaircissement sur la tolérance (1782) by the Jesuit Pierre 
De Doyar. For some time now, she observed, this idea was being discussed every-
where and by all kinds of people: “the noble and the populace, the ignorant and the 
learned, the soldier and the philosopher”—toleration had become one of the main 
topics of their conversations. However, the Roman-Catholic lady added, while it had 
become this common, the term remained as obscure to her as before (De Doyar 1782: 
3). This statement illustrates how widespread the idea of toleration had become in 
this century in Catholic as well as in Protestant Europe, in spite of the censure of 
the churches. The Enlightenment had been an age of “toleration” as well as one 
of “reason.” That is to say, never before was this notion so much talked about as in 
the learned journals, the philosophical dictionaries and the coffee houses of this age 
(Adams 1991; Schillings 1997).

This was much to the dislike of the Church and its priests, who refused to ac-
cept toleration as a value in itself. De Doyar’s priest told the inquisitive lady that civil 
tolerance in a Catholic state was a genuine evil, but that this evil had to be endured 
to avoid a major one, as would be “revolts, civil wars, the ruin of religion” (1782: 76). 
The Enlightenment thinkers, on the contrary, presented toleration as a central moral 
principle. In his Philosophical Dictionary, Voltaire (1764: 188) called toleration “the 
prerogative of humanity” and “the first law of nature.” The antagonism between the 
curé and the philosophe could not be stronger. Whereas the priest claimed that tolera-
tion was “the favourite dogma of the philosophers,” who were really indifferent or 
even intolerant towards religion (De Doyar 1782: 6, 24); the philosopher asserted that 
persecution had always been inspired by “[j]ealous priests, who armed the prejudices 
of the magistrates and the politic manoeuvres of the ministers” (Voltaire 1764: 188).

Was this antagonism a continuation of the theological warfare of the previous 
centuries? Or was it an instance of the struggle between Christianity and a rational 
philosophy that threatened to undo the power of religion over the minds of people? 
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The common view claims that the Enlightenment liberated the western mind from 
the constraints of Christian dogma. In the realm of political thought, the rise of tol-
eration is often taken as a manifestation of this dramatic break between western 
modernity and its Christian past. If this classical understanding of the Age of Reason 
turned out to be viable, our hypothesis about the emergence of the western political 
thought on toleration from the dynamic of the Christian religion would be refuted.

How could one prove that the Enlightenment emancipated the modern lib-
eral notion of toleration from its roots in Christian dogma? One would have to show 
that a conception of toleration exists among the thinkers of this period, which is 
independent of Christian theological premises. This does not imply that one could 
not also give theological arguments for toleration—as long as its basic conceptual 
scheme stands free from such arguments. Its intelligibility should not depend on 
any theological framework. In contrast, the theoretical framework within which this 
conception is embedded has to be accessible to all human beings with the relevant 
capacities, irrespective of their religious or cultural background. 

This chapter will address the following problem: Did toleration become a uni-
versal, secular and rational value in the political thought of the early Enlightenment? 
In particular, it will examine whether a clear conceptual break can be found between 
the thought on toleration of two early Enlightenment thinkers and that of the Chris-
tian ages preceding it. In the first section, the stage belongs to the philosopher whose 
Letter Concerning Toleration (1689) is regarded as the early prototypical formulation 
of modern liberal toleration. John Locke’s work in political theory is taken to be a 
turning-point in the rise of toleration and liberal democracy. An analysis of his idea of 
toleration and the way it has lived on in American liberalism will identify the shape 
in which the early modern notion has been transmitted to us (7.1.). The Huguenot 
Pierre Bayle was another citizen of the late seventeenth-century republic of letters 
and the most influential French theorist of liberty of conscience. The second section 
(7.2.) will look at the theory of religious liberty defended by Bayle and its relation to 
his anticlerical views. Did John Locke and Pierre Bayle cut loose the notion of tolera-
tion from its theological foundation?

7.1. The Soul of John Locke

In recent years a key debate has been revived about the philosophical legacy of John 
Locke. Basically, the debate revolves around the following issue: Was Locke a truly 
modern thinker whose ideas helped shape the political theory of liberal democracy? 
Or has he been wrongly taken to be so and was he in fact an essentially religious 
thinker whose ideas were both constituted and limited by his Protestant views?
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On the one hand, we have the authors who assert that Locke’s political theory is 
the precursor of modern liberal democracy and should be interpreted so as to reveal 
its relevance to today’s political problems. In the tradition of Leo Strauss, Michael 
Zuckert (2002: 1, 20) argues that Locke “is a decidedly modern philosopher” and that 
liberal democracy is “a system clearly descended from Lockean liberalism.” Less 
bluntly, Alex Tuckness (2002a: 288) writes that “Locke’s theoretical approach is a 
plausible and provocative starting point for contemporary reflection on the subject 
of toleration and might persuade persons who reject more well known arguments for 
toleration.” Neither Zuckert nor Tuckness denies the religious elements in Locke’s 
thought, but they claim these do not prevent it from contributing to the secular and 
democratic political theory of today. Several other authors have similarly argued the 
significance of Locke’s theory to the current forms of toleration and liberal democra-
cy (Bou-Habib 2003: 623-5; Creppell 1996: 231-2; Grant 1987: 198-205; Vernon 1997: 
4, 14-5; Wilhelm 1999).

On the other hand, we have the authors who question the relevance of Locke’s 
political theory to contemporary liberal democracy. This camp suggests that his 
thought is so deeply rooted in the religious views of his day that it cannot be un-
derstood in terms of the current debate on toleration and other issues of political 
theory. In a classical work, John Dunn (1969: xi) argues “the intimate dependence 
of an extremely high proportion of Locke’s arguments for their very intelligibility, 
let alone plausibility, on a series of theological commitments.” More recently, Dunn 
(1991: 178) writes the following about Locke’s theory of toleration: “The right to 
freedom of conscience in Locke’s eyes is fundamentally a right to worship God in 
the way one judges that God requires: a right which follows from and is barely intel-
ligible without the duty to do just that.” John Marshall (1994: xviii) agrees with Dunn 
that “Locke’s theology” was “the central axiom of his political theory.” And Richard 
Ashcraft (1996: 199) argues “that all Lockean natural rights are premised upon a reli-
gious belief in God.” His conclusion: “It is the primary importance of religious belief, 
not its secondary status in relation to philosophy and politics, which underlies the 
structure of Locke’s moral and political thought” (Ashcraft 1996: 208). More recently, 
Jeremy Waldron has demonstrated that Locke’s conception of equality depends on 
theological premises: “The theological content cannot simply be bracketed off as 
a curiosity,” he says, for it “shapes and informs the account through and through.” 
Apart from its religious concerns, Locke’s conception is “simply unintelligible” and 
therefore “Lockean equality is not fit to be taught as a secular doctrine, it is a concep-
tion of equality that makes no sense except in the light of a particular account of the 
relation between man and God” (Waldron 2002: 82). In later chapters of his excellent 
study, Waldron shows that the theological grounds of Locke’s conception of equality 
also undergird his whole political theory. Again we can add several authors more who 
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situate the mind of Locke in its historical setting and identify the roots of his thought 
in the Protestant religion (e.g. Harris 1994a, b; Kelly 1991).

The antithesis between these two basic camps in the interpretation of Locke’s 
political thought is odd. One side consists of several generations of thinkers who 
have understood, discussed and drawn on Locke’s writings as though his ideas were 
independent of theological premises. Good reasons are available for the belief that 
Locke’s theory is of significance to contemporary liberal democracy: the continuities 
between his notions of toleration, equality and natural rights and those which prevail 
today are striking. His texts have been interpreted in ways that appear to make them 
intelligible to contemporary political theorists quite apart from seventeenth-century 
Christianity. At the same time, the arguments for the thesis that Locke’s political 
thought depends on theological premises are very convincing. Therefore, the conclu-
sion seems inescapable that his philosophy is not intelligible when taken as a secular 
political theory.

This conclusion generates several difficulties with regard to the liberal notion 
of toleration. Firstly, if this were true, one would be able to make sense of Locke’s 
toleration only within the framework of Christian doctrine. One would then have to ex-
plain why it has been understood by its interpreters in the twentieth and twenty-first 
century as a shared modern liberal value, independent of this religious framework. 
Secondly, it could be the case that modern liberal toleration is not at all related to 
the Christian political thought of Locke. But how could we then explain why liberal 
political theorists have consistently made the mistake of regarding Locke as their 
philosophical ancestor. Moreover, one should also explain the persistent illusion that 
Locke’s idea of toleration shares its basic structure with the modern liberal value. 
Thirdly, it could also be the case that modern liberal toleration is sustained by the 
same conceptual scheme as Locke’s idea. Then the implication would be that the 
modern notion also depends on Christian theological premises. In other words, the 
intelligibility of the notion of liberal toleration would be confined to societies whose 
political thought is framed within a common background of Christian theology. In 
other societies, this value would simply fail to make sense and thus it could hardly be 
presented as the norm all plural societies should strive for.

The magnitude of these implications underscores the importance of the follow-
ing question: Does the intelligibility of Locke’s theory of toleration truly depend 
on Christian theological premises? Or is it buttressed by an autonomous conceptual 
scheme, which has also given shape to the modern liberal value of toleration?
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The Business of Civil Government

The focus of our inquiry will be on the document that contains Locke’s mature ideas 
on the subject, viz. his Letter Concerning Toleration (1689)—widely regarded as a key 
document in the development of toleration. What is the basic conceptual scheme of 
the idea of toleration which Locke develops in this famous text? And is it of a theo-
logical nature or is it not? Early in the Letter, Locke says he intends to “distinguish 
exactly the business of civil government from that of religion, and to settle the just 
bonds that lie between the one and the other.” It is necessary to do so, he thinks, 
because men have two separate sets of interests in life: on the one hand, they are 
striving for the eternal salvation of their souls; on the other, they have civil interests 
in this world. If the business of the civil government were not clearly and strictly 
separated from that of religion, he fears, “there can be no end put to the controversies 
that will be always arising between those that have, or at least pretend to have, on the 
one side, a concernment for the interests of men’s souls, and, on the other side, a care 
of the commonwealth” (Locke 1689: 218).

The civil interests pertain to the liberty and health of the body, and to the pos-
session of outward things such as money, lands and furniture. According to Locke, 
men are obliged to enter into society with one another to secure these interests. 
Thus, “the commonwealth” comes into being. Above all, it must be clear that this 
commonwealth is “a society of men constituted only for the procuring, preserving, 
and advancing their own civil interests” (Ibid.: 218). It has nothing to do with the 
religious pursuits of those that are part of it. Therefore, “the jurisdiction of the mag-
istrate reaches only to these civil concernments” and it “neither can nor ought in any 
manner to be extended to the soul and its pursuit of salvation” (Ibid.). As he says 
elsewhere, by “magistrate,” Locke (1660: 11) understands “the supreme legislative 
power of any society, not considering the form of government or number of persons 
wherein it is placed.” His claim then is that the authority of the supreme legislative 
power of any society is limited to the realm of the civil interests of its subjects. The 
realm of religion is totally exempt from its authority. This conception of the limits of 
political authority is the core of Locke’s toleration.

Its most striking feature is the partition of human existence into two separate 
realms, viz. one of civil interests and another of religious concerns. The first is the 
realm where the coercive power of the magistrate operates legitimately:

It is the duty of the civil magistrate, by the impartial execution of equal laws, to 
secure unto all the people in general, and to every one of his subjects in particular, 
the just possession of these things belonging to this life. If any one presume to violate 
the laws of public justice and equity, established for the preservation of these things, his 
presumption is to be checked by the fear of punishment, consisting in the 
deprivation or diminution of those civil interests, or goods, which otherwise he 
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might and ought enjoy. But seeing no man does willingly suffer himself to be 
punished by the deprivation of any part of his goods, and much less of his liberty 
of life, therefore is the magistrate armed with the force and strength of all his subjects, in 
order to the punishment of those that violate any other man’s rights (Locke 1689: 218, 
italics mine).

In other words, Locke thinks there is a part of human life that is always subject to the 
coercive laws of public justice. Force is the legitimate instrument of the magistrate to 
have his subjects comply to these laws. But the jurisdiction of the magistrate reaches 
to the civil interests of the members of the commonwealth and no further.

This brings us to the other realm, which lies across the divide: the domain of 
religion. It is as obvious to Locke that the civil goverment and its coercive laws ought 
not to touch this domain as it is that the government legitimately rules the com-
monwealth. At this point, his argument might confront a familiar conceptual prob-
lem—namely, the puzzle of the two spheres. In various human societies, how could we 
identify either the realm of religion or that of civil interests? Locke’s theory has to 
offer a theoretical criterion that allows us to do so, because it is based in the belief 
that society is divided in these two realms. Does his theory allow us to recognise one 
of these two realms of human existence and society—that of civil interests or that of 
religious concerns?

The puzzle does not arise in Locke, for he explains the characteristics of the 
domain of religion quite clearly. Admittedly, he says, “a good life” involves religion 
and true piety, but it “concerns also the civil government” (Ibid.: 241). Moral actions 
fall under the jurisdictions of both the magistrate and the conscience. This creates a 
great danger for one of these jurisdictions to infringe upon the other. Therefore, it is 
of vital import to adequately distinguish between the two realms of jurisdiction. First 
Locke characterises the realm of religion:

Every man has an immortal soul, capable of eternal happiness or misery; whose 
happiness depending upon his believing and doing those things in life, which 
are necessary to the obtaining of God’s favour, and are prescribed by God to that 
end: it follows from thence, first, that the observance of these things is the highest 
obligation that lies upon mankind, and that our utmost care, application, and 
diligence ought to be exercised in the search and performance of them; because 
there is nothing in this world that is of any consideration in comparison with 
eternity. Secondly, that seeing one man does not violate the right of another, by 
his erroneous opinions, and undue manner of worship, nor is his perdition any 
prejudice to another man’s affairs; therefore the care of each man’s salvation 
belongs only to himself (Ibid.).

The realm of religion is that of the immortal souls of all human beings, who strive for 
salvation by worshipping God as His Will prescribes. It is the other eternal world, whose 
obligations override anything in this world. At most, human beings can try to persuade 
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each other of the truth of a particular doctrine or form of worship, but “all force and 
compulsion are to be forborn” in this realm of religion (Ibid.: 242). In the realm of 
civil interests, on the contrary, force and compulsion are necessary:

But besides their souls, which are immortal, men have also their temporal lives here 
upon earth; the state whereof being frail and fleeting, and the duration uncertain, 
they have need of several outward conveniencies to the support thereof, which are 
to be procured by pains and industry…But the pravity of mankind being such, that 
they had rather injuriously prey upon the fruits of other men’s labours than take 
pains to provide for themselves; the necessity of preserving men in the possession 
of what honest industry has already acquired, and also of preserving their liberty 
and strength, whereby they may acquire what they farther want, obliges men to 
enter into society with one another; that by mutual assistance and joint force, they 
may secure unto each other their properties, in the things that contribute to the comfort 
and happiness of this life…(Ibid.; italics mine).

The second realm corresponds to that of the temporal lives of human beings on earth, 
where they need material goods to survive. The depravity of humankind obliges all 
human beings to enter into civil society to protect these temporal goods or civil inter-
ests. This happens through the creation of an “original compact,” in which they agree 
to entrust to the civil authority the power to protect their temporal goods from the 
infringements of others. The reason for entering into civil society also determines 
the boundaries of its legislative power:

These things being thus explained, it is easy to understand to what end the 
legislative power ought to be directed, and by what measures regulated, and that 
is the temporal good and outward prosperity of the society, which is the sole reason 
of men’s entering into society, and the only thing they seek and aim at in it; and it 
is also evident what liberty remains to men in reference to their eternal salvation, 
and that is, that every one should do what he in his conscience is persuaded to be 
acceptable to the Almighty, on whose good pleasure and acceptance depends his 
eternal happiness; for obedience is due in the first place to God, and afterwards to 
the laws (Ibid.: 242-3).

Locke’s text leaves no doubt as to the conceptual division between the two realms of 
society, which sustains his notion of toleration: religion is the eternal spiritual realm 
of the soul, which is free from all human authority and laws; while the common-
wealth is the temporal realm of the body, which is subject to the legislative power of 
the magistrate. This is equivalent to the old distinction of the theology of Christian 
liberty: “the commonwealth” or “civil society” is a name for the temporal political 
kingdom of human bodies; while “religion” refers to the spiritual kingdom of human 
souls.
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In an earlier note on “Civil and Ecclesiastical Power” (1674), the link between 
Locke’s views on the question of toleration and the Reformation theology of the two 
kingdoms becomes even more explicit, when he writes the following:

There is a twofold society, of which almost all men in the world are members, and 
that from the twofold concernment they have to attain a twofold happiness; viz. 
that of this world and that of the other: and hence there arises these two following 
societies, viz. religious and civil (Locke 1674: 216).

On the basis of this distinction, Locke explained the view of toleration in this note, 
which he would develop more fully in the Letter. This theological division between 
civil and religious society, between this world and the other, is necessary to make his 
theory intelligible. If one were to ignore it, the theory would confront the same prob-
lem as the modern liberal notion of toleration: it would presuppose the existence of 
two spheres in human life and society, without giving a criterion to identify any of 
these two spheres. To make sense of Locke’s theory, we are compelled to understand 
religion as the life of human souls and their pursuit of salvation in the other eternal 
world. The civil society, on the other hand, is to be understood as the realm where 
human bodies pursue material interests.

The basic conceptual scheme of this theory turns out to be virtually identical to 
that of the Protestant theology of Christian liberty. In the theologies of Luther and 
Calvin, the claim was that God’s promise of grace in Christ makes religion free from 
all human laws. But, they added, this freedom was confined to the spiritual realm 
of the soul, which could be regenerated by the Holy Spirit. The carnal body would 
always be sinful and therefore it ought to be subject to the laws of the temporal pow-
ers. God had dispensed a fraction of His Sovereignty to the princes to allow them to 
restrain the depravity of the carnal human being from harming others and destroying 
temporal society. Neither prince nor priest, however, had the authority to infringe 
upon the relationship between God and each human soul.

In Locke’s theory, the sovereignty of the civil government is justified in terms 
of a social contract, but its justification of political coercion is very similar. As he puts 
it, “the pravity of mankind being such, that they had rather injuriously prey upon 
the fruits of other men’s labours than take pains to provide for themselves,” men are 
obliged to enter into society and bestow a coercive power on the civil government. 
This is another way of saying that carnal man is a sinful being, who needs to be re-
strained through coercive laws. The link with the notion of Christian freedom of the 
Reformation becomes salient when we consider the fact that this notion attributes 
the property of depravity to the flesh in particular. Therefore, the flesh ought always 
to be subjected to the laws of the temporal kingdom. The spirit or soul is liberated 
from human laws through the liberty and power of the Christian faith. And so it is in 
Locke’s theory of toleration: the temporal life of our depraved bodies in civil society 
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is subject to the sovereignty entrusted by the original compact to the government; 
while the religious life of our souls in the other world becomes a sovereign sphere in 
and of itself.

The Religion of Toleration

Locke’s conception of toleration derives from his view on the nature of religion. 
What further properties does Locke attribute to this domain of religion? On the one 
hand, he discusses its nature in the three arguments in the Letter that “abundantly” 
demonstrate unto him the limitations of the authority of the civil magistrate. On the 
other, he develops a normative model of the institutional forms which religion can 
take in society.

The first of Locke’s three arguments states that the civil magistrate is but a man, 
and—like all human beings—he does not have the power to rule over the souls of 
other human beings. This is the case, “because it appears not that God has ever given 
any such authority to one man over another, as to compel any one to his religion” 
(Locke 1689: 219). Moreover, this power cannot be vested in the magistrate by the 
consent of the people, for that would mean that human beings voluntarily choose to 
conform their faith to the dictates of another, while the nature of religion makes such 
an act impossible:

All the life and power of true religion consists in the inward and full persuasion of 
the mind; and faith is not faith without believing. Whatever profession we make, 
to whatever outward worship we conform, if we are not fully satisfied in our own 
mind that the one is true, and the other well-pleasing unto God, such profession 
and such practice, far from being any furtherance, are indeed great obstacles to 
our salvation. For in this manner, instead of expiating other sins by the exercise of 
religion, I say, in offering thus unto God Almighty such a worship as we esteem to 
be displeasing unto him, we add unto the number of our other sins, those also of 
hypocrisy, and contempt of his Divine Majesty (Ibid.).

The religion or faith in this first argument is one of a very specific nature. It concerns 
a particular relation between the human being and God, which has these properties: 
no human being has authority over the religion of others and religion is a matter of 
inward persuasion that cannot be imposed by the dictates of others. We ought to be 
fully persuaded ourselves of the truth of our religion in order to worship God in the 
right manner. As a consequence, our professing a religion because it is prescribed by 
some human authority and not because its truth has manifested itself in our minds, 
would make us guilty of hypocrisy towards God and contempt of his majesty. These 
sins are among the greatest obstacles to salvation.
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The second argument—or “the argument from belief” as some philosophers call 
it—has been presented by several authors as the philosophical bedrock of Locke’s 
case for toleration (Bou-Habib 2003; Vernon 1997: 17-34; Waldron 1988). It makes the 
following propositions about the nature of religion:

The care of souls cannot belong to the civil magistrate, because his power consists 
only in outward force: but true and saving religion consists in the inward persuasion 
of the mind, without which nothing can be acceptable to God. And such is the 
nature of the understanding, that it cannot be compelled to the belief of any thing 
by outward force. Confiscation of estate, imprisonment, torments, nothing of that 
nature can have any such efficacy as to make men change the inward judgment 
that they have framed of things (Locke 1689: 219).

According to Locke, a change of inward persuasion can never be brought about by 
outward force, because “to believe this or that to be true does not depend upon our 
will,” and no coercive measure can affect something which we do not control our-
selves (Ibid.: 240). Most interpreters read this “argument from belief” as follows: (1) 
our religious beliefs do not depend on our will, that is, we are not in control of what 
we believe to be true; (2) coercion would work if and only if we were in control of 
our religious beliefs; and therefore (3) coercion of religion cannot be effective: it is 
irrational for the civil government to compel its subjects to believe this or that. 

Taken in this broad sense, the argument has been succesfully challenged. In a 
rejoinder to Locke’s Letter, the Oxford chaplain Jonas Proast agreed that the nature of 
the understanding is such that it cannot be compelled to any belief by outward force, 
but added the following:

But notwithstanding this, if Force be used not in stead of Reason and Arguments, 
i.e. not to convince by its own proper Efficacy (which it cannot do,) but onely 
to bring men to consider those Reasons and Arguments which are proper and 
sufficient to convince them, but which, without being forced, they would not 
consider: who can deny, but that indirectly and at a distance, it does some service 
toward the bringing men to embrace that Truth, which otherwise, either through 
Carelesness and Negligence they would never acquaint themselves with, or 
through Prejudice they would reject and condemn unheard; under the notion of 
Errour? (Proast 1690: 4-5.)

In this indirect way, Proast argued, compulsion might well bring a man to the true 
religion. And as the use of such force does not make the true religion any less true, 

“so neither does it upon that account lose its Acceptableness with God, any more then 
that Obedience does, which God himself drives men to by chastening and afflicting 
them” (Ibid.: 5-6).

Proast seems right. His point is valid not only with regards to the true religion, 
but more generally: When one is not willing to consider the arguments for some doc-
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trine or to make an effort to understand a particular theological point, one shall never 
come to accept the beliefs in question. For instance, it is unlikely that an Amazon 
Indian who refuses to listen to the message of the missionaries who have settled in 
his village will convert to Christianity. In this sense, our beliefs do depend upon our 
will. And if this is the case, the conclusion of “the argument from belief” will also be 
false. The missionaries can force the Indian in question to listen to the message of 
the Gospel—say, by providing medication for his sick child only if he does so—and 
eventually he may be truly convinced that Jesus Christ is the Saviour. More generally, 
the threats of the Inquisition or the techniques of brainwashing are quite coercive 
in nature, and they have been succesful in the past at making people believe certain 
things to be true. Therefore, several contemporary philosophers have argued against 
Locke, it certainly is possible to compel someone to adopt a particular religion (Dees 
1997: 134-5; Waldron 1988).

Locke was well aware that people could be coerced into a belief in this sense. 
In his Second Letter Concerning Toleration (1690: 7), he replied to Proast that he had 
nowhere claimed that “it is impossible that Force should any way, at any time, upon 
any Person, by any Accident, be useful towards the promoting of true Religion, and 
the Salvation of Souls.” As Waldron (1988: 81-2) points out, what Locke argued was 
not so much that coercion cannot interfere in the formation of beliefs in any way, but 
that it cannot procure the kind of genuine, sincere or thorough belief that is necessary to true 
and saving religion. The difficulty is how to distinguish between belief that is genuine 
and belief that is not. For Locke, one distinction between the two lies in the fact that 
genuine belief cannot be produced by outward penalties. As he writes in a famous 
passage:

Neither the profession of any articles of faith, nor the conformity to any outward 
forms of worship…can be available to the salvation of souls, unless the truth of the 
one, and the acceptableness of the other unto God, be thoroughly believed by those 
that so profess and practice. But penalties are no ways capable to produce such belief. It 
is only light and evidence that can work a change in men’s opinions; and that light 
can in no manner proceed from corporal sufferings, or any other outward penalties 
(Locke 1689: 220; italics mine).

Religious belief cannot be compelled, because it has to be genuine to be effective, 
and it cannot possibly be genuine if it is compelled. This is another way of saying 
that the absence of coercion is a precondition of true and saving religion. Again, the 
cogency of this second argument derives from the properties it attributes to religion: 
one’s faith in—and worship of—God will be valuable only if one attains it through a 
genuine and inward persuasion. In Locke’s (1689: 232) own words: “Faith only, and 
inward sincerity, are the things that procure acceptance with God.”
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In his third argument, Locke asserts that even if laws and penalties were able to 
change the minds of men, this would not help at all to the salvation of their souls:

For, there being but one truth, one way to heaven; what hope is there that more 
men would be led into it, if they had no other rule to follow but the religion of 
the court, and were put under a necessity to quit the light of their own reason, to 
oppose the dictates of their own consciences, and blindly to resign up themselves 
to the will of their governors…? (Ibid.: 220.)

This third point could be countered by asking the reverse question: There being 
but one way to heaven, what hope is there that more men would be led into it, if they 
were guided only by the light of their own reason and the dictates of their own con-
science? Given that the majority of men is quite ignorant when it comes to religious 
issues, would it not be foolish to have them blindly follow their own judgement? In 
fact, one could argue, would it not be significantly wiser for them to obey an authority 
better informed in the matters of religion?

As Richard Dees (1997: 137) remarks, one could answer such questions con-
clusively if it were possible to arrange a scientific study that shows “that more souls 
were saved in a study group in which people were allowed to choose their religion 
than in the control group in which they were not.” Since such an experiment is im-
possible, however, the answers one gives will depend upon the a priori beliefs one 
holds regarding the relation between humanity and God. If one is convinced that 
there are privileged men who have been called by God to help the others find the 
path to heaven, one will think it eminently reasonable for the believers to resign 
themselves to the judgements of these men. But if one assumes that all human be-
ings are equally fallible in the pursuit of salvation, and that they stand to God with-
out mediation, one will argue that each believer ought to be free to follow her own 
judgement. The former position would be that of a devout Catholic who entrusts the 
eternal life of her soul to the priests of the Church. And the latter position is identi-
cal to the one that was taken by the Reformers in their attack of the hierarchy of the 
Roman-Catholic Church.

Each of Locke’s three arguments for toleration is based in a specific view of 
religion as a distinct domain of human life. At a first level, this view clearly depends 
on Christian theology. It assumes that all human beings have a soul, that these souls 
are in pursuit of salvation, that there is a God who ought to be correctly worshipped 
by humanity, etc. In this sense, the three arguments were intelligible to seventeenth-
century readers because the latter were Christians. At a second level, the arguments 
could be forceful only because Locke’s audience consisted of Protestant Christians. 
He characterised the phenomenon of religion in terms of the following properties: 
(a) it was a domain where no human being could possibly have authority over others; 
(b) true religion consisted of genuine and inward persuasion; (c) it could neither be 
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prescribed by the dictates—nor be compelled by the force—of any human being; (d) 
it had to be guided by the dictates of one’s own conscience and the light of one’s own 
reason. All of these properties derived from the way religion was conceived in the 
Protestant theology of Christian liberty. As Luther (1523: 682) had stated the mat-
ter succinctly in his On Temporal Authority: “…[F]aith is a free act, to which no one 
can be forced. Indeed it is a work of God in the spirit, not something which outward 
authority should compel or create.” It is futile to try and compel the workings of God 
in the inner man with the outward force of human authority. The conscience was 
autonomous in its understanding of God’s Will. 

In these three arguments, the Letter told its readers which forms religion ought 
not to take in society. Elsewhere it took up the reverse question: Which institutional 
forms could religion then take in society? “All men know and acknowledge that God 
ought to be publicly worshipped,” Locke (1689: 232) wrote, but this public worship 
had to be compatible with the normative restrictions on the authority of the civil 
magistrate and his coercive means of government. Locke addressed this issue when 
considering “what a church is.” It is, he said, “a voluntary society of men, joining 
themselves together to their own accord, in order to the public worshipping of God, 
in such a manner as they judge acceptable to him, and effectual to the salvation of 
their souls” (Locke 1689: 220). A church had to be a voluntary society since its means 
of organisation could not include the use of force and punishments inflicted on the 
body and its temporal life. Like other human institutions, churches needed laws, but 
these ecclesiastical laws were “destitute of all compulsive power.” By what means 
then could a church or religious society establish its laws?

The arms by which the members of this society are to be kept within their duty, 
are exhortations, admonitions, and advice. If by these means the offenders will not 
be reclaimed, and the erroneous convinced, there remains nothing farther to be 
done, but that such stubborn and obstinate persons, who give no ground to hope 
for their reformation, should be cast out and separated from the society. This is the 
last and utmost force of ecclesiastical authority: no other punishment can thereby 
be inflicted, than that the relation ceasing between the body and the member 
which is cut off, the person so condemned ceases to be a part of that church (Ibid.: 
223).

In other words, excommunication was the strongest weapon a church could use 
against the violation of its ecclesiastical laws. This was necessary, in Locke’s view, 
because these laws were the very bonds of religious society:

…[N]o church is bound by the duty of toleration to retain any such person in her 
bosom, as after admonition continues obstinately to offend against the laws of the 
society. For these being the condition of communion, and the bond of society, if 
the breach of them were permitted without any animadversion, the society would 
immediately be thereby dissolved. But nevertheless, in all such cases care is to 
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be taken that the sentence of excommunication, and the execution thereof, carry 
with it no rough usage, of word or action, whereby the ejected person may any 
ways be damnified in body or estate…Excommunication neither does nor can 
deprive the excommunicated person of any of those civil goods that he formerly 
possessed (Ibid.).

The relation between different churches in a commonwealth was to be identical to 
that between private persons, when it came to the matters of religion. One had no 
jurisdiction over the other and none had jurisdiction over the realm of civil goods: 

“Nobody therefore, in fine, neither single persons, nor churches, nay, nor even com-
monwealths, have any just title to invade the civil rights and worldly goods of each 
other, upon pretence of religion” (Ibid.: 226).

Lockean toleration was based in Protestant theology at one more level: its con-
ception of churches as voluntary societies presupposed the ultimate autonomy of the 
believer’s soul in its relation to God. The theological framework in which it was cast 
precluded this model of toleration from including those religions which did not live 
up to its principled separation between civil and religious society. As Locke (1689: 
245) wrote: “That church can have no right to be tolerated by the magistrate, which is 
constituted upon such a bottom, that all those who enter into it, do thereby, ipso facto, 
deliver themselves up to the protection and service of another prince.” This excluded 
the Roman-Catholic church as long as it demanded from its believers obedience to 
the papal hierarchy in the temporal world. Neither could the model include opinions 
that would destroy civil society, such as atheism: “Those are not at all to be tolerated 
who deny the being of God. Promises, covenants, and oaths, which are the bonds of 
human society, can have no hold upon an atheist. The taking away of God, though but 
even in thought dissolves all” (Ibid.: 246; italics mine). To conclude, neither atheism nor 
those religions that claimed authority in civil society could be tolerated, because the 
outer limits of Locke’s toleration were set down by the anticonfessional Protestant 
theology and its view of the nature of true religion. It was this theological framework 
which made it so obvious to him that toleration was “the chief characteristical mark 
of the true church,” as he told the friend to which his Letter was addressed, and that 
all things going against it were “much rather marks of men’s striving for power and 
empire over one another, than of the church of Christ” (Ibid.: 215).

Rethinking Lockean Toleration

Can Locke’s principle of toleration and his arguments be dissociated from the theo-
logical framework in which they are embedded? Let us analyse a recent interpretation 
of Locke’s theory that does so. In his ‘Rethinking the Intolerant Locke’ (2002a), Alex 
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Tuckness offers an interesting attempt to demonstrate the significance of Locke’s 
arguments to the current debates on toleration. What makes it interesting is the fact 
that the elements he takes from Locke’s letters on toleration are those which still live 
on in the current debates. These elements are (a) the argument that one ought never 
to suppress any religion because of the fallibility of all human beings in questions of 
religious truth and (b) the principle that all forms of religion ought to be allowed as 
long as they do not harm other human beings or civil society in general.

Tuckness (2002a: 289) first states the human predicament that brings about the 
need for a theory of toleration: “So long as we live in a world where many people 
think that other people are engaging in actions or holding beliefs that are “really 
wrong,” we will need a theory of toleration to decide which of those actions we may 
rightly put a stop to and which we may not.” How does Locke’s theory resolve this 
predicament in the interpretation of Tuckness? Imagine a situation where two civil 
magistrates each believe they have the true religion, but it concerns two different 
religions. Could they, as magistrates, act upon this belief? According to Tuckness, 
Locke’s account suggests that in such a case one must move to the perspective of 
a legislator who formulates a principle that will guide both magistrates. In Locke’s 
account, the legislator is God. As a reasonable legislator, God would never allow the 
magistrates to impose their religion on their subjects, for He takes into account the 
fallibility of the agents who will carry out His instructions. God prescribes only those 
rules “that He would want all fallible magistrates to interpret and apply.” This is what 
Tuckness calls “the legislative point of view” (Ibid.: 292; see his 2002b also). In his 
secular interpretation of Locke, this legislative point of view is taken as a reasonable 
principle for magistrates or legislators, rather than as a purely theological notion:

…[A] magistrate trying to decide whether or not to suppress a religion he believes 
dangerous would have to ask not only whether suppressing the religion would 
promote the public good but also whether it would promote the public good for 
other magistrates to act on the same principle (Ibid.: 294).

Tuckness argues this principle is worth saving from Locke’s theory, in spite of the 
latter’s belief that both atheism and a religion like Catholicism are dangerous to civil 
society. Today, we could use his principle of “the legislative point of view” against 
him and argue that these religious positions have been proven not to be incompat-
ible with civil society.

To show the significance of Locke’s theory for contemporary political theory, 
Tuckness separates four different levels in the argument of the seventeenth-century 
philosopher:

At the foundational level (level one) there are Locke’s theological premises about 
God, human equality, and the ultimate grounding of natural law. At level two there 
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is the general principle that Locke derives from level one: the requirement that 
our political principles be ones that we would want others who are fallible and 
partial like ourselves to interpret and apply. The specific principle (level three) that 
Locke thought best promoted the general principle was that the magistrate should 
not tolerate those beliefs that would be incompatible with the possibility of civil 
society if widely held. When Locke applied the specific principle (level three) to 
specific cases (level four), he argued that (at least one version of) Catholicism and 
Atheism should not be tolerated (Ibid.: 295). 

Tuckness discards both Locke’s level-four argument and his level-one theological 
commitments. He suggests that levels two and three, the general principle and the 
specific principle, can be retained while rejecting the theological premises. True, one 
has to agree to certain assumptions in order to adopt the two principles: e.g. the belief 
that all persons (or, at least, normal adults) are moral agents; the moral equality of 
all persons; the generality of the level-two principle; etc. These are substantive as-
sumptions, Tuckness admits, but they could all be accepted without sharing Locke’s 
theology. In this sense, part of Locke’s theory is independent of its general theologi-
cal premises.

How are these elements of Locke’s theory—that is, the general and the specific 
principle—significant to contemporary political theory and its debates on toleration? 
Firstly, “Locke’s level-two argument is important because it gives us a more reli-
able way of taking human fallibility into account” (Ibid.: 296). Secondly, the specific 
principle at level three “to suppress only those beliefs that would make civil society 
impossible if widely held,” is one that is widely accepted: “Just as in the realm of 
conduct we discourage some actions because they are harmful to others, so in the 
realm of ideas we restrict some forms of expression because they do cause harm to 
others” (Ibid.: 297). Thirdly, one of the strenghts of this interpretation of Locke’s 
theory is that the general principle allows one to put constraints on the specific prin-
ciple. Tuckness takes the example of the expression of racist ideas in society. These 
certainly cause harm, yet we have doubts about the refusal to tolerate such ideas: 

“Given the tremendous harm that the expression of racist ideas can cause, why should 
such speech be protected?” The general principle gives us a good reason to do so: 

“We tolerate racist ideas because the alternative would give too much power to fal-
lible and partial human beings, not because racist ideas have intrinsic value” (Ibid.). 
In this manner, levels two and three of Locke’s theory can be applied to specific cases 
and they allow us to address certain problems of contemporary political theory—in-
dependently of seventeenth-century theology.

Tuckness also identifies a difficulty in his interpretation of Locke’s theory. The 
level-three principle that only those beliefs and practices ought to be suppressed 
which are fundamentally harmful to civil society is problematic, since “there is dis-
agreement about which beliefs, if generalized, would make civil society impossible” 
(Ibid.). Still, he concludes, “the gap between Locke’s position and the alternatives is 
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not so great as to render his specific principle a mere historical curiosity” (Ibid.: 298). 
Prima facie, Tuckness appears to have a case: his interpretation of Locke combines 
two principles that are often invoked in the contemporary justifications of tolera-
tion—viz. the harm principle and that of human fallibility in matters of truth—in 
what appears to be a sound theoretical approach. However, the difficulty he identifies 
discloses a fatal problem in this approach.

Imagine a society where two different types of the Christian religion co-exist: 
Type x holds the belief that the allowing of false and heretical religions in a Christian 
society is generally harmful—and in fact incompatible with civil society—because 
God’s wrath will punish this society in the temporal world when it does so. This 
could concern either early modern Catholicism or confessional Protestantism: both 
believed that God’s wrath would inflict epidemies and catastrophes on an earthly 
Christian society that allowed heretical and false religion. The religion of type y, on 
the other hand, claims that God does not interfere in human social life in this tempo-
ral world: therefore, He never casts His wrath on a Christian society that permits false 
religion and heresy. This is a position shared by both anticonfessional Protestants 
and Deists. The case is not purely imaginary: many societies of seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century Europe could be described in terms of a conflict between reli-
gions of type x and religions of type y.

The magistrate who governs the society in question applies the principles of 
Locke’s theory as Tuckness interprets it—independently of theological premises. 
Firstly, the general principle tells him he should only accept political principles which 
he would want other fallible and partial magistrates to interpret and apply. If the 
magistrate belongs to religion x, he should want a magistrate of religion y to apply the 
same principles and vice versa. This general principle entails that both magistrates x 
and y ought not to accept principles which impose their religion as the true one and 
suppress false religions. Therefore, the specific principle should neither impose the 
beliefs of x nor those of y as true beliefs. 

Secondly, Locke’s specific principle tells the magistrate that no beliefs and acts 
ought to be tolerated, which make civil society impossible: beliefs and acts that cause 
great harm to other human beings ought not to be allowed. Here, a difficulty arises: 
Are idolatrous and heretical religions so harmful to the public good that they become 
incompatible with civil society or are they not? According to the beliefs of religion 
x, they are and therefore they ought not to be tolerated. According to the beliefs of 
religion y, they are not and therefore they ought to be tolerated. Consequently, mag-
istrate x is obliged by the specific principle not to tolerate false religion and heresy; 
magistrate y is obliged by the same principle to tolerate false religion and heresy. In 
other words, the specific principle obliges both magistrates to impose one of the 
beliefs of their religion on those belonging to the other religion: namely, either one 
imposes the belief that heresy and false religion are incompatible with civil society 
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or one imposes the belief that these are not incompatible with civil society. In cases 
like the present, then, the two principles are at odds: the general principle prohibits 
the magistrates to adopt principles that impose the beliefs of their religion, while the 
specific principle obliges them to impose one of the central beliefs of their religion.

How could one resolve this conflict between the principles? As the example 
of racist ideas shows, the general principle overrides the specific principle in some 
cases:

The public good is not whatever seems like a good idea to a particular magistrate. 
Even a magistrate who must define the public good for himself must ask the 
question “on what understanding of the public good should all magistrates act?” 
If we ask that same question it prevents us from acting as if we are exempt from 
the problem of fallibility. Based on this consideration we have a reason to tolerate 
some beliefs we think harmful to the public good because we believe such a power 
of suppression would be misused by others (Ibid.: 295).

Can the same be argued in this case? The conflict emerges because of a fundamental 
opposition in the understanding of the public good: from the perspective of religion 
x, the toleration of heresy and idolatry destroys the public good, because it provokes 
God’s wrath; from that of religion y, it does not affect the public good. How would 
magistrates from the two religions answer the question “on what understanding of 
the public good should all magistrates act?” Taking into account human fallibility, 
both the belief of religion x and that of religion y about God’s wrath could be wrong. 
But this consideration does not offer a way out of the conflict: magistrate x could be 
wrong, but if he were right, the consequences for the public good would be horrible; 
the same goes for the other magistrate’s position. The magistrate of the society in 
question cannot detach his understanding of the public good from a decision about 
the truth or falsity of the belief that the toleration of heresy and idolatry will provoke 
God’s wrath and destroy civil society. Therefore, the conflict returns at the level of 
the general principle: a decision in favour of the toleration of false religion and heresy 
would endorse religions of type y and thus the principle of human fallibility would 
apply only to religions of type x. The reverse decision would favour religions of type 
x.

In the kind of society of our example, the general and the specific principle can-
not apply both to religions of type x and those of type y, for this generates a conflict 
between the two principles. If one intends to tolerate heresy and idolatry in this 
society, the only way to resolve the conflict is to give up on one of the two principles. 
Either the fallibility consideration of the general principle applies only to those re-
ligions which believe that God’s wrath will punish and destroy a civil society for al-
lowing false and heretical religion. Then, the magistrate attributes infallibility to the 
human belief that God does not cast His retribution on civil society. Or the specific 
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principle could presuppose the truth of the religious belief that the flourishing of 
heresy and false religion is not incompatible with civil society. Whichever of the two 
one chooses, one inevitably accepts the truth of a theological doctrine of the religions 
of type y. As a consequence, for the two principles of Tuckness to work in cases like 
this one, one type of religion has to be preferred to another type.

This conflict arises precisely because Tuckness severs two principles of Locke’s 
theory of toleration from its theological foundation. As we saw, Locke’s normative 
view of religion claims that religion is the relation between an individual believer 
and God, which does not affect civil society in any way. As long as one holds this 
premise, the described problem does not come into being. In Locke’s theory, both 
the consideration of human fallibility and the principle that all religions ought to 
be tolerated as long as they do not harm civil society are founded in his theological 
view of religion. Human beings are fallible in the matters of religion, but one thing is 
certainly true: God’s wrath will not destroy a society that allows heresy and idolatry, 
since religion is the spiritual relationship between God and each human soul, which 
is distinct and independent of the bodily life in the societies of this temporal world. 
Therefore, neither idolatry nor heresy can affect civil society in a negative way as 
long as they do not infringe upon the civil interests of the members of the com-
monwealth. In other words, Locke’s theory is built on the truth of the theological 
premises of religions of type y. Therefore, when one secularises its principles into 
independent normative tenets new conceptual problems arise, which are not present 
in Locke’s theory.

Implicitly, a premise of the above form sustains Tuckness’ argument, because 
he presupposes that religion is a private matter (between God and the individual). 
Like most of his contemporaries in western political theory, he takes the right of all 
human beings to religious liberty for granted. Therefore, he does not see the lack of 
consistency in his secular interpretation of Locke’s theory of toleration. To him, the 
stance which takes religion to revolve around the covenant between a human com-
munity and God does not even come across as a reasonable option. This is another 
typical consequence of the secularisation of Christian theology into political theory. 
The individual right to freedom of conscience had an obvious foundation in Locke’s 
account: it was God’s gift to humanity according to his Protestant theological frame-
work. The dynamic of secularisation has gradually turned this theological right into 
a supposedly independent principle, which is taken to be axiomatic to democratic 
political theory.
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The Model of American Liberalism

The Lockean model of toleration with its strict separation between civil and religious 
society was a perfect fit for many of the American states of the eighteenth century. 
Eventually, in the nineteenth and twentieth century, this model would be translated 
into the constitutional principle of “the separation of church and state.” Did this 
principle cut loose the notion of toleration from its theological grounds? Prima facie, 
this may seem to be the case: God is not even mentioned in the American Consti-
tution. Historically, the principle of separation of church and state was defended 
by two distinct groups: on the one hand, there were “liberal” Protestants like the 
Baptists, Quakers and others; on the other hand stood “Enlightenment rationalists” 
or “secularists” such as Thomas Jefferson and James Madison. It is often argued that 
the separation of church and state was founded in religious premises for one group; 
while it was a secular principle for the other group (e.g. Jacoby 2004: 1-65; McLough-
lin 1991: 249-69). Was this the case? Did an Enlightenment rationalist like Jefferson 
plant the principle of separation of church and state in secular soil?

There is no need to review the explicitly theological writings on toleration and 
religious liberty of eighteenth-century America. The local Protestant dissenters who 
argued for liberty of conscience and against spiritual oppression largely invoked the 
same theological principles and arguments that had prevailed in seventeenth-cen-
tury England (e.g. Backus 1770). Locke’s writings certainly influenced these Ameri-
can thinkers, but this is not to say that they adopted these notions from his political 
theory (Dworetz 1990: 137). Rather, the framework they shared with Locke gave rise 
to a common model of the plural Christian society. In his interesting study of the 
influence of Locke’s political thought on the American revolution, Steven Dworetz 
refers to this framework as a “theistic liberalism.” He argues that “the belief in the 
prime necessity of individual judgment in the pursuit of salvation” was extended 
into the political sphere both by Locke and the New England clergy (Ibid.: 137, 173-
83). The precepts of this “theistic liberalism” were proclaimed from the pulpits of 
eighteenth-century New England:

All men have a “right as moral agents and accountable creatures to think and act for 
themselves in things that relate to their own eternal salvation.” Every Protestant 

“according to his abilities should search the scriptures and judge whether the 
things which his minister delivers be according to this rule.” Each individual 
has “a natural, unalienable right to think and see for himself”; for “as every man 
must answer for himself at the great and last day, so every one ought to be left at 
liberty to judge for himself here.” “Christian liberty” means that “every Christian 
has and must have a right to judge for himself the true sense and meaning of all 
gospel truths.” As a prerequisite for moral agency and salvation, it is “not only the 
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right but the duty of men to defend that liberty.” To renounce “liberty of private 
judgment in matters of religion” would “destroy the foundation of all religion” 
and “must therefore be a violation of the law of nature” (Ibid.: 177).

“Theistic liberalism,” then, is equivalent to the theological framework of Christian 
liberty. Against this common theological background, the preachers of various Protes-
tant denominations in the colonies shaped and reinforced the thinking of the people 
on religion and its liberty. 

When the colonies gained independence in 1776, this religious liberty was to 
be translated into a legal and political form, since “the people” in several American 
states consisted of a plethora of Christian groups: Presbyterians, Baptists, Quakers, 
Episcopalians, Congregationalists, Methodists, Lutherans, Mennonites, Unitarians, 
Universalists, Deists, etc. The Christian variety in these American states pushed these 
towards securing the value of religious liberty in their constitutions. The right to wor-
ship God according to the dictates of one’s own conscience would now be protected 
by law. Thus, Section 16 of the Constitution of Virginia of June 12, 1776 stated:

That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and the manner of 
discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, not by force or 
violence; and therefore all men are equally entitled to the free exercise of religion, 
according to the dictates of conscience; and that it is the mutual duty of all to 
practise Christian forbearance, love, and charity towards each other (in Perry (ed.) 
1952: 312).

Article 2 of the Constitution of Pennsylvania of August 16, 1776 added that all subjects 
who acknowledge the existence of God should have the same set of civil rights—
whatever may be their religious beliefs or modes of worship. It also confirmed the 
voluntary nature of churches or religious societies in general:

That all men have a natural and unalienable right to worship Almighty God 
according to the dictates of their own consciences and understanding: And that no 
man ought or of right can be compelled to attend any religious worship, or erect 
or support any place of worship, or maintain any ministry, contrary to, or against, 
his own free will and consent: Nor can any man, who acknowledges the being of 
a God, be justly deprived or abridged of any civil right as a citizen, on account of 
his religious sentiments or peculiar mode of worship: And that no authority can 
or ought to be vested in, or assumed by any power whatever, that shall in any 
case interfere with, or in any manner controul, the right of conscience in the free 
exercise of religious worship (Ibid.: 329).

The separation of political and religious society was articulated even more explicitly 
in the Constitution of Maryland of November 3, 1776. Its Article 23 gave religious 
liberty to all—unless, in the name of religion, one harms the peace and order of the 
state or the rights of others:
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That, as it is the duty of every man to worship God in such a manner as he thinks 
most acceptable to him; all persons, professing the Christian religion, are equally 
entitled to protection in their religious liberty; wherefore no person ought by any 
law to be molested in his person or estate on account of his religious persuasion or 
profession, or for his religious practice; unless, under colour of religion, any man 
shall disturb the good order, peace or safety of the State, or shall infringe the laws 
of morality, or injure others, in their natural, civil, or religious rights…(Ibid.: 349).

Many other legal documents of the eighteenth-century American states contained 
very similar formulas: the Delaware Declaration of Rights and the Constitution of North 
Carolina of 1776, that of Massachusetts of 1780, the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, etc. 
(Ibid.: 338, 355, 365, 374, 395). Though they differed in tone and emphasis, the basic 
statements of these constitutions were identical: it was the moral and legal obliga-
tion of states to respect the freedom of religion, not to intrude upon the rights of 
conscience and to make the civil rights of subjects completely independent of their 
religious affiliation. In these cases, it was still very clear that the legal formulas were 
intelligible and significant because they could presuppose a common Protestant 
theological understanding of what religion was: namely, the duty and right of all hu-
man beings to worship their Creator in such a manner as they see fit. This duty was 
imposed upon each individual by his or her conscience—an autonomous module in 
the human soul that communicated the Will of God to the individual in question. 
The religious domain could be identified in opposition to political or civil society, be-
cause these and a number of related theological premises were shared by the various 
Protestant denominations in society.

Did this theological framework disappear in the political thought of Thomas 
Jefferson? It is difficult to give a straightforward answer to this question, because 
Jefferson did not develop a theory of toleration or a general argument for the separa-
tion of church and state. His thoughts on these matters must be reconstructed from a 
few paragraphs in his letters, legal texts and other writings. Nevertheless, these few 
statements have been extremely influential in the formation of the American liberal 
tradition of separation of church and state.

Let us first have a look at the text Jefferson composed for the famous Act for 
Establishing Religious Freedom, passed in the Assembly of Virginia in 1786. “It is im-
possible to overstate the importance of” this Act, Susan Jacoby (2004: 19) claims, “for, 
much to the dismay of religious conservatives, it would become the template for the 
secularist provisions of the federal Constitution.” At first sight, there was no concep-
tual break with the theology of Christian liberty in Jefferson’s thought. In fact, the 
justification which the Virginia Act gives for religious freedom reads like a digest of 
the anticonfessional theology of the previous two centuries:

Well aware that Almighty God hath created the mind free; that all attempts to 
influence it by temporal punishments or burdens, or by civil incapacitations, tend 
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only to beget habits of hypocrisy and meanness, and are a departure from the plan 
of the Holy Author of our religion, who being Lord both of body and mind, yet 
chose not to propagate it by coercions on either, as was in his Almighty power to do; 
that the impious presumption of legislators and rulers, civil as well as ecclesiastical, 
who, being themselves but fallible and uninspired men have assumed dominion 
over the faith of others, setting up their own opinions and modes of thinking as 
the only true and infallible, and as such endeavoring to impose them on others, 
hath established and maintained false religions over the greatest part of the world, 
and through all time;…that our civil rights have no dependence on our religious 
opinions, more than our opinions in physics or geometry;…that to suffer the 
civil magistrate to intrude his powers into the field of opinion and to restrain the 
profession or propagation of principles, on the supposition of their ill tendency, is 
a dangerous fallacy, which at once destroys all religious liberty, because he being 
of course judge of that tendency, will make his opinions the rule of judgment, 
and approve or condemn the sentiments of others only as they shall square with 
or differ from his own; that it is time enough for the rightful purposes of civil 
government, for its offices to interfere when principles break out into overt acts 
against peace and good order…
Be it therefore enacted by the General Assembly, That no man shall be compelled to 
frequent or support any religious worship, place or ministry whatsoever, nor shall 
be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body or goods, nor shall 
otherwise suffer on account of his religious opinions or belief; but that all men 
shall be free to profess, and by argument to maintain, their opinions in matters of 
religion, and that the same shall in nowise diminish, enlarge, or affect their civil 
capacities (Jefferson 1787: 223-5).

The first few sentences in this passage obviously were theological statements: it is 
God’s plan for human beings to be free in the matters of religion. Naturally, one 
could argue that Jefferson introduced a secularist act for religious freedom with a 
piece of theology, because he had to find support among the many Protestants in 
the Virginia assembly. Thus, Susan Jacoby (2004: 24) states that the claim about God 
is “a rhetorical flourish, not a legal requirement.” Let us see whether the theologi-
cal elements in Jefferson’s advocacy of religious liberty can indeed be dismissed as 
rhetorical flourishes.

From the Virginia Act for religious freedom, it is but a small step to the famous 
establishment clause in the first article of the First Ten Amendments to the Constitution 
of December 15, 1791: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof…” Jefferson’s understanding of the 
establishment clause contained his famous statement on the building of “a wall of 
separation” between church and state. It appeared in a letter addressed to the Dan-
bury Baptist Association in the state of Connecticut, dated January 1st, 1802:

Believing with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between man and his God, 
that he owes account to none other for his faith or his worship, that the legislative 
powers of government reach actions only, and not opinions, I contemplate with 
sovereign reverence that act of the whole American people which declared that 
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their legislature should “make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof,” thus building a wall of separation between 
Church and State (Jefferson 1903b: 281-2; italics mine).

Again, the importance of this paragraph can hardly be overstated: the metaphor of the 
wall of separation has achieved an “almost canonical status” in the interpretation of 
the establishment clause of the Constitution and the American judiciary has made 
it “a virtual rule of constitutional law” (Davis 2003: 7-8; see also Gaustad 1998). It is 
striking that two out of the three reasons which Jefferson gives for the principle of 
separation of church and state are explicit theological doctrines. Religion is a matter 
between each human individual and his or her God and no other human being ought 
to intrude upon this relationship. This was the single most important principle of the 
Protestant theology of Christian liberty. In his Notes on the State of Virginia (1787), Jef-
ferson wrote very similar words on religion:

The error seems not sufficiently eradicated, that the operations of the mind, as 
well as the acts of the body, are subject to the coercion of the laws. But our rulers 
can have authority over such natural rights only as we have submitted to them. The 
rights of conscience we never submitted, we could not submit. We are answerable for them to 
our God (Jefferson 1787: 159; italics mine).

In many of his writings and letters, Jefferson also continued the radical Protestant 
attack against “popish tyranny,” which generally accompanied the advocacy of tol-
eration and liberty of conscience. When Connecticut removed its Congregational 
establishment, Jefferson wrote the following to John Adams in a letter dated May 
5, 1817: “I join you in sincere congratulations that this den of priesthood is at length 
broken up and that a Protestant popedom is no longer to disgrace the American his-
tory and character” (Jefferson 1903a: 109). Today the Jefferson Memorial still carries 
his motto: “For I have sworn on the altar of God eternal hostility against every form 
of tyranny over the mind of man.” These statements on spiritual liberty and against 
Protestant popery or religious tyranny we know all too well by now. They are the 
typical claims of anticonfessional theology. Consequently, it becomes very difficult to 
endorse the claim that Jefferson provided a secular theory of the separation of church 
and state and religious liberty.

Nevertheless, some of Jefferson’s arguments do indeed appear to be secular at 
first sight. What remains of his case for religious liberty and the separation of church 
and state, if we discard all explicit theological elements and focus on those argu-
ments and principles that seem to be secular? Taking away God from his account in 
the Virginia bill and in his Notes on the State of Virginia, what remains are the following 
principles: (a) Our civil rights are distinct and independent of our religious opinions. 
(b) Religious opinions are harmless to civil society and therefore civil government 
ought to leave all opinions free, unless these break out into overt acts against peace 
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and good order. As Jefferson put it in the Notes: “The legitimate powers of govern-
ment extend to such acts only as are injurious to others. But it does me no injury for 
my neighbour to say there are twenty gods, or no god. It neither picks my pocket nor 
breaks my leg.” (c) Legislators and rulers are fallible men and therefore they ought 
not to rule over the religious faith of others: “Subject opinion to coercion: whom will 
you make your inquisitors? Fallible men; men governed by bad passions, by private 
as well as public reasons” (Jefferson 1787: 159-61).

The first principle fails to provide a secular foundation for the separation of civil 
and religious society, since it presupposes this very separation. When one does not 
agree that religion ought to be separated from the state or “civil political society,” 
one also fails to see why our civil rights should be independent of our religious opin-
ions. Only the harm principle and the fallibility principle then remain. As we saw 
earlier, these two principles conflict when applied to the cases of the plural societies 
of eighteenth-century Europe and America. Many citizens of these societies were 
convinced that God would punish a Christian society if it allowed heresy, blasphemy, 
irreligion or false religion. For instance, when the federal Constitution was enacted, 
the Reverend Mr. Mason warned that if the American people proved to be as irre-
ligious as its Constitution, “we will have every reason to tremble, lest the Governor 
of the universe, who will not be treated with indignity by a people more than by 
individuals, overturn from its foundations the fabric we have been rearing, and crush 
us to atoms in the wreck” (cited in Jacoby 2004: 30). On the other hand, one had 
the anti-confessional Protestants and the Deists who insisted that God would never 
interfere in human temporal societies in this way. 

Again, the fallibility principle would have to acknowledge that both opinions 
were held by fallible human beings and should therefore not be imposed on others. 
The harm principle, however, would lead to incompatible results accordingly as one 
held one of the two beliefs: (1) either that God would punish a temporal society for 
allowing heresy, blasphemy and idolatry; (2) or that He would not. If one believed 
that God would never interfere in the earthly life in this way, one could indeed insist, 
as Jefferson did, that “it does me no injury for my neighbour to say there are twenty 
gods, or no god. It neither picks my pocket nor breaks my leg.” To make this into the 
foundation of religious liberty and the separation of church and state, however, one 
would have to impose belief (2) on all citizens. But if one held the other belief (1) 
about God’s wrath, one would consider one’s material life in the temporal realm to be 
severely affected by the same toleration. Thus, the two principles would again con-
flict: in order to have the harm principle lead to toleration, one should impose one’s 
belief about God’s non-interference in temporal human society on all citizens—in 
spite of one’s fallibility as a human being.

In Jefferson’s philosophy of toleration, as in Locke’s, this problem did not arise, 
because the two principles were based in the fundamental belief that religion was a 
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strictly individual matter between each human being and his or her God. Both the 
belief that all human beings were equally fallible in religious matters and that one 
human being’s religion could not harm another were buttressed by the basic Protes-
tant view of religion as the private relationship between God and each believer, in 
which all believers were equal. Hence, the claims that “Almighty God hath created 
the mind free,” that “religion is a matter which lies solely between man and his God,” 
and that we are answerable to our God alone for the rights of conscience certainly 
were not “rhetorical flourishes.” They provided the theological framework necessary 
to make sense of Jefferson’s vindication of the separation of church and state and 
the right to religious liberty. It is by taking the principles of Locke and Jefferson 
out of this framework that one creates conceptual problems that did not exist in the 
original. 

“The Taking Away of God Dissolves All”

It has become clear that Locke’s account of toleration is not intelligible in the ab-
sence of its conceptual foundation in the Protestant religion. The theological prem-
ises are necessary in order to make sense of his principle that the business of the civil 
magistrate ought always to be separated from that of religion. Locke’s idea of tol-
eration is as much dependent on God and His revelation as are his other ideas. Still, 
the standard view tells us that “John Locke is the essential philosopher-advocate of 
liberal freedom and government– and of the state of mind designed to protect and 
spread them” (Faulkner 2003: 320). Why have generations of thinkers read Locke as 
though he were the forefather of secular liberal democracy? Whence the many struc-
tural similarities between his conception of toleration and the modern liberal one?

These questions are answered by the following hypothesis: the modern liberal 
conception of toleration has emerged from the secularisation of the theology of Chris-
tian liberty and its separation of the two kingdoms. We have learned to read Locke 
as though his Christianity is but a religious layer that gives colour to the essentially 
liberal structure of his political thought. He is the forefather of modern liberalism 
first and a Protestant Christian second. We are wrong. Locke’s political thought is 
Christian to the core. In a deep sense, he is a Christian addressing his fellow Chris-
tians, including us. Our recognizing the outlines of modern liberalism in his writings 
reveals that the liberal political theory consists of an essentially theological structure 
that has been dressed up in secular garb. We are right to identify the basic scheme of 
the liberal conception of toleration in Locke’s Letter. But this does not demonstrate 
that Locke’s thought on toleration is secular political theory. Rather, it reveals that 
the modern liberal thought on toleration is religious political theory.
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The steps from Locke to Jefferson to Rawls are not those of a rational Enlight-
enment which extends its common secular values to humanity, but those of an in-
ternal religious dynamic of secularisation, which imposes Christian principles in a 
secular guise. The liberal thought on toleration is constrained by the basic concep-
tual schemes it has inherited from this theology. In the dynamic of secularisation of 
the Protestant religion, such a set of conceptual schemes is detached from the theo-
logical framework that made them intelligible and significant. So these become the 
building blocks of our “secular” political thought.

On the one hand, we can illustrate this process of secularisation in terms of the 
puzzle of the two spheres. In the Protestant theology of Christian liberty, the division 
of human society into the sphere of political coercion and that of religious liberty 
does not cause any conceptual problems. It is founded in the Christian anthropology: 
each individual human being consists of a soul and a body; and human life and soci-
ety accordingly consist of a spiritual kingdom and a temporal kingdom. The human 
authorities can rule over the temporal kingdom alone, for God is the only spiritual 
Lord. In Locke’s defense of toleration in the Letter, these elements of the Christian 
anthropology and Protestant political theology are still explicitly present. They are 
necessary to make sense of Locke’s account, since it is simply impossible to identify 
any of the two domains without reference to these background beliefs.

Once we take the step to the modern liberal thought on toleration, however, 
the division of human society into a political and a religious realm becomes a pre-
theoretical starting-point. No need is felt to clarify it; it is simply presupposed. The 
consequence is that a problem of intelligibility comes into being: one does not know 
how to identify either the private domain of religious liberty or the public domain 
of political coercion. This problem emerges because the liberal notion of toleration 
is built on the basic theological schemes of Christian liberty, which have been rid 
of their salient Christian features. The puzzle of the two spheres is one of the con-
ceptual problems that are bound to materialise when some of the vital theological 
premises of such religious schemes are removed.

On the other hand, the secularisation of the theology of Christian liberty pro-
duces a series of “independent” normative principles, which are taken as the axioms 
of liberal political thought on toleration. Good examples are the right to religious 
liberty and the separation of state and religion. Both principles make perfect sense 
when they are embedded within anticonfessional Protestant doctrine—as they are in 
the writings of Locke. The norm that each human being ought to be left free from 
the authority of other human beings in the spiritual realm is sustained by a set of 
background beliefs about true religion (or faith) as the work of God in the human 
soul. The necessity of the separation of state and religion becomes equally obvious 
when this theological understanding of religion is present in the background. To 
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subject the domain of religion to the authority of the state, from this perspective, is 
equivalent to subjecting God’s Will to human laws. 

These norms had such an obvious character among the early modern anticon-
fessional Protestants because they were considered to be a part of God’s Will for 
humanity. When they are extracted from this theological framework, the principles 
seem to retain their self-evident character: all reasonable thinking on the problem 
of cultural diversity in a democratic society should take the right to religious liberty 
and the separation of church and state as its starting points (e.g. Audi 1989). As Gor-
don Schochet (2003: 165) puts it: “The guiding presumptions—widely shared in the 
West—are that religion is generally a matter of personal conscience and that religious 
practices that do not threaten the stability or security of the state ought not to be in-
terfered with.” Yet political theorists often feel the need to provide some normative 
justification for these secularised Protestant principles. As an illustration, take the 
following paragraph of the philosopher Robert Audi:

It is plain that a society without religious liberty is simply not adequately free. 
Moreover, freedom is required for democracy, at least in any sense of ‘democracy’ 
relevant here. Thus, if one’s ideal is a free and democratic society, one wants a 
social (presumably constitutional) framework to guarantee at least this: (1) freedom 
of religious belief, understood to prohibit the state or anyone else from inculcating 
religious beliefs in the general population, where this is taken to exclude or restrict 
cultivation of competing religious beliefs; (2) freedom of worship, involving, 
minimally, a right of peaceable religious assembly, as well as a right to offer prayers 
by oneself; and (3) freedom to engage in (and to teach one’s children) the rites and 
rituals of one’s religion, provided these practices do not violate certain basic moral 
rights. Clearly, then, a free and democratic society should adopt the libertarian 
principle [i.e. that of religious liberty]. Without the freedom it guarantees, there 
would be inadequate protection against governmental coercion (Audi 1989: 265-
6).

The structure of Audi’s “justification” is striking: if one desires a free and democratic 
society, one should endorse the principle of religious liberty, because it is plain that 
an “adequately free” society requires freedom of religious belief and worship. Such 
words appeal to our common sense. However, they do not provide an independent 
theoretical justification, but presuppose that the right to religious liberty ought to be 
granted by any society that wishes to be “free and democratic.”

This is a consequence of the secularisation of a norm based in a specific religious 
account of religion and its liberty. It is no longer possible to refer to the Will of God 
as the basic foundation of the norm of religious liberty. One now feels the need to 
provide a secular justification of this norm, but one does not possess the conceptual 
resources to do so. That is, no scientific theory is available today which explains the 
nature of religion, what it means for religion to be free, and why a human society 
needs freedom of religion in order to flourish. Instead, one’s resources are limited to 
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invoking the common-sense understanding of religion and of the right to religious 
liberty, which prevail in the contemporary West. Like the modern political thought, 
however, this western common-sense has emerged from the universalising dynamic 
of the Christian religion: it derives from the same secularised theological schemes 
as the theory formation on toleration, religious liberty and the separation of church 
and state.

7.2. The Conscience of Pierre Bayle

In a recent debate on the defining characteristics of “the Enlightenment project,” it 
has been said that “the core of that project was the will to emancipate earthly life…from 
the tutelage of religion” (Delacampagne 2001: 80). Our argument so far raises the follow-
ing question: Did the Enlightenment project truly emancipate the western political 
thought from the tutelage of religion? Or was it the continuation of a Christian reli-
gious project that had been developing since the late sixteenth century: the struggle 
between a secularising Protestantism and its anticonfessional theology on the one 
hand and the Roman-Catholic Church and the confessional Protestant churches on 
the other? 

In this section, we will not be able to provide a full-fledged analysis of the En-
lightenment philosophy on toleration and its conflict with the theologians and clerics 
of the Christian confessional churches. The argument will limit itself to showing 
that one of the leading theorists of toleration among the philosophes, Pierre Bayle, 
conceived a theory that was as much theological as that of John Locke. In fact, the 
political theory of Locke and Bayle imposed Protestant structures on society and 
forced the Catholic religion to adopt such structures. Finally, we will briefly point out 
that the claims of later philosophes about toleration could make sense only because 
the theological account of Christian liberty was still present in the background. This 
account had made toleration into a normative value, but it also sustained the aversion 
of the Enlightenment philosophers towards the Catholic priesthood and any clerical 
or organised form of religion. As Carl Becker (1932: 31) writes: “They defended tol-
eration valiantly, but could with difficulty tolerate priests.” Thus, the advocacy of the 
value of toleration continued to go hand in hand with a robust anticlericalism.
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A Secular Conception?

When it comes to the defense of toleration in the early Enlightenment, Pierre Bayle 
was the French counterpart of John Locke. As a Protestant Huguenot, Bayle had tak-
en refuge in the Netherlands so as to evade the growing persecution in the France of 
Louis XIV. He was appointed to teach history and philosophy at the Ecole Illustre of 
Rotterdam and would become famous as “le philosophe de Rotterdam” throughout the 
European republic of letters.

In the late seventeenth century, a few years before Locke’s Letter was published, 
Bayle composed his Commentaire Philosophique sur ces paroles de Jésus-Christ: contrain-les 
d’entrer (1686) in reaction to the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. In this revocation, 
Louis XIV withdrew the rights which had been granted by the previous king Henry 
IV to “those of the Reformed Religion, to live and dwell in all the Cities and places 
of this our Kingdom and Countreys under our obedience, without being inquired 
after, vexed, molested, or compelled to do any thing in Religion, contrary to their 
Conscience.” Under the new French royal policy, the Huguenots were systemati-
cally harassed so as to have them convert to the Catholic religion. In reaction to this 
policy, Bayle advocated the principle of universal toleration through an extensive 
commentary on the well-known biblical verse: “And the lord said unto the servant, 
Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in, that my house 
may be filled” [Luke 14:23].

One reason why Bayle is interesting for our concerns is that he is another phi-
losopher whose religious soul has been contested. Until the 1960s, he was gener-
ally considered to be a crypto-atheist who cloaked his radical ideas of toleration and 
individual liberty in Protestant theology. The classical work of Elisabeth Labrousse, 
however, depicted him as a pious Calvinist, whose ideas were framed in Reformed 
theology (Labrousse 1964). Recently, Jonathan I. Israel (2004: 5) has argued that the 
judgement of Labrousse and other historians “that Bayle was genuinely the sincere 
Calvinist as he professed to be” is a “rather eccentric” and “in any case highly im-
plausible claim.” Bayle’s theory, he suggests, was in fact “an entirely secular concep-
tion of toleration and individual freedom” (Israel 2004: 3; see also his 2001: 335-6). 
If Israel is right, then Bayle’s theory should embody the conceptual break between 
the Enlightenment philosophy of toleration and the Protestant theology of Christian 
liberty which we are trying to locate.

Some of Bayle’s arguments for toleration could indeed be called “secular.” For 
instance, he drew upon the peaceful diversity of sects and philosophical schools 
among the ancient Pagans. This fact in itself, he pointed out, refuted the common 
claim that toleration would inevitably bring about disorder in society. In the preface 
to his Commentary, he wrote that “To shew the Absurdity of those who pretend that 
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Toleration causes Dissensions in the State, we need only appeal to Experience.” The 
paganism of the Ancient Greeks had been divided into an infinite number of sects, 
yet there was no mention of any religious war among them: 

The different Sects of Philosophy ne’er disturb’d the Peace of Athens, each 
maintain’d its own Hypothesis, and argu’d against those of all the other Sects; 
yet their Differences concern’d matters of no small moment, nay, sometimes a 
Providence, or the Chief Good. But because the Magistrates permitted ’em all 
alike to teach their own Doctrines, and never endeavor’d by violent Methods 
to incorporate one Sect into another, the State felt no Inconvenience from this 
Diversity of Opinions; tho, ’tis probable, had they attempted this Union, they had 
thrown the whole into Convulsions. Toleration therefore is the very Bond of Peace, 
and Non-Toleration the Source of Confusion and Squabble (Bayle 1686: 32-3). 

Such an argument from the experience of pagan societies might seem to indicate that 
Bayle intended to provide a secular foundation for toleration. Yet, what we are look-
ing for is not secular arguments, but a conception of toleration which is independent 
of theological premises. As said before, arguments that drew upon the economic, so-
cial or political benefits brought about by the toleration of various Christian and non-
Christian groups in society had surfaced again and again since the sixteenth century. 
Meanwhile, the basic conception of toleration as a principled value had remained the 
same: religion ought always to be left free from human authority, because God alone 
was the ruler of our souls and the judge of our consciences. What we have to find out, 
then, is whether or not Bayle’s core concept of toleration disposed of this theological 
scheme.

The Rights of the Erring Conscience

The core of Bayle’s theory of toleration revolved around “the rights of the erring 
conscience.” He argued that whatever the rights are of a conscience that follows 
the true religion, these should also be granted to a conscience which is deceived by 
false religion. As he put it himself, his claim was “That whatever a Conscience well 
directed allows us to do for the Advancement of Truth, an erroneous Conscience will 
warrant for advancing a suppos’d Truth” (Ibid.: 273). In other words, “an erroneous 
Conscience challenges all the same Prerogatives, Favors, and Assistances for an Error, 
as an Orthodox Conscience can challenge for the Truth” (Ibid.: 282). This principle 
extended liberty of conscience to the misguided conscience in all its possible forms. 
Hence, it allowed Bayle to argue for a toleration that included not only Muslims and 
Jews, but heretics and idolaters also.
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How did he come to this declaration of the rights of the erring conscience? Bayle 
asserted that this principle followed from a number of other principles, which were 
acknowledged by “all the World.” The first of these principles was that the intention 
to disobey God is a sin. The second stated that the will to disobey the fixed and final 
judgement of one’s conscience is equivalent to the will to transgress the Law of God. 
This was the case because whatever the conscience declares, it declares as God’s 
Will. It is one and the same thing to say “my conscience judges a particular action 
to be good or bad” or “my conscience judges this particular action to be pleasing or 
displeasing to God.” 

From the previous two, the third principle derived that whatever is done against 
the dictate of conscience is sin. The fourth amplified this conclusion, for the worst 
kind of sin is the one which one commits while being aware of its sinful nature. 
And any act which goes against the judgement of one’s conscience is a sin of this 
kind. Bayle’s fifth principle was bit more complex: an action, he said, which would 
be good if done according to the direction of conscience, would become worse—if 
done against the direction of conscience—than another action done according to the 
direction of conscience, which would be incontestably wrong if conscience had not 
prescribed it. For instance, if one’s conscience told one not to give alms to a beggar 
and one still insisted on doing so, this act would be worse than scolding the same 
beggar if one’s conscience directed one to do so. In other words, conscience was the 
ultimate tribunal of the morality of one’s actions:

From all these Principles I may reasonably conclude, that the first and most 
indispensable of all our Obligations, is that of never acting against the Instincts 
of Conscience; and that every Action done against the Lights of Conscience 
is essentially evil: So that the Law of loving God can never be dispens’d with, 
because the hating God is an Act essentially evil; so the Law of never violating 
the Lights of our Conscience is such as God himself can never dispense with; 
forasmuch as this were in reality indulging us in the Contempt or Hatred of 
himself, Acts intrinsecally and in their own nature criminal. There is therefore an 
eternal and immutable Law, obliging Man, upon pain of incurring the Guilt of the 
most heinous mortal Sin that can be committed, never to do any thing in violation 
and in despite of Conscience (Ibid.: 283-4).

For a person to go against what he believes to be the Will of God is essentially con-
tempt of God’s Will, even if the person is deceived in believing this to be the Divine 
Will. Therefore, all religions ought to be tolerated, because—assumed Bayle—the 
followers of each think this particular religion to be the revelation of God’s Will. To 
compel them to denounce their religion is equivalent to compelling them to sin, 
since it entails that they would violate their conscience.

How did Bayle come to the conviction that the principles from which he derived 
these rights of the erring conscience were acknowledged by all the world? The answer 
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to this question confirms the deep theological roots of his toleration theory. At an ear-
lier stage of the argument of his Philosophical Commentary, he proposed that God had 
engraved the common principles of reason on the human soul. Both “Reason” and 

“Conscience,” in his view, were the natural light which God had implanted in our souls to 
tell us what His Will is. Bayle was convinced that Almighty God had printed on Adam’s 
mind the eternal law so that Adam knew he was obliged to obey his Maker — not 
so much because of an outward prohibition, but because of the inward light which 
enlightened his conscience (Ibid.: 50). After the Fall, this inner light had become 
much more important, because Adam had experienced that there were two forces 
which could direct him. Now it had become absolutely necessary to have a rule to 
judge by, because of the fear to confuse between God’s outward revelation and the 
enticements of the Devil “disguis’d under the fairest Appearances.”

And this Rule cou’d be nothing else than natural Light, than the Conscience of 
Right and Wrong imprinted on the Souls of all Men; in a word, than that universal 
Reason which enlightens Spirits, and which is never wanting to those who 
attentively consult it…
All the Dreams of old, all the Visions of the Patriarchs, all Discourses which strike 
the Sense as utter’d by God, all Appearances of Angels, all Miracles, every thing in 
general must have pass’d the Test of natural Light; otherwise how cou’d it appear, 
whether they proceeded from that evil Principle which had formerly seduc’d Adam, 
or from the great Creator of Heaven and Earth? ’Twas necessary, that God shou’d 
mark whatever came from him with some certain Character, bearing a Conformity 
with that interior Light which communicates it self immediately to all Spirits, or 
which at least shou’d not appear repugnant to it…(Ibid.: 52).

Pierre Bayle did not build a secular theory about conscience and its individual au-
tonomy. He did not cut loose these notions from Christian theology. His account of 
the rights of the erring conscience was founded in the classical theology of liberty of 
conscience, which had been developed in the two preceding centuries. “The con-
science of right and wrong” was not a secular moral criterion that was internalised by 
an individual. The Lord had imprinted it on the human soul to aid the believer in 
distinguishing between the Divine Will and the devious intentions of the Devil. 

This conscience could be deceived by the devil, but as human beings we do not 
have the capacity to know when our consciences truly convey God’s Will or when 
they are mislead by the devil. No human being can judge the conscience of another. 
Only God has a perfect knowledge of His Will and of the conscience of each of His 
creatures. Therefore, the conscience of each individual human being is the definitive 
tribunal for the judgement of his or her acts: whatever it prescribes, it prescribes as 
God’s Will. From all this, it follows that an erroneous conscience has the same rights 
to individual liberty as the right conscience.

Such theological premises did not only determine Bayle’s notion of the con-
science, they also buttressed his understanding of religion. This understanding was 
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very close to that of Locke and the earlier anticonfessional advocates of toleration. 
The essence of religion consists of an inward disposition of the soul towards God. 
Therefore, all our external acts of religion are approved by God only in proportion 
to the internal acts of the mind from which they proceed. “It’s evident then,” Bayle 
pointed out, “that the only reasonable way of inspiring Religion, is by producing in 
the Soul certain Judgments with relation to God, and certain Motions of the Will.”

Now as Threats, Jails, Fines, Banishment, Cudgelling, Torturing, and in general 
whatever is comprehended under the literal signification of Compelling, are 
incapable of forming in the Soul those Judgments, and proper Motions of the Will, 
which constitute the Essence of Religion; it’s evident that this is a mistaken way 
of establishing a Religion, and consequently that Jesus Christ has not enjoin’d it 
(Ibid.: 59-60).

The motions of the will which could be brought about by compulsion have no rela-
tion to God but only to the authors of the constraint. That is, those who are compelled 
will fear their persecutors and act accordingly, but this does not in any way contribute 
to right conceptions of the Divinity and to the reverence, love and fear, which are 
due to the supreme Being. Like so many of his fellow Protestants, Bayle argued that 
compulsion could lead only to the worst kind of sin towards God, that is, hypocrisy:

The Nature of Religion is, its being a certain persuasion in the Soul with regard to 
God, which in the Will produces that Love, and Fear, and Reverence, which this 
supreme Being justly challenges, and in the Members of the Body Signs sutable 
to this Persuasion and this Disposition of the Will: insomuch that if these outward 
Signs exist without that interior State of the Soul which answers to ’em; they are 
Acts of Hypocrisy and Falshood, or Impiety and Revolt against Conscience (Ibid.: 
61). 

This made it all too obvious to him that it was contrary to good sense, to the light 
of nature, to the common principles of reason; “in a word, to that primitive original 
Rule of distinguishing Truth from Falshood, Good from Evil” to exercise violence 
for inspiring a religion into those who do not profess it. Like Locke, Bayle concluded 
that the coercion of religion was both irrational and immoral, because it could never 
produce the inward disposition of the soul towards God which was the precondition 
of genuine faith, but only outward hypocrisy of the body.

Another position shared by the two philosophers was that even though no per-
son had the authority to enact laws in the realm of religion and conscience, there 
were clear limits to the liberty of the subjects. Even Bayle’s radical declaration of 
the rights of the erring conscience did not entail that the sovereign should always 
tolerate all religious sects. If the principles of any sect harmed the public good, the 
boundaries of the realm of conscience were crossed and then threats and temporal 
punishment could be used for “Reasons of State.” The human authorities could first 
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try to convert the members of the sect away from their harmful principles by friendly 
conferences, books and instructions. If these means had no effect, however, the au-
thorities might very justly oblige them to settle elsewhere and to take their goods 
and families with them, if this were expedient for the peace of the state (Ibid.: 117). 
In other words, toleration was confined to the spiritual realm and did not extend to 
the doctrines of a religion which affected the temporal state and society in a negative 
manner:

…Sovereigns, having an essential and unalienable Right of enacting Laws for the 
Preservation of the State and Society over which they are plac’d, may ordain, that 
all, without distinction, who endanger the publick Peace by Doctrines tending to 
Sedition, Rapine, Murder, Perjury, &c. be punish’d according to the Nature of their 
Crimes; accordingly any Sect, which strikes at the Foundation of human Society, 
and bursts the Bands of the publick Peace and Amity, by exciting Seditions, by 
preaching up Rapine, Murder, Calumny, Perjury, deserves to be immediately cut off 
by the Sword of the Magistrate: but so long as the Principles of any Sect overthrow 
not those Laws which are the Foundation of Property and private Right; so long as 
they preach Submission to the Magistrate, and the chearful Paying of Taxes and 
Subsidys impos’d by him; and maintain, that no Man ought to be disturb’d in the 
Possession of his Right, or in the peaceable Enjoyment of his Goods, moveable or 
immoveable, of his Reputation, Life, &c. I don’ think there can be any just ground 
for vexing ’em on the score of their not obeying any particular Law enjoining 
such a certain Belief, or such a particular form of Divine Worship: for as I have 
already observ’d, a Magistrate, who enacts Laws of this kind, and enforces the 
Observation of ’em under pain of Death, Prison, Galley, &c. manifestly exceeds 
his Power (Ibid.: 227-8).

Like “the commonwealth” in Locke’s theory, Bayle’s realm of the public good corre-
sponded to what had been called “the temporal kingdom” in the political theology of 
the two kingdoms. Where it concerned such matters as the peaceable enjoyment of 
one’s property, one’s bodily welfare, one’s reputation in society, etc., the legal author-
ity of the magistrate ought not to be questioned. On the other hand, so long as the 
principles and practices of a religious group did not violate the laws of this domain, 
this group ought to be left completely free. In the realm of religion or the spiritual 
kingdom, the inalienable rights of the conscience precluded the magistrate from im-
posing any law.

The basic structure of Bayle’s theory of toleration did not differ from that of the 
accounts of his contemporaries and predecessors in England. His radical claims about 
the rights of the erring conscience had the same grounds as the universal liberty of 
conscience granted by the Baptists, Quakers and other anticonfessional Protestant 
we met in the previous chapter. The rights of the conscience could not but be based 
in the belief that God has planted this entity in the human soul in order to convey 
His Will. In the absence of such a belief, it would be difficult to make sense of the 
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claim that even an act which seems utterly wrong becomes an obligation when con-
science dictates it. 

Moreover, the division of human existence into the religious realm of conscience 
and the realm of the public good depended on the same Protestant framework. In 
several of his texts, Bayle simultaneously defended the absolute power of kings over 
their subjects and the unconditional freedom of conscience which kings should grant 
even to known heretics (Simonutti 1996: 543-4). This he could do, because of the 
strict division between the outward realm of the body and the inward realm of con-
science he had inherited from the political theology of the two kingdoms. Hence, it 
is difficult to believe that Israel (2004: 7) comes to a conclusion like the following: 

“In contrast to Locke’s theological toleration, toleration in Bayle rests exclusively on 
the principles of equity and secular i.e. non-theologically explicated or rooted moral-
ity…”

Conscience and the Yoke of Popery

The theological constraints shared by Locke and Bayle gave rise to another common 
feature in their accounts: the Roman-Catholic religion was an extremely problem-
atic candidate for toleration. Writing under the pseudonym of an Englishman, Bayle 
made no secret of his aversion towards “the Papists” in the “Preliminary Discourse” 
to his Philosophical Commentary. “The very Papists in this Country are the first to cry 
out,” he wrote, “That nothing is more unjust than vexing Men on the score of Con-
science” (Ibid.: 6-7). This was a ridiculous maxim in their mouths. It sounded per-
fidious and insincere, he continued, because not long before, the English Catholics 
had persecuted any one who refused to attend mass and they would certainly do the 
same if they were in power again.

The difficulty with the Roman-Catholic Church was that it did not respect the 
basic norm of Bayle’s theory on the rights of conscience: the principled separation of 
the realm of conscience from the realm of human authority. According to the Catholic 
tradition, the conscience was subject to the authority of the Church. Therefore, Bay-
le believed, Catholics would always have the tendency to try and usurp the authority 
of the magistrate in order to coerce the consciences of non-Catholics. The doctrines 
about the supreme authority of the papacy belonged to those doctrines which tended 
directly to the disturbance of the state and the endangering of the sovereign’s author-
ity. And such doctrines, as Bayle had declared, were not worthy of toleration:

…[F]or this Reason I think it but just, that all those States, which have shaken off 
the Yoke of Popery, shou’d make the most severe Laws against its Re-admission; 
and that those who have Papists still in their Bosom, shou’d keep’em chain’d 
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up like so many Lions or Leopards, that is, deprive’em of the Power of doing 
Mischief, by the severest Penal Laws, and those duly put in Execution against 

’em, that there may be no room for apprehending any thing from their restless 
Contrivances (Ibid.: 229). 

These penal laws would not go against the rights of conscience. The state should 
neither disturb the private exercise of religion of the Catholic subjects, nor should 
it hinder them to raise their children in their own faith. The purpose of these laws 
was different:

…[T]he Laws which I propose to be made against them, are not with a design of 
forcing ’em to change Religion, but purely as a Precaution against all Attempts on 
their part; and to prevent their having it in their power to force the Conscience 
of their Fellow-Subjects, and even the Sovereign himself…And therefore what 
I have bin saying all this while cannot be turn’d upon my self, since that kind 
of Constraint which I allow against Papists in Protestant States does not affect 
their Consciences, nor has any other aim than to prevent their disturbing the State, 
which the Principles of their Religion directly lead to (Ibid.: 230-1).

In other words, Bayle argued that the penal laws were imposed on Catholics for 
purely temporal or secular reasons. Therefore, from his perspective, no question was 
involved here of the coercion of conscience or religion.

From the perspective of the Catholics, however, this was very much an issue 
that involved the coercion of religion. Bayle’s model forced their religion to remain 
within certain limitations: individual consciences ought to be allowed to believe in 
the truth of the Catholic religion, but no Church could be permitted that claimed 
authority over the lives of the believers. These limitations were not those of a neutral 
political framework. Rather, as was the case in Locke’s account, they were imposed 
by the theological framework which sustained Bayle’s model of toleration. Even if 
both thinkers invoked “secular” reasons of state, these reasons were in turn based in 
a particular normative view of religion—namely, that of anticonfessional Protestant 
theology.

Perhaps this becomes clearest when we look at Bayle’s conception of the Roman-
Catholic Church. His ground rule of religion was that each individual human being 
ought to be free to come to her religion through her own conscience—or through the 

“private light of reason,” which was synonymous to “conscience.” The pompous dis-
courses of the Catholics, Bayle complained, resisted this rule of reason and defended 
the authority of the Church. They were unaware that believers could submit them-
selves to this authority only through their own private light of reason:

Without thinking on’t, they only take a larger Circuit to come home at last to the 
very same point, which others make by a strait Course. These say plainly, and 
without going about the Bush, that we must keep to that Sense which appears 
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to us the justest: But they tell us, we must have a care of that, because our own 
Lights may possible deceive, and Reason is all Darkness and Illusion; we must 
therefore rest in the Judgment of the Church. What is this but coming a round way 
about to our own Reason? For he who prefers the Judgment of the Church to his 
private Judgment, must not he do this in virtue of this reasoning, The Church has 
greater Lights than I, she’s therefore more to be believ’d than I?
Thus we see every one’s determin’d by his own private Lights; if he believe any 
thing as reveal’d, it’s because his good Sense, his natural Light, and his Reason 
inform him, that the Proofs of its Revelation are sufficient (Ibid.: 56-7).

Bayle conceived of the Roman-Catholic Church as an association of believers who 
had voluntarily surrendered their own judgement to that of the Church. This had to 
be understood as a free decision taken by the believers on the basis of their “own 
private lights.” In other words, Bayle’s theory of liberty of conscience could allow the 
Church only by moulding it into the pattern of the Protestant churches with their 
voluntary individual membership. The same thing happened in Locke’s theory of 
toleration. Like all other churches, the Roman-Catholic Church had to be under-
stood as “a voluntary society of men, joining themselves together to their own accord, 
in order to the public worshipping of God, in such a manner as they judge acceptable 
to him, and effectual to the salvation of their souls” (Locke 1689: 220).

Luther’s attack had very explicitly denounced the Roman-Catholic Church as 
false religion. The priestly hierarchy infringed upon the freedom of the Christians. 
No human being could have spiritual authority over another, because all had to sur-
render directly to God’s Will. Therefore, all Christians should leave the Church and 
convert to Protestantism to regain the freedom of true religion. In contrast, the at-
tacks of Bayle and Locke on the “yoke of popery” claimed to be based in secular 
reasons: they asserted that the Catholic religion did not fit in their model of state 
and society, because it violated the constraints put on the religious realm. However, 
these normative constraints derived from the same conception of the spiritual lib-
erty of all human beings. In this way, the theories of toleration of Bayle and Locke 
indirectly imposed the anticonfessional form of the Protestant religion on all groups 
in society—including the Catholic communities. In other words, while invoking sup-
posedly “secular” grounds, normative political theory forced the Catholics to become 
Protestants.

The Enlightenment Philosophy of Toleration

Though the value of toleration would be defended by the philosophers throughout 
the eighteenth century, the arguments they provided often were extremely fragmen-
tary. In contrast to Locke’s Letter and Bayle’s Commentaire Philosophique, for instance, 
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Voltaire’s chief essay on the topic, his Traité de la Tolérance (1763), did not lay out a 
coherent theoretical foundation for this value. This is a difference in style—Voltaire 
was known for his aversion towards “grand” philosophical systems—but it also il-
lustrates a different stance: Voltaire wrote as though it had become self-evident that 
toleration was a moral obligation of humanity.

His “arguments” for this value were limited to exclamations about the irrational-
ity of intolerance, persecution and fanaticism: “Philosophy, the sister of religion, has 
disarmed the hands that superstition had so long stained with blood; and the human 
mind awakening from its intoxication, is amazed at the excesses into which fanati-
cism has led it.” Similarly: “Toleration, in fine, never led to civil war; intolerance has 
covered the earth with carnage. Choose, then, between these rivals—between the 
mother who would have her son slain and the mother who yields, provided his life be 
spared.” Or: “The supposed right of intolerance is absurd and barbaric. It is the right 
of the tiger; nay, it is far worse, for tigers do but tear in order to have food, while we 
rend each other for paragraphs” (Voltaire 1763: 161, 165, 169).

Many of these remarks were intelligible only because a few centuries of theo-
logical debate had prepared the ground. This became clear especially when Voltaire 
linked superstition and clericalism to the evils of persecution and intolerance. Take 
the following claim:

The more the superstitions of the monks are despised, the more the bishops and 
priests are respected; while they do good, the monkish superstitions from Rome 
do nothing but evil. And of all these superstitions, is not the most dangerous that 
of hating one’s neighbour on account of his opinions? And is it not evident that it 
would be even more reasonable to worship the sacred navel, the sacred prepuce, 
and the milk and dress of the Virgin Mary, than to detest and persecute one’s 
brother? (Ibid.: 209.) 

Such a remark made sense against the background of the Protestant critique of idola-
try. The worship of relics and other monkish superstitions were irrational because 
they were human fabrications added to religion. These mixed the material temporal 
world with the spiritual world of true religion. Persecution in the name of religion 
was part of this corruption: evil human beings had begun to abuse religion to gain 
power in this temporal world over their fellow human beings. Hence, Voltaire could 
suggest that it was not the Christian religion, but the abuse of the Christian religion, 
when it was wrongly conceived, which inspired the rage of intolerance (Ibid.: 160-1).

In his Dictionnaire Philosophique (1764), he affirmed that the chief obstacle to the 
rise of toleration was the human exploitation of religion as a means to power. “Dis-
sension is the great evil of mankind,” Voltaire wrote, “and toleration its only remedy.” 
There is no one who does not agree with this truth, once one has contemplated it 
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calmly. But why, then, he asked, do the same men who approve toleration in private, 
so vehemently denounce it in public? Why?

Because self-interest is their god, because they sacrifice everything to this monster 
they worship.
I possess a rank and a power created by ignorance and credulity. I step on the 
heads of the men who are prostrate at my feet; if they get up and look me in the 
face, I am lost; I must therefore keep them fastened to the ground with chains of 
iron.
Thus have reasoned men made powerful by centuries of fanaticism. They have 
other powerful men under them, and these have still others, all of whom enrich 
themselves at the expense of the poor, fatten on their blood, and laugh at their 
stupidity. They all detest toleration, just as politicians enriched at the public’s 
expense fear to submit their accounts, and just as tyrants fear the word liberty. 
Finally, to crown all, they bribe fanatics who loudly shout: “Respect my master’s 
absurdities, tremble, pay, and be silent.” (Voltaire 1764: 191-2)

This picture of powerful men abusing religion in order to advance their selfish world-
ly interests again reproduced the Protestant attack of the priesthood and the anti-
confessional critique of the confessional churches. The anticonfessional Protestants 
had accused the priests and clerics of installing a tyranny of conscience which took 
away the spiritual liberty of the Christians. In the same way, the eighteenth-century 
philosophy of toleration described the evil priests as the main force behind religious 
persecution and intolerance. In Voltaire’s earlier quoted words: persecution in France 
had been started by “Jealous priests, who armed the prejudices of the magistrates 
and the politic manoeuvres of the ministers” (Voltaire 1764: 188). Thus, the advo-
cacy of toleration retained its connection to a vigorous anticlericalism—a connection 
which was sustained by the theological background of Christian liberty.

The fact that such views had become part of the stock in trade of the philoso-
phers indicates the extent to which their thought was shaped by the secularisation 
of the Protestant religion. In fact, their claims on toleration were often impossible 
to tell apart from those of the anticonfessional theologians. In his Treatise on Tolera-
tion, Voltaire wrote: “One does not need great art and skilful eloquence to prove that 
Christians ought to tolerate each other – nay, even to regard all men as brothers. Why, 
you say, is the Turk, the Chinese, or the Jew my brother? Assuredly; are we not all 
children of the same father, creatures of the same God?” (Voltaire 1763: 211.) Or as 
he asked a few pages later: “Must each individual usurp the rights of the Deity, and 
decide, before he does, the eternal lot of all men?” (Ibid.: 213.) Such statements had 
been embedded in a coherent theological framework during the previous two cen-
turies. Now they could be invoked as rhetorical questions, whose answers were so 
obvious that they did not need any further explanation or justification.

Voltaire was not the only philosophe who replicated the teachings of anticonfes-
sional Protestant theology as though this was the one reasonable way to think about 
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the question of toleration. Denis Diderot, another eighteenth-century critic of reli-
gious dogma and the priesthood, did the same in his entry “Intolérance” in the famous 
Encyclopédie:

It is impious to seek to impose laws upon conscience, the universal principle of our 
actions. Conscience must be enlightened and not constrained. Men who fall into 
error in good faith should be pitied, never punished. Neither men of good faith nor 
men of bad faith should be subject to torment; judgement over them must be left 
to God (Diderot 1765: 29-30).

Again, the statements are familiar: these were some of the theological dogmas of 
liberty of conscience. Soon, the need would no longer be felt to refer to the belief 
that God alone could judge the human conscience: it became axiomatic that the 
conscience of the citizens ought not to be coerced by the laws of the state. Diderot 
invoked more theological grounds to show the illegitimacy of religious intolerance. 
He pointed out that it could not be truly Christian to persecute one’s fellow human 
beings, because the spiritual kingdom was not of this world: “When you hate your 
brother, and preach hatred to your neighbour, is it the spirit of God which inspires 
you? Christ has said: My kingdom is not of this world, and you, his disciples, wish to 
tyrannise over this world!” (Ibid.: 30.) Finally, he stressed that the salvation of the 
soul was an individual matter: “Bring about your own salvation. Pray for mine, and 
recognise that everything you allow yourself beyond that is an appalling injustice in 
the eyes of God and men” (Ibid.).

More illustrations can be given of the way in which the Enlightenment philoso-
phy of toleration drew upon Protestant theology. For instance, the philosophers often 
gave the following argument for toleration: all human beings are weak and prone to 
make mistakes; therefore, they ought to tolerate each other’s errors. Voltaire (1764: 
188) wrote that toleration is the prerogative of humanity, because “We are all steeped 
in weaknesses and errors: let us forgive one another’s follies, it is the first law of na-
ture.” In his Idées républicaines (1765), he stated that human pride was the cause of 
intolerance and “the secret source of all divisiveness” (Voltaire 1994: 211). Similarly, 
the entry “Tolérance” in the Encyclopédie—“one of the most prominent texts of the 
period on the subject” (Tomaselli 2000: 88)—stated that toleration was the virtue of 
any weak being who had to live together with other similar beings. In spite of human 
intelligence, the human being was burdened with errors and passions. Hence, if it 
were not for toleration, life on earth would be continuously disrupted by troubles and 
dissensions (Romilly n.d.: 335).

At face value, the significance of these claims is unclear. In what sense does the 
fact that humans commit errors make all of them into weak beings? To which strong 
and infallible being could the human species be opposed? Why does the human 
tendency to err necessarily lead to dissension and strife? The significance of this 
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argument for toleration becomes clear if one opposes this moral principle to the be-
haviour of a party which claims that some human beings are not as weak and prone 
to error as the others and which—on this basis—imposes its own religion on these 
others. Persecution is caused by the pride of some human beings, which makes them 
think that they possess a truth that is binding on all. This was the description given 
by the Reformers of the papacy and its priests and by the anticonfessional Protes-
tants of the confessional clergy: inspired by the devil, these sinful human beings 
believed they had an infallible authority to impose spiritual laws on the believers. As 
the work of the devil, such a spiritual tyranny inevitably led to dissension and schism 
within Christendom. In opposition to this description, the Protestants asserted that 
all human beings were equally fallible in their knowledge of God’s Will. Therefore, 
no human being or institution had the authority to bind others to its own understand-
ing of religious truth. In this sense, the fallibility of human beings in religious matters 
was a ground for toleration. The claim about the weakness of erring beings seems to 
be a secular translation of this standard theological justification of toleration.

Did Voltaire, Diderot and other philosophes invoke theological dogmas because 
they intended to address an audience that was still largely Christian? They explic-
itly denied the truth of many of the Christian doctrines, this is clear. How could 
their principle of toleration then be said to depend on a background of theological 
assumptions? Whatever belief or disbelief they may have expressed, these philoso-
phers made the same claims about religious toleration and liberty of conscience as 
the generations of anticonfessional Protestants had in early modern England and the 
Dutch Republic. In the meantime, no alternative secular theories had been devel-
oped about the phenomena of religion and conscience. No new framework had come 
up to answer questions like the following: What is the nature and structure of the hu-
man conscience? How do we know whether a particular act is inspired by conscience 
or rather violates it? When does a law infringe upon the rights of conscience? How 
do we identify the realm of religion in various human societies? What exactly is the 
problem in submitting religion to the authority of human laws? The only available 
framework remained the theology of Christian liberty with its principles of the sepa-
ration of the two kingdoms, the individual autonomy of the conscience, etc. 

7.3. Conclusion: The Spirit of Liberal Toleration

Did the early Enlightenment thinkers make toleration into a common and secular 
human value? Did the idea become independent of the theological matrix in which 
it had grown? An analysis of the accounts of the two most important theorists of 
toleration of the early Enlightenment, John Locke and Pierre Bayle, has led us to 
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a negative answer to this question. The intelligibility of their theories of toleration 
clearly relies on a set of Protestant theological premises: without this theology, one 
can neither make sense of their understanding of conscience and religion, nor grasp 
the significance of the normative claims they make about the freedom of conscience 
and religion. Moreover, when we examine the stance these thinkers took towards 
the toleration of the Roman-Catholic Church, it becomes clear that their normative 
model of the plural society continued the struggle of the Protestant religion against 

“popish tyranny,” but gave this religious strife a secular cover.
More research needs to be done in order to formulate a general hypothesis about 

the Enlightenment as the struggle between a secularised Protestant religion and the 
confessional forms of Christianity. What this chapter hopes to have shown is that such 
a perspective is more fruitful in order to understand the Enlightenment philosophy 
of toleration than the standard view that it was the emancipation of the western mind 
from Christian dogma. In the two previous chapters, we saw that toleration became a 
value in itself, a moral norm, because it was taken to be part of the purpose God has 
for humanity. In the Enlightenment, toleration retained its normative character, but 
the reference to God and His Will seemed to have become superfluous. Toleration 
and its principles of the separation of politics and religion and individual liberty of 
conscience became the self-evident tenets of democratic political theory.

In the words of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948: “Everyone 
has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes free-
dom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community 
with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, 
practice, worship and observance” (General Assembly of the United Nations 1948). 
Such declarations can be endorsed by the United Nations, but they do not solve 
the conceptual problems inherent to the principles of toleration and religious liberty. 
This takes us back to the puzzle of the two spheres which confronts the modern 
liberal conception of toleration. The following hypothesis has crystallised to explain 
for the lack of intelligibility in the separation of the realm of religious liberty from 
the realm of political coercion: modern liberal toleration has inherited its basic con-
ceptual structure from the secularisation of the Protestant theological scheme which 
opposed the spiritual kingdom of liberty to the temporal kingdom of law. If this is 
the case, liberal political theory should generate a plethora of conceptual problems 
when it is exported to another cultural environment, which does not share the com-
mon sense and the linguistic practices that have emerged from the dynamic of the 
Christian religion. In the final chapter, we will travel to India to examine whether this 
has indeed happened.
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Chapter VIII

Secularism, Toleration and
the Decline of Indian Pluralism

No society has been celebrated as much for its cultural and religious diversity as 
that of the Indian subcontinent. If we wandered through an important city in India 
during any of the previous twelve centuries, the number of different cultural groups 
we encountered in this society would be vast in comparison to the religious variety 
in the seventeenth-century Dutch town we visited earlier. Apart from a range of dif-
ferent Hindu traditions, historians tell us, the subcontinent was populated by Bud-
dhists, Jains, Christians, Jews, Muslims and Parsis by the end of the eighth century 
(Basham 1969: 264-8, 345-7). In itself, the fact that this extremely plural society did 
not collapse indicates that it must have developed successful ways of going about 
with cultural and religious diversity. Yet, from the late colonial times onwards, both 
Indian and western intellectuals have argued that India needs the modern political 
theory of toleration to survive. The liberal model of the neutral state, they suggest, is 
as indispensable in India as elsewhere.

In the Indian debate on this issue, the term “secularism” is generally used to 
refer to the liberal principles of toleration: a secular state ought to be neutral to-
wards the various religions in society and it ought to grant to its citizens the right to 
religious liberty or freedom of conscience. The Indian Constitution embodies this 
model of the liberal plural state. Several of its articles declare the equality of all 
citizens before the law, regardless of their religious affiliations. Moreover, Article 25 
states the following: “Subject to public order, morality and health and to the other 
provisions of this Part, all persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and 
the right freely to profess, practice and propagate religion.” Such legal formulas have 
been adopted from the constitutions of the nation states of Europe and America. And 
the value of secularism in general, both its advocates and its opponents acknowledge, 
has been taken from the modern West and liberal-democratic political theory (e.g. 
Madan 1987: 754; Mahajan 2002: 35; Nijwahan 1995: 183-8; Smith 1963: 22; Taylor 
1998: 37; Vanaik 1997: 29).
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The common recognition of the western origins of secularism leads the secular-
ists and the anti-secularists to very different conclusions. The latter argue that it has 
become a sterile concept in India because of its alien origins. As a consequence, it 
has not alleviated the conflicts between the Hindus on one side and the Muslims 
and Christians on the other, but rather created more tensions. Shortly, secularism is a 
western and Christian value unfit for the South-Asian societies. This point of view is 
taken by Gandhian anti-secularists such as T. N. Madan (1987) and Ashis Nandy (1985, 
1998, 1999). It is also shared by many of the Hindutva thinkers—the so-called “Hindu 
nationalists”—who argue that the native “Hindu secularism” is superior to the west-
ern brand (Madhok 1995; Nijwahan 1995). In contrast, the secularists disagree that 
the western or Christian origin of this idea creates difficulties in India. Thus, Charles 
Taylor (1998: 37) writes: “The Christian origins of the idea are undeniable, but this 
does not have to mean that it has no application elsewhere.” Mushirul Hasan (1996: 
202) makes the following remark: “The central issue is not the Western provenance 
of an idea but its place and relevance in a plural society.” The sociologist Andre Be-
teille (1994: 560) has similar reservations about the rejection of the idea of secularism 
because of its western roots: “Surely, the test of an idea or an institution should be its 
capacity to meet our present needs and not its provenance…[G]eography can never 
be a decisive test of the social value of an idea or institution.”

Naturally, the Gandhian anti-secularists and the Hindutva thinkers do not re-
ject the idea of secularism merely because of its western origins. If this was their 
reason for doing so, they would also have to dispose of the theories of the natural 
sciences—from Newton to Darwin and beyond. They do not. What they question is 
the place and relevance of secularism in the Indian plural society and its capacity to 
meet the present needs of this society. The issue they raise is not that the idea origi-
nates in the Christian West, but that it is a western and Christian idea, which is of no 
significance to the Indian culture and society. However, the retort of the secularists 
shows that the anti-secularist argument fails to make it clear what exactly is western 
or Christian about the idea of secularism and how its western and Christian nature 
creates difficulties in India.

What is the connection between secularism and its culture of origin, the West? 
In the previous chapters, Balagangadhara’s theory of religion and its role in the for-
mation of the western culture has brought us to a hypothesis that allows us to answer 
this question. The modern liberal conception of toleration makes sense only against 
the background of a particular religious framework. On the one hand, the normative 
structure of toleration is the consequence of a specific cultural attitude towards hu-
man society: the incessant pursuit to make a Christian society how it ought to be ac-
cording to God’s Will has given rise to a normative ideal like toleration. On the other 
hand, the conceptual structure of the notion of toleration or secularism has emerged 
from the secularisation of Protestant theology. Its theological core is the presupposi-
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tion that human society is divided into a sphere of political coercion and a sphere of 
religious liberty. In this sense, liberal toleration could indeed be called “a western 
and Christian idea.”

How could the Indian proponents of liberal secularism challenge this hypoth-
esis? If their theories gave a consistent analysis of the conflicts and tensions in India’s 
plural society—which demonstrated that the principles of secularism are the evident 
conceptual solution—then the secularists would show that the notion of secularism 
has become independent of its religious foundations in the West. These theories 
would have to disclose a necessary connection between the structure of the con-
flicts and that of the principles of secularism or liberal toleration. The first section of 
this chapter will address two questions: Have the Indian secularists produced such 
a consistent theoretical analysis which demonstrates that secularism is the solution 
to the conflicts between Hindus, Muslims and other groups in the Indian society? If 
they have not, how do we account for the deep-seated conviction that secularism is 
necessary in India?

What difficulties could the link between liberal secularism and its culture of 
origin cause, when its normative principles are transplanted to India? One of the 
central claims of liberal political theory is its neutrality towards all religions. However, 
if the model of the liberal secular state is based in a Christian theological framework, 
its claim to neutrality becomes dubious. In the second section, we will have a closer 
look at the clash over state neutrality between the secularists and the anti-secularists 
(including both the Gandhian anti-secularists and the Hindutva thinkers) by focusing 
on one of its central issues, i.e. the issue of religious conversion. Our question is the 
following: Is the secular state in India neutral between the different communities in 
its society, when it comes to this issue? The question of conversion in India, we will 
see, offers us a unique way to assess the neutrality of the liberal political theory of 
toleration.

8.1. Secularism and the Absence of Theory

Since the declaration of Independence in 1947, the question of toleration and the 
secular state has been at the centre of the struggle between the different political 
forces in Indian society. With the rise of the Hindu Right and the growing intensity 
of Hindu-Muslim conflict in recent decades, this issue has once again become as 
urgent as it was in the aftermath of Partition. The growing tensions between Hindus 
and Muslims in India today cannot be ignored. The gruesome riots which erupted 
in the state of Gujarat in 2002 bear witness to this fact. And so did the destruction of 
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the Babri Mosque in Ayodhya and the consequent eruption of riots in various Indian 
cities ten years before. Therefore, India needs secularism.

At least, that is what “the secularists”—the proponents of liberal toleration—tell 
us. Indian society is characterised by its religious pluralism, they say, and therefore 
the state should be secular, that is, it should be impartial towards all religions. In this 
view, the problem with the Hindu Right is that it strives to make the Indian state 
into a religious state. If this were done, the state would consistently take the side 
of the Hindu majority in conflicts between Hindus and Muslims and it would no 
longer be able to curb the violence as an impartial arbiter. In short, the basic fear of 
the secularist thinkers is that India threatens to fall apart if the domain of politics is 
not separated from that of religion. It is this view that brings them to sweeping state-
ments such as the following: “Secularism, for India, is not simply a point of view, it is 
a question of survival” (Rushdie 1990: 19). 

Since this group of Indian intellectuals attaches such importance to the idea of 
secularism, one would expect its content to be more or less clear. However, whenever 
the participants in the debate attempt to pinpoint what secularism is, they end up in 
obscurity and confusion. In the 1970s, Mushir-Ul-Haq (1972: 6) made the following 
remark: “For the last two decades Indians have been talking of secularism, yet the 
term remains vague and ambiguous. One may, therefore, be justified in asking: what 
does secularism really mean—especially in the Indian context?” Twenty years later, 
M. M. Sankhdher (1995: 1-2) articulated the same concern: “Such a commonplace 
concept as secularism, with which the man in the street is so familiar and so used to, 
tends to acquire the character of a riddle, a puzzle, an enigma amongst intelligen-
tsia.”

In the last few decades, analogous remarks have surfaced again and again. Some 
point out “the curious absence, the startling and significant vacuity of the notion 
‘secularism’ itself,” and go so far as to claim that the notion has become “a sort of 
mantra, a quasi-religious incantation” (Rai 1989: 2770-1). Others put it mildly and 
say there is a tendency among Indian intellectuals to interpret the concept in their 
own subjective manner (Khan 1994: 373), or they use more pointed terms: “Like 
liberal Hindu gods who can take different forms and give a chance to the devotees 
to worship in any form they like, in India the concept of secularism has acquired 
so many interpretations and it now means different things to different groups of 
people” (Srikanth 1994: 39). Whether Muslim or Hindu, rightist or leftist, sociologist 
or political scientist, these thinkers all agree on this one point: the term “secularism” 
has so many different meanings in the Indian context that it appears to have lost all 
meaning.

This section will argue that the semantic confusion surrounding “secularism” 
masks a more basic problem in the Indian debate. Instead of being embedded in 
a well-structured theoretical framework, the notion of “secularism” or “the secular 
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state” consists of a number of isolated normative propositions—about the separation 
of politics and religion and the right to religious freedom—proclaimed as though 
these are self-evidently true. First, I will show that the principle of the separation of 
politics and religion does not make much sense, because it is based on an arbitrary 
distinction between “the religious” and “the political.” Next, we note that a similar 
problem confronts the principle of religious liberty: when it is unclear how to identify 
the domain of religion, it will be equally vague what it means to secure freedom in 
this domain. As a consequence, the tenets of the liberal secular state are not intel-
ligible in the Indian context, because the theoretical background required to make 
sense of them is nowhere to be found.

The Religious and the Political

Not all participants in the secularism debate express difficulties in making sense of 
the concept around which the debate revolves. Those who intend to protect the secu-
lar character of the Indian state from the onslaught of the Hindu Right often provide 
definitions that appear to leave no doubt as to the meaning of the term. “Secularism,” 
they say, requires the separation of the state from religion in general, from all faiths, 
or from any particular religious order, or it stands for the separation of religious and 
non-religious institutions (Smith 1963; Gopal 1993: 13; Sen 1996: 13; Bhargava 1998b: 
488). As secularists, they defend “the demarcation of two realms of existence, the 
separation of church from state, of the sacred from the secular” or they reformulate 
this in terms of a “distinction between the area of individual autonomy and of secular 
or social control” (Chatterji 1995: x). When the secularists argue that this notion is 
indispensable in India, it is their burden to produce a theoretical description of the 
Indian situation, which demonstrates that the separation of politics and religion is its 
only conceptual solution.

At the very least, any such description has to answer two basic questions. Firstly, 
it should be able to tell us what properties distinguish the religious domain from the 
secular or the political (or vice versa). If there is no theoretical clarity on what makes 
some phenomena of Indian culture into religious phenomena or some institutions of 
Indian society into religious institutions, then there is simply no point in stating that 
the religious ought to be separated from the political. Secondly, the belief that the 
secular state offers the one reasonable political answer to the Hindu-Muslim strife 
in India derives from the underlying belief that it is the only viable solution to the 
predicament of religious pluralism. For this inference to hold, the description should 
identify the general properties of religious pluralism and show that these properties 
can also be discerned in the Hindu-Muslim problem. In other words, it has to de-
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scribe the structure that distinguishes the problem of religious pluralism or religious 
strife from other problems of human coexistence. As the cogency of the “secularism 
discourse” depends on these two issues, we will examine the extent to which they 
are satisfactorily addressed by some of the prominent Indian advocates of secular-
ism.

When India became independent, it was obvious to most leaders of the Indian 
National Congress that it had to become a secular state, because they considered this 
to be the only form of government that would secure the peaceful co-existence of 
Hindus and Muslims. This view found one of its strongest proponents in Jawaharlal 
Nehru, independent India’s first Prime Minister, who went so far as to assert that “no 
state can be civilised except a secular state” (cited in Chandra 1994: 79). According to 
the chief interpreter of Nehruvian secularism, the historian Bipan Chandra, Nehru’s 
definition of secularism was four-pronged:

Secularism meant first, separation of religion from political, economic, social and 
cultural aspects of life, religion being treated as a purely personal matter; second, 
dissociation of the state from religion; third, full freedom to all religions and 
tolerance of all religions; and four, equal opportunities for followers of all religions, 
and no discrimination and partiality on grounds of religion (Chandra 1994: 63).

Prima facie, this may appear to be a precise definition. However, when one is aware of 
the confusion surrounding the concept of religion, its obscurity becomes baffling. As 
Balagangadhara (1994) argued earlier, we do not know today what makes something 
into religion. No theory is available that explains the characteristics of the religious 
domain. If this is unclear, however, it will also be impossible to separate religion from 

“political, economic, social and cultural aspects of life.” One does not know what prac-
tices, beliefs or institutions need to be separated from what other practices, beliefs 
or institutions. The Nehruvian secularism turns out to be a scarcely intelligible idea 
once one tries to give content to its principle of the separation of religion from the 
different domains of public life.

The ambiguity can be shown in B. R. Ambedkar’s interventions in the Constitu-
ent Assembly Debates—the debates leading to the formulation of the Indian Constitu-
tion. At the time of Independence, Ambedkar was the main advocate of some of the 
oppressed groups in Indian society. As such, he was a strong proponent of importing 
the western liberal notions of state neutrality and equal human rights, because he 
believed the injustices of Indian society had to be blamed on the Hindu religion and 
its caste system. This stance determined his contributions to the formation of the 
Indian constitution. He argued for the adoption of many articles from the constitu-
tions of western liberal democracies, especially where it concerned the separation 
of the state and religion. Given this background, one would expect some clarity in 
Ambedkar’s understanding of the role of religion in the Indian society. However:
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The religious conceptions in this country are so vast that they cover every 
aspect of life from birth to death. There is nothing which is not religion and if 
personal law is to be saved I am sure about it that in social matters we will come 
to a standstill…There is nothing extraordinary in saying that we ought to strive 
hereafter to limit the definition of religion in such a manner that we shall not 
extend it beyond beliefs and such rituals as may be connected with ceremonials 
which are essentially religious (Constituent Assembly Debates, vol. 7: p. 781; cited in 
Chatterjee 1998: 356). 

Religion seems easily identifiable to Ambedkar since he sees that it covers every 
aspect of life from birth to death. Naturally, he should be aware that when there 
is nothing which is not “religion,” the term loses all meaning. Next, he proposes 
that political expediency obliges us to limit the definition of religion. How will we 
find out what is really religion and what not? The extraordinary answer is that we 
shall define it in terms of beliefs and rituals connected with ceremonials that are 
essentially religious. When we are still striving to define what religion is, how can we 
possibly know what things are essentially religious? In this quote, it is painfully clear 
how arbitrary the statements about the role of religion in Indian society are. One 
can feel that “religion” covers every aspect of life in India, and one can at the same 
time propose that “religion” ought to be limited to those things which one feels are 

“essentially religious.” In the absence of a consistent theory of religion, there is no 
firm cognitive ground for any of these feelings. One can invent definitions of “the 
religious” according to one’s personal intuitions or one’s political aims. 

These theoretical problems in the principles of secularism will not disappear 
when the notion “religion” is replaced by “Hinduism,” because that strategy con-
fronts us with similar questions as to what Hinduism is, whether it is religion or not, 
or even whether it exists or not. Nehru himself would certainly admit that these are 
thorny issues:

Hinduism, as a faith, is vague, amorphous, many-sided, all things to all men. It is 
hardly possible to define it, or indeed to say whether it is a religion or not in the 
usual sense of the word. In its present form, and even in the past, it embraces 
many beliefs and practices, from the highest to the lowest, often opposed to or 
contradicting each other. Its essential spirit seems to be live and let live (Nehru 
1946: 75). 

It is impossible to identify something which can hardly be defined, which is vague, 
amorphous, many-sided, and all things to all men. And when one does not succeed 
in identifying the Hindu religion, how can one even dream of separating it from the 
state or from the public sphere? Surely a serious problem is involved here. In the 
words of a specialist, Richard Zaehner, there is no particular set of dogmas that define 
the Hindu religion:
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…Hinduism is quite free from any dogmatic affirmations concerning the nature 
of God, and the core of religion is never felt to depend on the existence or non-
existence of God, or on whether there is one God or many; for it is perfectly 
possible to be a good Hindu whether one’s personal views incline towards monism, 
monotheism, polytheism, or even atheism. This is not what ultimately matters 
(Zaehner 1966: 2; italics mine).

As R. N. Dandekar points out, the social scientific study of Hinduism has long ac-
cepted that this “religion” defies all attempts at definition: 

…Hinduism does not insist on any particular religious practice as being obligatory, 
nor does it accept any doctrine as its dogma. Hinduism can also not be identified 
with a specific moral code. Hinduism, as a religion, does not convey any definite or 
unitary idea. There is no dogma or practice which can be said to be either universal 
or essential to Hinduism as a whole (Dandekar 1971: 237).

Basically, the conclusion is that the Hindu religion does not have any properties—i.e. 
any common beliefs or practices—that allow us to recognise it.

These have become platitudes today, but they hide a vital quandary in making 
sense of the notion of secularism in India. If the Hindu religion does not have any 
clear properties, how shall we determine when this religion intrudes into the politi-
cal domain? When does a state become a Hindu state, as opposed to a secular state? 
When the government publicly cites Rama as the prototype of the ethical king? Or 
when it consults an astrologer before making an important political decision? When 
a puja ritual is done in parliament? Any answer to these and similar questions will be 
derived from the properties that distinguish the class of things Hindu from that of 
things secular. Since there is not the least consensus on the properties of the Hindu 
religion, one can fix this standard as one chooses. Accordingly, one can give one’s own 
interpretation as to what it means for India to be a secular state.

Besides, if the essential spirit of the Hindu traditions seems to be “live and let 
live,” what then is the point of arguing for secularism or toleration in India? In the 
West, such great import was assigned to “the separation of church and state” because 
the Christian confessions had given rise to intolerant states, which imposed one spe-
cific form of doctrine, discipline and worship upon the subjects. Considering that the 
Hindu traditions do not regard any practice or doctrine as obligatory, it is impossible 
that contemporary India is confronted with the same threat of a persecuting religious 
state, and that it is in need of the same safeguard of the secular state.

At this point, the objection may arise that although it is quite true that Hinduism 
generally has no difficulty with accommodating all kinds of practices and beliefs, the 
more dogmatic and intolerant form of Hindutva or “Hindu nationalism” also exists, 
and that therefore the Hindu religion should be separated from the state in India. 
For such an objection to be meaningful, one will have to demonstrate what makes 
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the various Hindu traditions into a “Hindu religion” (or several Hindu religions, for 
that matter), how the religious elements of this religion are present in an excessive 
form in the discourses and practices of Hindutva, and what it would mean to separate 
these elements from politics. These questions have not even been addressed by the 
secularists. Thus, one cannot but conclude that they presuppose that the current dif-
ficulties in Indian politics and society should be understood in terms of the relation 
between “the religious” and “the political”—while they have no clue as to how to 
identify these domains of life and society.

This one assumption is constitutive of the entire debate. For instance, the No-
bel Laureate Amartya Sen (1996: 13-14) argues that the principle of secularism does 
not require the state to steer clear of an association with any religious matter whatso-
ever: “Rather, what is needed is to ensure that in so far as the state has to deal with 
different religions and members of different religious communities, there must be 
a basic symmetry of treatment.” The virtue of this approach, he emphasises, is that 
the requirement of symmetric treatment leaves open the question as to what form 
that symmetry should take. Two imaginary examples are sufficient to assess the con-
sequences of Sen’s liberality. The first is that of some predominantly Muslim state, 
which allows freedom of religion to the minorities, but also proclaims that all women 
should wear full burqa. The second example asks us to imagine a time in the future 
at which the Indian state enacts a law that forbids the consumption of meat to all 
citizens. Both states are still politically secular according to Sen’s principle, since they 
treat the members of different religious communities in a symmetric manner.

Of course, he may object to these counter-intuitive examples of secularism by 
pointing out that these states do not really respect the principle of symmetry because 
they impose the religious values or beliefs of the majority on the other communities. 
To make this point convincing, however, Sen should show that matters of dress and 
diet are part of the religion of the respective majorities. The validity of this argu-
ment depends on the inclusion of these domains of life in some definition of religion. 
Therefore, the states in question could argue as convincingly that their measures are 
not related to religion in any way—provided they have another definition of religion. 
Thus, Sen’s formula of “basic symmetry of treatment” once again illustrates that the 
theoretical inadequacy of the secularism discourse is largely due to the lack of clarity 
and stability in the essential conceptual distinction between “the religious” and “the 
secular.” The resulting equivocation is not limited to the academic debates. Perhaps, 
its consequences are best illustrated when the Indian judiciary arbitrarily invokes a 
number of differing definitions of Hinduism and religion to decide whether a certain 
community belongs to the religion of Hinduism (Galanter 1971) or whether Hin-
dutva is a religion or a non-religious way of life (Cossman and Kapur 1996).

The principle of the separation of politics and religion is intelligible only if one 
provides a consistent theoretical description that clarifies what religion is and what 
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makes the various traditions of the subcontinent into religion. Quite obviously, one 
can separate “the religious” from “the political” only if one knows how to recognise 
these two spheres by identifying at least one of them. To be able to do so, one should 
possess a theory that conceptualises either the religious or the political in terms of 
the characteristic features of these domains in life and society. These issues being 
as opaque as they are, the idea of secularism was bound to become an empty mantra 
and such a mantra will certainly fail to counter the dynamics that are currently dis-
rupting Indian society.

Freedom of What?

Instead of the separation of politics and religion, one could emphasise the impor-
tance of another principle of secularism, namely, that of the freedom of religion. This 
step allows us to illustrate how the absence of theory has brought about fundamental 
problems in the actual political and legal conflicts on the nature of the secular state 
in India. As said, the Indian Constitution grants “freedom of conscience and the right 
freely to profess, practice and propagate religion.” 

The central difficulty of the principle of freedom of religion surfaced soon in 
the courts of independent India: one’s interpretation of this principle is completely 
dependent on one’s conception of the religious domain. The fact that there was no 
consensus whatsoever on the characteristics of this domain gave rise to confusing 
situations. Thus, the Bombay High Court put forward its very own definition of reli-
gion in its interpretation of Article 25 on the freedom of religion. On the basis of this 
definition, it suggested that certain aspects of a particular religion were not religious 
but really secular in nature:

…[W]hatever binds a man to his own conscience and whatever moral and ethical 
principles regulate the lives of men, that alone can constitute religion as understood 
in the Constitution. A religion may have many secular activities, it may have 
secular aspects, but these secular activities and aspects do not constitute religion 
as understood by the constitution (cited in Smith 1998: 197). 

In another similar case, the Bombay High Court stated very explicitly that the au-
thority of a religious body in relation to its members had nothing to do with religion. 
The Supreme Court of India, on the contrary, interpreted Article 25 according to a 
completely different definition of religion:
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A religion may not only lay down a code of ethical rules for its followers to accept, it 
might prescribe rituals and observances, ceremonies and modes of worship which 
are regarded as integral parts of religion, and these forms and observance might 
extend even to matters of food and dress (Ibid.: 198).

The confusion is obvious. The different courts determine what freedom of religion 
entails according to their verdict as to which activities in Indian society are religious 
and which are secular. This would be understandable if there were disputes on the 
exact scope of the religious domain. Even if the characteristics of this domain were 
clear, the precise location of its boundaries would be disputed. Thus, we saw that in 
Reformation Europe the location of the boundary between the spiritual kingdom 
and the temporal kingdom was a topic of heated debate (see 3.4.). However, in this 
debate, both a theological framework and a social background of Christian institu-
tions were shared. Therefore, the participants knew roughly to which aspects of life 
and society they referred when they asserted that all human beings ought to be free 
in the spiritual kingdom.

The situation in India is different altogether. There is no such conceptual frame-
work and no such institutional background. Consequently, the discord regarding the 
interpretation of “freedom of religion” in the Indian courts is not about the precise 
location of the boundary of the religious domain. There is no clue on how to recog-
nise this domain in the first place. According to the exigencies of a case, the judge can 
propose that certain activities are secular and not religious, without giving any criterion 
or arguments.

In one of its judgements, the Supreme Court tried to provide a route to avoid 
the problem of figuring out what religion is and what it means for religion to be free. 

“What constitutes the essential part of a religion,” it asserted, “is primarily to be as-
certained with reference to the doctrines of that religion itself” (Ibid.). This shifts the 
problem. We now confront more difficult questions: What are the religions of India? 
Is “Hinduism” one of them? “Hinduism,” we noted, consists of a range of traditions, 
all of which tell different stories. Which of these contains the doctrine that deter-
mines the essential part of the Hindu religion? One could also propose that there 
are many different Hindu religions. However, given the absence of scriptures or doc-
trinal systems that distinguish them, where will we find the respective doctrines 
about the essential parts of their religion? Given the absence of a fixed ecclesiastical 
authority, who will decide what this doctrine is?

The meaning and implications of the principle of religious freedom became 
highly contentious when the question was addressed of a Uniform Civil Code for the 
independent India. At the time of the framing of the Constitution, the secularists 
had argued that in a secular state all communities should be subject to a common 
civil code, which would regulate marriage, inheritance and other family matters. This 
gave rise to Article 44 of the “Directive Principles of State Policy” of the Constitution: 
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“The State shall endeavour to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout 
the territory of India.” However, the representatives of the Muslim League party in 
the Constituent Assembly argued that the Sharia should be retained as the personal 
law of the Muslim community. Interestingly, they invoked the principle of religious 
liberty as a grounds for the protection of Muslim personal law:

Religious freedom was most prominently invoked in conceptions of a secular 
state in the speeches of proponents of Muslim Personal law in the Constituent 
Assembly. Many Muslim League representatives argued that religious personal 
laws that governed areas such as marriage, divorce and maintenance, were an 
essential aspect of religion, and as such, ought to be granted immunity from 
state interference…A secular order…was one in which citizens would have full 
religious freedom, including the freedom to live by the tenets of their religious 
personal law. The secular state would be excluded from the religious realm and 
would lack the authority to intervene in matters regulated by religious personal 
law (Bajpai 2002: 183).

Clearly, these laws belonged to the realm of religion, so the Muslim politicians rea-
soned, and therefore freedom of religion entailed that their community should be 
left free by the state to live according to the Sharia. Thus, one of the Muslim League 
representatives in the Constituent Assembly Debates argued as follows:

People seem to think that under a secular State, there must be a common law 
observed by its citizens in all matters, including matters of their daily life, their 
language, their culture, their personal laws. That is not a correct way to look at this 
secular State. In a secular State, citizens belonging to different communities must 
have the freedom—to practise their own religion, observe their own life and their 
personal laws should be applied to them (cited in Shefali 2002).

Another stated that the “right to follow personal law is part of the way of life of those 
people who are following such laws; it is part of their religion and part of their culture” 
(Ibid.).

The same argument surfaced in the famous Shah Bano case of the 1980s (Ru-
dolph & Rudolph 2001: 52-3; Tambiah 1998: 427-33). In this case, the Supreme 
Court had challenged the status of Muslim personal law by applying the Criminal 
Procedure Code to the claim to maintenance of a Muslim wife, Shah Bano, who 
had been divorced by her husband. In reaction to this judgement, the largest-ever 
agitation of Muslims in independent India was instigated. Eventually, the national 
government overruled the Supreme Court judgement through the ratification of the 
Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act of 1986, which basically pro-
tected Muslim personal law. In the debate about this Act in the Lok Sabha (the Indian 
parliament), Ebrahim Sulaiman Sait, Muslim League leader and one of the chief 
proponents of the Act, put forward a typical view when he declared that “secular-
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ism…is full freedom to live according to one’s own religion and not interfere with 
Shariat religion. The Muslims in this country have therefore full freedom to follow 
Shariat as part of their religion” (cited in Bajpai 2002: 189). Frank Anthony, a Chris-
tian Anglo-Indian representative of the Congress Party in the Lok Sabha declared 
that secularism means “equal respect for all religions, equal respect for the rights 
of minorities” and therefore he felt that “the Muslims today, if they feel that it is a 
Koranic injunction…then the Government has, not only an option but a duty to see 
that this Bill is passed” (Ibid.). Several other representatives similarly argued that a 
secular state ought not to interfere in the religious life of the minorities and ought to 
leave all steps towards reform to these communities themselves.

Naturally, the liberal secularists oppose this interpretation of the principle of 
religious freedom. They assert that the fact that members of different communities 
who are citizens of the same country are governed by different inheritance laws is “an 
anachronism indeed in modern India and diametrically opposed to the fundamental 
principles of secularism” (Smith 1963: 497-8). Or they complain that “the absence 
of a Uniform Civil Code (UCC) of even an optional nature has been a concession to 
a Muslim fundamentalist leadership adamant about the sanctity of a conservatively 
interpreted Sharia” (Vanaik 1997: 46). Another classical suggestion is that the com-
munities in India have failed to understand the principles of secularism:

The Constitution declares India to be a secular state in which persons are 
guaranteed equal protection of the law and where there is to be no discrimination 
based on religion, caste, race, sex or place of birth. On the other hand, freedom 
of religion is also guaranteed but what is happening is that this freedom is being 
exploited by religious groups to infringe fundamental rights and equal protection 
of the law. This antagonism between two sets of freedoms arises from the fact 
that religious and political groups have not understood or appreciated the basic 
principles of secularism (Chatterji 1995: ix).

Freedom of religion, from the perspective of the secularists, cannot be understood 
as the freedom to follow the system of “personal law” of one’s religion. Rather, it 
entails that the individual is free from all laws in the domain of religion. In the words 
of Justice Ruma Pal (2001: 32-3) of the Supreme Court of India: “While laws may be 
derived from religion, they do not form part of it, and the need for a uniform civil 
code cannot be overstated. It would not impinge on the freedom of an individual’s 
conscience, nor on the expression of it.”

This dispute leads to a deadlock. One group insists that the domain of religion 
includes the legal restrictions it puts on the matters of family life. If the secular state 
and its legal system intrude upon these matters, this is seen as a violation of the tenet 
of religious freedom. Another group believes that religion is a private matter of the 
individual, which cannot possibly include a legal system like the Sharia. This group 
will view the position of the first group as an infringement upon the principle of 
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freedom of religion. The secular state is then obliged to interfere in the practices of 
the first group and to impose a common civil code on all individual citizens. In other 
words, it has to discard the tradition of this community. On what grounds could one 
take a position in this conflict on the interpretation of secularism and its principle of 
religious freedom?

On cognitive grounds? This would be possible if one had a scientific theory on 
the domain of religion in Indian society. This theory would have to tell one what the 
characteristics and limits of this domain are, what freedom in this domain entails, 
and how it leads to a stable plural society. Such a theoretical foundation cannot be 
found for the tenet of freedom of religion. Naturally, one can always take a position 
on normative grounds. One could show that the principle of religious liberty as it has 
emerged in liberal political theory implies that the individual conscience ought to be 
free from all coercive laws in the domain of religion. Hence, a religious community 
ought not to impose the laws of its religion on its members. Legal coercion is the 
prerogative of the state.

Why should a group like the Indian Muslims accept these normative grounds? 
What is the problem in the claim that religion, from an Islamic point of view, does 
include religious laws and that, consequently, religious liberty includes the liberty 
for a community to live by these laws? The secularists argue that the Islamic doc-
trine which argues that the religious domain encompasses the laws of the Sharia is 
false. However, they are not able to show that this account of religion is untenable by 
providing a cognitively superior theory of religion. Instead, the normative grounds 
upon which they take this position assume the truth of a particular understanding of 
religion. This understanding fixes the characteristics and the outer limits of the reli-
gious domain as follows: each individual is autonomous in this domain and, therefore, 
no religious laws ought to be imposed on the individual citizen.

If a society shares this understanding of religion—if the view has become part 
and parcel of its common sense—the principle of freedom of religion appears to 
make sense and disputes like the above could be settled in favour of the secularists. 
This is what generally happens in the liberal democracies of the contemporary West, 
where the majority of the citizens shares the “secular” and “modern” understanding 
of religion. However, when it is challenged in a country like India, one confronts the 
embarrassing task of showing how and why this view is superior to other views—the 
supposedly “religious,” “conservative” and “traditional” ones. In the absence of a 
sound theoretical foundation, one can then only conclude that the liberal norm of 
religious liberty presupposes the superiority of this understanding of religion.

In the previous chapters, we have seen where this presupposition stems from. 
The norm of religious liberty has emerged within the theological framework of an-
ticonfessional Protestantism. Therefore, the norm will inevitably presuppose the 
superiority of its theological understanding of religion. In the words of the earlier 
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quoted Constitution of Maryland, religion “is the duty of every man to worship God in 
such a manner as he thinks most acceptable to him” (in Perry (ed.) 1952: 349). Or in 
the similar words of K. T. Shah, one of the participants in the Constituent Assembly 
Debates, “religion is a private affair between man and his god. It has no concern with 
anyone else in the world” (Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7: 819). As a consequence, 
laws cannot possibly belong to the domain of religion, because the relation between 
God and every human being’s conscience should always be left free from coercive 
laws. 

As long as this theological understanding of religion is present in the background, 
the principle of religious liberty will not bring about significant conceptual problems. 
When the principle is cut loose from this theological background, however, one can 
interpret it in different ways according to one’s understanding of the domain of “re-
ligion.” The dispute will be interminable, because no neutral or scientific theoretical 
basis exists which allows one to decide between these different views of religion. 
This is the problem of the Indian debate on freedom of religion. The problem is not, 
as many have argued, caused by the fact that the term “secularism” has acquired a 
new meaning in India, namely “equal respect for all religions” (Bajpai 2002: 191; 
Chatterjee 1998: 349-51; Madhok 1995: 116). Neither is it a question of “group rights” 
or “minority rights” versus “individual rights” (Chandhoke 1999). Rather, the mean-
ing of “secularism” and “freedom of religion” have become vague and shifting, be-
cause these normative principles have been detached from the theoretical framework 
in which they were embedded, viz. the Protestant theology of Christian liberty.

Secular Politics and Plural Religion

It is not that no attempts at all have been undertaken to theorise the religious and 
the conflicts it is alleged to cause in India. In fact, a specific terminology has been 
coined to study these conflicts, namely, that of “communalism” and its cognates such 
as “communal violence” and “communal riots.” What is this phenomenon of com-
munalism? Nehru defined it as “a narrow group mentality basing itself on religious 
community but in reality concerned with political power and patronage for the group 
concerned,” or, more bitterly, as “politics under some religious garb, one religious 
group being incited to hate another religious group” (cited in Chandra 1994: 62). In 
a series of essays, Bipan Chandra has similarly argued that communalism should be 
understood as an ideology which connects religious identities with secular interests, 
and which suggests that the secular interests of the followers of different religions 
are opposed to one another (Chandra 1994: 148-9). Both Nehru and Chandra argue 
that the problem is not so much religion itself or even the pluralism of the various 
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religious communities, but rather that the religion of the communities is being used 
to pursue secular interests in the political domain.

Let us try to illustrate this account of communalism with an example. Imagine a 
leader of the Jain community who encourages his followers to engage in a campaign 
of non-violent resistance to British rule in the colonial era—or one who does the 
same towards the activities of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (one of the organi-
sations of the Hindutva movement) today. Arguably, both leaders use religion (Jain 
ahimsa) to pursue political interests. Their position further entails that these politi-
cal interests are opposed to those of the Christian colonials or to those of the Hindu 
nationalists. Thus the position fulfils the conditions of Nehru’s and Chandra’s notion 
of communalism. However, Nehru, Chandra and most other secularists would not 
like to condemn these acts as instances of communalism in the same way they would 
condemn the case of Hindu leaders who incite their followers to destroy a mosque. 
One can think of many other examples which throw doubt on the above explanation 
of communalism.

The explanation of communalism is not useful because it is based on the invalid 
assumption that one knows what constitutes secular as against religious interests. Does 
the Gandhian non-violence imply the pursuit of a secular interest, a religious interest 
or that of a secular interest tied to a religious identity? The account of communalism 
should allow us to answer such questions. Since it does not, its conceptual foundation 
collapses and it loses all viability as an explanation of the negative role of community 
in Indian politics. Rather than being the conclusion of a careful analysis of this issue, 
the normative view that religion ought not to be used to pursue secular interests is 
the pre-theoretical assumption the account starts from. It seems both the distinction 
between the religious and the political and the moral tenets about their separation 
precede all analysis of the current tensions in the Indian society.

The secularists often assert that the most typical property of Indian secularism 
is its firm opposition to communalism. Secularism then is explicitly presented as the 
ultimate ideological answer to the communal tensions between Hindus and Muslims. 
Now, as said, any description of the Hindu-Muslim conflict which is to prove that the 
secular state is necessary in India, should discern the structure of the class of conflicts 
that can be resolved through secularism and show the necessary connection between 
this structure and that of the latter concept. The account of communalism does cer-
tainly not offer such a description. When we remove its useless distinction between 
secular and religious interests, it merely suggests there are different communities in 
Indian society, which come into conflict because they have (or falsely believe they 
have) differing interests. Of course, this is a description that can be applied to any 
and every conflict between two groups of people.

Adding the terminology of “the religious” gives us the impression that we are 
describing a specific kind of conflict; that we are referring to a specific category of 
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conflicts that should be analysed and solved in the same manner. This would be 
the case if we could demonstrate that the conflicts between Hindus and Muslims 
in contemporary India, those between Protestants and Catholics in early modern 
Europe, and all other conflicts we designate as “religious conflicts” share a common 
structure that makes them into religious conflicts. But the predicate “religious” does 
not refer to such a common structure in the phenomena it intends to describe. It 
rather appears to be a self-explanatory tag which generates the illusion that we have 
a deeper understanding of these phenomena. So even if Nehru wrote in 1936 that 

“the communal problem is not a religious problem, it has almost nothing to do with 
religion,” and even if some contemporary thinkers agree that the communal riots do 
not revolve around religion, such claims do not explain anything about the conflicts 
among the various communities in Indian society as long as one does not provide 
theoretical criteria to distinguish religious problems from those that have nothing to 
do with religion (cited in Chandra 1994: 71).

If one does not possess such criteria, any argument one constructs in order 
to demonstrate that secularism is the sole answer to India’s problem of “religious 
pluralism” is bound to end up in a conceptual muddle. This is well illustrated by 
the work of the political theorist Rajeev Bhargava. The case for secularism is “over-
determined,” Bhargava believes, since the reasons in favour of the idea are “over-
whelming” (Bhargava 1998: 488). Of these reasons, he considers “the argument from 
ordinary life” to be the most convincing. This argument begins with the assertion 
that religious world-views are constituted by ultimate ideals. When the believers of 
different religions and non-believers have to live together, a clash of their ultimate 
ideals is always imminent. A clash of such ideals could deprive people of leading an 
ordinary life. Since it is the state’s task to secure a minimally decent existence for its 
citizens, all ultimate ideals must be expunged from the affairs of the state. Therefore, 
politics and religion have to be separated, the two domains have to keep a principled 
distance and respect each other’s boundaries. “To sum up,” Bhargava says, “ordinary 
life requires that an acceptable minimum standard exists and that it is barbaric to fall 
below it.” Political secularism is the only way to secure this minimum standard and 
to avoid barbarism (Bhargava 1998: 491).

This argument from ordinary life is sustained by a specific conception of the 
common predicament with which human societies are generally confronted. Both in 
the West and in India, Bhargava suggests, secularism was consolidated in the face of 
irresolvable religious conflicts and in the aftermath of sectarian violence. More gen-
erally, he concludes that “whenever conflicts became uncontainable and insufferable, 
something resembling a politically secular state simply had to emerge” (Bhargava 
1998: 497). This simply had to happen because of the following reason:
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At no point in the history of humankind has any society existed with one and only 
one set of ultimate ideals. Moreover, many of these ultimate ideals or particular 
formulations of these have conflicted with one another. In such times, humanity 
has either got caught in an escalating spiral of violence and cruelty or come to the 
realisation that even ultimate ideals need to be delimited. In short, it has recurrently 
stumbled upon something resembling political secularism. Political secularism must then 
be seen as a part of the family of views which arises in response to a fundamental 
human predicament. It is neither purely Christian nor peculiarly Western. It grows 
wherever there is a persistent clash of ultimate ideals perceived to be incompatible 
(Bhargava 1998: 497-98; my italics).

Although there is some ambiguity in this passage (societies have to develop political 
secularism itself or “something similar” that belongs to the same “family of views”), 
Bhargava does not really waver from his main point: all cultures and societies are 
confronted with one and the same fundamental human predicament and secularism 
is the answer to this predicament.

When Bhargava claims that the secular state has to emerge whenever conflicts 
become uncontainable and insufferable, he cannot possibly mean all conflicts since 
this would imply that even fights between family members, lovers or neighbours 
have secularism as their solution. He is referring to conflicts between groups holding 
divergent religions, and he defines these conflicts in terms of the distinctive property 
of “a persistent clash of ultimate ideals.” This, of course, is a rather vague notion and 
the author never comes to explaining what makes an ideal into an ultimate ideal. This 
heading of a clash of ultimate ideals could well comprise a gang-war between Latinos 
and Blacks somewhere in L.A., a battle between the hooligans of two rival soccer 
teams somewhere in Europe, a separatist struggle of an ethnic minority anywhere in 
the world, and literally thousands of other conflicts. It sounds slightly absurd if one 
claims that the secular state is the solution to all of these conflicts. Still, in this view, 
whenever some compromise emerges between conflicting parties, this would have 
to be seen as an instance of humanity solving “the fundamental human predicament” 
by stumbling upon “something resembling political secularism.”

Bhargava is so keen on proving the universal scope of the idea of secularism, that 
he presents it as the indispensable solution to the human predicament of religious 
pluralism. Since he begins with the assumption that this predicament is a univer-
sal phenomenon of human societies, he never really poses the question as to what 
properties make a conflict into a religious conflict. The consequence is that he takes 
recourse to some all-encompassing category—“the clash of ultimate ideals”—which 
cannot possibly refer to a well-defined set of conflicts with common structural traits. 
The same is true for the resulting notion of political secularism: if all non-violent 
compromises that prevent barbarism between groups holding different “ultimate 
ideals” are termed “secularism,” the term becomes so all-encompassing that it loses 
its meaning. Thus, Bhargava’s argument from ordinary life seems to be no more than 
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a tautology: he wants to give secularism its due simply by stating that all peaceful and 
civilized pluralism in human societies is due to secularism.

At this point, we can come back to the confusion surrounding the idea of secu-
larism among the Indian intellectuals. Fundamentally, this confusion is caused by 
the utter lack of theoretical clarity in the religious-secular distinction. On top of that, 
the vacuous term of “secularism” has grown to be the keyword in Indian political 
discourse to refer to any kind of situation in which different groups of people live 
together: if they get along well, this is because of secularism; if they fight and kill 
each other, they are in need of the antidote of secularism. Anything that allows dif-
ferent kinds of people to live together can be called secularism, and thus the notion 
has become as vague as it possibly could: it is defined as “a state of mind, almost an 
instinctive feeling, such as existed, by and large, for many centuries in India, when 
Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Parsis and followers of other faiths lived side by side in 
general harmony” (Gopal 1993: 19-20), or as “a respect for differences cutting across 
class, caste, community, and gender, in which religion is a component in the shaping 
of identity but not the determining criterion” (Bharucha 1998: 6).

Instead of examining and theorising the ways in which the different cultural 
groups have succeeded or failed to live together peacefully, we take recourse to this 
obscure concept of secularism to discuss these matters. Consequently, the discourse 
of the liberal secular state prevents us from understanding the problems of pluralism 
in India, instead of helping us to solve them. The urgency of these problems today 
makes it all the more painful that the idea prevails that they can be coped with by 
endlessly repeating that “the religious” should be separated from “the political.”

Religious Strife and the Necessity of Secularism

Where does the stubborn conviction originate that secularism as the separation of 
politics and religion is indispensable in India? What sustains it? In post-Reformation 
Europe, the different confessions imposed a strict doctrine on the believers and the 
confessional strife arose from the conflicting truth claims made for these doctrines. A 
classical justification for liberal toleration emerged from this fact: the state should not 
take a position in this conflict of truth claims, for it would then persecute those who 
went against its religious position and this would eventually bring about the destruc-
tion of a state. This rationale was adopted by the Indian secularists from the time of 
the Constituent Assembly Debates onwards:

Separation was…regarded as a critical imperative, as ‘mixing religion and politics’ 
was dangerous from the standpoint of the survival of the new nation-state. 
Religion was viewed as a source of deep discord in the nation, and the recent 
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violent partition of the country was thought to be a direct consequence of ‘mixing 
politics and religion’. It was felt if conflicts about religious doctrines were played 
out in the arena of the state, the state would be torn apart. Therefore, the state, in 
order to save itself and in order to achieve the consolidation of the nation, had to 
keep clear of matters concerning religion (Bajpai 2002: 182).

This has remained the most basic “argument” for the secular state in the writings 
of the secularists throughout the twentieth century. Secularism is necessary in India 
because of the persistence of violent religious strife between Hindus and Muslims. 
The assumption is that the problem of diversity in India is equivalent to the problem 
of diversity that emerged in post-Reformation Europe. Both are instances of the 
general predicament of “religious diversity” and “the basic idea of the secular state 
represents the only sound democratic solution to the problem of religious diversity” 
(Smith 1963: 93).

The peculiarity of this belief becomes clear, once one is aware that there can be 
no such conflict of truth claims between the Hindu traditions and Islam (or any other 
religion). In fact, from the eleventh century to the present day, Christian and Muslim 
visitors to India have been struck by the fact that the Hindus do not make any truth 
claim for their traditions. While travelling through India in the eleventh century, the 
Muslim traveller Alberuni was surprised by the indifference of the local traditions to-
wards doctrinal controversy: “On the whole, there is very little disputing about theo-
logical topics among themselves; at the utmost, they fight with words, but they will 
never stake their soul or body or their property on religious controversy” (Alberuni 
in Sachau, Ed. 1888: 3). Throughout the centuries, many European missionaries and 
travellers came to a similar conclusion: the Hindus did not perceive any conflict be-
tween their “religion” and the doctrines of the Christian religion. They did not desire 
others to accept their teachings as true and refused to reject the doctrines of others 
as false (see the next section of this chapter for an analysis; e.g. Bernier 1671: 149-50; 
Ziegenbalg 1719: 14).

Today, this still is the story told by the standard textbook accounts of “Hindu-
ism”: unlike the Semitic religions, it does not attach any importance to doctrine or 
dogma. Thus, Duncan Derrett (1968: 57) in a classical work on law and religion in 
India notes the following characteristic of Hinduism: “One is free to have any and 
every belief or no beliefs at all, without forfeiting one’s religious denomination or af-
filiation.” As Richard Zaehner puts it in his introduction to the Hindu religion:

Hindus sometimes pride themselves, with some truth, that their religion is free 
from dogmatic assumptions…They do not think of religious truth in dogmatic 
terms: dogmas cannot be eternal but only the transitory, distorting, and distorted 
images of a truth that transcends not only them but all verbal definition. For the 
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passion for dogmatic certainty that has racked the religions of Semitic origin from 
Judaism itself, through Christianity and Islam, to the Marxism of our day, they feel 
nothing but shocked incomprehension (Zaehner 1969: 4).

Or in the words of Ram Singh (1992: 35), “a Hindu may believe in one God or ten, or 
ten million, or none at all; in the theory of karma, transmigration of souls, or in noth-
ing at all, and will still remain a Hindu.” In short, the Hindu traditions do not make 
truth claims for some set of doctrines.

If this is the case, how can one claim that the Hindu-Muslim problem revolves 
around a conflict between different religious truth claims? How can one argue that 
secularism is necessary because of the religious strife in Indian society? How can the 
danger of mixing politics and religion in India be located in the issue of the state tak-
ing a position in the conflict of religious doctrines? The fact that it is totally unclear 
what characterises the domain of religion in Indian society and how it differs from 
the political realm, brings us to similar puzzles: How have the secularists come to 
the belief that the crux of “the communal problem” lies in the abuse of religion for 
secular or political ends? Where does the conviction come from that the conflicts and 
tensions in India have anything to do with the relation between politics and religion 
in the first place? Whence the presupposition that one can understand Indian society 
in terms of the distinction between the religious and the political realms?

The secularist account of the Hindu-Muslim problem is not based in a theoreti-
cal analysis of the conflicts and tensions that disrupt the Indian society. This much 
is clear. Hence, it must have other origins. Somehow, the following image of Indian 
society must have come into being and spread among the Indian intellectuals: This 
society is suffused by religion; religion determines every sphere of life and action. 
Therefore, the religious and the political realm are not separated from each other 
as they properly should be. This has two consequences. On the one hand, religious 
strife between the different communities must be one of the crucial forces in Indian 
society. On the other hand, religion must be abused by certain persons or groups for 
their own political or worldly ends. Such an image of India does exist: it is part of the 
European colonial image of Indian society, which gradually became dominant from the 
seventeenth century onwards.

As Balagangadhara argues, the Christian West systematically described other 
cultures as “pale and erring variants of itself.” Earlier, we saw that the main feature 
of these western descriptions was the identification of a native religious system that 
characterised each culture. The Europeans presupposed they would find religion in 
India, because the biblical framework that shaped their thoughts and experiences 
had told them that religion was a universal phenomenon. The only way in which 
they could make sense of the Indian culture was in terms of its religious doctrines 
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(Balagangadhara 1994: 65-140). Two aspects of this western colonial understanding of 
India are crucial for our concerns.

On the one hand, given the fact that different “religions” lived side by side, the 
colonials assumed that the Indian society could not but be torn by religious strife. 
The interaction among the Hindu, Muslim and other communities was viewed as the 
mirror image of the conflict between the different confessions in European society. 
The predicament of confessional strife in post-Reformation Europe was taken as a 
template for the description of the conflicts and tensions in the Indian society. This 
is well illustrated by Gyanendra Pandey’s study The Construction of Communalism in 
Colonial North India (1990). “By the end of the nineteenth century,” he writes, “the 
dominant strand in colonialist historiography was representing religious bigotry and 
conflict between people of different religious persuasions as one of the more distinc-
tive features of Indian society, past and present—a mark of the Indian section of the 
‘Orient’” (Pandey 1990: 23-4).

The British colonials began to describe any conflict between various communi-
ties in the Indian society in terms of religious bigotry and the fundamental antago-
nism between “Hindus” and “Muslims.” Pandey shows how a series of conflicts in 
nineteenth-century India were understood in terms of the “religious” or “doctrinal” 
differences between the conflicting groups, while the conflicts were not at all re-
lated to such differences. For instance, a clash between military and police personnel 
in Benares in 1809 was said to originate “no doubt, in religious differences” even 
though it was not clear how it had anything to do with such differences. Basically, the 
image of the colonial writers was the following:

Given the nature of ‘Hindus’ and ‘Muslims’, ‘Hinduism’ and ‘Islam’, a violent 
conflict between the two was always on the cards. The riots of 1809 are represented 
as part of a continuum, a tradition: ‘one of those convulsions which had frequently 
occurred in the past owing to the religious antagonism of the Hindu and Moslem 
sections of the population’. Or as Francis Younghusband put it in a book entitled 
Dawn in India, published in 1930, ‘the animosities of centuries are always 
smouldering beneath the surface’ (Pandey 1990: 44).

From the nineteenth century onwards, Indian society was characterised in the 
western colonial descriptions in terms of a latent antagonism between Hindus and 
Muslims, which every now and then broke out into fierce religious strife. These de-
scriptions were not founded in a theory of religious strife, which showed how the 
Hindu-Muslim problem revolved around religion. Rather, they were sustained by 
the assumption that Indian society was to be understood as a less developed variant 
of western society: India was stuck at the stage of “the Wars of Religion,” which the 
West had left behind in the seventeenth century.
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On the other hand, the colonials conceived of Indian society in terms of the rela-
tionship between the spiritual and the temporal realm, because this relationship was 
central to their understanding of false religion. From the start, it had been clear to the 
Europeans that the Indian religions were instances of idolatry. The British colonials 
added a new layer: they conceptualised the Indian traditions within the frame of 
the Protestant understanding of false religion. Hence, the descriptions of religion in 
India were modelled upon the theological notions of “popish idolatry” and “spiritual 
tyranny.” In a recent article, Raf Gelders and Willem Derde (2003) show how these 
Protestant notions structured the colonial descriptions of Indian religion. In the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, western scholars and missionaries alike began to 
conceive of the Indian society in terms of the sway of corrupt priests, the Brahmins, 
who added their own human fabrications to religion in order to gain power in the 
temporal world. The result was the colonial image of the caste system:

What was not part of religion is made part of it and is falsely worshiped. Exterior 
modes of worship make religion hollow and bereave it from its content, i.e., the 
essence of religion. What is not expressly directed in the original is made obligatory 
by sophisticated reasoning. Consequently, the religion is no longer accessible 
without the help of a specialist, i.e., the priest. What keeps these developments 
going is the thirst for more power after the priests first tasted it. What begins 
as priestly power soon extends itself to a longing for worldly richness and civil 
authority. The result is caste: a political institution meant to keep a whole nation 
under the sway of sacerdotal slavery (Gelders & Derde 2003: 4612).

In other words, the nature of religion in the Indian society was clear to the colonials, 
because they possessed a theoretical framework that explained it: the Protestant con-
ception of idolatry as a spiritual tyranny. 

In Christian Europe, the belief that the realm of spiritual liberty ought to be 
separated from the realm of political coercion resulted from the following theological 
understanding of the confessional strife: (a) it was caused by sinful men who abused 
spiritual religion for carnal worldly ends; (b) to do so, they imposed bogus spiritual 
laws and false doctrines—human additions to true religion—on the believers; (c) this 
divided the true Christian religion into several factions, each claiming to be the only 
true Christian community, and thus it created discord in Christendom—instead of 
unity around a common core of doctrines. Very schematically, these were the basic 
problems in mixing the temporal with the spiritual. After it had been rid of its sa-
liently Christian features, this account became the conceptual scheme that shaped 
the western understanding of the difficulties caused by religion in the Indian society. 
The problem in India was but a variant of the predicament of Christian confession-
alism in Europe. The theological stories on spiritual tyranny and confessional strife 
could be applied to any society that was constituted by false religion. 
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These two elements of the European image of Indian society, viz. the persistent 
religious strife between Hindus and Muslims and the spiritual tyranny of Hindu-
ism and its caste system, made it self-evident that the ideals of liberal toleration 
would have to be exported to India. It is the fact that this colonial image of religion 
in Indian society is still present in the background, which also makes it obvious to 
the Indian secularists that the principles of separation of politics and religion and 
religious liberty are indispensable in India. This image sustains their adherence to 
secularism. Take the example of Nehru—the chief architect of Indian secularism. In 
his autobiography, he wrote the following about religion in India:

The spectacle of what is called religion, or at any rate organised religion, in India 
and elsewhere filled me with horror, and I have frequently condemned it and 
wished to make a clean sweep of it. Almost always it seems to stand for blind belief 
and reaction, dogma and bigotry, superstition and exploitation, and preservation of 
vested interests (Nehru 1941: 240).

Similarly, he stated in his The Discovery of India (1946):

Religion as I saw it practised, and accepted even by thinking minds, whether it 
was Hinduism or Islam or Buddhism or Christianity, did not attract me. It seemed 
to be closely associated with superstitious practices and dogmatic beliefs, and 
behind it lay a method of approach to life’s problems which was certainly not that 
of science. There was an element of magic about it, an uncritical credulousness, a 
reliance on the supernatural (Nehru 1946: 26).

As elsewhere, Nehru suggested, organised religion in India took the form of dogma 
and superstition, blind belief and bigotry, exploitation and preservation of vested 
interests. This contradicted other statements he made about “Hinduism.” After all, it 
was the very same Nehru (1946: 75) who said: “Hinduism, as a faith, is vague, amor-
phous, many-sided, all things to all men…In its present form, and even in the past, it 
embraces many beliefs and practices, from the highest to the lowest, often opposed 
to or contradicting each other.” Still, the image of India as a backward and caste-rid-
den civilization, permeated by dogmatic religion and blind ritual became dominant 
when it came to defending the principles of liberal political theory in India. If the 
Hindu religion were allowed to play any role in the government of a plural society, so 
the argument went, this would inevitably lead to the persecution of those who did 
not belong to this religion or discrimination against those who were oppressed by this 
religion. Consequently, Nehru concluded that the only civilized kind of state was the 
secular state: state polity ought not to be mixed up with religion in any way. In other 
words, an image of Indian society and religion which was based in Protestant theol-
ogy led him to the adoption of political principles that had emerged from the same 
theological framework.
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The Vacuity of Secularism

More research is needed to substantiate these claims about the dominance of the 
secularism discourse in India. What is of import now is this conclusion: the notion of 
secularism is condemned to obscurity in India, because no conceptual tools are available that 
allow us to distinguish the religious from the non-religious. It does not come as a surprise 
then that “some have begun to believe that we should, in the interest of intellectual 
clarity, stop using the term altogether” (Beteille 1994: 559). Naturally, our predica-
ment is not confined to one term, but it pertains to the entire language of liberal 
toleration and its normative propositions regarding the relation between the realm 
of religion and that of politics. In fact, in the Indian debate on the secular state, we 
confront an acute manifestation of the puzzle of the two spheres, which lies at the 
heart of the modern liberal notion of toleration. 

The advocates of secularism in India presuppose that their society is divided 
into a realm of religious liberty and a realm of political coercion, rather than dem-
onstrating that this is the case. This problem did not come into being because the 
modern notion of toleration has travelled to a nonwestern society. The alien environ-
ment of the Indian culture has merely disclosed a conceptual defect that is inherent 
to the liberal political theory of toleration. The Indian secularists have accepted the 
claims to universal validity of the liberal political thought at face value. In the con-
text of colonialism, the transplant of the norms of separation of state and church and 
religious liberty from the West to India appeared to be a most rational step, because 
both the superiority and the universality of western political theory were taken to be 
self-evident. However, the recurrence of the puzzle of the two spheres again shows 
that liberal political theory is not the result of a scientific analysis of the problems of 
pluralism in different cultures and societies. Instead, it is a secularised political theol-
ogy. In this sense, the critics of secularism in India are right to say that it is “a western 
and Christian idea” unfit for the South-Asian societies.

8.2. The Neutrality of the Liberal Secular State

Can the liberal model of the secular state be neutral towards all forms of religion, 
when it is based in a specific Christian theology? The dispute between the advocates 
and the opponents of secularism in India is often put in terms of state neutrality. The 
secularists argue that the Hindus, the Muslims and the other communities in Indian 
society should accept a common framework of secular law. The state and its legal 
framework ought to be neutral with respect to all religious and cultural groups in 
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society. In contrast, their opponents refuse to accept the western political theory of 
the religiously neutral state and offer an alternate system of traditional values. This 
group consists of the advocates of Hindutva on the one side and the Gandhian anti-
secularists on the other.

Although there are significant differences between these two anti-secularist par-
ties, they agree on one issue: in India, one should not separate politics from religion 
because Hinduism generates a more tolerant politics than western secularism. When 
Balraj Madhok, one of the Hindutva spokesmen, says that “Hindu secularism” is su-
perior to western secularism, he is voicing a widespread opinion: 

…[A]ll through the history, the Hindu state has been secular. All Hindu rulers were 
expected to live up to the ideal of ‘Sarva Panth Sama Bhava’ in their dealings with 
the people. This concept of ‘equal respect for all panths or ways of worship’ is a 
positive concept with a much wider and broader meaning than what is conveyed 
by the concept of secularism as accepted in the West (Madhok 1995: 116).

Or, to let the most distinguished among the Gandhian anti-secularists, Ashis Nandy, 
explain the moral of his story: 

…[I]t is time to recognize that, instead of trying to build religious tolerance on 
the good faith or the conscience of a small group of de-ethnicized, middle-class 
politicians, bureaucrats, and intellectuals, a far more serious venture would be to 
explore the philosophy, the symbolism, and the theology of tolerance in the faiths 
of the citizens and hope that the state systems in South Asia may learn something 
about religious tolerance from everyday Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism, or Sikhism 
rather than wish that ordinary Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists, and Sikhs will learn 
tolerance from the various fashionable secular theories of statecraft (Nandy 1998: 
338).

The anti-secularists challenge the secular belief that different religious communities 
can live together in a society only within the framework of a religiously neutral state. 
In this sense, the secularism debate revolves around one of the basic tenets of the 
contemporary theories of toleration, viz. the belief that state neutrality is necessary 
for a peaceful and viable plural society.

The disagreement, then, is not about the objective of peaceful diversity, but 
about the route to attain this aim. The Hindutva representatives, referring to Hindu 
tolerance, often make statements like the following: “We have no objection to God 
being called by any name whatever. We, in the Sangh, are Hindus to the core. That is 
why we have respect for all faiths and religious beliefs. He cannot be a Hindu at all 
who is intolerant of other faiths” (Golwalkar 1966). Some go even further and claim 
that the concept of tolerance is inadequate to represent the Hindu way of life: “You 
can hate a man but still tolerate him. But there is no hatred. You recognize the right of 
every person to have his own belief. He is recognized and respected—religion is no 
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barrier for mutual love and understanding. This is the Hindu attitude” (K. Suryana-
rayana Rao in Kanungo 2002: 125). Since their organisations are often involved in the 
hate campaigns and the violence against the Muslims, one could suggest that such 
people are hypocrites. In that case, we need to question the neutrality of the secular 
parties as well: they have consistently failed to treat the Muslims and the Hindus on 
equal terms. For instance, several reforms were imposed on the Hindu traditions by 
the Indian state under Congress rule, whereas Islam was left untouched. Instead of 
getting into such a dispute, let us take the claims of the two parties at face value.

Both parties agree on the objective of a peacefully diverse society. Both allow 
people to worship, pray or do puja in whichever way they prefer and to whatev-
er god(s) they prefer. Both allow the followers of the various religions to visit their 
mosques, churches, gurudwaras, temples or stay home. Both allow people to believe 
in one God, or in three or five thousand gods or claim that there is no God. If there is 
agreement on these issues, what then is the clash about?

This question can be addressed by taking up the issue of religious conversion, 
where the conflicts manifest themselves. Hindutva wants a ban on religious conver-
sion in India. It feels that the state should enact a law constraining the proselytising 
drive of Christianity and Islam. This proposal is anathema to the secularists, who 
insist that the state should protect the religious liberty of the individual, that is, the 
right of every individual to convert to another religion and to propagate freely his or 
her religion.

Why does Hindutva feel such strong aversion towards religious conversion? One 
suggestion is that the Hindutva movement consists of religious fanatics. However, 
this fails to take into account that many Hindus, hardly illiberal fanatics, hold similar 
views. Mahatma Gandhi, for instance, said at one point that if he had the power to 
legislate, he would ban all proselytising: “If I had the power and could legislate, I 
would stop all proselytizing…In Hindu households the advent of a missionary has 
meant the disruption of the family coming in the wake of change of dress, manners, 
language, food and drink…” (Harijan, November 5, 1935). This view is still prevalent 
among contemporary Gandhians. As Manikam Ramaswami puts it:

In a pluralistic society if people have to live in harmony, one group that believes 
its assumed form of God is superior and tries to convert the thinking of others will 
not certainly help. One group trying to impose its views on others based on its 
unconfirmable assumptions will certainly cause social tension and should not be 
permitted in a secular society. The pseudo seculars who call it religious freedom 
to convert, if they apply their mind will understand banning conversion, forced or 
otherwise, is not a Hindutva agenda; on the other hand not banning conversion is 
the agenda of the aggressive religions (Ramaswami 2002).
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While the secularists agree with the Muslim and Christian minorities that the latter 
must be free to proselytise, most of the anti-secularists want to defend the interests 
of the Hindus. 

As noted, the secularists defend a normative principle of state neutrality. They 
say that one ought to separate politics from religion because without such a separa-
tion, the state cannot treat all religions in a neutral or symmetric manner. The secu-
larists offer several rationales and, together, these bring them to the belief “that secu-
larism in India, as elsewhere, is indispensable” (Bhargava 1998: 2). The questions of 
this section are these: Has the secular state in India remained neutral on the issue of 
religious conversion? Could it be neutral? If yes, what would neutrality mean in the 
Indian context?

The First Premise of the Secular State

Religious conversion is a problem in India when Islam or Christianity tries to convert 
people from Hinduism. That is to say, it is not an issue of converting Muslims into 
Christianity or the other way round, but one of converting Hindus into either of the 
two. If the secular state has to be religiously neutral, it must have a symmetric at-
titude toward all religious conversions and not favour one type of conversion above 
another. That is, it must treat conversions between the Semitic religions and from 
Hinduism to the Semitic religions in the same way, namely, as conversions between 
different religions. In that case, it confronts the following problem. Are the Semitic 
religions and the Indian traditions phenomena of the same kind? A religiously neu-
tral state has to assume a positive answer to this question, if it has to treat Hinduism 
and the Semitic religions symmetrically. However, this assumption has no warrant. If 
anything, the prima facie evidence points to the falsity of this assumption. A random 
selection of claims put across by the students of Indian religions ought to suffice in 
this context.

In the second of the multi-volume Historia Religionum, an Indian, talking about 
Hinduism, says that 

Hinduism can hardly be called a religion in the popularly understood sense of the 
term. Unlike most religions, Hinduism does not regard the concept of god as being 
central to it…Hinduism does not venerate any particular person as its sole pro-
phet or as its founder. It does not…recognize any particular book as its absolutely 
authoritative scripture (Dandekar 1969: 237).

Similar thoughts occur in a handbook written by experts in the area, aimed at a more 
general public: 
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Hinduism displays few of the characteristics that are generally expected of a reli-
gion. It has no founder, nor is it prophetic. It is not credal, nor is any particular 
doctrine, dogma or practice held to be essential to it. It is not a system of theology, 
nor a single moral code, and the concept of god is not central to it. There is no 
specific scripture or work regarded as being uniquely authoritative and, finally, it 
is not sustained by an ecclesiastical organization. Thus it is difficult to categorize 
Hinduism as ‘religion’ using normally accepted criteria. It is then possible to find 
groups of Hindus whose respective faiths have almost nothing in common with 
one another, and it is also impossible to identify any universal belief or practice 
that is common to all Hindus. Confronted with such diversity, what is it that 
makes Hinduism a single religious tradition and not a loose confederation of many 
different traditions? (Weightman 1984, 191-2.)

Indeed. Collins, a Buddhologist, is not sanguine about Buddhism either. Speaking 
of the mistake of using emic categories of Christian thought, as though they were 
etic categories of description and analysis in the academic study of religions, Collins 
(1988: 103) adds in parentheses, “perhaps the most pervasive example of this is the 
concept of ‘religion’ itself.”

Citations like the above could be multiplied indefinitely, but the point is made. 
There are prima facie grounds to suspect that the Indian traditions and the Semitic 
religions are phenomena of different kinds. Nevertheless, without providing argu-
ments to the contrary, the secular state assumes that the Semitic religions and the 
Indian traditions are instances of the same kind. Students of religion almost routinely 
make such remarks as the above and go on to study the Indian traditions as “reli-
gions” of a different kind (see Balagangadhara 1994 for a critique). There is no need 
here to discuss whether their attempts are satisfactory or not. The point is that no 
student of religion is willing or able to argue that Hinduism and the Semitic religions 
are phenomena of the same kind. Consequently, the onus is on those who want to 
argue that these two phenomena are instances of the same kind. In other words, the 
secular state cannot assume the opposite of “scientific wisdom” without compelling 
arguments.

However, there is one story or one compelling argument that opposes “scientific 
wisdom.” It comes from the theologies of the Semitic religions. Let us recount the 
simplest version of that story. There was once a religion, the true and universal one, 
which was the divine gift to humankind. The (Biblical) God installs a sense or spark 
of divinity in all races (and individuals). During the course of human history, this 
sense is corrupted. Idolatry, worship of the Devil (viz. the false god and his minions) 
was to be the lot of humankind until (the Biblical) God spoke to Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob and led their tribe back onto the true path. Of course, it is possible that this 
story is true; after all, those who follow these religions do believe in its truth. Is this 
enough for a secular state to accept the truth of this claim? In answering this question, 
the secular state cannot be neutral. The choices are but two: (a) the state accepts 
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some variant of the above theological story and treats Hinduism and the Semitic reli-
gions as phenomena of the same kind; or (b) it gives in to the prima facie difference, 
and (in the absence of better arguments) treats the Semitic religions and the Indian 
traditions as phenomena of different kinds.

The Second Premise of the Secular State

Abstractly speaking, the freedom to convert people into some religion or the other 
might indicate the presence of a “desirable” value in a society, namely, the value 
of the freedom of religious expression. What such a value logically presupposes, in 
any case, is the truth of the assumption that these religions are rival movements. This is 
a factual assumption, whose factual nature can be brought to light by noticing that 
no logical difficulties are created if we assume the existence of multiple religions 
without postulating that they also compete with each other. However, this factual 
assumption requires justification because history tells us the opposite.

It is a matter of historical fact that Christianity and Islam have been rivals, wher-
ever and whenever they met each other. Could we say the same about the contact 
between the Hindu traditions and these Semitic religions?

François Bernier, the seventeenth-century French merchant and explorer, in his 
famous Voyages, recounts a conversation he had with some Brahmins. Discussing their 
frequency of ablutions, 

When I told them that in cold Countries it would not be possible to observe that 
Law of theirs in Winter (which was a sign of its being a meer human invention) 
they gave this pleasant answer: That they pretended not their Law was universal; 
that God had only made it for them, and it was therefore they could not receive a 
Stranger into their Religion: that they thought not our Religion was therefore false, but 
that it might be it was good for us, and that God might have appointed several dif-
ferent ways to go to Heaven; but they will not hear that our Religion should be the 
general Religion for the whole earth; and theirs a fable and pure device (Bernier 
1671: 149-50).

As Chatfield, a Protestant writer from the late eighteenth century, reports: 

When the Brahmins have been pressed by the arguments of the Christians, that 
their law could only be observed in their own country, on account of its peculiar 
ordinances, their answer has been uniform, “that God had only made it for them, and 
therefore they did not admit into it strangers; that they pretended not that Christianity 
was false; and since God could make many roads to heaven, it was not thence to be 
presumed that their religion was mere fable and invention” (Chatfield 1808: 324).
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Or as a Hindu Brahmin of coastal Tamil Nadu assured Bartholomaeus Ziegenbalg, a 
Lutheran missionary, during the early eighteenth century: 

I believe all you say of God’s Dealings with you White Europeans, to be true; but 
his Appearances and Revelations among us Black Malabarians, have been quite 
otherwise: And the Revelations he made of himself in this Land are as firmly 
believ’d here to be true, as you believe those made in your Country: For as Christ 
in Europe was made Man; so here our God Wischtnu was born among us Malabarians; 
And as you hope for Salvation through Christ; so we hope for Salvation through 
Wischtnu; and to save you one way, and us another, is one of the Pastimes and 
Diversions of Almighty God (Ziegenbalg 1719: 14).

As we saw in the above, the famous Muslim traveller to India, Alberuni, also noted 
the absence of religious rivalry among the Hindus in the eleventh century (Alberuni 
in Sachau, Ed. 1888: 3). Although Alberuni continued to say that the Hindus directed 
their fanaticism against foreigners, it was clear that the Hindus did not keep distance 
from these mlecchas because they thought the latter were propagators of false religion. 
In fact, an analysis of Hindu Sanskrit sources on the Muslims from the eighth to the 
fourteenth century reveals that “the construction of the other is made neither in reli-
gious nor in territorial terms; in other words, although the term dharma is used in the 
sense of religion, the Muslims are not projected as a community practising a religion 
which is the antithesis of recognized religious practices” (Chattopadhyaya 1998: 90). 
Thus, the Hindus did not even identify the Muslims along religious lines, let alone 
consider them as religious rivals.

In other words, the Indian traditions refused to accept that theirs was false “re-
ligion” and that Christianity or Islam was the true one. Nor were they willing to say 
that Christianity or Islam was false. They merely maintained that these traditions 
could co-exist without competing with each other as rivals. This is the Hindu view of 
the matter. The Semitic religions, on the other hand, advance the claim that they 
and the Indian traditions are competing or rival movements. Between these two 
positions, again, there is no neutral ground: (a) the Semitic religions and the Hindu 
traditions are competitors with respect to each other, or (b) they are not. The secular 
state has to choose between these two logically exclusive premises as well.

The Third Premise of the Secular State

Consider the following two propositions about religious truth: (a) religion revolves 
around the truth of its doctrine; (b) the predicates “truth” and “falsity” do not ap-
ply to religions. These views have been held by two different kinds of groups: the 
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Semitic religions that Judaism, Christianity and Islam are; and the pagan traditions of 
the Antiquity and the Indians. 

On the one hand, the three Semitic religions—Judaism, Christianity and Islam—
claim that because they are the unique revelations of (the Biblical) God to humankind, 
they are true. They believe that there is one true God, who is the creator and sov-
ereign of the universe. Everything that happens in the universe expresses His Will 
or purpose. In other words, (this Biblical) God has a plan, and the universe is the 
embodiment of this plan. According to each of these religions, their respective doc-
trine is the true self-disclosure in which (this Biblical) God reveals His Will or plan to 
humankind. Only through a genuine belief in this doctrine and a total surrender to 
this Divine Will can human beings hope for salvation.

A random citation, from an epistle said to have been composed around 124 C.E., 
the period of the Apostolic Fathers, illustrates how Christians described their reli-
gion from the very beginning. In The Epistle to Diognetus, purporting to be a “reply 
to an inquiring heathen’s desire for information about the beliefs and customs of 
Christians,” an anonymous writer explains: 

The doctrines they (the Christians) profess is not the invention of busy human minds 
and brains, nor are they, like some, adherents of this or that school of human 
thought. As I said before, it is not an earthly discovery that has been entrusted to 
them. The thing they guard so jealously is no product of mortal thinking, and what has 
been committed to them is the stewardship of no human mysteries. The Almighty 
Himself, the Creator of the universe, the God whom no eye can discern, has sent 
down His very own Truth from heaven, His own holy and incomprehensible Word, 
to plant it among men and ground it in their hearts (in Staniforth 1968: 176-8; 
italics added).

Naturally, this self-description also carries with it a description of the other. Other re-
ligions are heresies, false or idolatry and the worship of the devil. After living thirty 
years among the Hindus in the “headquarters” of Hinduism, viz. Benares, this is how 
Reverend M. A. Sherring formulated the issue in the nineteenth century: 

(Here) idolatry is a charm, a fascination, to the Hindu. It is, so to speak, the air he 
breathes. It is the food of his soul. He is subdued, enslaved, befooled by it. The 
nature of the Hindu partakes of the supposed nature of the gods whom he wor-
ships. And what is that nature? According to the traditions handed about amongst 
the natives, and constantly dwelt upon in their conversation, and referred to in their 
popular songs—which perhaps would be sufficient proof—yet more especially ac-
cording to the numberless statements and narratives found in their sacred writings, 
on which these traditions are based, it is, in many instances, vile and abominable 
to the last degree. Idolatry is a word denoting all that is wicked in imagination 
and impure in practice. Idolatry is a demon—an incarnation of all evil—but never-
theless bewitching and seductive as a siren. It ensnares the depraved heart, coils 
around it like a serpent, transfixes it with its deadly fangs, and finally stings it to 
death (in Urwick 1885: 133).
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All these traditions are nothing but the attempts of the false god either to deceive 
the gullible or to corrupt the true religion. Thus, the Semitic view has it that religion 
revolves around the crucial question of the truth and falsity of a set of doctrines.

On the other hand, there is the pagan self-description, as evidenced both in 
the Indian traditions and in the religio of the Ancient Romans. These self-descrip-
tions see the various traditions as a human search for truth, and they see the different 
religions as paths in this ongoing quest. As Gandhi writes: “Religions are different 
roads converging to the same point. What does it matter that we take different roads so 
long as we reach the same goal?” (Gandhi 1942: 2; italics added). Or in the famous words 
of Quintus Aurelius Symmachus, the last pagan prefect of Rome: “Everyone has his 
own customs, his own religious practices…What does it matter what practical system we 
adopt in our search for truth? Not by one avenue only can we arrive at so tremendous a secret” 
(in Barrow 1973: 37-41; italics added). 

Consider the following problem, which Antiquity wrestled with: who is to say 
which gods are to be celebrated and which not? This problem had to do with the 
fact of diversity in the Roman Empire: the many flourishing and not-so-prosperous 
cults; the theories and disputations concerning the nature and existence of gods; the 
philosophical schools with their differing theories about Man and Nature; etc. All of 
these indexed two truths about human beings. First, that it is in the very nature of 
human existence to entertain multiple perspectives; two, because of this, diversity 
and difference were inevitable in human communities. Minucius Felix, a Christian 
writer from around 210 C.E., makes Caecilius—the pagan protagonist in The Octa-
vius—express these thoughts in the following way: 

…[A]ll things in human affairs are doubtful, uncertain, and unsettled, and all things 
are rather probable than true…[It is difficult to determine with]…any certainty 
concerning the nature at large, and the (divine) majesty, of which so many of the 
multitude of sects in all ages (still doubt), and philosophy itself deliberates still 
(Minucius Felix n.d.: 175).

About some forty years earlier, Athenagoras the Athenian had to enter A Plea for the 
Christians. This remarkable document, written around 177 C.E., is addressed to the 
Emperor with the request that he allows the Christians to practice their worship. The 
argument for “tolerance,” coming as it does from a Christian writer, begins by notic-
ing that diversity is a fact in the Roman Empire. 

In your empire,…different nations have different customs and laws; and no one 
is hindered by law or fear of punishment from following his ancestral usages, 
however ridiculous they may be…In short, among every nation and people, men 
offer whatever sacrifices and celebrate whatever mysteries they please…And to all 
of these both you and the laws give permission so to act, deeming, on the one hand, 
that to believe in no god at all is impious and wicked, and on the other, that it is 
necessary for each man to worship the gods he prefers…(Athenagoras n.d.: 129).
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In the pagan view, there is no one true God opposing whom stand many false gods. 
There are different “gods”; there are different stories about them; different traditions 
differentiate communities from one another. Although this view might countenance 
the belief of the followers of the Semitic religions, it cannot but see this as the story 
of some particular traditions. That is, it inevitably transforms the revelation of (the 
Biblical) God into another human avenue. 

Let us assume that both the pagans and the Christians are in agreement with 
the premise that “all things in human affairs are doubtful, uncertain, and unsettled.” 
By virtue of this, religions also share this attribute, say the pagans. Their religion 
does not, say the Christians, because it is the truth itself, as revealed by the Divine 
mind. Better put: the religions of Antiquity were false religions because they were in-
ventions of “busy human minds,” whereas Christianity was the Truth because none 
other than (the Biblical) God entrusted stewardship of His truth to the Christians. 
In other words, Christians opposed their true religion to the false religiones of the 
Roman period. 

Conversion is possible from the false to the true only if one assumes that both 
the traditions of Antiquity and Christianity opposed each other with respect to truth 
and falsity. This holds not only regarding the traditions from the Antiquity but also 
with respect to the Indian traditions of today. Consequently, the secular state that al-
lows for the possibility of conversion is compelled to choose between the following: 
(a) both the Indian traditions and the Semitic religions are epistemic candidates with 
respect to truth and falsity; (b) or they are not.

The Fourth Premise of the Secular State

The Semitic self-description contains a universal truth claim, which gives rise to a 
dynamic of proselytisation. When (the Biblical) God reveals His plan, it encompasses 
the whole of humankind (and not just Tom, Dick and Harry). Those who receive this 
revelation should try to convert the others into accepting the message in this divine 
self-disclosure. That is, proselytising is an intrinsic drive of Islam and Christianity.

The pagan view, on the contrary, implies that every “religion” is a tradition—i.e. 
a specific set of ancestral practices—characterising a human community. The tradi-
tions are upheld not because they contain some exclusive truth binding the believer 
to God, but because they make some community into a community. Any attempt 
at interfering with the tradition of a community from the outside will be seen as 
illegitimate, since all traditions are part of the human quest for truth. We can again 
turn to the pagan prefect Symmachus’s justly famous letter to the Christian Emperor 
Valentinian II: 
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Grant, I beg you, that what in our youth we took over from our fathers, we may 
in our old age hand on to posterity. The love of established practice is a powerful 
sentiment…Everyone has his own customs, his own religious practices; the divine 
mind has assigned to different cities different religions to be their guardians. Each 
man is given at birth a separate soul; in the same way each people is given its own 
special genius to take care of its destiny…If long passage of time lends validity to 
religious observances, we ought to keep faith with so many centuries, we ought 
to follow our forefathers who followed their forefathers and were blessed in so 
doing…And so we ask for peace for the gods of our fathers, for the gods of our 
native land. It is reasonable that whatever each of us worships is really to be con-
sidered one and the same… (in Barrow 1973: 37-41).

Given this opposition between proselytisation and non-interference, consider the 
situation in India. Here, citizen x is a Hindu who endorses the pagan claim that all 
traditions are part of a human quest for truth; while citizens y and z are a Muslim and 
a Christian respectively, who believe that their religion is the true revelation of (the 
Biblical) God, while all other “traditions” are false religions. This situation involves 
a deep conflict of values. The value of non-interference is central to the tradition 
of citizen x and it is unethical for him to allow Muslims and Christians to interfere 
in the traditions of human communities. Thus, he opposes conversion. At the same 
time, the value of proselytisation is central to the religions of citizen y and z. They 
have to propagate the true message and show to the adherents of other “traditions” 
that they are practicing idolatry, the greatest Sin according to these religions. Since 
non-compliance implies that they disobey (the Biblical) God’s will, it would be pro-
foundly immoral not to spread this message and try to save the heathens or the kafirs 
from eternal damnation. Thus, they strongly feel conversion ought to be allowed. 

How can the Indian state be neutral with respect to the attitudes of the citizens 
x, y and z? Either the state agrees with citizen x that “religion” is a human quest, no 

“religion” could be false, and, therefore, ban conversion; or it will have to agree with 
citizens y and z that religions could be the revelation of (the Biblical) God, therefore, 
some “religions” could be false, and thus allow for conversion. In other words, the secu-
lar state has to choose between the following two premises: (a) no religion could be 
false or (b) some religion(s) could be false. There is no neutral ground between these 
two logically exclusive premises.

These aspects of the Semitic religions and the pagan traditions—namely, pros-
elytisation and non-interference—are bound to collide in a society where the Semitic 
religions encounter pagan traditions as a living force. This is exactly what is happen-
ing in India today.

The anti-secularist movement has adopted the pagan view of the Hindu tradi-
tions, and this implies that one community should not interfere in the tradition of 
another. Naturally, the proselytising drive and the exclusive truth-claims of Islam 
and Christianity become extremely problematic in a society where non-interference 
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has the force of self-evidence. The pagan view about the traditions of human com-
munities explains why the Hindutva movement and the Gandhians argue for a ban 
on conversion. The secularists reply that such a measure would simply make a prin-
ciple of the Hindus into a “religious rule” to be followed by all others, while a truly 
neutral framework should allow the Muslim and Christian minorities to propagate 
and spread their religion. The secularists are not as neutral as they think they are. It 
might not be a coincidence that they share the position of the Muslim and the Chris-
tian minorities. Their plea for conversion indicates that they have made their choice.

Let us now summarise the four choices that the Indian secular state has to make. 
(a) “Hinduism” (or the Hindu traditions in general) and the “Semitic religions” are 
phenomena of the same kind, or they are not. (b) As such, they are religious rivals, 
or they are not. (c) As rivals, they compete with each other regarding truth or falsity, 
or they do not. (d) They can do that because some religion is false, or they cannot 
because no religion is false. In each of the four cases, these claims are those of the 
Semitic religions and the Hindu traditions respectively. Each of these assumptions 
carves the universe up into two exhaustive partitions, because, in each case, one state-
ment is the logical negation of the other. So, what should a liberal state do in such a 
situation? What choices are open to it, if it wants to remain neutral and secular?

Neutrality of Justification

Andrew Mason formulates an important distinction which has often been made be-
tween two kinds of state neutrality thus:

Neutrality of justification requires that the state should not include the idea that 
one conception of the good is superior to another as part of its justification for 
pursuing a policy. Neutrality of effect, in contrast, requires that the state should 
not do anything which promotes one conception of the good more than another, or 
if it does so, that it must seek to cancel or compensate for these differential effects 
(Mason 1990: 434).

Is it possible for the Indian state to have a neutral justification of conversion, if we 
assume that it permits religious conversion as a part of the freedom of religious ex-
pression? Could it justify this choice in a neutral manner? As we have seen, in order 
to decide about conversion, the Indian state has to make four choices. If it chooses 
between them, it chooses for some specific conception of the good, whether pagan or 
Semitic. Then there is no possibility of neutrality of justification. However, if there 
is a possibility for the state to suspend its judgement about the truth-value of the 
statements, then it can play the agnostic with respect to the choices and remain 
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neutral. In other words, could the state plead truth-indeterminacy with respect to 
these choices?

In a very trivial sense, it is possible to play the agnostic because one could plead 
ignorance with respect to the truth-value of any knowledge-claim. However, if the 
state pleads ignorance on some issue, it cannot legislate about the same issue. The 
Indian state has made provisions in its constitution about the freedom of religion that 
includes the issue of conversion: as said, Article 25 of the Constitution states that “all 
persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right freely to profess, 
practise and propagate religion.” This has generally been interpreted to mean the 
following: “…[I]n the context of secularism and religious pluralism conversions are 
legitimate, well within the Constitutional provisions, and entirely a personal affair of 
the citizens…” (Radhakrishnan 2002). From this, it follows that the Indian state has 
taken a stance on these issues. It endorses the belief that religion revolves around 
doctrinal truth.

More proof is available. The secular state in India and elsewhere puts certain 
legal restrictions on religious conversion. Most importantly, it prohibits all forms of 
coercion in conversion. It says that religious conversion can take place by means of 
persuasion alone. If one takes conversion from one religion to another to be a mat-
ter of persuasion, this must involve the question of truth. One can be persuaded to 
convert only in so far as one accepts the truth of one religion as opposed to the falsity 
of another. Therefore, the secular state’s restrictions on religious conversion again 
reveals it has taken a position on the question whether or not religion is a matter of 
truth. It may not accept the truth claims of any particular religion, but it does assume 
that religion revolves around truth claims.

It is worth our while to look at the empirical consequences of this position in 
the Indian case. The Nehruvian secularism and the framers of the Indian constitu-
tion continued the British attempt to create a modern state in India. In the process, 
they hardly altered the choices of the western colonial power: they retained and 
strengthened the legislations that the British promulgated to keep the Indian tradi-
tions under restraint. One can understand the British desire to curb “the heathen-
ish” and the “grossly idolatrous practices” of the Indian traditions. The “modernised” 
intellectual strata that led the Indian independence movement, humiliated by the 
Christian (mainly Protestant) critiques of the Indian traditions albeit in the guise of 

“scientific” arguments, merely exhibited their own “colonial consciousness” in fram-
ing the Indian constitution. Some examples might be instructive in this regard.

As Partha Chatterjee points out, even before the Constitution of independent 
India was created, some of the provincial legislatures had developed laws for the 
reform of religious institutions and practices: 
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One of the most significant of these was the Madras Devadasis (Prevention of 
Dedication) Act, 1947, which outlawed the institution of dedicating young girls 
to temple deities, and prohibited ‘dancing by a woman…in the precincts of 
any temple or other religious institution, or in any procession of a Hindu deity, 
idol or object of worship…’ Equally important was the Madras Temple Entry 
Authorization Act, 1947, which made it a punishable offence to prevent any person 
on the ground of untouchability from entering or worshipping in a Hindu temple. 
This act was immediately followed by similar legislation in the Central Provinces, 
Bihar, Bombay and other provinces, and finally by the temple entry provisions in 
the Constitution of India (Chatterjee 1998: 353-4).

Often the proponents of these reform laws invoked the need to “remove a blot on 
the Hindu religion.” Still, some of these laws could be justified on supposedly secu-
lar grounds. More problematically, Chatterjee continues, “the right of worship ‘of all 
classes and sections of Hindus’ at ‘Hindu religious institutions of public character’, as 
Article 25(2) of the Constitution has it, necessarily implies that the state has to take 
up the onus of interpreting even doctrinal and ritual injunctions in order to assert the 
religious legitimacy of forms of worship that would not be discriminatory in terms 
of caste.” Other laws were even more difficult to justify on non-religious grounds, 
among these the Madras Animal and Bird Sacrifices Abolition Act of 1950: 

The view that animal sacrifices were repugnant and represented a primitive form 
of worship was clearly the product of a very specific religious interpretation of 
religious ritual, and could be described as a sectional opinion even among Hindus. 
(It might even be described as a view that was biased against the religious 
practices of the lower castes, especially in southern India). Yet in bringing about 
this ‘purification’ of the Hindu religion, the legislative wing of the state was seen 
as the appropriate instrument (Chatterjee 1998: 354).

This reformist agenda was further pursued during the framing of the Indian Consti-
tution and the Hindu Code Bill of 1955. Clearly, many of the above are not neutral 
justifications; they presuppose, instead, specific religious conceptions about worship, sac-
rifice, rituals and such like. Because the modern Indian state has embraced these 
ideas, pleading the agnostic cannot be on the agenda.

Let us assume, counterfactually, that the above legislations are undone or that it 
is possible to find some “secular” justifications for them. Could not the Indian state 
merely subscribe to the UN charter and follow the examples of the western democ-
racies? Surely, one could argue, what works for the western democracies should also 
work for the Indian polity.

Looking at the theory and practice of state neutrality in the European democra-
cies, the following can be said. In principle, a state can be atheistic, theistic or agnostic, 
and yet remain liberal and neutral. As long as people enjoy the freedom of religious 
expression (used in the broadest sense here), and all religious groups are treated sym-
metrically, it does not matter much what the sovereign or the constitution declares 
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the state to be. Of course, one might prefer an agnostic state to an openly atheistic 
or theistic state, but that does not automatically lead us to question the neutrality of 
the state. Therefore, one could say that a symmetric treatment of all religions and 
the freedom of religious expression of the populace are necessary conditions for the 
existence and functioning of a liberal state. 

More important for our purposes is the prevailing agreement. While a theist 
admittedly believes in the truth of his religion, the atheist believes that no religious 
claim is true. The agnostic suspends judgement about the truth-value of specific 
religious claims because of a confessed epistemic inability to ascertain their truth. 
Despite their differences, they share the premise that religion involves the question 
of truth. This is a factual premise of the liberal state. That is to say, the very possibility 
of a state being neutral with respect to religions hinges on the issue of whether or 
not religions involve the question of truth. In other words, although the liberal state 
ought not to make decisions about the truth of religions, it must decide whether religion 
itself is a matter of truth. We claim that the western liberal, neutral states have histori-
cally so decided.

When Christianity underwent divisions, the Catholics and the Protestants came 
up with competing truth claims. They defined the terms of the debate as a discus-
sion about true and false religions. Islam and Judaism do the same as well. Whether 
they accuse each other of being false religions or merely that the others are deficient 
in worshipping (the Biblical) God, the point is that each of them advances the claim 
that their beliefs are true. Further, as histories tell us, this way of framing the issue re-
tains its stability when they met with traditions elsewhere: Judaism and Christianity 
called the Roman religiones false; Islam and Christianity did the same with respect to 
the Indian traditions nearly a thousand years later. A liberal state can remain neutral 
with respect to the competing truth claims of each and every of these religions. That 
is, the notion of state neutrality can be made sense of by saying that where there 
are competing “truth claims,” one does not assume a pro-stance with respect to any 
one of them. However, this does not preclude the liberal state from accepting that 
religion is a matter of truth. The western democracies have accepted this position, as 
history testifies.

The claim that religion is a matter of truth is not an epistemological thesis about the 
beliefs present in different religions. Instead, it is a theological meta-claim advanced 
by each of these religions about itself. When each is convinced that it is the truth 
and the rest are false, and each of them explicitly states that the difference between 
truth and falsity constitutes the difference between salvation and damnation, then 
each one of them is asserting not only that its beliefs are true but should also be so 
believed. And, therefore, that religion is a matter of either truth or falsity. The liberal 
state in the West, has accepted a Semitic theological meta-claim as its factual assumption. It is 
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able to play the agnostic with respect to the truth-value of religious claims because it 
shares the Semitic beliefs about religions.

Could not a liberal state be “agnostic” with respect to the issue of truth itself? At 
first blush, it seems as though such a possibility exists. However, what does it mean 
to say that a liberal state ought to be an agnostic with respect to the issue of truth? 
It could mean that the state is unable to say which of the competing religions is true. 
Such an attitude presupposes that the state believes that “truth” and “falsity” are 
sensible predicates with respect to religion. As we have said, this is Semitic theol-
ogy and there is nothing neutral about it. Alternately, it could mean that the state 
does not take a stance with respect to the issue whether religion itself is a question 
of truth. In that case, how does the state respond to the issue of conversion, and the 

“freedom” to proselytise? The only option, if the state wants to play the agnostic, is 
to remove the entire issue from the sphere of legislation and let the communities 
decide about it. The state can neither interfere with religious violence nor strive to 
reduce religious conflict. Such a state will have to remain “neutral” with respect to 
religious violence and religious freedom. Because the western liberal democracies en-
dorse religious toleration and legislate about the issue, quite obviously, they are not 
playing the agnostic. As said, they cannot be playing the agnostic because they have 
presumed that religious truth is cognitive in nature, and that, for example, coercion 
is not the way for a religion to persuade people of its truth.

Consequently, the Indian state cannot merely follow the example of western de-
mocracies and hope to remain “neutral.” It cannot play the agnostic and yet legislate 
religious freedom. It confronts choices, which the western democracies did not face.

The Secular State and Religious Violence

The framers of the Indian constitution took over the theory of the liberal state as 
it emerged in the West and tried to transplant it into the Indian soil. In the process, 
they also endorsed the theological claim that religion is an issue of truth. While such 
a stance makes sense in a culture where the problem of religious tolerance arises be-
cause of the competing truth claims of the Semitic religions, it does not do the same 
in another cultural milieu where the pagan traditions are a living force. Consequently, 
the Indian state is subject to contradictory demands. It must look at the Indian tradi-
tions the way the Semitic religions do, as we have argued, while simultaneously play-
ing the “agnostic” with respect to the issue whether religion itself is a matter of truth. 
The first impels it to legislate on the issue of conversion; the second compels it to 
remain “neutral” and let the communities decide. The first stance results in violence 
generated and sustained by the state; the second stance forces the involved communities 
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to solve this problem on their own. The first attitude results in forcing the interaction 
between the Semitic religions and the pagan traditions to take the form of religious 
rivalry; the second forces the state to withdraw.

Let us begin with the colonial state, whose foundations the modern Indian state 
does not disturb. An unremitting hostility towards the Indian traditions sustained the 
colonial state. Its legislations were meant to curb the superstitions and the cruelty 

“inherent” in Indian paganism. Spinning the state policy around the Christian (mainly 
Protestant) criticisms of the Indian religions, the colonial state created stories about 
the “priests” of the Indian religions, the nature of Hindu temples, the reactionary 
role that Indian “religions” played in the evolution of Indian society and such like. 
The colonial representation of India, which was fundamentally a Protestant descrip-
tion of India, became the guiding mantra of the “secular” politicians of India. As 
said, Nehru’s withering contempt for the Indian traditions did not come from his 

“discovery of India” but from the textbook stories of the colonial power. As he said 
himself, he came to India via the West to some extent, and therefore he approached 
her “almost as an alien critic, full of dislike for the present as well as for many of the 
relics of the past that [he] saw” (Nehru 1946: 50). 

The intention and effects of his description could be summarised as system-
atic attempts to uphold the claim that Indian religions are degenerate, corrupt and 
in need of transformation. In other words, it upheld the Semitic claim about the 
inferiority of the Indian religions and therefore wanted “to scrap much of [India’s] 
past heritage” (Ibid.). The secularism of Nehru and his followers was, quite simply, 
a negative attitude towards the Hindu traditions. There is nothing “neutral,” in any 
sense of the word, about the Nehruvian “secular” state.

When pursued systematically, such policies are bound to have their impact on 
society. Eventually, once the seduction of this “secularism” wore off, the represen-
tatives of the Hindu traditions began to articulate defence of their own traditions. 
However, this defence did not take the form of reflections on Indian traditions and 
their ability to address the problems of modern society. Instead, it took the inevitable 
form of defence against attacks, i.e. a militant defence of the Indian traditions against 
the “secular” state of the Nehruvian variety.

When looked at from a pagan perspective, there is no religious rivalry between 
the Indian traditions and the Semitic religions. However, the opposite is the case 
when viewed from the perspective of the Semitic religions. When the Indian state 
assumes the truth of a Semitic theological claim, and further accepts this claim as 
its own epistemological position, then it actively creates and promotes the religious 
rivalry between the majority (i.e. those who belong to the Indian traditions) and the 
minority (i.e. those who are Muslims and Christians). That is to say, the state creates 
religious rivalry where there is none (if viewed from the majority perspective). As a 
matter of state policy, it creates and sustains opposition between religions and tradi-
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tions. Consequently, it transforms the conflict between different groups into a religious 
conflict. 

The secular state provides a ready-made dress into which social tensions be-
tween groups in a society can legitimately fit. The secular state in modern India as-
sumes the truth of a religious perception (even if the perception is that of the minor-
ity) without submitting such a perception to any kind of scrutiny. The exacerbation 
of religious violence does not tell us that secularism failed in India. The intensity of 
the religious violence tells us that secularism has been entirely successful in India. The 
secular state, which the secularists wish for, does not prevent religious conflicts: it 
actively promotes them.

By forcing the framework of the Semitic religions on the Hindu traditions, the 
“liberal” state in India is also coercing the communities to solve their internal con-
flict in a religious manner. That is to say, it is forcing the pagan traditions in India 
to mould themselves along the lines of the Semitic religions. The growth of the 
so-called Hindu fundamentalism is a direct result of this coercive straitjacket. Tradi-
tions, which never systematically persecuted the other on the grounds of religious truth, 
are forced into a systematic persecution of religions precisely on this basis. When 
secularists fight “Hindu fundamentalism” by appealing to liberal theory, they merely 
feed and strengthen what they intend fighting. It is precisely a liberal conception that 
generates the phenomenon of “Hindu fundamentalism” in the pagan culture.

When the Indian liberal state accepts the Semitic notion (which enables it to 
grant the freedom to convert), and does nothing more, the pagan traditions are forced 
to defend their value of non-interference by reacting to those who interfere with 
them. That is to say, when the state actively promotes only the Semitic conception 
of the good and the pagan communities want to strengthen their conceptions of the 
good, a conflict between the two is inevitable. This conflict is between not only the 
pagan communities and the state but also between the communities. To the extent 
that one particular community is perceived to enjoy the protection of the state, the 
conflict could only take the form of opposing the state violence with civic violence. 
That is to say, the so-called religious violence between communities and the cry to 
ban religious conversion arise from the “neutral,” “secular” policies of the Indian 
state during the last fifty years or more. The seeds of religious violence are sown by 
the liberal state; however, it is the communities that harvest them. The secularism of 
the Indian secularists is not an antidote for the violent clash between the communities 
in India. Instead, it is a breeding ground for “communalism” in India.
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Can the Indian State be Neutral?

Does all of this mean that state neutrality is impossible in the Indian society? This 
depends on the kind of neutrality one strives for. It has become clear that a neutrality 
of justification is logically impossible for the Indian state. This option is not available 
because (a) the choices of the state are logically exclusive and (b) the state cannot 
play the agnostic. However, other conceptions of state neutrality exist: neutrality of 
effect and neutrality of aim, for example. Drawing on Joseph Raz’s formulations of 
state neutrality, the foremost liberal political theorist of the twentieth century, John 
Rawls, suggests that neutrality might mean any of the following:

(1) that the state is to ensure for all citizens equal opportunity to advance any 
conception of the good they freely affirm; (2) that the state is not to do anything 
intended to favor or promote any particular comprehensive doctrine rather than 
another, or to give greater assistance to those who pursue it; (3) that the state is not 
to do anything that makes it more likely that individuals will accept any particular 
conception rather than another unless steps are taken to cancel, or to compensate 
for, the effects of policies that do this (Rawls 1988: 459).

When it legislates in favor of religious conversion, the Indian state cannot live up to 
the first two principles of neutrality of aim. This policy promotes “the comprehen-
sive doctrine” or “conception of the good” of the Semitic religions at the expense 
of the Hindu traditions by making the four choices that corresponds to the Semitic 
view. This leaves the third option of neutrality of effect. But this, Rawls claims, is “an 
impracticable aim,” because

it is surely impossible for the basic structure of a just constitutional regime not to 
have important effects and influences on which comprehensive doctrines endure 
and gain adherents over time, and it is futile to try to counteract these effects and 
influences, or even to ascertain for political purposes how deep and pervasive they 
are. We must accept the facts of common-sense political sociology (Rawls 1988: 
460-1; see also his 1993: 193-4).

Thus, the effects of state policy in a liberal regime may well bring about the decline of 
some religions and their conceptions of the good. We may indeed lament the limited 
space of social worlds, Rawls continues, but “No society can include within itself all 
forms of life” (Rawls 1988: 462). Rawls has in mind cases of minority religions that go 
against his conception of political justice: e.g. conceptions of the good that require the 
repression or degradation of certain persons on racial or ethnic grounds or religions 
that need the control of the state apparatus in order to survive. The predicament 
becomes somewhat more dramatic in the Indian case. Here, if we accept “the facts of 
common-sense political sociology” (whatever these may be) and abandon neutrality 
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of effect as “impracticable,” then it simply becomes impossible for the Indian state 
to be neutral. Neutrality of effect is the only option left for the liberal state in India in 
the face of the predicament of religious conversion. If it continues its current policy 
without trying to neutralise the effects, the cultural traditions that do not conceive of 
religious diversity as a rivalry over truth will continue to decline.

How could the Indian state neutralise the effects of its policy towards religion 
and conversion? Such a strategy becomes conceivable when we consider a common 
description of the co-existence among different religious and cultural traditions in 
the Indian society. Many authors have claimed that a reasonably stable and plural 
society existed in India, which far surpassed the cultural diversity of the West at any 
point during its history. This phenomenon of pluralism, it is said, took a shape differ-
ent from anything known to modern western culture. There were violent clashes, but 
these never developed into the systematic persecution of some particular tradition or 
the other. Alongside these clashes, there was a tendency in each of the religious tradi-
tions to absorb or adopt elements from the other traditions. Certain saints, festivals 
and artistic traditions were shared by Hindus, Muslims and Christians. In many parts 
of India, scholars point out, this kind of positive interaction lives on today (On this 
traditional Indian form of pluralism see Apffel-Marglin 1999; Burman 2002; Hasan 
1993; Narayanan 2001). 

It remains to be seen how far this picture of traditional Indian pluralism will 
correspond to a social-scientific theorising of the same phenomena. It could be pure 
nostalgia, but that is what research will have to show us. Anyway, our contemporary 
ignorance of the nature of—and the mechanisms behind—this pluralist social struc-
ture is tragic, given the fact that it is in fast decline. Social-scientific research should 
examine the successes and failures of stable diversity in the Indian culture. This 
research can reveal the mechanisms behind the traditional forms of pluralism and 
show how they could be stimulated. One thing the Indian state could do in order 
to neutralise the effects of its policy towards religion is to promote such research 
projects. It could help create a fertile soil for innovative research into the Indian 
cultural traditions, including Indian Islam and Indian Christianity, so as to disclose 
the mechanisms and dynamics that could be stimulated in order to have the Indian 
pluralism flourish.

In other words, only by actively generating the neutrality of effects could the 
Indian state hope to become neutral. To give up religious freedom and ban reli-
gious conversions is both undesirable and retrograde. It would deny freedom to those 
groups in India who follow the Semitic religions. Instead of doing this, the Indian 
state could look elsewhere to become neutral. In response to the economic exigen-
cies of the global market, it has actively stimulated the growth of engineering and 
allied disciplines. It could do the same with respect to stimulating explorations into 
the histories and theories of the Indian cultural traditions. The state could make 
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career prospects in such areas exciting, and entice intelligent minds to explore the 
possibilities of cultural rejuvenation.

However, it is not the aim of the present argument to prescribe to the Indian 
state what it should or should not do. It is not even proposed that the Indian state 
is under a moral obligation of neutrality towards the various cultural and religious 
communities in its society. What has been argued is that the dominant notion of state 
neutrality of liberal political theory collapses once it is confronted by a case like the 
Indian, where pagan traditions and Semitic religions co-exist. The issue of religious 
conversion shows that neutrality of justification and aim are logically impossible in 
such a case. In so far as the normative theory of the liberal state intends to provide 
a universal model to solve the problem of diversity in society, it is bound to fail, for 
it suffers from a profound ignorance of the structure of plural societies other than 
those of the Christian West. Moreover, the analysis has revealed that the dominant 
conception of the liberal state—“neutral” and “secular”—does not allow space to 
pagan traditions, which do not conceive of diversity as a rivalry of doctrines and truth 
claims. Perhaps, as Rawls says, no society can include within itself all forms of life. 
But when the epistemic premises of the liberal state prevent it from accommodating 
cultural traditions that form the majority in many Asian countries, it is high time to 
re-examine the cultural roots and limitations of this particular form of life.

8.3. Conclusion

Is secularism a Christian value? Two kinds of problems we have encountered in the 
Indian debate bring us to a positive answer. On the one hand, the secularists in India 
argue for the separation of the political and the religious domains, but they do not 
know what constitutes the identity of either domain. Yet, principles that prohibit the 
intrusion of religion in the political realm or that declare the freedom of religion are 
intelligible only if one has a theory in the background, which allows one to identify 
religion and the way it differs from the secular political world. In this sense, the case 
of the Indian secularism debate has given us more evidence for the hypothesis that 
the modern liberal conception of toleration is the product of the secularisation of 
the Protestant theology of Christian liberty. Against the background of this religious 
framework, the strict separation of the realm of religious liberty from that of political 
coercion makes perfect sense. Once such a principle is exported to a culture other 
than the West, however, it loses its significance and its fruitfulness as a foundation 
for the resolution of the conflicts between different communities in society. The only 
role it can play is that of a normative dogma, which presupposes the superiority of 
western political theory to the traditional forms of pluralism in Indian society.
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On the other hand, we have seen that the model of liberal pluralism is not—and 
cannot be—neutral between the Hindu traditions and the Semitic religions in the 
Indian plural society. When it comes to an issue like conversion, it turns out that the 
liberal secular state has adopted the theological view shared by the Semitic religions 
about the nature of religion and the different cultural traditions of humankind. This 
does not only create a problem in the liberal political theory’s claim to religious neu-
trality. It also shows that liberal toleration generates inter-community conflict in the 
Indian society—rather than alleviating it—precisely because of its theological nature. 
Both intuitions of the Indian anti-secularists, then, have been captured by the argu-
ment of this chapter. On the one hand, secularism has become a barren idea in India, 
because of its western-Christian origins. On the other hand, it causes ruptures in the 
fabric of Indian society, instead of allowing these to heal.
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Conclusion

Initially, the present dissertation formulated two sets of questions about the con-
temporary understanding of toleration. Firstly, the following questions were raised: 
How could the modern liberal notion of toleration make sense to the western (and 
western-trained) intellectuals in the absence of a theoretical criterion to identify its 
two spheres? How to account for the futile attempt to develop a normative prin-
ciple (such as the harm principle) in order to fix the boundary between the sphere 
of toleration and that of coercion? The second set involved these questions: Where 
originates the belief that liberal toleration is the norm which all plural societies ought 
to live up to? How did toleration become a normative value in the West? It is time to 
see which answers have come up to our initial questions.

Early in the history of Christianity, the belief became dominant that the human 
world is split into two different realms. The monastic understanding of the Christian 
life as a process of conversion to God was put in terms of the division between soul 
and body—spirit and flesh. Human society was in the same way divided into a spiri-
tual and a temporal realm. In the medieval Church, these realms corresponded to the 
spiritual estate of the clergy and the temporal estate of the laity. The priests were 
spiritual, because they turned towards God. This gave them both Christian liberty 
and religious authority over the laymen, who were confined to the temporal carnal 
world.

The Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth century adopted this twofold 
scheme from the medieval Christianity, but gave it a radical twist. The process of 
conversion was extended to all Christians—instead of being limited to the clergy. As 
a consequence, Luther, Calvin and the other Reformers insisted, all believers had to 
be given Christian liberty. This development changed the distinction between the 
two spheres in a way that would be decisive for the shape of the modern political 
thought of the West. The spiritual kingdom became the sphere of liberty or freedom. 
True religion demanded freedom of the soul from the authority of human laws. The 
human body, on the contrary, was to remain subject to human authority and its coer-
cive laws. As a consequence, the temporal kingdom turned into the realm of law and 
coercion.

This theology of Christian liberty became the conceptual framework within 
which the question of religious diversity in society was addressed throughout the 
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following centuries in the Protestant world. The debates about the co-existence of 
Christian confessions revolved around the distinction between the realms of politi-
cal coercion and spiritual liberty. It was of vital import to determine whether certain 
practices or beliefs belonged to the temporal or to the spiritual. When the soul alone 
was concerned, these matters belonged to the realm of religion (the spiritual king-
dom), where God alone could judge and Christ alone could rule. Then the followers 
of these practices or beliefs ought to be left completely free. In contrast, if the prac-
tices or beliefs were potentially harmful to the life of others in the secular political 
realm (or temporal kingdom), then the human authorities could legitimately compel 
a group to renounce the practices or beliefs in question.

The modern liberal notion of toleration emerged from the secularisation of this 
basic theological scheme. By “monasticising the daily life,” the Protestant reforma-
tion gave form to the process of secularisation. 

However, what has not yet been attempted in this dissertation is to assess the 
extent to which Catholic Christianity resisted and/or modified this process. Nor have 
I assessed the extent to which Catholic Christianity’s contribution to the emergence 
of the theory of toleration can be distinctly outlined and recognised. In this sense, 
this dissertation also suggests the outlines of a subsequent phase of our investigation. 
However, carrying that out is best left for another time and another place.
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